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FOREWORD 

On  the basis  of a request   from the Government of  Iran, 
United Nations  Development Programme   (Special Fund)   is 
assisting the  Government  in carrying out  a project 
entitled "Research Centre   for Industrial  and Trade 
Development"   (UNDP/Special  Fund,  Symbol  IRA/16) 
The assistance  is being provided through the  United 
Nations  Industrial  Development  Organisation   (UNIDO) 
which  is  the  executing   agency   for this project.     The 
present  study  entitled   "A Study of the  Development of 
Consumer  Durable Goods   and Automobile   Industries   in 
Iran"  has  been  carried out  under contract  number   71/68. 

The  total  study has  been  divided  at  the  request  of UNIDO 
into two separate studies   : 

The  Development  of  the Domestic Appliance 
Industry   in  Iran 

The   Development  of  the Automotive  Industry 
in   I ran 

The  report on  the Automotive Industry has been divided 
into two  volumes.     The   first of  these  is  the   "Main 
Report",   presenting  analyses of the   industry and market 
together with detailed projections  and recommendations. 
The  second volume presents  analyses  of the  individual 
companies  which make   up  the  industry  at  the  present 
time. 

The  report  of the Consumer Durable Goods  is  divided into 
two volumes,   the  first of which  is  the  "Main  Report" 
which presents  Recommendations,   a Summary  and Conclusions. 
The second volume is  sub-divided into thirteen parts 
according to product or product group.     In  this  volume, 
Section I  of each part  gives  a review or summary of that 
part of the  report. 

In addition  to the above,   a further volume  deals with 
the Household Survey  carried out as  a part  of the overall 
study  and with the related Demographic Forecasting. 
This  volume of the report  is  in  fact  common  to the studies 
on both the  Consumer Durable Goods  and Automotive 
Industries. 
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The  total study has been carried out under the  following 
terms of  reference   : 

Consumer Durable Goods 

Within the scope of the project concerned with the 
domestic appliance industry Metra Consulting Group 
undertook  to  : 

Assess the  demand for refrigerators,  coolers,   space 
heaters,  water heaters,   air  conditioners,   television 
sets,   radio sets,  hairdriers,   vacuum cleaners,   fans 
and any other  appliances  for which plans   for   local 
production   are   feasible.     Such demand  forecasts 
entail: 

(a) An analysis of past statistics and time 
series as may be available to obtain an 
indication of future demand; 

(b) An extensive household survey  in the 
project area in order  to collect as 
detailed information as  possible on  the 
project  area on both  income  and expen- 
diture ; 

(c) A review of the Bank Markazi   survey 
reports.As well  as extracting appropriate 
information to establish: 

(d) 

- minimum income necessary before purchase 
of a limited number of domestic appliances 
is made; 

- the  curve of income  distribution within 
the project area; 

- the total ownership of a particular  appliance 
in  the project  area  at the present  time and 
hence,  the level of penetration  reached. 

The minimum household income  level necessary 
for purchase of the more expensive appliances, 
taking into consideration retail prices   and 
consumer preferences. 
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(e)     An  indication,   for the  sake of comparison 
of elasticities of demand,  the growth in  demand 
and the pattern of this growth in   a number of 
selected countries. 

An  analysis of the domestic  appliance  industry 
including   : 

(a) 

(b) 

le) 

a detailed interview survey with senior 
representatives  of  companies   in the   domestic 
appliance   industry  in   the project   area,   with 
the  purpose of defining   : 

- the present structure of  the industry 

production capacities and  actual 
production levels 

- production techniques and practices  in 
use  at  the present  time 

-    the present 
policy 

product   range  and product 

-    a  cost  structure of  the industry  identifying 
and quantifying major cost elements,   labour, 
investment,  overheads,   raw material   and 
components. 

Determine  the consequences and implications 
of  local manufacture both with  respect  to 
cost  of the  finished product  in the  project 
area  and in terms  of  foreign  exchange costs 
and savings. 

Indicate  for the   sake of comparison the 
experience of selected  countries  in  the 
development of the domestic  appliance industry, 
particularly as   regards the  degree  of inte- 
gration within  the industry  and the way  in 
which  this has evolved, the present  product 
range  and the ways in which  these  have  developed, 
relationships between  component producers and 
domestic appliance manufacturers,   the commonality 
of components within a particular  company and 
also  across  companies,and the  competitive 
nature both of individual companies  and  the 
national industry  as  a whole  in world market 
terms. 
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(d)     Make  an  analysis  of   the  lower income threshold 
necessary  for  the purchase  of a motor vehicle 
and its   trend within   the period  up  to  1982- 
1983,   taking  into account   factors   such  as price 
of  the motor vehicles,  development of other 
transport  systems,   Government's  expenditures 
on   roads   as well   as   the development of  urban 
and inter-urban  bus   and cargo transportation 
services. 

(e)     Based on  the  results  of the work   above, 
determine  the  demand  for motor  vehicles   (per 
types  and sizes)   for  the  period  up  to  1982-1983. 

Analysis of  the motor  vehicle  and ancillary  industries 
and preparation of a  development programme. 

(a) Undertake   a detailed  survey of  the existing 
industry. 

(b) Give  advice on  the  advantages  and  disadvantages 
of  concentrating manufacturing  efforts   in  the 
lower cost,  multi-purpose  type of motor  vehicles; 

(c) Consider  the partial   trade  balance of  imports 
of  incomplete  kits  with the export  of components 
manufactured  locally,   beginning with a  small 
percentage but  increasing gradually; 

(d) Propose legislative and policy measures to be 
considered by the Government for carrying out 
the proposed development plans; 

(e) Recommend types  of protection to be accorded to 
local entrepreneurs  to encourage   local manufacture 
while  allowing  sufficient margin   for imports  of 
completely built-up  vehicles  and  parts   in  case 
of  unacceptable   inefficiencies   in  quality and/or 
overeost; 

(f) Advise on the creation of a national body to 
deal with the policies on automotive industry 
and production questions such as  quality  control 
and independent  testing facilities; 
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(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

Include  in  the investigation the possibility of 
using   fibreglass   reinforced plastics   for 
commercial   vehicles  and  passenger  car bodies 
in  the  Project Area; 

Assess  requirements  in  terms  of manpower   (labour 
and managerial including expatriates) ,  and  the 
need  for  labour  training programmes; 

Prepare  a production programme which  shall 
include,  but not necessarily be  limited to, 
the  following  information   : 

- number of plants   (existing and new) ,   for 
motor vehicle  assembly and ancillaries 
production; 

- number   (by make  and type)   of vehicles  to 
be  produced; 

- details  of progressive increases   in  local 
content   and local  labour; 

-    list of parts  to be manufactured  locally. 

On-the-job training of  Iranian Counterparts 

In  addition to the above,  Metra Consulting Group 
undertook to provide on-the-job training  to two 
Iranian counterparts nominated by the Government 
in  consultation with the UNIDO.    The  training 
programme included  : 

(a) participation in  and contribution  to  the 
Contractor's work   in the Project Area,  and 

(b) participation in  and contribution  to  the 
Contractor's work   at his Home Office 
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GENERAL  NOTES 

1.  Throughout  this  report both  the  Solar and Gregorian 
Calendars  have been  used.     For statistical purposes 
the  two systems  are  not interchangeable  and  in 
general  terms  statistics  appertaining  specifically 
to  Iran  are based on   the Gregorian Calendar.     Never- 
theless,   for general   approximations  the   following 
conversions  should  be  used. 

Solar  Year  +   621 * Gregorian Year 

Solar Gregorian Solar Gregorian 

1338 1959 1353 1974 
1339 1960 1354 1975 
1340 1961 1355 1976 
1341 1962 1356 1977 
1342 1963 1357 1978 
1343 1964 1358 1979 
1344 1965 1359 1980 
1345 1966 1360 1981 
1346 1967 1361 1982 
1347 1968 1362 1983 
1348 1969 1363 1984 
1349 1970 1364 1985 
13 50 1971 1365 1986 
1351 1972 1366 1987 
1352 1973 1367 1988 

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE GROUPS 

The   income and expenditure groups used by Metra are 
the   same  as  those used  by the Bank Markazi   in  their 
1348  survey.    For convenience the  income/expenditure 
groups are often referred to by number and the follo- 
wing table gives the  range of annual  income/expenditure 
for   each group: 

Group Number 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

Annual Income/Expenditure 
(Rls. p.a) 

less than 30,000 
30,001 - 50,000 
50,001 - 75,000 
75,001 -100,000 
100,001 -150,000 
150,001 -200,000 
200,001 -300,000 
300,001 -400,000 
400,001 -500,000 
over 500,000 
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3.   ABBREVIATIONS 

IMDBI - Industrial Mining and Development  Bank 
of  Iran. 

cf» - cubic feet per minute 

RCD - Regional Co-operation for Development 

CKD - Completely Knocked Down 

ft - foot 

BTU - British Thermal Units 

cu. ft. - cubic foot 

fob - freight on board 

cif - carriage insurance and freight 

gvw - gross vehicle weight 

sq.m - square metres 

c.c. - cubic centimetres 

HP - horse power 

kg - kilograms 

p.a. - per annum 

lbs - pounds 

Rls - rials 

All tons are metric unless otherwise stated. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This project was commissioned by the United Nations 
Industrial Development Organisation late in October 
1971.  Fieldwork in Iran commenced in early November 
1971.  The first phase of fieldwork in Iran entailed 
the household survey work and detailed interviews with 
representatives of companies manufacturing domestic 
appliances in Iran. These interviews varied quite 
considerably in terms of length, ranging from two to 
three hours to two full days.  The length of inter- 
view to a large extent was dependent upon the size, 
therefore importance, of the company and the range of 
products manufactured.  In addition to holding inter- 
views with representatives of these companies, where ever 
possible, manufacturing plants were visited.  In total 
this phase of the fieldwork took seven weeks.  Following 
an initial analysis phase in the U.K. several of the 
companies were revisisted in late February 1972 to 
clarify any outstanding points. 

Fieldwork in other countries was carried out during 
January and February 1972.  In this phase two types of 
country and company were visited. On the one hand the 
Head Quarters of international companies with interests 
in Iran were contacted and discussions were held on 
how the company viewed its present and future activities 
in Iran. This part of the fieldwork entailed work in the 
U.S.A., Japan, and Europe. Secondly visits were made 
to those countries which are slightly more developed 
than Iran but can still be classed as developing countries. 
Included in this phase of the project were many countries 
in South America, the Far East and Europe.  A detailed 
list of all companieo and organisations contacted is 
contained in Appendix c of this Volume. 





2. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The  Domestic Appliance  Industry in  Iran has now been   in 
existence  for some  ten years.     Demand for  the products 
involved has been  growing very rapidly and over this 
period,   the   industry has   developed   from  a  collection 
of  small assembly  units   to one which in many respects 
can  be  termed a manufacturing  industry.     Over  the   last 
ten years,  the  industry  has been  largely  protected 
from  imports  and  the outcome   in  certain   areas has 
been  to encourage  high  costs,  high profits and  ineffi- 
ciences. 

The  objectives of  the sector over  the forthcoming 
five  years  should be to  improve efficiency,  reduce 
costs  and develop  the existing base  into  an industry 
which  is competitive in world market terms.    Present 
strengths should be built upon and every   attempt 
should be made to rectify weaknesses.    The following 
recommendations  are made  with  these  objectives   in 
mind. 

2.1    The Government should see the  development of  this 
industry as   the development of  four  distinct 
sub-sectors  based  largely on  technology but  also 
on production  techniques.     These four  sectors   are: 

The  Gas  Industry; 
The Consumer Electronics Industry; 
The Small Appliance Industry; 
The White Goods  Industry. 

Within the  above  four sub-sectors the aim should 
be to promote  structures  conducive  to the develop- 
ment of the  overall  industry  in the  best interests 
of the country as  a whole.     In determining the 
structure most advantageous  to the development 
of the country account must be  taken of both the 
medium and  long terms. 

2.2     The Government of   Iran should consider the estab- 
lishment of  a separate  autonomous unit, outside 
present Government  departments, which would have 
the specific task of promoting industrial 
efficiency  and profitability  and assisting the 



overall development of  the economy of  Iran.     Such 
a unit should be  staffed by a small but  very 
experienced staff and would not be concerned only 
with the domestic appliance  industry but would 
include in  its brief all  industry sectors. 
The  unit should have  the  ability and funds  to 
promote industry reorganisation  and should be 
entirely practical in  approach  leaving  survey 
work etc.   to other organisations  and departments. 

The proposed unit is  discussed  in detail  in 
Section 5 of this  report.     The unit is  seen as 
being a completely new entity although  this need 
not be the case. 

The  Industry Development and Renovation Organisation 
(IDRO)   has within its  charter the task  of  industrial 
reorganisation.     It is  true that to date  IDRO's 
main concern has been with new Industrial  Develop- 
ment.    Within  IDRO's  charter there are  certain 
reservations made regarding the   financing of 
industrial reorganisation/renovation.     Furthermore 
other existing organisations within Iran  such  as 
IMDBI have the  ability  to provide  finance.     Thus 
whilst a completely new organisation has been 
recommended above it  is possible  that  the Government 
of  Iran may consider  the  use of existing organisa- 
tions more practical. 

2.3 Any reorganisation of  the domestic appliance 
industry  in Iran will  take  several years.     In the 
interim period the Government should exercise 
the utmost caution when issuing manufacturing 
licences  and should consider the implications of 
any newly issued licence on the overall  long- 
term structure within the sector. 

2.4 The question of Government policy regarding manu- 
facturing licences has been very carefully 
considered.    Whilst there is a case for replacing 
the whole system and relying on market  forces and 
other incentives on balance it  is felt that the 
existing system,  at least in principle,   is the 
one most suited to conditions  in Iran.     It is 
however felt that the Government should consider 
modifying its present  licencing policy, particularly 
with regard to making  licences more explicit and 
more equitable  in terms of product coverage and 
volume limits. 



2.5     Efforts  should be made  to  improve  both  the quality 
of   proposals  and the  procedures   for review.     Most 
proposals  submitted  show  a distinct  lack of 
marketing   information  and  financial data.     Very 
little attention is  paid to  international  cost 
comparisons  and  there   is  a  common  practice  of 
tailoring estimates  of  costs  etc.,   to what  it  is 
thought  the  Government,  Banks  etc., would  like 
the   case  to be.     The  question  of proposals  review 
is   complex.     At  the  present  time  review  of  certain 
proposals  seems very  good and very realistic 
but   at the  same  time   review  and  assessment of  other 
proposals  is very limited.     Whilst the size of 
the  project  in part explains  the above,   this  is 
not   always  the  case.     Presently,   the Ministry of 
Economy  is  responsible   for  reviewing all  applica- 
tions  for  a manufacturing   licence.     Other organisa- 
tions  such  as  IMDBI  will  also  review proposals 
where,   for example,   direct  bank  participation,   in 
the   form of either equity  or  loan  capital,   is 
involved.     It is  felt  that  the  above organisations 
could improve  the  standard  of   reviewing  proposals 
by   seeking  assistance   from World Bank,   UNIDO  and 
other such  agencies. 

1 

2.6     As   a  result of  the manufacturing   licencing policy 
which has  been  followed by   the  Government,   coupled 
with  a high degree of  protection of  the  home 
producers,   the  domestic appliance  industry has 
developed  into  a sector   in which  there  is  a proli- 
feration  of product   and  a  high  degree  of 
duplication of  plants  and product  lines.     Profit 
margins have in general been  very high and  this 
has   resulted in heavy  investments  in plant and 
machinery, much of which is  under utilised.     The 
present stock of capital equipment within the 
country should be borne  in mind when considering 
the  development of  this sector. 

2.7     In  considering the  future rationalisation and 
development of the domestic appliance industry  in 
Iran  the potential  role which  could be played 
by   large multi-national companies should not be 
ignored.     Exports of  components  and/or finished 
products will prove very difficult for Iranian 
manufacturers without  assistance  from large 



international   companies.     Multinational  companies 
could  also  foster  the development of   the domestic 
appliance  industry  in  Iran   and  could  be used   as 
a vehicle  for  rationalisation  of  the   industry. 
The  Government  should therefore  seriously consider 
the   active encouragement   of  direct  foreign 
investment  in  this  sector.     The  role   to be played 
by   foreign  companies  is  discussed  in  Section   7 
of  this Volume. 

2.8 In  developing   the  domestic  appliance   sector  the 
Government should consider  refining  it's policy 
on protection  and the role of  import duties. 
Currently,  imports duties  are  used  in  a rather 
blanket manner for protection of the   local industry 
and tax collection.    Little distinction is made 
between  tariffs  levied a»  a revenue  raising 
operation and  tariffs   for  protection.     It  is   accep- 
ted  that certain  import  duties,  even  on components, 
are   a   form of  taxation which  is  convenient.     The 
problem however,   is  that   this  approach makes   analysis 
and understanding of the   real  situation,  both   in  Govern- 
ment   and  in  industry all   the  more  difficult.     Taxation, 
be   it  Value Added Tax,   Purchase Tax,   or Luxury  Goods 
Tax  is   applied to domestic  appliances   in most 
countries of  the world  and  there  is  no reason 
why  Iran should not also  impose  taxes on consump- 
tion  of  these   items.     It   is   felt,  however,   that 
protection and taxation   should be  divorced and 
this  would  in  reality give   the Government better 
regulatory controls on   demand  as well  as  clearly 
defining levels of protection etc. 

2.9 The present classification used with  regard  to 
imports  is the Geneva system.     This  both obsolete 
and  inadequate  for the present situation in  Iran 
and whilst plans are already  in hand1  to work 
on  the  Brussels system of nomenclature the utmost 
priority should be given  to  implementation of 
the proposed change. 

2.10 Customs  Departments were  very strongly criticised 
by  industry.     Obviously  at  the present  time many 
difficulties  result from the  use of  the Geneva 
system.     Every effort should however be made  to 
improve this department  to meet the needs of  a 
rapidly developing economy. 

1 ntly legislation has passed through Parliament 
regarding this change. 



11 The Government should do all in its power to 
foster Government industry and intra-industry 
co-operation and should work towards the formation 
of one or more* domestic appliance manufacturers* 
associations.  Such associations would serve as 
the bridge between Government and the industry 
and would provide: 

A forum for discussion; 
The communications link between Government 
and industry; 
A data source; 
A facility for training and education; 
A forum for presenting the industry's 
views on standards, testing and other 
such subjects to the appropriate bodies 
in Iran. 

The proposed association(s)   would have  a permanent 
staff  including a director,   an officer concerned 
with economics and marketing,   an  officer concerned 
with engineering and  technical matters,   and possibly 
an educational officer.     The   activities  of  the 
association would  include: 

The organisation of  seminars  and other instruc- 
tional  courses  for  all  levels  of management 
personnel  in the domestic  appliance  industry 
in  Iran.     At the one end of  the scale world 
authorities directly or indirectly  involved 
in  this  should be  invited  to address  top 
management.     At th«  other end of the scale  formal 
courses  should be developed,   possibly in  conjunc- 
tion with Iranian educational  institutions, 
covering such areas  as  financial control, 
production control,   inventory  control, quality 
control,  marketing,   design,   value engineering, 
work  and methods study,  personnel management etc. 

Th« Association should co-operate with the 
Government in the shape of the Ministry of 
Economy,  the  Institute of Standards  and other 
organisations such as NIGC in  the formation 
of  a national body whose   function would be 
the creation of industry standards suitable 

There  could be advantages in having separate 
associations covering gas, electric and consumer 
electronic appliances. 
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for  the   industry  in  Iran.     Clearly these 
could  be based to a  large extent  on existing 
overseas national,   industry   or  company  standards 
However,   these must be  evaluated  and  revised 
where  necessary  to suit  the   Iranian environment. 

The  association  should   co-operate with  the 
Government  in  setting  up a national  laboratory 
and testing   facility.     The primary aim of 
this  organisation  should be   to provide  compre- 
hensive   final  product  and component testing 
facilities.     However,   the organisation  should 
also become  involved  in  research or,   more 
correctly,  development  partly   in  recognition  of 
the needs to modify foreign  designs to suit 
Iranian conditions and partly  to serve 
as  a training ground  for Iranian engineers. 
The organisation should be set up as   an 
autonomous body with  its own management 
structure having complete responsibility 
for operational control.    However, there 
could be a governing council   composed  of 
members  of the industry and  the government 
which would have responsibility on overall 
policy matters.     The  initial  establishment 
of  the  organisation might be   funded by 
the Government,  possibly with United Nations 
assistance.     In the  long term,   the unit should 
be  self supporting.     It is  suggested  that 
subscriptions  should be  levied on members 
(both  industrial  and government) ,  these 
subscriptions entitling members  to represen- 
tation  on the governing council  and to basic 
research reports,  market information etc.     In 
addition industrial and other users of  the 
organisation^  services  and facilities   should 
pay economic fees. 

The association should promote a free  flow 
of information on the  industry and its 
markets  in co-operation with member firms, 
the government and other organisations. 
Such information would enable both industry 
and government to make  realistic plans  for 
the future. 
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The formation of such an organisation will take 
several years. The Government should in the interim 
period make every effort to create an environment 
conducive to establishment of such associations and 
establish working parties on standards and testing. 

2.12 The questions of standards, testing and trade des- 
cription should be given the utmost priority.  Standards, 
or the establishment of standards,is at the present time 
seen largely as the function of the National Iranian 
Standards Institute who do, it is true, contact 
interested parties when drawing up standards.  This 
organisation does however appear to be pre- 
occupied with the drawing up of standards and, other 
than on a few items for export,has very little 
power to enforce standards.  The present system 
is basically one of voluntary standards and only 
in cases of safety are mandatory standards set 
down.  The organisation is undoubtedly hampered 
by the need for funds, experienced personnel and 
not least of all time.  It is felt that one of two 
courses of action open to the Goveanment should be 
taken.  Firstly the Government could make many 
more standards obligatory even under the existing 
legislation covering safety.  All gas, electric 
and kerosene appliances could also be included. 
The problem is that even under an extensive pro- 
gramme of establishing test facilities etc., enforce- 
ment would be difficult. The second and most 
appropriate action at the present time is believed 
to be further development of the Institute of Standards 
Seal of Approval or similar "approved" marks. 
In order that this policy would work it would need 
to be backed by a concerted effort in the establisment 
of testing facilities and a vigorous promotion 
campaign. The latter if properly used could be the 
critical factor.  It is recommended that after an 
agreed  period a comprehensive advertising 
campaign showing approved and more important non- 
approved products, should be undertaken. Adoption 
of such a strategy should, given time, make consumers 
more quality and safety conscious and at the same 
time assist in industry, product and component 
rationalisation. 
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The above "seal of approval" would also serve to 
guarantee that the description of capacity etc., was 
as claimed by the manufacturer.  At the present 
time many refrigerators are much smaller than makers 
actually claim and few evaporative coolers have the 
capacity claimed.  This» in essence» is unfair competition 

2.13 The Government should review its own internal structure 
for dealing with the domestic appliance industry. 
This sector of industry is becoming increasingly 
important in terms of imports, employment and value 
added and is now at stages of development where 
Policies and a structure suitable for an industry 
based on import substitution are no longer appli- 
cable.  Consideration should be given to the 
establishment of a special planning group led 
by a director with a wide experience in this 
industry. 

2.14 Whilst demand for consumer durable goods in Iran 
is expected to increase at a relatively high rate 
in the future, there are certain products where 
inappropriate Government action could result in 
a much reduced demand and be damaging to the 
industry.  The Government should closely examine 
its future policy regarding electricity distribu- 
tion to ensure that this does not constrain growth 
in refrigerators and other electrical appliances. 
Furthermore, the Government should also review 
its policies towards the agricultural and rural 
sectors.  Whilst detailed analyses of rural house- 
holds was not a part of this study in the future 
these areas will become increasingly important 
as a market for consumer goods. 

2.15 The historical data on the distribution of income 
within urban areas is somewhat contradictory. 
Comparison of the findings of income and expen- 
diture surveys between one year and another in 
one case suggest a progressive redistribution of 
income whilst in another suggest the opposite. 
After very careful analysis, taking account of 
the accuracy of the data it was concluded that 
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in  urban  areas  there  is,  at  the moment,   and has 
been,  over  the  past decade,   very   little   change  in 
the  distribution  of  income.     Unfortunately the 
present study     did not consider  rural  areas. 
Data on  income  distribution  in  rural  areas  is 
very  sparse  and  therefore  conclusion  can  only be 
subjective. 

It  is  felt  that   in recent years   the  low  rate 
of  growth  in   the  agricultural  sector,   coupled with 
a relatively  low rate  of increase in the price of 
agricultural goods    compared with other non- 
agricultural products,   indicates  that  the disparity 
in  income  levels between urban  and rural popula- 
tion  could have  increased.     It would however 
appear that  action is  already being taken  to 
redress  the balance.     In a speech made  by His 
Imperial Majesty the Shahanshah  in early  1350 
(1970)   it was  said that in  the  5th Development 
Plan high priority would be  given  to the  develop- 
ment of the  agricultural sector. 

2.16 The  most  important weapon  in  the  armoury  of  the 
Government  for stimulating demand for consumer 
durable goods   is  undoubtedly  the  establishment 
of  a Consumer  Credit  Bank  and the  formalisation 
of  the credit   function.     It  is  recommended that 
this  be established as  soon  as   is possible.     Not 
only would demand be  stimulated but manufacturers 
would be  able   to  free working capital   and  thus 
operate more efficiently. 

2.17 It has been shown throughout this  report  that the 
involvement of  several manufacturers in  one product 
areas does not necessarily ensure competition. 
Whilst  there  is evidence that competition  in recent 
years has  increased and profit  levels have been 
decreased it  is  recommended that  the Government 
restructure the price  control department.    The 
department which should be outside the  existing 
Government  framework  is described in detail in 
the Automobile  Industry Report which formed a 
part of the  total project in  Iran. 
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2.18 Serious consideration should be given to the 
possibility of creating conditions in Iran such 
that ex-patriot off-shore operations could be 
established in Iran, particularly in the 
electronic components industry. 

2.19 The Government should accord the utmost urgency to 
undertaking a detailed feasibility study of 
electronic component manufacture in Iran.  Other 
feasibility studies for small electric motors, 
refrigerator evaporators, kerosene flow control 
units, and small pumps should be undertaken as soon 
as possible since indication from the present study 
suggests that all these components could be econo- 
mically produced in Iran during the next decade. 

In the above section several recommendations have been 
made which would entail the Government playing a very 
active role in the development of the domestic appliance 
industry.  It is not however, intended that Government 
activity should discourage the development of free 
enterprises and entrepreneurial spirit but rather foster 
this to the advantage of the country as a whole.  Indeed 
it is known that at the present time this is Government 
policy. 
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3. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

3.1 Demand for Consumer Durable Goods 

The demand for consumer durable goods within 
any one country is not only an important 
determinant of the structure of the industry 
but also exercises considerable influence on 
the conditions of production and the nature 
of competition within the industry.  The 
demand for household durable goods is funda- 
mentally different in nature to that of non- 
durable consumption goods.  Many analogie» 
have been drawn between expenditure on house- 
hold durable goods and personal savings and 
investment. The reason for such analogies 
is that like savings the acquisition of 
such goods represents the acquisition of an 
asset and many studies in the U.S.A., Europe 
and other developed countries have shown that 
expenditure on consumer durables is more 
competitive with forms of personal savings 
such as the accumulation of cash and securities 
than with non-durable consumption outlays. 
Indeed it was interesting that during the 
course of the study in Iran on several 
occasions the acquisition of a Peykan was 
compared with having"money in the bank." 
Obviously the latter were expressed opinions 
although they do serve to show that the above 
analogy is applicable to a country such a« 
Iran.  As a result of being somewhat similar 
to savings, it is not unnatural that the 
demand for consumer durables can be just as 
changeable with fluctuations in the level of 
economic activity as can savings.  Indeed, 
expenditure on consumer durables may even 
increase the amplitude of fluctuations in 
economic activity in a country.  This behaviour 
is in marked contrast to the effect of consumer 
expenditure on services and basic items of 
consumption such as food and clothing which 
appear to be relatively stable over time and 
act as a built in stabiliser in an economy. 
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There are various factors which influence 
the demand for consumer durable items, 
consideration of as many such factor« as 
possible is Important if realistic forecasts 
are to be made.  The following sections give 
a brief review of these factors. 

3.1.1  Income 

At   first   Bight  It  would  appear that 
the main determinant of expenditure 
on consumar durable goods would be 
"discretionary  Income"   -  the   income 
households   have   left out  of   disposable 
income after providing   for basic needs 
such  as  food and  shelter.     In  fact   most 
investigations  have  shown  that  it   is 
disposable   income  which   is  the main 
determinant of expenditure on household 
durable goods  and   that   the  income  elasti- 
city of demand  for  the«« goods  is   high. 
In a study   carried out   in  1959 the   U.K. 
National   Institute   for  Economic and 
Social  Research  calculated  that owner- 
ship elasticities   for  refrigerators   and 
washing machines   respectively were   1. Its 
and  2.0§  and other  studies  have shown 
similar high elasticities. 

Income,  however,   is not  the  only  factor 
in determining ownership.     It   is shown 
in  this  report  that the  ownership of 
refrigerators and washing machine»   in 
»ost countries of  the world  is very 
«imllar.     In Iran,  however,   it was   found 
that there   is  a  factor of ten between 
ownership of these  two appliances. 
Difference»,  though not  as great a« 
thosa found in Iran can be found in  oth«r 
count ria« which have approximately  equal 
wealth.     For example, while Australia and 
Maw Zealand  at  the beginning  of the   IJiO's 
had about äqual wealth New Zealand   showed 
a much hlfher level of owner «hip of 
washing machines but a much   lower  level  of 
ownership of refrigerators.     Similarly a 
comparison  of Scandinavian countries with 
Central European  countries «hows that while 
factors of wealth are of the  same order 
consumption patterns are quite different. 
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Local conditions, including the price 
of durable good« relative to other 
price«, the availability of hire 
purchase facilities and habits and 
customs vary from country tc country 
and all these affect sales and thus 
ownership.  One important local factor 
affecting ownership of electrical 
household durable goods is the distri- 
bution of income.  Although the wealth 
of two countries may be equal,the distri- 
bution of income may be totally different 
A particularly good example is found in 
South America where Argentina and Mexico 
whilst having similar levels of wealth 
have a totally different distribution 
of income and show totally different 
ownership levels of different appliances. 

The high income elasticities which are 
normally found for consumer durable items 
mean that a rise in income will produce 
»ore than a proportionate rise in expen- 
diture on consumer durable goods.  As 
such, income is an important factor in 
determining the demand for household 
durable good« in Iran. 

3.1.2 frlo» 

A decrease in price has a similar effect on 
sales as does an increase in income.  This 
makes acquisition possible to a wider range 
of households and in addition renders replace- 
ment less costly.  It is therefore important 
in estimating the future demand for these 
items in Iran to take account of likely 
trends in prices.  In taking account of 
price movements however, it is important 
that these should not be confused with 
changes in quality which hence result in 
price increases or decreases. 
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3.1.3 Consumer Liquidity and Hire Purchase 

In the preceding two sections the impor- 
tance of income and relative prices 
of household durable goods have been 
considered. In many cases durable goods 
entail a high initial cost if they are 
to be purchased outright.  This means un- 
less a family is very wealthy it must 
progressively save and when savings are 
sufficient purchase of the particular 
goods can be made.  Obviously if adequate 
credit facilities exist within a country 
then instead of savings a household is 
able to acquire the appliances and progres- 
sively pay for these over a period of time. 
It has long been known that in the U.S.A., 
following the second world war demand for 
consumer durable items was increased signi- 
ficantly above the long term trends because 
of the high level of credit that was avail- 
able.  More recently it has been shown in 
South America and in Europe, particularly 
in Brazil and in Spain, that the introduction 
of a formalised credit function gives a 
significant boost to demand for consumer 
durable goods.  Indeed an increase of 
between 10 and 201 above the long term 
trend line has been found to be the case. 
Obviously the more expensive the particular 
consumer durable item the greater is the 
impact of credit facilities likely to be. 

3.1.4 Other Factors 

In addition to the  above  three   factors there 
are several other  factors which play an 
Important role  in determining  demand. 
Often  these  are included under  an overall 
heading of educational  factors.     The educa- 
tional process  takes many  forms.     For a 
new consumer durable  item it  takes time  for 
consumers  to find out about  the particular 
item and to adjust their spending patterns 
to acquire such products.     Generally speaking 
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the learning process initially takes 
place in the higher income groups although 
this is not necessarily so.  Fashion for 
a particular item can originate in income 
groups other than the upper income groups 
and can be confined to particular income 
groups or classes.  Durine? this learning 
period demand for the very new product 
is low.  Once the product gains acceptance 
and understanding the demand increases 
quite significantly.  Following this rapid 
increase in demand,when saturation is 
approached,acquisition tends to slow and 
thus in overall terms demand for a product 
follows the traditional Gompertz curve. 

When ownership of an appliance reaches 
over 80% of households the situation is 
often referred to as being a saturated 
or mature market.  The term saturation 
should not be taken too literally since 
it does not mean that the consumer will 
not purchase any further products.  By 
the time this stage of development is 
reached a significant replacement demand 
has generally emerged.  Therefore what in 
reality happens is that demand for a 
product tends to remain relatively constant, 
at least until a substitute product becomes 
available on the market. 

In the present project efforts have been made to 
study all the above factors.  Obviously educational 
factors, learning processes etc., can only be consi- 
dered in s abjective terms.  Nevertheless, since 
such changes tend to take place over a period of 
time, historical trends will generally speaking 
give a good indication of what is likely to happen in 
the future. 
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3.2  Industry 

Generally the local manufacture of consumer 
durable items evolves from the local assembly 
of these products.  Imports comprise the first 
phase of supplying the market with these items. 
As the market grows local assembly operations 
begin.  The establishment of such assembly 
operations is brought about by a number of 
different considerations. On the one hand 
these operations can be set up in anticipation 
of direct government intervention in prohibiting 
or making imports very costly.  As such»importers 
and possibly foreign manufacturers wishing to 
protect their market share will enter local assembly. 
On the other hand investors who see local manufacture 
as a potentially high return on their investment 
may also seek to commence local manufacture.  Very 
often at this stage of development governments take 
little action and give little consideration to the 
structure of the industry.  Indeed throughout the 
large number of countries which were covered in the 
course of this study no case of a controlled 
industry structure from the first phase of assembly 
was found.  Because investment requirements tend 
to be relatively low and profits can often be very 
high investors are very quick to seize opportunities 
offered in this sector.  Whilst simple import 
substitution and local assembly is the order of 
the day economies of scale which could result 
from a rationalised and more concentrated industry 
are rather small and as such little effort is made 
to realise them.  Therefore throughout the simple 
assembly phase of development little consideration 
is generally given to the overall structure of a 
domestic appliance industry.  Once attempts are 
made to increase local content then the fragmented 
industry becomes a problem. 
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It  is  the experience  of  different  countries 
that market  factors will ultimately  lead to 
Industry rationalisation.     It  is however  the 
experience  of most  countries  that  such rationa- 
lisation  is   a  very  slow process   if   left to market 
forces  to  take   their natural  course.     Several 
countries  have  endeavoured  to  rationalise  their 
industry  and  the most  common  technique which  has 
been used has been to allow imports  to enter  the 
country thus   forcing  local manufacturers  to merge 
in order to gain economies of  scale  sufficient   to 
be able to compete with  imports.     This has  been   the 
policy which has  been  pursued  by most developed 
countries¿    Unfortunately  the  net  result  is   that 
imports  can  take  a  significant  portion of  the 
total market  before  rationalisation  of the whole 
industry has  taken place and seldom is the 
rationalised  industry  able  to  substantially  reduce 
the  level of  imports  tending rather to maintain 
them at  a particular   level.     In   the  course  of 
fieldwork no example  of widespread direct 
government   intervention has  been   found.     Evidence 
was  obtained  to  suggest  that  in  several countries 
indirect  action  on  a   limited  scale  has   led  to 
a number of mergers  and  subsequent   industry 
rationalisation.     It  is  true  however,   that   in 
most developing  countries  and even   in many  developed 
countries  the  consumer durable   industry  is   rela- 
tively  fragmented. 

3.2.1    Economies  of  Scale 

In  the  production  of all  consumer durable 
goods   certain  costs  have  to be  incurred 
before  any  product  is manufactured.     These 

"initial  costs"   can be  divided  into two 
categories:     the cost of  developing  a 
model,   including costs of design or adapta- 
tion  to  local conditions  and the cost  of 
testing prototypes etc;     the cost of 
dies,   jigs  and other tools which can only 
be used in the production of  this one 
model.     There  are other  costs which  could 
be included under the heading of initial 
non-recurring costs such  as  costs arising 

This policy was the one followed by New Zealand, 
many European countries (most notably the U.K.) , 
and to some extent Australia and Spain. 
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from the organisation  of  assembly oper- 
ations  and costs   incurred  in  training 
operatives.     It  is   obvious  that   the 
larger the number of   units produced 
of   any particular  model  the  smaller  is 
the  cost which must   be  carried  by each 
individual unit.      It   is  therefore  of 
interest  to examine   the  length  of   a 
series  in other  countries  and  compare 
this  with  length  of   series  in  Iran. 

Taking  for example   radio sets  European 
companies normally   run  series   approaching 
1 million units.      In   Iran  series  of   100,000 
units  are  relatively   uncommon.     Indeed, 
it   is  unlikely  that  more  than  one model 
of   radio,  of  all   radios ever  produced 
in   Iran,  has had  a  series  of more  than 
100,000 units.     More   commonly  aeries  in 
Iran   in the  radio   industry  are  of  the 
order of  50-80,000   and  in many   cases 
of   less  than  20,000.     Similarly  European 
manufacturers  achieve   series  of   approaching 
1 million units   for   refrigerators  and 
certain Italian manufacturers   run  series  of 
more  than  twice   this   length.     In   Iran  series 
of  more  than 200,000  units  are   again  un- 
common.     Indeed,   the  norm is much closer 
to   150,000 units   in   the more efficient 
and  larger compani««.     The  longest series 
obtained in Iran  are   therefore  substantially 
less  than series  obtained in Europe.     It 
is  true that Iranian manufacturers, 
because of the  small  home market,   are very 
limited in the  length  of series  that they  can 
achieve.     Undoubtedly,   rationalisation  of   the 
industry would assist but in order to even 
approach European  standards  it would be 
necessary for manufacturers in  Iran to keep 
models for several  years before even relatively 
minor changes were made.     Because of the 
limited market,   and because of  the  failure 
to  specialise in  certain products,  Iranian 
manufacturers tend to employ  "batch" produc- 
tion  techniques  rather  than the  continuous 
production techniques which are  used by  their 
European counter-parts.    Thus  if  a company 
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makes  100,(XX)  units  in ten  batches 
of   10,000, costs  are much  higher than 
if   100,000 units  are produced  in a 
single run.     Set up costs   and  assembly 
organisation  costs  are ten   times greater 
in   the first   example.     In   highly  labour 
intensive  agsembly operations  batch 
processes also mean that  assembly workers 
must  undergo  a   learning period or familia- 
risation period each time   the product  is 
changed.     This   is not necessary when 
continuous techniques are  employed.    Lower 
volume production usually  mean     that 
different processes are used.     For example 
if  standard engineering machines  are  to 
be  engaged in   a  single operation  for a  long 
period it  is  possible to   fit  them with 
devices which make their  operation more 
automatic.     At   very high   levels  of output 
it   is even possible  to make   use  of special 
purpose machines  in some  of  the  fabrication 
processes  involved in the  production of 
domestic  appliances.     These   special purpose 
machines  are  designed for   the  particular 
work  they have   to do.     They   cannot be  used 
to perform other tasks,   as   can  general 
purpose machines,  but  are   able  to perform 
their set  task  much more   rapidly than 
general purpose machines.      The  outstanding 
example  of such  special purpose equipment, 
and  the principal  form of   automation  in 
consumer durable industries where metal 
working is  important,  is  the  transfer 
processing machine. 

The primary application of   this equipment 
has been  in the machining  of  components, 
where operations such as   lathe  turning and 
hole drilling  are performed.     These 
machines are  in effect automatic flow 
production  lines.    The machine  tools of the 
various operating stations   on  such a machine 
carry out their operation   automatically  and 
work  to a precise time schedule.    Once  an 
operation is   finished,  the   component is 
automatically  transferred  to the next station 
in  the machine,  where a subsequent operation 
is  performed.     The use of   these machines has 
resulted in great savings   in   labour costs  and 
machine costs  per unit of  output.    Transfer 
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processing machines were  originally 
developed  for use  in  the motor industry, 
but  are now employed by   large manufacturers 
of electrical goods  such  as  refrigerators. 

The  use of  automated  techniques  in   the 
domestic  appliance  sector tend  to  have been 
mainly  in  the  component manufacture  and 
sub-assembly phases,   rather than   in   final 
assembly.     In  Iran  it  has not been  possible 
to use automated techniques  to any  signi- 
ficant extent.    This  is basically  because 
of the very  limited volumes of  any  product 
manufactured in Iran  at  the present  time. 

It  is  only  possible  to  employ  the   above 
techniques when either  the  annual   output  of 
a model of  a durable  good is very  high or 
where  components  for different models are 
standardised and production of these components 
is high.     The consensus  of opinion  expressed 
by  large multi-national  companies  was that 
it was not worthwhile   to employ  automatic 
assembly  techniques where only  a   few hundred 
thousand units of  a model were  to  be produced. 
The  level of production necessary before  it 
becomes possible  to employ capital   intensive 
techniques  such  as   transfer processing or 
automatic assembly of  electronic consumer 
goods,  depends on  a variety of  factors. 
Obviously,   the total volume which   is to be 
assembled is the  ultimate limiting   factor. 
Other  factors include  cost of  labour of  rela- 
tive  to the  cost of capital equipment,   labour 
productivity and expertise.     Undoubtedly  the 
cost of employing the most capital   intensive 
techniques known  in the domestic appliance 
goods  industry would be  so prohibitive in 
the small market which exists at  the present 
time  in Iran that such equipment  cannot be 
considered. 
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In  addition   to the economies  of  scale  which 
have been outlined above   other economies  can 
also be made   in purchasing.     Most companies 
in  Iran   could  obtain quantity discounts  on 
components   and materials,   as well as   gaining 
economies  of   scale  in marketing  and  other 
functions.      It  is  however,   very difficult 
to quantify   in general   terms  the precise 
economies  of   scale which   can be gained. 

One European   source has   claimed that   the 
unit  cost of   producing  a   series of  600,000 
refrigerators   is  one third   lower than   that 
of producing   a series of   200,000 units. 
The background to  this estimate  is  the 
success   of   large  Italian   and German  manufac- 
turers   of  refrigerators   in  capturing   the 
markets  of  other European   countries.     This 
estimate of   the savings  possible with   large 
scale production  of refrigerators  is  much 
higher  than   that which  is   normally  considered 
as  being  the   case.     Indeed,   a second   source 
suggested that  to  achieve   this  level   of 
saving  one would need to  be  comparing   series 
volumes  of   200,000  and  2   million.     It 
does,   however,   appear that  an  annual   volume 
of  200,000  units  is  the  minimum point   that 
companies  in   Iran will  have  to achieve   for 
products  such  as  refrigerators  and washing 
machines  if   they wish  to   compete  in world 
markets. 

In Table   3.1   data  appertaining  to cost 
savings  per   unit  on production of a   radio 
set in  series  of  5,000 -   1 million  is 
shown.     It  can be  seen   from this Table  that 
by  increasing  the  series   from 5,000  - 
10,000 units   a saving of  nearly 281   is made. 
Furthermore,   if the series  is  increased from 
10-50,000 an   additional   20%  saving  is  made. 
Above  50,000  units  savings decrease  quite 
significantly  and once  a  series of  500,000 
is  reached  additional savings  are very  small. 
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TABLE  3.X       INFLUENCE  OP LENGTH  OF  SERIES ON  COST  PER 
UNIT  FOR PRODUCTION  OF  RADIO SETS 

Length of Series Cost  Price 

5,000 100 
10,000 72. 1 
25,000 63.8 
50,000 57.7 

100,000 54.4 
200,000 51.4 
500,000 50.1 

1,000,000 49.5 

TABLE  3.2     SOURCES  OF  COST  SAVING ON   RADIO SETS WHEN 
OUTPUT  INCREASED  FROM  5,OOP   to  100,000 

Item 1  of Total Saving 

Inital Cost 42.0 
Metalware 21.1 
Plastic Cabinet 9.0 
Other Plastic Parts 5.7 
Components   (Others) 6.5 
Labour Cost and Overheads 8.5 
Stores Cost 2.2 
Other Costs 5.0 
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Although a  9%   reduction  in  cost which 
is  possible  if  output  is  increased   from 
100,000 units  to   1 million  can  by  no means 
be   ignored,   Table   3.2   shows   that  the 
greatest reduction  in  unit  cost occurs 
between series  of   5,000 and   100,000  units. 
In  Table  3.2   the  main  sources   of  the  cost 
reduction between   series of   5,000  and 
100,000 units  are  shown.    The   figures 
shown  in this   table  are given   as  a  percen- 
tage   of the   total   cost  reduction. 

It  can be seen   from Table  3.2   that   the   largest 
single source  of   reduction  in   unit   cost with 
an   increase  in  total output   from 5,000 to 
100,000 sets   is   the decrease   in  the   level  of 
initial costs  per   set.     The   fall  in   the   level 
of  set-up costs  per set as  the  number of 
sets   produced  is   increased  is   self-explanatory. 
Other  important  economies which become  possible 
with   increase  in   the   length  of  series  produced 
of   any set  arise   in  the production   of metal 
work,  plastic or   other cabinets  and   in plastic 
components.     Reductions  in  labour  costs   and 
overheads  in  assembly  and in   stores   costs 
are   also imports. 

The   above costs   refer  to Europe.     In  reality  it 
is  quite likely   that  the cost  of producing 
a  radio set,   or   indeed any other product, 
in   Iran, even  in   series  of  5,000 or   100,000 
will  be different.     It  is probable   that 
production  costs   in  Iran will  exceed  those 
in  Europe irrespective  of the   length  of 
series.    The  problem will arise because   in 
general material   costs  are higher  in  Iran 
and  whilst   labour   costs may  be   lower  corres- 
ponding lower efficiencies  are   likely  to 
offset any  cost savings or potential  cost 
savings in  this   area.     Furthermore,   the 
proportion of  total costs attributable to 
labour costs  is much smaller  than  that 
attributable  to materials  for most products. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

4.1    Demand 

Demand for  consumer durable  goods  in  Iran  has 
shown  a very high  rate  of growth throughout   the 
1340's.        Towards  the  end  of  the decade   for 
certain products  there  has  been a definite   slow 
down  in the  rate of  growth.       The  reasons   for 
this   slow down vary  from product  to product 
although,   in general  terms,   short term economic 
factors in  Iran have been important. 

There  is no product which,   at the present  time, 
can be considered to have reached a  level   of 
ownership  such as  to  suggest  a saturated  system 
or mature market,  even when only the urban  popu- 
lation is  considered.       Evidence collected during 
the course of this  study suggests  that  the  rate 
of growth  for consumer durable goods will  vary 
quite significantly  from one  product to  another. 
Nevertheless growth  rates  of  between  5%   and  20% 
per annum are expected. 

In the  case  of  certain  products demand  in   Iran   is 
currently much less  than would be expected  on the 
basis of comparisons with other countries.       On 
the other  hand other  products  show a much  higher 
rate of growth and a much higher ownership  at  the 
present time than would  be predicted on the basis 
of cross  country comparisons.       Therefore,   within 
this  study  whilst  consideration has  been  given  to 
the evolution of demand and ownership in other 
countries,   individual  characteristics  found  in  Iran 
are generally more important. 

In the Table 4.1 a summary of present demand and 
projected demand in  1356  and  1361  for a wide range 
of products  is given.        In addition this  Table 
also shows  the present   level  of ownership  in 
urban areas and within  the country as a whole. 
It can be  seen from Table 4.1  that with the 
exception of a few products ownership  levels 
within Iran are very  low.       The product with the 
highest ownership level  at the present time  is 
kerosene space heaters.      Currently some 25| 
of all households in  Iran own at least one  kerosene 
space heater,  and if only urban households  are 
considered,   then ownership totals around  50%  of 
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TABLE   4,1 SUMMARY  OF OWNERSHIP  APD  D1MAMD  POR  DONIfTIC  APPLIANCES 
AND  CQMSUIfil EtfCfKQMIÇ  f ROpCTS   Ili  IMM  

ITEM DEMAND OWiiRStflP   1350 

1350     I   1356 1361 Urban Total    Iran* 

Refrigerator 160,000 350,000 450,000 41 17 
Washing Machine 20,000 

/25,0OO 
60,000 120,000 4 «2 

evaporative  Cooler 93,000 175,000 210,000 - - 
Ai r   Conditioner 10,000 lS,O00 30,000 - - 
Kerosene Space  Heater 260,000 440,000 500,000 50 25 
Gas  Space Heater 5,000 20,000 SO,000 «1 c 1 
Electric Space  Heater 20,000 40,000 60,000 «1 «1 
Water  Heater §0,000 110,000 150,000 16 7 
Gas   Cooking Appliance 210,000 300,000 450,000 3f 17 
Klectric Fan 150,000 250,000 400,000 34 15 
Vacuum Cleaner 10,000 20,000 35,000 3 1 
:" "Ì ai    I ron 110,000 200,000 400,000 45 19 
I' ood  Mixer 17,000 35,000 65,000 0.5 «0.2 
Fruit   Juicer 46,000 130,000 250,000 15 6 
Meat   Grinder 50,000 100,000 200,000 6 2 
Hair   Drier 28,000 65,000 100,000 4 <2 
electric Shaver 80,000 150,000 250,000 22 10 
Electric Kettle 40,000 70,000 110,000 2 - 

L j.ectric Blanket 4,000 6,000 10,000 - - 
Gleetric Toaster 60,000 100,000 170,000 
Television 160,000 250,000 400,000 24 10 
Radi o 260,000 600,000 lM 66 37 
Tape  Recorder 40,000 75,000 120,000 
Record Player/Radiogram 100,000 125,000 160,000 21 9 

Approximately 
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households.  The product showing the second highest 
level of ownership within the country as a whole 
is a flat iron.  It is in many ways surprising that 
this product is still imported today.  Within the 
whole of Iran some 19% of households own a flat 
iron, and if only urban areas are considered the 
ownership level is 451. 

Of large consumer durable items the refrigerator 
is the most important product as far as households 
in Iran are concerned.  Ownership at the end of 
1350 totalled 411 of households in urban areas, 
representing some 171 of the total population.  Gas 
cooking appliances also show a very high level of 
ownership in urban areas.  Most of this ownership 
is for gas ranges, with gas cookers (with oven) 
having only a very low level of ownership. 

In Table 4.2 the more important products, plus a 
few of the less important products, are considered 
in an effort to build up a hierarchy of purchases. 
In this table the total number of households who 
own, for eKample, a refrigerator and also own a 
television set, washing machine etc, is shown in 
percentage terms.  By summing these individual 
percentages it is possible to gain some idea of 
which appliances are purchased, in which order by 
consumers.  It can be seen from the total which 
is shown in Table 4.2, and it must be borne in mind 
that these are based on only som« eight appliances, 
that the appliance which is first purchases by most 
households is a flat iron.  This is very closely 
followed by a refrigerator, and a radio set. 
Kerosene heaters have been excluded from Table 
4.2 although in reality they would be the first 
it«« to be purchased by a household in most 
instances. 

Mien appliances which, at the present time in Iran, 
are not so common, are considered it can be seen 
from Table 4.2 that in very few instances do these 
constitute a first or an early purchase by a house- 
hold,  for example, most households who purchase 
a washing machine already own a refrigerator, a 
television set, a fiat iron, a gas cooker and a 
radio set.  Similarly, of those households which 
currently own a vacuum cleaner, all already own a 
refrigerator, a flat Iron and a gas cooker, and 
moat of the» mm  a radio and television set. 
T*#o products which are particularly interesting 
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are radio  sets  and automobiles.       Whilst a 
relatively high  proportion  of households who 
purchase  an automobile  also own  a  refrigerator, 
a flat  iron and  a gas  cooker,  there does appear 
to be a significant consumption by households 
who own none of   these  appliances.       Similarly, 
it  is  found that   approaching 20%   of households 
will  own  a refrigerator,   television set, wash- 
ing machine,  flat  iron,  vacuum cleaner,   gas 
cooker and  automobile,  without owning  a  radio 
set. 

The closeness of  the   four major  appliances in 
terms of total percentage points   in Table 4.2 
illustrates that  consumption of most appliances 
in Iran is  confined to a very small sector of 
the  total  population. 

In Appendix B of   this  report cross tabulations of 
all appliances which were studied  in the Metra 
Households Survey are  given.       From these totals 
estimates  of the  number of  households who own  a 
particular   appliance  and also own  other  appliances 
can be made.      Obviously the level of ownership, 
in total  terms,     tends  to give a  good  indication 
of purchasing order within  the country   as a whole. 
The  technique outlined  in Table   4.2 however  serves 
to confirm that   it is,   to a high  degree,  the  same 
households who own the different  appliances. 

The  total  demand   for domestic appliances  and 
consumer electronic products which have  been 
studied in  the present project was snown in 
Table 4.1.     A crude estimate of  the total value 
of the appliance market in  Iran suggests  that  in 
1350 the  total market was worth over 10,000 
million rials   (over $130 million).    Of  this  total 
over 2,000 million rials   ($26 million)   was 
imported as finished units.     A further   5,000 
million rials  ($65 million)   was  imported in the 
form of components and parts and  thus,   on this 
crude basis,  the   total  value of  Iranian 
production was of the  order of 3,000 million 
rials.    The above  figures  are only overall 
estimates  since  the wide variation of products 
and models,  both  imported and locally manufactured, 
means  that precise data cannot be obtained. 
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To a large extent the major consuming sector 
for consumer durable goods is tne higher income 
groups, particularly in Tehran.  It is snown 
throughout this report that ownership of most 
appliances follows income and inferred 
educational patterns.  With only one or two 
exceptions ownership of each appliance studied 
in this project was found to increase with 
increasing income.  Furthermore, with the 
exception of only one or two products which were 
known to show significant regional variations 
due to changes in climatic conditions etc., 
ownership in Tehran has been found to exceed 
ownership in any other part of the country. 
This characteristic pattern of higher ownership 
level in the capital city is in common with 
what has been found in many other countries of 
the world. 

Throughout the various parts of Volume 2 
reference are made to ownership in different 
capital cities of the world, and these 
are compared with ownership in the country 
as a wnole.  In Tables 4.3 to 4.7 variation 
of ownership by type of city for a selection of 
countries is given.  The data contained in these 
tables sometimes varies very slightly from data 
which is contained in other parts of this report. 
These variations result from taking data from 
different sources.  It can be seen throughout 
these tables that ownership of appliances in 
larger cities and capital cities is higher than 
in tne country as a whole, whilst rural areas 
and small cities show much lower levels of 
ownership,  in part the lower level of ownership 
found in the smaller cities is due to the fact 
that these areas have a lower average income 
per household, however, educational and other 
social economic factors are also important. 

In Table 4.8 the ownership of selective 
appliances in Italy is shown by income group. 
For purpose of comparison the income groups have 
been converted to rials per annum, and whilst 
these are not directly comparable with the groups 
which were used in the Metra Survey in Iran, 
they do serve to enable direct comparisons to be 
made. The ownership of a number of appliances in 
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TABLE 4.3   OWNERSHIP OF DOMESTIC APPLIANCE BY CITY 
 *-  IYM MR JÀEÀff  

Appliance 

City Type 

Ownership 1 Households 
Year Refrigerator 

wmm^ 
Washing 
Machine 

Vacuum 
Cleaner 

All 1964 51 13 68 32 

1971 91 76 94 74 

Agricultural 1964 14 5 47 7 

1971 87 53 93 57 

Non- 
Agricultural 1964 62 17 73 41 

1971 92 82 44 79 

Cities  over 
50,000 1964 68 20 48 49 

1971 94 86 94 80 

TABLE 4,4   OWNERSHIP OF DOMESTIC APPLIANCES BY CITY 
    WEÜ #6i mm  

City Type 
Ownership 1 Households 

Year* Refrigerator Washing 
Machine 

Vacuum 

Madrid 1967 67 67 61 17 

1969 72 72 66 19 

Agricultural 
Region 1967 13 19 7 4 

1969 15 22 8 4 

All Spain 1967 38 39 39 6 

1969 42 43 42 6 

* Refers  to end of first quarter of  following year 
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TABLE 4.5   OWNERSHIP OF DOMESTIC APPLIANCES BY CITY  1-       &UE  _   ÎTÂL¥ Sii*  

Size  of Town/City 
(OOQ  inhabitant») 

Ownership  1 He iiuholdi 
Refrigerators Washing! Vacuum 

5 56 51 28 8 

5-20 66 67 44 17 

20  -      50 70 70 47 23 

50  -   200 86 80 58 32 

Over  200 83 81 55 44 

Total Country 
,_ - 1 

69                   i    67 
 i  

42 22 

TABLE   4.6        OWNERSHIP OF  SELECTED  APPLIANCES  BY  CITY 
 «-   WE . AMBfttitA imm arcn  

ftminhlp I Households 
Refrigerator     '   W fWa City  Type if 7 Washing 

Machine t Federal Capital 

Large Cities 

Small Cities 

Total Urban 

95 

88 

84 

91 

91 

70 ! 

56 
! 
1 

78 

68 

70 

59 

66 

TABLE 4.7   OWNERSHIP QF SELECTED APPLIANCES BY CITY 
SIII - SWITS 

Sii« of  City/Town 
m»Mtm ),M-m«:tvm n,n>r-r—• 
Refrigerator 

1 
Washing 

Less   than   2,000 71 60 

2,000 -   10,000 83 i 72 

10,000  -150,000 89 ! 75 

150,000  plu« 94 80 
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Iran is shown in Tabi« 4.9.  In this table only 
ownership in urban areas has been considered. 
Comparison of the data presented in Table 4.8 
and 4.9 shows that the ownership of refrigerators 
in the lowest group in Italy, less than 80,000 
rials per annum, is not too dissimilar to that 
found in the income group 50,000 to 75,000 rials 
in urban areas of Iran.  Similar comparisons 
throughout the income groups shows that for 
refrigerators ownership in Iran is approaching 
ownership levels in Italy in the various income 
groups.  This tends to support the argument that 
income is the major determinant of ownership in 
a country. 

Comparison of ownership of television sets does 
not show the same high degree of correlation in 
the lower income groups because Iran is only 
partially covered by the television transmission 
network at the present time, and therefore owner- 
ship of television sets is artifically low. 
Comparison of these two sets of data does however 
suggest that once the country is completely 
covered by the television network there will be 
a rapid growth in ownership of this appliance. 

Washing machines tend to be an atypical appliance 
as far as Iran is concerned.   In the part of this 
report dealing with washing machines, it is shown 
that ownership in Iran tends to be much lower than 
ownership in other countries when comparisons 
between ownership of one appliance and another are 
made.  The reason for the very low level of owner- 
ship in Iran is thought to be primarily due to ± 
cultural, educational and other related factors. 
Indeed, religious factors are thought to be quite 
important.  There are signs that with improved 
education the overall pattern of consumption of 
washing machines is changing, and this, coupled 
with changes in cultural factors such as reduction 
in the availability of servants, means that demand 
for washing machines is likely to show a very high 
rate of growth in Iran. 

Other appliances such as vacuum cleaners have not 
been shown in Table 4.9 because ownership in Iran 
is very low at the present time. 

1. Economic factors are only important in so far as the 
type of unit generally available (preferred) in Iran 
tends to be a more sophisticated and thus more expen- 
sive unit than the average unit available in other 
countries. 
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TABLE   4.8        OWNERSHIP   OF   SELECTED APPLIANCES   BY 
        INCOME LE\feL  ÌTALY   (ian."IMÏÏl  

Income 
(Rls p.a.) Refrigerator TV Washing 

Machine 
Vacuum 
Cleaner 

Less  than   80,000 34 31 11 3 

80,000 -   133,000 59 58 25 6 

133,000 -   160,000 70 68 36 11 

160,000  -   200,000 79 72 48 20 

200,000  -   267,000 82 83 59 29 

267,000 -   333,000 87 83 65 37 

333,000 -   400,000 92 89 75 56 

400,000  -   466,000 93 68 71 54 

Over  467,000 95 92 85 71 

TABLE  4.9        OWNERSHIP  OF  SELECTED APPLIANCES  BY 
INCOME GROUP -  IRAN   (Urban oñTyl 

Income 
(Rls p.a.) Refrigerator TV 

 - - 
Washing Machine 

Less than  30,000 4 2 o 
30,000 -     50,000 8 3 0 

50,000  -     75,OO0 29 12 0 

75,000  -   100,000 46 23 1 

.100,000  -   150,000 68 37 4 

150,000  -   200,000 72 50 8 

200,000  -   300,000 90 69 16 

300,000  -   400,000 93 79 33 

400,000  -   500,000 99 99 26 

500,000 plus 99 99 43 
——__—_—— 
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It has been mentioned in Section 3.1.3 above that 
one of the main determinants of demand is the 
availability of credit.  At the present time 
there is no formalised credit function in Iran. 
There are, however, a large number of appliances 
purchases by households in Iran which are made 
on credit.   The credit is supplied by the manuf- 
acturer and/or the dealer, and as such creates a 
requirement for large volumes of working capital 
within companies.  Data relating to the purchasing 
of consumer durable goods on credit in Iran is very 
sparse.   Indeed, only one survey which is undertaken 
by the Bank Markazi is known.   From the most recent 
published data, from a survey which was undertaken 
in Tir in 1350 (July 1971), it is estimated that 
72% of all domestic appliances purchased were bought 
on credit.  The average number of instalments for 
purchase of these items was nine, although for more 
expensive goods such as refrigerators, television 
sets, washing machines, the norm was between twelve 
and fifteen instalments.  Cheaper goods such as 
small space heaters were generally purchased over 
three or four instalments.   The Bank Markazi study 
suggests that around 501 of credit is provided in 
the form of personal loans, although it is believed 
that this figure is somewhat misleading since such 
loans are provided by companies or wholesalers who 
sell the appliance.   In addition this study shows 
that some 311 of credit is provided by the producer 
or wholesaler, whilst only 171 is provided by credit 
from Banks.   Interest rates for credit tend to be 
very high, the Bank Markazi study shows that the 
average rate of interest charged was 261 when the 
period of instalment covered one year.   For nine 
monthly instalments interest averaged 201 and for 
shorter periods percentages were proportionate. 
Whilst the average value of consumer durable goods 
purchased on credit was equivalent to 721 in mid - 
1350 this percentage varies quite significantly 
from appliance to appliance.  In Table 4.10 the 
percentage of total purchases made on credit for 
the different appliances is shown. 
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TABLE 4,10  PROPORTION OF CONSUMER DURABLE GOODS 
PURCHASES MADE ON CREDIT 

Item Percentages of Sales on Credit 

1349 1350 

Refrigerators 75 79 

79 68 

evaporative 
Coolers 56 57 

Television Sets 84 78 

Radios and radio 
grams 58 53 

Tap« recorders 66 60 

Vacuum Cleaners 49 49 

Washing Macnines 71 69 

Gas Cookers 73 76 

Space Heaters 60 35 

 — • , .,.,••,  •  • 1  • •  i 

Source* Bank Markazi Survey 13 50 
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Table 4.11 shows details of the average number of 
instalments for different consumer durable goods 
purchased on credit.  In this table the number of 
instalments also gives the number of months over 
which the item is purchased. 

TABLE 4.11 AVERAGE NUMBER OF INSTALMENTS FOR 
PURCHASE OF CONSUMER DURABLE GOODS 

ITEM AVERAGE NUMBER OF 
INSTALMENTS 

1349 1350 

Refrigerators 12 13 

Water Heaters 7 7 

Evaporative Coolers 10 10 

Television Sets 16 15 

Radios and Radiogram s    6 5 

Taperecorders 6 6 

Vacuum Cleaners 7 6 

Washing Machines 10 12 

Gas Cookers 7 6 

Space Heaters 4 3 

SOURCE: Bank Markazi Creditable Purchasing Survey: 1350 

For several years now the establishment of a 
consumer credit bank in Iran has been discussed. 
It is understood that at the present time there 
are only tentative plans for establishment of such 
a facility.  It has been found that in other 
countries the establishment of a formalised credit 
function plays a significant part in boosting demand, 
lifting it some 10-201 above the long term trend 
line and as such a similar boost to demand could 
be expected in Iran.  In the recommendations section 
of this report the establishment of such a function 
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is discussed.  The consequence of establishing 
this facility would be two-fold.   In the first 
instance it would give a significant boost to demand 
and to the industry as a whole.  Furthermore, it 
will greatly assist the industry by freeing capital 
presently tied up in providing credit to dealers and 
consumers. 

4,3 The Domestic Appliance Industry in Iran 

4.3.1 Historical 

It is very difficult to pin-point the 
time at which a domestic appliance industry 
was first set-up in Iran.  Whilst there were 
a few domestic appliances produced in the 
country prior to 1340 it is really only over 
the past decade that the industry has really 
come into existence.  At the present time 
a large number of appliances are assembled 
and to varying degrees manufactured in Iran. 
There is however, still a significant portion 
of total demand for consumer durable items 
which is met by import of finished goods. 

Throughout the development of the consumer 
durable industry in Iran the Government have 
endeavoured to keep a certain degree of control 
by requiring that each company wishing to 
manufacture a particular product must first 
obtain a manufacturing licence from the Ministry 
of Economy.  The precise conditions that must 
be satisfied in order to be successful in 
an application to the Ministry of Economy tend 
to vary quite significantly, being in part 
dependent upon the product which the company 
wish to manufacture.  In certain cases a 
detailed proposal needs to be submitted for review 
by different departments within the Ministry of 
Economy.  In other cases a simple and brief 
outline of the project is all that is required. 
In the early years of the consumer durable 
industry in Iran manufacturing licences were 
readily issued. Some licences were very open 
enabling the company to undertake any metal 
working activity and produce as many of one 
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particular product as the company wished in 
any one year.   Later manufacturing licences 
became more explicit and were limited to 
specific products with volumes tightly 
controlled.   One of the reasons that the 
Government chose to impose volume limits on 
manufacturing licences is believed to be that 
it enabled the Government to restrict total 
imports in any one year, although absolute 
confirmation of this was not obtained during 
the course of the fieldwork. 

From the mid-1340's the Government have 
repeatedly refused to issue further manufac- 
turing licences for certain products arguing 
that there were already sufficient companies 
involved in the particular activity.   In many 
cases there were already too many companies in 
certain areas.  Whilst the Government claim 
that particularly over the past few years they 
have had a very stringent control on the issue 
of new licences this is not borne out by events 
which have occurred. 

The embryonic domestic appliance industry 
which came into being in the early 1340*s 
was concerned initially with the assembly of 
imported CKD packs.  This stage was followed 
by progressive incorporation of locally manu- 
factured parts and components using imported 
raw materials.  The most common components to 
be locally produced were those requiring sheet 
metal work and simple plastic extrusion or 
vacuum forming.   Production of more sophisticated 
components such as motors and compressors is now 
only just beginning to be undertaken in Iran. 

Whilst most companies in the consumer durable 
goods industry in Iran took foreign designed 
products and assembled/manufactured these under 
licence very few companies actually became 
involved in joint-ventures with foreign companies. 
It would appear that there was a general 
reluctance on the part of Iranian manufacturers 
to participate in such joint-ventures.  Further- 
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more, foreign companies were not so attracted 
to the market particularly since legislation 
in Iran meant that they could not have a 
controlling interest in any joint-venture. 
The people who established manufacturing 
companies in Iran were in general importers, 
traders, financiers, and in some cases land 
owners.   Few of the people who established 
manufacturing facilities in this sector of 
industry in li in had any experience of or in 
manufacturing industries.  A few companies d'id 
progress from small workshops in the Bazaar 
to medium or large manufacturing companies. 
It is however noticeable that few of these 
companies exist in Iran at the present time. 

In building up local content in appliances 
manufactured in Iran the Government have pursued 
two somewhat different strategies.  In the first 
place they have ruled that certain components 
or certain manufacturing processes must be 
undertaken in Iran.  This in many respects has 
led to a significant degree of vertical inte- 
gration within the industry.  On the other hand 
the Government have actively encouraged companies 
to produce other components in Iran and once 
such facilities are established have given 
protection to local manufacturers.  More recently 
efforts have been made to bring manufacturers 
together in companies set-up to produce compo- 
nents to meet the requirements of the whole 
industry.  Two examples which have been estab- 
lished in recent years are Transpic,  a company 
set up to produce television picture tubes in 
Iran and Iran Compressor Manufacturing Company 
established to manufacture refrigerator compressors 

It is argued by the industry in Iran that 
the establishment of companies such as 
Transpic and Iran Compressor Manufacturing 
Company is merely an extension of the 
Governments policy of legislating that 
certain components will be locally produced. 
It was found in the course of fieldwork that 
there was resentment within the industry that 
the Government had chosen to impose manufacture 
of certain components on the industry without 
adequate collaboration.   It is however also 
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the industry ha« never attempted to form 
Itself into an association or a group to 
conduct  negotiations  with  th«  Government. 
This  would  at   least  «nabla  it«  views  and 
opinioni  to b«  pr«s«nt«d and  considered. 
This   lick of  collaboration and   co-op*ration 
between on« manufacturer  and another  results 
fro»  ingrained,   though often   ill  founded, 
mis-trust  of one company  for  another.        In 
fairness  th« Government  have  on   s«veral 
occasion»  tried   to bring manufacturers 
together to discuss development  of the 
industry and the  local manufacture of 
components. 

*-3-2    Pf—nt Situation 

There  are  of the order of   100  companies 
presently  involved  in   the  production  of 
consumer durable  ite»«  in  Iran.     Of these 
companies only   around  20 or 25   are of   a 
site   such  that   they   individually  play   an 
important  part   in  the  overall   industry 
in  Iran.     Whilst   there  are numerous 
overlap!  between  one  product  area and 
another  the  industry  does,   at   least  in   part, 
resolve  itself   into  four  sub-sectors. 
The  more   important  companies   in   the gas 
cooking  appliance  industry,  and   indeed   in 
the  ga»   industry  as   a whole,   are  not.   involved 
in  the production  of   any  other   consumer 
durable  items.     Similarly  the   consumer 
electronic» manufacturing   industry is   again, 
with  one eMception ,   not   involved  in  the  manu- 
facture  of   any  other   consumer  durable  goods. 
The   third  sub-sector  which  is   readily   identified 
is  the  small appliance  sector.     At the  present 
time  this  sector  is  still  in  its  infancy  although 
here  again companies  involved  in this  activity 
are not normally  involved in the production of 
other  consumer durable  items.     Ther« are  cases 
where certain  financial  links exist between 
coupantes  in this sector and companies   in 
other sectors but such  links are purely- 
financial with  production,  purchasing,   marketing, 
all being separate.     The  fourth  sector  can 
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loosely be  termed  the white  goods  sector 
and this  is  the   largest  sector of  the 
domestic appliance  industry   in Iran  at 
the  present  time.        In  addition to  including 
more  traditional  white goods,   companies   in- 
volved in this  activity  also manufacture 
space heaters,   evaporative  coolers,   air 
conditioners,   and  a  few other   items  such 
as water coolers   for drinking water  etc. 

The  above  sub-divisions,  whilst not  explicit 
at the present  time,  do exist  to a  signifi- 
cant  extent.        In  Table  4.13  the   industry 
structure  is   shown  on  the basis  of   these 
four  sub-groups.        In  this Table  only  companies 
who  account   for  more  than  one percent  of  total 
production of  any  one  product   in  a  sub-group 
are  shown.        Companies with   less   than   10%  of 
total  production  of any  one  product   are 
identified with  a   Y whilst  those with more 
than  101 ot   production of  any  one  product 
are denoted by   a   X.       It  can be seen  from     . 
this  table  that   only Asmayesh  are  important 
In two sectors.        Whilst  several  other  comp- 
anies  participate   in two  sectors  they  are 
only  important   in  one.       The  only  possible 
border  line  case   is General   Industrial  who 
could be  regarded  as being  significant   in 
the  gas appliance   industry,   being  the   fifth 
largest manufacturer. 

Therefore,   whilst   at  first   sight   there would 
appear to be no   specialisation within the 
domestic appliance industry   in Iran it  can 
be  seen that  the   industry  does  fall   into  a 
number of  groupings on the basis   of  technology, 
at  least as  far  as the more  successful  companies 
in a  sector are  concerned.       Whilst  four of  the 
white goods manufacturers  are also  involved  in 
the gas appliance  field,  only General   Industrial 
has any significant share of  the market.       Indeed 
Arj   should not  strictly speaking be included  in 
Tafele 4.13  since  its share of the gas appliance 
Market is  less  than 11. 

lilst the  industry in Iran does  seen to fall 
basically  Into  four groups based on technology 
within any one  technology group there  is  a 
definite lack of  product specialisation.       This 
is  particularly  trusin what  has been classified 
as  the white goods  industry  sector. 

1. i.e.   have more  than  a  101   share  of  the market 
for   a  single  product   in  two  sectors. 
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TABLE    4.13 INDUSTRY  STRUCTURE DOMESTIC APPLIANCE   INDUSTRY 

Company White* 
Good 

Consumer 
Electronics 

Gas 
Appliances 

Small 
Appliances 

Arj X Y 

Asmayesh X X Y 

General   Ind. X Y 

Philver X 

General   Steel X 

GIE Y 

Pars Machine Y 

Pars Electric X 

Radio  Electric Iran X 

RTI X 

Cofard X 

Radio   Shahab Y 

Mofid X 

Lord 

Farhadie 

Kashani 

Electroradar 

Mahbobie 

Persigas 

Iran  Gas 

Butane  Gas 

Universal 

Varasteh 

Ajure 

Calery 

Zeh 

Arya Gas 

Pars Toshiba 

Tadar 

Iran Fanco 

Notasavi 

Polar 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

X 

Y 
Y 

Y 

X    -     more than  101  of total production of any one product. 
Y    -     less than   10%  of  total   production of  any one product. 
*     plus  others  not   included  elsewhere. 
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Within this sector products which are 
included are: 

Refrigerators, 
Washing Machines, 
Evaporative coolers, 
Kerosene  space  heaters, 
Air conditioners, 
Water heaters,   as well as  a few other 
appliances such  as drinking water coolers. 

Of  companies who are   important  in this  sector 
only two tend to specialise in  one product. 
These two companies,   Philver and General 
Steel both have  a relatively large share  of 
the  refrigerator market but have only  small 
market shares  in other products.    Tne  three 
companies which  span  the  product range  most 
widely are Arj ,  Asmayesh  and General  Industrial, 
All  three of these companies manufacture  the 
full range of  products outlined above.       The 
products of  these companies,  coupled with 
those manufactured by other companies  compete 
directly  in the home market. 

Similarly virtually  all  products made by 
companies actively  involved in other  sectors 
of  the consumer durable  industry in Iran 
compete directly.        Indeed throughout  the 
whole industry  there   is  no case of two  or 
more companies manufacturing products which 
are complementary. 

4.3.3    Future 

At the present time there is an emerging desire 
on the part of the Government to achieve an 
industry structure which is much more ra .ionalised 
than is the case today.  Whilst consideration of 
the future structure of the domestic appliance 
industry in Iran does not appear to have been 
given the high priority accorded to the automobile 
industry there is a definite belief that a three 
group structure would be most appropriate. 
The idea is to base this three group structure 
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on Arj,  Asmayesh and General Industrial. 
Obviously as can be seen from Table 4,13 
this would lead to rationalisation of only 
one sector of industry.  Whilst this would 
be obviously advantageous the need is to 
consider the whole domestic appliance industry 
in Iran. 

Towards the end of fieldwork in Iran it was 
rumoured that Westinghouse were interested in 
a joint-venture with Arj.  Discussions which 
were held between representatives of Metra 
and representatives of Westinghouse in the 
U.S.A. confirmed that Westinghouse have a 
definite interest in the domestic appliance 
industry in Iran although no evidence to 
suggest that they were considering a joint- 
venture with Arj emerged.  Westinghouse 
already have interests in this sector of 
industry in Iran in the form of a joint- 
venture agreement for the manufacture of 
refrigerator compressors.  A joint-venture 
between Westinghouse and a company such as 
Arj would give a tremendous boost to 
rationalisation in this sector of industry 
in Iran.  During the course of fieldwork in 
Iran the possibility of joint-ventures with 
foreign companies was discussed with all 
companies who were contacted.   In general terms 
there was found to be a reluctance to consider 
joint-venture agreements although the extent 
to which this is a deeply held belief as 
opposed to a political front is not known. 

There is some evidence that at the present 
time closer collaboration between certain 
companies in Iran and foreign companies is 
emerging.  For example, Asmayesh began 
production of refrigerators to market under 
the A.E.G. label in 1349 and are considering 
production of A.E.G. electric motors in the 
near future.  It is true that A.E.G. are 
also having evaporative coolers manufactured 
by Varasteh. Rumours within the industry in 
Iran suggest that A.E.G. are also manufacturing/ 
assembling washing machines locally.  Attempts 
to establish whether there was any truth in this 
rumour proved unsuccessful. Other rumours 
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cite A.E.G.   as being  interested  in    several 
companies  in  Iran, most notably leh.       Whilst 
littl« would  appear  to have as yet b«en achieved 
in  terms  of direct   financial  involvement  it 
does  appear that  this  company  is  very interested 
in actively participating  in this  sector of 
industry  in Iran. 

One other  large multi-national company which was 
found to be very  interested  in direct participa- 
tion  in the consumer durable industry in Iran 
was Matsushita.       This company  presently have 
a  licensing agreement with Cofard  for the produc- 
tion of radio and  television sets.       In colla- 
boration with Cofard,  Matsushita have submitted 
a proposal to  the Ministry of Economy for  produc- 
tion of a wide range of small appliances.       So 
far  no decision  has  been made regarding this 
manufacturing  licence although the proposal 
was  submitted some  two years ago.       In addition 
to being  interested  in the above mentioned 
products Matsushita would  like to  participate 
directly  in other  consumer durable items.       They 
would most definitely be interested in a joint- 
venture agreement with a company manufacturing 
both consumer electronic products  and white goods. 

Whilst several other companies who presently have 
licensing agreements with manufacturers  in  Iran 
were contacted during the course of this  study 
it was  found that  other than the  above mentioned 
companies  interest  in direct participation  in the 
industry   in Iran  is minimal. 

•efore discussing  industry  rationalisation  in 
Iran  it  is perhaps  advantageous  to summarise the 
main reasons  that  rationalisation  is sought. 
Furthermore,   it is   important to realise that 
whilst the ideal may be sought  it  is unlikely 
to be achieved since the existing  situation  in 
Iran  Imposes very serious constraints. 

Concentration within an industry or product  sector 
is  a desirable goal  since it offers longer 
production runs of  a single product and a high 
utilisation of installed capacity.       Possibly 
more important however,  particularly in a 
country at a relatively early stage of develop- 
ment,   is  the  fact  that rationalisation of the product 
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range produced within the country will 
lead directly to a greater standardisation 
of products and components. Such standard- 
isation is critical since if economically 
viable units for production of components 
are to be established it is important that 
the minimum number of models and variants 
be produced.  Long production runs are more 
important in component manufacture than they 
are in manufacture of finished goods.  Greater 
concentration of industry would also facilitate 
economies in purchasing.  Companies would be able 
to gain economies of scale which cannot at the 
present time be achieved.  It is true that 
this objective could be achieved without 
rationalising the industry but merely by 
forming purchasing co-operatives, but 
again  product standardisation is an 
important factor.  The rationalised industry 
would also gain economies of scale in other 
areas such as marketing and finance as well 
as production.  Overall economies of scale 
should ultimately lead to a lower cost 
industry.  It is only at this stage that 
consideration can be given to exports of 
components or finished products. 

The above outlines the main reasons for 
seeking rationalisation of this sector of 
industry.  It does not however give any indi- 
cation as to how much rationalisation is desirable, 
Whilst economies of scale can be obtained in the 
various areas up to a certain level there is 
a point beyond which dis-economies of scale can 
emerge.  Furthermore, in addition to considering 
economies of scale which can be achieved it is 
important to consider the technology which is 
involved at each stage.  In a developing country 
a large pool of highly qualified technical 
people is not normally available.  Iran is 
no exception in this respect.  It is therefore 
important to foster the growth of the different 
technologies and not to place them in an 
environment which would not be conducive to 
development.  It has been found in several 
countries that by incorporating the consumer 
electronic products industry as part of the 
overall domestic appliance industry there have 
been definite disadvantages in terms of 
development of electronics industry in the 
country. It is the experience of several 
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countries that the consumer electronic 
products industry acts as a nucleus for 
development of the total electronics industry 
within a country.  At the early stage of 
assembly of imported components there are 
definite economies to be gained by incorpo- 
rating the consumer electronics products 
activity alongside assembly of other 
consumer goods.  The technical expertise required 
to develop the electronics industry is not 
however normally found in such companies.  The 
result is therefore that whilst the white goods 
sector may develop not only does the consumer 
electronics products activity in the country 
fail to develop but this also means that the 
overall electronics industry does not really 
come into existence. 

A similir argument can be put forward 
regarding gas appliances.   If components 
for gas appliances are to be manufactured 
in a developing country there is the need 
to have an expertise in gas technology. 
Again this is not normally found in the 
electrical white goods sector and what often 
happens is that instead of a growth in gas 
appliances substitution by electric 
appliances occurs.  This in itself may not 
necessarily be a disadvantage if the gas 
industry is not seen as an important part 
of overall industry development in the 
country.  In Iran, however, the ready 
availabibility of natural gas coupled with 
the present high cost of electricity means 
that there are advantages in developing the 
gas industry.   It can be seen therefore 
that technology as well as manufacturing, 
marketing, and financial economies of scale 
are important considerations in determining 
how far an industry should be rationalised. 

Turning to the concentration within any one 
product, this in part must be governed by the 
overall demand for that product in the country, 
In European terms few appliances can be 
economically manufactured in volumes of less 
than 100,000-200,000 units p.a.  Since in 
many cases the total demand for a product in 
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Iran   it below   these volumes even  a  single 
company would  not be able to compete by 
developed country standard».       It  Is   also 
desirable to  have competition within  each 
product group  to avoid monopoly  situation« 
and  exploitation of the  consumer.        Competi- 
tion   need not   theoretically be confined   to 
home manufacturers.       It   is possible  to  use 
imports as the  medium of  competition. 
However, adoption of such a policy mean« 
that  whereas  the establishment of a   local 
industry was  in  part brought  about  to  «ave 
foreign exchange «ven a  controlled  import 
system entails   BOM« foreign exchange  cost. 
Furthermore,   at   least  in  the early  years, 
the   infant  industry need«  to be given  every 
encouragement   to develop.        It  is  therefore 
believed to be   advantageous  to have   competi- 
tion  within  the  home market  though  not 
necee-sarily  completely  excluding  imports 
once   the  industry has  become established. 

An  obvious  constraint  to  the   level   of 
rationalisation which can be achieved   is 
the  situation which exists at the present 
time.       Within   Iran there are a large  number 
of  companies  involved in  the manufacture  of 
each   appliance.       These  companies have,   with 
varying degrees   of success,  built-up  their 
facilities over   a number  of  years  and   as 
such   cannot  be   deliberately put out   of  business 
overnight.       Then is  however,  much   to  be  said 
for  the two or  three group structure which is 
often mooted  in   Iran.       It  is believed  that 
such  a structure should however be  two or three 
groups within each area  of technology   identified 
above.      Willst   the lines  of  technology   should 
be  adhered to as much as  possible  It   is   not 
thought advisable to completely exclude  any 
company from participating in two or  more 
technology groups.      Indeed one of  the objectives 
in the longer  tern is seen as creating  an environ- 
ment  that will  encourage mergers across  the 
technology groups which  have been  identified 
above. 



In endeavouring to bring  about a  more 
rational  structure it   is  believed 
important   that  it is   strength which  is 
built  on  and success  which   is encouraged. 
It  is only   successful   companies which are 
likely to have the experience and expertise 
necessary  in running  an operation much 
larger than they have  at  the present  time. 
Contrary   to opinions which  are expressed 
by manufacturers in Iran  it  is believed 
that significant assistance in development 
of  the consumer durable  industry   in  Iran 
could result from the  participation of 
foreign  companies in  this   industry.       Obvious- 
ly careful  negotiation with foreign companies 
will need  to be held before any firm commit- 
ments  are made.       From the Government's  point 
of view  it   is  important  to realise that 
foreign  companies coming  into the  industry 
at the present time could  serve as a catalyst 
to bring  about  industry  rationalisation. 
Even the  admission of   several foreign companies 
into this   industry would  however,   be   insuffic- 
ient to bring about the degree of  rationalisa- 
tion which  is necessary.       The Government will 
therefore   itself have   to become actively 
involved   in restructuring  this sector of 
industry. 

Throughout Volume 2 of   this  report  common links 
between companies have been sought.       Whilst  in 
certain  industry sectors  these links do exist, 
in others  there would  appear to be  little common 
ground between one company  and another.     The 
most difficult sub-sector   in terms of  industry 
rationalisation is most definitely  that which 
has been  classified above   as white goods.    Within 
the companies which are presently  involved in  this 
sector of   industry there  is at the present time 
no direct   foreign equity,   nor do there  appear  to 
be any  links, direct or  indirect between companies 
in this  sector of industry.    Within the consumer 
electronics products  industry there is  a limited 
amount of direct participation by multi-national 
companies  and there are a  few areas  in which 
common interests are  to be  found.     The gas 
appliance  industry also has some  foreign partici- 
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pation although here  the very large number of 
small producers  could be a problem.       The small 
appliance  sector whilst not so dissimilar  in 
terms of   technology  from the white goods  sector 
has been  treated as a  separate unit  since there 
are advantages  in terms of  facilities  required 
and techniques used  in keeping this  sector 
outside  that producing  larger domestic  appliances. 

4.3.4    Gas Appliance Industry 

In Part  8 of Volume  2  of this report  it was 
shown that basically manufacture of gas 
cooking appliances was  outside the  sector of 
industry   in Iran concerned with production of 
other white goods.       The major companies  in this 
sector are part of,  or subsidiary   units  of, 
companies whose prime  involvement   in  Iran is 
in the distribution and marketing  of  liquid gas. 
Initially  these  companies  had no  experience 
regarding production  of gas  cooking  appliances, 
however,   through joint-ventures,   technical 
licence  agreements  and  assistance   from   foreign 
companies  they are now the most  efficient 
producers  of these-appliances in  Iran.        In 
determining the most  suitable structure  for 
this  industry in the  future the  first point 
which needs to be considered is whether or 
not  it  is  desirable  to have the gas  appliance 
industry  as part of  the overall white goods 
industry or whether  it  should be  kept  separate. 
Experience  in other countries shows  the gas 
appliance  industry has developed very  success- 
fully both outside the white goods  industry 
and as a part  of the white goods   industry. 
There are,   however,   cases where  the gas  appliance 
industry  has most definitely been prevented from 
developing when it has been incorporated as a 
part of   the white goods  industry with companies 
promoting the more profitable electric cookers etc 

Taking a purely theoretical approach there are 
advantages  and disadvantages to having  the gas 
appliance  industry  integrated with  the white 
goods industry.     Advantages include savings 
from a more economic utilisation  of  facilities, 
both production and marketing,  and greater 
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purcnasing strength enabling more Dulk guying. 
Disadvantages, other tnan technological, are 
more difficult to define at a tneoretical level. 
Undouutedly tne tecnnology involved in dealing 
with gas is totally different to the technolog- 
ical problems associated with other white goods 
and a Knowledge and understanding of gas is of 
utmost importance from the point of view of 
safety.  Tneoretically therefore in metalworking 
tnere are commonalities, in otner production 
processes there is little commonality, e.g. non- 
ferrous foundry and machining work is almost 
exclusive to gas appliances.  In purchasing 
undoubtedly there would be advantages in 
integrating the gas appliance industry with 
otner white goods and in marketing tnere are 
advantages both ways with the balance most 
likely favouring integration (i.e. gas 
appliances are more advantageiously 
marketed with gas than with other white 
goods) . 

Turning to the practical aspects of the 
situation in Iran at the present time it is 
the companies based in the gas industry who 
dominate the market for these appliances 
rather than companies based on the consumer 
durable field.  The companies whose origin 
lies in the gas industry are unquestionably the 
more efficient and competitive companies 
whilst the consumer durable goods manufacturers 
such as Arj, Asmayesh and General Steel are 
most probably actually losing money by parti- 
cipating in this activity.  Unquestionably 
in the future there is the need to rationalise 
at least certain aspects of this sector of 
industry and the choice really lies between 
integration with the gas industry, integration 
with the consumer durables industry or as 
is the case at present a mixture of both. 
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In considering the future structure of the 
gas appliances manufacturing industry due 
consideration should also be given to other 
gas appliances presently produced in Iran as 
well as those which could be produced in the 
future.  Such appliances include: 

water heaters (both storage and instant) 
space heaters 
absorption refrigerators 

Common factors between the consumer durable 
industry in general and gas appliance manufac- 
ture are readily obvious.  It is however of 
value at this point to examine the gas industry 
in more detail.  The gas industry can be 
divided into four types of activity, namely: 

gas distribution 
cylinder manufacture 
component manufacture 
appliance manufacture 

a)  Gas Distribution 

Presently in Iran there are some five 
companies of significance distributing 
gas.   There are several other smaller 
companies although since the enforce- 
ment of safety standards by the National 
Iranian Gas Company their numbers are 
continually decreasing.   The five major 
companies are Persigas, Iran Gas, Butane 
Gas, Universal, Orsagas.  Three of these 
companies, Iran Gas, Persigas and Butane 
Gas, have between them some 7 5T80I of 
the total market for liquid gas in Iran 
at the present time.   Persigas is the 
company which has increased its* market 
share most over the past two years.  The 
three major companies all have comprehensive 
distribution networks throughout Iran with 
Universal and Orsagas confining distribution 
to selected areas. 
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b)    Gas Cylinder Manufacture 

Gas  cylinders  are presently produced by 
three companies  in  Iran,   Iran Cylinder/ 
Iran Gas,   Persigas  and Butane Gas,   although 
two other  companies,   Universal  and  General 
Industrial,  both have manufacturing 
licences  and  plant  and machinery   in   Iran 
for   production of  these  items.       Presently 
demand for gas  cylinders   in Iran  is  around 
400,000 units  per  annum and this   is  expected 
to   increase  to  600,000 units   in  1356.        It 
is   probable that  by   1356   there will  be   four 
manufacturers   in Iran since one of  the  two 
companies  presently  holding a   licence  could 
commence production   in the near  future. 
Annual volumes  of   150,000  to  200,000  are 
most  certainly  sufficient  to  enable econo- 
mies  of  scale  to  be  achieved. 

c)     Component Manufacture 

There  is currently  an embryonic  components 
industry which meets  the  requirement«  of 
the  terminal  gas  appliance  assembly   industry 
for  fittings,   burner« and burner  caps.       This 
industry  has been encouraged and  assisted by 
the  terminal  sector  and  is  able to meet   the 
requirements of  appliance manufacturer«   in 
terms of volume and quality at  competitive 
prices.       The  present  requirement»   for  gas 
valves,  cocks  and regulators  for  appliances 
and cylinders   in  Iran  is  such that   local 
production should be a viable proposition  in 
the near  future.        It   is  known that  several 
companies,  both within the gas  industry  and 
outside the gas  industry,  have submitted 
requests to the Ministry of Economy for 
manufacturing  licences to produce these 
items.       It  is  felt   important that  manufac- 
ture of these components,   for reasoni of 
standards and safety,  is kept within the 
fas  industry.       furthermore only one venture 
should be established to ; apply the whole 
Industry with all of the components  listed 
above.*• 

i. In tne  final   stages of  fleli*wrk in  Iran  it was rumoured 
that the manufacturing  licence  for gas regulators  had been 

iven to lutane Gas,  but another company would get  the 
icence for  other  components. ! 
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Som«  of  th«  proposals  submitted  to   the 
Ministry  of   Economy   foi   manufacture   of 
the  above   item«  have  been  examined   and 
during  the  course ->f   fieldwork   in   Iran 
discus -uns   on   proposals  were  held   with 
sevor        iTuuiuf .jet ut er s.        On  the  basis of 
those  .i.r-'u.ssiuns   it    is   felt   that   the 
most   .s-¡) table  company  would be  Persigas 
who  art    f ropos ing  to   insali   the  most 
modern   and   efficient  machinery   for 
production  of  these   it«»«.       By  relying 
heavily  on machinery  rather  than   labour 
intensive   techniques   the   company   should 
be  able  to  att.un  t>M   high   level   of 
precision   necessity   much   easier  than 
would  be   the   i\u-e  using   simpler  methods. 

Appliance  Manufacture 

Returning   to  the question  of   future 
structure   of   the gas   appliance manufac- 
turing   industry   in  Iran   several   options 
are  open.        Firstly   the   industry   can  be 
left   as   it   is   at  present  with  both   good 
quality   and  sub-standard  units  being 
allowed   to   be   produced.        Secondly 
standards   particularly  those  entailing 
safety    (a   very   flexible  point   as   far   as 
las  appliances  ,>re  concerned  since   virt- 

must   implicitly   have 
such   an   appliance) 
and  only  those  companies 
standard«,   allowed to 
Thirdly  attempts   can 

of 
into 

u.i 1 ly   an>    st andai d 
a   Scif et y   aspect    ir, 
should   be   enforced 
able   to   meet    these 
stay   in  business. 
be  made  to   force  some companies  out 
business  completely,   forcing others 
•erger«  and  takeovers   in  order  to   increase 
efficiency   and  reduce  costs.       Fourthly, 
•  product   rationalisation  and branding 
policy  could  be  forced on   the companies. 
Sych a policy would  entail   selected 
companies  manufacturing «elected  items 
and «applying other companies  in exchange 
for other products.       Goods  in each   case 
whilst   identical  in basic  construction 
would be branded by the  final  seller. 
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It seems obvious that the first possibility 
outlined above is unacceptable.   Even 
neglecting industrial rationalisation, 
efficiency, costs and price», purely on 
grounds of safety standards must be enforced. 
Enforcing standards, possibility number two, 
will most certainly force out the less 
efficient producers since while they may 
be able to meet the necessary standards 
they do not, and will not have the volumes 
necessary to compete with the larger 
producers.   The question does however 
arise as to whether this in itself is 
sufficient. 

The industry in Iran at the present time is 
reasonably competitive in world terms 
although there is still room for further 
improvement.   It is therefore useful at 
this point to examine the areas where 
economies of scale could be gained. 

At the present time in Iran some 40-60% of 
the cost of a gas cooking appliance is in 
raw material« and components with the latter 
accounting for about 751 of this total. 
Labour costs vary from 8-151 depending on 
company and product, with the remaining costs 
being overheads.  One of the major cost 
elements is in components and component 
production is an area where significant 
savings can be made through economies of 
scale.   It is therefore imperative that 
one company is given a manufacturing licence 
to produce the major components, valves etc., 
for all appliance manufacturers in Iran.   It 
has already been mentioned in the preceding 
section of this report that it is felt that 
this company should be Persigas.   Furthermore, 
if other components can b« produced by one 
company for the whole industry then further 
economies can be gained.  There are presently 
signs that Noun, a relatively small company, 
could meet this requirement on burners, 
burner cap« and fittings and every encourage- 
ment should be fiven to this company. 
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Obviously there  are certain   components 
which will  continue  to be  imported   for 
several  years.       Specifically  items  such 
as  timers  etc.,   cannot,  and will   not,   be 
economically   produced   in Iran  for   several 
years   to come. 

Such   a policy   in  itself would have  a 
significant   effect on   industry rationalisa- 
tion,   since   it will ensure  a  high  degree of 
component  commonality   not only within  a 
company but   between companies.       As  far  as 
other  activities  are  concerned,   these  can 
be  divided   into  three,   presswork,   enamelling 
and   final  assembly. 

Presently all  companies have  pressworking 
facilities   and whilst   economies of  scale 
are  to be gained by  long production  runs 
the present   situation   in the   industry   is 
such   as  to make  contract pressworking 
between one   company  and another a  difficult 
thing  to achieve  if  indeed   it  is  at  all 
possible. 

Enamelling work  under   contract,   however, 
presents a  different   situation.       At  the 
present  time  a  significant   amount   of  contract 
work   is  undertaken in   enamelling.        Persigas 
enamel  the major portion of   Iran  Gas  products 
whilst  Universal  also   carry   out enamelling 
work   for outside companies.       Therefore  there 
are  already   significant economies  of  scale 
being  obtained  in thia   activity.        Furthermore 
it  is   important  to take account  of  the  trend 
away   from enamelling  to painting wherever  this 
it  possible.        Therefore no  new enamelling 
facilities  should be  permitted to  be   installed 
in the country at the  present time or   in the 
immediate  future. 

Final  assembly  is an  area where economies 
of scale can  be gained for   long runs of 
one product.     To change the  present 
situation in   Iran in  this activity would 
however entail  a reduction  in the  number 
of  companies. 
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Reduction in  the  number  of companies 
participating   in  this  sector  of  industry 
can be  achieved   in at  least  two different 
ways.        Firstly,   enforcement  of  standards, 
particularly  if  rigorous,  will reduce 
competition to perhaps  twelve companies 
in a  relatively  short period.       Irrespective 
of other  action which may be  undertaken  to 
rationalise  the  industry  purely on  grounds 
of safety standards must be enforced.       In 
many respects  NIGC  is possibly the organisa- 
tion most appropriate to control such 
standards.       There are many systems 
which  could be  adopted but the most 
appropriate would be to give  a metal 
placard to be  fitted to each appliance 
showing  that  the  unit meets  the  required 
standards.     Companies would pay a nominal 
sum to NIGC        for  each  placard to cover 
the cost of  testing and  advertising. 
NIGC would randomly select  appliances   for 
testing  and any   company   failing  to meet 
the necessary  standards  would not be   given 
metal placards.     Periodically NIGC  should 
publish   lists   of   approved  and non-approved 
manufacturers   and products.     This  promotion 
is considered very  important.     Presently 
the consumer  in  Iran is not particularly 
quality  conscious  nor even safety conscious 
although  lack  of  education  is  thought   an 
important factor. 

The above strategies and policies would 
likely  reduce  the number of companie»   in 
final   assembly to  around eleven or  twelve 
with perhaps  two  thirds of these companies 
having enamelling  facilities,  with one 
company  supplying the who^e industry with 
valves  and another supplying burners, 
burner caps  and  fittings.       All companies 
would have their own pressworking  facilities 
and final assembly,  using common components, 
would be undertaken    by each company.       The 
question now arises as  to whether the 
Government should try to  further reduce the 
number  of  companies  in this  sector. 

This  system could equally be  implemented by the 
Institute of Standards  and  Industrial  Research of 
Iran. 
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The  above policies would  concentrate 
production of gas   appliances more  and  more 
in the gas   industry,   removing  it   from  the 
white  goods   industry.       There  are  at  the 
present time  in   Iran four  companies who 
can be regarded   as  the major domestic 
appliance and white goods  manufacturers. 

These  four  companies all   produce  gas 
cooking appliances  but have only  a very 
small market  share.       Three of these 
companies,  Arj,   Asmayesh   and General  Steel 
all  claim to be   losing money  in  this  activity 
and  are seriously  considering  stopping  prod- 
uction  in the near  future.       The   fourth 
company,  General   Industrial,   presently  has 
some  6% of  the market  for gas cooking appli- 
ances.       However,   this  company  is  also 
considering   leaving the market. 

It  is  considered   advisable  that   the Government, 
either by  inducement  for  example  by  offering 
some  other manufacturing   licence,   or by  wait- 
ing  for  these companies  to completely  stop 
production,   withdraw manufacturing  licences 
for gas appliances   from  all  these  companies 
or at   least   three  with General  Industrial 
being  the exception.       These companies  have 
made   little  investment which  can  be  regarded 
as specifically   for gas  appliances  and   there- 
fore   little  hardship would be  involved. 
There  is also a  very  long  term strategy  which 
should be considered.       By withdrawing   licences 
from the above  companies,   plus all  companies 
who fail to meet   standards or who do not 
produce appliances  for a  period of say  six 
months  a climate   for mergers  in the  longer 
term is being created.       Such mergers would 
result  from the desire of companies to   increase 
their product range and evidence  in other 
countries suggests that  this  is more commonly 
the motive  for mergers and takeover at  the 
stage of development which will be found  in 
Iran  at the end of the present decade than  is 
the desire to increase market share. 
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The  above  policies  would reduce the 
number of  companies   participating   in  this 
sector of  industry   to  around eight,   namely: 
Persigas;     Iran  Gas;     Butane  Gas;     Universal 
and most   likely  General  Industrial;     Zeh; 
Varesteh  plus possibly one  or two others 
from  Industrial  Calery;     Ajure;    Te  Dou etc. 
Excluding  the  four  or  five   largest   companies 
(Persigas,   Iran   Gas,   Butane  Gas,   Universal, 
General   Industrial   and/or   Zeh)   other 
companies  are  likely   to account for   less 
than   51   of total  demand by   1356.        Indeed 
it  is  thought  impossible that the   four 
largest  producers,   Persigas,   Iran  Gas, 
Butane Gas  and  Universal  could account 
for  approaching  8 5%   of demand between 
them by   1356. 

Whilst  there is  obviously  a   case  for merging 
some of  the eight   companies  mentioned  above 
it  is   felt  that   the  price  that would  have   to 
be paid would be  too  great   for the   return 
that  could be obtained.       Improvements   in 
efficiency  and  cost   saving  which would  result 
from forcing together  any  of  the  smaller 
companies with one  of  the   four  larger 
producers would be  very small.       It   is, 
however,   important   that the   terms  of  reference 
of  the  proposed  Corporation   for  Industrial 
Reorganisation which  was discussed   in Section. 
2  and  5   of  this   report,  are   such  that   all 
mergers  and takeovers  should be referred  to 
it with  the organisation having the  powers 
to block  any mergers  or takeovers  not  in the 
interests of the country.        Particular 
examples   in this   sector could be an  attempt 
by one of  the large  refrigerator manufacturers 
to take  over a very   small  company  in the  gas 
appliance  industry  rather  than a  large one. 
The  former not being  in the  interests of  the 
country whilst  the   latter could well be. 
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In summary it is considered that the 
Government should adopt the following 
policies regarding this sector of industry 

to base the industry in the gas 
rather than consumer durable sector 
in the immediate future. 

to ensure adequate measures are taken 
to enforce standards. 

to withdraw manufacturing licences 
from any company who fails to meet 
standards within a period of six 
months as well as withdrawing 
manufacturing licences from all 
companies who produce less than 
a certain volume. 

to ensure that manufacturing licences 
for production of components are given 
to only one company, at least in the 
short and medium terms, and this company 
should have experience in gas technology. 

to withdraw manufacturing licences from 
the large domestic appliance manufactu- 
rers Arj, Asmayesh and General Steel 
either as a consequence of failing to 
meet the requirements of the above 
policies or in exchange for a licence 
to manufacture some other white good. 

to ensure that all mergers and takeovers 
are referred to an Industrial Reorgani- 
sation Corporation whose terms of reference 
in addition to covering active promotion 
of mergers and acquisitions will also 
include powers to prevent mergers and 
acquisitions not in the interests of 
the country. 
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4.3.5 Consumer Electronics Industry 

If there was no consumer electronic products 
industry in Iran at the present time the 
decision as to the most suitable structure 
in the future would not be too difficult. 
The present demand for television sets, 
radios and other items of consumer electronic 
equipment are quite substantial.  Growth in 
demand, as has been shown above is expected 
to be relatively high for virtually all 
consumer electronic products included in 
this study.  Given these levels of demand 
in the absence of the present industry in 
Iran, an industry could be planned such that 
the structure satisfied the following 
criteria. 

sufficient participants to ensure 
competition; 

- each company being able to obtain a 
market share sufficient to enable con- 
tinuous process techniques, rather than 
batch techniques, to be employed where 
these entail cost savings; 

each company to have an annual production 
volume and a rationalised product line 
adequate to permit plant and machinery 
to be depreciated over a sufficiently 
large number of pieces so as to maintain 
costs at levels as close to world norms 
as possible; 

- each company to have a product range 
which was such as to achieve as great as 
possible a standardisation on components 
and technology. 

Obviously the above situation represents the 
ideal.  If this were the situation in Iran 
then demand at the present time, and more 
so in 1356, is such that a two group structure 
in a consumer electronic products industry 
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totally divorced from the "white goods" 
sector of the consumer durable industry, 
would be the most suitable.  This industry 
could then form the nucleus of a complete 
electronic« industry in Iran.  An industry 
which in tim« would cover military electronic 
products, communications equipment, broad- 
casting equipment, aviation equipment, 
testing and measuring equipment, process 
control equipment, electronic data process- 
ing equipment etc.  An industry served by 
a common technology although by several 
companies other than those in the consumer 
electronic products field. 

The ideal is unfortunately seldom, if ever, 
possible.  It is therefore necessary to work 
towards a structure as near as possible to 
the ideal within the constraints imposed 
by the existing situation.  In working 
towards this "ideal** it is essential to 
view the practicability of each step; any 
theoretical solution is worthless unless it 
can be applied.  It is useful here therefore 
to summarise the existing situation in the 
consumer electronics industry in Iran. 

The industry at the present time manufactures/ 
assembles two basic products : radios and 
television sets.  There are variants on 
radios covering car radios and radiophono- 
graphs but insofar as technology and the 
"manufacturing" part in Iran is concerned 
they are really no different to radios.  There 
are presently only three companies of 
significance involved in the manufacture of 
radio sets, although many more were involved 
until very recently.  In addition, there are 
possibly three or four very small companies 
with minimal overheads, small workforces 
whose operations constitute little more 
than a "repair" type set-up or a cottage 
industry. Collectively this type of opera- 
tion is thought to account for no more 
than two percent of the total market, if 
indeed as much as that.  The television 
sector is much more fragmented although 
here again the major portion of the market 
is in the hands of seven to nine companies, 

1 
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with a further five to six very small 
companies with limited overheads and 
investment, who collectively account for 
five to eight percent of the market. 

The radio and television manufacturing 
companies have been placed in rank order 
in Table 4.14 according to output in 1349. 
In assessing rank order it has been 
assumed that one television set is equi- 
valent to five radio sets.  This is based 
on direct labour content in Iran and is 
obviously a continuously changing ratio 
due to model changes etc.  Nevertheless, 
it does serve to give some indication of 
a "total" size.  The largest company is 
undoubtedly Pars Electric.  This company 
has significant financial backing, is 
generally speaking very well run, has 
modern facilities for cabinet production, 
a high degree of local content (in terms 
of industry in Iran) and a good product 
range.  On the debit side at the present 

TABLE 4.14  VOLUME OF OUTPUT 1349 RADIOS AND TELEVISION 
If¥S  

Company 
1 

Rank Output 1349 

Television 
2 

Radios 

Pars Electric 1 33000 6 5000 
Mofid 2 21000 1000 
REI 3 12500 2 7000 
Cofard 4 9800 40000 
RTI 5 16890 - 

Asmayesh 6 13200 - 

Lord Electric 7 4700 700 

Radio Shahab 8 4000 - 

Kashani 9 4000 - 

1. 
In assessing rank order it has been assumed that 
ITV - 5 Radios, this is based on direct 
labour contant. 

2 
' Includes car radios and radiophonographs. 
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time the company possibly lacks some techni- 
cal expertise, its factory is not well 
designed due to the limited area of the 
present site, although in fairness to the 
owner this fact is recognised and a new 
site is seen as a possibility in the not 
too distant future. The need is to build 
this into a stronger company, a "group one". 

It would appear that relationships between 
Pars Electric and Radio Television Iran 
are at the present time quite good.  More 
correctly, this applies to the relationship 
between Barkhodar and Eabetl.  Radio Tele- 
vision Iran forms only one component of the 
Sabet conglomerate of companies.  Excluding 
Firooz which is purely a trading company 
there are no links or common features, other 
than financial ties, between RTI and any 
other company in the Sabet Group.  It is 
believed,  although it has not been possible 
to confirm, that the Sabet Group is at the 
present time experiencing financial difficul- 
ties and therefore may be in a position of 
wishing to generate additional funds.  As 
such Radio Television Iran could be ideal 
for takeover.  The most satisfactory 
solution is believed to be one whereby 
Barkhodar would buy Radio Television Iran 
as a going concern with a view to fully 
integrating this into the Pars Electric at 
a later date.  This would most likely, 
although not necessarily, be when a new 
factory was built. The incentive for 
Barkhodar to purchase RTI is one of obtaining 
an additional 12% of the market, although 
it is true this could be obtained in other 
ways.  RTI as such has very little technical 
expertise, produces few components and is 
therefore basically an assembly operation. 
It could be run as such, being supplied 
with cabinets and electronic components 
from other parts of an enlarged Pars Electric 
during the interim period between acquisition 
and moving to a new factory.  Of course there 

Major equity holders of Pars Electric and RTI 
respectively. 
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will be problems and the government will 
need to be the catalyst. The Sabet family 
may have no intention of selling RTI and 
even if they do there could be problems 
over the sale of certain parts of the 
buildings since these also contain ware- 
housing facilities for Firooz Trading 
Company.  It is in this area where the 
government may have to become involved 
in providing loans, tax concessions or other 
incentives to get companies together and 
new factories off the ground.  The present 
building which houses the RTI assembly 
facilities may not be purchased but left in 
the hands of the Sabet family for other 
purposes with only the television "operation" 
being the subject of sale.  In order to 
retain the market share of RTI it will be 
necessary to maintain both the RTI and 
RCA names although the actual sets should, 
assuming agreement can be reached, be 
Schaub Lorentz. 

So far the rationalisation outlined above 
has merely built on Pars Electric's 
existing strength of volume,giving it, 
in 1350 terms, a market share of some 
33%.  Little else, other than the first 
stage of industry rationalisation, has 
been achieved and Pars Electric in terms 
of performance and efficiency has not been 
improved.  Two particular weaknesses in 
Pars Electric which were outlined above 
were the absence of good cost accounting 
expertise and room for further technical 
expertise.  The first of these needs is 
common to most of Iranian industry and is 
best obtained in the form of individuals 
"purchased" from outside1.  The second could 
be improved by integrating a further 
company into the Pars Electric "Group". 
Radio Shahab are a relatively small 
company in terms of their share of the 
total market.  The majority of the equity 
of this company is held by a Mr. Khoramabadi 
who whilst possibly lacking in business 

It could also be "obtained" as a result of 
a joint venture with a foreign company. 
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acumen   is   an exceptionally  good  e le- et ron ics 
engineer.     Because  in  this  case  Pars 
Electric  need  to  acquire  people   rather 
than market  «hare,   coupled with   a  genuine 
rtluctanc« which   is expected to be   found 
on the  part of Khoramabadi   to have  anything 
other  than  an  active   interest  in   the  company, 
a merger   is  seen  as  the  only possible 
solution.     Radio Shahab have  two  very 
strong  assets,   namely,   technical   expertise 
and in  technical  terms,   the most   advanced 
set produced  in  Iran,   the Hitachi   solid 
state  set.     The expertise and technical 
know-how  in Radio Shahab  is  very   valuable 
to Iran  as  a whole  and needs  to  be encouraged 
as much  as  possible.     Unfortunately,   because 
of relatively   limited   financial   resources 
it  is   likely  to  take  Radio  Shahab  several 
years   to become   a major   force  in   the market 
if  indeed  this  is  ever  possible.     A merger 
between  Radio Shahab  and Pars Electric  is 
seen  as   achieving  two  aim«.     Firstly   it 
increases  the   level  of   technical   expertise 
in Pars  Electric  and  secondly  given  active 
promotion  this  technical  expertise   is   likely 
to flourish more   in  an  environment where 
finanvial  problems  are  not   so great. 

The practical outcome  of such a merger  is 
seen  as   Radio Shahab becoming  a  components 
division  in Pars  Electric who  in   addition 
to assembling Schaub Lorentt sets would 
also  assemble  the Hitachi   sold  state   set. 
Whilst  the basic  strategy  of  having more 
than one  chassis  is not thought  to be 
particularly advisable  the Hitachi  solid 
state  set  is believed  to be worthy of 
retention  at  least until European  companies 
produce  a solid state  unit.     Indeed  it  is 
not thought Impossible  that  in  time,   or  for 
a limited period of  time,  with  agreement 
from all parties,  the Hitachi   chassis 
could be  incoroprated into a Schaub Lorenti 
cabinet.     The «erger of  these  two companies 
is not  seen as  an easy  thing to  achieve and 
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and   indeed   it  is  questionable   if   it   ever 
can  be  achieved.     Khoramabadi   is   likely   tí« 
*#• 1 com«  such  an   id««,   however,   the   value  of 
this merger  is  believed  to be worth  a 
considerable effort  being mad#  to  bring 
it   about. 

The  new company   is  seen  as  progressing 
through a  number of  intermediate   stages 
toward!  a   finally  integrated   unit.      rn   the 
first  phase  the  new  company would   i.ave   to 
us«  iti existing   facilities   although  * 
totally new  «it«   is  seen  as  being  essential 
in  the  long  run.     The  present   Radio  Shahab 
company would  supply  the nucleus     f   the 
component»   and piece parti division  of 
the  new company,     h»  much  there   is   no   reason 
why  this  company  should not  at   least   for 
the   short   to medium term  remain  on   it« 
present   «it«.     This division   would  produce 
all  electronic  components  such  a»   coils, 
transformers,   etching  of  printed  circuit 
boards,   speakers  and possibly   some  sub- 
assemblies.     Som« metal   parts   could  also 
b* produced  In   this plant  although   this 
will  depend on   the optimum utilisation 
of production  capacity.     i«yond  the   initial 
period the   RTI   factory   is not   seen   as 
serving  any   function   in   this  new  at.'up. 
In  the  initial  period  the company   would 
continue  in  its  present  for» excej. t 
that  component«,   including cabinet--,  would 
be supplied by  the present Par«  ilectric 
and Radio Shahab  factories.     Eventually 
the  staff   from  the  RTI   plant  would  be moved 
to a new  factory along with  assembly 
workers  fro» the present    Pars Electric 
factory.     The cabinet department  on the 
present Pars Electric sit«  is seen a« 
being the   last department to be transíeitea 
to the new  factory.     Initially  consideration 
was given  to the question of whether  the 
cabinet factory  should be moved at  all. 
Two factors are  thought  to be important. 
The need to keep a continuous  flow of 
components  and parts  is obviously  hampered 
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If too many parti have to b# brought into 
• factory from outside and, more important, 
•ignifleant damage la likely to result 
fro» th« transport of finished cabinets. 
Furthermore, th« present Pars Electric 
•it« represents a valuable asset being in 
a location which la increasingly becoming 
less of an industrial manufacturing area 
and »ore of m  servie* «one with inherent ly 
higher land value«. 

If th« above merger and takeover could be 
achieved then Iran would have one company 
which,by 13SO standard»,would be producing 
some §0,000 television sets based on two 
chassis, 10,OCX) radio sets plus a few 
radiophonographs.  Local content would 
be quite high with all colls, speakers, 
Most transformers and various other 
•electronic" lteMs being produced in- 
factory. Stendardisation would be signi- 
fleetiy Improved and by 13§€ the company 
should be at volumi which make local 
production really an economical and 
viable proposition in the true sense 
of th« word. 

Th« abov« merger acquisition is felt to 
be th« post rational and sensible taking 
account of all factors appertaining to the 
present and futur« situations in Iran. 
It by no Means represents th« only possibi- 
lity for • "group on«",  an alternative 
which is discussed btlow is a Pars Electric 
ladio Electric Iran mtrger which whilst 
Making equal sense in group on« terms leaves 
the rest of the industry very much a second 
best.  Continuing therefor« on an industry 
structure with "group one" embracing Par» 
Electrlc/RTI and Radio Shahab th« remaining 
companies of importance aret  Radio Electric 
Iran, Nefid, Cofard and Äsmayesh with Lord 
Electric, Kashani, Farhadie and a variety 
of other smaller companies.  Any attempt 
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to bring the whole or even the major portion 
of this array of companies into a second 
group at first sight appears impossible. 
There are, however, a number of overlapping 
or common feature».  It is felt that the 
most suitable company around which to build 
a "second group" is Radio Electric Iran. 
Ideally the merger of this company with one 
of the other larger companies is sought. 
Looking at the practical aspects the most 
suitable would appear to be Mofid Electric. 
It is, however, impossible to assess the 
probability of bringing these two companies 
together.  They are in many ways compatible. 
Philips have a direct equity stake in 
Radio Electric Iran, on the other hand 
Mofid have a licence from MIL of Belgium 
a sister company of Philips.  From the foreign 
company point of view this merger would 
therefore seem possible.  Ät the manufacturing 
level in Iran REI have strengths in radio 
manufacture and component production, 
neither of which are strengths in Mofid. 
On the other hand Modif have a well equipped 
cabinet factory, an asset not found in REI. 
Both companies have modern, newly built 
factories with adequate room for expansion 
and the two factories are not too far apart 
distance wise to exclude the possibility 
of utilising both sets of facilities. 
Without becoming too involved in the search 
for a panacea it would appear logical 
for the REI factory to concentrate on 
component production and assembly of radio 
sets, with assembly of television sets 
and cabinet manufacture being concentrated 
in the present Mofid factory.  This may not 
be the ideal production plan but would 
appear to be at least reasonable. 

So far consideration as to the creation of 
a second group has been somewhat theoretical. 
The main questions are can it be achieved 
and how? It is felt advisable that Philips 
retain a significant equity holding if this 
is at all possible.  Philips could be used 
as the vehicle in bringing about this merger 
If they are found to be at all interested. 
One problem may be that Philips do not 
consider Mofid the most suitable partner, 
during the course of fieldwork in Iran 
there were some indications that Philips 
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particularly,   but also REI,  realise  that 
the Government  are   likely  to attempt  to 
rationalise the  industry  in the  near 
future  and an   impression was  gained  that 
Philips  see advantages in a relationship 
with Pars Electric. 

Looking at the  formation of the  merged com- 
pany   (REI/Mofid)   from the point   of  view of 
Mofid it   is difficult  to assess   the  reaction 
of  the company.     Obviously this  will start 
as hostile;     unfortunately fieldwork  in 
Iran revealed  little  indication  of what was 
likely to happen adter than.     The  precise 
financial backing  of Mofid is  not  known. 
The  company are  believed to be   a  part of  a 
conglomerate of   companies  owned   by   the 
Mofid  family.     Very   little is   known about 
other companies  in  this group or  about the 
total  size  and  financial  backing   available 
to the television manufacturing  company. 

A merger of these  two companies  would 
appear to be a  logical basis  on which to 
build a second group.     Other companies 
could be  included in  this group  although 
the  likelihood of either Cofard or 
Asmayesh showing any  interest  is   thought to 
be virtually nil.     Smaller companies have 
little to offer  the merged company  and beyond 
selling components  and sub-assemblies to 
Kashani  little  opportunity is  thought to 
exist for widening  this group.     The  two 
group structure outlined above   leaves two 
relatively  large companies,  Cofard  and 
Asmayesh,  outside the proposed  groups 
plus a number  of smaller companies   including 
Lord Electric. 

The wisdom of granting a television manu- 
facturing licence  to Asmayesh  is  open to 
question.     The  company failed to meet the 
pledge they made to  the Ministry  of Economy 
although they did cause some increase in com- 
petition in this sector.     Experience in 
other developing countries has  shown that 
encouraging the  assembly of consumer 
electronic products by "white goods" manu- 
facturers generally  leads  to a  failure to 
adequately develop an electronics   industry. 
The withdrawal  of the manufacturing  licence 
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from Asmayesh,  possible   in exchange  for 
some  other  licence,   could be  seen   as a 
way of   further  rationalising  the   industry. 
Careful   consideration  suggests  that  this 
would not  be  advisable,   little  would bv. 
gained  for  the price which would  have  to be 
paid.     Furthermore,   a  company   like  Asmayesh 
selling  cheaper  goods,   is  important  in 
meeting  the  total   requirements   of   the market. 

The possibility  of  creating a  third group 
by merging the  two remaining  "larqe" 
manufacturers  is   thought  to be  a  possibi- 
lity not merely because  it helps  clear up 
the debris  remaining  after the  creation of 
the  first  two groups  but  because   it  in  itself 
is theoretically  very   appealing.     Of all 
foreign   (to  Iran)   companies which   have 
been  visited during  the   course  of   this study, 
with  the  possible  exceptions of  Philips  and 
Westinghouse,  who  are  already  involved in 
the consumer durable  goods  industry  in  Iran, 
Matsushita are  the  company most   interested 
in direct  investment.     Unquestionably 
Matsushita have  genuine   interests   and 
aspirations  in  Iran  beyond those   currently 
embodied in existing  agreements.     Views 
presented to Metra by  representatives 
of Cofard Trading  and Matsushita  on matters 
such as  marketing  strategy and  forward 
planning varied quite  considerably   and the 
impression was  gained  that significant 
differences exist  between  the  two  partners. 
Such differences may  not  be in  the   interests 
of the   industry or   the   country   as   a whole. 

A joint-venture between Matsushita  and 
Asmayesh could cover  the whole domestic 
appliance activity  rather than being confined 
to consumer electronic products.     The 
creation of such a company would  be excep- 
tionally difficult.     Asmayesh state  that 
they have no interest  in a joint-venture 
with a foreign company.     Their  argument 
is that  they do not need a foreign  company 
but can manage better on  their own,   a 
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debatable point.      How deep this   feeling 
runs   is not known.      It  is possible   that  it 
is merely a front,   on  the other  hand  it 
could be a firmly  held belief.     A   joint- 
venture of the   type  outlined  above   could 
not  be brought  about without government 
intervention.     On   the other hand   if  one 
or  both of the mergers/acquisitions  outlined 
above  forming groups  one and two  could be 
achieved the formation of an Asmayesh- 
Matsushita venture  would seem more   likely 
to  succeed. 

I 
The  industry rationalisation as  outlined 
above  is thought   to be  the most   logical  and 
would  lead to a   structure as  shown  below: 

GROUP OME 

Equity: 
Companies : 
Factories: 
Activity! 

Capacity: 

GROUP TWO 

Equity» 
Companies: 
Factories: 
Activity: 

Capacity: 

GROUP THREE 

Equitys 
Companies: 
Factories: 
Activity: 

Capacityi 

Barkhodar  (majority) ,   Khoramabadi   (minority) 
Pars   Electric,   RTI,   Radio Shahab 
New  factory plus   Radio Shahab  factory 
Component production  at Shahab with   assembly 
of  television sets,   radio and  radiophono- 
graphs  at the new   factory. 
Television    150,000  per  single  shift 
Radios 200,000  per single shift 

Phillips,  REI,  Mofid 
REI,   Mofid 
Existing REI and Mofid 
Component production  and radio production 
at  REI.     Television  assembly including 
cabinet production   at Mofid. 
Television    80,000  per  single shift 
Radios 100,000  per single shift 

Asmayesh, Matsushita   (Cofard?) 
Cofard,  Asmayesh  and Cofard Electronic 
Existing Asmayesh 
All  consumer electronic component 
production, cabinet production and 
television assembly  at Asmayesh,   Radio 
assembly at Isfahan. 
Television    80,000  -   100,000   (some  increase) 
Radios .00,000  per shift. 
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As was mentioned earlier the   above  industry 
structure by no means  represents   the only 
possibility.     A  REI-Philips-Pars  Electric 
merger has  already been mentioned and indeed 
it  is  felt that  this  could be  achieved 
almost  as easily,   if not easier   than the 
Group One merger outlined above.     Whilst 
there is much  to be said for  this possibility 
which could still entail the  Group Three 
outlined  above,   the welding  of   the  remaining 
companies  into any semblance  of   a third 
group is  difficult to envisage.     Nevertheless 
if a company  involving REI-Philips-Pars 
Electric could be  created and  two other 
companies be brought  together  to give some 
form of a second group rationalisation of 
the  industry by market forces  should follow. 

Looking  to the  components  industry  there 
would appear to be  little possibility of 
radically changing the present  policies of 
the  terminal  industry  in Iran.      In the three 
group structure outlined above  a components 
division within each  company has  been 
envisaged.     Beyond  these components  there 
is,  however,   the question of other electronic 
components.     At the present  time  one company, 
Transpic, will manufacture cathode ray 
tubes  to meet the  requirements  of the whole 
industry.     This  company should  also be  the 
one  to become  involved in the production 
of other electronic components   as  and when 
these become  an economically viable propo- 
sition  for manufacture in Iran. 

It has been mentioned in Section   5 of Part 
10 of this  report that whilst on   rule of thumb 
guides as  to minimum economic plant sizes 
etc. ,  the manufacture of resistors and 
capacitors  in  Iran would appear  to be a 
viable proposition,  it is thought of utmost 
importance to undertake a detailed feasibi- 
lity study before a final decision is made. 
Estimates of requirements in  Iran  for these 
components coupled with approximate minimum 
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economic plant  sizes does  not  give a 
complete  picture.     No  account has been   taken 
of the number of different  types of resistors 
and capacitors   required and whilst  in  certain 
cases  the  same  machinery  can be  used  for 
different  sizes etc.,  different  types     can 
require different machinery.     An  additional 
and very   important point which  should  be 
considered  in  any assessment of  local produc- 
tion of  these   components   in   Iran   is  the world 
situation.     At  the present  time excess 
capacity exists   for  these   and other 
electronic components,  prices have  fallen 
by about  101  p.a.  over the  past  two years 
and this  trend  could continue  into the 
future.     The   timing of commissioning  any 
facility  for production of  these  components 
could be  critical and a full  feasibility 
study on electronic component manufacture 
in Iran is  strongly recommended. 

It is felt that undoubtedly such  a study 
would recommend the  introduction of 
facilities   for  production  of  some electro- 
nic components  before  the end of  the sixth 
national  plan   (1361/1982).     This   facility 
should be   integrated  as  closely   as possible 
with the Transpic company  rather than with 
any final  assembler and should meet the 
requirements  of the whole  industry. 

4*3.6     Small Appliance Sector 

In many respects this sector of  industry 
is the easiest  to rationalise since it 
exists in only embryonic form at  the 
present time.     Recent government  action, 
however,  has made the  task more difficult. 
Until a few months ago only one  company in 
Iran had a manufacturing  licence  for 
production of  a range of small electric 
appliances.     This company,   Pars Toshiba,  a 
joint-venture  between Toshiba of Japan  and 
Iranian interests, had been given a manufac- 
turing licence  for production of  fans,  meat 
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mincing machines,   fruit   juicers,   flat 
irons   and  rice  cookers*.      In each of   the 
above  products  the manufacturing  licence 
granted  this   company was   sufficient   to 
ensure  an economically  viable  unit  and was 
such  that  assuming the  company  achieved 
production  targets was  equivalent  to  between 
601  and  70%   of projected  demand   (Metra 
projections)   in  1356.     In   addition  to  Pars 
Toshiba,   several small  companies had 
manufacturing  licences   for   fans  but  at  the 
end of   1349  no other manufacturing  licences 
had been  issued in this  sector. 

Cofard,   in  conjunction with Matsushita of 
Japan,   had  submitted a proposal   for  the 
local manufacture of  a  range  of  small 
appliances   including  fruit   juicers,   flat 
irons,  meat  grinders,   rice   cookers,   mixers 
with  a  few other  items  such  as  electric 
blankets,   vacuum cleaners   and electric 
heaters  also being included.     Whilst   this 
proposal was   submitted  in   1348 even   at 
the end of   1350 no   decision had been 
reached.     The  type of  operation envisaged 
by Cofard would have  fitted  in  very well 
with  the  Pars Toshiba venture  and these 
two companies would have  been   able  to meet 
total  demand   in Iran  to  the  end of  the 
decade  using   facilities  described in   their 
proposals.     By prohibiting   imports   for  the 
first  two or  three years   and  then progressively 
decreasing  import duties   the  Government would 
have been  able  to work  towards   an efficient 
local   industry with products   from these 
companies having a high  level of  local 
content.     Unfortunately,   the Government 
chose  to issue two other   licences in   this 
sector during  1350.     In both  cases  the 
licences were  for volumes which will mean 
that other than simple assembly operation 
local production in Iran will not be 
economically viable.    These  two licences were 
issued     to Tadar and Mortasavi.     Details  of 

1 

The  licence also includes washing machines 
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volumes of   each product  planned  is   shown 
in Table  4.15,and  for   the purpose  of 
comparison  volumes proposed by Pars 
Toshiba and Cofard are   also given. 

TABLE  4.15      PROPOSED  PRODUCTION  VOLUMES     ;      SMALL APPLIANCES 

PRODUCT PARS TOSHIBA COFARD TADAR MORTAZAVI 

Electric Fan 150,000 - - 50,000 

Meat Grinder 80,000 100,000 10,000 - 

Fruit Juicer 80,000 80,000 18,000 - 

Mixer - 10,000 5,000 - 

Hair Drier - - 10,000 - 

Flat  Iron 100,000 150,000 10,000 - 

Vacuum Cleaner - 15,000 - 10,000 

Rice Cooker 80,000 100,000 10,000 20,000 

Electric Heater 40,000 50,000 — 50,000 

As can be  seen from the  data contained in 
Table   4.15   the  licence   granted to  Mortazavi 
results in  only a somewhat minimal   fragmen- 
tation  of  the small appliance  industry 
whereas that granted to Tadar is  totally 
contrary to the Government's stated  policy 
of attempting to rationalise the domestic 
appliance  industry. 
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Whilst little can be done to reverse the 
above situation it is believed that the 
two group structure in this sector should 
be sought.  Whilst the Cofard-Matsushita 
proposal may not meet certain Government 
requirements it is believed that their 
overall approach is the type of approach 
needed in this sector in Iran.  Unfortunately, 
access was not given to the above proposal 
and all details presented in this report 
result from discussions with representatives 
of Cofard in Iran and Matsushita in Japan. 

Turning to the precise policies to be adopted 
by the Government it is believed that absolute 
protection should be given to this sector 
for a period of two to three years.  During 
this time companies would have the opportunity 
to build-up local content.  The precise 
period of absolute protection should be 
agreed with the companies at the outset 
as also should levels of protection to be 
given in subsequent years, beyond this 
initial phase.  During the period of abso- 
lute protection prices should be held 
constant with only justifiable increases, 
arising from increased raw material costs 
etc. , being permitted.  This would enable 
the local manufacturers to reach relatively 
high volumes, make a reasonable profit and 
increase local content without having to 
compete at this stage with imports. 

In the above situation the local manufac- 
tuere is being permitted to become estab- 
lished in the home market but not being 
allowed to exploit it. 

By imposing rigid constraints on items to 
be imported the Government would also force 
some of the less efficient low volume 
producers of fans to either purchase motors 
etc., locally or to seek other business 
opportunities.  Regarding the possibility 
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of a  company purchasing,   say,  electric motors 
locally,   if  there is only one manufacturer 
in Iran who  is also a competitor for   the 
final product the Government should  directly 
ensure  that the outside  company is  able 
to purchase  at a fair price with delivery 
etc.,   also being adequate.     Failure   to 
adhere  to such conditions by,   for example, 
the manufacturer of the motor should mean 
the competitor is allowed to  import  with 
Government permission under  a preferential 
tariff rate. 

Situations   like the one outlined above  are 
often  cited in Iran as being  the reason 
there  is no co-operation between manufacturers, 
Little evidence of deliberate non co-operation 
was     found and the above  approach is   seen 
as being  little more  than  a deterrent. 

Throughout  the preceding    paragraphs,   it has 
been  implicitly assumed that major  compo- 
nents  for small electric appliances  will 
be produced by the terminal  industry.     This 
assumption has been made not  in the   belief 
that  such vertical integration  is  the  most 
appropriate  strategy but  rather because 
present  conditions and agreements will make 
alternatives difficult to achieve.      Indeed 
production  of small electric motors  would 
most probably be advantageously  located 
outside  the  terminal  industry rather   than 
as a part of it.     By being outside  the 
terminal  industry standardisation would be 
more  readily achieved and problems  of  non 
co-operation would not  arise. 

4.3.7    The White Goods Industry 

Undoubtedly this sector will present   the 
Government with its most  critical problems 
regarding rationalisation of  the domestic 
appliance  industry.     It  is  in this  sector 
where  the Government's powers of persuasion 
will be most needed.     It is  first worth 
summarising the present situation. 
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In  this  sector  of  industry  the   following 
products  have  been  included: 

- refrigerators 
- washing machines 

air conditioners 
- evaporative coolers 

kerosene space heaters 
- water heaters (excluding instant gas 

heaters) 
- drinking water coolers 

in addition other items which could be 
included are: 

- electric cookers 
- electric space heater   (larger  type) 

spin driers 
clothes driers. 

These  items are  grouped together because 
in production they employ  common techniques 
and they  fall  into technology  families   (e.g. 
electric appliances,  kerosene appliances 
etc.)     At  the present  time  there are three 
companies who produce  a complete or 
virtually  complete,   range of  appliances   in 
the  first  of the above  two groups   (none 
of the second group are  currently produced 
in Iran).     In addition  four other companies 
produce  refrigerators,   five or six other 
companies produce evaporative  coolers,  with 
a similar number producing water heaters 
with innumerable companies  producing 
space heaters. 

For all  the above mentioned products 
economies most  certainly could be gained 
by concentration of the  industry.    The 
present  line of  thinking within the 
Government  in  Iran is  for  three groups 
based on Arj,  Asmayesh  and General 
Industrial.    This would appear to be 
logical.     However,  incorporation of other 
companies  in^o this type of structure does 
appear difficult.    Furthermore,  General 
Industrial,  as presently constituted, would 
most certainly be the weaker company. 
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In Table   4.16   a summary  of   the  strength« 
and weaknesses  of the major  companies 
involved   in   this sector   are  shown   on   a 
product   and  on an overall   company  basi«. 
Product  strength!  are  assessed  in   ter»»  of 
present  market  añares  and   total   volumes 
while assessments of  financial  strengths, 
management   and marketing   expertise   are 
purely subjective  and  based on  the   field- 
work  carried  out by Metra.      In order   to 
equate product strength«   to a common 
base  refrigerators have  been  taken  as 
the bate.      For example,   on«  refrigerator 
has been   taken  as equal   to  one washing 
machine  but   approximately   two evaporative 
coolers. 

From Table   4.16  it can  be   seen  that   on 
the basis   of   the weighting«  used,   Arj 
and Asmayesh   come out  on   top.     In weighting 
products   volume and value   have both  been 
considered.     The problem  really  arises 
in assessing  production   and  general manage- 
ment, marketing expertise   and  financial 
strength.      The major problem  is  not   in 
assessing   each  company  of   these  criteria, 
although   this   is indeed  a  problem,   but   in 
what weighting should be   applied  to  this 
relative   to  product weightings.     The 
problem is   readily evident   in the  final 
total  for   General  Industrial  and  Philver. 
Unquestionably,  the management  in  Philver 
is  far superior to  that   found within 
General  Industrial but  Philver does not 
have the  product depth  of  General   Industrial 

It is interesting to see   the effect on 
relative  order if the weightings  attributed 
to non-product factors  are  halved  relative 
to product   factors.     The  two sets  of data 
are contained  in Table  4.17. 
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COMPAMY 1 2 

Arj 127 109 
Asmayesh 106 82 
General Industrial 90 74 
Philver 10 58 
General Steel 46 31 
G.I.E. 59 35 
Pars Machin« 20 13 
Universal 23 13 

The effect of  th 
industry  leader 
to make General 
place  company, 
occurs if  the se 
applied is  that 
Steel  in  total  r 
because GIE have 
but  a much  small 

is   is  to leave Arj   as  the 
followed by Asmayesh  but 
Industrial  the  clear  third 
Another difference which 
cond set of weights   are 
Gil  falls below General 
anking.    Again  this  is 

a  far superior management 
er product volume. 

The above  does not  give any  insight   into 
the  rationalisation of this  sector of  industry 
beyond suggesting  that if three companies 
are  to form the  foundation of  a new group 
structure  two of  those companies  and most 
likely the  third  are the same  companies   as 
have been  "selected" by the Ministry of 
Economy.     Interesting points which emerge 
fro» the above  analysis are  that Philver 
is a much  stronger  company  in many  respects 
that might  at  first sight appear  to be  the 
case,   and GIE whilst very small,  does 
appear to have certain assets. 
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Turning to the practical aspects of the 
situation, endeavouring not to enter too 
far into the realms of fantasy, it would 
appear that several possible1 alternatives 
are open to the Government.  Considering 
first the less important companies, from 
Polar onwards in Table 4.1b.  These companies 
are primarily involved in the production 
of kerosene space heaters, evaporative 
coolers and a few water heaters.  In none 
of these products does any one company 
have other than a very small share of the 
market.  As such the overall part played 
by these companies in influencing the 
market is very small and little would be 
gained by either forcing them out of 
business or bringing them together either 
as a unit or with one or more of the 
larger companies.  It is however, important 
that they are compelled to meet standards, 
to purchase components in the home market 
as and when the larger companies do so,and 
to be made to comply with any trade descrip- 
tions regulations which are imposed on 
other companies.  Like all companies, 
however, they should be subjected to 
reference to the proposed corporation 
Industrial Reorganisation should any 
question of a merger or takeover be con- 
sidered.  There remain therefore eight 
companies to be considered. 

One of these compani 
basically a gas appi 
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appliance industry here reciprocal action 
should be taken regarding Universal.  Indeed 
for consistency it should.  The Government 
may find it appropriate to await a conve- 
nient moment in some future negotiations 
with thit company although an exclusive 
manufacturing licence of gas space heaters 
for two or three years might provide the 
immediate solution.  It is felt that the 
question of this one product might be left 
open.  Universal should, however, in general 
be confined to the gas industry. 

Pars Machine on past trends could well 
encounter considerable difficulty in 
competing in this sector in the future. 
The company are known to be partially 
involved in the plastics industry and 
interested in becoming further involved in 
this sector.  They have a plant to produce 
polystyrene sheet although this operates 
at only 101 capacity and the company are 
interested in setting up facilities for 
polymerisation of polystyrene and have 
carried out a study on this. They believe 
a plant with an annual capacity of 15,000 
tons p.a., requiring an investment of $2M 
would meet Iran's needs for several years 
to come.  It would therefoi« seem a 
distinct possibility that this company 
could be induced to cease production of 
domestic appliances in exchange for licences 
in the plastics field. 

Considering the remaining companies in this 
sector it is indeed difficult to see how 
further rationalisation can be equitably 
achieved.  GIE whilst very small is quite 
well run and this company have followed 
a policy of market segmentation in the 
refrigerator sector aiming at the high 
quality, high income groups. General Steel 
have major interests outside the domestic 
appliance industry and as such this company 
may be prepared to part with their refri- 
gerator manufacturing activity although 
conditions would have to be right. Unques- 
tionably if the Government is to reduce 
the number of companies Involved in this 
sector to less than six outside help is 
likely to be required. 
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It has been mentioned above that Westinghouse, 
AEG and Matsushita  are  all  interested  in 
direct participation  in the domestic 
appliance sector.      In Section  4.3.5   a 
Matsushita-Asmayesh   joint-venture was 
considered as  a possibility in  consumer 
electronics and white goods.     An alternative 
grouping,  based on  existing links  in  the 
white goods sector would be Asmayesh-AEG. 
These  two companies  are co-operating  in 
certain areas at the present time.     The 
other  foreign company known to be  interested 
in  this sector,  Westinghouse,  would  appear 
to be considering  links with either Arj 
or General Industrial.     If one or more of 
these mergers,  or  indeed similar mergers 
could  be  consummated  then  the  Government 
could  insist  that   as part of  the package 
the General Steel   appliance division was 
included. 

One  company  in  this   sector has  so  far been 
neglected,  Philver.     This  company  is   the 
newest entrant to  the sector and in  recent 
years  the most successful  in the refrigerator 
industry.    Direct participation  in  this 
company by Philco-Ford USA would not   appear 
to bfc being considered by  the  parent   company. 
Equally,  Hoover do not  at the  present  time 
seem interested.     The  achievements of 
this  company over  the past two years  are 
most  impressive and given the opportunity 
this  company could become a major  force 
in  the market.     There does not  appear  to 
be  any simple method by which  to incor- 
porate this company  into Arj,  Asmayesh or 
General Industrial   although on production 
and management strengths  it would fit 
most suitable with  General Industrial. 
In conclusion it  is   felt  that  the Government 
should attempt to rationalise  this  sector 
of industry by bringing in two or three 
foreign companies.   Ideally, a three  group 
structure would be  the most appropriate 
although practicalities are such that this 
is unlikely to be achieved.  A four group 
structure based on Arj,  Asmayesh, General 
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and including Philver does seem the 
most optimistic that can be hoped for 
with GIE being left on the periphery  to 
produce  small volumes of  refrigerators and 
air conditioners whilst ever it  can  survive. 
Pars Machine  and General Steel   should be 
absorbed by the above groups or directed 
towards  development  of their other activi- 
ties. 

The above is by no means  the  ideal but it 
is thought at  least  a possibility and a 
realistic target to be aimed for.     In 
granting manufacturing licences   for washing 
machines etc.   only  the above  four companies 
should be included.     Indeed every attempt 
should be made to withdraw the   licence 
from Pars Toshiba before plant   and machinery 
are ordered. 

The above groupings would thus   result in an 
overall  consumer durable goods   industry 
in which only Asmayesh and General  Industrial 
would actively participate in  two of  the 
four technology groups.     In the  very   long 
term,  possibly the  period  1360-1370 mergers 
across  technology groups  could  well  be 
desirable.     Such mergers would  be of  the 
form Arj-Persigas etc. 

4.3.8    The Components Industry 

The basic philosophy  in Iran regarding the 
components industry  should be  to keep it 
outside  the terminal  industry except where 
technology considerations out-weight marketing 
factors.     In the small appliance field 
electric motors are  to be produced by the 
terminal sector.     It has been mentioned 
above  that this is  not considered the best 
course of action and one or two separate 
companies producing  fractional  horse-power 
motors not only for  the small appliance 
manufacturers but also for white goods 



producers would seem the most satisfactory 
solution.     Whether this  situation  can  be 
achieved  is questionable.     Within  the  consumer 
electronic industry there  is  at the present 
time  the  nucleus of a  components  industry 
in  the  form of Transpic.     This company 
should be  used as the  vehicle for develop- 
ment of  the electronics  components  industry 
in  Iran.      In  the white  goods  sector  ICMC 
already exists and companies  for  local 
production  of  refrigerator  evaporators,   motors, 
control valves and carburettor  (for appliances 
using kerosene)   should  all  be established 
outside  the  terminal  industry.     Indeed 
consideration  should  be  given to  the 
possibility of  allowing General Steel   to 
produce  refrigerator evaporators  if refri- 
gerator manufacture  by  this   company  should 
stop.     All the  above   items   are components 
not  at present produced  in  Iran.     There 
are  however,   several  other   components  which 
are  currently produced  by   the  terminal 
industry which  could profitably be  placed 
outside  the  industry.     Production  of 
refrigerator condensers  is  one such 
activity.     In most companies  existing 
capacity   is  under-utilised.     Plastic 
components,   trim items,   name-plates  would 
all  be more profitably  produced by   a 
components  industry which would meet not 
only  the  needs  of the  appliance  sector 
but  also  other  sectors   of   industry   in  Iran. 
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5.        INDUSTRY RATIONALISATION    -     A VEHICLE 

In  bringing about  any industrial  rationalisation of the 
type outlined in  this report  it will be necessary  for 
the Government to play a dynamic role.     The need for 
rationalisation  of  the  type envisaged above  is  not 
confined to the  consumer electronic products  industry 
or even the consumer durable   industry but transcends 
the whole of  industry in the  country.     In setting up 
a vehicle to assist with rationalisation a broad base 
needs to be contemplated.    Unfortunately, experience 
in other countries, particularly developing countries 
is  very sparse.     No case of widespread industrial rationa- 
lisation led by a government  body is known in  the free 
world.    Examples  of isolated  activities  in one  industry 
sector and indirect action to encourage market  forces to 
rationalise an     industry have  been used with varying 
degrees of success.     It is  found that in  countries,  par- 
ticularly developing countries, where a rational  industry 
structure exists  this has often resulted  from one of two 
events, either initial government  control  limiting the number 
of  companies  in  the infancy  of  the industry,  or market forces, 
mainly imports,  have led to mergers of national  companies 
and hence a more  rational structure.    The  latter is  usually 
the  case in developed countries. 

Whilst no guidelines have so  far been given in  this  report 
as   to how much an  industry should be merged and how big 
in  terms of a market can a company become before  it  is a 
monopoly   (in the wider sinse  of the word)   the  general guiding 
principle that has been used  is that normally  accepted in 
most countries,  namely a longer term market share of  33-40% 
with  any significant increase  above this being dangerous. 

In most developed or developing countries governments have 
tended to have inconsistent policies in terms of mergers. 
On  the one hand concentration  in one industry has been 
forced through whilst in another proliferation  of companies 
has  been the rule of the day.     Throughout the world it is 
common to find consider durable industries comprising a 
large number of relatively small companies and until the 
late  1950's this  situation was still the general rule in 
Europe.    Indeed until the emergence of the Italian giants 
mergers in the consumer durable products  field were relatively 
uncommon.    It was only when home markets started to disappear 
to imported products that companies in European  countries 
woke-up. 
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Even  then  Governments   initially took  little  direct  action 
beyond  imposing  trade  barriers  under the  pretext of  dumping 
(as   in  the  case  of the  U.K.)   or  appealing   for  application 
of  special  treatment  clauses  for  infant   industries   (as  in 
the   case  of  France  in   applications  to  the  EEC  commission) . 
In  other  areas,   however,  governments  in  different  countries 
have endeavoured  to promote mergers. 

Within Europe  at  the  present  time  there   are,   or until  very 
recently were,  three organisations which  in many respects 
could be a model of the vehicle  for rationalisation in  Iran. 
These  three organisations   are the Industrial  Reorganisation 
Corporation in  the U.K.1,   Instituto Nacional  de Industria 
(INI)   in Spain, and the  Institute  for Industrial Reconstruction 
(IRI)   in  Italy.     Whilst  the  charter of each  of the above 
organisations is  very  similar,  in practice  their operations 
have  been quite  different.     To some extent   this has  resulted 
from the  situation in  the  country at the  time  the particular 
organisations were  set-up.     Both  INI   in  Spain  and  IRI   in 
Italy were established when  the two countries were still   to 
some extent in the developing country phase.     INI was estab- 
lished  in   1941 whilst   IRI  was set-up in   1933.     On  the  other 
hand  the  IRC  in  the  U.K.   was not established  until   1965. 

In operation therefore  both  INI  and IRI  have  tended to become 
involved  in new products which are not   sufficiently  attractive 
to,   or beyond  the  scope of,   the private   sector and  in  other 
projects/sectors which  can  only be kept  in existence with 
support  from the Government.     Since separate  bodies generally 
already existed  for  the  latter type of  sector  in the U.K., 
prior  to the creation  of  IRC,  and the need  for an organisation 
to participate  in new,  but  financially  unattractive projects, 
was  not  so great.  TheiRC whilst  acting  on  a  very similar 
brief to the other two organisations,   tended  in practice 
to be  somewhat different.     A few examples  readily highlight 
these differences. 

INI   in  1967 established a National Coal Mining Company 
(HUNOSA) .     In common with  the coal industry   in most European 
countries  the industry  could only stay  in existence  if 
subsidies were provided by  the Government.     The situation was 
completely different  in  the  U.K.  because  at  the time  IRC 
was   formed the National Coal Board had been   in existence 
for nearly twenty years.     In the steel  industry both IRI 
in  Italy  and INI  in Spain have major interests.    However, 
although the steel industry  in the U.K.  was  reorganised  around 
the  time of creating  the  IRC a separate  controlling body 
the British Steel Corporation was established. 

This organisation ceased it's activities  in 1970. 



In  many respects   INI   and IRI   are  very similar,   particularly 
in   the way they  operate,  to   IDRO  in  Iran.     In   each  case 
whilst industrial   reorganisation  is  an important  aspect of 
their charter  in  practice the   tendency is  to  concentrate  on 
new   industrial  developments.      From this point   of view 
therefore  the  IRC   in  the U.K.   is  possibly  the  most  suitable 
model on which  to  base  the vehicle   for rationalisation  in 
Iran. 

The   Industrial  Reorganisation  Corporation   (IRC)   was  charged 
with  the job of   "promoting industrial efficiency and profi- 
tability and assisting the economy of the U.K.".     It was 
established because manufacturing  industry  in  the U.K.   had 
fallen behind that  of the country's principal   foreign 
competitors.     Imports of manufacturers to the  U.K.  were 
increasing  annually much more   than exports.     The need was 
therefore to restore  the overall  competitiveness of U.K. 
industry and to   assert this   in world markets.     Analysis 
showed that significant improvements in the  structure of 
industries  in  the  U.K.  was  required and the   IRC  was  given 
the   task of bringing this about. 

The   basic method  by which the   IRC   operated was   flexible,   it 
had   to be.     It was  not a banker  e4.though on  occasion  the 
ability to deploy   funds was   crucial.     It was   not  a holding 
company though the  capacity  to own  shares  for  a  limited 
period was  also   crucial.     Its  main   job was  to   improve  the 
performance of manufacturing  industry in the  U.K.  by promo- 
ting  structural  reorganisation. 

In   assessing a particular industry  to see whether or not 
reorganisation was  needed,  and if  so how much,   the IRC sought 
information on  the degree of   concentration,   the volume of 
sales, the  level  of  technology,   the growth  characteristics 
and  the trend in   the  ratio of  capacity to demand.     From an 
international standpoint IRC needed to know  an   industry's 
direct and indirect export contribution;   the  scale of growth 
of  world trade in  its products?   the export performance of 
competing companies overseas   and  the proportion of domestic 
consumption supplied by imports.     Obviously  in  Iran  the 
importance of each of the   above   will be different  from 
what was the case  in the U.K. 

In   addition information on import content of  the industry 
as   a whole and individual companies within an  industry, 
on performance of  the particular industries  in  the more 
developed    developing countries as well as  in world market 
terms will be required by the proposed "corporation"   in 
Iran. 
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It is believed to be  of utmost importance  that  the work of 
a Reorganisation Corporation  in Iran  should be both practical 
and dynamic.     It should not be  concerned with the production 
of surveys  or  the  like  as an end  in  itself.     Indeed  there 
are  already enough of  these  in  Iran gathering dust  in 
neglected   files.     The  need to work   closely   and  confidentially 
with  industry  is of  importance.     The organisation must be 
set-up outside  the existing  framework of government  and 
its  information, must  in  law remain outside  other govern- 
ment departments.     Obviously  the need to move   from one 
industry  to another  coupled with  the need to build up  trust 
with  industry  and industrialists means that people employed 
in the proposed Corporation must be of the highest calibre. 
In its efforts  to rationalise  industry it should be building 
on strengths supporting managements of proven  success  in 
taking practical  steps  to concentrate effort  and resources. 
The proposed Corporation should act  as a catalyst giving 
financial  support where necessary  and where  an  improved 
industrial  structure will  lead to  increases   in efficiency 
and productivity.     Indeed it  is  important  to realise   that 
reducing  the number  of  companies  in  an  industry  is pointless 
unless  it   is going  to  lead to increased efficiency.     Size 
in  itself   is no virtue.     The  need  is   for an   industry 
structure which will  progressively   lead to efficiencies 
such  that  it is  competitive  in world terms. 

It has been mentioned  above  that  the  proposed Corporation 
will need  to be staffed by very high calibre people.     The 
staff  should be  kept   relatively  small with   the  emphasis 
being  on  quality  rather  than quantity.     For  example,   IRC 
in  the U.K.   had  a staff of only  thirty.     The  Corporation 
should have a Board of Directors numbering   five  to seven 
who are drawn  from academic  life,   government  and industry. 
All must have a wide  understanding of industry   and industrial 
reorganisation.     Because of certain  limitations on the 
availability of  information  in Iran undoubtedly  the Corpo- 
ration will require  outside assistance in generating basic 
data although obviously with time  this need  is  likely  to 
decrease  as other organisations in  Iran develop their 
techniques  still  further.     Funds will need to be made 
available  to the proposed Corporation to enable  it  to 
give  short  term loans  and provide  finance  for mergers 
if this is necessary. 
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fund» needed will obviously be a function of how 
trial reorganisation is considered to be in the 
nterest when considered alongside other requests 
for funds.  It is believed that it would be 
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6. EMPLOYMENT 

At the present time the domestic appliance industry in 
Iran employs a total of some 15,000 people.  In addition 
it is estimated that as many as 5,000 other jobs in 
service and related functions are also directly attribu- 
table to domestic appliances.  It is true that the latter 
would have been created if all products were imported. 
Looking to the future obviously employment will not 
increase at a rate directly proportional to volume of 
output since efficiency should and will be improved.  It 
is estimated that by 1356 this sector will employ 
around 20,000 people and by 1361 will be of the order of 
25,000 people.  Rationalisation and restructuring of the 
industry will all have a negative effect on employment 
in the short term but in the longer term will lead to 
higher employment since increased efficiency will result 
in increased demand internally and export opportunities. 
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7. THE  ROL£ OF  MULTI-NATIONAL COMPANIES  IN THE   IRANIAN 
DOMESTIC  APPLIANCE   INDUSTRY 

During  the course of this  study a  large number of 
international and multi-national companies who at 
the present time directly or  indirectly have interests 
in  Iran were visited.    Whilst discussions with these 
companies were not explicitly oriented towards the 
possibility of the particular company participating  in 
the  industry  in Iran this was one of the prime objectives 
in these discussions.    Companies were visited in Europe, 
America,  Japan and whilst  it was not possible to visit 
every foreign company with direct  interests in Iran 
most of  the major companies were contacted.    It was 
found  that two companies  in particular are at the present 
time very interested in direct participation in Iran. 
These  two companies are Matsushita of Japan and Westing- 
house   (U.S.A.)    Westinghouse already have interests in 
the Iran Compressor Manufacturing Company although  it  is 
believed that they  are now looking at the  terminal 
industry with a view to direct participation.     It  is 
known that during  the past six or eight months this 
company have sent a number of experts to Iran to assess 
the present situation in  the industry.    Towards the end 
of  fieldwork  in Iran and  indeed after Metra personnel 
had visited Westinghouse  in America it was rumoured that 
in  Iran this company were  interested in a  joint-venture 
with Arj.     It is believed that the  industry in Iran is 
at a »tage of development and  in a  situation that such a 
joint-venture would be advantageous.    Matsushita on the 
other hand have much broader  interests and would  like  to 
enter  the white goods,  the consumer electronics and the 
small appliance sectors.     At the present time Matsushita 
have a proposal with the Ministry of Economy for  a  joint- 
venture with Cofard for  production of small appliances. 
Matsushita have a  licence agreement with Cofard for 
production of  television sets and radios.     There  is 
however evidence that complete harmony between these  two 
companies does not exist and whilst Matsushita are 
interested in further participation in Iran the 
impression was gained that they would prefer a different 
partner.     It is possible  that the Government could 
utilise this present lack of harmony in rationalising 
the industry.    A third company which is also believed to 
be  interested in direct participation in the domestic 
appliance industry  in Iran is A.E.G.    This company during 
the past twelve months have had refrigerators and 
evaporative coolers produced under contract by other 
companies in Iran. 
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Multi-national companies can play an important rol« 
in the development of this industry in Iran.  In th« 
first place they could greatly assist the Government 
in rationalising the structure of the industry.  These 
companies have the financial backing to be able to 
take over more than on« company thus forming a much 
larger group than at present exists.  Obviously precise 
details need to be the subject of negotiation between 
these companies and the Government of Iran.  It is 
however, believed that such companies would be willing 
to take over more than one company particularly if 
concessions in other directions were made.  Once the 
Government had forged one group in each sector it is 
quite likely that very quickly other companies in the 
sector would wish to become part of a larger unit to 
ensure their survival.  These companies would possibly 
endeavour to merge with large international companies, 
or on the other hand, may choose to merge at a domestic 
level.  Irrespective, if controlled, this would greatly 
facilitate the re-organisation of the industry.  The 
role to be played by multi-national companies in this 
sector in Iran extends far beyond the re-organisation 
of the industry, although this in itself is an 
important factor.  Evidence obtained during the course 
of this study would suggest that the possibility of 
exporting components or finished products from Iran 
under the present system is extremely small.  Indeed 
without rationalisation and standardisation it is 
unlikely that any significant quantity of export could 
be achieved during the period under study.  On th« 
other hand multi-national companies with their tied 
markets around the world could quite possibly b« per- 
suaded to include exports of components or finished 
products from Iran as a part of their overall world 
marketing strategy. Again precise details must be the 
subject of negotiation with the individual companies. 

From the point of view of the Government of Iran the 
type of deal which should be sought is one in which 
multi-national companies undertake to off-set som« of 
their import requirements, be they for components 
or finished goods, with exports from Iran.  The Govern- 
ment will need to be very flexible in its negotiating 
strategy giving consideration to possible product 
rationalisation in Iran with a number of models or 
products not being produced locally but imported whilst 
locally manufactured products/models are exported. 
Similar approaches should be taken regarding component 
manufacture and indeed it could be in this area that 
the greatest potential for exports is offered. The 
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Government wüst accept  that  significant exports cannot 
be  achieved overnight.     The  industry in  Iran  Is at  the 
present  time,   in a position  sych  that th« costs of 
production are  significantly above world norms.     In 
negotiations with multi-national  companies  therefor«  a 
long,   rather  than short-term view regarding exports 
should  be taken.     If  possible,   agreed long-term plans 
should  be drawn up with these companies.       Such plans 
could   include  the volume of  finished products 
and  components  to be  imported  and exported as well as 
price  formula which will  be used   in such transactions 
Finally   it  is   important  that   it   is accepted  that 
foreign companies,  like  local Manufacturers,  are  in 
business  to make profits and whilst the Government  should 
make every effort to avoid exploitation  by multi-national 
companies  it  should permit the« to make realistic profits 
in  Iran. 

Several  countries particularly  in the Par East have 
allowed multi-national  companies  to establish offshore 
operations for  electronic component and  consumer 
electronic production.     The Government of  Iran  should 
give  serious consideration to whether or  not sufficient 
advantages are  to be gained  from inducing companies  to 
set  up  such operations.    The  •stabilshew»t    of offshore 
plants  started  some ten years  ago when American companies 
became  afraid of competitors  in Japan and sought new 
means of maintaining  their competitive position  in world 
markets.     The  solution was found  in internationalisation 
of  their  production processes whereby offshore plants were 
established  in developing countries desiring  to create 
employment  for  their growing  population.     Special customs 
privileges were negotiated to allow the corporation  to 
bring   into their plants all equipment ami materials  needed 
for   the operation and  to take out  the manufactured goods 
tor distribution in their world markets.    The only 
indigenous resources used  in  the  operation were the   labour 
and  the country's utilities.     Prom the point of view of 
the host country's economy the guest industry remained 
entirely ex-patriot contributing  nothing but  the value of 
wages  and the rent paid  for   th« premises. 

During  the I960's such operations proliferated,  particularly 
in  the Far East.    Plants for equipment manufacture were 
followed by plants for production of sub-assemblies,   these 
in turn were followed by planta  for component manufacture. 
Progressively there was spin-off  for th« local  industry and 
assembly of  sub-components and  parts began to be undertaken 
by  local manufacturers.    One problem which the Government 
of   Iran would  likely find  is that there  is a high degree 
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of competition for ex-patriot off-shore operations. 
Significant inducements must therefore be offered if 
a company is set up an operation in Iran.  Such 
ex-patriot activity also gives advantages to the host 
country in that it trains labour and enables a local 
component industry to operate on a more economic scale. 
Technically speaking, and indeed in practice, any 
transaction between a local company and its ex-patriot 
market which is created in a country is independent 
of any size or economic factors within the country 
itself and is purely limited by the level of incentive 
a country is prepared to offer any by the total world 
market for the particular item. Again establishment 
of ex-patriot facilities is concluded only as the 
result of detailed negotiations.  It could be possible 
in such negotiations for the Government of Iran to 
persuade the ex-patriot company, in exchange for some 
other concessions to purchase certain items locally. 
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8. R.C.D. 

At the present time the agreement between Turkey, 
Pakistan and Iran, the R.C.D. agreement has shown 
little in the way of positive results.  One problem 
is obviously caused by the fact that all three countries 
are at asimilar stage of development and therefore 
are not so complimentary.  Whilst the R.C.D. agreement 
was seen as co-operation in development of industry 
rather than trade the latter is likely to become 
increasingly important if the agreement is ever to go 
further than a paper document.  Several multi-national 
companies in the domestic appliance field already have 
direct or indirect interests in the other two countries. 
It would therefore be possible to contemplate component 
exchange and product rationalisation between the different 
countries.  It is however believed that such opportunities 
within R.C.D are no better than between many other 
countries where any multi-national company which enters 
Iran may have operations.  There are at the present time 
no preferential trade agreements between the member 
countries of R.C.D. and discussions with representatives 
of R.C.D. suggest that it will be many years before such 
preferential trade agreements are made.  In common with 
many other regional co-operation and development 
agreements which have been made throughout the world the 
potential of the R.C.D. has yet to be realised.  It would 
appear that the member countries of R.C.D. do not have the 
enthusiasm for this agreement which they might.  It is 
therefore felt that within the period under study in this 
project the R.C.D. agreement offers little. 
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9.    THE BANK MARKAZI SURVEYS 

Prior to the work which has been undertaken in this 
project data on ownership of, expenditure on, consumer 
durable items was confined to the limited data which 
had been generated in the course of the Family Income 
and Expenditure Survey carried out annually by the Bank 
Markazi. Furthermore the only data on income and 
expenditure in urban areas came from this source. 
Initially it was intended to utilise the information on 
income and expenditure from the Bank Markasi surveys as 
the basis for grossing-up and forecasting ownership of 
different appliances in this project.  In the final 
analysis this was not done. 

In Section 10 of the report dealing with the Metra 
Household Survey the distribution of income in urban 
areas of Iran is discussed along with possible reasons 
for inconsistencies which appear within the results of 
different Bank Markazi surveys and between the results 
of these surveys and the Metra Survey.  Here only the 
more pertinent factors are considered. 

Bank Markazi have found over the years that there is a 
significant disparity between the income and expenditure 
data as determined in their annual surveys. The line 
which is normally taken by Bank Markazi is that it is 
the income data which is more succeptible to errors. 
The rationale behind this being that respondents may 
deflate income data conciously or by only giving data 
on the income they receive from their major employment 
(second jobs being quite common in Iran) . 

Examination of the Bank Markazi expenditure data did, 
however, highlight several inconsistencies.  In a number 
of cases average expenditure within a group exceeded the 
upper limit of the expenditure range for the group.1 When 
the expenditure data from the Bank Markazi 1348 survey 
was applied to the ownership levels of different appliances 
found in the Metra Survey it was found that consumption of 
different appliances during the past four years had been 
much greater than was indicated from discussion with 
manufacturers in Iran and from other available data on 
production and imports.  When the income data generated in 
the Metra Survey was used as the basis for grossing-up 
there was in much closer agreement between production * 
(determined on the basis of Interviews and of other 
available data) and consumption as determined from the 
survey. 

Recent discussions with representative of Bank 
Markail suggest these errors have now been eliminated. 
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It is felt that errors in determining expenditure in 
the Bank Markazi surveys could be at least as great, 
if not greater, than errors in determining income. 
In assessing expenditure in these surveys the Bank 
Markazi use a very detailed questionnaire which takes 
some six or seven hours to administer.  The questionnaire 
covers every conceivable item of expenditure which a 
household might have.  Food items are listed and 
respondents are asked how much, in terms of quantity 
and value, they have purchased during the past two days. 
Other items such as heating and lighting, the period 
used for measurement is one month and for other items 
such as household goods questions relating to purchases 
in the past year are asked. 

The Bank Markazi survey is carried out over a period of 
seven months and thus seasonal purchasing factors are 
not eliminated completely, particularly when it is 
realised that it is the winter months that are excluded. 
Furthermore it is felt that errors which could arise 
from grossing-up expenditure for a year on the basis of 
expenditure over a two day period could be considerable. 
Other errors resulting from small sample size etc., are 
discussed in more detail in Section 10 of the volume of 
this report dealing with the Household Survey. 

Whilst it has been suggested above that the Bank Markazi 
Survey data could contain errors it is felt that this 
organisation should be commended for the work which it 
has undertaken over the past few years.  Undoubtedly the 
Central Statistics Department at the Bank have the best 
team of interviewers and supervisors of any organisation 
in Iran.  Indeed the Metra Survey could not have been 
successfully undertaken without their assistance.  It is 
felt that in the future the Ministry of Economy should 
endeavour to co-operate with the Bank Markazi in up-dating 
the work which has been carried out in the study. The 
Bank Markazi are annually improving their surveys, using 
better techniques and learning from past mistakes. 
Given time, encouragement and adequate funds this organisa- 
tion is likely to provide a valuable service and a source 
of reliable data. 
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10.   COSTS OF RUNNING ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES 

Unfortunately, adequate data on electricity tariff 
rates could not be obtained in Iran and therefore 
estimates of running costs of appliances in Iran 
cannot be made.  In Table 10.1 and 10.2 average 
running costs in the U.K. and in Australia are 
shown.  From these tables it is very easy to 
estimate costs in Iran assuming equivalent times 
of usage etc. 
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HABLE IQ. 2  COST OF RUNNING ELECTRICS APPLIANCES IN AUSTRALIA 
109. 

1 nitantIMOUI  Mot 
Water Servie« 

[Average 
Watts 

Blanket-Single i          70 
Double |        140 

Can Opener-Knif« ! 
Sharpener '         60 

Clothes   Dryer- notary 4O00 
"     -Cabinet       2100 

Clothes   Wringer 250 

Cake   Cooker 700 

Coffee   Grinder 100 

Coffee   Perculator §00 

U«#pwall  Cooker 1500 

Defroster  for 
lefrig«rator 400 

Dishwasher with 
heater 2400 

Drink   Heater 500 

Mg Cooktr 500 

Fan §0 

Fish-pond 100 

Floor   Polisher 160 

Freexar   (Home  Unit) 250 

Prypan 1200 

Oarbage   Disposal 
Un i t 300 

Griddle 1000 

(¿rill«r~Sinall iiO 
Large 2400 

H 11 j    Pi yt?i 4CX) 

H<-'U ..it « Ü0 

iinifltrs^.n  Heater-Smal li    100Ö 
Large'    2400 

Instant *»ntüui  lath 
Neater 11000 

Est.   Av.   klfh 
par  annum 

30 
60 

10 

600 
600 

25 

20 

2 

75 

75 

10 

4CX) 

50 

10 

10 

200 

20 

•oo 
2O0 

10 

loo 
IOO 
4O0 

20 

m 
so 

JOG 

1400 

liooo 
i  

21O0 

Cost  of   electricity 
used  per  annum 
DOMESTIC   RATE 

3rd  block 4th  block 
1.fOc 1.90c 

0.57 
1.14 

0. 19 

11.40 
11.40 

0.48 

0. 38 

0.04 

1.43 

1.43 

0.19 

2i.i0 

11.10 

0.48 
0.95 

0.16 

9.54 
9.54 

O. 40 

0. 32 

O.0 3 

1. 19 

1.19 

0.16 

7.60 b. 16 

0.95 0.8o 

O.lf 0.16 

0. 19 O , 1 6 

3. SO 3. 1.8 

0.3S O. il 

15.20 12.72 

3. SO 3. 1§ 
i 

O.lf j    O. 16 

1 . to 1.59 

I. to i .59 
7.60 6. 36 

o. Ji 0.32 

o.ts o.io 

G.fl 0.10 
1.70 4.77 

22.26 

42.93 

Conti»nei 
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Tabic   IQ. 2    Continued Coït of Running Electrical Appliances 
in Australia 

Instantaneous Sink 
Heater 

Storage   Bath Heater 

Storage  Hot Water 
Syst«» 

Storage  Hot Water 
Service-Mains 

Pressure 
Iron 
Ironing  Machan« 
Jug 

Juice Extractor 
Kettle 
Lawn Mower 
L i ght i no; - Incandescent 

-Fluorescent 
40W 

Lamp-Infra  Red 
"     -Ultra  Violet 

Mixer-Food 
l*i 1 low-Massage 
Portable   Electric 

Drill 
Kadiator-Small 

-Large 
Radio 

Range 

Rängette/stovett« 

Record Player 

Refrigerator 
-absorption 
-Media« sealed unit 
-Large Sealed unit 

Refrigerator/Freeser 
-Sealed Unit 

average 
Watts 

90O0 

2400 

2400 

4SO0 

36O0 

1O00 

10O0 

15O0 

300 

1500 

iOO 

100 

49 

250 
250 

110 

10 

5O0 

1OO0 
2400 

lOO 

SOOO 

24O0 

120 

3O0 
3O0 
400 

500 

Est. Av. kWh 
per annum 

400 

2100 

4000 

4000 

3600 

100 

120 

300 

10 

3O0 

50 

80 

Cost of electricity 
used per annum 
DOMESTIC «ATE 

3rd block      4th block 
1.90c 1.90c 

7.50 

19.90 

Off-Peak Rate 

Ext. Off-Peak Rate 

68.40 

1.90 

2.28 

5.70 

0.19 

5.70 

0.95 

1.52 

kWh may vary considerably 

kWh may vary considerably 
kWh may vary considerably 

10 

1 

0.19 

0.02 

kWh may vary considerably 

6ÖO 
lOOO 

lOO 

1360 

iOO 

11.40 
19.00 

1.90 

25.84 

11.40 

kWh may vary considerably 

1550 
400 
800 

2000 

29.45 
7.00 
15.20 

38.00 

.36 

33.39 

33.20 

50.00 

57.24 

1.59 

1.91 

4.77 

0.16 

4.77 

0.80 

1.27 

0.16 

0.02 

9.54 
15.90 

1.59 

21.62 

9.54 

24.65 
6.36 

12.72 

31.80 

Continued, 
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Table   1Q.2    Continued Cost of Running Electrical Appliance» 
in Australia 

Room Air 
Conditioner:- 
Cooling only- 
Cooling and Heating 
Cooling and Heating 

Reverse Cycle 

Saucepan 

Sewing Machine 

Shaver 

Sink Heater 

Soldering Iron 

Television Set 

Touster 
-Automatic 

Vacuum Cleaner 

Waffle Iron 

Washing Machine 

Washing Machine with 
Heating Element 

Wash Boiler 

Average 
watt« 

1400 
1400/2200 

1400/1200 

1250 

75 

15 

750 

250 

2 SO 

§00 
1200 

IOO 

400 

500 

2400 

4000 

lit. Au kWh 
per annum 

Cost of electricity 
used per annum 
DOMESTIC RATE 

3rd block    4th block 
l»8Qc     ...  1.90c 

k(#h n»av vary 
700 

1400 

1100 

200 

10 

1 

7 30 

10 

250 

40 
60 

50 

30 

IOO 

300 

300 

considerably 
13.50 
26.60 

20.90 

3.80 

0.19 

0.02 

13.87 

0.19 

4.75 

0.76 
1.14 

0.95 

0.57 

1.90 

5.70 

5.70 

11.13 
22.26 

17.49 

3.18 

0.16 

0.02 

11.61 

0.16 

3.96 

0.64 
n.9 5 

0.80 

0.48 

1.59 

4.77 

4.77 
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ar.'PIX A HOUSEHOLDS AND ELECTRICITY SUBSCRIBERS 

-A. J- 

ICI Vi NO.   OP 'POPULA- HOUSE- 1  Ôf POPULA- HOUSE- 'NO.   OF  NEW 1 
SUBSCRIB- TION HOLDS HOUSEHOLDS TION HOLDS CONNECTIONS 
ERS (000) (000) WITH (000) (000) REQUIRED  BY 

1349 1349 1349 ELECTRIC- 1355 1355 1355 
ITY   1349 (OOU) 

i tj., i an 470835 3434 682.7 69.0 4871 974.2 5ÖU 
i.b », ..... ut; 58288 519 103.0 56.6 704 140.8 82 . ;

J 

."•11.Í ;•" 1 i il ,;U 54429 505 ÌOO. 4 54.2 692 138.4 84 . 0 
.. d.   I'l/ 47637 460 91.5 52.1 561 112.2 64 () 

.•J- ¡aar. 17402 291 57.9 30.1 324 64.8 47 .4 

.u,      1   J_ 39070 324 54.4 71.8 428 85.6 46 5 
/vIV fu Z 27927 257 51.1 54.7 357 71.4 43 . 5 
Kern, ans nan 16551 221 43.9 37.7 282 56.4 39 b 

:.i   ;.t 14427 160 31.8 45.4 188 37.6 2i 2     ' 
Q i on 24237 153 30.4 79.7 187 37.4 13 2 
il di   O U a il 12444 136 27.0 46.1 155 31.0 18 b 

\t    1   .    S    l W     1   1   Í 12608 134 26.6 47.4 180 36.0 23 4 
Ï ci ¿. k 17342 109 21.7 80.0 137 27.4 lo 1 
Ghazvin 10900 99 19.7 55.3 117 23.4 12 'j 

'«.Rjt.Ui 1 6818 92 18.3 37.3 106 21.2 14 4 
.\<_ 1 lidh 14447 92 18.3 78.9 109 21.8 7 4 
.'.ro  ,L'!\. 5830 85 16.5 35.3 104 20.8 J5 u 
/,ai   i :ì\\ 5610 64 12.7 44.2 73 14.6 y o 
,>a-  : 5920 55 10.9 54.3 75 15.0 9 1 
ua ' td.in 5131 54 10.7 48.0 88 17.6 12 5 
..    (¡ar   /voiaas 4474 45 8.9 50.3 67 13.4 8 '•) 

,,-.   ',:  r\\ ,', 3775 38 7.6 49.7 51 10.2 6 4 
. ai ; j, e leydarieti 4382 37 7.4 59.2 49 9.8 5 4 
riuah ire 3697 36 7.2 51.3 49 9.8 6 1 

• i</ .i 8879 78 15.5 57.3 88 17.6 8 7 
::. i .   | ana 3803 28 5.6 67.9 38 7.6 3. 8 
..u. ol 2377 24 4.8 49.5 31 6.2 3 8 
<•- a. nun 16019 64 12.7 126 74 14.8 
:   .il   .. j 8440 48 9.5 88.8 53 10.6 2.2 

. > n . ! 11 a . ",' ìX 1653 14 2.8 59.0 20 4.0 2.3 

...di.ua,    Palliavi 4502 47 9.3 48.4 56 11.2 6. 7 
*... a. i ] a i. 2871 30 6.0 47.8 39 7.8 4. y 
io: •  ...ia 6898 65 12.9 53.5 93 18.6 11. 7 
ía¡ i  1 5426 57 11.3 48.0 69 13.8 8. 4 
Jo¡... idr Karoos 4001 56 11.1 36.0 90 18 14. 0 

•vili..   1 3679 51 10.1 36.4 73 14.6 IO. 9     ' 
îrn.ni 5429 48 9.5 57.1 66 13.2 7. 8 
-se: 6.lui il 3441 35 7.0 49.2 47 9.4 6. 0 
ai u n «2 2985 32 6.4 46.6 38 7.6 4. 6 
<n,.y 4572 54 10.7 42.7 66 13.2 8. 6 
•la;, aü au 2263 33 6.6 34.3 40 8.0 5. 7 
;.ii rar.biiali 10858 117 23.3 46.6 179 35.8 24. 9 
j<a j i. al 10853 103 20.5 52.9 138 27.6 16. 7 
•ia^jju  ooleyman 4655 75 14.9 31.2 93 18.6 13. 9 
<a.   a"..... n 406 9 44 8.7 46.8 51 10.2 6. 1 
i a, i an 6141 43 8.5 72.2 50 10.0 3. 9 
)ai ¿an.ir 
— _  ___________ 

6074 48 9.5 63.9          | 59  i 
11.8 5. 7 

(Continued) 
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-h.2- 

,"Y                                    'NO.   ÜF POPULA- HOUSE- I   òf POPULA- HOUSE -   Ai).    UP   Nh'Vv 

SUBSCRIB- TION HOLDS HOUSEHOLDS TION HOLDS CUNM:.,L"i t • iN 

ERS (000) (OOO) WITH (000) (OOO)    REQUIRE i     B 

1349 1349 1349 ELECTRIC- 

ITY   1349 

1355 1355 13 5 5 
(UUUJ 

—— .  

.,¡1 !i_oor                ' 5263 37 7.4 71.1 43 8. 6                   J . J 
l 

, ..   ,i c i. a n                      | 3o89 33 6.6 46.8 40 8. O                     4.4 

:, muai                       i b654 62 12.3 54.1 73 14. 6                    7 . •* 
J                       i 

i i y t. r 3142 32 6.4 49.1 3 8 7. 6                    4 .  . 

,   i a; .auaa 5273 71 14.1 37.4 92 18. 4                 1 J . . 

; -ilai. 853ü 32 6.4 133.3 33 6 . 6 

.ai ' jüd                        1 4142 39 7.8 53.1 56 11. 2                    7 . .. 

s.i jai aoad                   ' 4 315 5o 19.9 43.6 62 12. 4                   b . i 

.   ,   íV -uns h an 5 5 76 54 10.7 52.1 66 13. 2                   7.(, 

. ,-  iti 1993 6.5 1.3 153.0 7.5 1. 5 

, '«A.;., 4ol8 19 3.8 105.7 21 4. 2                   u. / 

. ;    m <iiHÌ                         i 17ü8 6 1.2 142. 3 7 1. 4 

,.,<: îi,. ,   i                           i 1010 15 3.0 33.7 24 4. 8                      3.8 

. .,. ¡Kau 4169 15 3.0 140.0 20 4. O 

'" a \roza 6513 36 7.2 90.5 40 8. ü                    1.7 

349 4 19 3.8 91.9 22 4. 4                   (J.') 

!    .   ... .Li 1124 10 2.0 56.2 13 2. b                      1.a 

;a.    Bidohkt 2188 8 1.6 136.8 9 1. 8 

i » n 464 7 1.4 33.1 9 1. 8                  1 . i 

i,. 1969 16 3.2 61.5 20 4. 0                     2 a 

3793 i         21 4.2 90.3 31 1          6. 2                   2.4 

i i .. i n a L 1329 |         19 3.8 35.0 20 4. O                        ¿ .  1 

2145 !         23 4.6 46.6 31 6 2              4. : 

,                                                              ! 1116 26 5.2 21.5 33 :             6. 6 

i« :                           '' 9 88 ;      2o 4.O 24.7 55 1      11 ü                l o. 

:   .        >uy 1094 i         12 2.4 45.6 13 2 6                    1 . 

.    .    -:-ia>\ 455 :        9 1.8 25.3 11 2 2                   1. ' 

.   '    a . « r 401 '        2o 4.O 10.0 43 8 6                 b. 2 

;     «    ; i a 1185 1         14 2.8 42.3 23 :            4 .6                   i . 4 

j ••   .    ) i .  a t" 1448 1         14 2.8 51.7 19 3 .8                  2.4 

, « i    \. .aon   Kenar 778 !         11 2 . 2 35.4 16 3 .2                   2.4 
i 

2091 18 3.6 58.0 23 4 .6                  2.a 

.   .....u.r                          i 1456 i         15 3.0 48.5 30 i         6 . 0                   4.7 

.   i   tyiit'ii                       i 6362 63 12.5 38.1 80 !        16 .O                  14.1, 

L.i a u.j                                 | 6362 21 ;       4.2 38.1 25 |         5 . 0                 14. t) 

¡•.   -.-, .'.un   Su aar 826 lo 2.0 41.3 11 !        2 .2                   1.4 

[.   ya au _; 844 15 3.0 28.1 26 !          5 .2                   4.4 

la.,1 a* m 2739 !         30 6.O 45.7 41 |        8 .2                   5 . a 

Lai   /L'lOOd 2304 1         24 4.8 48.0 29 j         5 .8                  3 . a 

ki. aas a r 1399 i         14 2.8 50.0 18 1         3 .6                   2.2 

L'. -...in.ir. 758 !       11 2.2 34.5 13 1         2 .6                  1 . b 

(í.^ t aiiu 774 12 2.4 32.3 16 3 .2                  2.4 

|,      ¡ai   í'arannaz 649 |          8 1.6 40.6 9 1         l .8                   1.2 

incliniti shk 2953 22 4.4 67.1 36 1 .2                   4.2 

|Siic ilutar 2243 •        24 4.8 46.7 26 1         5 .2                   3.i 

Irto fácil j an 4279 30 6.0 71.3 50 10 .0                   5.7 

tj. i ] an 2534 |        24 4.8 52.8 32 j         6 .4                   3 . '' 

;l 1  a.lSI.dlir 457 6 1.2 38.1 8 ;       1 .6                  1.1 

U..II'. 1245 25 5.O 24.9 30 1         6 .0                    4 . n 

b   ...iiand 2130 41 8.2 26.0 55 !      11 .0                    tí.'* 

t>.. :'....'ii 215 7 1.4 15.4 8 1 .6                    1.4 

b.   .     i -'L' ildt 102 7 18 3.6 28.5 32 6 . 4                   5 . 4 

Ji. .sa    .,uor 691 
r- i        l.O '     69.1 7 1 .4                   Ca'' 

:\i      ai..; 1"                                 ^ 423 5 i        l.O j     42.3 i        8   _ !..       ! . 6 j_            : .. 
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hhbtmvímtímm  used In the followin Tables are 

Television Set 

Washing Machin« 

Tap« R«cordar 

Record Player 

Radiogram 

Car Radio 

St«am Iron 

Dish Washer 

Motor Cycle 

Central Heating 

Space H«at«r 

Water Heater 

TV 

Wash. Mach. 

Tape Ree. 

Ree.Play 

R/Gram. 

Car Rad. 

St.Iron 

Dish Wash. 

M/Cycle 

Cent. Heat. 

S.H. 

W.H. 
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APPENPIX C 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

Our thanns are due to the many people who co-operated in 
this study and a list of the companies and organisations 
these people represent is given below: 

IRAN 

Ajure Company 
Aladdin Industries Ltd 
Ardel Company 
Arj Corporation 
Azmayesh Industrial Company 
Bank of Iran and the Middle East 
B.M. Gas 
Butane Gas 
Calay-e-Electric Company 
Electro Radar Company 
ESB Company Iran 
General Industrial Company 
General Iran Electric 
General Steel (Pars America) 
Iran Citroen Company 
Iran Radiator Company 
Industrial Metallic Sabra 
Industrial Mining and Development Bank of Iran (IMDBI) 
Industrial Calery Ltd 
Industrial Credit Bank of Iran (ICB) 
Institute of Standards and Industrial Research of Iran 
ICMC 

Gas 
Industrial Autobus Manufacturing Consortium 
National Industrial Manufacturing Company 
Maida Company 
Muffler Company 

Iran Cylinder Company 
Jeep Company 
Khavar Company 
Kaveh Company 
Kofard Company 
Khorram Company 
L«yland Motors Iran 
Leyland Diesel Iran 
Lord Electric Company 
Mofid (lei-Air) 
Mo temadi Company 
Moratab Industrial Company 
National Iranian Gas Company 

Iran 
Iran 
Iran 
Iran 
Iran 
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Orsagas Company 
Pama Company 
Pars Lux Company 
Pars Electric 
Pars Toshiba 
Plan Organisation 
Philver Company 
Persigas 
Pars Machine Company 
Philips Company Ltd 
Plaskokar Company 
Polar 
Radio Electric Iran 
Radio Shahab Company 
Radio, Television Iran (RTI) 
RCD Secretariat 
Said Varasteh Industrial 
SEIG Company 
Sha Morhi Company 
Tehran University, Department of Economics 
Transpic Company 
Teh Don Company 
Universal Company 
Zamyad Company 
Zar Company 
Zagross Company 
Zeh Company 

AUSTRALIA 

Federation of Automotive Products Manufacturers 
Electrical Appliance Manufacturers Association 
Australian Automobile Manufacturers Association 
Customs and Excise Department 
Smiths Industries Ltd 
Malleys Ltd 
Australian Institute of Refrigeration, Air 

Conditioning and Heating 
British Leyland Motors (Australia) 
Email Ltd 
National Springs Ltd 
International Harvester 
General Motors - Holden 
Australian General Electric 
Repco Ltd 
Robert Bosch (Australia) Ltd 
Australia and New Zealand Bank 
National Bank 
Various Government Departments 
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UK 

AGB  Ltd 
British Leyland Motor Corporation 
Ford of  Europe   Inc. 
Society of Motor Manufacturer« and Traders 
Motor   Industries  Research  Association 
Clancy Brothers  Ltd 
Joseph Lucas  Ltd 
Hoover Ltd 
Parkinson Cowan 
Department of  Trad« and Industry»   HM Government 
British Electric Appliance  Manufacturer«  Association 
Customs  and  Excise Department 

SPAIN 

Chrysler-Barreiros S.A 
SEAT 
Philips (Espana) 
IBELSA 
CAPESÄ 
EDESA 
University of "Deusto" 
Banesto (Banco de Credito Espaniol) 
Bolsa de Madrid 
Previtecnia 
Ministries and Department» of the Gover 
Instituto Nacional de Estadística 
"Desarrollo" 

nt 

GERMANYt   FEDERAL  «KPUBLIC 

Daimler  Beni  AG 
Verband der Deutsche AutomobilIndustrie 

USA 

Westinqhouse International 
General Electric 
Philco-Ford 
British Industrial Development Council 
American Automobile Manufacturers Association 
General Motor» (International) 
Industrial Bank for fteconstruction and Devsl 
International Finance Corporation 
Various Government Departments 
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Japan Machinery Federation 
Japan. Automobile Hanufacturers Association 
Ijodwc» 11 
Japan Automobile Parts Industry Association 
Toyota 
Tokyo Shibaura (Toshiba) 
royo Kogy't (Mazda) 
Mssan Motors 
Hitachi 
Japan Electric Appliance Manufacturers Association 
Mjtsushita Electric 
tieotronics Industry Association of Japan 
Industrial Marketing Consultants Ltd 
Plan Organisation 
Various Government Departments 

MIMICO 

Industrias  Electrica« Mexicanas 
Süfffil 
Banco de Mexico 
Phi iíps Mexicana 
nacional financiera 
Dirección General de Istadlstria 
Cámara de la Industria Electrica 
Ministerio d« Industria y Comercios Dirección de la 

Indusitria AutoMOtris 
lank of London and South America 
Asociación de Fabricantes de Aparatos Domésticos 
Aiociâcion Nacional de Fabricantes de Productos Automotriz 
Asociación Mexicana de la Industries Automotriz 
UNIDO staff in Mexico 

•MAUL 

Philips Brilli 
Ford Motor  Company  Brazil 
Volkswagen   do  Brazil 
AMFAViA 
I PEA 
Ministries and Department! of the Government 
Sindicato Nac. da Industriai de Pacai pira Automóviles 
Ass. Bras, da Industria Electrica e Electrónica 
Federacao de Industrias do Estado de Sao Paulo 
lank of London and South America 
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ARGENTINA 

FIAT-Concord 
Comisión de Estudios Económicos de la Industria Automotriz 

Argentina 
ADEFA 
Bank of London and South America 
Cámara de Artefactos para el Hogar 
Cámara de Refrigeración 
Asociación de Fabricantes de Receptores de Television 
Cámara Industrias Electrónicas 
Dirección de Analysis de Coyuntura 
"Business Trends" 
Ministerio de Industria 
Orbis 
SIAM di Telia 
Subsecretaría de Desarrollo 
Philips Argentina 
Consejo Tecnico de Inversiones SA 
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FOREWORD 

On  the   basis  of  a  request   from   the  Government   of   Iran, 
United  Hâtions  Development   Programme   (Special   Fund)   is 
assisting  the Government   in  carrying out  a project 
entitled   "Research  Centre   for   Industrial  and  Trade 
Development"   {UNDP/Special  Fund,   Symbol   IRA/16) 
The   assistance  im being provided   through  the   United 
Mations   Industrial   Development   Organisation   (UNITO) 
which   is   the executing   agency   for  this project.     The 
present   study entitled   "A Study   of the  Development   of 
Consumer   Durable  Goods   and  Automobile  Industries   in 
Iran"   ha«  been  carried out   under   contract  nurober   71/68. 

The  total   study has  been  dividcid 
into two  separat«  »tudies   : 

at  the  request   of  UNIDO 

The   Development   of  the  Domestic  Appliance 
Industry  in   Iran 

The   Development   of  the  Automotive  Industry 
in   Iran 

The  report  on  the  Automotive  Industry ha« been   divided 
into two   volumes.     The   first  of   these  is  the   "Main 
Report",   presenting  analyses of  the  Industry   and market 
together with detailed projections   and recommendation!. 
The  second  volume  present«  analyses  of the   individual 
companies  which make   up  the   industry  at  the  present 
time. 

The  report  of the Consumer Durable  Goodi  1§  divided  into 
two volumes,   the   first  of which   is  the  "Main   Report" 
which presenta  Hecommmdation«,   a  Summary  and  Conclusions. 
The second volume  is  sub-divided  into thirteen  parts 
according  to product  or product   group.     In  this ' volume, 
Section   I   of each  part  give«  a   review or  summary   of that 
part of  the  report. 

In  addition to the  above,   a further vol une deals with 
the Household Survey  carried out   as a part of   the overall 
study  and with the  related Demographic Forecasting. 
This volume of the  report  is  in   fact  comon  to  the  studies 
on both   the Consumer Durable Good«  and Automotive 
Industries. 
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The   total  study  has been  carried out  under the  following 
terms   of reference   : 

Consumer  Durable  Goods 

Within the scope of the project concerned with the 
domestic appliance industry Metra Consulting Group 
undertook  to   : 

Assess  the  demand for refrigerators,  coolers,   space 
heaters,   water heaters,   air  conditioners,   television 
sets,   radio  sets,   hairdriers,   vacuum cleaners,   fans 
and any  other  appliances   for which  plans   for   local 
production   are   feasible.     Such  demand  forecasts 
entail : 

(a) An analysis of past statistics and time 
series as may be available to obtain an 
indication of  future  demand; 

(b)     An extensive household survey  in the 
project   area in order  to  collect as 
detailed  information  as   possible on  the 
project 
diture ; 

area on both  income  an'4 expen- 

(c)     A review  of  the Bank Markazi   survey 
reports.As well as  extracting  appropriate 
information  to establish: 

minimum income necessary before purchase 
of  a  limited number of domestic appliances 
is  made; 

(d) 

the   curve of income  distribution within 
the  project area; 

the  total ownership of a particular appliance 
in  the project  area at the present time and 
henc«,  the  level  of penetration  reached. 

The minimum household income  level necessary 
for purchase of the mor« expensive  appliances, 
taking  into consideration  retail prices  and 
OOO SUiPMB M.     £#&Tlt EOS i®iiC©S • 
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(e) An indication, for 
of elasticities of 
and the pattern of 
selected countries. 

the sake of 
demand, the 
this  growth 

comparison 
growth  in  demand 
in  a number of 

An analysis of the  domestic appliance industry 
including   : 

(a) a detailed interview survey with senior 
representatives  of  companies   in the  domestic 
appliance  industry  in  the   project  area,   with 
the purpose of  defining   : 

the present  structure  of  the industry 

-    production  capacities  and  actual 
production  levels 

production  techniques   and practices   in 
use  at  the   present time 

the present product range   and product 
policy 

a cost structure of the  industry identifying 
and quantifying major  cost  elements,   labour, 
investment,  overheads,   raw material   and 
components. 

(b) Determine the  consequences  and implications 
of  local manufacture both with  respect  to 
cost of the  finished product  in the  project 
area and in  terms  of foreign  exchange  costs 
and savings. 

(c) Indicate for the   sake of  comparison the 
experience of selected countries in  the 
development of the domestic appliance  industry, 
particularly  as  regards  the  degree of inte- 
gration within  the  industry  and the way  in 
which this has evolved, the present product 
range and the ways  in which  these have  developed, 
relationships  between component producers and 
domestic appliance manufacturers,  the  commonality 
of components within a particular company and 
also across  companies,and   the   competitive 
nature both of individual   companies  and  the 
national industry  as a whole   in world market 
terms. 
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(d) 

(e) 

Select  a  list of  components  worthy of  further 
study   and possible  manufacture  in  the project 
area.     For these   components   indications of 
minimum economic plant  sizes,   investment necessary, 
cost  structure,   and  desirability or otherwise 
of  integration with  domestic  appliance 
manufacturing  companies  should be established. 
In  each   case the  probable  foreign exchange 
cost   and cost benefit  or loss  to the  industry 
as   a whole should  be   assessed. 

(f) Formulate  recommendations  regarding the 
future  structure  of  the  domestic appliance 
industry  in the  project  area  and  the desired 
level  of  integration  of  components  and  finished 
product  sectors.      Recommendations  should also 
be made with  respect   to  target  production 
levels,   optimum product  ranges   and the  cost 
and  price  levels  of  different  products. 

(g) Specific policy measures  and  programmes  to 
be   considered by  the  Government   in  its   future 
planning  and policies   should  be  outlined. 

Automotive  Industry 

Within the  scope of  the  project Metra Consulting 
Group undertook  to   : 

(a) Analyse past motor vehicle  registrations, 
production and imports  to obtain general  indica- 
tions,   on  a time   series  basis,   of  future demand; 

(b) Assess  the life expectancy of the motor 
vehicles  in Iran; 

(c)    Make  a macro-economic analysis,   based on the 
correlation between economic indicators and 
per capita owning of motor vehicles in  a number 
of selected countries,   to draw analogies between 
the  development of the motor vehicle market 
in  the Project Area and the  corresponding develop- 
ment  in such selected  countries; 



(d)     Make   an  analysis of   the   lower  income  threshold 
necessary  for  the purchase  of  a motor  vehicle 
and  its   trend within   the   period up  to  1982- 
1983,   taking  into account   factor»   such   as  price 
of  the  motor  vehicles,   development  of other 
transport  systems,   Government's  expenditures 
on   roads   as well  as   the   development of  urban 
and  inter-urban bus   and   cargo  transportation 
services. 

(e)     Based on  the  results   of  the work  above, 
determine  the  demand   for  motor  vehicles   (per 
types   and  sizes)   for   the   period  up  to   1982-1983. 

Analysis of  the motor vehicle   and  ancillary  industries 
and preparation of  a development programme. 

(a) Undertake   a detailed  survey of  the existing 
industry. 

(b) Give  advice on  the   advantages   and  disadvantages 
of  concentrating manufacturing efforts   in   the 
lower  cost,  multi-purpose   type  of motor  vehicles; 

(c) Consider  the partial   trade  balance of  imports 
of  incomplete  kits with   the export of components 
manufactured  locally,   beginning with  a  small 
percentage but  increasing  gradually; 

(d) Propose legislative and policy measures to be 
considered by the Government for carrying out 
the  proposed development  plans; 

(e) Recommend  types of protection  to be accorded to 
local  entrepreneurs   to encourage  local  manufacture 
while  allowing  sufficient  margin   for  imports  of 
completely built-up  vehicles  and parts   in   case 
of  unacceptable  inefficiencies   in quality   and/or 
overcost; 

(f) Advise  on  the  creation  of  a national body  to 
deal with  the policies  on  automotive  industry 
and production questions   such  as quality  control 
and independent  testing   facilities; 
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(g)      Include  in   the  investigation  the possibility of 
using  fibreglass reinforced plastics   for 
commercial   vehicles  and  passenger car  bodies 
in the Project  Area; 

(h)      Assess  requirements  in   terms  of manpower   (labour 
and managerial   including  expatriates) ,   and  the 
need  for  labour training   programmes; 

(i)      Prepare  a production programme which   shall 
include,   but   not necessarily be  limited  to, 
the  following   information   : 

- number  of  plants   (existing  and new) ,   for 
motor  vehicle assembly   and ancillaries 
production ; 

- number   (by make  and  type)   of vehicles  to 
be produced; 

- details   of   progressive   increases   in   local 
content   and   local   labour; 

- list of  parts to be manufactured  locally. 

On-the-job training of Iranian  Counterparts 

In  addition to  the  above,  Metra Consulting  Group 
undertook to provide on-the-job  training  to  two 
Iranian counterparts nominated  by  the Government 
in  consultation  with the UNIDO.     The training 
programme included   : 

(a) participation  in and contribution to  the 
Contractor's work in the   Project Area,   and 

(b) participation  in and contribution to  the 
Contractor's work at his  Home Office 
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GENERAL NOTES 

1.  Throughout  this  report both  the Solar  and Gregorian 
Calendars  have been  used.     For statistical purposes 
the  two  systems  are  not  interchangeable   and  in 
general   terms  statistics  appertaining  specifically 
to Iran   are based on   the Gregorian Calendar.     Never- 
theless,   for general   approximations  the   following 
conversions  should  be   used. 

Solar Year  +  621 » Gregorian Year 

Solar Gregorian Solar Gregorian 

1338 1959 1353 1974 
1339 1960 1354 1975 
1340 1961 1355 1976 
1341 1962 1356 1977 
1342 1963 1357 1978 
1343 1964 1358 1979 
1344 1965 1359 1980 
1345 1966 1360 1981 
1346 1967 1361 1982 
1347 1968 1362 1983 
1348 1969 1363 1984 
1349 1970 1364 1985 
1350 1971 1365 1986 
1351 1972 1366 1987 
1352 1973 1367 1988 

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE GROUPS 

The  income and expenditure groups used by Metra are 
the  same  as those used  by  the Bank Markazi   in  their 
1348  survey.     For convenience the  income/expenditure 
groups are often referred to by number  and the  follo- 
wing table gives the  range of annual  income/expenditure 
for  each  group: 

Group Number 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

Annual  Income/Expenditure 
(Rls.   p.a) 

less than 30,000 
30,001 - 50,000 
50,001 - 75,000 
7 5,001 -100,000 
100,001 -150,000 
150,001 -200,000 
200,001 -300,000 
300,001 -400,000 
400,001 -500,000 
over   500,000 
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3.   ÄBillVIATIONS 

IMDil - Industrial Mining  ana Dtvtlopntnt  Bank 
of   Iran. 

cfm - cubic feet per minuta 

RCD - Regional Co-op*r»tion for Development 

CRD - Completely Knocked  «own 

ft - foot 

BTU - British Thermal Unit» 

cu. ft. - cubic foot 

fob - freight on board 

cif - carriage  insurance  and   freight 

gvw - gross vehicl« weight 

sq.m - square metres 

c.c. - cubic  centimetres 

Hi - hors«  power 

kg - kilograms 

p.«. - per   annua 

ibi - pound« 

Rls - rials 

All tons »re metric unless otherwise statrnd. 
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1. KLVItW 

1. 1     Demand 

in 

is 

Demand   for  gas  cooking   appliances   in   Iran 
presently   totals   around   210,000  units   per 
annum.     The  major  portion of  this   total  is 
for gas   ranges, with  the  market   for   cookers 
(with  oven)   being   relatively small.      Loca1 

production  of gas   cooking  appliances   nas 
increased quite significantly     throughout   th« 
past decade.     Growth was  particularly   high 
in  1345   and   1346   and  though  the  annual   rate 
of  growth  since  then has   tended  to  De   somc- 
wnat   lower,   demand   for   these  appliances   is 
still  very  ouoyant.     Whilst ownership  of 
gas  appliances  is   highest  in  the  high   income 
groups within Tehran,   there  is  some   owner- 
ship,     albeit  small,   even  in  tue   lowest 
income  group  in small  cities.     This   would 
tend  to  suagest that  there  are  households 
rural  areas  who use  gas   as   the  fuel   for 
cooking.   A] thnunh demand   for gas  cooking 
appliances   from households   in rural   areas 
very small   at  the   present  time,   this   segment 
of  the  market will   oecome  increasingly 
important.      Indeed  HV   1356   rural   are¿^   muid  ho 
a  significant sector  in   terms  of   total  demand. 

It  is estimated that demand  for  gas   cooking 
appliances  will increase   to around   300,000 
units   in   1355,   and  will   total  450,000   units 
in  1361.     Within  this   total demand   it   is 
estimated  that gas   cookers, (with  oven) 
'•'ill    account  for   20%  of  total demand   in   1356 
and uetween 2 5 and   301  of   total demand  in   1361. 
Prior to  1356  the  replacement market   v/.il  le  vet' 
Fprll,   total."! inq   less  than  10,non  units  ner  annur- 
In  the  period  1356   to  1361  the replacement 
market  is  expected  to  become  increasingly 
important   and by  1361   account  *or  near!" 
201 of  the   total demand. 

There  is  evidence   from fieldwork which was 
carried out   in Iran,   and   from the  Metra 
Survey,   tnat  the general   trend in  cooking 
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appliances   is   to  move   from  a  solid   fuel 
or  open   fire,   to   a  kerosene   cooking  stove 
and   then   to   a  gas   cooking  appliance,     une 
of   the   techniques   which   has   ueen   used   for 
forecasting   takes   account  of   this   substitut- 
ion,   although   the   method   implicitly   assumes 
that   the   rate   of   substitution   in   trie   future 
will   follow  w.'.at   has  been   tne   case   over   th»- 
past   few   year    ,      At   the   present    time   t;,en- 
is   no   evidence   to   suggest   that    this   snouKi 
not   k,e   tue      ase,   although   it   is   possible 
that   there   com i   be   a  move   from   a   s --lid 
fuel  heating   apt. ' i ance   to a gas   appliance, 
omitting  acquisition  ot   a  kerosene   cooking 
stove. 

1.2     Industry 

! O 

'• ' i 

i r. i 

Oil 

. 11 ! ios 

There   are  within   Iran   some   2^   to   3<'>   contarle«; 
currently   involved   in   t ht   production     '     • e- 
cooking   appliances.      Manv   <<f   tLese   corr.tr. 
operate   from  small   workshops   and   even  wi. 
considered   in   total   account    for   only 
small   proportion   of   total   demand.      No-d< 
these  companies   other   companies   can  te- 
di vided   into  two   ( r  uossii 1\    » M «. e   ui 
first   group   of  companies   include;,   come 
whose  prime   activity   is,   ot   was,   the  rtt*otm 
and  distribution   of  bottled   gas.      The  --;eo >n : 
qroup  of   companies   include'»   the   la rue  <hoit,- o i 
appliance  producers  such  as  Ar j   and  A-o av* «-e-. 
The   third  group   really   includes   companies   *JO 
are  too   large  to   he  classified   as   oper tt IM 
from small  workshops  but   fall   into»  no it he»      * 
the  previous   categories.      In   total   tl.rt"    o» 
perhaps   some  half   a dozen  companies  wh<    •    • 
into the  third group. 

The industry is dominated by t*e «•• ,t. j ,ioe .'• 
make up the first, group above, Th.« **¡r*o i t 
gest  companies   in   this   group,   ivr-i i<-..    It ti 
Gas  and  Butane  Gas,  between  then.   ,u\>.unt    ! : 
two-thirds   of total  demand   for   <i »s   <• . M n i 
applicano«»   tn   Iran.     The   lar-t*    dome* s > 
appliance  companies   included   in   the   <>*     <n t 
group  above,   with   the  pò*   ir !e   ext epi i   * 
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i.'f    m'aerai   induMtriciI»   account   for   only    i 
• >i    z*   of   tht:   market ,      General    intJustti.il 
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1 î 
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i. i     Ht igai 

At   tua  present   time  pr i.-«b   ot   §«•   appi i «neat 
in   Iran  compare   ^uitt?   t AV    ,t ibiy  with  prices 
in   utlifr   count! íes   oí    the   wi.-r Id.      à   cost 
penalty  <>f   iround   4o»   i     pn-wantly   tha  norm 
witnu    Iran  a.thuuut.   ver>   expansiva  units 
uenetally  carry   a  higher   ,u-,t   panalty  sine« 
n. muf act mer«   is*    t »i* at-  t     cenerata   additional 
profit»,     tvidc-.ee  whi   r,  *a.-    aotainad during 
•he     -..aut      f   tifUwui».    :n   Iran   suffattis   that 

• ci i   pi 'du tiun   -if   vj,   «.v-   flttinga   and  ottter 
t«ms   it.  Iran  »h   uid  i>*>   ic.ievad without 

• ncurrirnj  additional   cos»   p**n«lti«a.     With 
increased voluntas   t   er«f   i>    it  should  be 
possiuie  for   Iranian  manuf icturara   to   »chiava 
price»  even  closer   t •   t ms.    whicfi  prevail 
»round   t he  wot Id . 
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¿.1      Basic  Statistics 

Basic   statistics   on  gas   cooking   appliances   in 
Iran   are   somewhat   limited.      Data   on   local   pio- 
auction  of   qas   cooking   appliances   is   collected 
by   the   Bureau  of   Statistics   in   the   Ministry    >i 
Economy   but   unfortunately   this   information   is   not 
broken-down   by   type   of   appliance»      (e.g.   with   or 
without   oven).      In   this   section  of   the   report, 
whe*e  ever   possible,   gas   cooking   appliances   are 
divided   into  three   groups   namely:      qas   ranges 
or   hot   plates,   cabinet   hot   plates   and  gas 
cookers.      Gas   ranges  or   hot  plate«   are   table 
hot   plates  with   one   to   four  burners  without   an 
oven.     Cabinet   hot   plates   are   siiti lar   to   hot 
plates   /   gas   ranejes   but    in   addition   to   the   hot 
plate   they   have   a  metal   cabinet  which   is   used   for 
storing   the  yas   cylinder   and  other   items.      ¡las 
cookers   include   all   gas   cook inq   appliances   which 
incorporate   an   oven. 

Local   production   of   qas   cooking   appliances   beqan 
in   the   late   1330'«.      Local   production   has   met 
viturally   the  entire   demand   for   these   appliances 
in   Iran   for   at    least   the   past   five   years.      For 
this   reason   imports   have   been   ignored.      Exports 
of   these   appliances   are   again  so   small   that   they 
can   also  be   igni ie.1.      Apparent   demand   is   therefore 
equivalent   to   Iron   pi < >duct i t,n.      A   time   series 
showing   the   growth    -i    1   cal   (.reduction   of   gas 
cooking   appi i ano».-   t r • TI    I 3 hi   ti    134?   is   given   in 
Table   2.1. 

TftBLfc 2.i LOCAL PRODUCTION OF CAS COOKINt 
APPLIANCES 

YLAR NU»ER 

1339 
• 

1O0O 
1340 1500 
1341 1600 
1342 2 500 
134 3 40OÜ 
134 4 §036 
1345 10688 
1346 63S27 
134? 60SOO 
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It  has been mentioned above  that  unfortunately 
no breakdown  of   th«  above  totals  by typ«  of  product 
is   available.     Discussion»  with manufacturers   in 
Iran  suggests  that   throughout the  major   portion 
have been  gas  ranges/hot plat« with only  some 
5-101 of  the  total  prior  to   1348  being   cookers. 
Because of   the  need  to keep  questions   ••  simple 
as  possible  and  to eliminate  any   ambiguity   in   the 
Metra iurvey  gas   cooking  appliance« wer«  divided 
into  two  groups   :   with  oven   and without   oven. 
From this'suivey   the  total   number   of  appliances 
acquired   in  each  year  was   as   shown   in Table   2.2 

TABLE  2.2      ACQUISITION   OF   GAS  COOKING  APPLIANCES 

YEAR ACQUIRED 

1347 
1348 
1349 
1350 

NUMBER 

150,000 
190,000 
210,000 
150,000 

Source Metra Survey 1350. 

Fro» fieldwork In Iran, in which some fifteen 
different manufacturer« of gas appliances were 
contacted, total production for th« years 13 48, 
1349 and 1350 has been estimated and the resulti 
are presented in Table 2.3 

TABLE 2.3  PRODUCTION OF DOMESTIC COOKING APPLIANCES 
IN IRAN      — _. 

YEAR NUMBER 

1348 
1349 
1350 

170,000 
205,000 
211,000 

Source   :     Metra Fieldwork   in Iran 

Discussions with manufacturers suggest   that  stocks 
in  1349 were slightly higher than  normal due 
to a depression in the market »id-way  through th« 
year.    However,   stocks never became grossly 
excessive,     lased on those  companies who supplied 
data for both production  and sales  in each year,   ma- 
Jtinci estimates of  sales for other  companies,   it 
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would   appear   that   sales   in   1349   totalled  some 
180,000-190,000  units   compared  with   sales   of 
1 SO,ooo-160,000   In   1348.      Manufacturers   anticipate 
sales   of   over   210,000  units   in   1350   on   the   basis 
of   the   first   nine  months.     Whilst   attempts  were 
made   to   obtain   information   on   production   in   1347 
it   was   found   that   few  manufacturers   could   readily 
supply   this   data  and   others  wertî   unwillinq   to 
spend   time?  obtaining   it.    It   appears   from wuat 
information  was   obtained,   that   the  Ministry   of 
Economy   production   statistics   for   1347   under- 
record   the  actual  number  of  units  produced.     On 
the  other  hand   it   is   believed   that   for   reasons 
of   respondents   failure   to  remember  the  precise 
time   of   acquisition   when   this   is   more   than   two 
years   that   the   Metra   Survey   over-records   the 
number   of   sales   in   1347.      It   is   estimated,   and   it 
can  be   considered  no  more   than   a   crude   estimate, 
that   production   of   gas   cooking   appliances   in 
Iran   in    1347   was   of   the   order   of   9u,00(    tt 
12( ,iX>o   units . 

The  Vetra  Survey  was   carried  out   in   1350  and 
entails   estimates   of   sales   in   the   fourth  quarter 
of   tiie   year.      It   would   appear   however,   that 
even   taking   account   of   this   there   lias   been   eithei 
in   under    recording   of   units   purchased   in   135o   in 
the   survey   or   an  over   recording   in   the   fieldwork 
entailing   interviews   with    industrialists.     on   the 
basis   of   market   shares   for   the  major   manufacturers 
it   has   been   found   that   both   approaches   give 
consistent   results   and   it   is   felt   therefore   that 
the   Metra  Survey   under   records   the   actual   position 
rather   than   there  having   been   consistent   over 
recording   in   each   individual   company. 

Oí «h i rung   the   three   different   sources   of    Informator, 
Ministry   of   Economy   Statistics,   Metra   Survey   Data 
and   the   results   of   Metra   interviews   In   Iran,   t lie- 
following   time   series   for   local   production   is 
obt ained: 
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TABLE 2.4 

YEAR 

1339 
1340 
1341 
1342 
1343 
1344 
1345 
1346 
1347 
1348 
1349 
1350 

LOCAL PRODUCTION OF GAS COOKING 
APPLIANCES  

NUMBER 

1000 
1500 
1600 
2 500 
4000 
9036 

10688 
63827 

11OO00 
170000l 

2050002 

2110003 

Source  :  Bureau of Statistics, Ministry of 
Economy except for 1347-1350 (Metra 
Estimates). 

1 

2 

3 

Note 

Sales in year estimated to be 150,000 

Sales in year estimated to be 180,000 to 
190,000 

Sales in year expected to exceed 210,000 

Bank Markasi Industrial Survey shows 
209,000 gas stoves produced in 1348 
and 1349. 

The data contained in Table 2.4 indicates that 
prior to 1347 a total of 94,000 gas cooking 
appliances were produced in Iran. The Metra 
Survey Indicates a total of 120,000 units acquired 
before 1347.  It has been mentioned above that is 
is felt that some of the units recorded as being 
purchased in 1348 and 1347 in the Metra Survey 
are in error due to failures of memory of 
respondents. This coupled with imports, which 
whilst annually very small become significant 
over a decade, suggest» that the two sets of data 
•re in good agreement.  Furthermore, it would 
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appear that very few gas applainces, either 
imported or locally produced,have been scrapped. 
Indeed it would be surprising if this were not 
found to be the case as gas appliances tend to 
have a very long life, twenty years not beiny 
uncommon, in virtually every country of the 
world.  Discussions with manufacturers and service 
engineers in Iran suggests that on average a gas 
appliance has a life of some fifteen years with 
very few, if any, ever being scrapped in less 
than ten years.  Whilst there are regional 
variations with average life being shorter in 
the Caspian area than in other areas differences 
are thought to be such that errors will be very 
small if the country is treated as one unit. 
In order to gain some insight into future scrappage 
rates for gas appliances it has been assumed 
that the average life of a unit in Iran is 15 
years with none being scrapped in the first ten 
years and all being scrapped in twenty years. 
For simplicity the total park in 1346 has been 
scrapped over a fifteen year period.  Scrappage 
so far in Iran has been insignificant and as c%i 
l>e seen from Tahiti 2.5, only beyond 1356 does 
scrappage start to assume importance. 

At the present time in Iran there are nearly one 
million urban households who own a gas cooking 
appliance.  It is felt that ownership in rural 
areas in very small, based on the lowest income 
group in urban areas ownership within rural areas 
is estimated to be less than 2% (a total of 
50,OCX) to 60,000 units) .  In total therefore 
there are some 1.05 million households in Iran 
presently owning a gas cooking appliance. 
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2 .2 Characteristics of the Market 

In total there are currently some six million 
households in Iran.  Obviously each household needs 
some method of cooking and households can be 
divided into three groups.  Firstly there are 
those households who own a gas cooking appliance*. 
The second group covers households who use 
kerosene for cooking.  In these households the 
appliances can be one which is used exclusively 
for cooking or an appliance which is used for 
both cooking and heating.  The third group covers 
all households who use an open fire for cooking. 
In the Metra Survey in addition to establishing 
the ownership of gas and kerosene cooking appi i arici« 
the type of fuel used for cooking was also deter- 
mined.  It is therefore possible from this data 
to establish, other than by difference, the 
number of urban households in Iran who own neither 
a kerosene or gas cooking appliance as well 
as those who do own one or other of these appliance 
No attempt was made in the survey to establish 
the number of kerosene stoves used for both 
cooking and heatinq.  Details oí the percentages 
of urban households cooking by the various methods 
are given in Table 2.6 by income/expenditure and 
city groups.  Whilst there are a few minor anomalie,- 
in these results the overall pattern is one of 
increasing usage of gas cooking appliances with 
increasing income, and decreasing usage of both 
kerosene and other fuels with increasing income 
in the Metra Survey no attempt was made to accu- 
rately determine the number of electric cook i nu 
appliances in use, indeed this would have been 
impossible because the incidence was so low 
It would appear, on the basis of the type of 
fuel used, that there are r>,ivlo ^lert-rir 
cooking appliances in use in Iran.  Many of these 
are either owned by , or were brought into Iran 
by expatriates and since these units are included 
in the 'others' category in Table 2.6 this is 
likely in part to explain the slight anomalies 
found in the higher income groups. 

J"electric cookers can be included in this group 
altliouga tney are very uncommon in Iran, 
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Tmi£  2.6          TYPE OF  APPLIANCI UflO POP  COOKING 

1 City Group 

"* "•'""" • -   -      - -•—•- -i 

In COM/ 
Lxpendlt urte 
Group 

,________. 

Appi lane« 

GM iAro««ne •  tiit r J ' 

Tehran 1   -   2 12.1 77.i lu. 3 

J  -  4 34.4 49.0 1b.6 

5    -    b 79.6 13.S 6.6 
7   _   ë fê. S Ì.2 u 

«#   -10 95.1 2.4 2. b 

ALL §2.1 29.3 8.6 

Larg« C'itiAa 1-2 11.6 • 5.9 2.5 

J   -   4 3 7.1 Se. 4 6. O 

5   -   § 66. ë Jo.9 2. 3 

?   -   • 72.2 23. u 4.8 

f   -10 §1.0 1.5 0.5 

ALL 37.9 SS.2 i.¥ 

Small  Citi«» 1-2 6.7 7t. 1 13.5 

3-4 32.§ §0.2 7.2 

S   -   6 Sf .7 3t. i 1 .o 

7   -10 7S.1 22.D u 
ALL 25.• 65.4 i.8 

All   Urt»»n 1-2 S.5 • 1.2 IO.3 

3-4 34.7 55.• §.5 

5-1 if.i 26. S 5.6 

?   -   § • 5.0 12.0 3.0 

§ -io §5.7 2.2 2, 1 

ALL 39.4 
..    -.„•    .     „••„,—,•:   ••,,,•,,• -, 

53.2 
.-,.      ,    ,:—:    :,.•..—  

7.4 

1. Hainly op«n  fir«  Although A  ftw «lcctrlc cooking 
appliances   included. 

Soure«!     MAtrA Survey  1310 
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On the basis of the3 assumptions outlined above 
regarding ownership of gas appliances in rural 
areas coupled with the Metra Survey data on 
urban areas it is estimated that ownership of 
gas appliances in Iran currently totals some 17.5 e 
of households having increased from 11% in 1346. 
Comparison of ownership levels between one country 
and another are relatively meaningless because 
of different customs and practices in different 
countries.  In the whole of Europe on average 
some 35-40% of households own an electric cooking 
appliance, 40—501 a gas cooking appliance with 
the remainder being mainly solid fuel.  These 
are, however, only averages with significant 
differences being found from  one country to 
another.  For example in the EEC as a whole some 
60» of households own cookers using mains-gas 
or bottle-gas.  In Belgium and the Netherlands 
the main type of fuel used for cooking is natural 
gas.  In Italy and France bottled gas is important 
although due to the continuing use of more tra- 
ditional cooking practices in rural areas, solid 
fuel is very important in both these countries. 
Indeed in 1968 over 40* of households in France 
possessed a solid fuel cooker.  The changing 
pattern within a country is aptly demonstrated 
by the U.K.  In 196 8 66* of all cookers owned 
were aas cookers operating on piped gas.  In 
that year salas of gas cookers totalled 6 5'«, of 
all cookers sold with only 45% being electric. 
During the past three years electric cookers have 
gained increasing market penetration.  In 1969 they 
accounted for 47.6% of sales, in 1970 51.2'?- and 
in 1971 nearly Sb't   oí   total cooker sales. 

The precise pattern in any one country is depen- 
dent on a number of factors.  The comparative 
cost of different fuels is obviously important 
and it is significant that the European country 
with the lowest cost electricity, Norway, has 
the highest ownership of electric cookers, nearly 
901 of households.  On the other hand Belgium and 
the Netherlands, which have good gas distribution 
networks as well as cheap natural gas show 
relatively low ownership levels frr electric 
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cookers, less than 15% in each country, and 
very high ownership, some 80%, for qas appliances 
In some other countries, notably Spain and Italy, 
combination cookers operating on bottled gas 
and electricity are important.  In Spain this 
type of unit is owned by nearly 20% of all 
households, while electric cookers and solid 
fuel cookers account for only 4% and 2% 
respecticely.  The most important type of cooking 
appliance in Spain is a gas cooker using bottled 
gas.  This type of unit is owned by 64% of 
households in Spain whilst a further 9% own a 
gas cooker but use mains/piped gas. 

Returning to the geographical distribution of 
ownership of gas appliances in Iran it has been 
mentioned above that ownership levels in any one 
income/expenditure group in Tehran exceeds 
that in the same group in other cities as can be 
seen fron the data presented in Table 2.7. 

TABLE 2.7  OWNERSHIP OF GAS COOKING APPLIANCES 

Income/Expenditure 

Ownership % of Households 

Tehran Large Small 
Group Cities Cities 

1-2 12.1 11.6 6.7 
3-4 34.4 37.6 32.6 
5-6 79.6 66.8 59.7 
7-8 96.8 72.2 ) 

9-10 95.1 98.0 ; 78.1 
All 62.1 37.9 25.8 

Source Metra Survey, 

This pattern is believed to be the result of a 
number of factors.  Distribution of bottled gas 
is much more comprehensive in Tehran than in 
other cities.  Education and other socio- 
economic factors are also important. 
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Somewhat   surprisingly,   the  Metra Survey  shows   that 
there  are   significant  seasonal  variations   in  sales 
of  cooling  appliances.     The main  purchasing  season 
is   summer,   Tir  to Shahrivar   (mid-June  to mid- 
September)   when  some   41%   of purchases   are  made 
with  the winter  season,   Dey  to Esfand   (mid-December 
to mid-March)   accounting   for only   14%  of   annual 
sales. 

TABLE   2.8     PERCENTAGE   OF   GAS   COOKING  APPLIANCES 
PURCHASED   BY   SEASON 

SEASON Spring Summer Autumn Winter 

PERCENTAGE 17 41 28 14 

Source:  Metra Survey 1350. 

It is very difficult to explain the above 
seasonal variations.  Obviously the smaller amounts 
of disposable income for purchase of appliances 
in the winter, due to additional requirements 
for heating etc. , in part explain the above 
pattern although the large difference found 
between summer and spring/autumn is difficult 
to rationalise. 

So far no consideration has been given to the 
type of gas cooking appliance owned.  As was 
mentioned in 2.1 above gas cooking appliances 
were divided into two groups in the Metra 
Survey : with oven and without oven.  At the 
present time in Iran of all gas cooking appliance;; 
in use only some 21% have an oven, equivalent 
to an ownership level of 81 of urban households. 
Comparison of ownership by income and city 
group shows a high concentration of ownership 
in Tehran.  On the basis of the ownership level 
in the lowest income group in the small cities 
it would appear reasonable to assume that owner- 
ship in rural areas is so »mall as to be 
negligible.  Ownership in the whole of 
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Iran  i«  tharafora  laaa  than  41  of  ail  households 

TABLE   2.9     OSmEiSHIP  OF   GAS   COPKtRb    (WITH   -iVr.NJ. 

INCOME/EXPENDITURE 
GROUP 

1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-8 
9-10 
All 

OWNLRSHir   •   HnitSEMOl.hi- 

Tehran 

1 ,7 
2 e 

¿< . 4 
V •. ^ 
^ . i 

¿ Í .2 

Larq^ 1 

.-. 7 
J.4 

11.4 
32.9 
SO, () 

6. 7 

SU H   I   I 

''It U'ti 

1 .2 
4.4 

11.i 

2. J 

Matra Survay   s   OSO 

M'l   , 

At  tha praaant tin»  in   Iran  th«-n-   *i e  M««.« 
twanty  coapanlaa   computimi   in   th*  u*«.     .   .kir,<j 
appi lane« narkat   In  Iran,     ¡»«e   . f   t h. s». 
compaña««  ara vary  »»all   -pelatine   ft >r   »m.«i i 
workshops whilst   others   are  tht   maxr-   n,   t »,«• 
v*rall   dornt-s tu-   appliance   industry        In   additi 

st'ver al   companies  who's   prime   function   is   t 
Mas   are   involved   in   the   production    >t   q«is 
api. J i anees   and   indeed   it    is   these   companie«. 
wfu    are   presently   the   rr.arket    leaders 

Fro» discussions with   representatives,     f 
manufacturing conpanias   m   Iran   A  pictuie  of 
production  and salas by   the companies of   .signi- 
ficane«  has  been  built-up  and  this   is   summarised 
in Tabla  2.10,     unfortunately,   it   was not   p..»si! 
to obtain  salas data  for  each  company  and 
tharafar«  only eitimates  based  on  qen#r*i 
laprasslons can ba made  as  t«- stock» ate. 
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ruh ubtedly   t hi»   market    leader    i s   Persigas   (Ardel) 
w¡ a*-»*   worn»   ¿'->*   of   tht   qas   rangr   market   and 
ii    und   le*      f   thp   gas   i'Odkei   market.      I'r lot   to 
.  <4H   w.ree   rómpanles   shared   t h*   market    lead,   But arie 

• «•- .   It'isiga«   and   Iran   <ia*  with   the   latter 
i* r«t illy   being   i-oriH i dered   t<    have   tht?   edge. 

>i   t't<1urt   and   inaiki't iny   strategies   over   the 
t   »Ht    three   years   hav*    enal led   I «*r si gas   t 
* '  •   it    n-aiket    shar**s   .11 .-J   become 

* ei*-n <~ I ndeed    i t    i 

uicreast 
ìt»«ii   market 

ft* ¡t    gtil tt      1 i *e 1>     t t,dt 
•mv-an,   w , , ,    f iftti*'!    iri(f»>.ist    its   r-arnet 
ir    i \ fi.   t»e- ause   "   liimes   have   Leen   sor 

«f   i*    he i d   bark    in    i J S* •   ,!ij> 
»    *   iinLej     >f    new   m< »de 1 >» , 
latí*    ¿. i -     it.    in 

ir * 

t 

me - 
t ( i nt i • idut't i - in of 
v    idt.i   i nntdi ned   i n 

  iea«»onaL ¡« agreement with t.rand 
f   »i»»»»    *«¡>   det er tri ned   t y   t fie   Metra   >urvey   as   ran 

seer,   he 1   »w 

TABU    é . i * 

. iirlf   AMPI i 

BKANI 

í  «' t tt 1 vjet* 

I r *n    .as 
Hut .mr    ..ifc 
••»•ntrdl   Ind. 

At   ' 
Asrtutyestf 
•   t herh 

bHAKfch     r   i;A> Al Ï-ÏA AN Ctj- 1N   USE 
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Vvh i 1st   most   ut    l ht'  maint   domestic   appliance 
manuf .ict uier s   sucti   as  Ari,   Asmayesh,   General 
InduHtii.il   and   < ¡enei al   Steel   have   tried   to 
[eiiet Mtc   H,e  market   t < >t   <i<is   CDokinq  appliance 
rn.no   f'.is  he< ti   [<••»! 1\   successf ul.      Indc?ed 
Genet.il   Steel    md   particularly   Ari   are   thought 
t>     h.ivt    lost    cons i der ah It«   amount s   of  money 
in   t he 11   efforts   to petìi't r at e   this  market. 
H"t li   t h'-se  L'iiiii|idnie'j   a] orni   with  Asmayesh   are 
cons idei mg   cedHiny   production   (,>i   gas   coukinq 
appliances  although  General    Industrial,   the 
most    successful   of   the   four    in   this   sector, 
appear    likely   to   continue. 

bo   fai    the  ownursnip  of   and   market   for   gas 
cooKinq   appliances   ft as   been   considered   on   trie 
oasis   ->t   production   and  sales   of   appliances   uv 
! uiiiuf a c t u r e r s.    An     \i t e r r. a t ^ v e fiprrflrv I pr. 
«-•a en   appliance   needs   at   nast     Mie   cylinder   of 
gas    (excluding   the   few   ising   piped   gas),    is   to 
consider   tue   ütipply   of   cy . i ndt i ••    and   the   numoer 
of    customers   tor   cylindt.ro.      unfortunately   none 
of    tue   companies    keep  particularly   good   inform- 
ât lun   on  nui'ii/s.. r¿   of   customers,      at    least   not   in 
a    form   wnicn   can   ue   used   for    analytical   purposes. 
Surpiisinqly   none   of   the   companies   have   any 
really   significant   interaction   or   feedLacK 
"o'.wttii   tat. it   gdS   distribution   operation   and 
appi lance  oanutaet m mg,/ market ing   activity. 
hers i gas  nave   some   direct   communication   with 
to«-   maiNetinq   side   of   Ardel   but   even  tins   fails 
to   utilise   information  which    is   avallai.le    >r 
could   leadily   ue   obtained  on   the   gas  distribut- 
ion   siue.     Furthermore  because   there   is   no 
central   organisation  or   abS'-ci «it í on   to  whicn   eaci. 
company  belongs   there   is   no   information   on   for 
example,   tae   number  of   housenolds   in   Iran   who 
purchase  uottled   gas.     i'he   national   Iranian   Gas 
company  publish   statistics   on   consumption   of 
liquid   gas   and   the   normal   practice   in  companies 
is   to   take  around   751  of  total   liquid  gas   con- 
sumption  as   ueing   domestic with   each  domestic 
consumer  requiring   ij kg.   per   day.     On  this   basis 
companies estimate   the number  of   consumers   to  ne 
oeöween   560,ÜOO   ani   600,Oüü   in   13 50.     This   is 
significantly  different  to  the   total of   1   million 
households wno  must  be  consumers   according   to  trie 
.-it'tra   Survey. 
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The  method  used  by   companies  In  Iran   to calcu- 
late   the  number of   consumers  is  thought  to  be 
open  to question  on   two   counti.     Firstly, 
consumption of   liquid  gas   in Iran  has   increased 
quite  significantly   as   can be teen   from Table 
2.12.     It  it  always   assumed, however,   that   the 
growth  rate  in  industry   and the domestic sector 
nas  oeen equal.     A very  questionable  point   to 
say   the  least.     Secondly,   companies   always 
assume  a  consumption  of   k  kg.   per  day  but   it 
appears  that  no-one  has   ever attempted  to 
accurately determine   this  by surveys   etc. 

Table   2.12     GROWTH   IN   CONSUMPTION   OF   LIQUID  GAS 

Year Total Consumption 
(Tons) 

Annual Growth 
1 

1345 26168 - 

1346 29252 11.8 
1347 58000 29.9 

1348 82780 42.7 

1349 112574 36.U 

It   is   felt  that both   the   above  assumptions 
could be  in error.     Comparison of  the  annual 
growth  rate  in  gas   consumption  coupled with 
the  growth  in sales   of  gas  appliances ,   remember- 
ing  that since  the major  purchasing season  is 
summer  it is  the  following year before  the  full 
impact  is  realised,   with   the growth   in  industry 
output suggests   that  over  the past  three years 
domestic  consumption  has  become  increasingly 
important. 
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io   justify   tue   questioning   oí    tue   second 
assumption   is   difficult.      Indeed   it    is 
pi » ei :•>(.- i y   wtìcau:.e   tue   ddtci   usua   t> i    tue   aver- 
age   doily   nousenold   consumption   appears   ti.   » ». 
no  nioio    Uidn   a   crude   queas  or   estuiate   t.-at 
it   is   questioned,    although   it   must   equally   oe 
.•.ala   tn.it   íieluworK   m   the   present   study   noes 
aütiiiiKj   Lu   scientifically   quantify   housphold 
- -oris anipt ion   of   liquid   gas.      Nevertneless    it 
-voulu   appear   on   tue   easis   of   aval J aule   data 
t.nat   ti»e   numeei   ui   domestic   consumers   in   it m 
considerably   exceeds   v»nat   is   normally   relieve. 
te  »je   tue   case   in   tac   industry. 
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2. 3    Retall Prices 

It   is  very difficult  to  compare  prices  of gas 
cooking appliances  in   Iran  over  a  period of more 
than  a  few years.     Companies   tend  to  make   frequent 
model  changes and thus price changes may merely 
reflect  such  changes.      In  Table  2.11   retail pric«s 
for various models  are  shown over  the past  five or 
six years.     The data  in   this   table  shows  a very 
erratic pattern with prices   increasing   in  some 
cases,   decreasing   in others, and with  Asmayesh 
products  staying  constant.      It   is   felt   that  in 
general  terms prices  of  gas  ranges  have  decreased 
whilst   large gas  cookers   have  remained  relatively 
constant.       Manufacturers  have, however, endeavoured 
over  the past  few years   to produce  new economy 
models, particularly on  cookers   and  therefore the 
consumer  now has  a much  greater  choice.     Therefore 
in  real  terms  retail prices  of  gas   cooking 
appliances  have slightly  decreased,   perhaps some 
51  p.a.   over  the past   five  years. 

Because of difficulties in comparing mod« 
price  comparisons  between  one  country  and 
are not really possible. On the basis of 
prices paid for electric cookers, shown i 
2.14   and assuming  ratios   similar  to  those 
UK  for  the  price differential  between  gas 
electric cookers  the price of  cookers   In 
would appear  to be  some   301  above average 
in  Europe.     Obviously  this  gives  only  an 
tion.     The prices  shown   in Table  2.15   are 
average prices paid  by  consumers   and  give 
indication of  industry  efficiency etc. 
the  fact  that Spain  and  Portugal   are  the 
average  prices paid  1 =¡   believed  to merely 
conium#»rq   ip   these  countries  nurcH?«e   1P« 
ticated  cookers. 

Is etc. 
another 
average 

n Table 
in the 
and 
Iran 
prices 
indica- 
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no 

Indeed, 
lowest 

show  that 
%   sonM s- 
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Initially  an   attempt    was  made   to compare  model 
for  model between   different   countries  however 
the   shortage  of  data made   this    • mn.s - i > 1rt 

in  mo.it   cases.     Nevertheless   a   few example's 
which   are  considered  reasonable   comparisons   have 
been  made  and  this   data   is  presented  in  Tabic 
2.16.      Basically   these  comparisons   are   Iran   with 
US  prices  and  UK  orices   .ilthouoh   one example   e   r 
of   an   Australian   unit   ar i    i   Soanish   cooker   is 
qi ven. 

TABLL   2.16 PRICES   OF   GAS   COOKERS    (WITH   OVEN; 
IN   DIFFERENT   COUNTRIES 

Product   Type/Model 

De lux   Huronean 

Parkinson   Cowan   1 lOO 

De lux   VS   Type 

Caloric  0O1S 

Kconomv   ¡European 

New World 

Mai lev    (US   Type) 

F »gor huronean) 

Count rv 

Iran 

UK 

I ran 

USA 

I ran 

OK 

Austral i a 

'inain 

p r j ce   ^ j _ 

(Retai 1) 

1 ?ooo 

1 1 OCX » 

înono 

2 nono 

1 1 ' " V ' 

fi 4 f» f ' 

2 Soon 

/ h' 

As   can  be  seen   from  Table   2. le   prices   in   Iran 
are  of   the  order  of   50-7o%   above»   us and UK   prices 
for  the  models   shown» and  sow»   2o*   hiqher  than 
prices   in Australia.     Anain   however  it  must   be 
emphasised that   comparisons  b«twe«n  one  model 
and  another  are  v«ry difficult   and should  onlv 
be  taken  as  a  guide. 
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2-*  £aáM 
Vnry little i« known about the luport«ne« of consumir 
credit in thia iictor.  It is believed that a high 
proportion of sal«« of fai cook«r« (with own) are 
»ai« on credit of nin« to twelve months.  The 
picture la aoeiewhat unclear a« far a« th« cheaper 
qas rang«« ar« concernei. Manufacturar« elain 
that dealera aake a significant portion of total 
s<ileb on credit of six to nin« month«, how«v«r# this 
is not borne out by d«al«r« and consumer«. 
Manufacturer« generally speaking give a dealer 
credit of six to nin« nontha although it would 
appear that thi« la not always to financ« th« final 
coniu^r. 
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i'ii.   <J/i¿   COUhlhG  APPLIANCE   MANUFACTURING   INDUSTRY 

1      1 tlstoricdl  background 

Avocai   assembly  of   gas   cooking  appliance Degan 
towards   tue   end  of   the   1330's.      Some   of   the 
companies  who  were   tiie   first   to   commence   local 
assembly   were   companies   who were   involved   in   the 
marKeting  of   uottled  gas.     Tnese   companies,   who 
aad previously   imported  gas  ranges   and gas   cookers, 
could   see   their   sources   of  supply   oeing disrupted 
once   local   production  commenced.      Realising   tnat 
imports  would  be  uanned  or subject   to  very  nign 
tariffs,   tnese   companies  opted  to  produce  gas 
appliances   themselves.     To these   companies   tue 
manufacture   of   gas   cooking  appliances   was   seen 
as   a  secondary   activity.     The   companies  saw  gas 
cooking   appliances   as   a  means   of   generating 
additional   customers   for   bottled   gas   and   in   part 
thi:=  pnilosopny  exists   today.     ütner   companies 
who  commenced manufacture  of  gas   appliances, 
although  somewnat   later,   included  the  major 
companies   involved   in   the  white   goods   industry   in 
Iran.      m   addition   a   large  number   of   small   work- 
shops   also  began   assembly  of   items  which were 
technically   rather   simple   and   for  whicn  no 
standards  existed  or  were  enforced. 

Government   participation  or  action   in   this   sectot 
of   the   industry  ha«   always  Dean   very   limited. 
ine  government   issued  some  30 manufacturing 
licences  but   other   than   this  involved   tnemselves 
very   little.      Ga«   cooking  appliances   have  never 
oeen   the  subject   of   price   investigations  beyond 
cursory  glances  when   government   departments   or 
agencies  were  purchasing   appliances.      It would 
appear   that   the   philosophy   followed  was  une   of 
free     competition     with  market   forces   determining 
price   and  the  nunuer  of   manufacturers.     In  many 
ways   this  nas   been   the  case  in  practice,   although 
the   initial   atosenc«,   and   later   failure  to enforce 
standards     ha»   meant   that   competition  has  not 
forced  out  the   less   efficient  producers.     There 
are  still   today   a  number  of  companies,   generally 
very  small  companinii,  who produces  appliances 
WHICH   are  most  definitely   sub-standard.     Indeed 
many  of   these   appliances   could even  be  classified 
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as dangerous.     One problem would  appear  to  be  that 
there  are   two organisations within   Iran who both 
have  responsibility  for  standards  relating   to gas 
appliances.     The National   Iranian Standards 
Institute   is   the organisation which,   according  to 
law,  has     the sole  responsibility   for   all  standards 
in  Iran.     This  responsibility entails   not only  the 
drawing  up  but also  the  enforcement  of  standards. 
In  the  gas   industry  the  National  Iranian Gas 
Company would  appear  to   also have powers  to ensure 
the enforcement of  "gas"   standards.      It  is widely 
acknowledged within  Iran   that  it was   this  organi- 
sation,   rather than  the   National  Iranian Standards 
Institute,   to whicn  the   credit should  be  given   for 
the  considerable improvement in  the  quality  and 
safety  of  gas  cylinders,   both manufactured  and 
filled in  Iran.     Whilst  acknowledging   a signific- 
ant improvement over  the  past two years  it 
should,   however,  be  realised that even  today not 
all gas   cylinders which  are distributed  to 
consumers   can  be  considered'safe.     The  question 
of standard«   is dealt with  in more  detail   in  the 
main t>ody  of  this  report.     Undoubtedly   if  the 
present  standards which  have been drawn up  by  the 
National   Iranian Standards   Institute   are  enforced 
several manufacturers   of  gas  appliances,   partic- 
ularly  tnose  operating   from small workshops,   will 
be driven  out of business.     This would  indeed be 
a good  thing,   it would  not  only make   appliances 
sold in Iran much safer but would also mean  that 
manufacturers were  competing on  an  equal   footing. 

3.2    Present Situation 

It has been  mentioned  in  Section 2  above that prior 
tu 1348  there were three  companies who  jointly 
shared the market leadership in the  gas cooking 
appliance  Industry  in  Iran.    These  companies were 
Butane Gas,   Iran Gas,   and Persigas   (Ardel).     In 
1341 these   three  companies   accounted   for some  601 
of the  total  market  in   Iran.    The  concensus  of 
opinion within the  Industry is  that  prior  to  1348 
Iran Gas was  the company which held  the dominent 
position.     Since  1348  Persigas have   increased their 
market penetration and  are now undoubtedly market 
leaders.     The  three major   companies   in  this  industry 
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Persigas,   Iran   Gas  and  Butane  Gas   are   all   companies 
WHO   are  Involved   in  the  distribution  of   bottled  gas 
within  Iran.     Otner  than  gas   cooKing  appliances 
none   of   tnese   companies  presently  produces   any   other 
consuner  durable   goods.     It   is   possible   tnat   ont«  or 
more  of  these   companies  could,   during  tue   course  of 
tne   next   12   months,   commence  production  of  gas   water 
neaters.     The   following  sections   give   an   appraisal 
of   tue  activities  of   the  major   companies   in  this 
sector of   industry  in   Iran. 

3.2.1     Persigas    (Ardel) 

Persigas   was  first established  in   1337    (19<3ë) 
as  a   joint  venture between  Gas  Gestion 
Holdings   Ltu.(Luxemburg)   and   two   Iranian 
brothers.     Gas  Gestion  Holdings   is   purely   a 
financial   holding  company  with   interests   in 
several   other  gas  distribution   companies   in 
burope   and   the  Middle   East,   particularly 
Leuanon.      Persigas was  established   to  market 
liquid  gas   in   Iran.     The  company   imported gas 
appliances   and  sold   these   in   Iran.      In   1341 
(1962)   when  trie  Government  of   Iran  prohibited 
tue   importation  of  gas   cooking  appliances 
Persigas   began  purchasing  appliances   from 
two  small   Iranian  producers. 

In   1343   tne  company  established  its  own 
appliance  manufacturing  facilities.     Tins  was 
set   up   as   a  separate   company,   Ardel,   and  was 
initially   a  joint  venture  between   Persigas 
and  Triplex of   Italy.      It  would  appear   that 
there were   considerable  objections  uotn  with- 
in  tne   industry   and within  the  Government  of 
Iran   to   tnis  joint-venture  and eventually 
the  deal   was  changed  to  a  technical   licence 
agreement.     Unfortunately   it  has   not ueen 
possible   in the  course  of   fieldwork   in   Iran 
to establish precisely  what  objections  were 
to Persigas  participating   in   a  joint-venture 
with  an   Italian  company   to manufacture  gas 
appliances   in  Iran.     It would  appear however 
that   the   joint  venture was  reconstituted  in 
134b.        Since   1346   (If67)   Triplex  have  been 
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takan over by loppa« who mor«  recentiy haw 
b««n atonorbed into th«  lanussl  empir«.     It 
would  th«r«for«  «ee*i  that  Zanu««l   hav«  mm a 
r«sult   of  acquisition   a »Inority   interest   in 
Ardui. 

Initially whilst  Arde i   had been   set-uj   as  a 
separate   company,   it    ir  ¡  h ihiqis   w»-n    i ^< 
as   .i   s i r, j 11       r; i * .       It     , • «i r   ¡    4 ^   M »    * * 

companies   wert     sej. ar .-.•<••: hot h   financially   and 
operat i-m i 1 ly.      In   1J4S  Ardel   had: 

Fixed Ass«ts 
Current  Asset» 
Llabllitl«« 

53  M   ri als 
30 M   rialb 

Current 
Loan 
Capital 

19 M   r i d Ih 
44  M   i î.i Is 
20 M   nal 

Investment  was mainly  mad«  In   134b   4§  and 
divides   mm   follows: 

Land 
luildings 
Plant  and 

Machinery 

2.1  M   rials 
24.5   M   nais 

31.0 M rial»   (presently) 

Of th« tot« 
•o«« 5 M ri 
major porti 
installed 1 
hav« b««n a 
rials in 13 
(cost 1 M r 
ciat«d plan 
1349 was 4M 
thr«« y«ar« 
depreciated 

1  investment  in plant   «rid machinery 
als  is   in  transport  equipment.     Th© 
on of  plant   and machinery was 
n  1345/41  and r«cent  additions 

300 tori hydraulic press   (cost  4M 
4f),   an electric welding machin« 
tal«   in   134f).     The   total  of  depre- 
t, »achinery and die«  at   th«  end of 
rials,   dies  being depreciated over 
with «tost  other machinery being 
over  eight  years. 

At the present tin« Persigai are   interested in 
setting  up  a company  to produce   valves   for qa«? 
cooking appliances as well «s regulators  and 
valves  for gas cylinders.    This  company would 
be established as  an autonomous  unit  and  th« 
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In addition to the machinery shown in Table 
3.1 the company have a pickling and decreasing 
plant, enamelling facilities comprising three 
spray booths (hand spraying), two drying 
ovens and one baking oven, and painting 
facilities including a painting booth (hand 
spraying) and drying oven.  Silk screening of 
name plates etc. is also undertaken in-factory. 
Initially all final assembly was done using air 
power tools.  The company found workers were 
exceptionally reluctant to use these and now only 
three or four are used. 

In common with many other plants in Iran the 
Ardel factory was designed to have processes 
more automated than is the case in reality. 
Whilst the company has moving conveyor systems 
installed not all these are in operation with 
workers tending to walk from one unit to the 
next rather than have the units continually 
moving towards them.  The management of the 
company have repeatedly tried to improve 
productivity and techniques and in fairness 
subjectively this would appear to be the most 
efficient company in this sector of industry 
in Iran.  The management would appear to be of 
a much better quality than that normally found 
in this sector of industry in Iran and would 
appear to have some depth albeit somewhat 
slight. 

Ardel presently produce two different models 
of 3-burner gas range, one model of four- 
burner type with cabinet and four models of 
cooker.  For several years Ardel have had model 
designed such that there was a significant 
level of common components used on all models. 
At the present time the company are in the 
process of introducing a complete new range 
of cookers and it is planned to introduce new 
models of gas ranges based on the new cooker 
designs and components.  The basic components 
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will be used on all models with variations 
being confined to items such as the top, in 
stainless steel or enamel, with or without 
thermostatic control, rôtisserie or not, 
and various other features such as clock, 
lighting, electric ignition system etc.  The 
product policy of the company is to design two 
models of cooker, one American type, one 
European type, using where possible common 
components.  Taking the designs and components 
of these two models, the company have already 
built other models of cookers for specific 
segments of the market and it is planned to 
continue this policy into gas ranges. 

The company currently have some 30% of the 
Iranian market for gas cooking appliances. 
Their market share has been increasing annually 
for at least the past four years.  This success 
has been based on good product designs, good 
quality and dynamic marketing.  The company 
did suffer a minor set-back mid-way through 
1349 when they failed to meet their expansion 
programmes and found it necessary to lay off 
a number of workers.  Many of these workers 
were re-instated later in the year and the 
company took the opportunity to streamline its 
labour utilisation and production techniques. 

Ardel in common with most 
this sector of industry in 
having averaged 20% over 

The sections with the highest 
shops and 

Labour turnover in 
other companies in 
Iran is quite high 
the past two years 
labour turnover are the press 
assembly departments. 

All Ardel products are sold under the name of 
Persigas. The product/marketing strategy of the 
company has been to supply good quality well 
designed products at competitive prices.  Whilst 
not being the most expensive products on the 
market, nor the least expensive, the company are 
undoubted price leaders in the industry.  The 
whole marketing philosophy in Persigas is 
geared to the mass middle market segment 
leaving ¿he very cheap end of the market to 
other companies.  This is borne out by the Metra 
Survey in which it was found that Ardel's 
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strength was  in the  Income  range  of  100,000- 
300,000 rials per  annum with a relatively 
3mall  penetration  of   the  market  above  and 
below these  income  groups.     Indeed only 
company,   Butane Gas,   shows   any  significant 
penetration of  the  very  high  income end of 
the market,  over  i00,000  rials per annum. 
A  high  proportion  of  cookers owned in  this   income 
group were  found  to be  none  of  the main  brands 
produced  in  Iran  and   it  is   felt  that most  of 
these  are  imported  units.     Persigas  intend  to 
continue  their  present  marketing  strategy with 
regard  to market  segmentation. 

The   installed  capacity   at  Ardéis   factory   is 
estimated to be  of  the   order of  60,000 gas 
ranges,20,000 cabinet  models  and   12,000  cookers 
on   a  single shift basis.     This  capacity   is  obviously 
only  approximate  and  by  varying  the product 
mix many other  single   shift  production  programmes 
could be  achieved.     Unlike  many  other  companies 
in   the  consumer durable  sector Ardel  have  excess 
capacity  in enamelling   and  painting  facilities 
and  currently  undertake  a   significant  proportion 
of   contract enamelling,   in  particular,   and 
painting.     Indeed  a high  proportion of  produc- 
tion by  Iran Gas   (Iran  Cylinder Appliances)   is 
enamelled by Ardel  as  well   as  stoves  and  cookers 
for  other companies.     The   total   labour  force 
of   the  company  is  presently   182   of which   30 
are   indirect workers.     These  figures exclude 
persons  employed  in  the  gas distribution  and 
cylinder operation of  Persigas. 

Looking  to the  future  Persigas/Ardel  are  thought 
most   likely to remain   the  dominant  force   in 
this market.     The  company  are presently 
considering  the  possibility  of manufacturing/ 
assembling gas water  heaters   although because 
of present model  changes  and other possibilities 
for th« company,   the valve  and regulator 
manufacturing company etc. ,   a final decision 
on water heater production  has been postponed. 
Penlgas/Ardel having  a good product/marketing 
strategy,  good management  and adequate  financial 
backing  are undoubtedly one of  the companies 
on which any rationalised gas appliance  industry 
should be based. 
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3.2.2  Iran Gas/Iran Cylinder 

Iran Gas and Iran Cylinder are technic- 
ally speaking sister companies and are 
joint ventures uetween Danish and Iranian 
interests, the two companies being actually 
owned by a senarate holdi.no comnanv.  The 
major Iranian shareholding is in these 
companies aeld uy the S abet family who 
also nave interests in Pepsi-Cola,  an 
imnortina comnanv, ^adio Television Tran, 
Firooz and several other companies.  Tne 
uanish interests entail Camsacks, a 
consulting engineering group, and Kosan 
Gas, a Danish gas company.  Tne motner 
company was first established some 
fourteen years ago and was primarily 
involved in the activity at present under- 
taken by Iran Gas, namely a transportat- 
ion and gas company involved in the buying 
and selling of liquid gas and domestic 
appliances.  Iran Cylinder on the other 
iiand is involved in tne manufacture 
of gas cylinders and gas cooking appliances. 
This company was first formed in 134 3 under 
the name of Karknanejate Ojeghegas chang- 
ing its name to Iran Cylinder in 1349. 

Initially gas appliances sold oy Iran Gas 
were imported.  For a short period of 
time prior to the establishment of 
Karknanejate Ujeghegas cooking appliances 
were purchased from a nunuaer of small 
producers in Iran and sold under the Iran 
Gas laoel, but since 1964 all domestic 
cooKing appliances marketed uy Iran Gas 
nave ueen produced oy tne sister company. 
Iran Gas also market a small number of 
industrial and catering appliances, tnese 
are manufactured in Iran ay  several out- 
side suppliers.  Recently Iran Cylinder 
nave oeen attempting to sell domestic 
cooking appliances to other companies in 
tne gas distrioution sector, e.g. ursagas, 
although success so far appears to have 
ueen very limited. 
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The production facilities of Iran Cylinder 
for both cooking appliances and gas 
cylinders were until the latter part of 
1350 located on the same site in Tehran. 
At the time of carrying out fieldwork in 
Iran the company were in the process of 
moving the domestic appliance activity to 
a new plant at Saveh, just south of Tehran. 
Because the plant at Saveh was not in 
production and the domestic appliance 
facilities at the Tehran plant had virtu- 
ally oeen stopped it was not possible to 
s¿e the production facilities during 
fieldwork on the present study. Fortun- 
ately in a previous Metra study in Iran 
tne production facilities at this company 
had been visited and therefore some infor- 
mation about production by this company 
is available within Metra. 

The first model of cooker produced by this 
company was the Jenny (Denmark) and today 
Jenny cookers are still produced under 
licence.  In addition Iran Cylinder have a 
licence agreement with Arthur Martin 
(France).  It has been company policy for 
several years to produce a large number of 
varients of coolers and gas ranges and to 
make frequent model changes although more 
recently some rationalisation of models 
has taken place.  At the time of fieldowrk 
in Iran in late 1350 (1971) the company 
were producing six different models of gas 
cookers and five/six different models of 
gas range.  Although two months earlier 
they had eight models of gas cookers and 
seven models of gas range.  Plans are to 
reduce the number of cookers to four in 
early 1351 and the company do not rule out 
stopping production of cookers entirely and 
concentrating their effort on gas ranges. 
Iran Gas cookers have not been particularly 
successful in the market over the past 
couple of years and since Iran G*s/Iran 
Cylinder are one of the organisations who 
still regard appliance manufacture as an 
aid to selling gas by creating new 
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customers   they Delieve  tneir effort, 
particularly  financial  effort,   is more 
appropriately  used  if   tney   concentrate  on 
gas  langes.     Undoubtedly  tne  manufacture 
and marketing of  gas   cookers   ties  up  a 
considerable  amount  of   funds   and on  a  per 
unit   oasis   this   is much more   than  is   the 
case   for  gas  ranges.      Tne   company  argue 
tnat  since   their prime purpose   in 
manufacturing  appliances   is   to  sell  gas 
and one  appliance,   irrespective  of  its 
cost,   creates  only one new  gas   customer 
they   are much wiser  to  confine  production 
of appliances which   tie up  the  minimum 
amount  of money  per  unit,  namely gas 
ranges. 

on  gas   cookers   and gas  ranges   the  company 
do all   their own  sheet metalwork.     Tney 
purcnase steel,   pipe   fittings,   valves   and 
tne  raw material   for   production  of  knoos 
from  abroad.     Previously  tne   company  nad 
cast   all  their burner   caps   in-factory 
altnough more recently  tney  have begun 
purchasing  brass  caps   from  a  company 
called Samin-Nouri.     The  quality of   tne 
üurner  caps  purcnased   from  this   company 
are  good being hot pressed  as   opposed  to 
cast.     All  enamelling work  is  done out- 
side,   mainly toy  Persigas/Arde 1  although 
the  company have  their own  painting 
facilities.     Whilst valves  are  currentlv 
purchased  from abroad  the company would 
like   to produce  their  own  cocks  and valves 
for gas  aopliance and gas  cylinders   as 
well   as gas   regulators  and  they  have  a 
oroposal with  the Ministrv  of  Economy  at 
the moment.     Details   of this  proposal  are 
outlined in the  section of this  report 
dealing with the components  industry  relative 
to gas  appliances. 
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The basic design and layout of Iran 
Cylinders old facilities for production 
of gas appliance left much to be desired. 
One of the basic problems was that they 
had grown by adding additional facilities 
rather than having been planned.  On the 
other hand the new facilities at Saveh 
should give the company a well designed 
modern factory.  Whilst adequate covered 
area is being provided for enamelling 
facilities at the new plant, as yet no 
plant for enamelling has been ordered, 
and the company are still considering 
whether or not to install enamelling 
facilities. The dilema has resulted 
from the fact that there is a trend 
towards painting parts which previously 
were enamelled, however, there are still 
certain components which cannot be painted. 
The new facilities at Saveh will have a 
capacity for 60,000 gas ranges per annum 
on a single shift or if cookers are 
produced somewhat less. 

The total workforce of Iran Cylinder is 
just over 400, however, 15 3 people are 
employed exclusively on production of 
cylinders.  The workforce in the domestic 
appliance section of the company divides 
as follows: 

Direct 
Workshop 
Cooker Assembly 
Range Assembly 
Foundarv 

57 
24 
10 
26 

Indirect 
Quality Control 
Stores   (incoming) 
Stores   (outgoing) 
Others 

4 
8 
6 
7 

Staff 
Total 40, appliances  25 
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At the present time the company work on a 
two shift basis although they will reduce 
two shift working once the new factory 
becomes operational.  In common with 
Persigas/Ardel Iran Cylinder had to lay- 
off a number of workers towards the end 
of 1349 due to falling demand.  The 
company have re-instated many of these 
workers but rather than further increase 
the labour force have preferred to rely 
on overtime working to meet increases in 
demand in 1350.  The company claim that 
even though virtually all the workers who 
were layed-off in 1349 have been re- 
instated the temporary reduction of the 
labour force has led to a much lower 
turnover of labour than had previously 
been the case.  In reality it is thought 
that this may not be the reason but rather 
that Iran Cylinder pay some of the highest 
wages in the industry. 

Some twelve months ago the company were 
planning to produce gas space heaters 
and gas water heaters.  They applied to 
the Ministry of Economy for permission to 
produce gas space heaters but their 
application was turned down.  It would 
seem that during the past twelve months 
there has been some rethinking of policy 
by this company with regard to their 
appliance activities and it would now 
seem unlikely that any new products will 
be added in the near future, AS nas 
been mentioned above the product range could 
well be reduced by stooping production of 
gas cookers. 

3.2.3 Butane Gas 

Butane gas is a wholly owned Iranian 
company with no foreign connections.  The 
company was formed in 1343 for the 
distribution of liquid gas in Iran.  The 
first appliances were produced by the 
company in 1345 with cylinder manufacture, 
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the other activity of the  company, 
starting some two years  later.     At the 
present time  the  company are the second 
largest manufacturer of cylinders  in   Iran 
and the third  largest producer of gas 
cooking appliances.     During the  course of 
the study  it was  not possible  to see  this 
company's "lanufacturing facilities  and 
therefore points dealing with manufacturing 
techniques etc.   are based entirely on 
interviews. 

The company's manufacturing  facilities  for 
both gas  appliances   and gas  cylinders   are 
located on the same site.     Investment  in 
plant  and «achinery was made during  the 
period of  1345   to  1347  and   totalled   55 
million rials.     This  total  covers  investment 
for production of both cylinders  and 
appliances with investment  for the  latter 
probably accounting  for some  30-35 million 
rials.     In addition  to production of  the 
above mentioned Items Butane gas have 
recently been granted permission by the 
Ministry of Economy to produce  regulators 
for gas  cylinders.     This  facility, which 
will be established during the  course  of 
1351,   is  to be  located outside Tehran. 

Butane <^as  undertake  all their own sheet 
metalwork,  enamelling,  painting,  tube  and 
burner production  in-factory.     Imported 
components  include valves,   timers, 
thermostats  and other small  components 
whilst some  fittings  are purchased from 
outside  companies  in Iran.     Like Persigas, 
Butane Gas  aim for the mass middle market 
segment with  a quality product  and 
interestingly both companies see the  other 
as their major competitor,  particularly 
on cookers.     Butane Gas produce six 
models of cookers  and seven models of 
gas ranges.     There is some degree of 
commonality of components between several 
of these models  although much  less  than 
is the  case with Persigas even  in 13491«. 

1. Note:   Persigas  are currently increasing the use of 
common components based on two models throughout 
all their products. 
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Whilst Butane Gas are still the third 
largest producer of gas cooking appliances 
in Iran their market share has decreased 
somewhat in recent years.  It is difficult 
to assess the reason for this for whilst 
they do not appear to have the dynamic 
marketing approach found in Persigas they 
do not regard appliances merely as a method 
of selling gas as do Iran Gas/Iran Cylinder. 
Unquestionably the company have never 
undertaken any form of market or marketing 
research and it was somewhat surprising 
to find such a large company with so little 
idea as to the size of the market for gas 
cooking appliances in Iran.  Indeed it 
maybe the result of believing that the 
market in Iran is only half the size it 
really is that has led to their not so 
dynamic approach to marketing.  Obviously 
a company who believe they have some 40-45% 
of the market are unlikely to devote 
considerable effort to increase their 
market share but are likely to be concerned 
only with retaining their present share. 

The total workforce of the company is around 
400 with 160 of these being employed exclu- 
sively on cylinder production, 40 employed 
in gas marketing, 30 being employed on 
production cc,   cylinders and appliances with 
the remainder being involved exclusively in 
the production of appliances.  It is interesting 
to note that the total workforce at Butane 
Gas is numerically the same as at Iran Cylinder. 
The division of the labour forces are however 
different, with Butane Gas employing slightly 
more people in cylinder production. 

In terms of efficiency, on this one criteria, 
Butane Gas have a higher output per worker on 
the appliance side that do Iran Gas (Cylinder). 
The converse is true in the case of cylinders. 
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Installed capacity  at the Butane Gas 
appliance  factory  is  theoretically 
50,000 units p.a.   on  a single shift basis 
with some  8,000 -  10;000 of  these  being 
cookers  and the remainder being qma ranges. 
This  is most   likely  a theoretical  capacity 
and  in reality  a total production  capacity 
of more  than   45,0OO units p.a.,   assuming 
8,000 cookers,  would seem unlikely.     The 
company operate only a single shift system 
at  the present  time  and capacity  utilizisation 
is   less   than   75%   in  most departments. 

In  the  future   Butane  Gas 
to remain a major supplie 
appliances.     The company 
be giving serious  conside 
of water heaters and are 
appliance    production    as 
their overall   activity ra 
to an end as  would  appear 
Iran Cylinder. 

are  thought   likely 
r  of gas   cooking 
are  believed  to 
ration to production 
thought  to regard 

a definite part of 
ther than  a means 
to be the  case   at 

3.2.4    Universal 

Universal was   first  registered in   1335   and 
commenced production of kettles  and  teapots 
the   following  year.     The company  did not 
commence production of gas  appliances  until 
1342/43  and  it was  not  until   this   time   that 
the  company began  to prosper.    Gas cooking 
appliance production was  followed  in  1345 
with production of  gas space heaters  and 
production of  evaporative  coolers in  1347. 
Late  in  1350  the company bagan assemblino 
gas  water heater under  licence from 
Radiation  (A»cot)   UK.     All  the above 
mentioned products  are still manufactured 
by  the company although kettles  and tea- 
pots  are now more  of a side-line  rather 
than the major products  they one« were. 
The  company is basically a  family business 
with the major shareholder being  a Mr. 
Hakim - Nejad.     Other shareholders,  who 
account  for some 401 of the equity,  are 
private  Iranians  there being no  foreign 
capital  in the  company. 
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Interestingly between 1341 and 1345 the 
Arjomando• family had a minority Interest 
in universal but this was sold to a 
private Iranian with interests in trading. 

Tne gas cooking appliances produced oy 
Universal were originally copied, in tne 
case of gas ranges, from Lasouran (Italy) 
and initially were sold in Iran in 
partnership with Iran Gas under the Iran 
Gas label.  Indeed it was not until 1346 
that Universal began marketing products 
under their own name.  Subsequent gas 
cooking appliances were copied from Ignis 
(Italy) and these units form the basis of 
tne present range of cookers and ranges 
produced by Universal.  The company copied 
two cookers and two of the gas ranges 
produced by Ignis.  Following the break with 
Iran Gas cookers produced by Universal were 
sold by Persigas under the latters name 
although this agreement ended once Ardel 
became firmly established.  Since 1346 
when cookers and ranges have been u^rketwu 
under the Universal label the company have 
also copied two US type cookers which are 
now produced and sold under the Universal 
name.   The cabinet ranges produced by 
the company are their own design based 
on a modified Italian gas range. 

Universal nas been on its present factory 
site since its creation in 1335.  The 
company purchased a total of 15,200 sq. 
metres of land at 100 rials per square 
metre and the land value still appears in 
the company's books at the price paid.  In 
1335 the company had a registered capital 
of 3 million rials which has been pro- 
gressively increased as follows: 

1335 
1336 
1339 

3 million rials 
10 million rials 
20 million rials 

Tne major shareholders of Ärj 
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1342 
1346 
1348 

25 million rials 
35 million rials 
50 million rials 

During the same period working capital has 
been increased in the following manner: 

1336 
1337 
1338 
1339 
1340 
1341 
1342 
1344 
1345 
1346 
1348 
1349 

Tne 1348 company balance sheet shows the 
following investments as having been made 
by tne company : 

11 million rials 
13 million rials 
15 million rials 
26 million rials 
25 million rials 
36 million rials 
49 million rials 
64 million rials 
87 million rials 

117 million rials 
215 million rials 
206 million rials 

Machinery 24 
Landl- 2 
Buildings 14 
Trucks/Transport 2 
Filling Equipment 3 
Cylinders        3 

million rials 
million rials 
million rials 
million rials 
million rials 
million rials 

TOTAL 50.96  million rials 

In  1348 the  company had  a  total of  24   M 
rials   in bank   loans which  was  reduced   to 
20 M rials   in   1349   and on   average through- 
out  the year  the  company  has  a total   of 
some  25-26  M rials  debtors  per month. 
However,   since   it  in policy  to transfer 
an  account  from debts  to  accounts payable 
on receipt of  a promisery note, irrespect- 
ive of time duration,   in  reality at  any 
one time the  company has  some 50 M rial« 
tied up in  credit  for  finished product«. 
Of the total  capital investment made  upto 
tne end of  1348  a  total  of   33 M rials   had 
been amortised. 

r: 
Included  land purchased  for cylinder  filling station, 
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The  company   currently  produce  a total   of 
five  different  models  of  gas  ranges,   two 
models  of   ranges with   cabinets  although 
these  are   very  similar,   and  seven    differ- 
ent models   of  cookers.     Whilst there   is 
significant   commonality  of   components   be- 
tween  some   of   the models   others  are  quite 
unique   in   their design   and   component 
requirements.      It is  planned  to rational- 
ise  the present  product   range  in  trie 
future.     Plans   are in  hand  to produce 
only  two  gas   ranges   (table   top models)   in 
the  future  based on the  present  1005 
model  and  one of  these   units will be 
produced  exclusively   for   an  outside   comp- 
any  to market   under   its   own   label.     Both 
units will   be  three burner  models  although 
the one  for   the  outside   company will   have 
one  large  burner   (for   cooking rice).     The 
other  unit  will  be idencical  except   for 
this one  burner.     It  is  planned to stand- 
ardise European   type  cookers  and  the 
cabinet model  so  tnat   all   are based  on 
one  unit with  only hang-on   and ancillary 
items  being  different.      In   addition   to 
the  range  of  European   type   cookers   the 
present  US   cookers,   two different models, 
will be  retained.     If   this   programme     is 
carried through  it will  significantly 
improve  tiie   company's   use   of  components 
although even  then it  still   leaves  much 
to be  desired. 

The  Universal   factory   is  basically quite 
well  designed  although  uetter utilisation 
could be made  of  the existing space. 
Facilities   are  not mechanised  to the   same 
degree  as   Persigas/Ardel   aAd  again  auto- 
matic assembly   lines whilst   installed  are 
not used.     The   factory  has   two departments 
which definite  improvement   could and 
should be  made.     The  first   is the enamell- 
ing and painting department, 
section  the   company have  more 
sufficient  capacity for  their 
and on enamelling do contract 
other companies.     The  layout 

In  this 
than 
own needs 
work  for 

in this 
department  is  bad,   there  being no continu- 
ous  flow  through   the section but rather  a 
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number of  "double  passes".     It  is  planned 
to  change this  in  the  latter part of  1350/ 
early  1351 to give  a continuous   flow 
through this section.     The second badly 
designed section  is   final  assembly where 
assembly   lines  are  used  for what  ever 
product  is  to be made on  that day.     Again 
there  is  no  flow  into  this  department  and 
in  many ways  rather  than  being  a volume 
production  assembly  department  it 
resembles  a hand  building operation. 
Again plans  are  in  hand to re-organise 
tnis department  although  because  it  is 
planned to utilise  part of  the  present 
enamelling department it will be  at  least 
mid-1351 before  any  reorganisation  could 
commence. 

In  many ways  Universal  is   atypical  of  the 
more  important  companies   in  this  sector 
of   industry  in  Iran.     Firstly  it does  not 
have  the  financial  backing  of  most of   the 
other  larger  companies.     Secondly,   unlike 
most of  the other  companies  it has grown 
in   little more  than  the  last  decade  from 
a small  scale  industry  to  full  company 
status now being  able  to  compete with   the 
larger producers,  not  just  in  the gas 
cooking appliance sector,  on  terms somewhat 
approaching   'equal'.     The  success  of  the 
company undoubtedly owes  much  to the  fore- 
sight of the owner who has brought the 
company  from being a relatively small-time 
producer of gas  cooking appliances  in 
1346  to be  the   fourth  largest producer  in 
Iran at  the present time.     One  factor which 
it  is  felt has played a significant part   in 
the success of the  company  is  their willing- 
ness to seek outside help.     Whilst not 
having  licencing agreements  for any of  their 
cooking appliances  the company have been 
willing to recruit people  from abroad with 
the appropriate experience.     At the present 
time the company have three ex-patriate 
staff members  as well as ex-patriates   from 
Radiation   (UK)  working in their  factory 
and are  looking for  additional people.     On 
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the  marketing   side   the  company  undoubtedly 
lack  expertise.      Their success   to date  has 
ueen Dased on   the  production  side,   rather 
than marketing,   in  offering   a quite  yood 
quality product   at  a very  competitive 
price. 

Trie  company  undertake  all  sheet metalwork 
and enamelling  in-factory.     Components 
wnicn  are  imported  include  valves,   thermo- 
stat,   burners   and  several  small  components. 
Steel   tube  is  purchased  locally  although 
this  is  thought  to have originated 
at>road  rather  than  the Ahwaz  Pipe Mill, 
knobs   (from Moradian),  oven  glass   (Mirai 
Co.),   plastic parts   (Moradi   Co.)   and 
aluminium pipe   joints  and   fittings (Nouri). 
Several other  items which  are  purcnased 
locally such  as  oven   lamps,  wire,  nuts 
etc.   are most   likely  also  imported items. 

In  addition  to having press  working  and 
enamelling  facilities  the  company  also 
have  their own  chromium plating   facilities. 
Tnese   facilities   are most definitely 
grossly  under  utilised since  only one 
model  of cooker,   volume  less   than  300 
units  per annum,   has   a chromium plated  *-op. 
Briefly  other plant  and machinery present- 
ly  installed  includes  one   250  ton hydraul- 
ic press,   five  mechanical  presses  ranging 
from 20 to 150  tons,   two shearing machines, 
four  small  grinding machines,   eight spot 
welding machines,   one  large  grinding 
machine  for  steel   and  fourteen   lathes. 

The  total workforce of  the   company  totals 
380,   including  sales  and  is  divided as 
follows : 

Press Shop 
Machine Shop and Die Making 
Paint and Enamel 
Galvanising 
Welding 
Assembly 
Packaging/Transport 
Maintenance 
Kitchen and Tea Service 
Admin, and Accounts 
Sales 
Mix. (door keepers etc) 

80 
40 
35 
10 
15 
75 
35 
15 
15 
30 
15 
15 

TOTAL 380 
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Àll  Supervisors  and   foremen  are   included 
in the  above  figures  according to their 
relevant  departments.     Quality control 
staff,  which comprise nine people,   are 
also included in the  above  figures. 

The major equity holder   in Universal 
does not have interests   in any other 
company.      In addition   to   the manufacture 
of domestic appliances   Universal  are  also 
distributors of  liquid gas  and they  have 
a manufacturing  licence   and the machinery 
necessary   for production  of gas   cylinder 
although   as  yet this   activity has  not 
commenced.     Looking  to  the  future   the 
company  plan  to concentrate  their  efforts 
on  the  appliance side   to  consolidating 
their position on their  present appliances 
rather  tnan  increasing  their product   range, 
It  is however quite   likely  that  the   comp- 
any will  commence production of gas 
cylinder»   in the near  future Dut  tnis  is 
seen as  their only new activity.     If 
market  forces are the  only determinant in 
the  future   then Universal   are  likely   to 
continue  to be an important company  in 
the gas   appliance  field.     It is,  however, 
felt that  the company does not represent 
the ideal  foundation on which to build a 
rationalised gas appliance  industry  al- 
though other than Persigas/Ardel  neither 
does any other company. 

3,2,5     General   Industrial Company 

General  Industrial  is  the  only one of  tue 
'big  three'   domestic  aonliance Producers   . 
in  Iran  to have a significant share  of 
the gas   cooking appliance  market  in   Iran. 
Even then  the share of  the market held by 
this  company is relatively small  totalling 
less than  lût.     In 1349  General   Industrial 
were the  fifth largest producer of  gas 
cooking  appliances  in  Iran after  Persigas/ 
Ar del,   Iran Gas, Butane  Gas  and Universal. 
This section of the  report gives only a 
brief resume of General   Industrial 
concentrating on their gas  appliance 

r The 'bio three' being Arj , Asmayesh, and 
General Industrial. 
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actívity   as  a more  comprehensive  review 
of  the     ompany  is   contained in otner 
parts   of   the  report. 

The  company was   first   formed in  1334   by 
Mr.   Beiibehani  to manufacture metal 
furniture. Production  of  gas  cooking 
appliances  did not  commence  until   1346 
by which  time   the   company  was well 
established  in  the  production of kero- 
sene water heaters,   refrigerators, 
evaporative   coolers   and   space  heaters. 
Like   all   the  previously   mentioned 
companies   involved  in   the  production  of 
gas   cooking  appliances  General  Industrial 
also have  a separate   company   for  the 
distribution of   liquid   gas.     The  cookers 
and  gas   ranges  produced  by  General 
Industrial   are basically   copied from 
Italian  and American  designs.     The 
company  have  no  licence   agreement with 
any   foreign   company   for   these  products. 
At  the  present  time  General  produce   three 
different  models  of   cookers,   two  are 
based     on  Italian  designs,  whilst  the 
other     is   a  US  design.      In  total  the 
volume  of  gas   cookers   produced in   1349 
was   around  1500  units.      One  tning wnich 
is  readily noticable   about  the   three 
models   of  cooker  produced by  General   is 
that   there  is  virtually  no commonality 
of   components.     Furthermore,   in  construct- 
ion  and materials   used, if not so much  in 
design,all   the  units   are   relatively 
obsolete.     For example,   the  company   use 
all  cast pipes,   purcnased  from an outside 
supplier  in  Iran,   pan  grills  are also  cast 
iron,   again purchased  in   Iran.     It   is 
quite  obvious  tnat  the   company have  never 
attempted  to rationalise  on  components 
with  valves,  which  are   imported  from 
Italy,   burner  caps,   gas   diffusion  nozzles, 
pan  grills  and oven  plastic taps being 
different on each  model.     On gas  ranges 
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the   company produce three different models 
plus  one model with  cabinet.     Again 
commonality of  components   is  minimal  and 
few of  the components  used on cookers   can 
be   used on  any of  the   ranges. 

Production  facilities   for  gas  cooking 
appliances  are basically  the  same   facilities 
used  for  other  appliances.     There   are   two 
separate  assembly  lines   for  gas   cooking 
appliances,  one   for  gas  ranges  and  one   for 
gas   cookers,  however,   since   these   are   staff- 
ed  by  the  same  employees  only one   line   is 
in  operation  at  any one  time.     In   total some 
twenty workers  are employed  in  final   assembly 
nowever  a breakdown of workers  in  otner de- 
partments who can be  considered  as  being 
directly  concerned with gas   cooking  appliances 
cannot  be determined.     The   company  have  their 
own   facilities   for metalworking,   enamelling 
and  painting. 

It  is  difficult  to assess   the  installed 
capacity   for gas  cooking  appliances   since in 
all  except  final  assembly  it  is  dependent on 
the  volume of other products.     In   final 
assembly  it would appear  that the   total 
volume  in  1349   represents  some  80%  of   install- 
ed   capacity with  the  present  labour  force 
wnich works exclusively on  a  one  shift  basis. 
Since  at  any one  time  one  assembly   line  is 
stood  idle    it  is obvious   from an  equipment 
point  of  view  the  company  have  a  capacity 
considerably  in excess  of   the  above  mentioned 
capacity. 

As   to the  future  the  company  presently  seem 
uncertain of what they will  do with  regard 
to  gas   cooking  appliances.     On  the  one  hand 
they  talk of introducing new models whilst 
on   the other hand they  talk  of stopping 
production of gas  cooking  appliances  and 
kerosene heaters  and  and concentrating  their 
efforts on water heaters,   refrigerators, 
cookers,   air conditioners  and drinking water 
coolers,   all products which,  with  the 
possible exception of refrigerators   in  the 
case of General,  yield a much higher margin 
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of profit.  It is felt that the company 
are in actual fact undecided as to the 
best corporate policy to follow in the 
future.  Tne impression was gained that 
the company realise they are at a cross- 
road and need to formulate strategies and 
policies which will ensure continuing 
growth in tne future. 

On the basis of market penetration 
General Industrial has more to offer than 
the other major appliance companies, such 
as Ar j, Asmayesh and General Steel, who 
all compete in this field, as a basis for 
formation of a more rationalised industry 
however the company would appear to have 
few strengths in this area when viewed in 
relation to tnis overall sector of industry 

3.2.6 General Steel 

General Steel is a privately owned Iranian 
company and since a detailed review of 
this company's activities is presented 
elsewhere in this report in this section on 
tne company's gas appliance activity is 
considersd. The company are involved in 
activities other than the production of 
domestic appliance, however, as far as the 
latter are concerned only two appliances 
are produced, refrigerators and gas cooking 
appliances.  In terms of volume General 
Steel were the sixth largest producer of 
gas cooking appliances in Iran in 1349. 
Tney currently produce four different 
models of cooking appliance, two gas ranges, 
one two-burner and one-three burner model, 
one caninet model and one cooker with 
rotissorie. With the exception of the 
cabinet model which is all steel the other 
models are basically aluminium.  Interest- 
ingly one of the major reasons the company 
commenced production of gas cooking appli- 
ances was that they saw them as a method 
of selling aluminium extrusions. 
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Facilities   for production  of cookers are 
very limited and the  company  tend to buy 
all components  from outside.     Burner caps 
are produced internally  although  all 
pipe work,   fittings,   gas nozzles,   burners, 
glass  lamps,  pan  grills   (which   are  cast) 
etc.   are  either  imported or  purchased 
locally.     Components  on  the  gas   ranges 
tend to be  common to both  units   and there 
is  a very  high degree  of  commonality of 
components  between  all  models. 

In terms  of volume General  Steel  produced 
a total  of   12000  cooking  appliances  in 
1349  although  not all  these  were  sold. 
The major portion of production was  three- 
burner gas  ranges with  cookers  totalling 
only a  few hundred.     Indeed  sales  of cookers 
seem to have  fallen quite  significantly 
over the  past eighteen  months  and  tne 
company  have  a  considerable  number still  in 
stock  and  have  not produced  any   for  the  past 
six months.     The  cabinet model   is  also 
having very  limited success   in  the market 
at  the present  time  and whilst  design wise 
it is not  as  appealing as  many of the 
models  produced by other  companies neither 
is  it as  expensive.     Indeed  all   the gas 
cooking  appliances produced by General Steel 
tend to be  aimed at  the  lower  price  end of 
the particular market segment. 

Looking to the  future General Steel believe 
that they will stop production of gas 
cooking  appliances.     They  argue  that their 
reason  for producing gas  appliances  in  the 
first place was  to sell aluminium and since 
they must sell  aluminium extrusions on a 
gas cooker  at two-thirds  the price they 
would obtain if sold  as extrusions,it doesn't 
make economic sense  for them to continue 
production of gas cooking  appliances. 
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3.2.7    Asmayesh 

Production of gas   cooking  appliances  by 
Asmayesh commenced  in  1346.     At  the present 
time  the  company market one model of  gas 
range,   two models  of gas  range  with  cabinet 
and three models  of  cooker.     In  reality 
production of one  of  the  cabinet models 
and one of the cookers has been  so small 
as  to be  insignificant.     Asmayesh have  had 
very  little success  in penetrating the 
market  for gas  cooking appliances, despite 
having put  in considerable marketing effort. 
Production of gas  ranges,  the main product 
in  terms of     volume,   fell  from 4000 units 
in   1348  to less  than  1500 units   in  1349. 
In   1348  less  than  70%  of units  produced were 
sold  and in  1349   stock   levels  barely  changed. 
On  cookers  the  situation  is very  similar  and 
currently less  than  2%  of all  gas  appliances 
in  use   in  Iran  are  Asmayesh products.     Indeed 
the  company have  experienced so much  diffi- 
culty   in gaining market penetration with 
their  already high  stocks   it  is  possible   that 
they will not manufacture  any  gas  cooking  ap- 
pliances  in  1350. 

The  different units  produced by Asmayesh  con- 
tain  a  significant proportion of common 
components.     Most  components  are produced  in- 
factory, with only  items such  as valves 
timers,   and glass  being  imported.     The  company 
do not  have  any special  assembly   line  exclu- 
sively   for cookers   and tend to  use  lines which 
are  also used  for space heaters  and evaporative 
coolers.     As was  the  case with  General   Industrial 
the  company appear uncertain as  to what will  be 
future policy with  regard to production of gas 
cooking appliances.     They see  two possible   cour- 
ses  of  action open  to them.     The  first  is  to 
further rationalise their product range produ- 
cing only one model of gas range  and one cooker 
based on common components or alternatively  to 
cease production of gas cooking appliances 
entirely.    The problem experienced by 
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is  the  same problem that  has been  found 
in other companies such as Ar j, General 
Steel and General Industrial namely that 
with their  inherently higher overheads  means 
these  companies are unable  to compete with 
smaller producers in  Iran.     Other companies 
in this sector of industry,  who have  somewhat 
higher overheads,  thouah not as high  as  Asma- 
yesh or Arj ,   for example Persigas  have  high 
volumes of production and therefore  are  able 
to spread  these overheads  over a much   larger 
number of units. 

3.2.8, Ar 

Arj  commenced production ci  gas cookers 
and ranges  some three years  ago.  whilst 
the company have devoted  considerable 
effort and money into the promotion of 
these appliances they have had very 
little success  in the market.     Indeed 
gas cooking  appliances  represent the most 
costly venture ever undertaken by Arj   for 
so little  return.     Arj  have a  licence 
agreement with Tapoan of   Italy  for 
production  of  all gas cooking appliances. 
The company  currently market som*»  «iaht dif- 
ferent models   on total.     These divide   into 
two models  of gas range,   one with stand, 
one model  of  gas range with cabinet  and 
five different models of  cooker.     Whilst 
it  is  true  that all the cookers are based 
on two different models  in  terms of basic 
dimensions,   using common  components  through- 
out,  the  fact  that  less  than  3,000 units 
have been made over  a period of 3 years 
suggests  that production  costs per unit 
must be exceptionally high.     Of the  total 
number of  cooker produced only some  1,000 
units have been sold so far.     As  far  as 
cabinet models are concerned production has 
been limited  to only  500 units of which only 
some 501 have been sold.     The situation  as 
far as gas  ranges are concerned is even 
more depressing from the company's point 
of view,     in  total oroductton has  been 
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less than 500 units and only son» lOO 
units have ever been sold .  Arj have 
not produced any gas cooking appliances 
since the middle c: 1349 and feel that 
it is most unlikely that they will ever 
produce any of these appliances again. 
The company find that they are unable to 
compete in what is a very competitive mar- 
ket.  Arj oersonnel clair« that the larger 
gas companies sell at cost and smaller 
work shops with very low overheads and 
low quality are able to keep prices 
exceptionally low.  It has been mentioned 
in the section of this report dealing 
with refrigerators that indirect costs 
and overheads in Arj are higher than in 
any other company in the domestic appliance 
industry in Iran.  It is therefore not 
surprising that Arj find they are unable 
to compete in the gas cooking appliance 
market.  It is felt most unlikely that 
Arj willoonwence production of gas appli- 
ances in the future although they could 
continue to market appliances under the 
Arj label with such appliances being produced 
by an outside company. 

3.2.9 Varasteh 

This   company   is  of   interest  in  the   context 
of  the present   study  not  because  it   has  a 
significant  share of   the  gas  cooking 
appliance  market  but  because  it   is   the 
only  company   in  Iran  to produce  a  combi- 
nation  cooker.     Combination  cookers   are 
units which  contain  one  or more electric 
haating plates   and  one  or  more  gas   heating 
plates.     Such  units   are particularly 
popular  in  certain  European  countries  most 
notably  Italy   and Spain,   accounting   for 
soma  201 of  the total market  in Spain. 
At  the present  time  penetration of  the 
cooking  appliance market   in  Iran by 
•uch units   is  very  small.     Varasteh 
produca two different combinad cooker« 
as wail as  three different models of  gas 
rangas with  cabinet. 
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Varasteh  il a private Iranian company 
owned by  the Varasteh  family.     The 
company  was  first  formed   in   1346, with 
assembly  of gas   cooking   appliances 
commencing in   the  same  year.     In   addition 
to the  manufacture of qas  cooking  appliances 
and combination   cooking   appliances  the 
company   also produce evaporative  coolers 
and space heaters.     In  total  the  maximum 
number   of workers  employed by   the  company, 
in the   high seafon,   is   150.     The  company 
claim  that in   1349  they   produced  a  total 
of  9,000  gas  cookinq appliances   and   in 
1350 will produce  a total   of   11,000 units. 
They  say  that   some  2,0OO   of  the  units 
produced  in  1350 will be   combination 
cookers  with  the   remaining  9,000  being 
gas  ranges with   and without cabinet. 
It  is   felt that   these  figures   are  consi- 
derably   in excess  of the  number  actually 
produced by this   company.     However,   it 
was not   possible   in the   course  of  fieldwork 
in Iran   to check   information  supplied  by 
the company.     Indeed the   total  number  of 
workers   employed  by the   company  is   also 
thought   to be  higher than   is   in   actual 
fact  the  case.      Looking   to the   future 
the  interest  in   this company which  is 
otherwise a relatively  small  company,   is 
in the   combination  cookers.     Being  the 
only producer   in   Iran  it  will be  interesting 
to see  whether   or not  this  company  has  any 
success   in penetrating  the market.     Because 
electricity costs   in Iran   tend  to be 
relatively high   the potential   for electric 
cookers   in Iran   is  severely  limited. 

3.2. IO    Other  companies 

In the  course  of   fieldwork  in  Iran  several 
othar »anufacturers of gas cooking  appli- 
ances vara contacted.     The most  Important 
of these   smaller   companies was   Zeh who 
are believed to b« currently producing 
some  1,OCX) gas   cooking appliances per  year. 
The company produce two models of  cooker of 
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the U.S.   type  design and   four  models  of 
cooker based  on European   designs.     In 
addition  the   company produce   four different 
models  of  gas   range and  one  model of  gas 
range with  cabinet.     Single 
stoves   are  also produced  by 
rice  cookers and 
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companies which were contacted during 
the course of this study there are 
believed to be several other manufac- 
turers of gas appliances in Iran. 
Unfortunately, time did not permit 
such companies to be located and 
visited and therefore it is only 
possible to assess such companies on 
the basis of information supplied by 
other manufacturers in the industry. 
As was mentioned at the beginning of 
this section of this report it is 
estimated by most of the major manufac- 
turers that there are some 25-30 
manufacturers of gas cooking appliances 
in Iran.  So far in the preceeding 
sections some 15 or 16 of these have 
been dealt with by name. One other 
company which is known to produce gas 
cooking appliances on a small scale is 
Dogas, although like Zeh it is rumoured 
within the industry that this company 
is also experiencing considerable 
financial difficulties at the present 
time.  The other companies who could 
not be located in the time available 
are felt to be very small producers oper- 
ating out of small workshops in or 
around the bazaar.  Undoubtedly the quality 
of product:-, produced by these companies is 
below the standards set down by the Iranian 
Standards Institute and all these companies 
can be expected to go out of business if 
these standards are enforced. 
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3,3     Industry Structure 

The basic structure  of   the  gas  cooking  appliance 
manufacturing  industry   in  Iran  is  summarised 
in Table 3.2.     It  can  be seen  that  at   the present 
time   for several of   these  companies   the manu- 
facture of  gas  cooking   appliance  account  for   the 
major  portion  of  their  total  manufacturing 
activity.     It  is  only   in  the  case of   the  larger 
companies such  as Arj ,   Asmayesh,   General 
Industrial  and General  Steel   that gas   cooking 
appliances  account   for  only  a very small portion 
of the  total  manufacturing  activity.     Whilst 
the estimates  of  production  capacity   civen   in 
Table   3.2  are  somewhat   crude   they nevertheless 
show  that at  the present time  there exists  a 
capacity for  some   300,000 gas  ranges  per  annum  and 
opproacnin'j   50,om  qas   cooker.-  por  annum on   a   sinale 
shift  basis.     This  means  that  in  libo   capacity 
utilisation was of   the  order  of  601.      In 
reality it  is   felt  that  the   single  shift 
production  capacities   quoted  overstate  what 
could   actually be  achieved.     A more  accurate 
assessment of present   utilisation of   capacity 
is thought  to be  in  the  range  of  70-75%  on 
a single shift basis.     Whilst  the  installed 
single   shift   capacities  are  unlikely  to be 
achieved with  the present machinery  and product 
mix within the  companies  the  data  container   in 
Table   3.2 demonstrates   that   at  the present 
time   there  is  sufficient  capacity  in   Iran, 
on the  basis   of 2  or   3   shifts,   to meet  the 
total   requirements  of   the  country  at   least 
until   1356. 

Whilst  the  industry   is   very   fragmented   in 
Iran there are  three  or  four manufacturers 
who between  them have   approaching  70%   of the 
total  market.     In  this   respect  the  industry 
is quite well  rationalised although the 
presence of  some 20-30  companies suggests 
that significant improvements  in the  industry 
structure could be  made. 
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3.4     Employment 

It   is of  course  very difficult  to  assess  the 
total number of people employed exclusively   in 
the production of  gas  cooking appliances.      In 
Table  3.2     estimates have  been made  for each 
company  and in  total  some   1,400 people  are 
thought  to be employed exclusively  in this 
sector  of  industry.     It  should,however, be 
pointed  out that   it  is  felt  that  the data 
contained  in Table   3.2  relating  to  the number 
of workers employed directly  in manufacture  of 
gas  appliances  is   in error.     On  the basis  of 
the  information  contained   in  this  Table  output 
per worker  for eight of  the   companies varies much 
more than  is thought  to be   the  case  in  reality. 
It  is  felt  that  in  some of   the  companies   the 
number of workers  employed  directly  in  the  manu- 
facture  of gas  appliances   has been  over estimated 
whilst  in  others   the  data   suggests   less workers 
than  is   actually   the  case. 

3.5     Degree of  Integration 

In  earlier sections  of  this  part   of  the  report 
references have  b<*en rade   to differences   in   in- 
factorv content  of  gas  cooking  appliances 
produced  in Iran.     Such  differences have, however, 
tended  to be relatively minor relating  to 
things  such as enamelling   and painting  and 
a  few minor components.     In  general within   the 
industry   all companies  undertake   their  own 
sheet  metalworV,   most  companies  carry out 
their own  enamelling  and painting  and all 
companies   assemble  their  own  pipework etc.   In 
factory  production  of  components   is minimal. 
All gas  valves,   timers  and  other  auxilliary 
items are  imported.     A few  companies do under- 
take their own production  of nozzles  and 
burner caps whilst  others  buy from outside 
suppliers  in Iran.    For pan  grills  a similar 
picture emerges.     It is  interesting to find 
that the  component   industry which  supplies 
this sector has grown not  through  the  inability 
of  companies to produce various  components but 
because  the component company was  able to offer 
better prices.    A particularly good example of 
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this 1« brass burner caps which are supplied to 
several of the major rang« and cook«r manufac- 
turers from a company called Nouri.  This company 
is able to produce burner caps of a good quality 
at a price below that which the manufacturers 
themselves can achieve.  Furthermore, this 
company is also able to compete on the supply 
of fittings and pilot burners. 

Unlike other sectors of the consumer durable 
industry in Iran some evidence of encouragement 
of outside suppliers by the terminal industry 
was found during the course of fieldwork in 
Iran.  For «Kample, Persigas have assisted 
one company who supply them with small pilot 
jets and other small components and fittings 
by installing machinery in this factory and 
allowing the company to pay for it all over 
a number of years.  Furthermore, this sector 
of industry does not show the mistrust ai.d 
reluctance to have work done or components 
produced in a competitors factory.  A parti- 
cularly good example of this is the fact 
that Ardel (Persigas) undertake virtually 
the whole of the enamelling work for Iran 
Cylinder,  the second largest producer in the 
country.  Similar examples have been found for 
other smaller companies in the industry. 

At the present time several of the manufacturers 
of gas appliances, particularly those who are 
also involved in the production of gas cylinders 
are interested in the manufacture of valves 
and regulators.  In each case the company plan 
to set up a separate venture for manufacture of 
these components.  Furthermore, all companies 
are offering to instai capacity sufficient to 
meet the total needs of the industry and 
companies have shown no reluctance to purchasing 
from another company if they are the unsuccessful 
one in their aue«*t for this project. 
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3.6 Component Manufacturers 

There are at the present time several small 
companies who produce a variety of components 
for this sector of industry in Iran.  The 
most significant supplier is Nouri who produce 
a range of pipe fittings and connectors as 
well as burner caps.  Unfortunately it was 
not possible during the course of field work 
in Iran to visit this factory.  It is however 
known that products produced by this company 
are of good quality and competitive in terms 
of price.  Unfortunately, this is not true of 
all component suppliers in this sector.  There 
are still a large number of companies-who are 
casting low quality burners and selling these 
to the terminal user industry.  There has 
been a trend during the past year to market 
gas ranges with a large burner which is 
specifically for rice cooking.  These burners, 
which ire usually produced by very small 
companies,are sand cast and are of inferior 
quality.  The terminal manufacturers whilst 
being somewhat reluctant to use these burners 
feel that since cookers with large burners 
are fashionable at the present time, and since 
they are unable to find suitable outside supplies, 
they are obliged to use these inferior compo- 
nents.  In addition to sand cast burners there 
are also several small companies who produce pan 
grills and burner nozzles again using sand casting, 
In these products again quality often leaves 
much to be desired. 

Generally speaking to components sector supplies 
the gas cooking appliance manufacturing industry 
comprises a large number of small companies. 
Unquestionably the manufacture of other compo- 
nents for this sector, such as valves and regu- 
lators, cannot be undertaken b y the existing 
components industry in Iran.  In the manufacture 
of such components quality and standards must 
be met and this should be one of the major 
criteria in selection of a company to manufacture 
these items. 
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COST STRUCTURE 

Since many of the companies in this sector of industry 
are producing only one basic product, and since these 
are technically relatively simple in the construction, 
it was thought that several of the companies in 
this sector would have good costing systems, Unfor- 
tunately this was found not to be the case.  In 
common with other domestic appliance manufacturers 
companies in this sector of industry make very 
little effort to accurately determine their costs 
and several of the companies who do make some 
estimate of their costs do this in a retrospective 
rather than a dynamic manner. Undoubtedly at the 
present time companies set their prices according 
to some non-defined heirarchical nrincinles.  Persigas 
being the market leader in terms of volume tend 
to be treated as the market leader in terms of 
price.   However, some evidence was obtained 
during the course of fieldwork in Iran to suggest 
that the price of products produced by companies 
other than Persigas is used as a yardstick in 
certain segments of the market.  Whilst very little 
information appertaining to actual levels of 
profit was obtained during the course of the study 
general indications would suggest that profit 
norms within the industry are around 20% on sales. 
Competition within the industry is quite keen 
and various marketing techniques not normally found 
in Iran are used by the more enterprising companies 
in this sector of industry.  In common with other 
sectors of the consumer durable goods industry 
in Iran competition for dealers is also quite 
keen although in certain respects this has a 
detrimental effect on the industry.  Dealers like 
to offer as wide a range of products as possible 
and this acts as a dis-incentive to many manu- 
facturers to rationalise their products range. 

4.1 Costs of Production 

In considering costs of production it is impor- 
tant to realise that since most of the 
manufacturers of gas cooking appliances also 
market these directly the tendancy is to 
consider profit on total price rather than 
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TABLE 4.1 COST BREAKDOWN GAS RANGE PRODUCED IN IRAN 

Iran Total Cost Duties 
in Factory Paid 

Imported Raw Materials 

Pipes 18 5 
Steel Sheet (total 10kg) 200 70 
Enamel and Other Such 
Materials 

TOTAL 

Imported Components 

45 15 

263 90 

Valves (three per unit) 150 45 
Counterbalance hinges 

TOTAL 

Locally Purchased Components 

34 8 

184 53 

Pan Grills 97 
Pilot 120 
Connectors 12 
Burners 50 
Rubber Shops 1 
Knobs 20 
Burner Caps 

TOTAL 

Total Imported Material/Components 

90 

390 50 

837 193 
Total Foreign Exchange Cost 400 
Direct Labour Cost 175 
Indirect Labour (Factory only) 35 
Direct Overhead Cost 148 
Indirect Overhead Cost (Incl. Profit 

Tax etc.) 430 
Total Ex Factory Cost 1625 
Retail Price 2300 
Value Added in Plant 788 
C*F Price Finished Unit* 670 
Foreign Exchange Saving 270 

*Not for same model but average for type of unit. 
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what is technically speaking the ex-factory 
price.  It was not possible during the course 
of fieldwork to establish actual duties paid 
on imported components and therefore where 
these are shown they have been estimated on 
the basis of total prices naid bv the companv. 

A typical cost breakdown for gas range produced 
in Iran is given in Table 4.1 From this table 
it can be readily seen that there is a definite 
foreign exchange saving resulting from local 
production.  Indeed it is felt that the infor- 
mation presented in Table 4.1 could understate 
the actual foreign saving.  Because models 
of gas range manufacturing in Iran are not 
identical in every detail with units produced 
in other countries, coupled with the fact that 
companies have not imported units for so many 
years it was very difficult to obtain information 
on C & F prices.  The C & F price presented 
in Table 4.1 is in reality an average C & F 
pricelran for a gas range.  It is felt that 
as such this is less than the C & F price would 
be for the actual unit under consideration in 
Table 4.1 

Comparison of prices between one manufacturer 
and another in Iran shows there to be a 
reasonable spread of prices. However it was 
found that only certain units actually directly 
compete, others meeting the requirement of a 
different market segment.  In Table 4.2 the 
percentage breakdown of ex-factory prices for 
units produced by different companies is given. 

TABLE 4.2  COMPARISON OF COST BREAKDOWN BY 
COMPANY - GAS RANGES  

ITEM Percentage of Total Cost 

pniversal Persigas Iran Cylinder 

Material/Components 
Direct Labour 
Indirect Labour 

(Factory 
; Overheads 
Total 

61 
4 
8 

27 
100 

53 
11 
2 

34 
100 

54 
13 

) 
)  33 
) 
100 
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The share of total cost attributed to direct 
labout in the case of Universal is particularly 
low and is thought to result from wrong classi- 
fication since factory indirect labour cost is 
particularly high.  Taking account of this it 
can be seen that materials/components is by 
far the major cost element in each case. 
Comparison with other countries is particularly 
difficult because models vary so much.  It was 
found during the course of fieldwork in Australia 
that raw materials and components for this type 
of appliance varied from 501 to 671 of the 
total ex-factory cost.  Indeed in the manufacture of 
these appliances in Australia, the techniques 
and certain aspects of the industry structure, 
up to a few years ago were not too dissimilar 
to the situation in Iran today.  More recently 
the less efficient producers have been forced out 
of the market but the more efficient companies 
are able to compete with imports with a nominal 
rate of protection of 351 general and 251 
preferential countries (basically Commonwealth 
countries).  It is important to realise that 
this is achieved on a combined volume, gas 
ranges and gas cookers, of less than 100,000 
units per annum. 

Turning to cabinet models the cost of breakdown 
shows a similar pattern to that found for gas 
ranges.  Unfortunately, it was not possible to 
establish a C i F cost for the unit which cost 
data is presented in Table 4.3, or any other 
comparable unit for the matter.  It is not 
possible therefore to say categorically that 
production of these units in Iran entail an 
actual foreign exchange saving although this is 
thought to be the case. Again the problem of 
actual direct labour content in units produced 
by one company and another, shown in Table 4.4 
is thought to result from differences in what 
is included in this category rather than actual 
difference between the companies. The most 
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TAbLl-    4.1        COST  BREAKDOWN   -  CABINET  HODEL GkS   RAN61 

Item Total  Cost  In Factory 
Rial» 

M , 11 e r i. a Is   and C orepone n t s 

Steel   Sheet 
Brass 

Bundy  Tube 
Knamel 
rompaients 

TOTAL 

Direct   Labour 

overhead Costs 

Kx-Factory   Co»t 

Retail   Prie« 

659 
13 
59 

4 
48 

629 

1412 

166 

1§22 

3500 

4950 

"T""    ' 
i    TXlties   laid 

P i a 1 ^ 
«4 , ._ 

2 30 
4 

21 
1 

16 
210 

412 

nut íes paid are estimated. 

TABLE 4.4   COMPARISON OF BREAKDOWN OF COSTS OF PRODUCTION 
BETWEEN TWO MANUFACTURERS IN IRAN  

Item 

Materi*Is/Components 

Direct   Labour 

overheads 

Total 

Percentage  of Total _Co»t   (Ex-Faet<<ry 
' ~foiipany  2 "Tomtpanv ? 

40 

5 

55 

100 

4- 
31 

10 

52 

100 
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TABLE   4.5       COST IftEjytPOWN  Gag   COOKER PRODUCED  IN   I BAM 

Item Cost  in Factory 
Rials 

Raw Material«   (imported) 

Components   (Imported) 

Components   (locally purchased) 

Total   Materi als/Components 

nír^ct   Labour 

overheads 

Ex-Factory Cost 

Retail   Price 

c i F  Price  Iran 

Foreign  Exchange Saving 

3332 

2400 

700 

sss 
4213 

10530 

Ü0O0 

4§50 

3050 

Duties  Paid 
Rials 

1200 

400 

200 

Tim 

'ABLE   4.6             COST  BREAKDOWN   STAMDÄRD  MID  DELöX  GAS 
COOKER  PRODUCID   IN  IRAM  

I tern 

R aw~Ma tirTiÌMjComponmn t « 

Direct   Labour 

Ove rh« ad« 

Ex-Factory  Price 

DslUX 
Cost Rials 

* TW 

•15 

4213 

loi so 

s 

40 

__   Standard 
Cost   Rials 

730 

49b8 

• 340 

49 
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surprising thing about the cost breakdown of 
a cabinet model compared with a gas range 
(table top model) is the increase in the portion 
of total cost which is accounted for by overheads. 
The reason for this is unclear, it could be 
that these units are proportionately much more 
profitable than gas ranges although no evidence 
to suggest this was the case came to light 
during the course of fieldwork in Iran. 

The costs breakdown for gas cookers, with oven, 
resembles the percentage breakdown for gas 
ranges (table top) much more than it does 
cabinet models, as can be seen from Table 
and 4.6.  Again there appear to be significant 
foreign exchange savings associated with produc- 
tion in Iran.  Comparison of costs of production 
in Iran with costs in other countries shows 
raw material and component costs in Iran to ac- 
count for a Mah nronrrtion of increased costs, 
in monetary terms although overheads in Iran 
are also very high.  Probably the most surprising 
element contained in the cost comparison given 
in Table 4.7 is the fact that the total direct 
labour cost in Iran exceed that in the U.K. 
This can at least in part be explained by a 
more mechanised system in the U.K. although 
gas cooker production in the U.K. is by no 
means a fully automated process. 

T/mm   4.7  COSTS or COOKER PRODUCTION  - U.K. ÄND I RAN 

ITEM ,    COST U .K. COST IRAN 

Rials t 
 f  - 

Rials     % 

Materials/Compo- 
nent« 3162 55 5432     52 

Direct Labour 575 10 885      8 

Overheads 2013 35 4213     40 

Total and Factory 
     i 

1750 10530 
— j 
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4.2     Profits 

Unfortunately very   little information was obtained 
on profit  levels  in  this sector  of  industry  in 
Iran.     It  is  felt  that norms are  around 201  on 
sales   although this   could be  in  error.     It  would 
aooear  that  cookers   ,   particularly  the  U.S.   type 
yield  the highest profit margins   although turn- 
over of  capital on  these units  is  very  low. 
Undoubtedly  the market   for European  type  cookers 
particularly the economy  tvoe,is   becoming much 
more  competitive and  this itself will serve  to 
keep profit  levels   to more acceptable norms. 

4.3    Duties  and Export® 

Of the  total cost of   a cooker,  ex-factory 
prices,   duties and CBT  account  for  around  171, 
equivalent to between   111 and  12%  of retail 
price.     Comparison  of  ex-factory prices  in 
Iran with C ft F prices  suggests  that even making 
allowances  for repayment of duties  companies 
in  Iran would be  unable  to compete   in export 
markets.     Taking the  U.K.   data  in  Table   4.7 
and the  C  ft  F price   Iran  in Table   4.5,  making 
allowances  for transportation,   it  appears  that 
some  50%  of  total overheads are  variable over- 
heads   (ie  about  1,000  rials per  unit).     Iranian 
producers will obviously find it  difficult to 
attain  this   level  of  variable overhead cost 
because of  their relatively small  volumes,  one 
twentyeth  to one thirtyeth U.K.   volumes,   and 
as such  unless substantial export  incentives 
of the  order of 2 ,QOO  rials per  unit,  are given 
export  of  cookers  fro« Iran does  not  anpear  a 
realistic proposition. 

On gas  ranges   (table  top)  Japanese producers 
are able  to drastic«lly undercut  competition 
throughout the world.     Aqain exports  from Iran would 
not appear to be a realistic proposition at 
the present tine.    With changing tastes in the 
future volume production of gas  ranges in 
countries  such as Japan may cease  to be  a viable 
proposition.     With  Improved efficiency and  laraer pro- 
auction  volume«* Iranian manufacturers would  in the   lonaer 
term become competitive in export markets.     It 
is however important  if this is to be achieved 
that coat of raw materials and components which 
will be  locally produced in Iran  in the near  future 
are supplied at competitive world prices. 
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FUTURE 

5.1    Forecast of Demand 

In forecasting the demand for gas  cooking 
appliances  in Iran  it was  found that the most 
suitable  approach was  to consider  all gas 
cooking  appliances  in  the  first instance and 
only then,   having made   forecast of  aggregate 
demand,   to attempt to estimate demand by 
different types.    The   first approach which 
was used was  to consider  a time series  trend 
for demand  for gas     cooking appliances  in 
Iran.     Such a trend is   shown graphically in 
Figure  5.1  from which  it  can be seen  that the 
line of  best  fit     (A) ,   based on demand between 
1345 and  1350,  indicates  that by  1352  demand 
will exceed  300,000 units per annum.   As can 
be seen  from Figure  5. 1  the rate of growth 
has decreased particularly in the year  1349/ 
1350.     It  is  therefore  considered more 
appropriate  to draw a  curve through these points 
and this has been done   in Figure  5.1 and is 
shown  as  line B.     On  this basis demand is 
expected to increase  from 2 30,000 units  in 
1351 to  308,00 units   in   1356  and to  368,000 
units  in  1361.    Whilst  this  curve  is  thought 
to give  a realistic  forecast  in the  immediate 
future because the shape  of the curve  is governed 
by demand in one year,   1350,   it  is  thought 
that beyond  1354 the  forecast could be  inaccurate. 

The second  approach to  forecasting which has been 
used is  to consider  the  ownership of gas 
appliances by income group and to forecast 
this on  the basis of  time series  for each of 
the 10  income groups used in this  study. 
This  is  shown diagraaatically in Figure 5.2.* 
On this basis demand by year is expected to 
increase  from 200,000 units  in  1351 to 290,000 
units  in  1356 reaching   340,000 units  In  1361. 
This however,   is only new demand and does not 
take account of replacement and scrappage.    In 
Table  5.2 details of new demand and replacement 

* The base data for this Figure  is  given in Table   5.1 
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TABLE   5.1 ESTIMATED OWNERSHIP   OF GAS COOKING 
APPLIANCES IN URBAN  AREAS 

INCOME OWNERSHIP   BY   YEAR 
¡  GROUP 

, 1346 
| 

1348 1350 

1 1.4 2.6 1.9 
2 2.O ' 6.2 8.9 
3 |   12.0 19.6 25.4 

1       4 ¡   23.7 
1 

4O.0 43.2 
1      5 ¡   25..! 1 50.6 63.7 
:    e 1   48.9 ! 

67.3 70.6 
7 1   62.1 78.6 85.8 
8 63.1 83.4 93.96 
9 68.6 88.1 94.9 

10 69.2 90.2 97.o 
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TABLE   5.2       FORECAST   OF   DEMAND  FOR  GAS  COOKING 
APPLIANCES 
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Year New Demand Replacement 
Demand 

Total 
Demand 

1351 200,000 4,000 204,000 

1352 210,000 4,000 214,000 

1351 240,000 5,000 24 5,000 

1354 2 60,000 7,000 26 7,000 

1355 280,000 7,000 287,000 

1356 290,000 12,000 302,000 

1357 310,000 24,000 334,000 

1.3 58 320,000 34,000 354,000 

1359 3 30, OOO 50,000 380,000 

1360 3 35,000 6 5,000 400,000 

1361 340,000 75,000 415,000 
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demand by year are given. From this Table 
it can be seen that total demand is forecast to 
increase from 204,OCX) units in 1351 to over 
300,000 units in 1356 and 415,000 units in 
1361.  This method actually suggests that 
demand in 1351 will be less than demand was 
in 1350.  There is no reason why this should be 
the case and it is thought that the lower 
demand in 1351 merely results from errors in 
drawing the various curves. 

The results from the two forecasting methods 
are compared in Table 5.1.  As can -be 
seen from Table 5.3 the two methods give 
quite a close agreement at least up to 1357/8. 
The time series analysis gives lower forecast 
for demand beyond 1356 because it fails to 
take account of the increasing importance 
of the replacement market beyond this time. 
On the other hand it is felt that the time 
series analysis forecast at least for 1351 
and 52 are more accurate than forecasts 
based on ownership in different income groups, 
in these earlier years the replacement market 
is very small making an almost insignificant 
contribution to the total demand. 

Unfortunately cross-country comparisons cannot 
be used as a method of forecasting demand 
for gas cooking appliances.  It has already 
been mentioned in Section 2 of this part of 
the report that national characteristics play 
an important part in determining the precise 
nature of the demand for cooking appliances. 
Furthermore, very little help can be gained 
from other countries in assessing the rate 
of substitution between one appliance and 
another.  Again it has been mentioned in 
Section 2 of this part of the report that 
the different methods of cooking in Iran can 
basically be broken down into three groups. 
Firstly there is open hearth or solid fuel 
cooking stoves, secondly kerosene stoves and 
thirdly gas appliances.  The general pattern 
of substitution which has occured in the past 
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TABLE 5.3   COMPARISON OF FORECASTS OF DEMAND FOR GAS 
COOKING APPLIANCES 

Year Time Series Ownership by 
Income Group 

1351 230,000 204,000 

1352 248,000 214,000 

1253 264,000 245,000 

1354 280,000 267,000 

1355 294,000 287,000 

1356 308,000 302,000 

1357 322,000 334,000 

1358 334,000 354,000 

1359 346,000 380,000 

1360 358,000 400,000 

1361 368,000 

•i- __ 

415,000 

• • 
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and which  is expected  to occur in  the   future 
is  the substitution of   solid fuel  as  the 
media for  cooking by kerosene.    Kerosene 
stoves  in  turn have been  substituted by  gas 
ranges  and  cookers and  both  these  trends  are 
thought   likely to continue  in the  future. 
Indeed  it   is  possible   that  the substitution 
of  solid  fuel by  liquid  gas   appliances,   with 
the  omission  of  a kerosene  cooking  stove 
is  a possibility  in the   future.     It  is  however 
thought  that  it will be  several years  before 
substitution plays an   important part  in 
such  overall  demand  in   Iran. In  Section  2 
of this  report  it has  been  shown that  it  is 
in  a  low   income group  in  urban areas where 
kerosene   and solid fuel   cooking appliances 
were used.     In higher  income groups households 
increasingly use gas  as   the  fuel  for  cooking. 
The method  of  forecasting  future demand,   based 
on  forecasts  of    ownership by income group 
automatically  takes account  of substitution 
effects  and therefore  it  is  not necessary 
to quantify  these separately.    Furthermore, 
in  assessing  the new demand  shown  in Table  5. 2 
it was estimated that  the  total ownership of 
gas cooking  appliances   in  rural areas would 
increase   from the present  level of between 
50-60,000  units  to 120,000 units  in  1356   and 
440,000 units  in  1361.     This  has been based on 
a simple  trend based on  ownership  level   in the 
lowest income group in  urban areas.     It  is 
felt that  this estimate  of  ownership of  gas 
appliances  in  rural areas  is  to say the   least 
conservative,  however even  if this  forecast 
is  in error by  100% it will have only a minimal 
effect on  the annual demand  for gas cooking 
appliances  in  Iran. 

So far gas  cooking appliances have been  considered 
in general  and no attempt has been made  to 
forecast  demand for gas  cookers  (with oven,) 
gas ranges,   and gas ranges  incorporating  a 
cabinet.     unfortunately  the  information which 
was supplied by companies on production  and 
sales of  gas  cookers   (with oven)   and the  annual 
demand as  determined by  the Metra survey  show a 
considerable descrepancy. According to the 
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information  collected during the course  of 
discussion with manufacturers demand  for  gas 
cookers has   increased from around 20,000  units 
in 1348 to  some 27,000  units in 1350.     The 
Metra survey  however shows   the annual  demand 
approaching  twice these   levels.    Obviously  in 
the Metra  survey the incidence of ownership 
and acquisition of gas  cookers was very   small 
and therefore  data based  on this survey   is  open 
to question.     It is estimated that presently 
gas cooker   account for   some   141 of total  demand 
for gas appliances in  Iran  having increased 
from around   11%  in 1348.     Unfortunately  it  is 
not possible   to forecast  on  the basis  of  present 
and past ownership of gas   cookers by  income 
group because  of the incidence of these within 
any one income  group is   so   low.    On  the  basis 
of past trends   and subjectively taking   account 
of the growth   in income  groups where  there 
is already   a high ownership of gas cookers,   it 
is estimated  the share  of   total demand  attribu- 
table to gas   cookers will   increase to  20%   in 
1356 and between 25-30%   by   1361.    On  this  basis 
the demand   for  gas cookers  will increase   from 
some 27,0OO   units in  1350   to 60,000  units   in 
1356 and over   100,000 units  in 1361.     Demand for 
these appliances will  be   confined to  households  in 
urban areas. 

It is possible  that in  the   future combination 
cookers of   the  type produced by Varasteh   could 
become popular  in Iran.      It  is,however, thought 
most unlikely  that electric cooking  appliances 
will, even  in  the foreseeable future,   achieve 
any significant penetration of the market  in 
Iran.    Electric cookers  use  relatively  high 
quantities   of  electricity  and with prices  of 
electricity,   relative  to  other fuels   ,   being 
so much more expensive  in   Iran it is   felt most 
unlikely  that  there will  be  any significant 
demand of  such  items.     Electric cookers   are 
therefore  not  thought an   ideal proposition  for 
production   in  Iran.    It  is  possible  that  combina- 
tion cookers  could gain  some penetration  of the 
cooker market  in Iran.     However, so far  theie 
is little evidence of  this. 
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5.2    Prices 

Historically the price of gas cooking appliance» 
in   Iran has  shown  a  slight decrease.     Over 
the  last  few years  increasing prices of 
components and raw materials  imported into 
Iran have meant  that manufacturers  in order 
to  absorb these  costs  have  had  to  reduce  profit 
levels  and/or  improve efficiency.     It should 
however be possible  in  Iran  for  this  trend  to 
continue for several years  to come.     At the 
present  time there  are several  companies  in  Iran 
who produce very cheap and very  low quality goods, 
It  is  likely that  in  the next few years either 
the National  Iranian Gas Company or the  Iranian 
Standards Institute will be successful  in 
enforcing existing standards  for gas appliances. 
This would mean  that many companies who produce 
inferior goods will go out of business.    There 
are  however,  several  companies who are today 
manufacturing goods which  satisfy  these standards. 
These companies  should be able to increase  their 
volume and thus  reduce costs per  unit.     In 
reality,   since prices  of raw materials are 
likely to continue  to  increase as  also are 
weight rates in  Iran prices  to the consumer 
should remain relatively static which in  real 
terms  is equivalent  to a price decrease. 

There should not be any need for  the Government 
or  any price investigation department which  is 
concerned with  investigation of  absolute prices 
rather than price  increases  to give  any priority 
to this sector.     It is felt that  in the future 
as   is  the case  at present,   competitive within 
this  sector will be sufficient to ensure prices 
are maintained at  realistic and acceptable 
levels. 

5,3    Industry Structure 

The   future  structure   of  this  sector  of  industry, 
including the  components  industry,   is  discussed 
in  Volume  1 of  this  report. 
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REVIEW 

At   the  present   time  only   a   limited  number  of  »mall 
domestic  appliances  are  manufactured  or   assembled   in 
Iran.     In general  the  country's  requirements  for 
small electrical   appliances  are met by   import«.     Trie re 
are  several plans  in hand and a number  of manufactur- 
ing  licences  have  already  been issued  for   local 
manufacture  of   a  variety  of  electric  appliances.   Tins 
section of  the   report  deals with  the more   important  of 
these  small  appliances   and  Includes: 

Vacuum cleaners 
Flat  irons 
Food mixers 
Fruit  juicers 
feat  grinder» 
Hair  dryers 
Hair  curlers 
Electric  shavers 
Electric kettles 
Electric blankets 
Electric  toasters 

All  the  above mentioned  items were  all   included  in 
the »tetra Survey.     In  addition brief  consideration 
is  also given  to electric  appliances  such  a«  rice- 
cookers  and other specialist  items.     The   latter 
group were excluded fro» the Metra Survey  due  to  the 
fact  that  to generate  data on the» would  require 
a   large number  of question«.    Each of  the  above 
mentioned  item«   is dealt with in  a separate  sub- 
section which  covers demand,  historical  and present, 
import  content,   local  assembly,   if  any,   plans known 
to be  in hand,   forecast  of  demand and  a brief  assess- 
ment of the viability of   local manufacture  durine?  the 
next  decade. 
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VACUUM  CLLANEKS 

During   the past   3  or  4   year»   a  limited  number   of 
vacuum  cleaners have been assembled in   Iran.     This 
work has been  undertaken by  one  company,   Philver,   who 
nave   imported Hoover upright   cleaners  in  kit   form, 
assembling  these  in  their factory   in Tehran.     This 
activity ha«   been  very   limited with assembly   totalling 
less  than  1,500 units   in  1350.     In  Table   2.1   imports 
and estimated  local  production of   vacuum cleaners   by 
year  is  shown.     In  considering  imports   only  units   less 
than  15  kg nave been considered. 

TABLE   2.1 IMPORTS   AND   LOCAL   PRODUCTION   OF   VACUUM 
CLEANERS '  

Year 

1344 

1345 

1346 

1347 

1J48 

1349 

Imports 

1,356 

2,154 

3,765 

11,948 

6,217 

9,948 

Local  Production 

200 

800 

1,200 

Apparent   Demand 

1,356 

2,154 

3,765 

12 ,100 

7,000 

11,000 

Source:     Imports  -  Foreign Trade  Statistics   Iran 

Local Production - Metra  Fieldwork   Iran 

Comparison of  apparent   demand  as   shown   in Table  2.1 
with data from the  Metra Survey shows  the  two  sets 
of  data  to oe   in  reasonably  good  agreement,   as   can  ue 
seen  in  Table   2.2. 
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TABLE  2.2 DEMAND FOR VACUUM  CLEANERS 

Year Import/Local Production Metra Survey 

1347 12,ICO 10,600 

1348 7,000 12,500 
1349 11,000 13,500 

1350 — 11,200 

In most  cases   it is  found that  the  results of   the 
Metra Survey  exceed imports  plu«  local production.     It 
is  possible  that du«  to  the  low incidence  of ownership 
of  this   appliance in the Metra Survey some errors 
could have resulted.     Nevertheless,   the  two sets of 
data suggest  that demand  for vacuum cleaners  at  the 
present   time  is of the  order of 10  -  15,000 units per 
annum.     On the basis of  import statistics and   local 
production the number of  vacuum cleaners  in use  is 
estimated to be 40,000.     The Metra Survey shows 
approximately  twice  this number of  units  to be  in use 
at  the present time.     Obviously  the  limited data 
available  covering imports means  that ownership on 
the basis  of  import data is  likely  to be slightly low. 
It  is nevertheless  felt  tnat the Metra Survey,   due to 
factors which have been outlined above,  possibly over- 
states  the  level of ownership  in Iran at the present 
time.    Results   from the  Metra Survey  show nearly 951   of 
all  vacuum cleaners  in  use in  Iran  are in Tehran. 
Furthermore,  nearly 701  of total demand in Iran is 
found in  income groups   8,   9 and  10.     On the basis of 
trie Metra Survey it is estimated that some 3%  of urban 
Households currently own  a vacuum cleaner.    Ownership 
of vacuum cleaners  in rural areas will be very   low 
and,   therefore, demand in Iran as  a whole, is  little 
more than  1% of households.    The ownership in  Iran is 
compared  in Table 2.3 with ownership in other   countries 
The ownership in Iran at the present time is of  the 
same order as was the case in Spain at the end of the 
1950's.     Indeed it was not until the mid or late I960's 
that the Spanish market  for vacuum cleaners showed   any 
significant growth. 
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TABLE 2.3 OWNERSHIP LEVELS OF VACUUM CLEANERS IN 
DIFFERENT COUNTRIES 

1  " \..^ Year 
  

Percentage Ownership(Househc Ids) 

Country 1963 1964 1965 1966  1967 1968 

j France - - 43 47 51 

West Germany - 75 - 78    80 - 

Netherland - 95 - 97 99 

Italy - 8 - 18 - 

Sweden - 85 - 90 90 

Switzerland - 85 - - 95 

Belgium 40 - - - - 

Luxemburg 60 - - - - 

Great Britain - - - 80   81 82 
USA - - - 91 93  ; 

i 

Spain - - - 5 7  I 

New Zealand - - - 89 j 

Japan - - - 34 42  ; 
Canada - - 75 - - 

Denmark - - - - 95  i 

Iran - — - - 1* 

Source 

*   1350 
Metra   Information  Unit 

Tne high  ownership in  Tehran  compared with other parts 
of  tne   country   is  again  typical  of the experience  found 
in other  countries.     In  196 8 when ownership of  vacuum 
cleaners   in the whole of Spain was  7%  of households,in 
Madrid  it was nearly 201 of  households.     Similarly in 
nigh  income households   in Spain ownership was much 
nigher   than the national average,  being 501  of house- 
holds  where tne head of the household was employed in 
a managerial or supervisory  function.     In Iran owner- 
snip in  Tenran  is currently   11% of households with 
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ownership in high income groups,   9 and  10, being 49% 
of households. 

Looking  to the  future demand  for vacuum cleaners  in Iran 
is   likely to increase  at some   10% per annum.     On this 
basis demand will exceed 20,000  units  in  1356  and by 
1361 will be of the order of   35,000 units.    It  is 
possible  that introduction of a  formalised credit 
function would increase demand beyond those outlined 
above.     Nevertheless,   from the point of view of the 
present study the general level of demand is  all that  is 
required. 

For  local manufacture of vacuum cleaners to be 
economical in Iran a single company needs to have  an 
annual output of between 15,000  and 20,000 units. 
On  the basis  of such levels  of output it should be 
possible  to manufacture vacuum cleaners  in Iran  at 
prices  competitive with those prevailing in the 
market place today.    Obviously manufacture of 
electric motors  for vacuum cleaners would not be an 
economic proposition at such  low  levels  of output. 
However,   as has been mentioned in other sections of 
this report, production  of electric motors by 
companies operating outside  the  terminal domestic 
appliance industry, should be  a  feasible proposition 
during  the time span covered by  this study.     It is 
therefore quite possible,  indeed most probable,  that 
production of electric motors  for use  in vacuum 
cleaners,   in conjunction with electric motors  for 
other purposes,   could be undertaken in  Iran during 
the course of the next decade.     Excluding electric 
motors  and a few minor components, local manufacture 
of other components and final  assembly of vacuum 
cleaners  in Iran should be economically  feasible oy 
1356.     The total demand will,however, justify 
production by only one  company.     After  1361,  or 
indeed  around 1361,  a manufacturing licence could be 
issued to a second company to provide competition in 
the  local market. 

The total investment required to establish facilities 
for the manufacture of vacuum cleaners  in Iran will 
be  relatively low.    Major components will require 
limited press working facilities  and possibly vacuum 
forming  facilities, both of which are currently 
available in Iran.    New equipment required therefore 
should be  limited to relatively small  items required 
for assembly and,  in total,   should entail less  than 
US  $  100,000 expenditure. 
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3. FLAT   I IONS 

It  is   somewhat surprising  that  flat  irons  are  not 
manufactured  in  Iran at  the  present  tin».     For  the 
past  6  or  7  year«  import»  have  exceeded  100,000 
units  per  annum.     In Table   3.1   imports  in each year 
are  given. 

TABLE   3.1        IMPORTS   OF  FLAT   IRONS 

i ©a¿ Imports 

1339 50,000 

1340 60,000 

1341 60,000 

1342 80,000 

1343 90,000 

1344 112,758 

1345 118,413 

1346 116,212 

1347 120,948 

1348 110,356 

1349 104,067 

Source:   Foreign Trade Statistics  of  Iran 

Note:   1339   to  1343 data has  been  estimated on 
the basis of value. 

From the Metra Survey it is estimated that 451 of 
households  in urban areas own a  flat  iron.     Again 
ownership in Tehran exceeds  that in other cities. 
Furthermore,  ownership increases with  increases  in 
income  throughout the urban population.   In Table 3 2 
ownersnip of irons by city and income group is shown 
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TABLE   3.2     OWNERSHIP  OF  FLAT   IRONS  BY   INCOME  AND 
CITY  GROUP 

CITY GROUP INCOME GROUP OWNERSHIP 
1 HOUSEHOLDS 

TEHRAN 1-2 15.5 
3-4 56.1 
5-6 80.9 
7-8 91.4 
9-10 99.3 
All 69.1 

LARGE CITIES 1-2 16.9 
3-4 46.6 
5-6 74.5 
7-8 93.1 
9-10 98.7 
All 46.0 

SMALL CITIES 1-2 10.4 
3-4 37.4 
5-6 71.2 
7-10 97.4 
All 31.7 

ALL URBAN 1-2 12.5 
3-4 45.7 
5-6 76.0 
7-8 93.1 
9-10 97.9 
All 46.2 

SOURCE:     Metra Survey 
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On the basis of ownership in the lowest income group 
in small cities indications are that there will be 
some ownership in rural areas.  Such ownership is 
likely to total between 2 and 5% of rural households. 
Ownership in rural areas will obviously be limited 
by the number of households with electricity as well 
as being constrained by factors such as income etc. 
Indeed, it is quite likely that at the present time 
in urban areas consumption of flat irons is being 
constrained by the number of households with 
electricity.  In Table 3.3 the percentage of 
households with electricity and the percentage of 
households owning flat irons are given.  From this 
table it can be seen that the difference between the 
number of households with electricity and those 
owning flat irons is very small. 

TABLE 3.3 COMPARISON OF PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLDS 
WITH ELECTRICITY AND OWNERSHIP OF FLAT 
ÎRONS  

City Group Households with 
Electricity (1350*) 

% 

Households owning 
Flat Irons (1350) 

% 

Tehran 75 69 

Large Cities 48 46 

Small Cities 38 31 

Source: Electricity - Ministry of Water and Power Report 
1349 

Ownership       -  Metra Survey  1350 

*  Projections  made  to  1350 by Metra 

It is  noticeable  that  the demand  for  flat irons 
has  shown only  a small  annual increase during the past 
5 or  6  years.     It is  probable that this  has been due 
to the fact that  consumption has,  to a  large extent, 
followed installation of electricity  in private homes. 
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As was pointed out in the part of this report dealing 
with refrigerators, should the Government of Iran 
fail to maintain a high rate of growth in installat- 
ion of electricity in domestic households then in the 
future the demand for a number of consumer durable 
items could be seriously Impaired. 

At the present time there are a large number of 
companies importing flat irons into Iran. The 
market leader at the present time is Olympic, follow- 
ed by National and AEG.  These three companies 
presently command around 551 of the total market. 
Of the total number of irons in use in Iran at the 
present time, some 41 are steam irons.  Ownership of 
steam irons is much higher in the higher income groups 
in Tehran, although even here ownership is still 
relatively low.  In Table 3.4 the ownership of steam 
irons by income and city group is shown.  Whilst the 
trend in European countries has been towards steam 
irons it is likely that it will be several years before 
any appreciable move to steam iron occurs. 

TABLE 3.4   OWNERSHIP OF STEAM IRONS BY INCOME AND 
CITY GROUP 

City Group 

TEHRAN 

LARGE CITIES 

SMALL CITIES 

Income Group 

1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-8 

Ownership I Households 

9   -10 7 
ALL 5 

1-2 1 
3-4 1 
5-6 2 
7-8 2 
9   -10 5 
ALL 1 

1-2 0 
3-4 1 
5-6 2 
7  -10 6 
ALL 1 
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From the data contained in Table 3.4 ownership of 
steam irons in rural areas is likely to be so low 
as to be unimportant. 

3.1 Local Manufacture 

Recently one company, Pars Toshiba, has been 
granted a manufacturing licence for local 
production of flat irons.  A second company, 
Cofard, nas a proposal with the Ministry of 
Economy at the present time, and, indications 
are that it is quite probable that this company 
will be granted a manufacturing licence.  Pars 
Toshiba plan to produce 2 different models of 
iron, a 800 W and a 400 W model.  Plans are to 
commence assembly operations during 1351 and 
the company have set down a 3 year manufactur- 
ing plan, at the end of which virtually all 
components will be locally produced.  In the 
first year of operation it is planned to 
assemble an initial 4,000 units with all parts 
and components being supplied from Toshiba of 
Japan.  This phase will be followed with 
assembly of a further 38,000 units in the first 
year, with the rear cover plate, lead plate, 
dowelling, and other small parts being pressed 
in Pars Toshiba factory at Rascht.  In 
addition the base will also be diecast and 
locally pressed items will be chromium plated. 
In the following 2 years there will be progress- 
ive manufacture of other components.  It is 
estimated that output will increase to 72,000 
units in the second year and 100,000 units in 
the third year.  At the end of the third year 
and from then onwards only thermostats will 
be imported from Japan.  In addition to items 
which are to be produced at the Pars Toshiba 
factory the company plan to procure several 
parts from local suppliers. These will include 
the handle and handle cover, the dial cover 
and dial, all being plastic parts.  In addition 
several items of trim and decoration will be 
purchased from local suppliers, as also will 
packing and printed materials.  The facilities 
which are to be established by Pars Toshiba in 
addition to being used for the manufacture of 
flat irons they will, at least in part, be used 
for production of other home appliances. 
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The second company which has submitted a propos- 
al to the Ministry of Economy for manufacture of 
flat irons in Iran is Cofard.  This company plan 
to produce a total of 150,000 units commencing 
in 1353 and building up to the above volume over 
a 3 year period.  It is also planned to export 
40,000 units per annum wnen total production is 
reacned.  This company first submitted this 
proposal to the Ministry of Economy at the end 
of 1348.  At that time they estimated that the 
market for flat irons in Iran would increase, 
reaching around 300,000 units by 1353.  On this 
basis tne company argued that there was suffic- 
ient scope for two manufacturers in Iran.  The 
project proposed by Cofard for manufacture of 
flat irons is very similar to that which has 
been submitted to the Ministry of Economy by 
Pars Toshiba.   Flat irons form one of a number 
of home appliances which the company wish to 
produce in a single factory. 

3.2 Forecast of Demand 

As has been pointed out above demand for electric 
irons in the future could be seriously affected 
by tue  Government's program for installation of 
electricity to domestic households.  Indeed, it 
is quite probable that the growth rate for flat 
irons will be very similar to the growth rate 
in the number of domestic subscribers for 
electricity.  There will be a small increment 
of demand resulting from replacement of existing 
units.  It is unlikely that replacement demand 
will become an important factor before 1356. 
Indeed, manufacturers in Europe and USA have, 
during the past 5 years, devoted considerable 
effort to generating a replacement market. 
Average life of a flat iron in Iran could well 
be of the order of 20 years, as was the case in 
Europe until very recently. The trend in Europe 
and in other developed countries has been to 
manufacture a product with a life of only 7 years. 
How long it will be before planned obsolescence 
becomes a significant factor in Iran is very 
difficult to assess.  Even taking a 15 year 
average life for a flat iron in Iran, it will be 
around 1356 before a replacement market really 
emerges, and in fact will be some 2 or 3 years 
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later  before  this  accounts  for   a  significant 
portion of  total  demand.     Taking  these  factors 
into  account,   coupled with  increasing demand 
which   is  likely   to emerge  in  rural   areas,   it   is 
estimated that  demand   for   flat   irons will 
increase  from its  present  level   of  around 
110,000  units   to   around   200,000   units  in   1356, 
reaching  400,000   units  by   1361.     The  higher 
growth   rate between  1356   and  1361   is  due   to 
the  increasing  importance  of  the  replacement 
market  beyond  1356.     Of   courbe   should  the 
Government of  Iran give   a ver^   high  priority 
to  installations  of electricity   in   urban   and 
rural   areas  demand  could  increase  at  a rate 
higher  than has  been suggested  above. 

3.3    Future Manufacturing  Industry 

One  company,  Pars  Toshiba,  has   already neun 
issued with  a manufacturing licence   for   the 
production of  flat irons   in  Iran.     The  total 
demand  outlined  above  is   sufficient  to  justify 
production by  two  companies.     It   is  desirable 
to keep production of   flat irons  with  companies 
who are  manufacturing other small  domestic 
appliances.     There  are,   therefore,   good  reasons 
to issue  a second manufacturing   licence   for 
flat  irons which  should enable   a  company   to 
be  in  operation   around  1355. 

3.4    Components  Industry 

The  components   industry  to supply  the manufactur- 
ers  of   flat  irons   is  confined  to  the  general 
plastics  industry   and   light engineering  products 
industry.     There   are,   in   addition,   items   such   as 
electric cable  and plugs  which  should be   supplied 
by  local manufacturers.     The  components  require- 
ments   in this  sector  should not  prove  a problem 
as  the  plastics   and  light engineering  industry 
should  develop  in  the   future to  meet the  require- 
ments  of other sectors. 
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Oentand   for   food  mixers   in   Iran   ib    i'    IM    pi-sen'    •• i me 
very  «mall.     Unfortunately,   impuifs   «• it iati.•:    t   i 
tnese   it«IM  are  not  available,   dm>i   tiier* tue   i*   '¡.is 
y##n  ••••ntlal   to rely  on   infor mat i '>n   nern-i at *-d   , n 
the  Metra Survey   to establish   t ne  ft"h» :,t    ivii..i:. i     i 
tues«  units.     The Metra Survey   d.-es,   '.< w* "et ,    >n ¡ y 
give  a  crude  indication of  demand  su.ce   tue   incidence 
of  ownership  in  the  survey  was    • •.•*•       • T   t ' r   ^ v i" 
of   data obtained  in  this   survey   it   is   est ini.it va  t;iat 
d« stand  for   food mixers,   at.   ttie   piesent    t inn ,   i.> 
17,OCX)  units  per  annum.     Furthermore   Uific   diu    )niy 
• OSMI   130,000   to   140,000   food   mixeis   u,   .ist    in   li  in 
in   urban  area«.     Indeed,   tins   can  ¡e   t,i«i   -is   t :.<• 
number  of   unit«   in us«  in   tut-   *i    .•      t    i i .m   sr   < 
food mixers will  not  be   found   t •  any   s .-JM f i •"<* 
extent  in  households   in  rutai   aieab.        IM-J.^I 

with manufacturers   in   Iran  support   * ..     ! r .,   u 
M«tra Survey.     The  concensus     t     i - 
market  for   food mixers was  present 
15,000 units  per  annuii.     Demand   in 
to  the  »tetra Survey,   has   increased 
in   134S   to   16,000  units   in   DU   jn.i   i    , • K. •   .¡n 
1350.     On  this  basis   a growth   rati-     t   at uni   ' 
would  appear  to  have  been   tt¡e   case   ¡.irii.i  tt.. 
3  years.     Manufacturers   ano  impoiteib   in   i tar   • t-i 
to  b«  of   the   opinion   that   the   market    t    i    n\u^ 
increasing by  SOB»   151  per   annum. 
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Ownership  of   food mixers   is  predominantiy   in   incarne 
groups  9   and  10  in Tehran,   with   121  of   r.   use'n>lds 
owning,  whilst  ownership  outside  Tehran 
»»all  and  again  found only  in   very  high 
group.     Considering  the  urban  population 
ownership  is only 0.51 o*.   the   total  pupu 
low  levels  of  ownership  are not  surprising, 
even within Europe ownership of  food mixtis 
very small.     In Table  4.1   the  ownership    't 
mixers  in Europe and the  USA is  shown.     i tun. this 
table  it cam be seen that  not  only  is  ownership very 
low,  out  a significant proportion of   units owned 
were recently acquired. 
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AbLE   4_._1     FOOD   MU  OWNERSHIP      (1968) 

COUNTRY HOUSEHOLDS  OWNING 

(000) 

HOUSEHOLDS   PURCHASING 
IN  LAST   12  MONTHS 

(TOO) 

1   OF  HOUSEHOLDS 
OWNING 

(OOO) 

BELGIUM 1,410 310 41 

PRANCE 6,490 MO 41 

GERMANY 1,200 1,450 38 

ITALY 2, MO iiO 20 

NETHERLANDS 1,310 210 36 

AUSTRIA S3G 40 21 

DENMARK 410 15 25 

FINLAND 2 30 50 17 

GREAT   BRITAIN 3,410 510 19 

NORWAY 2 70 10 21 

PORTUGAL 210 30 9 

a WE DEN i 70 130 24 

SWITZERLAND 920 IiO 52 

EIRE 130 10 17 

G11.IC1 3 SO 20 14 

SPAIN 1,110 140 13 

U.S.A. 

" 

SO 

Sourc*   s     Metra   Information  Unit 
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4.1 Future 

The demand for food mixers is thought likely to 
increase by  between 10-151 p.a. during the period 
under consideration in this study.  ün this basis 
demand would reach 35,(XX) units p.a. in 1356 and 
65,000 units p.a. in 1361.  The local manufacture 
of these unit» if considered In isolation would 
not be economically feasible until the end of the 
present decade.  It is however important to realise 
that technically construction of food mixers is 
very similar to the construction of other small 
appliances such as fruit juicers etc.  Should 
production of these other items be economically 
feasible in Iran then it is quite possible that 
food mixers could be produced economically at 
relatively small volumes of output.  Unquestion- 
aoly manufacturing licences for the production of 
food mixers should be given to the san« companies 
as are licences for production of fruit juicers 
etc. 

4.2 Components Industry 

The most important component to be considered 
regarding local manufacture is trie electric 
motor.  Again similarities with other small 
appliances mean that production of motors for 
food mixers in Iran cannot be judged in isolation 
but should be considered in the light of demand 
for small electric motors as a whole.  Other 
components such as metal pressings and plastic 
components could be produced in Iran using 
existing facilities. 
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FRUIT  JUICERS 

Electric  fruit  juicers   are  not produced  in  Iran  at   the 
present  tin».     Recently  several  companies have been 
issued with  manufacturing   licences   for  production  of 
these  items.      During  the  past 6  years   imports have 
grown quite  quickly as   can be  seen  from Table  5.1 

TABLE   5.1        IMPORTS  OF  ELECTRIC  FRUIT   JUICERS 

YEAR NUMBER 

13 39 12,000 
1340 12,000 
1341 12,000 
1342 20,000 
1343 15,000 
1344 14,133 
1345 20,604 
1346 28,704 
1347 36,364 
1348 42,321 
1349 

1 
62,981 

Source   i     Foreign Trade  Statistics   Iran 

Note:     1339   -   1343 data  inclusive estimated  from value. 

The data generated in  the  tetra Survey   for  1349  and   1350 
compares  quite  favourably with imports   data shown   in 
Table  5.1,  when allowances   are made   for  time lags  between 
import  and sales.     From the Metra Survey  it is estimated 
tiiat demand  for electric  juicers has  increased from 
37,000 unit»   in  1349  to  46,000 units   in   1350.     It   is 
quite possible that the very high growth rate in  imports 
between  1348  and 1349  has been due to  companies importing 
units  for stock in anticipation of higher import  tariffs 
wiiich are  likely to be  imposed with  the  advent of  local 
assembly.     Ownership of  fruit   juicers   is  again predominantly 
in Tehran although ownership in other  cities is quite high. 
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TABLE 5 .2  OWNERSHIP OF ELECTRIC FRUIT JUICERS BY 
CITY AND INCOME GROUPS 

CITY GROUP 

TEHRAN 

LARGE CITIES 

SMALL CITIES 

ALL  URBAN 

INCOME   GROUP 

1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-8 
9-10 
All 

1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-8 
9-10 
All 

1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-10 
All 

1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-8 
9-10 
All 

OWNERSHIP   %  HOUSEHOLDS 

0 
8 

25 
59 
58 
26 

4 
12 
26 
39 
50 
14 

1 
7 

25 
50 

9 

2 
9 

25 
53 
59 
15 
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At the present tin« the market leader in fruit juicers 
is undoubtedly National who have progressively increased 
their market share over the past four years and now 
command some 35% of the total market.  The second most 
important company is Toshiba who currently hold some 
17% of the total market.  Both these companies have 
submitted proposals to the Ministry of Economy for 
local manufacture of these items in Iran.  A manufacturing 
licence has already been granted to Pars Toshiba whilst 
a decision on the proposal submitted by Cofard (National) 
has yet to be made.  Recently the Government issued a 
manufacturing licence to Tadar for production of 18,000 
fruit juicers per annum. 

5.1 Future Demand 

Over the past five years imports 
juicers have increased by 35% p. 
From the Metra Survey demand in 
by 24% p.a.  It is believed most 
will increase by some 20% p.a. i 
1356 beyond which a growth rate 
is thought more probable.  On th 
increase from some 46,000 units 
time to around 130,000 units in 
units p.a. in 1361.  Beyond 1361 
is likely to decrease quite sign 

5.2  Future Industry Structure 

of electric fruit 
a. on average. 
1350 increased 
likely that demand 

n the period up to 
of around 15% p.a. 
is basis demand will 
at the present 
1356 and 250,000 
the growth rate 

if icantly. 

The proposal which was submitted to the Ministry of 
Economy by Pars Toshiba envisages commencement of 
production of fruit juicers in 1352.  Production in 
the first year will total 30,000 units with the 
first 3,000 sets being supplied in kit form from 
Toshiba of Japan.  Other units produced in that 
year will incorporate locally pressed items as 
well as trim items, discs and chromium plating of 
pressed components.  In the second year of operation 
it is planned to produce a total of 50,000 units. 
At that time, in addition to plastic parts the 
commutator, carbon brushes and other components 
for the motor will be locally produced.  In 
subsequent years it is envisaged that only a 
switch capacitor will be imported from Toshiba of 
Japan.  Much of the equipment which it is planned 
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to instai for production of fruit juicers, e.q 

oív?nnfwÍfKCOInni0n t0 the Production of other items. 
Obviously the company will need to instai facilities 
tor production of electric motors and this is taken 
account of in their proposal. 

Very little is known about the production plans 
of Tadar.  The maximum limit of their manufacturing 
licence suggests that little more than assembly 
will be possible.  Indeed it is very surprising 
that the Ministry of Economy chose to issue a 
manufacturing licence to this company for such a 
small volume.  On the basis of demand projections 
which have been made above by 1356 the market in 
Iran will be sufficient to support two companies 
producing these items.  It is however important tnat 
both companies reach the same level of local content 
within a very short period.  Obviously in order to 
achieve this companies will need to have t% same 
opportunity in terms of volumes etc. A third 
company, Cofard, has a proposal with the Ministry 
of Economy for the production of fruit juicers. 
In their production plan this company envisage 
production of 80,000 units p.a. in 1355, assuming 
local production commence» in 1353.  Of total 
production this company plan to export 20,000 
units.  Unfortunately, access was not given to the 
proposal submitted by Cofard. Subjectively, however 
it would appear that the plans of this company 
would be more compatible with the overall develop- 
ment of this sector of industry in Iran than are 
plans submitted by companies such as Tadar. 

5,3 ComPQ"gnts Industry 

Again the major component in a fruit juicer is the 
motor. Plans are already in hand for Pars Toshiba 
to produce motors for fruit juicers commencing 
around 1353. In many respects it would be advantageous 
if one company were to produce all the electric 
motors required by small electric appliance 

îînï£ÎSÎUri??,i?dustry'  In reality it is unlikely 
tnat this will happen because of the present 
situation and existing plans in Iran.  It should 
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however be  possible  for  all electric motors 
used in   fruit  juicers   to be   locally procured 
from around   1356  onwards.     Whether  or  not  a 
second small  appliance  manufacturer  is 
permitted   to produce electric motors   in- 
factory  should be dependent  upon existing 
capacity   for production  of  these  units   around 
1356.     For  example machine  Sazi  of Tabriz  are 
to produce   a wide  range  of   fractional  horsepower 
motors.     The  output of   this  company  coupled 
with  the  output of Pars Toshiba will  go  a  long 
way towards  meeting  the  total requirements within 
Iran.     It   is possible   that   in  the period  up  to 
1360 it may  be advantageous   for the  Government 
to pursuade,   or  compel   a second small   appliance 
producer  to purchase  motors   from one  of   the 
above  two   sources.     In   the   longer  term  in-factory 
production  or supply  from an outside manufacturer 
other  than   those mentioned  above  should be 
feasible. 
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6. MEAT  MINCING  MACHINES 

Meat mincing machines can be  sub-divided  into two 
categories.     Namely  :  elctrically operated meat 
mincing machines  and mechanically operated machines. 
Only electrically  operated  meat mincing  machines   are 
of  interest  in  the  context  of   this study.     These 
items  are not  at  the present  time manufactured in 
Iran and therefore  countries   requirements  must be 
met by   imports.     In Table   6.1   imports  between the 
years   1341  and  1349  are given.     The data  contained 
in Table 6.1  considers only meat mincing machines 
which  are  less  than 15Kg.     Larger units   ,   exceeding 
15Kg,   are not normally used  in domestic households 
and are not  therefore of  interest in  the   context of 
this  study.     From the data  contained  in Table 6.1 
it can be seen  that imports  have risen   from around 
200 units  since   1341 to around   44,(XX)  units in  1349. 

The data  contained  in Table   6.1 is in  quite good 
agreement with demand as determined in the Metra Survey. 
According to the Metra Survey  demand  for  electric meat 
mincing machines  has increased  from 27,700 in 1347 
to  29,OQO  in   1348  to 42,0OO   in   1349.     Furthermore 
the Metra Survey  is  in good  agreement with  import 
data  from 1341  concerning  the  number  of     meat mincing 
machines  in  use  at the end  of   1346.     According to  the 
Metra Survey nearly 23,000 units were  in  use at that 
time,  with the data contained  in Table  6.1 showing  a 
similar volume  in use.    Thus   it can be  seen that  the 
demand  for these  units has   increased quite significantly 
during  the past  few years. 

The ownership of meat mincing machines within Iran   is 
still  relatively small.    Within urban  areas only some 
5.7% of households currently  hold one  of   these units. 
Again ownership in Tehran  is   significantly higher  than 
in other parts of  the country.     At the  end of 1350  some 
two thirds of  all units in  use  in Iran were to be   found 
in Tehran.     At the present  time ownership  of these  units 
in Tehran totals  some 14%  of  households whereas in   large 
cities  ownership is  less  than   3% of households and  in 
small  cities   less  than 2%,of  all households.    Within 
each of  the three  city groups   ownership  is confined 
to middle and upper income  groups, with ownership  in 
middle  income groups being  very low.     Indeed it is  only 
households with an annual  income in excess of 150,OOO 
Rials  p.a.  where any significant level  of  ownership 
is  found. 
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TABLE   6.1     IMPORTS  OF ELECTRIC  MEAT  MINCING MACHINES 

PRODUCT     :     MINCERS   MEAT  ELECTRIC NOT EXCEEDING   15  Kg. 

YEAR UNITS VALUE 

1341 200 107116 

1342 1000 856176 

1343 2000 - 

1344 4932 3857961 

1345 7211 6308339 

1346 8921 8022177 

1347 14269 11483365 

1348 24902 - 

1349 44030 56346972 

1350 - 1 
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6.1   Local Manufacture 

It has  been mentioned above that at the present 
time  there is no local manufacture  of electric 
mincing machines  in  Iran.     In  1349  Pars Toshiba 
were  granted a manufacturing licence by the Ministry 
of Economy for  local production of  these  items. 
This  company plans  to commence production  in  135 3. 
The  first 2,000 sets will be assembled from CKD 
packs  supplied by Toshiba of Japan.     The  remaining 
38,000  units which  are planned to be produced in 
the  first year will entail  incorporation of  locally 
produced plastic parts,  die cast  case,  meat hopper 
and gear  case cover.     In  addition,   a small amount 
of press-work,  the  bottom plate  cap,  will also be 
undertaken in factory during the  first year.     Pars 
Toshiba's programme   is that,  that  in the  second  year 
production should total  60,000 units with additional 
parts  being produced in-factory  including other 
press  components,   the winding of  the motor,  whilst 
the brushes,  commutator and other  small motor 
components are procured  locally.     In the  third 
year production should total  80,000 units and the 
only parts that will be  supplied from Toshiba in 
this year and in subsequent years,  will be  the 
cutter  plate, molded gears  and bearing metals. 
The  above plants would mean that by  1356 meat 
mincing machines produced by this  company would 
have  around a 75%   local  content. 

In addition to the manufacturing  licence which has 
been  supplied to Pars Toshiba the Ministry of Economy 
have  also granted a manufacturing  licence to Tadar. 
This  company were granted a manufacturing licence 
for production of  10,000 units along with small 
volumes  of other products.    The rationale for 
granting a licence  for such a small volume to this 
company   is not known.     Indeed it would appear that 
the company on such  a small volume will never be 
able to do more than assemble imported components. 
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In addition  to the manufacturing   licences which 
have been granted to th«  above   companies  it   li 
known that Cofard have  submitted a proposal   to 
the Ministry  of Economy  for  th«  production of   mat 
mincing machines.     In   their proposal  this company 
envisage production of   100,000  unit« p.«.   in   1356 
assuming  local assembly  and production cowtnc«  in 
1353,  with   301  of  total  output   in   1351 being 
exported.     So far th« Ministry   of Economy have  not 
reached   a  decision on whether  or  not  this  company 
should be  given a manufacturing   licence.    Whilst 
access  was  not given  to the propotali submitted by 
Cofard  it  is  understood that manufacturing plan» 
are very  similar to those discussed abov« of 
Pars Toshiba. 

6.2 Forecasts of Demand 

It has  been   shown  above  that  the  demand  for 
electric »eat mincing machine»  hai  increased 
significantly over the past  few years.     Indeed 
in  1349  demand increased by over  401.     It  is 
expected that  in the   future demand will continue 
to exhibit   a  high rate  of  growth.     On the basis  of 
historical  trends,  coupled with  the present 
pattern  of  ownership  it  is estimated that demand 
will  increase to around  100,000  unit»  in  1356 
reaching  to  200,000  units  by   1361.     Thus by   1361 
it will  be   feasible  for two companies to economi- 
cally  produce these  units  in  Iran in  conjunction 
with a  range of other  small  appliances.    Throughout 
the period wider study  in  this  project  the  replacement 
market will  be so small  as  to be almost insignificant. 
Indeed  it  could be th« mld-1360's before any 
significant  replacement demand emerges. 

6.3 components Industry 

The future  components  industry  needed to meet   the 
requirements of this  sector will be very small. 
Indeed  if  the small  appliance manufacturers   are 
to produce  thir own electric motors only plastic 
components  and small  trim items will need to  be 
supplied by  outside companies.     There is at   the 
present  time within  Iran an emteyonic plastic« 
industry and this will need to be developed   in  the 
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future  to meet   the   requirements  not only of   manu- 
factures of  »mall  electrical   appliances  but   indeed 
manufactures  of   ail   consumer  durable   items.Other 
than plastic  1 tesis  «»«Il trim  items  «houle!  als.* 
be produced by  outsid« suppliers.     Durinf  the  period 
which  is under   study  there should within Iran  emerge 
•  light engineering  Industry producing  icwwf.   <*nd 
other fasteners. 
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7.   HAIRDRIERS 

In many respects the factor» governing the demand for 
halrdrleri «re quite different fro« those which determine 
the demand for other small appliances which have been 
discussed above.  Hairdriers are a personal item rather 
than a household item.  Imports of hairdriers have 
increased quite significantly over the past five years 
as can be seen fro* Tab la 7.1. 

TABLE 7.1  IMPORTS OF HAIR PRIEES 

YEAR NUMBER 

1344 5,121 
1345 7,836 
1346 1,759 
1347 11,198 
1348 9,941 
1349 25,110 

SOURCE:  Foreign Trade Statistics : Iran 

Comparison of import data with acquisition as determined 
by the Matra Survey shows good agreement for the years 
1347 and 1349 but the data for 1348 is totally incompatible 
From the Matra Survey it is estimated that demand from 
1347 to 1350 was as foilowsj 

1347 12,000 
1348 27,0O0 
1349 23,000 
1350 28,OO0 

The reason for the wide discrepancy in the two sets of 
data for 1348 is not known. 

At the present tima ownarship of hairdriers within Iran 
totals lass than 41 of households.  As would be expected 
ownership in Tehran is much higher than in the rest of the 
country, totaling 101 of households in 1350.  Only 21 
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of households in  large  cities  owned a hairdrier  and in 
the  smaller cities ownership totalled only 0.5%   of 
households.     Throughout  the urban  areas  of  Iran  owner- 
ship is  confined  almost exclusively to the higher income 
groups.     Indeed ownership in households with an   income 
of  less  than  150,000 Rials p.a.   is very  small.     Obviously 
the higher ownership in Tehran  reflects not only  the  higher 
income  of  families but  also different educational standards 
€? tl C* 

7.1 Forecast of Demand 

From historical data it would appear  that  Iran 
could,   at the present time,   be on  the  take-off 
point  as far as demand for hairdriers  is 
concerned.     Over the past  few years  the rate of 
increase of demand has been  very high.     In 
Figure  7.1 a projection on  the basis  of historical 
trends  is made.     From this  projection  it can be 
seen that demand is expected  to reach  around 65,000 
units  in  1356  and approach   100,000 units in   1361. 
Whilst various techniques  could be  applied  in an 
attempt  to refine  the above   forecast  they are of 
little  relevance  in  the  context of  the present 
study. 

7.2 Manufacturing Industry 

At  the present time only one  company,   Kadar,  has 
been  issued with a manufacturing  licence for the 
production of hairdriers  in   Iran.     This company 
were granted a licence to produce  10,000 units 
p.a.     Obviously such a small  volume means that 
the company will be  unable  to undertake more  than 
simple  assembly operations.     Cofard are known to 
have  a proposal with the Ministry of Economy  for 
manufacture of 100,000 hairdriers p.a.    This 
company plan to commence production  in 1353  reaching 
the above volume by  1356.     Of  total production 
some 20% would be exported.     It is understood 
that this company's proposal  includes  the local 
manufacture» of the electric motors  required  for 
hairdriers.     Items  such as plastic cases and other 
small components could be  locally procured, 
unquestionably the demand from 1356 onwards would 
justify  local production particularly where  this 
is  incorporated with other small electric appliances. 
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8.       ELECTRIC SHAVERS 

Electric shavers   ,   like hairdriers  are personal rather 
than household items.     In the developed countries of 
the world considerable research has been undertaken 
in efforts  to forecast the demand  for these items. 
The problem is that demand for electric shavers is 
governed by a multitude  of factors  of which income 
is  a relatively unimportant one.     The pattern of 
ownership and acquisition in different countries varies 
quite considerably and as country  comparisons give 
little  indication of what is  likely to happen.    For 
example, within the U.K.   ownership of electric shavers 
progressively increased between 39% of households  in 
1966.     From then onwards electric  shavers have 
failed to gain any  further penetration of the market. 
Undoubtedly this has been due in part to a vigorous 
campaign which was conducted by companies marketing 
wet  shave products.    Nevertheless,   such a campaign 
cannot entirely explain this sudden slide in demand 
for electric shavers.    Many theories and hypotheses 
have  been put  forward to explain  the eratic growth 
patterns  found in  this market.     However,  as yet no 
complete explanation has been  found. 

In Table  8.1  imports of electric  shavers  are shown. 
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TÄBLE   8.1     IMPORTS OF  ELECTRIC   SHAVERS 

YEAR NUMBER 

1339 70,OOO 

1340 50,000 

1341 55,0OO 

1342 60,000 

1343 65,0OO 

1344 69,952 

1345 87,500 

1346 82,150 

1347 119,763 

1348 56,506 

1349 93,993 

SOURCE Trade Statistics of  Iran 
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As  can be  seen  from Table 8.1  imports  of electric 
shavers have shown considerable year by year variations, 
particularly over the past 3 years.     Interestingly, 
the Metra Survey also suggests  a rather eratic pur- 
chasing pattern.    For the years  1347  -   1349 inclusive 
acquisition fell from 106,000 units  in  1347 to 
71,000 units in  1348    increasing to  78,000 units  in 
1349.    The general trends of  imports  of  acquisitions 
are  therefore very similar.     It is difficult to estab- 
lish or explain these significant year by year variations, 
Unquestionably during  1348 various Government policies 
led to a situation where demand for consumer durable 
items was somewhat depressed.     Personal  items  such as 
electric shavers often feel  the impact of such economic 
factors before other consumable durable  items.    Never- 
theless economic conditions  in Iran  at  least  in the 
first half of  1348 were such that a high demand for 
items such as electric shavers should have been the 
case.    It was only in the  latter part of  1348  and the 
early part of  1349 that economic conditions in the 
country were such as to reduce demand.     Even considering 
other factors  it is not possible to explain such 
wide variations  in demand.    Obviously such inconsistent 
data means that  forecasting is very difficult. 

Ownership of electric shavers by income  and city groups 
is  shown in Table 8.2    From this table  it can be seen 
that ownership  follows the traditional pattern  found 
for other consumer durable items.    Overall ownership 
within Iran at the present time is of the order of 
22%  of urban households.    Ownership in rural  areas 
on  the basis of ownership in  the lowest  income group 
in small cities,  is  likely to be so small as to be 
insignificant.     This means therefore  that ownership 
within Iran as  a whole is of the order of 101  of 
households. 

8.2    Forecasts of Demand 

It has been shown above  that historically the 
demand for electric shavers has  shown significant 
year by year variation.    This means that the 
base data upon which any  forecasts  of demand 
must be baaed Is such that to mean that  forecasts 
can only be considered as  indicative of the future 
position.     Electric shavers can be  classified 
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TABLE   8.2 OWNERSHIP  OF ELECTRIC SHAVERS   BY  CITY 

AND  INCOIA  GROUP __ 

CITY GROUP INCOME GROUP OWNERSHIP t 

HOUSEHOLDS 

TEHRAN 1-2 5 

3-4 21 

5-6 40 

7-8 63 

9-10 70 

All 37 

LARGE CITIES 1-2 2 

3-4 18 

5-6 43 

7-8 51 

9-10 SO 

All 21 

SMALL CITIES 1-2 3 

3-4 18 

5-6 38 

7-10 62 

All 14 
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into two categories, namely those operating 
from mains electricity and those which use a 
storage battery. Generally the latter type 
require a mains electricity supply to re-charge 
the battery.  Whilst therefore this demand for 
electric shavers is not wholly dependent upon the 
number of households with electricity the latter 
is an important factor in determining demand.  At 
the present time within Iran the ownership of 
electric shavers is substantially less than the 
potential ownership on the basis of the number of 
households with electricity. It has been found 
in many other countries that demand for electric 
shavers does not necessarily correlate with income 
or expenditure.  In developed countries considerable 
research has been undertaken into shaving habits 
and practices and attitudes to dry shaving. 
Conclusions from the study has been quite 
varied although there is evidence that in many 
countries there is a significant resistance to 
dry shaving particularly in older age groups. 
Within the U.K. ownership of dry shavers progressively 
increased reaching 39% of households in 1966 since 
when it has shown very little increase.  In part 
this has been due to a vigorous promotion campaign 
which was undertaken by the two major companies in 
the wet shave market. Nevertheless there does seem 
to be some evidence that there is a positive 
resistance to dry shaving and many arguments and 
explanations relating to dry shaving being unmanly 
etc. have been put forward. Trends in other 
countries are therefore of little relevance in the 
context of Iran. 

It is doubtful if any psuedo-saturation level has 
already been reached in Iran.  It is thought that 
the market will continue to grow reaching some 150,000 
units in 1356 and around 250,000 units in 1361. 
These forecasts are based in part on the overall 
trend in import statistics and also on the opinion 
which was expressed by one industrialist who is 
seriously considering beginning the manufacture 
of dry shavers. On the basis of these demand 
forecasts, local assembly of dry shavers in Iran 
would be feasible during the period under consideration, 
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8.3 Future Manufacturing Industry 

At the present time no company either produces/ 
assembles electric shavers in Iran nor has any 
company submitted a proposal to the Ministry of 
Economy for a manufacturing licence to locally 
produce these items.  As was mentioned above one 
company, Pars Toshiba, are considering the possi- 
bility of local assembly.  This company say that 
they have not applied to the Ministry of Economy 
for a manufacturing licence because at the present 
time they have sufficient problems in establishing 
manufacturing operations for other products.  A 
volume of 150,000 units p.a. is definitely sufficient 
to support a local assembly and partial manufacturing 
operation.  If models produced are rationalised in 
such a manner as to require a high degree of compo- 
nent commonality it should be possible to locally 
produce a high proportion of components and parts 
required in an electric shaver.  It is important to 
realise that manufacture of electric shavers require 
high levels of tolerance and quality are met.  There- 
fore whilst economically local production may be 
feasible technical factors should not be neglected. 
Two approaches are open as to the structure of this 
manufacturing sector in Iran.  Production of these 
items could on the one hand be associated with 
production of other small appliances or on the 
other hand a separate company could be established. 
In the first instance certain economies would be 
gained with regard to production of plastic 
components and various other ancilliaric items. 
On the other hand specifications would require five 
ievels of tolerance being met in machining etc. which 
are not common to specifications for production of 
other small electric appliances. Theoretically 
both these options would appear open to the Ministry 
of Economy of Iran, and the precise course taken 
would be dependent upon negotiations between the 
Ministry of Economy and interested parties. 
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9. ELECTRIC KETTLES 

Prior to the commencement of the househodl survey in 
Iran very little was known about consumption of 
electric kettles in Iran.  These items are not 
identified in import statistics but are included 
under the heading of other electric appliances. 
Electric kettles were included in the household 
survey because it was felt that consumption could be 
quite high in Iran.  This was based on a knowledge 
of consumption of electric kettles in other countries. 
In most countries ownership of electric kettles is 
very low, however, in the UK in 1970 some 561 of 
households owned an electric kettle.  The high level 
of ownership in the UK is largely due to the high 
consumption of tea and instant coffee.  In certain 
respects Iran resembles the UK in that there is a 
very high consumption of tea, although traditionally 
it has been made by a different process to that used 
in the UK. 

From the Metra Survey it is estimated that demand for 
electric kettles is around 40,000 units at the present 
time.  Ownership if very low with only some 1.5% of 
households in urban areas currently owning an electric 
kettle. The Metra Survey siggests that demand has 
increased quite rapidly during the past 2 years, 
although the low incidence of ownership means that 
comparison between one year and another should be 
treated with caution.  Furthermore, to a large extent 
this ownership is confined to high income groups. 
Even in Tehran, however, ownership of electric kettles 
totals only some 4.5% of households. 

Assuming a 10% per annum rate of growth demand will 
increase to around 70,000 units in 1356 reaching 
around 110,000 units in 1361.  Such levels of demand, 
coupled with existing local manufacture of kettles 
would suggest that assembly of electric kettles in 
Iran would be economically feasible.  Unfortunately, 
production of conventional kettles is at the present 
time largely in the hands of small workshops.  Safety 
factors mean that production of electric kettles by 
these companies is not advisable. Furthermore, most 
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of the kettles produced In Iran at the present tine are 
enamelled mild itttl,  Generally, electric kettles 
are produced in stainless steel.  Development of the 
existing facilities for production of kettles would not 
appear, therefore, to be the most suitable course of 
action.  Complete local manufacture of electric kettles 
is unlikely to be economically feasible in Iran in the 
foreseable future  The heating element for an electric 
kettle needs to be produced in high volume and demand 
for this typ« of product in Iran will not justify local 
production in the foreseable future.  It should 
nevertheless be economically feasible to assemble 
electric kettles locally with fabrication of all 
components, excluding the heating element, being under- 
taken locally.  Manufacture of these items should tm 
undertaken by companies involved in the small appliance 
field.  Indeed companies involved in production of rice 
cookers and similar items would ue the most appropriate 
companies to produce electric kettles. 
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1°«     fciLMCTKXC  I 

Again  tnia product waa «gain lnclvidad in  tha houaahold 
survty  McAuic  import data waa not available and on* 
company was known to b* conaiderinf locai  production. 
Furthermore,  evidance  fro» cone tuapt Ion of alactrlc 
blankets  in othar countriae  euffaeta  that  in countries 
waeri'  ownerahip of central  heating  la vary  low ther« 
is  a hiqh consumption and ownerahip of alactrlc 
olankets.     For «xampl«,  in   tha  UK ownnrehtp of elactnc 
ulankotb  in  1970 was  511  of  all  houaaholda.     This   la 
roue« higher  than  found in »oat European  countri««   and 
even   in   tha  USA. 

From tha Matra Survey  it  la aatlmatad that at  the 
praaant  time ownership of  alactrlc blankati  la «xc*pt- 
ionally   low with   less   than  0.51  of houaaholda  owning 
at  the  end of  1350.     On this baaia  thara  ara,   at  the 
preaent   tima,   only  Boma  12,000 «lactrlc  blankets   in 
us«  in   Iran.     Annual  conauinption  la praaantly  laaa   than 
4,0O0  units per  annua,  and «van with a 101 par annum 
rate  of  growth  damand  in   1361 will ba  little »or«   than 
10,000  unit» p«r  annum.     Such a amall volume of demand 
roeana   tnat  local  production will  not ba  •conomical 
during   tne period undar  atudy  in   thia project. 
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11.     ELECTRIC  TOASTERS 

Electric  toasters  are again classified in  imports 
statistics  under the heading of   'other electric 
appliances'.     Demand for these  appliances has there- 
fore  been estimated on the basis  of  the  Metra Survey. 
The   low  incidence of ownership of  these  appliances 
means   that  results  must be  treated with  caution.     From 
this   survey  indications  are  that  at  the  present   time 
some  1.81  of urban households  own an electric toaster. 
Demand  over   the past  2 years  ha«  been  just less   than 
60,000 units per annum.     The Metra Survey suggests 
tnat demand  in  1348 was   120,000  units whilst demand 
in     1347 was   30,000 units.     It  is   felt  that the  high 
level  of  demand in  1348 most   likely results  from 
errors  in  the Metra Survey due  to the  low level  of 
incidence.     On the basis of  a demand of  around 60,000 
units per annum at the present time,  assuming a 
growth  rate  of  101  per annum demand  in   1356 will  be 
of  the  order of  100,000 units,  with demand in  1361 
increasing  to 170,000 units per  annum. 

On  the basis  of the  above  forecast  of demand local 
production of electric toasters  should be possible 
before   1356.     So  far no company has either applied 
or been  issued with  a manufacturing  licence by   the 
Ministry    of Economy.     The techical  and production 
techniques  required in the manufacture of this 
product are very similar  to those   for the production 
of other small electric appliances.   A local company 
should be  able to produce  a toaster at prices 
competitive with imports.     The manufacturer would 
produce metal parts in his own  factory,  procuring 
plastic components within Iran  and  importing heating 
element and timing mechanisms.     Investment require- 
ments,   assuming this manufacturing  facility is 
included with other small appliances, would be very 
small. 
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12.  OTHER SMALL ELECTRIC APPLIANCES 

In addition to the small electric appliances which have 
been discussed above there are several other small 
electric appliances which are presently imported into 
Iran.  Only one of these items, electric hair curlers, 
was included in the Metra Survey.  It was found that 
ownership of electric curlers is at the present time 
less than 0.5% of urban households.  Even assuming a 
high growth in demand local production of this product 
will not be economical during the period under study. 
Other small appliances which were not covered in the 
Metra Survey include rice cookers, frying pans, coffee 
perculators, coffee grinders and items such as 
automatic tea and coffee makers.  With the exception 
of rice cookers, demand for all these products is 
likely to oe very, very small.  Plans are already in 
nand for the local manufacture of rice cookers and 
this item was excluded from the Metra Survey because 
of the large number of types of rice cooker which are 
available.  Looking to the very long term should demand 
for any of these products become sufficient to warrant 
local production or assembly it will be advisable to 
incorporate these items in the overall small appliance 
industry rather than in any other sector of industry in 
Iran. 



i 



PART   10     -     TELEVISION   SETS 
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REVIEW 

1.1 Demand 

Demand for television sets in 1350 totalled 
around 160,000 units having increased by 27% 
during the year.  The very high rate of growth 
in demand in 1350 was due to particular events 
which occurred in the country in that year. 
During 1350 seven new television transmission 
stations were opened and this coupled with the 
2,500 year celebrations which took place in the 
year accounted for the very high growth in 
demand.  Indeed it is possible that a portion 
of demand from 1351 was brought forward to 1350 
because of the above factors. 

On the basis of several different forecasting 
techniques it is estimated that demand for 
television sets will increase reaching 250,000 
units in 1356 and over 400,000 units by 1361. 
The replacement market prior to 1356 would be 
relatively »mall and only towards the end of the 
decade will replacement demand comprise a 
significant portion of total demand.   In making 
the above forecasts of demand it has been assumed 
that all the major urban centres will be covered 
by the television transmission network by 1356 
and beyond this time, in the period covered by 
the six development plan the remaining urban 
centres, possibly excluding a very few small 
isolated centres, will also be covered.  In 
the part of this report dealing with refrigerators 
it was shown that unless the government maintained 
a policy such as to ensure a high rate of growth 
in the installation of electricity within domestic 
households demand for refrigerators would be adversely 
affected.  Similarly if the government fails to main- 
tain a continuing programme of network development, 
the demand for television sets will be less than 
have been outlined above. 

At the present time ownership of television sets in 
Tehran is much higher than in other urban areas. 
From the Metra survey data it is shown that owner- 
ship of television sets is becoming less concentrated. 
Whereas in 1346 less than 61 of all television sets 
in use were in cities outside Tehran by 1350 this 
percentage had increased to over 35%. 
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1.2 Industry Structure 

At the present  time  there are  at  least   16  companies 
assembling  television  sets  in   Iran.       Several  of 
these  companies  are  quite  small   and the   three 
largest companies account  for  around   54*   of  total 
demand at  the  present  time with  the  four   largest 
companies  accounting   for  nearly  two thirds  of 
total  demand.       With  the exception of  one company, 
Asmayesh,   all  companies manufacturing  television 
sets   in  Iran  are outside  the white goods   industry. 

1.3 Components  Industry 

The  present  electronic components industry   in  Iran 
is very  small  and supplies very   little  to  the 
terminal  television  assembly  industry.        One company, 
Transpic,   recently commenced  trial production  runs 
on cathode ray  tubes.     It   is  planned  that   this 
company will meet the entire requirement  of  the 
industry for  this one  component.       Transpic was 
established  several  years  ago  but only  in   1348 
when  the equity of  the company  was restructured 
did  it become a serious part of  the component 
industry  in  Iran.       This  company  is building  a 
new  factory and  by  1352  the  factory should  be  fully 
operational.       Whilst  the   first  run of   cathode  ray 
tube  produced by  this  company   art not  of  the same 
high  quality as  units  produced   in Europe.        It   is 
generally believed within  Iran   that Transpic will, 
once  in their new factory,   produce units meeting  the 
required  standards  and quality   specifications of 
terminal manufacturers.       So far there  is   little 
other  electronic components  industry  in  Iran.       Whilst 
there  are some  tentative plans   that Transpic should 
manufacture other electronic components  such as 
resistors and capacitors the position regarding such 
an activity  is very unclear.       From provisional 
estimates made in this study it would appear that 
local manufacture of  these items could be  an economi- 
cally viable proposition by 1356.       It  is  however, 
thought that a full  feasibility  study  should be 
undertaken before local manufacture commences.       It 
is acknowledged that  there have been several  studies 
in the electronics components   industry  in  Iran. 
However,  conditions   in this  industry worldwide changed 
quite  significantly during the  past two  years  and   it 
is felt that  these could have  a  significant effect  on 
the viability of manufacture of  such components  in 
Iran. 
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2. MARKET 

2.1 Basic Statistics 

Television first came to Iran in 1336/1337.  It was 
started as a private enterprise by the Sabet family 
witn the bulk of the revenue being secured through 
commercials.  Initially television transmission was 
confined to areas around Tehran, however, today 
Iran has, with the exception of Japan, the largest 
television network in Asia. Most of the growth in 
the television network has occurred during the past 
5 years, since the formation of National Iranian 
Television.  Indeed in the past 6 months the number 
of television stations has increased from 8 to 15, 
in addition there are a number of booster stations 
around the country.  Initially the demand for 
television sets was met entirely by imports.  In 
1340 local assembly of television sets in Iran 
commenced and nas progressively increased from some 
500 units per year in 1340 to over 160,000 units 
at the present time.  Detailed statistics of imports 
and local production are contained in Table 2.1. 

TABLE 2. L  Imj ports and Local Production of 
Television Sets 

Year Local 
Production Imports Apparent 

Demand 
1337 - 5,OOO 5.OOO 
1338 - 26,970 26 ,970 
1339 - 24,233 24 ,233 
1340 500 14,238 14 ,738 
1341 1,000 1,060 2 ,060 
1342 4 ,260 570 4 ,830 
1343 9 ,200 200 9 ,420 
1344 13 ,000 2 4Ü 13 ,2 40 
1345 27 ,000 1,053 28 053 
1346 35, 350 6,083 41, 433 
1347 60, 000 1,324 61 324 
1348 7§( 200 1,520 80, 740 
1349 123, 840 2,150 125, 990 
1350 160, OOO - 160, OOO 
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Exports of television sets from Iran have not been 
considered in estimating the apparent demand in 
Iran.  Exports of television sets manufactured in 
Iran are very small and are insignificant in the 
context of the above table.  Table 2.1 does not give 
a realistic picture of demand in Iran because it is 
cased on local production data.  In reality towards 
the end of 1348 sales started to fall off and were 
considerably less than production in 1349.  During 
1349 however manufacturers continued to keep their 
rate of production as high as possible in anticipa- 
tion of the boom in demand which is expected in the 
early part of 1350, resulting from the opening of a 
number of new television transmission stations and 
the pending 2,500 year celebarations in Iran.  This 
policy,which was pursued by most of the television 
manufacturers in Iran,was found to be justified in 
that whilst demand in 1349 totalled little more 
than 100,000 units companies readily disposed of 
unsold sets in the early parts of 1350.  Production 
continued to remain at a high level throughout 1350 
and it is likely at the end of the year some 20,000 
sets will remain unsold.  This figure is not partic- 
ularly high when it is remembered it is divided 
between some 13 manufacturers in Iran. 

General opinion throughout the industry in Iran is 
that very few of the television sets which were 
imported in the years 1337 to 1340 are not in 
operation at the present time.  It is thought 
within the industry is that even in 1350 the re- 
placement market accounted for less than 51 of total 
demand.  This is borne out by the Metra Consumer 
survey.  However, replacement demand does not give a 
direct indication of scrappage of television sets 
within in Iran because there is a buoyant second- 
hand market within the country.  Indeed there are 
companies in Iran who, whilst having manufacturing 
licences from the Ministry of Economy for product- 
ion of television sets, confine their activities to 
the overhaul and repair of sets to be sold on the 
second-hand market.  It is estimated that at the 
present time television sets have an average life 
of 15 years with very few, an insignificant quantity, 
being scrapped in less than 10 years.  It has been 
assumed on the basis of past experience in Iran that 
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this pattern will  continue  for a number of years.     On 
this basis   assuming a normal distribution,  estimates 
have been  made of  the  scrappage of  television  sets 
within each year.     These  figures   are thought  to give 
a realistic picture  up to 1356 although beyond that 
time  they   could suggest  a slightly  lower replacement 
demand than will be  so in  reality.     However, 
as   can be  seen  from Table  2.2 the  quantities   involved 
are  relatively  small,   and  as  such   any errors   will 
have  only   a minimal  effect  on the  overall demand. 

On  the assumptions which have been outlined   above  it 
is  estimated that  the  number of  television  sets  in  use 
in  Iran will be approaching   600,000 by  the end of   1350. 
With  the new television  transmission  stations  which 
have been opened during the   course of  1350,   it is esti- 
mated that  some  50  to  60  1   of households  in   urban 
areas  are  now covered by  the  television network.     The 
introduction of the  television network   to an   area  can 
give  a tremendous boost  to  demand   for  television  sets 
in  the country,   as  has  been   shown  during the   course 
of  1350.     As was mentioned  above,   demand  for   television 
sets   in  1348  fell  slightly  short  of production due  to 
a  slowing  down of  demand  in   the  latter part  of  the year. 
Throughout   1349  demand was   relatively  depressed and  it 
is  estimated that only  100,000 sets were actually  sold 
in  that year.     This  meant  tha* manufacturers   entered 
1350 with  some  25,000 unsold  sets,   however,   the opening 
of  8 new  transmission  stations,   the  2,500 vear celebrations 
in 1350, will  result   in  sales  in   1350  of  the   order  of 
175,000 units.     Whilst plans   are   in hand  for  expansion 
of  the present network of transmission  stations,   it  is 
unlikely  that demand  for television sets  in   Iran will 
ever  again   receive  the boost  they  were  given   in   1350. 
Nevertheless,   the  opening of  new  transmission  stations 
will,   for  several years,  play a significant  part  in 
determining  the  total  demand  for  new sets in   Iran. 
Whilst it  is  true that  in the future the opening of 
each new television transmission station will have  a 
smaller effect on demand for  television sets   than has 
been the case in the past,  because  the  areas   of major 
population  concentration have now been  covered,  it  is 
important  to remember that  some 40 to  50 I of  the  urban 
population  of Iran is  still outside the television 
transmission network. 
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2,2     Characteristics of the Market 

From the Metra Consumer Survey  it has been estimated 
that  the  total  number of  television  sets  in  use   at 
the  end of  1350 was  633,000.    This   figure  compares 
very well with  that  calculated previously On  the 
basis  of  import  and  local production,!making  allow- 
ances   for estimated scrappage.     Indeed at  first 
sight it appears  remarkable that  the Metra Consumer 
Survey has  given  an estimate of  the  total  number  of 
sets  in use  so  close  to that obtained on  the basis 
of  imports  and local production.     In selecting  the 
survey sample  no  account was  taken of  areas  covered 
by  television network, however,  subsequent comparis- 
on  has  shown  that  the  areas  included  in the Metra 
sample  frame  appear quite representative of  the 
total  urban population  in  Iran when  consideration   is 
given only  to  the  extent of  the  present  television 
transmission network.     For the reasons which have 
been outlined previously in the section dealing with 
the  characteristics of the market  for refrigerators, 
coupled with  the  limitations of  the  television 
transmission network which have been outlined above, 
it  is estimated that ownership of  television sets   in 
rural  areas  is so small  as  to be outside the  limits 
of  experimental error in the above methods  of estim- 
ating the number of television sets  in use.     There- 
fore it is considered to be appropriate to consider 
the  total number of sets  in use  in urban areas  as 
being equal  to the number of sets   in use within   Iran 
as   a whole.     On  this basis  at the  end of  1350 owner- 
ship of television sets  in Iran  totalled 10% of 
households within  the country.     Comparable data   for 
other countries  at  the end of 1971,   or early  1972, 
is  not available,  however,  in Table  2.3 estimates of 
ownership a range  of  countries  has  been given. 
These estimates  can only be regarded as general 
guidelines  as  their method of derivation is based 
on  several approximations.     They have been calculated 
by  taking the population in each  country in  1969, 
according to estimates made in the  UN Year Book   1*70, 
and by using the  latest available  data on the  average 
household size within the country,   the total number 
of households has been calculated.     The number of 
television sets  in use has been taken directly from 
the  UN Year Book of Statistics 1970.     It can be seen 
that at the end of  1969   (1348)   ownership of  television 

A  total of  593,462 
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sets  in  Iran was of the  order of  8%  of  all  house- 
holds.     This  ownership  level  exceeds  that   found  in 
other Asian   countries,  excluding Japan,   but   is 
substantially   less  than  that   found  in  the   less 
developed European  countries,   such  as  Portugal  and 
Greece,   and  some Middle Eastern  countries,   particu- 
larly  Lebanon.     The data given   in Table  2.3   is  not 
always  comparable with data  on  ownership of 
television   sets presented  in  other parts   of   this 
report  due   to  approximations which were  made   in 
assembling   the  data contained  in Table  2.3    Where 
other  information appertaining  to ownership of 
television  sets has been given  in  this  report   it 
should be   considered to be more  accurate  than  the 
data  contained in Table  2.3   unless otherwise  stated. 
Table  2.3   also gives  information on  the  ownership of 
television   sets within  the  different countries  on 
the  basis  of  ownership per   1,000  inhabitants.     On 
this  basis   ownership  levels   in   1960,   1968  and  1969 
can be  compared.     It can be   seen  that  the   ownership 
per   1,000  capital  in  Iran  in   1968 was  the   same  as 
that  in Spain  in  1960. 

It has  been  mentioned above   that  the  television 
transmission network, which  originally only  covered 
Tehran,   has  been progressively  increased over  the 
years.     Likewise  the ownership  of  television  sets 
by  city   type  has  also changed quite significantly 
during  the  past  4 years,   as   can be  seen   from Table  2.4. 

TABLE 2.4  Ownership of Television  Sets  -  Iran 

ownership  1 
of households 

1350 
City Type "Ownership "1 

of households 
1346 

Increase3 "TrT 
Ownership * 
1346/1350 

Tehran 

11 Large Cities 

Small Cities 

Total (based on 
urban only) 

54 

18 

8 

24 

27 

2 

0.14 

20O 

non 

1750 

343 
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The above table shows that ownership of television 
sets prior to 1346 was concentrated to a very 
large degree in Tehran, with th* 11 large cities 
accounting for only 5.9% of all sets owned and the small 
cities accounting for a relatively insignificant quantitv, 
With the development of the transmission network 
ownership of television sets has become more evenly 
distributed throughout the country, although even 
now there is still a predominence in Tehran. 
Considering only Tehran the consumer survey shows 
that a large proportion of high income families had 
purcnased television sets prior to 1347.  On the 
other hand medium and, to some extent, low income 
families have purchased their first television set 
only in the past 3 or 4 years.  Purchases by high 
income families in the 11 large cities appear to 
have been evenly distributed over the past 5 years. 
On the other hand the medium income families in the 
11 large cities, who presently own television sets, 
have to a large extent purchased these in the past 
2 years.  A similar pattern is found in the small 
cities although because of only recent coverage by 
the television transmission network, even high 
income families tend to have made purchases only in 
the past 2 years as can be seen from Table 2.5. 

Ownership of television sets is substantially lower 
than that found for refrigerators.  In the section 
of this report concerned with the market for refrig- 
erators it was mentioned that the number of house- 
holds supplied with electricity could, in the future, 
be a constraininq factor on future sales of refriger- 
ators.  Before purchase of a television set is made 
a household must both be supplied with electricity 
and covered by the television transmission network. 
Whilst no precise calculations have been made in this 
study as to the number of households covered by the 
television transmission network and supplied with 
electricity, semi-quantitative assessment suggests 
that taking the country as a whole growth in the 
television transmission network will be the most 
pertinent factor.  Even within Tehran, the highest 
concentration of ownership, the number of house- 
holds with television sets is still only two thirds 
of the total number of households covered by 
electricity.  This can be compared with a difference 
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TABLE 2.5  ACQUISITION OF NEW TELEVISION SETS 

CITY GROUP EXPENDITURE 
PERCENT OF GROUP ACQUIRING

1' 
1350 1349 1348 1347 PRE 1347 

GROUP 

TEHRAN 1-2 0.0 1.7 0.0 0.0 1.7 
3-4 6.4 10.2 4.5 7.0 3.2 
5-6 5.8 11.8 11.2 9.9 22.4 
7-8 5.4 4.3 9.7 7.5 53.8 
9-10 6.1 7.3 17.1 9.8 48.8 
All 5.2 8.4 8.0 7.4 22.0 

LARGE CITIES 1-2 0.0 0.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 
3-4 6.3 3.6 2.1 1.2 2.8 
5-6 12.5 13.8 3.8 4.6 4.6 
7-8 20.2 14.1 16.4 2.4 11.8 
9-10 32.5 20.0 10.0 10.0 30.0 
All 6.7 5.7 3.2 1.7 3.1 

SMALL CITIES 1-2 0.0 0.7 0.4 0.0 0.2 
3-4 6.8 4.3 1.9 2.9 1.8 
5-6 9.2 10.0 7.2 5.5 10. 5 
7-10 13.2 6.4 8.4 5.6 33.5 
ALL 5.5 4.6 3.5 2.9 7.1 

'Percentages  refer to expenditure group  in which the 
household is   in  1350. 
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of less than 10% between the number of households 
covered by electricity and the number of households 
owning a refrigerator. 

The purchasing pattern for television sets does not 
show the same seasonal variations as were found for 
refrigerators.  There are, however, certain seasonal 
patterns with the summer and autumn seasons being 
the main purchasing periods.  Details of percentage 
purcnase by season are given in Table 2.6. 

TABLE 2.6 Percentage of Television Sets Purchased 
by Season ' 

Season Spring Summer Autumn Winter 

%  of  total 
purchases made 16.4 33.9 32.2 17.4 

The purchase of   a television set by a household  is 
independent of  seasonal  factors  such as  climate 
etc.    The  above  distribution is  thought  to  reflect 
the pattern of disposable  income  available   for 
purchases of  consumer durable items.     In  the winter 
months a household has  additional burdens  on 
family expenditure because  of the need of  larger 
quantities of  fuel etc.     Furthermore during  this 
period households  tend to be putting money  aside 
for No Rusl.   The  somewhat  lower percentage of 
purchases made  in  the  season immediately  following 
No  Rus is  again  thought to  reflect the  lower amount 
of disposable  income  available  for purchase  of 
consumer durables  following  relatively high expend- 
iture,  including expenditure of  income not yet 
received,  during the period immediately preceding 
No Rus. 

Whilst the replacement demand for television  sets 
in  Iran is still extremely  small  there would not 
appear to be the  need  for manufacturers  to devote 
marketing effort  comparable with  that which  has  been 
advocated in the  case of  refrigerators,   to generate 
a replacement market.     With  a continuing programme 

New Year 
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of  installation  of new television transmission  stations 
within Iran  sufficient demand should be created to 
enable companies to develop efficiently.     Furthermore 
the data presented in Table 2.2   above  suggests  that 
such effort would be  relatively wasted because even 
if replacement demand is brought forward two or 
three years  its  overall  contribution  to total  demand 
will still be  very small.     In any case there would 
appear to still exist a significant potential demand 
in  areas already covered by the television transmission 
network.     In Tehran  alone  some  251 of total households 
are  covered by electricity  and the television 
transmission network but  do not  as yet own a television 
set and a large proportion of these households  already 
own a refrigerator.     Indeed Iran is  somewhat  atypical 
in that it has  significantly different ownership  levels 
for refrigerators, washing machines   and television  sets, 
In most countries of the world  it is   found that  owner- 
ship of these  three  appliances  tend to be very  similar. 
Neglecting washing machines, which are currently  owned 
by  less than  5%  of households   in Iran,   the  ratio of 
ownership of  refrigerator    to television sets  is 
presented in  Table  2.7  for a range of  countries. 

TABLE   2.7         COMPARISON  OP OWNERSHIP  OF  REFRIGERATORS   AND 
TELEVISION  SITS        

Country Ownership Ratio 
Refrigerator 
Television 

Belgium 0.78 

France 1.24 

West Germany 1.03 

UK 0.81 

Austria 1.27 

Finland 0.74 

Eire 1.00 

Spain 0.98 

Iran 1.71 

Brazil 1.00 

Argentina 1.17 
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As  can readily be  seen from Table  2.7 the disparity 
between ownership of refrigerators  and television 
sets  is greater in  Iran than in  any other country. 
Furthermore other  countries which  show significant 
differences in ownership levels of refrigerators 
and television sets,  Belgium,  Finland,  UK, Austria 
and France are all  developed countries.whereas the 
developing countries  all tend to exhibit very similar 
levels  of ownership  for these two appliances. 
Even  in the case  of  the country  showing the greatest 
anomaly,  Finland,   the difference  is  less than one- 
half  of that  found  in  Iran.     Obviously the  slow 
development of the   television transmission network 
in Iran has played  a significant part  in creating 
this  anomaly,   furthermore climatic factors in Iran 
cannot be neglected although they do not appear to 
have had the same  effect in other  "hot"  countries 
such as Brazil,  Argentina and Spain. 

It  is  considered quite probable that the rate  of 
growth  in demand  for television  sets will exceed 
that  for refrigerators in the near future,  thus 
bringing the  levels   of ownership of  these two 
appliances more  into  line with the  ratios  found in 
other  countries.     Although,based on the answers 
given  to questions   on purchasing   intentions  in the 
Metra Consumer Survey, fewer people  intended to 
purchase a television set during the next year than 
intend to purchase  a refrigerator which would 
suggest it could be  several years before ownership 
of television sets  approaches that  for refrigerators. 

A comparison of retail prices in  Iran over the 
past  5 years shows  a rather inconsistent pattern. 
In certain cases prices have decreased whilst in 
other cases have  increased, however,   it is reason- 
able  to say that taking one particular model prices 
have decreased by  some 15 to 20%  since 1344. 
Companies which have  shown increases  in prices tend 
to be those which changadmodels  and therefore 
comparison of prices   over 5 years  gives  a slightly 
distorted picture.     Table 2.8 compares the retail 
prices of television sets soli  by  3 different 
manufacturers in  Iran. 
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A* can be  seen from the  above tabic,  whilst the 
prices of Far« Electric products have decreased 
those of Radio shahab have increased.    However, 
Medio shahab have mad«   3 model   changes  during  this 
period  and  the set produced by  this   company in  13SO 
is the only  solid state  set produced  in  Iran. 

A comparison of retail prices of  television sets   in 
Iran with  those  in other  countries  shows  a somewhat 
inconsistent pattern  dependent on  the particular 
model which  is taken.     In Table   2.9 retail prices  of 
19"  two speaker television sets  are  compared in 
different countries  of  the world. 

TABLE   2.9 Retail Prices  of Black/White TV 19' 
2 f»*«*«-r  

Country Price   (Els) Price  Index Make 

Japan IOS 6 6 95.8 national 
Taiwan 1S331 166.2 National 
Hong  Kong 16577 150.3 Kaiser 
Philippines 3 82 SO 346.8 Phillips 

(local) 
Turkey 57500 521.3 Telefunken 
Lebanon 2397S 217.4 Grundig 
England 12838 116.4 GE 
West  Germany 11029 100.0 Telefunken 
Sweden 14912 135.2 Luna 
USA 11713 106.2 GE 
Brazil 16235 147.2 Phillips 
Argentina 22820 206.9 Sony 
Australia 21154 191.8 GE 
Iran 16SOO 149.6 As maye s h 

Spain,  Philips 201nch  sets retail price 21,230 rial, 
index of 192.5 on the  above scale 

an 
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T'BLE   2.10 
2 Speaker 

Country Prie« (Ris) Price Index Make 

India 26,317 255.5 JK Brand 
France 13,690 132.9 Schneider 
West Germany l0,3O0 100 Telefunken 
Yugoslavia 11,865 115.2 Ambassador 
USA 10,733 104.2 RCA 
Australia 19,850 192.5 As tor 
Iran 17,500 170.0 Asmayesh 

In many respects  the two preceding  tables give  a 
slightly  unrealistic picture of prices of  television 
sets  in  Iran,   compared with  other  countries, 
In  Iran the  cheapest  set* have been  selected whereas 
this has not  always been possible  in other  countries. 
If some of  the more expensive sets   available  in   Iran, 
excluding  the very expensive,   are  taken then  a price 
index of  around 200 is  obtained.     Nevertheless   this 
nerves  to show that retail prices  of  television  sets 
in  Iran are not so far  above  those  currently prevail- 
ing  in other countries.     In  all  countries prices 
include purchase  tax,   value  added  tax and any other 
taxes which need to be paid.     Therefore,  they do not 
give  any  indication of  the efficiency of the  industry 
in     Iran  compared with  the  industry  in other  countries, 
out do serve  as a guide  to how much demand may be 
constrained  in the  future as   a result of high price« 
to the  consumer.     If  corrections  are made to  take 
account of  purchase tax,  value added tax,  and other 
taxes which must be paid by  the consumer and  correct- 
ions  are  also made   for  retail   mark-uos,  then orice« 
in  Iran,  ex  factory,   tend to be around two  and  a 
half times   those  found  in the luropean countries,   in 
the  Far last,   and in some of  the more efficient 
countries  of South America. 

2.3    credit 

At the present time in Iran over 751 of all television 
set purchases tre made on credit.  As has been 
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mentioned  in the section  of this  report dealing with 
refrigerators there is  no  formalised  credit function 
in Iran and  credit must  therefore be  supplied by 
manufacturers  and dealers.     For television sots 
installments  range from 6   to 20 with   the norm being 
of the order of 15.    Over  the past 2  years what 
competition  there ñas been between manufacturers 
has tended  to take the   form of giving  extended 
credit or  better terms  to  dealers.     This  has obvious- 
ly had an   adverse effect  on the working  capital re- 
quired by   companies and has obviously  not been of 
benefit to   the manufacturing sector. 

Over 50% of  households  purchased their  television 
sets from  a domestic appliance shop which did not   it- 
self have  repair facilities.    Even though manufactur- 
ers themselves undertake  servicing,  particularly with- 
in the first  few years   after purchase,   it is never- 
theless surprising that  such a high percentage of 
households   buy television  sets  from this  type of 
store.     Unfortunately details of the  numbers of differ- 
ent types  of  retail outlets  in Iran  are not available 
and this  could on the one  hand merely  reflect the 
overall distribution by  type of store   in  Iran or on 
the other  hand could be  due to factors  such as credit 
etc.    Table 2.11 gives  a distribution  of the type of 
store from which television sets were  purchased. 

TABLE 2.11 Sales of Television Sets by Type of 
•jww»wigw^»py'•••••» m»-»-»ii «i« • • •* **-P»IP»  

Type of  Retail Outlet Percentage of 
Total Sale 

Consumer Co-operative 
Other Co-operative 

Special  Domestic Appliance Shop 
(offering  repair service) 

Special Domestic Appliance Shop 
(no repair facilities) 

Department Store 

Direct from factory or warehouse 
Other 

3.7% 

1.4% 

15.5% 

52.3% 
8.3% 

10.4% 
8.3% 
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Dealer mark-ups on television sets range from 25 to 
33% depending on the manufacturer.  These margins 
have increased from 20 to 25% in 1347/1348 and are 
indicative of competition for dealers in this sector. 
The advertised retail price is generally speaking a 
9 months credit price and dealers will give substan- 
tial discounts to cash customers.  Indeed discounts 
as much as 25% are reputed to be given.  By purchasing 
in large volumes it is possible for a dealer to obtain 
a mark-up as high as 42% although such cases are 
thought to be uncommon. 
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THE   TELEVISION  MANUFACTURING   INDUSTRY   IN   IRAN 

3.1    Historical  Background 

The assembly of  television sets  in  Iran commenced 
in the early 1340's.    Between 1340 and  1346  the 
Government  issued  a total of 25 manufacturing 
licences  for radio and  television.     Not all of  these 
manufacturing licences  were  actually taken up  and 
only  some 20 companies  ever began production.     In 
1346  the Government said that no  further  licences 
for the manufacture of  television  sets would be 
issued,  and with  one exception this policy has  been 
followed.     Furthermore   the Government also withdrew 
those manufacturing licences which had not been 
taken up at the  time.     In  1348   it was 
decided to  issue   a manufacturing  licence  to 
Asmayesh.     The Government changed its policy because 
Asmayesh assured  the Ministry of Economy  that  it 
would produce a  television set which could be  sold 
on the  retail market at  a price not exceeding  9,000 
rials.     Whilst Asmayesh never submitted a proposal 
to the Ministry of Economy  to substantiate  its  claim 
to be  able  to produce  a  television set which  could 
retail  at 9,000  rials,   as a result of meetings with 
representatives  of the   company the Government 
obviously thought  this   could be  achieved.     Further- 
more  it would appear that the Government also  took 
into account the   lack of competition within  the 
industry at  the  time and thought   that the granting 
of a manufacturing licence  to a company who it 
believed would be  able   to produce  a television  set 
at a price  considerably  below that which prevailed 
at the time would be advantageous  both  to the   country 
in terms of  foreign exchange  savings,  and to the 
industry as  a whole, possibly bringing about  rational- 
isation.    This decision  however caused considerable 
resentment within  the  industry and furthermore, 
possibly more important,   in  the end Asmayesh did not 
produce a set which would retail   for 9,000 rials. 

Whilst it has not been possible during the course of 
this study  to establish  the precise reason the Govern- 
ment issued so many manufacturing licences  in this 
sector,  it is thought that the belief in competition 
and the desire to encourage private investment  and 
entrepreneurial    spirit  led to decisions being made 
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which  resulted in the  fragmentation at this sector 
of  tne  industry.     Iran,   however,   is not  alone  in 
naving  allowed large numbers  of companies  to set up 
relatively simple assembly operations later to pay 
the  penalties  associated with  a  fragmented industry 
when  increased local content  is desired. 

In  the early years of assembly operations  in the 
country  the Government  took positive action,   in  the 
form of price investigation ùy the  Pricing Control 
Department of the Ministry of Economy,  to keep 
prices  down.     Since the   late  1340's however,   *he 
Government has taken  little direct  action to maint- 
ain or reduce price  levels,  relying almost entirely 
on  the  market forces and competition.     In reality 
what happened in Iran was that prior to 1348 very 
little  competition was  present within the industry. 
When companies became  aware of  the   fact  that 
Asmayesh was  planning to produce  a  television set 
for 9,000 rials  they themselves  began to examine 
their  costing structure  and pricing policies. 
During  1348 and 1349 virtually every manufacturer in 
Iran  feared Asmayesh and was  uncertain of the  future. 
Since  the middle of 1349 when  it became obvious  that 
Asmayesh was not going  to have  the  drastic impact on 
the  market which had originally been thought possible 
companies  ceased to regard Asmayesh as their most 
serious  competitor.     Indeed,   since  the middle of 
1349   in particular,  although  there  are signs  that 
moves  had been made earlier,   Pars  Electric positively 
set  about  the task of gaining  increased market share 
in  Iran  in order to be  able to gain economies of 
scale   from higher volumes.     Over  the past 2 years 
this  company has been particularly  successful having 
increased its volume  from less  than  14,000 units  in 
1347   to over  35,000 units,  expected,  in  1350. 

Whilst  competition cannot be  considered as having 
been particularly keen during  the   1340's  there has, 
nevertheless,  not been the apathy  towards competition 
whicn was evident in the refrigerator manufacturing 
industry. 

1 
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3.2    Present Situation 

It   is  difficult to say  categorically whether or 
not   there was  a market and price   leader prior  to 
1348.     There were some  19   companies  assembling 
television  sets  and whilst   these  varied quite 
considerably  in size   the  fact  that some of  the 
smaller  companies were  located  in cities outside 
Tehran meant  that these companies  tended to market 
their products  only in  their home  city.     Further- 
more  the  larger companies   tended  to ignore,   as  far 
as  marketing effort was  concerned,   cities where 
there was  an existing  assembler  of television sets. 
This  meant  that smaller companies  could sell  sets 
in  their own  city at  a slight price premium without 
attracting competition  from  larger manufacturers. 
In  Tehran,  where virtually  every  assembler of 
television sets had at least one  retail outlet, 
prices  of sets  produced by  different companies 
tended to be  relatively similar.     Whilst the   larger 
companies were obviously  the  companies  around which 
other  companies  set their  prices,   there does not 
appear  to have  been  any one  particular  company who 
was   the price   leader.     During  1348 it was  thought 
that  Asmayesh would emerge  as  tne price  leader  in 
this   sector,  however,   because Asmayesh products  did 
not  gain  the  acceptance  in   the market place which 
was   originally  expected,   at   least by Asmayesh  them- 
selves,   this  company has  played  a significantly  less 
important role  in the  pricing than was  initially 
expected.     The  company which has  emerged as   the 
price  leader in Iran over  the past 2 years  is 
undoubtedly Pars Electric.     This   company,  through  a 
dynamic policy,   designed to  increase  its dealer net- 
work  throughout the country,   giving it  the best 
dealers within  a particular  area,  has  caused other 
companies  to begin to examine  their marketing and 
pricing strategies.     Furthermore,   it would  appear 
that  during  1349 and  1350  companies have begun to 
realise  that the present situation within this 
industry sector in Iran cannot continue  in the 
future.     There  is within the  industry  a genuine 
belief  that if  companies  are  to survive  they must 
significantly  increase  their production volumes. 
There  is,however, a significant  lack of marketing 
expertize in companies within  this sector of  industry 
in  Iran.     Companies therefore  find themselves  trying 
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to increase their volume of production in a market 
which few of them have any idea of its present size 
and less have any idea of how it will develop in 
the future. 

Only one of the companies currently involved in the 
assembly of television sets in Iran, is also 
involved in the assembly of domestic appliances, this 
company, Asmayesh, was also the last company to enter 
the television assembly industry.  This pattern is 
contrary to that which is found in manv other develop- 
ing countries of the world where assembly of televis- 
ion sets is taken on by companies who are already in- 
volved in the assembly of domestic appliances.  This 
practice commonly hinders the development of an 
electronics industry within a country, because 
production of consumer electronic items is seen 
merely as an assembly operation and is carried out 
by companies who lack expertize in the electronics 
field.  Fortunately, in the case of Iran, foresight 
or a fortuitous sequence of events should mean that 
this problem does not have to be faced in the future. 
The consumer electronics industry in Iran is largely 
outside the domestic appliance sector and whilst 
companies, such as Cofard and Pars Toshiba (sister 
company to Pars Electric) , have recently been granted 
manufacturing licences for home appliances the fact 
that each of the new companies will be a completely 
autonomous unit should have no detrimental effect 
on the development of the consumer electronics 
industry. 

The following sections give a brief review of the 
activities of the more important companies in this 
sector. 

3.2.1 Par« Electric 

Pars Electric Manufacturing Company is a 
wholly owned Iranian company, the major share- 
holder being Mr. Barkhodar. Pars Electric 
is part of the Barkhodar Group of companies. 
This Group includes Pars Toshiba Industrial, 
in which Barkhodar owns 40% of the equity, 
Pars Toshiba Lamp, in which Barkhodar also 
owns 401 of the equity, both these companies 
being joint-ventures with Toshiba of Japan 
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and  IMDBI.     In  addition other companies  in 
the  Group include ESB,   in which Barkhodar 
has   50%  ownership,  as well  as  interest  in 
carpet,  pistachio nuts  and a variety of 
trading  interests.    Pars Electric was  formed 
in  1342   to assemble television sets,   radios, 
and  radio phonographs.  The  company has  a 
technical  licence agreement with Schaub 
Lorentz  of Germany   (ITT)   and more recently 
has  concluded a  technical   licence  agreement 
with Toshiba of  Japan.     Both  these  licence 
agreements cover  all products manufactured 
by the  company,   although  at  the present  time 
only Schaub Lorentz television sets and 
Toshiba  radio phonographs  and Toshiba and 
Schaub Lorentz   radios  are  produced. 

The  company produce a total  of  7 different 
models of  television sets,   although  they are 
all  based on one  chassis   and are either 24  or 
25"   screens with  only the  tube being different 
in each  case. 

The  Pars Electric factory  is  one of the best 
equipped,   though worst designed in  terms of 
layout,   in the  television  industry in  Iran. 
Sets  produced by  Pars Electric,  along with 
those produced by Phillips1,  have the highest 
local  content of  all television sets produced 
in Iran.     Pars  Electric produce  their own 
cabinet in the  best equipped  cabinet  factory 
in Iran.     Whilst  cabinet manufacture  is 
technologically  quite simple,   it is  relatively 
difficult  to achieve a high  level of quality. 
Pars  Electric,   in common with other companies 
in Iran,  has in   the past experienced consider- 
able difficulty   in cabinet manufacture, 
however,   this company would now appear  to have 
overcome  the more serious  of  these difficulties. 
The  cabinet factory is well designed and well 
laid  out  and whilst not being  fully automated 
neither is its  artesian.     Indeed the design 
of this plant possibly  represents  the optimum 
in terms  of capital and  labour utilisation  for 
a country at the  stage of development of Iran 
at the present  time.     It would appear that 
this  section of  Pars Electric business  is very 
well run. 

And  Radio Shahab 
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Pars Electric produce all their own mechanical 
and plastics parts.  Most of these parts are 
produced by relatively labour intensive tech- 
niques and only the picture tube mask is pro- 
duced by a fully automatic technique. 

On electric and electronic components the 
company produces all its own coils and a 
significant portion of its requirements for 
transformers.  Transformers which are produced 
in the factory are  frame  output transformers, 
sound output transformers and mains transformers 
Line output transformers and flyback transform- 
ers are imported and at the present time there 
are no plans to produce these in the near future. 
The major portion of electric wire used in a 
set is also imported. 

The local content of the set produced by Pars 
Electric has changed very little over the past 
2 years, and it would appear doubtful if it 
will change very significantly during the next 
2 years.  Techniques used for the winding of 
coils and transformers are relatively simple 
and quite labour intensive.  Production of 
speakers is also relatively labour intensive 
and by no means employs the most advanced 
techniques available. The production techni- 
ques which are used in Pars Electric are in 
common with those found throughout the industry 
in Iran and are the most suited to a country 
at the stage of development of Iran, particul- 
arly when account is taken of the small volumes 
which are produced within any one company. 

It was mentioned above that the Pars Electric 
factory is in many ways badly designed.  The 
company are constrained by the size of the site 
on which the factory is built.  As the company 
has grown it has become necessary to build up- 
wards and the factory is therefore on two 
levels.  This means that components produced 
and assembled in one department must be then 
transported either one floor higher, or one 
floor lower, for assembly, and therefore there 
is no continuous flow within the factory. 
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The management of  the company realise  the 
limitations which  the bad design   imposes on 
the  company at  the present time  and will 
impose   in  the  future.     Only very  recently 
the company have  considered the possibility 
of moving  the whole  factory to a new loca- 
tion ,  where  they would be  able  to have   the 
entire   factory on  one   level. 

The management  of  the  company would appear 
to be   reasonably  competent,  however, on  the 
new company structure which has  recently 
been  drawn-up there are  a significant number 
of positions which have not as yet been 
filled.     There  is  a small development depart- 
ment within  the  company,   although  in reality 
this  comprises  little more  than  one ex- 
patriot.     If the  company  are  able  to carry 
out their  plans   for restructuring  their 
management,  obtaining high  calibre people to 
fill  their existing vacancies,  then they 
should  be  able  to continue  along   the relatively 
successful  course  the  company has  taken in 
the past. 

At the  present  time the  company  has  a total 
capacity  of production  of  some  60,000 units 
on a one  shift basis.     Once  the  company 
reaches   the volume of  this order  it should 
be possible  to begin  to gain economies  of 
scale  in  component production since few 
components  can be produced economically, 
even  using   relatively  artesian  techniques, 
in volumes  of  less  than  60,000.     It would 
appear  that Pars Electric are not  likely to 
experience  difficulties  in terms  of their 
manufacturing licence  from the Government since 
this  is  open ended having no annual maximum 
limit. 

3.2.2     Radio Electric Iran 

Radio Electric Iran was  100%  owned by Philips 
up to  the end of   1968   (1347).     Because of 
Government pressure, particularly with  respect 
to withholding permission  for expansion,  Philips 
were  forced to sell 51%  of the equity to 
Iranian  interests.    Prior to this  time  the 
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manufacturing licence which was held by Philips 
had a maximum for production of televisions of 
10,000 sets per year and a maximum production 
on radios of 25,000 sets per year. With the 
transfer of the major portion of equity to 
Iranian interests the manufacturing licence for 
televisions was increased to 25,000 sets per 
year and for radios to 100,000 sets per year. 
Radio Electric Iran is now a joint-venture 
between Iraptian interests and Philips. Up 
until the end of 1350 Philips held the 
management contract although this now has also 
been transferred to t_he partners. The present 
agreements with Philips covers technical 
licencing as well as trade licence agreement. 

The company commenced assembly of television 
sets in 1343 (1964) since that time local 
content has been progressively increased with 
the major portion of components being produced 
in the factory. The company produces seven 
different models of television sets although 
all these are based on one chassis with differ- 
ences being limited to the cabinet, the number 
of speakers and various items of trim. 
In terms of volumes produced, Philips were 
the fourth largest company in 1349, after Pars 
Electric, Mofid and RTI, although in terms 
of local content they are one of the most 
important companies.  Radio Electric Iran 
purchase from outside sources within Iran 
cabinets, larger plastic parts, masks, frames, 
packing and other paper or card material. 
In-factory component production includes the 
output transformer, the frame transformer, 
deflection unit coils, speaker, metalware, 
small thermo-plastic parts and etching of 
the printed circuit boards. All soldering 
and assembly work is done in plant. 

Radio Electric Iran's factory is very well 
designed offering adequate room for future 
expansion and development.  The plant is very 
well laid out having been designed in Holland 
and built to world specifications. The com- 
pany do not see any possibility of increasing 
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local content in the immediate future, although 
there is a possibility that they will change 
their production technique in that soldering 
will give way to the use of pins in sub- 
assembly work on the control unit.  Techniques 
used for production of components are in the 
main suited toMsmall-run "operations.  The 
machinery installed within this factory tends 
to be slightly better than that found in most 
of the other companies in Iran, although 
differences are marginal. 

The company have machinery installed to enable 
a total production of 25,000 units per annum 
on a one shift basis to be achieved.  It is 
planned in 1351 to increase production to the 
order of 20,000 units, production in 1350 is 
expected to reach 17,000 units. The manage- 
ment of the factory appear to be very good, 
although it is important to realise that this 
has been largely headed by ex-patriot Philips 
personnel.  Under the agreement between 
Philips *nd the Iranian oartners in the 
company one member of Philips staff will 
remain as a technical advisor until mid-way 
through 1352 and even then it is likely that 
the contract would be extended.  Philips 
until 2 years ago encountered serious problems 
with quality, however these have now been over- 
come and Radio Electric Iran, along with Pars 
Electric, Mofid and Radio Shahab are the best 
quality sets produced in Iran.  Radio Electric 
Iran have some of the best quality control and 
testing equipment in Iran, as well as having 
the people competent in the use of this equip- 
ment . 

It is most likely a reflection of the influence 
which Philips had in the company, and still 
have, that Radio Electric Iran have the best 
cost control procedure of any company in this 
sector of the industry in Iran. Indeed they 
are the only company who appear to have any 
real cost control. Other companies in the 
industry, even if they have costing procedures, 
use them in a retrospective rather than a 
dynamic manner. On the other hand Radio Electric 
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have  * standard coating procedure currently 
in operation. 

Looking to the  future,   assuming market forcea 
to be  the only selection  criteria,   Radio 
Electric Iran are  likely  to be  one of the 
successful  companies.     The company do not 
have  aspirations   to be  the  largest unit  in 
Iran,   this   is  indeed Phillips  policy world 
wide,   but believes  it should be possible   for 
them to oe  tne second  largest  producer  in 
the industry.     Comparison with  other companies 
in the  industry  suggests  that  this  is  a  realist- 
ic   target. 

3.2.3     Mofld   (BEL  AIR) 

This  company, which  is   100% Iranian owned,  was 
formed  in  1345   (1966)   to assemble radios.     The 
assembly of  television  sets started 1 year  later. 
The major equity holding  in the  company  is  in 
the hands of  the Mofid  family who also have 
interests  in trading companies   and other  indust- 
rial  activities.     Mofid have  a  technical   licence 
agreement with MBL of  Belgium,   a sister  company 
of Philips. 

The major investment  in  land building and plant 
and machinery was made  during   1345 and  1346, 
registered  capital was  increased  from 10 M 
rials   to 100 M rials.     The total cost of  the 
buildings were  45 M rials  and plant and machin- 
ery which was installed cost a  total of  30 M 
rials.     Since  1346  the  company  has progressive- 
ly increased its  registered capital and  this 
now stands  at 600 M rials.    A significant port- 
ion of  the  total  investment by  the  company has 
been made in  facilities   for production of 
cabinets.     Production  of television sets  by 
the company has  increased quite dramatically 
since   1346,  when   3,000 sets were assembled, 
and now totals over 20,000 units per year.     It 
is estimated that on a 1 shift basis the 
company could produce  a total  of  30,000 sets 
per annum,   although machinery  and equipment 
they have with modifications to the  layout and 
a few minor additions,   should be capable of 
enabling a  total of 50,000 sets per annum to 
be produced on a  1 shift basis. 
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Radio sets  are  produced on the  same  final 
assembly  line»   as  are   television  sets   and the 
above  figures   assume  no radio production. 

At  the present  tin»  the  company produce     a 
total of  6 different models  of  television  set 
ijased on  2 different  chassis   units.     It   is 
planned  in  the  near  future  to  cease product- 
ion  of  23"   television  sets,   thus   cutting out 
one  of  the  chassis.     The chassis   to be   re- 
tained is one  which will enable  the company 
to produce either  24"   or 25"   screen sets. 
Components which are produced by   the  company 
in  the  factory  include   line   transformers, 
the  etching of printed  circuit board,   all 
metal  parts,   some plastic parts,   coils   and 
the  picture  tube mask.     Wire   is  purchased 
from Yadagari   of Gasvin although  until   12 
months  ago this was   imported.     Imported 
items  include   the wood veneer,   from West 
Germany,   and  all electronic  components   other 
than  those mentioned  above.      Interestingly 
the  electronic  components, which  are  imported, 
are  purchased  from MBL of Belgium rather  than 
being obtained direct   from the  components 
supplier. 

Ihe   local content of  sets produced by  Mofid 
is  slightly   less  than   is the   case  in   similar 
sets  produced by Pars  Electric,   Philips 
Asmayesh  and  Radio Shahab.     This   is primary 
due   to the  fact  that  the company  import  more 
electronic components   than do  any of  the 
above mentioned companies.     The  ln-factory 
content of sets  produced by  Mofid  is  compar- 
able with those produced by   Philips    and 
Radio   Shahab but  less   than in  sets produced 
by Pars Electric and Asmayesh.     At the 
present  time  the company do not plan  to 
increase  local  content by producing addition- 
al  components   in  factory.    Whilst  appreciat- 
ing  the  fact  that other companies produce 
more  components  than they themselves do, 
their attitude  is  that  further component 
production in   factory  is uneconomical  and 
will only be  undertaken if the Government 
prohibit imports.     Interestingly Mofid  tend 
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to rely on  foreign expertise   less   than most 
other compañías in this sector of  industry, 
and this  could be one of the  reasons they 
are particularly cautious  as  regards the 
Introduction of other components. 

CM quality  it has been mentioned above  that 
sets produced by Mofid are  amongst   the  high- 
est quality sets produced in  Iran.     One  of 
the most  significant   factors  contributing to 
tnis relatively high quality  is that the 
company have not changed their chassis  during 
the past  5 years.     Most other companies  have 
made at  least one change  in  the design  and 
construction of the  chassis   used during this 
time and some,   such  as Pars  Electric,  have 
made several  changes. 

Looking to the  future Mofid plan to Increase 
their product range   from televisions and 
radios  to  include stereo radios and small 
portable  television  sets.     In terms of 
production volume Mofid were  the second 
largest producer in  Iran in   1349,   and whilst 
a number   of sets  remained unsold,   even on 
sales figures  they  retain this position  in 
1350.    The  company  presently  has  the capacity 
to enable  it to increase production of tele- 
vision sets fuite significantly in   the   future 
and with  a relatively well designed factory 
and in the main relatively new equipment,  the 
company should be  able  to survive  without too 
much difficulty  in  the  immediate  future. 

3.2.4     Radio Television of  Iran 

Radio Television of   Iran was   first  registered 
in  1341 as a manufacturer of radio  and tele- 
vision sets,  althoufh the company never 

»ced production of radios.    The company 
is  1001  Iranian owned,   the equity   being 
exclusively  in the  hands of  the S abet  family, 
and as such ITI  is  one of  the member companies 
of the labet   Group" •    Other companies in this 
business empire include Pepsi Cola, General 
Steel, Piróos,  a car importing company,   oil 
interests  and interests  in trucking and trans- 
port,    tinos its  formation  RTI have had a 
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licence agreement with RCA of America, this 
agreement covers technical assistance and 
trade marks.  In actual fact technical assist- 
ance which iias been provided by RCA over the 
years has been relatively small, although 
this could have been due to the fact that RTI 
have never asked for any assistance after the 
initial start-up.  The niant and machinerv 
installed in the company has been progressive- 
ly purchased over the past 8 years.  It is a 
policy of RTI to produce only the minimum of 
components in factory and, wherever possible, 
to buy from outside suppliers.  The result of 
this policy is that the company produce very 
few components in factory, their activity 
being primarily one of assembly.  Indeed it 
was only in 1349 that the company first 
purchased coil winding machines and only 
during the past few months, the latter part 
of 1350, that the company has used exclusively 
coils produced in the factory.  This move to 
increase the production of components within 
the factory is contrary to the overall company 
policy, and has been brought about by the 
failure of the components industry to meet 
the company's requirements in terms of price, 
delivery and quality.  RTI plan in the future 
to uphold the policy of purchasing components 
from outside suppliers wherever possible. 

The television sets produced by RTI have a 
somewhat lower local content than do sets 
produced by certain other manufacturers such 
as Pars Electric, Philips , Mofid and Radio 
Shahab.  In line witn the company's pol icy 
of purchasing components from outside 
they will continue to import components 
while ever the Government allows this.  One 
problem which has been encountered in the 
past is that with the relatively high volume 
of setsproduced by the company they need 
several suppliers of certain components. 
The most critical component as far as RTI 
are concerned is the cabinet and because 
they refuse to consider purchase from one of 
their competitors it is necessary for them 
to purchase cabinets from relatively small 
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companies.     In  total they have  9 different 
manufacturers of the cabinet,   although only 
3 of these  tend to be used on a permanent 
basis.    Whilst  RTI utilise  outside suppliers 
more  than any other company   in  Iran in this 
sector of  industry,  they have  not taken any 
special steps  to support or encourage their 
component suppliers.     Indeed  they see one 
of  their major  barriers  to  growth being the 
failure of  the  outside industry  to meet 
their requirements of cabinets   in the  future. 
However,  somewhat surprisingly,   their atti-r 
tude  is not one  of helping one  or more of 
their suppliers,  but one of  producing in- 
factory if outside suppliers   fail to meet 
their requirements.    The company at the 
present time do not have any  expertize what- 
soever in cabinet manufacture,   and realise 
tnat  such  a step would prove  quite difficult. 

The   fact that  the company  is  merely an 
assembly operation means that  their facilities 
are  not as highly developed  in  terms of plant 
and machinery as  those of some of their 
competitors.     The factory is  quite well 
designed and well laid out  and  they tend to 
have  testing equipment comparable with that 
found in other  companies.     The  company do not 
believe that as   a result of  their policy of 
purchasing from outside suppliers they suffer 
any more  failures or breakdowns  than is normal 
in the industry  in Iran.     Indeed the most 
significant  failure in a television set in 
Iran is that of tube faults.     This primarily 
results from the variable voltage which is 
encountered in  the country and in the case 
of RTI such  faults account   for  80% of all 
reported failures. 

RTI  do not have   their own marketing organisa- 
tion.     All  sets  produced by   the  company are 
sold exclusively  through the  Firooz company, 
which is a distribution company owned by the 
Sabet  family.     One problem which the company 
has   found is that this system of selling 
means  that  they  get very little  feed-back 
from the market,   indeed this  tends to be 
limited to servicing.    One problem which the 
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company  finds  that it does  face,   and which 
places   it at a  disadvantage with   respect  to 
most   of its competitors,  is  the  long delivery 
period  for components   from the  USA.    On 
average components  take 3 months   in transit 
and  can take as much  as 4 months,   this  is to 
be  compared with  a time from Europe by  truck 
of  the  order of   15/20 days.     In  addition to 
having to order much  further  in advance  RTI 
also  have more  capital  tied up in  components 
in transit than  do other companies.    Looking 
to  the  future  certain questions emerge  as 
to the potential  of  RTI.    The most serious 
of  these,  and one which includes  the whole 
Sabet  Group,  is   a question of  top management. 
Until   a few years  ago  the overall management 
of  the  company was  in  the hands  of  its   founder. 
Since  this man's  retirement,  management 
control has passed to other members of the 
family and the  company  appear to be  facing 
serious problems  of  second generation manage- 
ment.     A further  factor which  is   likely to 
adversely affect  the   future development of 
RTI   is  that the  ownership is  in  the hands of 
a  family who  follow  the Biha' i   faith.     As  a 
result of this   the  company employ  only 
Biha' is  and this  means  that  they  could  face 
serious problems   in  recruitment,   particularly 
at management  level.     Indeed at  the present 
time   it would appear  that the  company has an 
accute shortage  of good  lower-middle management, 
whilst  upper-middle  management  in   the   factory   is 
quite   good the   company are  likely  to  face  an 
ever   increasing  burden at the   lower    manage- 
ment   levels. 

3.2.5    Cofard Electronic Company 

Cofard Electronic Company  is,   in many ways, 
the  enigma      of  this  sector  of  industry in 
Iran.     The company which came  into being in 
1965   (1344)   is  based on a technical  licence 
agreement between Cofard Trading Company and 
Matsushita  Electric Company of Japan. 
Association between these  two companies 
began  some 20 years  ago and,  until  196 5,  the 
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agreement between the two  companies was 
purely a trading agreement in  that Cofard 
imported and sold Matsushita products 
produced in Japan.     In  1965   Matsushita 
granted Cofard a licence  for the manufacture 
of the former's television sets  in Iran. 
This agreement was renegotiated in 1967 and 
Matsushita took a much more  active  role in 
terms of  training and advising on production. 
Since  1967  Cofard Electronics  have had more 
foreign experts in  the  company  than any other 
company in  this sector of  industry in Iran. 
On average,   at any one  time,   Matsushita have 
had 5  advisors in Iran.     This   fact coupled 
with a genuine   interest  in  Iran,  which was 
found in   Matsushita during the  course of 
fieldwork,     made it somewhat  surprising that 
the company has not been more  successful. 

At the present time Cofard Electronic pro- 
duce  radios,   car radios   and television 
receivers.     During the  first  few years,  prior 
to the renegotiation of  the  agreement between 
Cofard and   Matsushita the  company encountered 
many problems  and assembled  few television 
sets.     In  1347,  the  first year of operation 
with  Matsuchita advisors  in  Iran,   3,600 
television sets were assembled.     In  1348 
production was  increased  to  5,000 units, 
in  1349 exceeded 9,000 units  and should 
exceed 12,000 units  in  1350.     Whilst in many 
ways  this  is  a very high  rate  of growth 
Cofard still have only a relatively small 
share of the  total market in Iran.     Partici- 
pation by Matsushita   advisors   is  confined to 
Cofard Electronic.    All products produced by 
Cofard Electronic are"soldM  to Cofard Trading 
Company who handle  the whole  marketing oper- 
ation.     Indeed it could well be in tne 
marketing sphere that the  company has failed 
to realise the potential which it would appear 
to have.     There would appear,  within the   two 
companies,   to be significant di jcferences of 
opinion     as  to where profits  should be 
generated.     This  is  a characteristic feature 
of many companies  in Iran which sell  their 
products  through an autonomous  company linked 
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by equity  to  the manufacturing  company.     There 
would in many  cases  appear  to be  a  dichotomy 
between where  profits  are  best  generated  in 
the interests  of the  constituent  companies 
and where  they  are beat  generated in  terms 
of  the equity  holders. 

In  terms  of  local  content  Cofard Electronic 
is one  of  the  companies with  the   lowest 
local  content  in this sector of  industry  in 
Iran.     It  is  company policy only  to produce 
those  components which  the Ministry  of 
Economy  deem prohibited imports.     The net 
result of  this   is  that some  801   of  all 
electronic  components  are   imported   from 
Japan.     The   only  components  which   are 
produced  in   factory  are  coils,   the  etching 
of printed  circuit boards,   metallic 
components   and a  few plastic  components. 
In  addition  to these  components   the   company 
also purchase  in  Iran other plastic 
components   and   the  cabinet.     Over   the  years 
the  company  has  had serious  problems   in 
terms of  cabinet production  and  a  few years 
ago rented  land,assisted  a  local  producer 
by installing  facilities   for production of 
cabinet  in  a  factory  adjacent  to Cofard 
Electronic  at  Isfahan. However,   the 
company  have  continued to  experience  serious 
problems  of quality   and delivery  and presently 
are buying  some of their   cabinets   from 
manufacturers   in Tehran.     There would  appear 
to be  a  serious  difference  of opinion between 
Matsushita and Cofard Trading Company  as  to 
the advisability of producing  cabinets  in 
factory,  with  Matsushita being  categorically 
against  this.     Cofard Electronic,   along with 
other companies who have  factories  outside 
Tehran,   find  they have  serious  problems  in 
finding  suitable  component suppliers.     Very 
often they  find it necessary  to purchase 
components   in Tehran. 

The  factory  at  Isfahan  is  quite well  designed 
and well  laid out with separate  assembly lines 
for radios,   car radios  and television sets. 
At the present  time   installed capacity will 
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permit the production of over 2U,000 sets 
per annum on a one shift basis.  This 
however is very much a theoretical capacity 
and a more realistic true capacity is thought 
to be of the order of 17 to 18,000 sets per 
annum on a one shift basis. 

Looking to the future it is unlikely that the 
company would increase local content of sets 
produced in Iran unless the Government makes 
this compulsory.  The company believe that to 
increase local content would seriously in- 
crease costs and therefore prices.  With the 
effort which has been put in by Mat*u«Mta 
Cofard Electronic should continue to develop 
in the future, although it is important that 
differences which presently exist between the 
different management  factions should be 
overcome.  Furthermore there is a need for 
the company to Improve its present marketing 
system.  Of all foreign companies which are 
In any way Involved in the sector of industry 
in Iran, with the possible exception of 
Philips,  Matsushita seem to be the most 
interested.  It is possible that should the 
Government of Iran wish to have a foreign 
partner in a company in this sector of 
industry in Iran Matsushita should defi- 
nitely be considered. 

3.2.6 Radio Shahab 

Radio Shahab is a 1001 Iranian owned company 
the major portion of the equity being in the 
hands of the Khoramabadi family.  The manufact- 
uring company was first established some 10 
years ago under a technical licence agreement 
with Telefunken of West Germany.  More recently, 
1971 (1349) Radio Shahab signed a technical 
licence agreement with Hitachi of Japan.  Until 
1349 Radio Shahab produced radios and television 
sets exclusively under the licence agreement 
with Telefunken.  In 1349 (1971) the company 
commenced production of television sets under 
licence from Hitachi.  The latter are technically 
the most advanced sete produced in Iran, being 
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fully transistorised.  Whilst the company did, 
for a few months, produce both hybrid type 
sets under licence from Telefunken and solid 
state sets under lience from Hitachi, the 
former have now been stopped.  It is 
possible in the future Radio Shahab will 
incorporate the Hitachi chassis in a set 
sold under the Telefunken label.  Outline 
agreement with Telefunken appears to have 
been reached.  The majority equity holding 
is in the hands of one man, Mr. Khoramabadi, 
who is Managing Director.  Interestingly 
10 other equity holders are actively 
employed within the company.  Khoramabadi is 
a trained electronics engineer and as a 
result of this the company are one of the 
most advanced, if not the most advanced, 
in production techniques in Iran.  Quality 
control, testing and standards are quite high 
being generally above those found in other 
companies.  This company is the only company 
in Iran in this sector of the industry, to 
have a research and development department 
which actually functions.  Technically it is 
very difficult to criticise Radio Shahab, 
however,the company do not appear to have a 
marketing organisation quite as sophisticated 
as their production set-up.  This undoubtedly 
stems from the fact that the Managing Director 
and major shareholder is more concerned with 
producing television sets than with selling 
them and views the business almost as a hobbv. 

At the present time the market share held by 
Radio Shahab is very small, being only some 
3% of the total market in 1349.  It is likely 
that with the introduction of the Hitachi 
solid state set the company will significantly 
increase their market share.  Plans are 
already in hand to increase the present some- 
what small production facilities, and initial 
indications suggest that the solid state set 
is being very successful in Iran.  Expansion 
plans should increase theoretical capacity 
from some 7,000 units per annum on a single 
shift basis, to around 30,000 units per annum 
on a single shift basis.  In many ways the 
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company  follow a policy which  is directly 
opposed to that  followed by  RTI  in tnat  they 
manufacture  as many of the   components which 
are subject to  failure in-factory  in Iran; 
buying other  components such as  cabinet   from 
outside suppliers.    The company purchase 
cabinets  from one of  four producers in Iran, 
Jahn   (a very  labour intensive operation), 
Hootam, (a somewhat  larger company than Jahn 
and more  mechanised)   Pars  Cabinet   (the 
largest of the   four companies  and the most 
mechanised)   and Mosavid   (a  small   labour 
intensive operation).     Picture  tube masks 
are purchased as  laminated  sheet  and vacuum 
drawn and punched in  factory.     Plastic 
aluminium decorative  ribbon  is  imported 
whilst speakers  are purchased  from Philips 
The company produce  virtually  all metal   and 
plastic parts   in  factory,   as well  as  the 
etching of printed circuit boards.    Electronic 
components which  are  currently produced  in 
factory  include  coils  and  the main transformer, 
frame output  transformer,   sound output 
transformer,   line output  transformer.     At the 
present  time the  flyback  transformer is   import- 
ed,  although  the  company plan  to produce  this 
in Iran  in  1351.     Radio Shahab  is  the only 
company  in  Iran which currently produces   the 
line output  transformer and no other company 
either produces  or is  known  to plan production 
of flyback  transformers.     Also in  1351  the 
company plan  to  commence production of  coil 
windings   for deflection yokes  and high voltage 
transformers.     At the present  time  the  company 
has an automatic wave soldering machine   on order this 
will mean  that  after  1351  soldering will  no 
longer be  done by hand.    This will obviously 
have the effect of reducing  the  labour content 
in each set.     At the present  time  Radio Shahab's 
production  facilities  are relatively small  and 
in many ways  are not best designed or  laid out 
facilities  in  Iran.     A severe shortage of  land 
until mid-way  through  1350  compelled the 
company to build on two levels.     This means 
that the  company  is unable  to have a continuous 
flow of  components  and parts  through the 
assembly  system.     However,   once  the new  factory 
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is built,on a site adjacent to the present 
one, these problems should be overcome. 
Nevertheless in terms of production techniques 
Radio Shahab is undoubtedly the most advanced 
company in this sector of the industry.  In 
addition to the expertize and construction of 
components, which has been outlined above, 
the company also makes more use of power 
tools and other aids to assembly than does any 
other company in this sector of industry in 
Iran.  Sets produced by Radio Shahab have the 
highest local content of any sets produced in 
Iran and the lowest failure ratei*. 

It is possible that a company such as Radio 
Shahab could survive for many years against 
much larger competitors.  Without significant 
improvements in the marketing organisation of 
this company, most likely requiring signifi- 
cant capital investment, it is unlikely that 
Radio Shahab will ever become one of the big 
time league compañías}on the other hand the 
company would appear to offer an ideal merger 
partner or even aquisition for one of the 
larger companies such as Pars Electric.  Un- 
doubtedly the technical expertize presently 
available within this company could be very 
usefully harnessed in a larger set-up. 
However it should be borne in mind that a 
merger or takeover may be very difficult 
since the present owner sees the company not 
only as a business but also a hobby. 

3.2.7 Asmayesh 

Asmayesh  are  the newcomers  to the television 
industry,  having commenced assembly of 
television sets towards  the end of 1348   (early 
1970).     The company produce  television  sets 
under  licence  from Sanyo    Electric of Japan. 
Interestingly,  prior to 1347 Lord Electrics 
had a  technical  licence agreement with  Sanyo, 
however  the former company  cancelled this 
licence  agreement because  it found Sanyo's 
products were unacceptable in the Iranian 
market.     When Asmayesh commenced assembly of 
television sets  in  1348 it was planned that 

1. This   applies only  to the  Hitachi  set, 
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tney would produce sets with the highest 
local content  in Iran.     Equipment was 
purchased  for  the inplant  manufacture  of 
speakers,   transformers   (main transformer, 
line output  transformer,   and flyback 
transformer) ,   tuner,   deflection yoke, 
IF    transformer and  coils.     In addition 
Asmayesh  planned to produce  their own  masks 
from laminated sheet  and  all plastics   and 
metal  components  in  factory. Whilst prod- 
uction of   all  these  components  commenced  in 
1349,  due   to  technical  difficulties   the 
company now  import  the  deflection yoke   and 
flyback  transformer  as   finished units,   and 
are importing  larger sub-assemblies  on   the 
tuner than  had  initially  been planned. 
Whilst Asmayesh have  a very well designed 
and well  equipped factory  it appears   that 
they  lack   certain technical expertise   in 
the general  area of production.     It would 
appear that  during the   2  years since  the 
commencement  of  assembly  operation,   they 
have  had  very   little   technical  assistance 
from Sanyo.     It has not  been possible  how- 
ever  to establish how much  this has been  the 
case of Asmayesh not  asking  for technical 
assistance,   and how much   it has been  a  case 
of Sanyo not providing  the  correct type  of 
technical  assistance. 

The installed production  capacity of  the 
Asmayesh  factory is of  the order of  40,000 
units on  a single shift basis.    Initially 
the company had hoped  to  reach this volume 
by the end of   1351.     However, because  of 
a failure  to gain the  acceptance in  the 
market place  that had originally been hoped 
for plans   for the future  have needed  to 
be modified.     The company now plan to 
produce some  20,000 sets   in 1350,  and  hope 
to increase  this to over  25,000 sets   in   1351, 
The whole Asmayesh production philosophy  is 
based on high volumes  and the failure   to 
meet these  volumes means  that either profits 
must be  reduced or prices must be increased. 
As was mentioned above,   Asmayesh originally 
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planned to produce a television set to 
retail at 9,000 Rials.  Whilst they found 
that this could not be achieved they have 
also found a general reluctance on the part 
of the consumer to purchase the cheapest 
television set that is available.  Indeed 
within the Asmayesh range of sets, some 12 
in total, the company find that their best 
selling set is approximately midway between 
their cheapest and most expensive sets. 
This experience is common with that which 
has been found by other companies and the 
whole Asmayesh strategy of producing cheaper 
goods than their competitors is therefore 
open to question in this sector in Iran. 

It is generally accepted within the industry 
in Iran,and indeed within the industry in 
other countries, that technically the Sanyo 
chassis produced by Asmayesh is inferior to 
the chassis produced by other companies in 
Iran.  This itself is not the fault of 
Asmayesh but is a feature of the somewhat 
obsolete design of the Sanyo unit. 

Having now become installed in the television 
manufacturing industry it is unlikely that 
Asmayesh will be forced out by market forces 
in the near future.  It is, however, consi- 
dered inadvisable for the Government to see 
Asmayesh as one of the major units on which 
to build a rationalised television manufac- 
turing industry in the future.  The lack of 
technical expertise currently prevailent in 
the company and the fact that Asmayesh unlike 
other companies in this sector are not exclusively 
in the electronics business suggests that while 
Asmayesh is likely to remain in the industry in 
the future, it would not be to the benefit of 
the country for the Government to promote this 
company. 
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3.2.8     Other  companies 

In  addition  to  the  7  companies which have 
been discussed  above  there   are,   at the 
present  time,   a  further  10 or   11  companies 
assembling  television sets   in  Iran.    The 
following section  gives  a  brief  review of 
the more  important of these  companies. 

The  largest  of   the  small  producers  is  Lord 
Electric.     Tnis   company  which was  formed  in 
the  early   1340's   (1960*3)    originally 
produced television  sets   under   licence  from 
Sanyo of Japan.     The  company  found these 
sets  to be  unsuitable and   technically 
deficient  and  therefore  took  out a licence 
agreement with  Westinghouse  of  America. 
During  the   course  of  the  past   few months  when 
it became  obvious  that Westinghouse was   con- 
sidering  closing   all   Its   television 
manufacturing   facilities   in   the  USA and 
Canada,Lord  took  out  a  licence   agreement 
from General  Electric   (USA) .     The Lord 
Electric  factory  is   located  at Hamadan 
although  there  are  certain  assembly and 
servicing  facilities  in Tehran.    In the 
course  of  the  present study  it was not 
possible  to visit  the factory   at Hamadam 
and therefore  no  comment   can be made on   the 
general  organisation of  manufacturing  facilit- 
ies.     During October  1971   the  company  suffered 
a serious   fire   at  its Tehran   factory  and  this 
has  caused  considerable problems during  the 
past  few months.     The company  had a total  of 
4,000 sets  damaged in this   fire. 

Production  of  components  by  the  company  tends 
to be  confined  to those  components which  are 
prohibited imports by the  Government. 
Components produced in-factory  include metal 
parts,  plastic parts   (excluding the picture 
mask),   coils,  yokes  and  the  cabinet.     In 
addition the  company purchase wire from 
Yadagari of Gasvin  and a   few other plastic 
components   from outside suppliers. 
As well  as  the  company's   activities  in 
television production, Lord Electric are  also 
involved in the production  of  radios  and,   up 
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to  18 months   ago,  were  also  involved in 
the  assembly  of  radio phonographs.     It   is 
doubtful  if,   in  the future,   Lord Electric 
will  able  to  compete with  larger  companies 
such  as  Pars  Electric.     Nevertheless without 
positive  action  from the Government it   is 
quite   likely   that  this   company,   and many 
others   like  it  could remain  in business   for 
several  years. 

Based on  1349     production data  the next 
largest  company  is  thought  to be   Kashani. 
This  company  confines  its  activities  to 
assembly operations producing only a  few 
coils  in plant.     Other  components which  are 
banned  imports   are purchased   from other 
companies  in   Iran, mainly   Philips.        It  is 
unlikely  that  this company will be able  to 
survive  in the   future  if market   forces   are 
allowed to take  effect.     Although  it  is 
considered significant   that  this  company 
between  1348  and  1349 quadrupled its  output. 

Three  other  companies who  are  in many ways 
very  similar,   are  Farhadie,   Mahbobie  and 
Motamedii.     These companies  all  assembled of 
tue order of   1,000 television  sets  in   1349. 
Production by  these companies  tends  to  be 
very  much simple  assembly  using relatively 
artesian techniques.    None of  these companies 
are  thought  to have considerable  financial 
backing and therefore it  is  unlikely that 
they will stay  in business  for many years  in 
the   future,  particularly  if  the Government 
imposes  further  constraints  on  local 
production/content. 

Two companies which are  thought to be  involved 
in  the  assembly of television sets are  Temp 
and Sanayea Electronic Company,  however  it was 
not possible  during the  course of this   study 
to contact either of these  two companies. 
From information which has been supplied by 
other  companies  it is thought that at  the 
maximum these  companies  between them assembled 
3,000 sets  in   1349,  and most   likely a  figure 
of 2,000 is more  appropriate.     Temp is 
believed to be   assembling  television sets 
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produced in  Russia.     Again it  is  thought 
unlikely  that   these  companies  would  survive 
in  a mor«  competitive market   in  the  future. 
Two  companies which  prior  to  1350 both 
assembled television  set«  in  Iran  are  Grundig, 
Company Limited  and Electro  Radar Limited. 
Du«  to considerable   losses which have been 
made  during  the past 2  years,  Grundig  found 
it necessary  to  cease production of  radios, 
television  sets,   and  radiogrammes.     It  is 
known  that  for  a  considerable   length  of  time 
Grundig^had been  unhappy with  their  partner 
in  Iran,  however,   the Ministry  of  Economy 
refused to  allow  Grundig  to either  purchase 
back   their   licence  or  take  it  back   from the 
present owners  of  Grundig Trading  Company 
and give  it  to some  other  company   in  Iran. 
Electro Radar  on  the other hand,  which  did 
prior  to  1350,   assemble  television  sets   in 
Tabriz,  now  confines   its  activities   to  the 
re-building of  second-hand sets.     Competition 
in  the  market has   forced this   company  to  look 
elsewhere   for  profits. 

In  addition   to   the   above  mentioned   companies 
it  is   thought   that  a  further   3   or  4 
manufacturers,   possibly  still  exist, out 
it has  not been  possible  to trace  these. 
Every   indication,   however,  suggests  even  if 
these  companies   are  still  in  business   their 
total  output  is   so  small  as   to  be  relatively 
insignificant. 

Of  the smaller   companies  it  is   thought 
unlikely  that   any  of  them will   survive beyond 
the   immediate  short  term,   unless   they  are 
able  to have  some  special  relationship with 
one  of the  larger  producers.     The production 
facilities which  these  companies 
to be  «way  from Tehran  and as  such  are of 
relatively  little  use to any  of  the   larger 
companies,  who  in  general  have  more  than 
adequate  facilities  themselves.     These 
companies have  relatively  low overheads  and 
with profit margins   in  this  sector  having 
been  relatively  high  in  the  past,   it  has 
been possible  for  such  companies  to survive. 

Grundig   (West   Germany) 
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If  the  Government,   in  an  effort   to 
rationalise the  structure   of this  sector 
of  industry,  choose   to increase  competition 
then  it   is more  than   likely that  these 
companies  will   become bankrupt   in  the not 
too distant  future. 

3. 3     Industry Structure 

The  basic  structure of  the  television  manufacturing 
industry  is  summarised   in  Table    3.1.   From  this  Table 
it  can be  seen  that only  in  the   case of  Asmavesh   does 
the  manufacture   of television and other electronic 
consumer durable  items  represent   a relatively small 
company share  of  the  total  manufacturing output  by 
the  company.     For all   other  companies  consumer 
electronic products are their sole manufacturing 
activity in  Iran   although  most  of the  companies  are 
agents  for  the   import   of various   other  consumer 
durable and non-consumer durable   items.     With the 
exception  of Pars Electric,   Radio Electric  Iran  and 
Cofard,  who derive a  significant   proportion  of their 
income  from radios and  radio phonographs,   all other 
companies  depend almost exclusively on  the  sale  of 
television  sets   as their source   of income   from 
products manufactured   in  Iran. 

The  estimates  of production  capacity which  are given 
in Table   3.1  can  onlv   be taken   as  a cenerai  guide   to 
available  capacity within the country.     h number   of 
companies  use  the same   assembly   line  for production 
of  radios   and television sets,   although  during  the 
past  year  these   have  tended to be used  almost 
exclusively  for  the assembly of   television  set*. 
Nevertheless  it   can be  seen   from this  Table that 
there  is presently a   capacity within the  country   for 
the  production  of around 250,000  television  sets  per 
year on a one  shift basis.     The   achievement  of this 
total would necessitate only minimal expenditure   in 
additional  facilities  by companies and  on  a  two  or 
three  shift basis there  is   obviously enough 
basic capacity within   the  country to satisfy the 
total demand envisaged until at   least  the end of  the 
sixth  plan.     Most of  the equipment which  is  currently 
installed is  relatively new and  therefore  there will 
be   little need to replace equipment during the next 
five  years. 
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Whilst  the number of models currently produced 
in  Iran  is of the order of 80 this  does not 
present  a realistic picture.     Of  the major 
companies  only    two are  usinq more  than  one basic 
chassis  unit and even one  of these  is only using 
2 units because  it  is currently   in the process 
of changing from one to the other. 

Model  variations are therefore   largely a   function 
of the  cabinet   and since  this,   in many cases,  is 
produced by relatively artisan      techniques  the 
diseconomies of scale resulting   from the  polif- 
eration of models  is reduced.     It  is,  however, 
important  to realise the  cabinet  does contribute 
a significant  proportion of the  total cost of the 
finished unit  and therefore any  economies  which 
can be made in production  of cabinet should have 
a direct  effect  on a final price.    Costs   of  cabinets 
and other components are  discussed  in Section   4  of 
this   report. 

The  very  fragmented nature of the  television assembly 
in  Iran  can be  seen  from Table   3.2.     In  Iran 
in  1349  the  largest producer accounted for only 
26.7%  of the total market.   The two  largest  companies 
accounted  for only  43.6%  of the  total market,  and 
the  three  largest producers accounted for  just over 
57%  of the total market.     However,   as can  also be 
seen   from this  Table,  other developing countries 
have  television  assembly  industries which  show very 
similar characteristics  to the   industry in  Iran. 
In Brazil and in Argentina the   largest companies 
account  for only 25% of total production   and the 
two largest companies in  each country account for 
only 40% of local production.     In Mexico the industry 
is even more  fragmented with the   largest  three 
companies  accounting for  only 45%  of total  demand. 
Even  in Spain, where the   industrv  is definitely more 
developed than  any of these other countries, the two 
largest producers account  for only  just over 30%  of 
total  demand and the three largest  companies account 
for  less  than  45% of total demand.     It is »however , 
important to realise that  in each of these  countries 
the  total  demand significantly exceeds the  total  demand 
in Iran.     The  smallest above mentioned markets is 
Argentina which totalled some 370,ooo units   in lc»7o. 
This  is  then followed by Mexico,   at  423,000 units, 
Spain  668,000 units and Brazil  816,000 units in  1970. 
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TABLE   3.2    CONCENTRATION  OF THE TELEVISION     INDUSTRY   IN 
DIFFERENT   COUNTRIES. 

MANUFACTURES OF PRODUCTION/s^.E 
TRAN I ARGENTENA MEXICO   BRAZIL ' SPAIN 

1 Company 27 25 20 25 17 

2 Companies 44 39 35 40 31 

3 Companies 57 52 45 50 45 

4 Companies 68 57 

5 Companies 78 

6 Companies 86 

7 Companies 90 

Whilst  in  percentage  terms  the  industry in   Iran would 
appear to be  as well rationalised  as   that  of  the  other 
countries,  when actual volumes  are taken into account 
the   largest  company  in Iran is  smaller than  the  fourth 
largest     company in  any of the other countries. 
Alternatively  it can be said that the  largest company 
in Brazil exceeds the total  industry  in Iran,  the 
largest  company  in Spain is equivalent to  751 of 
industry  output  in Iran,and the   largest company  in 
Argentina  and Mexico are equivalent to over  two-thirds 
of the output of the whole  industry  in Iran.   It  is 
true  that  in each of the  above mentioned countries, 
even when the total output  from the industry was onlv 
of the order that found in Iran today,  there were 
a  large number of manufactures  and the industry was 
very  fragmented.     Futhermore there  is  little evidence 
that the  government in any of these countries has 
ever made  a concerted effort to rationalise the 
industry.     In Brazil the introduction of a price 
control department within the government obviously 
had this  effect although it was  not established with 
this  purpose  in mind. 
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The basic structure of the television manufacturing 
industry in Iran has changed very little over the 
past five years.  Indeed the only really significant 
change was the entry of Asmayesh.  Furthermore prior 
to the 1349 market shares had changed verv little in 
the previous three or four years.  More recently, 
possibly resulting from the entry of Asmayesh to the 
market, snares have begun to change.  Details of 
production of television sets by company are presented 
in Table 3.5.  The data contained in this table has 
been generated in its enti rity by Metra in the course 
of fieldwork in Iran.  In general terms the data for 
1349 is in good agreement with data supplied to Metra 
by the Ministry of Economy in Iran although there are 
significant differences between the Metra data and 
Ministry data for 1348.  Based on the Metra data and 
using annual production rather than sales the market 
shares by company are presented below. 

TABLE 3.3. MARKET SHARES BASED ON YEARLY PRODUCTION 

COMPANY % SHARE 

1348 1349 1350 

ASMAYESH - 11 11 

PARS ELECTRIC 25 27 24 

COFARD 7 8 8 

RTI 15 14 12 

MOFID 19 17 17 

RADIO SHAHAB 5 3 6 

REI 15 10 11 

LORD 5 4 3 

KASHANI 1 3 4 

OTHERS 8 3 4 
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The above  shares  are not precise market shares 
because  they  are based on production  and not   sales. 
In  reality  in  1348 production  and  sales were   almost 
equal,   but   in  1349 whilst nearly  124,000 sets were 
produced only between  100,000 and  110,000 sets were 
actually  sold.    Stocks  tended to be  carried proport- 
ionately  across the whole  industry with only  Mofid 
carrying more would be expected.     This  means   that 
changes  to the market  shares  contained  in Table  3.3 
will be minimal.     During the   first nine months of 
1330 most  companies  sold their stocks  carried over 
from 1349  and their production in  the year.     It  is 
most unlikely that  any significant  levels of  stock 
will be  carried at  the end of  1350. 

In the Metra  consumer survey respondents were  asked 
the type  and make  of television set  owned,   if  indeed 
one was  owned.    Whilst this  survey was  never  designed 
to do brand take-offe it  is nevertheless  interesting 
to compare market  shares  indicated  in  this  survey and 
those estimated above on the basis  of production 
data.     This   is done  in Table  3.4.     Because of  low 
levels  of  incidence  the years  1349   and  1350 have been 
combined  and  only the major brands   can  be identified. 

TABLE   3.4       MARKET  SHARES  TELEVISION SETS.    1349/1350 

COMPANY BASED ON PRODUCTION METRA SURVEY 

Pars Electric 25 22 
REI 11 17 
RTI 13 12 
Mofid 17 9 
Others 34 40 

In general  terms  the two sets  of data show reason- 
ably good agreement  although  it would appear  that 
a disproportionately high number of households 
purchasing REI sets  in  1349  and 1350 were included 
in the  sample whilst a disproportionately small 
number of households purchasing Mofid products were 
included.     Interestingly  if shares  of household 
ownership  are  compared with  the average market 
shares  for each company over the period 1348-1350 
then a much better  agreement  is obtained between 
the Metra Survey data and the data presented  in 
Table  3.3  as  can be  seen  from Table   3.6. 
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TABLE   3.5 PRODI CTION  OF TELEVISION  SETS BY COMPANY 

COMPANY PRODUCTION BY YEAR 

1348 1349 1350* 

Asmayesh 289 13,196 17,500 

Par« Electric 2O,0l2 33,054 36,500 

Kofard 5,400 9,800 12,000 

RTI 12,000 16,890 19,000 

Mofld 
ì 

15,000 2J,000 26,000 

Radio Shahab 
s 

4,000 4,000 8,500 
1 

REI 12,000 12,500 17,500 

| Lord 3,900 4,700 4,000 

j Farhadie 2,000 2,000 2,000 
i 

| Kashani 1,000 4,000 5,500 

: Electroradar 600 700 4,000 

Others 3,000 2,000 

| TOTAL 

|  

79,200 

 1 

123,840 152500 

* Estimated 
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TABLE 3.6    DISTRIBUTION OF BRANDS BY HOUSEHOLDS - 
TELEVISIONS 

COMPANY SHARE OF PARK 
METRA SURVEY 

% 

AVERAGE SHARE OF 
PROD. 1348 - 1350 

% 

Pars Electric 22 25 

RTI 15 14 

Mofid 18 18 

REI 11 11 

Others 34 31 
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3.4 Employment 

It is estimated that at the present time the 
terminal assembly industry, Including radios, 
radiophonographs and television sets, employs 
between 3500 and 4000 workers.  This total 
excludes people emoloyed in a sales function, 
who are estimated to total a further 500. 
These figures include a number of workers who 
are actually involved in component production 
in these companies but excludes people 
employed in the manufacture of components in 
companies outside the terminal assembly industry. 
The electronic components industry, outside 
terminal assembly,  is very small, comprising 
only a few companies.  The non- electronic component 
sector is quite significant.  There are, within 
Iran, a large number of small factories manufact- 
uring television cabinets, small plastic components 
and various other items of trim.  In addition 
employment in some of the larger olastics 
companies such as Plaskokar and Plast-Iran is 
generated by the presence of a television assemblv 
industry in the country.  In total it is estimated 
that there are some 200 people employed in the 
electronics component industry and over 800 
people employed in the non-electronic components 
industry, including jobs which have been created 
in companies such as Plaskokar and Plast-Iran. 
Therefore in total the radio, radiophonograph and 
television assembly industry has created jobs for 
between 5000 to 5500 people in the Iran.  In 
addition to jobs created in these manufacturing 
sectors the increasing number of television sets 
in use has created an increasing demand for 
servise engineers and repair shops.  Whilst no 
accurate figures for the number of people emoloyed 
in these activities in the Iran are available it 
is estimated that in total they are likely to 
account for a further 500 jobs. 

It is however, important to realise that the latter 
would have been created without a manufacturing 
industry in the country if demand had been met by 
imports.  The presence of a manufacturing industrv 
has also created jobs indirectly in other industries 
such as the electricity generation sector, etc. 
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Conservatively,   it  Is estimated that  in total 
at  least  5500 jobs  can be directly attributed 
to the  presence  of a consumer electronics  assembly 
industry  in Iran  and a  further 500 jobs have 
largely  resulted  from the presence of this   industry. 

Employment within the  terminal industry in  Iran  can 
be  compared with  employment  in the terminal   industrv 
in Mexico.     Production of television sets  in Mexico 
is  of the order of three times  that in  Iran  and 
production of other electronic consumer durable 
items  is   in a similar ratio.     Within  the terminal 
industry  in Mexico in  1969,   there were  some   10,000 
personnel employed in the  sector.     In  Iran employ- 
ment in  the terminal  sector is between 4000  and 
4500,  which means  that  the  industry in Mexico is 
approximately 2^  times  the  size,   in terms of number 
of people employed,   of the  industry in  Iran.     It 
has been mentioned  above  that in  terms  of output 
the industry  in Mexico is  approximately three  times 
that in   Iran.     This   slight  discrepancy  can be 
attributed to the  fact  that with  increasing 
production a company  is  able  to gain    economies 
of scale  in terms  of the number of workers  employed 
within the industry.     Improved efficiency  and 
techniques means  that  the number  of units produced 
per worker increases with  time. 

The industry  in Mexico gives  some  indication  of 
the employment which  is  likely to be generated in 
Iran in   the  future.     By  1361   demand in  Iran   for 
television sets will be equal to the demand  in 
Mexico in  1970.     Assuming that the  industry  in 
Iran developes  in  a manner similar to that which 
occurred  in Mexico then  a  further  550O to 6000 
jobs would be created,   an  average  of some  600 
new jobs  per year.     Increased local content  of 
television sets produced in  Iran  in the  future 
will also generate  additional employment  in  the 
components industry sectors.     New  jobs  created 
in these  sectors will be iess  than  in the terminal 
industry.     Even if a decision to manufacture 
a range  of electronic components   in Iran is  made 
in the near future the number of new jobs created 
will be  relatively small.     Manufacture of 
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electronic components such as transistors, 
capacitors and condensers is basically a 
capital intensive operation. The non- 
electronic components sector in Iran 
currently meets most of the requirements 
for these components and, therefore, 
increased employment in this sector will 
largely be a function of increasing the 
demand for television sets within the country. 

In Table 3.7 the number of television sets 
produced per worker is estimated for a range 
of companies in Iran. Because some of the 
companies produce their own cabinets whilst 
other companies purchase cabinet» from outside 
suppliers, two estimate« of production per 
worker have been made«. The first is based on 
the assembly operation, including some component 
manufacture which is undertaken in plant, second 
is based on a total output per worker taking 
account of people employed in cabinet workshops 
within each company. 

The number of sets produced per worker in the 
different companies are not directly comparable. 
Whilst ladio Television Iran has a higher output 
per worker than any other company in Iran it must 
be remembered that this company follows a policy 
of purchasing as many as possible of its components 
from outside companies.  This means that the 
activities undertaken in Radio Television Iran's 
factory are simply assembly operations and, 
therefore, less workers are required to produce 
a unit than are required in some other factories 
where a significant proportion of components 
are produced internally.  In many ways Pars 
Electric, Nofid and Asmayesh are comparable 
in that they produce approximately the same type 
of component in their own factory although here 
again there are differences. 

The company which has the highest local content in 
Iran is undoubtedly Radio Shahab. As can be seen 
from Table 3.2 this company has the lowest output 
of sets per worker per annum of any of the companies 
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In Iran, iadio Shahab manufacture most of the 
components which are locally produced In their 
own  factory «id thl§ Mani that in «édition to 
workers employed in assembly,  the company alio 
have  a significant number of workers employed 
exclusively in component manufacture.    Table 3.7 
also contains an average figure for the industry 
in Mexico.     Most compani«»  in Mexico produce 
their own colls,  trans formers  and speakers 
buying other «ore  sophisticated components 
such as  transistors,  capacitors,  etc.  on the 
open narket.    Very  few of the companies In 
Mexico produce their own cabinet and, therefore, 
the  average number of sets produced per worker 
In Mexico Is approximateiy couperable to the 
figures given for Pars Electric,  Mofid and 
Asmayesh excluding cabinet production.    0« 
this basi»  it can be seen that production per 
worker in Mexico  la between  2 5%  and  60% more 
than production in  Iran. 

3.5   Degree of integration 

It has  already been mentioned In the above 
•actions of this  report that there  is a 
relatively hlfh level  of in-factory production 
of components.    One company  in this  sector of 
industry is   noticeable because Its policies 
are significantly different  to the policies 
pursued by all the other companies  in the 
sector.     This company,  RTI,   has  followed a 
policy of purchasing components from outside 
suppliers wherever this Is possible.    The 
company even purchase the metalwork     for their 
chassis  from an outside company and also purchase 
all plastic and other trim items  from outside 
companies.     Prior to 1350 the company purchased 
all Its electrical and electronic components from 
outside suppliers although in 1350 it did install 
Its own coll winding machine«.    This change of 
policy  resulted from the  failure of component    supnlier« 
to meet the increase in demand within this  company. 
It  is,  therefore,   reasonable  to say that within 
this one company there is very little vertical 
integration,  all components  and materials  are 
purchased from outside and the activity carried 
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out   in  RTI's  factory  entail    merely  assembly 
operations.    On the  other hand all other companies 
in  the  industry have,   to varying  degrees,   vertically 
integrated their operations into component production. 
In some  of the smaller  companies  this  vertical 
integration has not been very extensive.     On the 
other  hand some of the   larger manufacturers now 
produce  over 901     of   the components which  are 
locally manufactured.     The smaller  companies, 
generally,  buy their  components   from independent 
outside  suppliers,   although a  few  do buv  «?ome 
components  from the   larger television manufacturers 
in  Iran.     In the   future   smaller   companies will  become 
increasingly insignificant  in the  total  industry 
in  Iran  and,  therefore,   the level  of vertical 
integration which these  companies   achieve  is  of 
little  significance  in the context  of  the  overall 
industry. 

Excluding Radio Television Iran which has  been 
discussed above,   all   other companies   in  Iran began 
in  the early  1340's   importing CKD's  kits  and 
assembling these  in  Iran.     Progressively they 
increased local  content  by  fabricating metal 
parts   in their own  factory.    With  a certain  amount 
of prompting from the  Government,   companies  agreed 
to increase  local  content of sets  produced in  Iran 
by  incorporating son»   locally produced electrical 
and electronic components.    The  components which 
«•'*»re   selected  for  local production were  the more 
simple  ones such  as   coils and transformers.     At 
the   time there were  very  few companies  in  Iran 
which  had any facilities  for production of  such 
components and the  television manufacturers 
chose  to establish  their own facilities  for 
production of these  components  rather than 
encourage the development of the  then embryonic 
electrical and electronic components  industry  in 
Iran.     The Government  gave companies  some eighteen 
months   in which to secure the  local  supply of these 
components after which  they would be prohibited  for 
import.     During this   time there  is  no evidence  that 
companies in any way  tried to co-operate by  forming 
joint -ventures  for the manufacture  of  these components 
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or by agreeing to supply one another with these 
components.     Instead each  company set  up their own 
facilities  for production. 

At the present  tine  a number of components 
required for the manufactureof television sets 
cannot be imported to Iran.    These components 
include all metal parts,  plastic parts,  various 
electrical components such as coils and speakers 
as well as  a number of minor trim items.     Most of 
the companies  involved in  the assembly of 
television sets in Iran produce these  components 
in their own  factory.     In  addition a number of 
companies have decided to produce other components 
in addition to those which cannot be  imported.     For 
example Radio Shahab produce their own mains 
transformer,   frame output transformer,  sound 
output transformer    and line output transformer. 
In  addition this company plans to produce  fly- 
back transformer during 1351.    Radio Electric 
Iran also produce these items although they do 
not plan to commence local production of the fly- 
back transformer.    Asmayesh and Pars  Electric 
also produce  all these items with the exception of 
the  line output transformer and flyback  transformer. 

Asmayesh did  initially  commence  local  production 
of the tuner  although this  activity has since been 
stopped.    Cabinets are produced by three of the 
companies,  Pars Electric,   Mofid and Asmayesh, with 
other companies purchasing from small  local producers. 
Some of the   larger companies such as Asmayesh and 
Pars Electric also produce  a significant portion of 
their plastic components  in factory.     Other companies 
tend to buy  these from outside suppliers  in Iran. 

In many ways  it can be said that the  industry in 
Iran has reached a level of vertical  integration 
which should not be exceeded in the future.    Companies 
may be established in Iran to produce  other electronic 
components such as transistors,  résistera,  etc. 
However, even  if one of the companies  presently 
involved in the assembly of television sets were to 
be involved,   an idea not thought advisable,  the 
new component   facilities  should be established as 
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a totally   autonomous  unit  satisfying  the needs   of 
the whole   industry  in  Iran  and not   just one  company. 

3-6    Component  Manufacturers 

The manufacture  of  components  for  television  sets 
can be divided  into three  distinct   categories. 
The  first  embraces  all electric and  electronic 
components,   the  second covers  the  cabinet industry 
whilst  the   third area is  primarily   the supply  of 
plastic and ancilliarycomponents  although other 
minor components  and supplies  such   as  cartons 
should also be  included  in  this  cat«gory.     The 
electrical   and electronics  component  sector should 
strictly  speaking be  considered not  specifically 
in the  context of the television industry but 
should be  considered in a much broader sphere 
embracing both industrial  and consumer electronic 
equipment.     Fortunately Iran has not  followed 
the pattern which   is   found  in most  other developing 
countries  where  assemblers  of electrical household 
appliances   have ,as   an  additional product  to he   gold 
to their existing markets,   begun  assembly oc  television 
and/or radio receivers.     If  consumer  electronics 
are associated with other domestic  appliances, 
then,   because of technological differences,  the 
development  of the electronic industry can be 
severly hampered.     Consumer electronic products 
are strictly speaking onlv  one part  of a mu^h 
wider market which   is  served bv a  common 
technology.     It  is  this much wider market which 
should be examined when development   of an electronics 
industry  is  being considered.     End-user industries 
for electronic components  in addition to consumer 
electronics   include  radio communications equipment, 
radio navigation equipment,   broadcasting equipment, 
telephone  and exchange equipment as  v/ell  as data 
processing  and computers.     At the present time   in 
Iran markets exsist  for all  the above type of 
equipment,   although many of  these  are presently 
very small.     Unfortunately  it  is beyond the terms 
of reference of the present  study to  consider  the 
whole electronic components   Industry.     This section 
of the  report,  therefore,   deals only with consumer 
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electronic equipment  although occasional 
references are made to other equipment where 
this  could play a significant part in determining 
the viability of production of a particular 
component  in Iran. 

At the present time in Iran the electronic 
components industry,  outside the television 
manufacturing sector,   is  almost non-existent. 
In the past the Government has progressively 
prohibited the import of certain items of 
equipment,   such as  coils and the  individual 
television manufacturers have each installed 
their own equipment.    This has been brought 
about as  a result of various  conditions which 
are found in Iran. 

Firstly,   there was no existing industry in the 
country which could meet the television 
manufacturers requirements  for these components. 
Rather than encouraging the growth of a 
component  industry companies chose to produce 
components and parts  themselves.    This decision 
was brought about in part by the general attitude 
which prevails    throughout industry in Iran as 
to the virtues of vertical integration,  and 
also by  the fact that different assemblers of 
television sets in the country are assembling 
sets based on different designs and different 
technologies, depending on their country of 
origin.     At the present time  in Iran,  sets based 
on Japanese, American and European technology are 
all assembled in the country.     These sets vary 
quite   fundamentally  in certain design  features  and 
whilst there is no evidence that manufacturers 
in Iran ever encouraged the development of a 
local component industry,  the factor of different 
technologies has, and will  to continue,to    impose 
a constraint.    The net result has been that each 
of the  individual companies involved in the 
assembly of television sets has installed    its 
own equipment for the winding of coils and the 
production of other components.    Generally this 
equipment  is under-utilised and as a result of 
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each company producing their own components, 
there is no move being made to the standard- 
isation of specifications of components. 
The production of components in factory has 
in actual fact had the reverse effect in that 
some companies have made slight modifications 
to the design of components to facilitate 
production and this, in turn, has meant even 
more varied specifications than was previously 
the case. 

The only major electronic component on which 
plans are well advanced for local production 
is the television picture tube.  Quite recently 
a separate company, Transpic, has been established 
to meet the total demand for television picture 
tubes in the future. 

Transpic was in actual fact formed several years 
ago by a Mr. Mobid and a Mr. Naraghi as a private 
company.  This company barely got off the ground. 
Whilst it was originally intended the company 
would actually produce television picture tubes 
in reality it did little more than recondition 
old tubes.  By 1348 the company was virtually 
bankrupt.  In 1348 IMDBI plus a number of tele 
vision ötic manufacturers; Pars Electric, Mofid and 
Radio Shahab bought part of the equity of the 
company and increased its capitalisation. 
Again the company failed.  In 1349 at the request 
of the Ministry of Economy bids were submitted by 
a number of international companies to buy an 
equity stake in Transpic and to expand and develop 
the whole operation.  Philips  were the successful 
company.  When Philips joined the company Mobid 
and Naraghi dropped out, and Radio Electric Iran 
joined the company. The present project has so 
far been 2/3rds financed and the equity is 
presently divided IMDBI 15%, Philips 201, Radio 
Electric 6%, Pars Electric 25%, RTI 14%, Mofid 10% 
and Radio Shahab 10%. The final l/3rd of the 
project has to be financed in April 1972 and it is 
possible that one or more companies may 'drop-out'. 
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The "new" company inhereted a factory and various 
items of equipment and whilst they very quickly 
found that both were Inadequate for the manufacture 
of television picture tubes pressures forced 
them to begin production before the new factory 
could be built and equipped. The company therefore 
purchased several items of machinery and installed 
these in the old factory,  Plans are that most of 
this machinery will be moved to the new factory 
when this is complete, although some will not fit- 
in with the new layout and will have to be scrapped. 
Towards the end of 1350 the first batch of picture 
tubes produced by the company were sent out to the 
television manufacturers for trials. 

From discussions with manufacturers in Iran it 
would appear that the quality of these tubes is below 
that of imported tubes. Furthermore the manufacturers 
themselves admit that at the present time they 
still have problems with quality but claim once the 
new factory is on-stream quality should be comparable 
with tubes produced in Europe.  In many respects there 
is no reason why this should not be so. The new 
factory at Gasvin will have modern automated equipment 
and with effort and the expertise of a large multi- 
national company it should be possible to produce 
picture tube« to world standards.  The factory at 
Gasvin will have a one shift capacity of 110-200,000 
units on a single shift basis and as such will be 
capable of meeting the total demand in Iran for 
several years to come. There are two schools of 
thought as to what is the minimum economic size for 
production of television picture tubes.  If simpler 
more labour intensive methods are to be used then 
production of picture tubes in volumes of 60,000 
plus is economical.  If, however, modern automated 
techniques are to be used at least 200,000 units p.a. 
need to be produced for a venture to be economical. 
Philips chose the latter course of action for the 
venture in Iran.  In their feasibility studv Philips 
assumed the price of locally produced items would be 
based on a landed price plu« 10% duties. All other 
items would be duty free or at a very low rate of 
duty. Under these conditions the company claimed 
that prices to manufacturers in Iran would be the 
same as imported tubes, unfortunately the company 
now find themselves paying more duty, in percentage 
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terms, on components than there is on the finish- 
ed tubes (landed price piva 60%), and if Transpic 
are to meet prices of imported tubes they claim 
they will make a loss. 

It is very difficult to evaluate the present and 
future position with respect to the manufacture 
of television picture tubes in Iran.  Unfortunately 
Metra were not given access to the feasibilitv 
study carried out by Philips in 1968/69.  Further- 
more the venture is barely off the ground and the 
fact that presently production is being undertaken 
in a make-shift factory gives no real indication 
of the future situation.  Subjectively it is thought 
that if the company are given duty concessions on 
the import of components which are not to be produced 
in Iran then once the new factory becomes operational 
it should be possible to produce tubes competitive 
with imports at a nominal rate of protection of 
60% (i.e. the same price as imported tubes in 1350). 
It is unrealistic to expect the company to achieve 
any penetration of export markets because of the 
present world situation of excess capacity.  Many 
developed countries throughout the world are 
introducing colour transmission.  Companies within 
these countries are producine? ever increasing 
quantities of colour sets and the market share, and 
indeed actual volume, of black and white sets are 
decreasing.  The result of this is that many of these 
companies throughout the world are prepared to sell 
black and white tubes on the export market at prices 
very near the margin.  Indeed some East European 
countries appear to be positively dumping.  In such 
a situation a company in a developing country 
such as Iran will find it impossible to export 
picture tubes for black and white sets. 

It would appear that if Transpic are to be successful 
it will be necessary for the goverment to considerably 
reduce the level of duty on materials and components 
needed by this company, althouah absolute exemption may 
not be necessary.  Furthermore in the short term, 
for a period of some two years, it is considered 
advisable to prohibit the import of picture tubes 
except in cases where a company can prove that 
Transpic are unable to supply or where the company 
have a firm export order. After a period of time 
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(which should be stipulated at the outset) 
prohibition should be lifted and the company should 
be given a realistic level of protection although 
care will need to be taken to prevent tubes being 
dumped in Iran from countries where there is 
considerable excess  capacity.    At the present  time 
ex-factory price of a picture  tube  for a 23" black 
and white set is  around $16 in Europe.    Prices  in 
Japan vary by less  than one dollar.    East European 
countries, most notably Poland,  are known to 
currently supply tubes at $14 C * F Iran and this 
is  unquestionably a dumping price. 

Transpic will import a number of components  for 
picture tubes the most notable one being glass 
bulbs.     Present economics and technology on the 
production of g'lass bulbs mean that for economic 
operation a volume approaching one million units 
per annum is required for commercial viability. 
Unquestionably any plant below 750,000 units per 
annum would not be economic in the strictest sense 
of the word.    Even within Europe there are  less 
than half a dosen plants producing bulbs  for 
picture tubes.     In developing countries only two 
plants one in Taiwan,  and one  in Brasil are known 
to produce glass bulbs.    Currently annual product- 
ion  at the plant  in Taiwan is only a half million 
units per annum although installed capacity is 
for one million units per annum.    Unfortunately 
precise costs at this plant are not known.     In 
Brazil the one company produces approaching one 
million units per annum.    Nevertheless it is obvious 
that even up to 1361 production of glass bulbs  in 
Iran cannot be economically justified on home market 
demand and excess world capacity make exports out 
of the question.     There is some slight advantage 
to integrating television bulb production with 
electric light bulb manufacture but this  is minimal 
and is insufficient to justify production in Iran 
at  least until the end of this decade. 

Other electronic components such as capacitors, 
resistors and transistors are not produced in  Iran 
at the present time.     It would appear that some 
form of outline agreement has been reached between 
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Transpic and  the Ministry of Economy   for manufacture 
of  at least  some  of the  above mentioned electronic 
components   in  Iran.    The precise position with 
regard to the  future manufacture of   these components 
in  Iran appears  somewhat  ambiguous.     The  impression 
which has been gained from within  the Ministry  of 
Economy is  that capacitors  and resistors will be 
produced in   Iran  in some  three to five years time. 
On  the other hand Transpic claim no  agreement has 
been made  for  local production of these components. 
The  following section gives  a crude  estimate of 
the  demand  for different  components   in  Iran in  the 
future and on the basis  of  this general comments 
as  to the  likely viability of manufacture in  Iran 
are made. 

Television  sets  can be divided into  three types: 
tube sets,   hybrid  sets  and  solid state sets.     At 
the  present  time  the majority of sets  produced  in 
Iran  are hybrid sets,  although one  or  two   (e.g. 
Asmayesh)   are  early   (first generation)   hybrid sets. 
Only one set  produced in  Iran is a  solid state  set 
(the Hitachi  set produced by  Radio  Shahab) .     Each 
of  the sets  produced in  Iran  contained a different 
number of  components and  Table 3.8  gives  approximate 
average numbers  of  components per set  for a 
selection of  sets made  in   Iran.    In   addition Table 
3.8  also contains  data on  the numbers  of each 
component  in  an average  radio set.     The average 
price of each  component has   then been established 
and  this data  is  contained  in Table   3.9.     In this 
Table average CIF prices  to  Iran have been used  as 
these are considered to be  the most   realistic thing 
to use at the present time  in view of  the excess 
capacity which exists world wide and  the signifi- 
cant amount  of dumping which  presently occurs. 
Prices paid by companies  in   Iran tend  to be higher 
than world  "market" prices  as can be   seen by a 
comparison  of Tables  3.9  and  3.9a.     This  is due  to 
two reasons,   namely, prices   in Table   3.9  are CIF 
prices and  therefore included packaging,   freight,   and 
insurance and  secondly Iranian    producers tend  to 
purchase from foreign television manufacturers  rather 
than  the original equipment  suppliers with the  former 
taking a handling  charge  on  all orders. 
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TABLE   3.8 QUANTITIES OF COMPONENTS IN CONSUMER 
EQUIPMENT  

COMPONENT RADIO TELEVISION 

(Number) (Number) 

r\@s xs cors 
Fixed 
Variable 

25 
1 

111 
8 

Coils 9 32 

Capacitors 
Fixed 
Variable 

30 
1 

90 
8 

Trans formers 2 3 

Valves - 7   X 

Transistors/Diodes 12 14   X 

Speaker 1 2 

Tube   (CRT) - 1 

Printed Board 0.013 2 0.06  2 

1. Averaged to take account of valve, hybrid   and solid 
state sets produced in Iran. 

2. In square metres 
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Item Price US cents 

Fixed Resistors 3.3 

Variable Resistors 15.0 

Fixed Capacitor 4.3 

Variable Capacitor 27.0 

Coils 12.0 

Transformer 159.0 

Valves 40.0 

Semiconductors 12.0 

Speaker 90.0 

Catnode Ray Tube 1890 

Printed Board (per sq.m.) 1000 
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1. 
TABLE  3.9 a AVERAGE PRICES  OF  COtgOWOiTS   - WOULD 

COMPONENT PRICE  US CENTS 

Fixed Resistors 0.6 

Variable Resistors 3 

Fixed Capacitors 2 

Variable    Capacitors 18 

Transformers 125 

Semiconductors 8 

Speakers 85 

Cathode Ray Tubes 1,050 

1. 
Prices of »œt eonpon«nts have declined by lot p.a. 
over the past two years.    Above   figures refer to 
late 1971. 
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Prices  of  components   in  Mexico tend to be  more 
in  line with  prices  in   Iran  than with world   fob 
price«   as   can  be  »een   fro» Table  3.10. 

TABLE   3.10 PRICES   OF   ELECTRONIC  COMPONENTS- 
MEXICO 

COMPONENT PRICE  US  Cents 

Capacitors 12 

Resistors 9 

CRT 2000 

Transformer« and Coils 124 

Valves 123 

Transistors 31 

Two components  are particularly expensive   in  Pexlco, 
namely Cathode  Ray Tubes   and Transistors.     Cathode 
Ray Tubes  are  approximately twice world prices  and 
interestingly  are more expensive  than  those  to be 
produced  in   Iran by Transpic. 

The total number of each  of  the above mentioned 
components   imported  into  Iran  in 1350 has  been 
estimated on  the basis  of   information  contained 
in Table   3.8,   assuming   160,000 units  produced   in 
that year, the  total   is  shown  in Table   3.11. 

TAiLE   3.11 NUMBERS   OF   VARIOUS  COMPONENTS   CONSUMED 
1Y  TELEVISION   MANUFACTURING   INDUSTRY 
IN  IRAN   IN   1350 , ,  

I TIM NUMBER 
(000) 

Fixed Resistor 17,760 
Variable  Resistor l,2i0 
Fixed Capacitor 14,4O0 
Variable Capacitor 1,210 
Coils 5,120 
Transformer« 7,200 
Valves 16, BOO 
Semi  Conductors 2,240 
Speaker« 320 
Cathoâe  Ray Tubes 110 
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These  figures  colare v«ry well,   as   indeed they 
should,  with the numbers  of conpon«nt« used  in 
television production  in Mexico. 

ITEM IRAN 
(000) 

NUMBER    (OOO) 
MEXICO 

RATIO   M/ 

Resistor« 
Capacitors 
Tubes 

19,000 
15,700 

160 

50,400 
43,050 

42S 

2.63 
2.74 
2.66 

In order to •stimate the  total valu*   of the   consu 
electronic«  components  sector at  the>  present   time 
drcount  needs   to be  taken of other  consumar  electronic 
•>roducts.     Thaaa  includa  radio«,   car   radios,   phono- 
•iranhs,   hi-fi   equipment,   audio tap«   recorders  and 
various  combination« of  thaaa.     Only   radios   (includ- 
ing car  radio«)   are of  importance   in   Iran  at  the 
prêtent  time.     In Table   3. i the avenge quantity 
of different   comoonent»   in  radio a«ta has beam shown 
and asauming     a total  production  of  radio«   (includ- 
ing car radios  and radio phonographs)   In  1350 of 
130,000 the  total quantities of different  components 
are  as  shown   in  Table   3.12. 

TABLE  3.12 QUANTITIES   Of  CÖMMIIHITS   FOR  PRODUCTION 
Of  RADlOt  p   IRAK  1350  

ITEM QUANTITY 
(OOO) 

Fixed Rae istors 3,250 
Variable  Resistor« 130 
Capacitors 4,03© 
Trans former« 260 
Colls 1,170 
Senti conduct or» 1,560 
Speakers HO 

In  addition   in  assassino  the  total  market   for 
components  In  Iran  account should torn  taken of 
other i tews of electronic consumer durable goods 
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which whilst not produced In  Iran at  the  present 
time  could possibly be  in the  future.     It   is 
estimated that  a  further  130,000 piece  of  other 
consumer electronic equipment  were   legally 
imported  into  Iran.     This   includes  tape  recorders, 
record olayers,   hi-fi   sound equipment  etc. 
Assuming  for  simplicity  the electronic components 
in  these units  to be  approximately the  same as   in 
a  radio set  the  potential market  for electronic 
components   in  the consumer goods  field  in   1350 
is     as  shown   in Table   3.13. 

TABLE   3.13 POTENTIAL  MARKET   FOR  ELECTRONIC 
COMPONENTS   FOR  CONSUMER  PRODUCTS 
IN   IRAN   IN   1350. 

ITEM TV QUANTITY    (OOO) 
OTHERS    (LOCAL) 

OTHERS 
(IMPORTED) 

TOTAL 
(OOO) 

Resistors 1§,040 3,380 3,380 2 5,800 

Capacitors 15,680 4,030 4,030 23,740 

Transformers  7,200 260 260 7,720 

Coils 5,120 1,170 1,170 7,460 

Semi- 
conductors 

2,240 1,560 1,560 5,360 

ope aice r s 320 130 130 580 

At the present  time  in  Iran manufacture of electronic 
equipment other than  for  the consumer sector is 
very  limited.     There  is  some   local nroduction o* 
communications equipment  such  as  telephone equipment 
although  at  the moment  this  is primarily non-electronic. 
Local production of other electronic equipment   is 
almost non-existant and  furthermore  consumption  of 
this type of equipment,   outside  the military tends  to 
be very  limited.     As  a very rough guide  it   is estimated 
that in  1350   no     »ore  than  10%  of all Ai»ctronic 
components,   including  imports of finished equipment 
and therefore  the potential market  for electronic 
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components in  Iran could be attributed to none- 
consumer  electronic products.     The  "total  demand" 
or more  correctly "potential demand"   in  13 50 was 
therefore  no more than  shown  in  Table  3.14. 

TABLE  3.14       POTENTIAL  DEMAND  FOR ELECTPONIC 
COMPONENTS   IN   IRAN   IN  1350 

Item Total  Units 
(000) 

Total Value 
($M) 

Resistors 

Capacitors 

Semi conductors 

2 8,OO0 

26,000 

8,500 

1.120 

1.82 

1.02 

It  is  important to realise  this  is  a theoretical 
demand because   the  local  assembly of  industrial 
electronic equipment  and  certain  items  of  consumer 
electronic equipment   cannot,  and could not,  be 
assembled economically in   Iran. 

Looking  to the   future the  best guide  is thought 
to be obtained by initially examining the  viability 
of  an electronic components industry  in Iran on 
the basis  of supplying only the  consumer electronics 
sector,   and even confining this  in the  first stage 
to  radio  and television.     Examination of  the volumes 
of  components   required in   these  sectors  in  1356   and 
1361,  coupled with subjective estimates  of other 
sectors   should  give   a guide as  to whether or not 
this sector warrents   further study. 

Demand for television sets  in  1350 will be of the 
order of  250,000 units  and  for  radio sets  some 
500,000 units.     It is  however,thought unlikely  that 
all  illegal imports or radio sets into Iran will be 
prevented and therefore the estimate  for radio sets 
is  most  likely  too high  as  a potential  for  local 
production.    Nevertheless   for the purpose of this 
exercise  a total of 500,000 radio sets in  1356 has 
been assumed.     Table   3.15   shows  the  demand for  various 
electronic    components on  this basis. 
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TABLE  3.15 DEMAND   FOR ELECTRONIC   COMPONENTS 
IN  IRAN   IN  1356 

1 
ITEM RADIO  SETS 

(OOO) 
TELEVISION 
SETS   (OOO) 

TOTAL 
(OOO) 

Fixed Resistors 12,SOO 27,750 40,256 

Variable  Resistors 500 2,000 2,5O0 

Fixed Caoacitors 15,OOO 22,500 37,500 

Variable Capacitor» 500 2, OOO 2,500 

Transistors/Diodes 6, OOO 3,500 9,500 

Components  already produced  in   Iran have  been   ignored. 

From Table  3.15 it   can be   seen  that  in  1356  some 
40  million  fixed resistors,   2.5 million variable 
resistors  and   37.5  million   fixed capacitors will 
be   required bv  the   consumer electronics  industry 
in   Iran.     In  addition some   2.5  million variable 
capacitors  and 9.5  million  semi-conductors will 
also be required.     Minimum economic plant  sizes 
are  very difficult   to estimate  at the present 
time because   it depends very much on the  criteria 
chosen for "economic".     Some two years aqo 
minimum economic plant sizes were thought  to be: 

Fixed Resistors 2 x 
Variable  Resistors 1 x 
Fixed Capacitors 1 x 
Variable Capacitors 1 x 
Transistors 1 x 
Tiodes 1 x 

10? 
lo* 

10* 
10 ' 
IO7 

On   these  criteria,   at first  sight,   Iran should be 
able to justify production  of  fixed and variable 
resistors  and  capacitors by  1356  if  the assumpt- 
ions on which the demand for radio sets has  been 
based proves  correct.    Even  assuming that  locally 
produced radiosmeet   only half of total demand 
production of  all the  above mentioned items  should 
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be  economically  feasible.     Furthermore  one could 
consider  "losses"  on  radio sets   to be made up by 
other  consumer products  such  as   radio phonographs 
etc.     Production of  transistors   and diodes would 
not  appear economic on either  assumption of demand. 

A number of other factors  need to be  taken  into 
account.     It has  already been mentioned that 
television  and radio  assemblers   in  Iran produce 
sets  based  or,   a number of different  technologies. 
Whilst  it   is  true  that  in  manv   cases  basic electronic 
components  are  interchangable  between  one tvpe of 
set   and  another  there   are   certain   limitations. 
Therefore whilst  in  total  volume  terms  manufacture 
of  certain electronic conponents  in  Iran may  appear 
economically  feasible when   consideration  is  given  to 
numbers of different   types  this  »ay not be the case. 
Such an examination   is outside   the  scope of  this 
study  and  should form part  of  a  detailed feasibility 
study  on electronic  component manufactuer in   Iran. 
Furthermore  it was mentioned above that economic 
viability  depends  on  the   criteria chosen.     Since 
1^68/69 when the worlds   large multinational  electronics 
companies  made vast   investments   in   facilities   for 
production  of electronic  components  there has  been 
an  excess   of  capacity.     More  recently  with  the   fall 
in  demand  for both  consumer  and  capital electronic 
goods,  due  to slowdowns  in  the   rates  of growth of 
major world economies,   this excess of  capacity has 
been more noticable.     Prices of  electronic components 
in world trade  have   fallen  by  some  10%  p.a.   over the 
past two years.     Obviously such   factors make  economic 
production  in  a developing  country all  the  less  likely. 
Finally  the possible  effect       of  integrated circuits 
on  the demand for electronic components of the type 
described  above  should not be   ignored.     It  is  not 
possible  in  a study  of the  present type to become 
involved in technological   forecasting  in the  overall 
field of electronic» and whilst  indications  are that 
integrated  circuits would have  no effect on demand 
for other electronic  components   in  Iran upto  1356  it 
is  possible that when viewed  in  the  longer terms,   to 
1361,   they  could make  it   inadvisable  to set   up  facilities 
for production of electronic components  in  Iran. 
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The evidence gathered in the present study,   in Iran 
and world-wide gives the  impression that  it  is not 
advisable  to commence manufacture  of  resistors, 
capacitors or semi-conductors  in  Iran during the 
next   five years,  however,    without a detailed 
feasibility study embracing all  user industries 
in Iran  it  is  felt that no final decision should 
be made.     The present study shows  this  area 
to be   one which most definitely merits   further 
study  and this  should be undertaken as soon  as 
possible.     In the  immediate  future  companies in 
Iran  should take  advantage  of  falling world prices 
by releasing themselves  from the  shackles  imposed 
by purchasing from television manufacturers  in 
other  countries,   form purchasing  consortium and 
buy direct  from the worlds  component producers. 
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COST STRUCTURE 

In common with companies in other sectors of the 
consumer durable goods industry companies involved 
in the manufacture of television sets do not have 
a costing system which can be used for purposes of 
cost control.  There is one exception to this rule 
namely Radio Electric Iran who do operate a system 
of standard costing and standard times.  It has been 
found that in general companies operate on rule of 
thumb principles coupled with very crude estimates of 
total cost.  In common with the refrigerator 
manufacturing sector undoubtedly television manufacturers 
up to 1348 made considerable profits.  Again most of 
this profit was ploughed back Into the business in the 
new investment in plant and machinerv.  Since 1348 
increased competition, coupled with a slightly depressed 
market in 1349, have reduced profit levels to a more 
realistic level.  It is important to realise ,however , 
that profits vary quite considerably from one unit to 
another.  Small standard television sets tend to carry 
only a small profit margin and companies make the 
major portion of profits on large units with very exDensive 
cabinets.  The data presented below has generally 
speaking been obtained from manufacturers and the lack 
of detailed information within companies has meant that 
it has not been possible to check this data or to 
eliminate inconsistencies and errors in classification 
of cost by companies.  It has been found that very few 
companies within this sector of industry have good cost 
accountants.  In addition some of the manufacturers have 
separate trading companies which means that the costsof 
the manufacturing operation are sometimes distorted due 
to the practice of generating profits in the trading 
company rather than in the manufacturing unit.  It has 
not been possible during the course of this project to 
determine the precise reason that companies follow this 
practice, however, since the practice is so prevelant 
throughout the industry it would appear that there are 
most definitely advantages in terms of tax or tax evasion. 
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4.1 Cost of Production 

In Section 3.6 the cost of a number of imported 
components has already been discussed. Based on 
this data the costs of imported components oer 
television set are contained in Table 4.1, and 
Table 4.2 contains costs of other imoorted items. 
The data contained in both these tables has been 
obtained from invoices of imports and averagea to 
take account of some of the different sets 
produced in Iran.  On the other hand during the 
course of fieldwork in Iran attempts were made 
to obtain cost breakdowns for sets produced by 
each company.  As has already been mentioned 
above the absence of effective costing procedures 
made this task particularly difficult. Further- 
more in general manufacturers of television sets 
were found to be particularly reluctant to 
disclose costing information.  It was possible 
to obtain detailed costs from only two companies 
and even these are thought to be somewhat 
inaccurate.  The information obtained from these 
two companies is presented in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. 
In each case it was found that manufactuers when 
talking about costs would always discuss costs 
as applicable to sets which can be regarded as 
being at the bottom end of the market.  Attempts 
to obtain information on most expensive sets 
met with open hostility.  It is felt that profit 
margins on the sets for which cost breakdowns 
are shown in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 tend to relative- 
ly low averaging around 101 on ex-factory price. 
Taking the figures which are shown in these 
Tables it can be seen that there is very little 
foreign exchange saving from production of sets in 
Iran. On the other hand it is noticable that 
the total cost of imported component« given by 
the manufacturers significantly exceeds that 
which has been calculated on the basis of invoices. 
This would obviously yield a higher value added 
In Iran. Against this other costs would appear 
to be somewhat low and whilst this could possibly 
be explained, at least in part, by generating 
profits after the ex-factory price, i.e. in a 
trading company, it was not possible during the 
course of the study to explain this apparent 
anomaly.  Because it was not possible to obtain 
detailed costs from all companies in this sector 
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TABLE     4 . 1 AVERAGE  COST OF  ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS PER 
TELEVISION  SET 

Item Number Average Cost Total  Cost   Per 
Per  Set Each Set 

(US  cents) (US      $) 

Fixed  Resistor 114 3.3 3.63 

Variable  Resistor 8 15.0 1.20 

Fixed Capacitor 90 4.3 3.87 

Variable Capacitjr 8 27.0 1.89 

Coil 32 12.0 3.84 

Transformer 3 159.0 4.77 

Valve 7 40.0 2.80 

Semiconductor s 14 12.0 1.68 

Speaker 2 90.0 1.80 

Tube 1 1890.0 18. 90 

Printed Circuit 
Board 0.06* looo.o 0.60 

TOTAL 44.98 

*    Square Metre. 
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TABLE 4.2     AVERAGE COST OF IMPORTED NON-ELECTRONIC 
COMPONENTS PER TELEVISION SET 

Item Total Cost Per Set 
(US  $) 

Electric Wire 

Screws (Non-Cabinet) 

Rectifiers Fuses etc. 

Terminals Connectors 

Mechanical Chassis Parts 

Cabinet Brackets, Nuts, 

rtâ SfC 

Front Panel 

Speaker Grill 

Knobs Trim etc. 

0.52 

0.78 

1.76 

0.78 

1.59 

0.54 

1.58 

0.91 

0.68 

1.10 

TOTAL 10.24 
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TABLE 4. 3   COSI BUILD ÜP - TELEVISION SET COMPANY OWE 

ITEM TOTAL  COSI IN   FACTORY 
RIALS 

DUTIES   PAID 
RIALS 

Imported Components 

Materials  for Locally Produced 
Components 

Components  Purchased  in Iran 
(Carton,   hardboard cloth etc) 

Cabinet   (Purchased in  Iran) 

Direct Labour 

Other Costs    (including profits, 
interest  charges,  overhead charges, 
indirect   labour costs etc). 

Ex-Factory Cost excluding tax 

Tax to TV Company 

Ex-Factory 

Retail Price 

CiF Price  Imported Unit 

6,5O0 

2,000 

520 

l,5O0 

750 

3, §50 

2 
Components excluding Duty 

Other Materials excluding duty 

Total Foreign Exchange Required 

Foreign Exchange Saving 

Value Added in Plant 

Additional Value Added in Iran 
(approx) 

Total Value Added in Iran 

15 ,020 

2 ,500 

17 ,520 

26 ,900 

5 , SOO 

4 r340 

1 ,6O0 

4 ,§40 

S60 

4, iOO 

SOO 

21600 

600 

IOO 

2 50 

S,ioo 

* Excluding only Tax paid to Television Authority 
4'Istillata 100 riais  imported content  for veneer and 100 rlali 

for the base materials. 
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1. 
TABLE   4.4       COST BUILD  UP  TELEVISION   SET  COMPANY TWO 

ITEM TOTAL   COST   IN   FACTORY DUTY 
RIALS RIALS 

Import Components Electrical  and 
Electronic 

5,337 1, SOO 

Raw Material«  and Other Imported 
Components 

1,900 loo 

Other Materials  and Components 1,800 ioo 

Direct   Labour 1,250 

After Sales   Service 1,000 

Other  Costs 2,675 

4 
Ex-Factory  Cost excluding  "tax" 13,962 

Tax to TV Company 2 , 500 

Retail   Price 20, §00 

C&r  Price   Imported   (estimate) 5,400 

Components  Excluding  Duty 3,5 37 

other   Imported Materials Excludino         1,350 
Duty 

Total   Foreign  Exchange  Required 4,187 

Foreign  Exchange  Required 513 

Value Added   In Plant 4,925 

*•Company producing  cabinet  In  plant. 
2-Mainly  Imported,  estimate  SOO  rial»   locally  produced. 

"Small  import content  in this  total ««tímate   250 rials 

**Tax paid to Television Aothorlty. 
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of industry it it not possible to estimate 
efficiencies between on« company and another. 
Subjectively It ia   thought that the   large 
compani««,  namely Par« Electric, Philip«     and 
possibly Mofid and As My« ah  ar« the  moat 
efficient companies   in  the   industry. 

4.2    Profits 
It has been mentioned above  it  ii  felt that 
companies   tend to make a Mich  higher percentage 
profit on   larqer sets  than  thev do on the  small 
basic units.     In an   attempt  to estimate the 
order of profit for  iar§er units additional 
items of material  and time have been estimated 
and are shown in Tabi« 4.1. 

TABLE   4.5 ADDITIONAL   MATERIALS   AND COMPONENTS 
wtQw»Mp fon ipm tMupßnm SETS 

ITW COST 
(Rials) 

Cabinet 7, eoo 
Speaker 120 
Carton 200 
Additional brackets loo 
Additional wire 50 
Additional  time  in 

50 Assembly 
TOTAL   (Additional) • ,120 

Taking the «it-factory cost shown in Tatole 4.1 
and adding the additional coat shown in Table 
4.5.  gives  a total ax-factory  cost  of 21,6#o 
rials.    Assuming a stealer »ark UD on this price 
of  351 and a profit  level the  same  in monetary 
tarms   (lower in pereantaf« tarms)   a retail price 
of  34,614  rials is  indicated.     In actual  fact 
this set  retails  for  44,(XX) rials which suggests 
that the  company is making a significantly 
increased  level of profit on such sets.     Indeed 
on« manufacturar in  Iran did concead that it was 
th« practica in the   indas try to generate profits 
from more expensive  sets while selling cheaper 
sets   for   very low or no profit.    This manufacturer 
refused to give any  indication of the magnitude 
of profits on more expensive sets. 
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The general   Impression which va« §ained In   Iran 
Is  that the   figures which  are shewn  In Table 
4.5  maybe   slightly understate  the   additional 
costs  since  they  failed  to  take   account  of 
additional  overheads  custs etc.     In reality it   is 
felt  that   costs,  excluding  additional  profIti, 
but  assuming  the  same percentage  profit  as  on 
a smaller  set   could not  exceed     9,500  rials. 
On   this  basis   an ex-factory  price  of  27,020  rial» 
is   indicated   and with   a  dealer markup    of   35* 
the  retail   price ah< >iId  be  of  the  order of   36,500 
rials.     It would appear   therefore  that  some   7,500 
rials  remain   unaccounted   for,   most   of which   is 
thought  to be  generated   as   additional  profits. 

4.3    Exports 
It  has  been   shown   in Tables   4.1   and  4.2   above 
that  the   difference  between   the   cost  of   imported 
components   and the  ClF  price   Iran   is  very  small. 
Furthermore  the present   exctis   capacity  in  many 
developed  countries  of  the  world  for production 
of  black   and white  television  sets  has   led   tc 
very keen   competition   in   the world market«.      In 
addition many  developina  countries  alio have 
their own  embryonic television  assembly   industry 
and these  markets  are  generally  protected by 
very high   tariffs.     In total  therefor«  it   is  most 
unlikely   that   companies   in   Iran would be  able  to 
compete  in export markets.     During the  cour«« 
of  fieldwork   in Iran no company wis  found to hav« 
made  any significant expor* and  few  fait  that 
exports were  even  a possibility  during the  next 
five  years. 

It  is possibly howeveç that wer« the  Industry  in 
Iran to beco»« mor« rat tonal lied  so that sconasilss 
of mas«  scale production  could b«  achieved   it  may 
be possible   for the more efficient  compatii««   in 
Iran to export snail quantities  of  finished units 
in tha  futur«,  «van  If  they hav« to laport  small 
electronic componsnts  such  as  resistor«  and 
capacitor»,   providing of  course that  thsss  ars 
purchased  at  the most   competitive world prlos. 
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5.        FUTUlf 

5.i   fQwmcmf oí Penaud 

Forecasts of  demand   for  television  sets  in  Iran 
have been Mede  using  a nmber of  different 
»ppro»ch«s.     It  ha«  el reedy been mentioned 
previously that  demand in  1350  consid#rably 
emceeded d«»and  in   1341.     The higher  growth 
ret«  in demand  in   1350 can be   largely 
attributed to the opening of eight  new television 
transmis»Ion stations and to th«  2,500 years 
celebrations which  took place  in  th« year.    It 
is «oat  unlikely  that  in the  foreseeable  future 
the  demand for television sets will  «ver again 
receive a boost  of  the Magnitude  that   it was 
given   in  1350.     Deaiand will  continue   to increase 
in  a step vise «anner    with  larger   increases  in 
years when ne« transmission    station«  are opened 
and only a steady growth  In  interned!ate y«ars. 

In   Figure 5.1 two  projections  have  been madm 
on  the basis of historical data. .   Line on«  i.» 
this  diagram show«  the best   fit  to ail  the 
point«  including  1350.     Por reasons  outlined 
above  it is  likely  that this will  give a high 
forecast of demand   in   13SC.     Line   two  in Figure 
1.1  on  the other hand considers  only  the point« 
up  to  1341 showing  the   Une  oí   best   fit of data 
1344-41 »excluding   1350.     Such  a  trend  line 
will probably Indicate the minimus* which  is 
likely  to be achieved.     Details of  the annual 
demands between   USO and  13S6  based on these 
two projections are contained  In Table 5.1. 

for 

Atta*B»ta to correlate the ownership of television 
set« with general economic indicators ha« proved 
unsuccessful.     In »any ways  this  is not  suprimí na 
sine« th« ownership of television  sets  is deoendent 
on «any  factors which need not  be  directly 
related to economic indicators  such  as GNP. 

Tht) noat realistic approach to forecasting is 
thought to be the one «hioh was  outlined in the 
part  of this  report dealing with refrigerator«. 
This  technique  la based on growths   in  income and 
population refined to take account  of  increase 

irship within  any particular  income group. 
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TABLE   5.1 DEMAND  FOR TELEVISION  SETS   -   SIMPLE   PROJECTIONS 

YEAR 

1351 

1352 

1353 

1354 

1355 

1356 

LINE 1* 

186,000 

213,000 

2 35,000 

258,000 

2 85,000 

314,000 

LINE 2* 

155,000 

181,000 

212,000 

225,000 

238,000 

24 7,000 

•Figure 5.1 
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Obviously one would like to refine this method 
still furthei to take account of planned 
programmes for i ne t ill .;it i on o f te levi s i on 
transmission sta*ions in Iran.  Unfortunately 
this was not possible since future plans appear 
very vague.  It h<is therefore been assumed 
that the television transmission network will 
in the future deve!'.;.) at a rate similar to 
that which ' is occur d over the past six years. 
From the Metra surv.-y, usina the technique 
outline.! in the {.art  f this report dealing 
with refrigerators il  ; possible to estimate 
the number of households wit li in a particular 
income group who owned a television set in 
the years 1346 and 1148.  This data is shown 
in Table 5.2.  on the basis of this data it 
is possible to draw the curves» showing increased 
ownership within a ¡atMruhir income group, and 
by projecting these to libb   and 136 1 establish 
the level of ownership within each income group 
in that year.  -'M'pi " 
to the forecasts of 
the total number of 
vision set in eu-^h • 
determined. 

Ma these ownership levels 
lì o u s t • h o 1 d s by Í ri come group 
households owning a tele- 
.1 the incoino groups can be 

The above forecasts can then be further refined 
by estimating the numbei of households in 
which there will bo more than one television 
set.  This can be estimated on the basis of 
the number oí Households owning more than one 
set in 1350.  From the total number of television 
sets in use in 1356 and 13bl new demand in each 
year can be estimated.  This data, along with 
the estimated replacement demand in each year, 
is presented in Table 5.3. 

Interestingly this method of forecasting suggests 
that demand in 1351 will be below demand in 
1350.  This is not too surprising since it has 
already been mentioned that 1350 was an excep- 
tional year in terms of demand for television 
sets in Iran.  Furthermore, during 1351 there 
are no plans to open any new transmission 
stations, and coupled with purchases which are 
likely to have been brought forward to 1350 it 
is not unreasonable that demand in 1351 will be 
less than demand in 1350. 
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TABLE 5.2  OWNERSHIP OF TELEVISION SITS BY INCOME 
AND BY YEAR      

INCOffi;   GROUP OWNERSHIP   BY  YEAR 
1346 1348 1350 

1 0.7 0.8 1.8 

2 1.6 2.6 3.5 

3 4.9 11.6 12.4 

4 14.2 18.3 22.5 

5 26.6 31.3 37.0 

6 38.7 42.6 49.7 

7 52.8 60.7 68.5 

8 60.1 71.4 78.7 

9 73.2 87.5 83.0 

10 79.4 83.4 91.1 

\ 
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FIGURE   5,2     OWNERSHIP   LEVELS   i¥   IMCOUE  GROUP   t 
      TELEVISION   SETS _ — 
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YEAR NEW DEMAND REPLACEMENT TOTAL  DEMAND 

1351 130,000 6,000 136,OOO 

1352 150,000 s,ooo 158,000                j 

1353 160,000 10,000 170,000                  « 

1354 1S5,000 11,000 1§6,O0O 

i 

1355 230,000 12,000 
1 

242,OOO                | 
i 

1356 240,000 13,000 253,000 

1357 1       240,000 14,000 251,000 
i 

135S 250,000 11,000 267,000 

1359 310,000 23,000 333,000 

1360 145,000 32,000 377,000 

1361 360,000 46,OO0 406,000 
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Looking  forward to  USi  demand  is expected  to im  of  the 
order  o£  250,000 units.     Interestingly  this   livtl  ot 
of the  two projection« which were mad« on th« 
basi«   of tin»  «pries  analysis.     There are  however 
significant  difference»  between th«  tin«  s«rl«a 
trend«  orojeeted to  1361   and th« orojections  to 
1361   based on ownership   l«v«l«  bv  income group. 
on th«  basis  of  time  series prelections  th«   less 
ootimistic of  the   two projection»   indicai*»   a 
demand   in   1361  of   tne  order of   500,000 units   and 
the   nigher  of  th«  .>stmates would  lead to  a  demand 
of  over  7oo,ooo  units   In   1361.     Both  th#«e   forecasts 
are   thought  to be  too high,     on  the  other   hand   the 
forecast   for   1361   based  on ownership bv   income  group, 
indicating  a demand  for  so»   400,000  units   in  that 
vear,   is  thought  to be wore  realistic,     obviously 
using   a technique  that entails   the   projection   of   owner- 
ship   levels  bv   incoa«  group over such  a  long  period 
is  very dangerous.      It   is quite probable  that   durinq 
this   tin«  significant   changea   in price,   credit 
facilities etc.   could  occur,   each  having  a  significant 
effect   on demand  in  any   one   income  group.      Indeed  it 
has   been mentioned   In  earlier   sections  of   this   report 
that   it  is   anticipated  that   a   credit  bank   will   be 
established  in   Iran  during the  next   five  vears.      It 
has   been  shown   in  other  countries  that  establishments 
of  such  facilities  has  a profound effect   >>n demand, 
for  example   in  Brasil   in  one   year  demand   for  television 
sets   increased by  an  additional   15*  on  the  growth  in 
previous years.     For  these  reason«   the  forecasts  of 
demand  for  television  sets  in   1361   can only  be tentative 
although  it   is   felt  to  be  in  the  right  "ball  oark". 

5.2     Price» 
It has been mentioned  in section 2.2   above  that  prices 
of  television sets  in  Iran have  in  general  terms 
decreased over  the past years.     It   is,however,Important 
to realise that  these  aoparent reductions   in  retail 
price  are not always  as    high  as they apoear  at   first 
sight.    Over the vear«   a number of  companies have 
introduced new models  at  the  botto» end of  their range. 
It has been  found  in the course of  discussion«  with 
manufacturers,and  from the Metra survey,that  the most 
common type of television set  purchased by  a household 
in  Iran is not a  lower priced table model but   is more 
commonly a medium priced,   32   -  36,OO0 rials  retail 
price  consul unit.     Whilst precise   information  could 
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not  be  obtained durinci   the  nmrw  of   fieldwork   tn 
Iran  the   impression  which   *•<*   Miru-c   ia   that 
tha  prie«   of   tila   type   <>f  s.-t   has  not  iecrcisr-l 
wry  »uch   over  the  past    four   vears.     On  the   other 
hand nelthnr ha»  the  price   increased  durinq   this 
period of   til».     This   reluctance  ••-  purchase   a 
lower priced television   ^et   is  ton»"hat  difficult 
to explain   end  it would   apuear   that   a  t«lrvi-;i"r. 
aet   1»   regarded not   onlv   as   a   cr.msumer Eur ab le 
Ite» but   aleo aa  a piece  of   furniture   In   Iran. 
Looking to  the  futur«  there would aooear  to be  no 
reason why  prices of  televielon sets  In  Iran  should 
not  continu«  to decrease  dur ina the  next   few  vears. 
Unless  companies   in   Iran  ere  burdened with   high 
priced  locally produced  component»   it  should be 
possible  with   afct ut e   purchasing on  the  part   of   the 
coscantes,   possibl-    in   consortia,   to obtain 
component«   et   DTICPS  more  adv«itacinous  than  those 
presently   prevail ina   in   Iran.     Whilst   labour   rates 
and  certain  other  raw materials will   increase 
earing the  next  few year»  increased productivity 
by companies should enable  increased coet   to be 
absorbed by  the manufacturer».     There  is  evidence 
that  the   industry  Is  very  slowly being  rationalised 
into  larger units  although  aaain  radical  ration- 
alisation      l«  unlikely   to .-nine  about   in  the   near 
future  without  uovernment   "participation".      It   t.tu> 
industry   is   rationalised  tt .»n   (-rices  should 
be  able   to  be held  constant    toi   several  years   ahead, 
and  in common with other  c>>n*umsr durable   items 
it  is   felt  that the government nhould exercise  «on« 
control cei price«  throuqh an  organisation  of  the 
type  outlined  in Volume   1  of   this   report. 

5• Î    future Developments and structure _of__tha  industry 
Considering   first  futaie  uV\-< !..prent s   in  product 
range   it  has been  found that  a number of   companies 
tr# presently considering the manufacture  of  a 
•pall portable television set.    These sets which 
would be  largely based on imported  components and would 
retail at  so»  ll-OOO rials each,     ht least three 
companies within the   industry are known to be 
currently  considering the »anufactuer of  «uch sets. 
If companies are to gain economies of scale  and 
keep prices at realistic levels,  then  it   is  import- 
ant that   assembly of  sons 10,«» units per  annum 
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per   factory   is   undertaken.      It   has   already  been 
mentioned  above   that   the  tendency   in  Iran   is   to 
purchased television   sets   in   relatively expensive 
cabinets   and whilst   no precise   estimates   can     be 
made   as   to the   likely  volume   of   the portable? 
television markest   in   Iran   it   is   thought  unlikely 
that   this  would   exceed 20,000  units  ner  year 
during  the next    ^   to  '] "ears. Furthermore    it   is 
felt   that   If  such   a set     is   to  r»ain  a sicrnficant 
acceptance   in   the   market place   it   should  he 
retailed  at  between   10,000  rials   and 12,000   rial«. 
It   would therefore   appear  that   at   the oresent   time 
there   is  only  sufficient potential  demand   for   one 
company  to produce   this type  of   unit. 

For  several  years   now  the   introduction of   colour 
television  to   Iran   has been   talked  about.      It   is 
rumoured  that tentative     olans   are   already   in   hand 
to   commence  transmissions   of  television  programmes 
in   colour  in   1354   although  confirmation   of   this 
could not be  obtained.    Whilst   no  detailed 
investigation  of   this  subject   has  been undertaken 
during  the  course   of  the present   study it   is   felt 
that  on economic   grounds  it  would be inadvisable 
for  Iran  to devote   the  large   sum«  of money which 
would be  required   to set up  such   a network  when 
these   could be  much  better  utilised in other 
directions.     For  example  it  has   been estimated 
that  the  cost   of   converting   all   existing  stations 
to   full   colour   in   Australia would  be of  the   order 
of   £5o  million   ---terlinn.     In  addition the   cost 
to   companies  in   Iran would be   confiderai le   and 
analogy with black   and white   television  sets   would 
suggest  that  the   cheapest  unit   in   Iran would   cost 
at   least   100,000   rials thus  making  for onlv   a  very 
small  market.      It   has  already  been mentioned   several 
times   that only   some   50i of  the   urban population 
currently  covered  by  the television transmission 
network   in  the   country.     It   is   felt  that  the   govern- 
ment would be much  better  advised to devote   anv 
expenditure  It  may  be considering making  in  the 
television  industry   in this  direction rather   than 
in  what  can only   be   reqarded  as   a prestige  project 
namely  the  introduction of  colour  television   to 
the   country.     Indeed  It Is   felt   unlikely  that   it 
would be advisable  to produce   colour sets   in  the 
country until   at   least the  period  covered  bv   the 
7th  development   plan. 
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As  far as changes  in th«  structure  of  the industry 
ara  conc«rn«d these nava been oonsid«r«d in the 
overall  content of  the  consimar electronics  industry 
In  Iran  and art discussed  in Volumi  1  of the  report. 
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1.        N|¥HP 

Demand   for   radio  sets   in   Iran   has   inneds»^   quite 
significantly  ovet   t Le  [Mit   i ew   years.     A'-   tai 
•s   local  manufacturers   .ut-   «.-• >m< tned,   howevit,   their 
total   share  of   the   marke'   has    leereased during   the 
period.     Thli   apparent   dic"t'*»y   results   frop   th« 
fact   that   there   are   at   the   present   time   d    large   nuira er 
of   radio sets  smuggled   int      Iran.     Whilst   arty 
estimate  concerning   the  extent   <>f   iiieq.n   import* 
mutt  be  treated wi t h   caution.      it   is   felt   tha» 
•t   the  present   tine   betweer.   1SO,IM.C  and  ¿nr  ,*«><'  sets 
per  year  illegally  enter   t hi    c« an try.     Th«-.-,*- 
estimates  ere   largely  tase-  'in   ml - iniat n>n   verier a'«»«1 
during   the  Metra SUIVM«,   .ii though  estimates   "n   » ta 
basis   of  other  criteri!.   plus   tea    concensus    ^t   "f inion 
within  th«   indu»tr> ,   s .u-ie.-a-   th.it   su.1   eat mate. 
are  not unrealistic.     The it tore  whilst   the   t.aul 
dem and  for  radio sets   In   USO   is   likely  to  bt    • f 
the  order of  2§0,ixxi  uniti,   ì<T.I1   manufacturer s  will 
supply   « few Curi   than    i>x»,vK>(-   sets.      "Iliis   mt\i,r.   * Mat 
the  present  time   local  manufacturers   «•unwind   less 
than   iOl of  the  total  market. 

The  ownership of   radio  s*ts   is  widely  distributed 
throufhout   the  country  and  on   the  basi«  of   ownership 
in  the   lowest   income  group  in   urban   area«   it   is 
estimated that  rural   consumptioi   is  significant. 
Whilst   it  is  only  possible  to  »ake  very  approximate 
estimates  regarding   con. ««nip ti on  by  households   In 
rural   areas,   the  avallabi« evidence would  suggest   that 
rural   ooniitanptlon   in   USO  approached  it),OCX)  unit«. 

Until  a few years   ago,   the major portion of   demand was 
for  nains  operated  radio».     More   i* gently   demand   has 
become  increasingly   for  saia 11   trans i si torised sets. 
Indued at  the present  time ««ins  operated  set» 
account  for   less  than  Si   of  total  demand.      In 
addition,   to the  above demand   for   radio set«  there 
is  at  the present  tins  a   further demand for   around 
10,000 car radio sets,     ail  th«   latter are produced 
by   local manufacturers  although here  again  companie« 
are  suffering fro» imports.     Although  radio«  and  car 
radio«  are prohibited imports   combination  seti such  a« 
radio record players and  radio cassette players  can be 
imported  into  Iran.     Some evidence was obtained during 
the  eovTM of  fieidwork   in  Iran  to suggest  that  there 
is  an  increasing  import  of combination units  for  car«. 
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If  the government wish  to  protect   the   local   industry 
they   should endeavour   to  ensure  that  illegal   imports 
are  not  permitted to enter   the  country  and  that 
import   regulations  regarding   imports  of   combination 
sets   are  modified  to  avoid   abuse. 

1. 2     Industry   Structure 

The   high   level   of   illegal   imports  has   led  to a 
significant   rationalisation  of   the  radio  manufacturing 
industry.        Until   a  few years  ago  there  were  a   large 
number  of   companies manufacturing/assembling  radio 
sets   in   Iran.        There  art-   now only  three  companies 
of   significance who assemble  radio  sets   in  the  country. 
In  addition  to   these  three   companies   it   is   likely 
that   there  are  a  few  other   small   companies  operating 
from   small   workshops,   etc.        The   high   level  of   imports 
has  meant   that   these  three   companies  are  now able  to 
compete  almost   on egual   terms  with  imported  products. 
Indeed  this  sector of   industry   shows  a  cost   penaltv   of 
less   than   401   compared  with   sets  produced   in other 
countries.       Two  of  the  companies   involved   in  the 
radio  manufacturing   industry  are  major  companies   in 
terms  of   manufacturer  of  television  sets.       The   third 
company,   Cofard,   whilst   not   so   important   in the 
television manufacturing   industry   is  a  major manufacturer 
of   radio   sets   in   Iran.        All   three  companies   involve^ 
in  this   sector  are concerned  exclusively  with electronic 
consumer   durable goods.       The  government   should   in   the 
future make  every effort  to  ensure that   the present 
rationalised  structure of   this   industry   is maintained. 

Each of  the  aûove companies  produces a   significant 
number of   components   in  factory.        Items  such as  coils, 
chokes and   in  some cases  speakers   are  all   locally 
manufactured. If  these   three   companies  were   able   to 
share the  entire market within  Iran considerable 
economies   of   scale   could    be  gained     and manufacturers 
should  be   able  to approach   world  market  prices   if 
only  a   select   range of  products   are   locally manufactured, 

1.3    Component» Industry 

The  components   industry  supplying  the  terminal   radio 
manufacturing   industry  í¿  at  the  present  time almost 
non  existent.       The only electrical and electronic 
components which are  locally  produced   in  Iran  tend  to 
be manufactured  by the companies   themselves.       Other 
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cabinets  and  cases  are  fabricated either 

factory. 

In examining the broad possibilities for establishing 
an electronic component industry in Iran, it has been 
assumed that in addition to supplying the television 
manufacturing industry such a components industry would 
also meet the requirements of radio manufacturers i ri- 
Iran. 
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MARKET 

2.1    Basic Statistics 

It is  now some   12  years  since  the  assembly of 
radio  sets  in   Iran  first  commenced.     Whilst 
during  the early  1340's  local production 
progressively   increased towards  th •  end of   the 
decade  production  first stagnated then  decreased, 
Details  of  local  production  and  imports   are 
contained in  Table  2.1. 

TABLE 2.1 PRODUCTION AND IMPORTS OF RADIO SETS 
IRAN (EXCLUDING CAR RADIOS AND COMBINATIONS 

YEAR LOCAL PRODUCTION1" IMPORT^* APPARENT 
DEMAND 

1340 - 134,000 134 ,0O0 

1341 8 ,500 61,OOO 69 t 0 CXJ 

1342 65 ,000 8,000 73 ,OOG 

1343 4f ,000 14,OOO 60 • IJUU 

1344 92 r0O0 40,OOO 132 ,ooo 

1345 106 ,000 10,OOO 161 ooo 

1346 130 ,000 8,800 138, 800 

1347 134 200 3* 11,OOO 145, 200 

1348 141, 
3. 

500 6,900 148, 400 

1349 114, 
3. 

500 2,200 Hi, 700 

1350 101, 000 4* 2, OOO*- 103, OOO 

Source:     *• 
2. 

of Statistic» Ministry  of Economy, 

Foreign Trade Statistics of Iran, 
2*   Matra 
4*   Metra Estimate. 
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The  above   figures  show  a verv wide   fluctuation 
over  the  years,  particularly  with  respect to 
imports.     It   is  said throughout the   manufactur- 
ing  industry  in  Iran  that there  are   substantial 
quantities  of  radios   imported  illegally  into  the 
country.     Interestingly  examination  of  Iran's 
import   statistics   and Kuwait's  exoort  statistics 
show  significant  anomalies.      Imports  of  radios 
from Kuwait,   according  to Iran's   import  statistics, 
in   1348  totalled  less   than   1,000 units.     Kuwait's 
export  statistics   show exports  of   35,000  radios 
to  Iran   in that  vear.      It   is   obviously   impossible 

scope of  the  present  study  to estimate 
of  illegal   imports  with  any  degree  of 
Within  the   industry opinion  ranges   from 
3Q0,ü00  units per   annum  illegally 

imported  into the   country.     The only   insight  which 
can  really  be   gained  into  the  extent   of  illegal 
imports   is   from the    Household  Survey,   although  even 
here  one  cannot be   sure  that   respondents who had 
purchased radios which  they  new to  have been  illegally 
imported did not exclude  these  from  answers  which 
were  given  during  the  survey. 

within   the 
the extent 
accuracy. 
100,000 to 

Returning  to  local  production  this   progressively 
increased   from the  early  40's   upto   1348 when   it 
reached  a  level  of  over  140,000 units.     Since  that 
time  Droduction has  progressively  declined  and whilst 
manufacturers  tend  to blame   this wholly on  the 
illegal   imports  of  the   radios   it  is   possible   that 
there   is   some  saturation  of  the market   already. 
Whilst   in   1347  there was  some   10 companies  manufact- 
uring  radios   in  Iran  by   1350  this  had been  reduced 
to  3  companies  of  any  significance.     A breakdown of 
production  by  company  is  contained   in Table  2.2. 

The data contained  in  Tables   2.1 and  2.2  does  not 
give  a  realistic picture of total demand in  Iran nor 
does   it  give  the demand met  by  local  manufactures. 
From discussions with manufacturers   it  is estimated 
that   of  total  production  in   1347  some   120,000 
sets were  sold.     Whilst  most   companies   increased 
production   in   134 8  a  slow down  in  consumption   from 
midway  through  the  year,   coupled with   a significant 
change  in  consumer    taste during this vear   restulted 
in  local manufacturers  sealing onlv  some   110,000 sets 
in   1348.     This  meant  that  in   total  the  industry 
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TABLE 2.2    PRODUCTION OF RADIO SETS IRAN (EXCLUDING 
CAR RAPID AND COMBINATIONS)  

COMPANY PRODUCTION 

1347 1348 1349 1350 

REI 

LORD 

COFARD 

38,700   i    39,950 

5,000 

3,000 

PARS  ELECTRIC   42,497 

MOFID 

RADIO SHAHAB 

OTHERS 

TOTAL 

10,000 

15,000 

20,000 

134,197 

5,000 

18,000 

48,500 

5,000 

10,000 

15,000 

141,450 

26,650 

1,850 

29,000 

51,000 

1,000 

5,000 

114,500 

16,000 

33,000 

50,000 

2,000 

101,000 
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in  hand 

of 

entered   1349   carrying  stocks  approaching  50,000 
units.     A high proportion of   this  stock was   in 
valve  sets which could be operated only  on mams. 
Whilst  this   type of   set had   been  very  popular   in 
Iran prior  to  1348   in  that year  consumer  tastes 
changed quite   radically  and  the  major  portion  of 
demand was   for  small  battery  operated  sets.     Local 
production  in   1349   fell quite  significantly   and 
whilst  a high  proportion of   1349  production  was 
sold in  that  year only  a small quantity  of  stock 
was  sold.     It   is estimated  that   in   1349   sales   of 
locally  produced sets   totalled between   120  and 
130,000  units.     During   1349   a  significant number 
companies  ceased production  of  radios.     Whilst 
many of  them  at the   time saw  this  only  as  a 
temporary  thing most   now believe   that   they  will 
never  again  produce   radios. 

In   1350 only   three   companies  produced  radio  sets, 
Pars Electric  and Cofard succeeded in  keeping  produc- 
tion  approximately  equal  to  that   in   1349  but   the 
third  company,   Radio Electric   Iran had  to considerably 
reduce   its   level of  production.     It  is  estimated  that 
in  total  the  number  of  sets  produced  in   1350 will 
barely  exceed   100,000  units.       At the   time  of  carrying 
out  fieldwork   in  Iran   indications were  that   a high 
proportion  of  this  production would be  sold  along 
with small  quantities  of  stock.     In  total  demand met 
by   local manufacturers  in  1350 will be  of  the  order 
of   100,000  units. 

It  is   interesting  to  compare  the  total  demand,   as 
estimated during the  course  of  discussions  with 
industrialists  in   Iran, with   the  demand as   determined 
in  the  Metra Survey.     The  two  sets of  data   are  contained 
in Table  2.3. 

TABLE  2.3 

Source 

Industry 
Metra Survey 
Difference 

DEMAND   FOR RADIO  SETS 

1347 

120,000 
12 5,500 

5,500 

1348 

110,000 
2 33 000 
123,000 

13 49 

125,000 
213,000 

88,000 

1350 
loo,000 
182,000 
82,000 
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From the  data  contained   In  Table  2.3   It   can  be 
seen  that  demand  In   1348»   as  determined  in   the 
Metra Survey,   exceeded  bv  some   12 3,000 units 
sale:i  by   the   industry   in   that  year.     In  1349   and 
1350 some   88,O00 and  82,000 sets   respectively 
cannot be   accounted   for  by   local  production. 
With  the   reservations  which were  made  earlier 
regarding  the   failure   of   respondents   to  acknowledge 
ownership  of   a  radio  set  which   they new  to have 
been  smuggled   into  the   country   it  would  appear 
that  illegal   imports  during  the  past  three  years 
have been   in   the  range   of   80,000  -   12 5,000  sets 
p.a.     So  far no  consideration  has  been  given   to 
the  ownership  of  radio  sets  by   rural  household«. 
Unfortunately   the  Metra   Survey  did not  cover   rural 
areas and       therefore   it   is  only  nossible  to 
subjectively  estimate   ownership   in these   areas. 
It   Is   felt  on  the  basis   of  available   information 
that  ownership   in   rural   households  may  not  be 
insigifleant   as   is   the   case  with  most  other 
domestic  appliances.     Within  the   lowest   income 
group  in  the  urban   areas   it  has   been   found  that 
some   301   of  households   own   a  radio set.     Data  on 
the   income  and expenditure  of  rural  households   is 
very  sparse  however what  data  is   aval labi«   suggest« 
that when  projections   are mad«  to  1350  some   35% 
of  hous«holds   In  rural   areas  have   incomes   comparable 
with  the   average  Income  of  households   in  the 
lowest  income  group   in   small   cities.     Assuming 
that  rural households  have  ownership   levels   similar 
to households   In  Group   1* 
with  this   level  of   income 
sets.     This   is  equivalent 
rural  areas  of  some   Ini. 
in   rural   areas  is   correct 

then   some   30%   of   households 
are   likely   to  own   radio 
to  an   overall   ownership   in 
It   this  estimate  of   ownership 
then   applying  a  similar 

purchasing pattern   to  that   found  for households   in  the 
lowest  income  group  In  small   cities  than   it   is  estimated 
that demand  in  rural   areas was  of  the orear   of   10,000 
sets     in     1350,   60#O00  sets   in   1349,   50,000  sets  in 
13 48 and 40,000 sets  in   13 47.     These  demand  figures 
should therefore ba  added  to  the  total  demand within 
Iran  as  determined   in  the  Metra  Survey       On  this 
basis  it would  appear  that   illegal   imports  have 
averaged between  150,000  and  160,000  units  during 
tha  past  three years.      Interestinglv  these  estimates 
for illegal  imports  compare verv well with estimates 
which were «ade  in   a  orevious Metra study   in   Iran. 

Group   1  in  Small  Cities 
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COUNTRY M WNERSH1P   1'ER   1000   INHABITANTS 
I960 lOfifí ilé§ 

South  Africa §3 144 

Arqwnt ine 167 181 - 

Brail 1 66 63 61 

i*t»ru loi - 134 

; K.ij <i S 18 19 

\ s i «te i 194 22Q - 

' i ii land ¿7f 3S8 365 

'. r«H"»c«» 8 s 113 - 

: r» l.iri í 174 2<>6 - 

t t u ; * J «IS 146 14? 

UK ¿•0 ìli 324 

frunce 24 1. 312 J14 

Aunt ralla 222 220 - 

I MAM 4S • î1" 70* 

•    Nfíifl   est lftdt«    for    USO 

tu , ir ved  »Ms   ih   too high,    i;.sor..«:    2.s Million «at a   in 
un*     u.    1*4?. 

•«M uri i     United Nations  Yearbook   lt7o  uni«»»  ot nervi a«  stated. 
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TàlLE 2.5 OWNERSHIP OF RADIOS BY CITY AiMD INCOME' 
EXPENDITURE GROUP 

CITY GROUP INCOME  GROUP OWNERSHIP 1 

TEHRAN 1-2 60 
3-4 79 
5-6 82 
7-8 82 
9- IO §0 
All 79 

LARGE CITIES 1-2 44 
3-4 65 

Ì 5-6 84 
1 7-8 16 
| 9-in 95 

Al 1 64 

SMALL CITIES 1-2 38 
3-4 74 
5-6 84 
7-10 91 

i All 58 

i 
ALL  l'RBAN 1-2 42 

3-4 73 
5-6 83 
7-i 15 
• -10 91 

_ _..___ ,:. ,„„ ,:,:„,.,. 

All 
-,—. —• -  - ni:      I       i .  • 

66 
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urban hou««hold§ in Iran have 
Details of th« average number 
household by income giotif» are 
Table  2.6. 

more  than on«   radio, 
of   radio s«ts  p«r 
contained   in 

TABLE 2.6 AVLRAf.J NUMBER OF RADIOS PE3  HOUSEHOLD 

CITY GROUP 

TEHRAN 

LARGE CITIES 

SMALL CITIES 

ALL   URBAN 

I NO> MI    GRiU'P 

- 2 
- 4 
- 6 
- 8 
-10 

AVERAGE   NUMBER uF 
RADIOS   PFR   HOUSEHOLD 

All 

I - 2 
3   -   4 
5-6 
7 » • 
9   -10 
All 

1 - 2 
3   -   4 
5-6 
7 - S 
9   -10 
All 

1 
3 
5 
7 
t 

- 2 
- 4 
- i 
- | 
-10 

All 

1. o 
1. o 
1. i 
1. « 
1. i 
1. it 

1. o 
1. o 
1. 2 
1. 6 
1. • 
1. Ol 

1. O 
1. 1 
1. 1 
1. 3 
1. 09 
1. OS 

1. O 
1. o 
1. 1 
1 .    4 
1 .    7 
1 . 12 

for It ha. bm BHitloiMid «bow tk*t tk* èmme 
»•ins op«rat«i radio ha» d»cr««.«d I«**« 

is born« out by th« N«tra 8ur*«y which show« that 
ihiSr^srly lot of ail radio «.t. in m. in Iran 
ar« of  th« typ« which  can only to« op«rat«d on 
dlract MiM, thi. typ« of Mt  •oe?2î||

fS' f1^ 
201 of  th« total nuHters a«ta pwrchaaad oviir   th« 
p«rlod of  13l§ -  13S0. 
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This  changing pattern  nf   consumer  tasti  coupled 
with  «lgnificant   vannions    in prl-v   and quality 
of different   radio spts,i»*ni  that  estimatii  of 
the  current   and  future   replacement  market   in   Iran 
la  very  difficult.     It   is   not   uoeslble  to   use 
a mingi«   average  life   which   is   applicable  to all 
typ««   of   nut.     In many      i^-s  sets  op«rating 
fro»  direct  mains  will   .ast   for   20  year«  before 
sarioua   faults  are   incutrfd,on   the   other  hand 
cheap  translator sets  ra^    ' -IVP   a   life   of   less 
than   five   yearn.     Whilst   -   ••<*>  mènerai   ideas   as 
to  the  breakdown of  the  »«r»i"   as   supplied by 
local  manufacturers   lias   been    <ttalned   it   is  not 
possible   to establish   the   type  of   seti  which   are 
being  smuggled  inti   the   country.      ll   is 

thought  that many  of   these   jre  wall   pocket 
transistorised  radir   set*-   i   ,t   . v. i,   «:his   type  of   unit 
can  vary  quit«  signt f t ranMv   i-   -luallt^  and hence 
life.     for   convenience   it   ' v   been   assumed  that 
the  average   life of   a  radi'   set   in   Iran   is   tan 
year«.      It  has been   aaaumed that no     set«   are 
scrapped   tn  the  first three vears   after purchase 
and  all   sets   are  scrapoed  by  year   20.     On  these 
assumption«,   maklna estimates   for   Illegal   Imports, 
the   scrappaoe  rates   and  hence  replacement   demand 
hai  been   calculated  and   is  shown   in  Table   2. 7 

a«   vould   be  expected  the  purchasing  pattern  for 
radios   shows   a  little  seasonal  variation.     Only 
the   first   season  following No  Pus    (New  Yeai) 
is   there   any  appreciable   fall  in  demand,   however, 

in  thia   is   relatively   »mall. 

2.2    Pgloas 
In  any  attempt to compare price«  of  radio sets 
on«  ia  confronted with almost insurmountable 
problems   In  finding sets which are directly 
comparatela.     The problaw arises because even 
taking  •  relatively detailed description  c   the 
set  to be  compared tha>re  are still   tremendous 
variations  in quality and henoe in price.     In 
Tabla 2.8  data is presented on the  retail price 
of raélo eats in a number of countries.     These 
sata  are  all two band transistor battery operated 
sets.     Attempts have baen made to exclude 
particularly high and particularly  low quality 



TABI,»-.   2 .  ' SCRAPPAOfc   OF   RADIO   SETS 

YI-.ÂR DEMAND 1343 1344 1345 1346 1347 1348 1 349         1 

1 î 39    {»>ARK)1- ( 1OOOOOO) 9000 1 looo 1200O 1 Sono 
 ••"                                        i 

37000            37000          5 3MM. 

134o2' 1340OO . 4218 50§2 fi 7 on 9 380 12328 142! 4 

IMI 6 9 500 . _ 2224 2641 3475 6394 f > 3 ' • 4 i 

1342 7 3000 _ _ - 2336 2774 36 50 511 

1343 60O00 - _ _ - 2 2 lo 22 80 300. 

1344 132000 - - _ - 4224 4224 5" 1» 

1 345 116000 - _ - - - - 3 7 L: 

1346 139000 - _ - - - - _ 

13 47 12 550C) - _ - - - _ _ 

134S 2 3 3000 . - - - _ _ _ 

13 49 213000 - _ - - - - _ 

13 SO 1S2000 - - - - - - _ 

1351 200OOO - - - - - 

1352 21nono - - - - - 

1353 2 3OO00 - _ - - - 

1354 2 50000 - - - - - 

1355 2 70000 - - - - - 

1356 30OOOO - - - - - 

Scrappage 90OO 15281 19316 29677 42549 64347 9<>4 36 

Park 132750O 1444212 1540896 1650219 1733170 l°nifl¿3 2024387 :   • 

1. 

*Crude  estimates   included to qlve   an   Indication  of   scrannaqe 

Assumption on average   life orior  to   1340 is   :   15   years  average, 

all   scrapped by year   25. 

HB 

ibi 

716 

2 on 

• 4ob 

• 448 

Ö -- 

• 3' m 

4    , 

IM 

2. Assumption  on  average   life   from   1340   :   as  stated   in   text. 
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; CRAPPAGE   IN  YEAR 

149 

5 30OO 

I4 204 

f,394 

5 HO 

3000 

50 16 

3712 

-* »4 3 6 

)24387 

if. 348 

? 3 f. ? 

f 7 i i- 

42 v- 

(> 6 

4 41 ' b 

4448 

•07 

2O093' 

.351 

9 4000 

14 740 

8479 

7738 

5520 

9240 

5S00 

5262 

4016 

1352 

1S4995 

99000 

13400 

7645 

8906 

6 360 

12144 

P120 

4769 

7456 

1353 

16 7800 

120OO0 

12O60 

6950 

8030 

7320 

13992 

10672 

9730 

6275 

8854 

6816 

1354 

210699 

110000 

9 380 

6255 

7300 

6600 

16104 

12296 

12788 

8785 

11650 

8094 

5824 

1355 

206982 

90000 

6036 

4865 

65 70 

6006 

14520 

14152 

14734 

11546 

16310 

1O650 

6916 

6 406 

135*3 

20Í693 

8' >00< 

4'0*' 

3 1 27 

5 11" 

5 4.-.M 

12 7 A.- . 

1 f-Q -, 8 

Î 3 ì< Ì 

214 if 

1491" 

9 : ' •= • 

1357 

213644 

50000 

i 5 8o 

2085 

3 2 85 

42O0 

11880 

11600 

15290 

15311 

24698 

19596 

12740 

innoo 

79 80 

7360 

1358 

199605 

47000 

2-no 

1737 

2190 

2700 

9240 

104 40 

13900 

13 805 

28426 

22578 

16744 

14000 

105on 

8740 

8000 

1359 

212000 

280O0 

670 

1042 

1825 

1800 

5940 

8120 

12510 

12440 

25360 

25986 

19292 

18400 

14 700 

11500 

9 500 

8640 

1360 

205825 

2 50O0 

348 

1095 

1500 

3960 

5220 

9730 

11295 

2 3 300 

23430 

22204 

21200 

19320 

1610O 

12 5on 

9600 

1361 

216062 

2 50»' 

3» 

*~4 

33' 

34ft 

,7-| 

87 3* 

2^9" 

213' 

2 on 2 

244' 

222' 

2 lo 

17" 

114 

1""' 

2.3 "6 
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TABLE 2 . 8 RETAIL PRICES OF TWO BAND TRANSISTOR 
RAPTO SETS IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES^ 

COUNTRY PRICE (Rls) 

Japan 1,755 

Korea 1,350 

Hong  Kong 1,760 

Taiwan 1,570 

Phi lipines 2,460 

India 3,020 

Turkey 2,440 

Lebanon 3,380 

UK 2,300 

France 1,5S5 

West  Germany 2,500 

Holland 3,200 

Switzerland 1,445 

Austria 1,136 

Spain 1,900 

USA 3,375 

Brazil 2,600 

Argentina 2,357 

Iran 2,150 

PRICE INDEX 

lOO 

77 

lOO 

89 

140 

172 

139 

192 

131 

90 

142 

182 

82 

65 

108 

192 

148 

134 

123 

MAKE 

Sonv 

National 

Telefunken 

National 

Sunny 

Minimasti-! ! 

Philips 

National 

S ony 

Oceanic 

Phi lips 

Phi li t.--. 

Philips 

Horny 

Phi 1 tps 

RCA 

Nationa : 

Moblex 

Toshiba 

Note.  The sets taken in West Germany and Holland are better 
quality sets than most of the others. 
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units in all cases.  It can be seen from the 
data presented in Table 2.8 the cost of the 
radio set in Iran compares very favourably 
with the costs of sets in Europe.  Costs in 
Iran are, however, significantly above costs 
in the Far Eastern countries such as Korea, 
Taiwan, Hong Kong and Japan.  It is nevertheless 
felt that industry in Iran is to be commended 
for having kept prices at levels which are 
reasonably Rimi lar to prices prevailing in Europe. 
Without wishing to detract from the achievement 
from manufacturers in Iran one cannot help but 
wonder how much these competitive prices in 
Iran are due to the fact that manufacturers have 
to compete with illegal imports.  There is no 
doubt that the "competition" from illegal imports 
has most certainly had the effect of rationalising 
the industry in Iran.  In such an environment only 
the most efficient companies are able to survive 
and it has been mentioned above there are now only 
three radio manufacturers of importance in Iran. 

2.3 Credit 

Radio sets generally speaking can be considered 
as relatively low cost consumer durable items. 
It would appear nevertheless that a significant 
portion of purchase are made on credit of three 
to six months, although this tends to be confined 
to more expensive units.  Most sales of small 
units are cash transactions as indeed it is felt 
are all sales of illegally imported sets.  It is 
quite common for radios to be an insignificant 
item as far as consumer credit is concerned. 
Although manufacturers in Iran do give credit 
to dealers they have over the past few years 
in actual fact decreased credit rather than 
increaie it.  The latter has been the case with 
most other consumer durable items. 
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2.4    Car Radlos 

2.4.1     Statistics 

The local production of car radios by 
company is shown in Table 2.f, This 
data is based  on  discussions with  local 
manufacturers   since published  statistics 
in   Iran include   car radios with  other  radios 

TABLE   2. 9 PRODUCT I ON   OF CAR  RADIOS 

COMPANY 1348 1349 1350 

Pars  Electric 6,000 9,000 10,000 

Cofard 12,000 19,000 20,000 

Radio Shahab 5,000 - - 

Total 23,000 28,0O0 30,000 

The  above data  «hows that demand has  grown 
v*iry  little  during the past two years. 
This   is believed   to be due  to  the  fact 
that there have  been significant  imports 
of stereo record  players/radios,   radio 
cassette players   and various  other 
• combinations•   whieh are still permitted 
into the country. 

The H»tra Survey  shows that é*mand for 
car radios remained relatively static 
durlnf 134?  and   1348, sosiewhat ahort of 
30,000 unita  and  fell to less  than 20,000 
units in 134§.     The consumer  survey 
findings are,   however,  subject to error due 
to the low Incidence of car  radios in the 
sample.    Therefore  it is  likely that the  data 
contained In Table 2.1 fives  the most accu- 
rate picture. 
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Looking  to  the   future  demand for car 
radios  will  grow  in a manner similar  to 
that   for passenger cars.     Two other 
factors will be  also imports.    Firstly 
the   increasing number of  "combination" 
sets  being  imported into the country 
a  trend which  is   likely  to  continue. 
Secondly  thcire   is  likely  to be an 
increasing  trend  to fit  radios  into 
long  distance   transport  vehicles  and 
smaller  commercial  vehicles.     It  is 
possible  that  these two effects will 
at   least  in part  cancel  each other. 
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3. THE   RADÍO   MANUFACTURING   INDUSTRY 

3•!     His tori cal  Background 

The   historv  of  the   radio manufacturing   industry 
in   Iran  is   very   similar  to  that  of   the   television 
industry.     Assembly  of   radios   in   Tran  began 
around  1340 with   companies   importing  CKD  units 
and   assemblying   these   in   Iran.     It was   common   in 
the  early   1340   for  the   government   to aive 
manufacturing  licences   which   covered  radios, 
teleyisi°ns   and  other   consumer electronic products. 
As  was  the   case  with  television sets  some   2 5 
manufacturing  licences  were   issued  although  it   is 
estimated  that  no more   than   16  of   these  were  ever 
taken  up.     For   a  variety  of   reason   the   assemble 
of   radio sets  has   never  been   as  profitable  as 
the   assembly of  television   sets  and  therefore 
manv   companies  were  temoted   to devote     their 
efforts  towards     television   assembly  treating 
radio sets   as   a  side   line.      It would  aooear  that 
prior  to  1346   illegal   imports  had  very   little 
effect  on  the  industry   in   Iran,   indeed   it   is  not 
known whether or  not   any  signficant  quantities 
of   radio  sets were   illegally   imported   into  the 
country.     Since   1346   all  but  three   companies  have 
progressively   lost   interest   in  the  radio  manufactur- 
ing  business.   All   companies  WHO  lest   interest   in   I\H;K 
were   involved  in   assembly  of  television   sets   the 
ending of  production  of   radios was   not   a  hardship 
because  assembly   lines   and  production   facilities 
could easily  be  used   for  the  more   lucrative 
assembly  of  television   sets.     Only  three   companies, 
Cofard,   Pars  Electric   and  Radio EÌectric   Iran 
really made  serious  efforts   to reduce  their 
prices   by   increased efficiency in   the   assembly   of 
radios.     Companies who   failed to   improve   their 
productivity  and  hence   reduce  their prices  verv 
auickly   found  themselves with  considerable  stocks 
of   unsold  radio  sets. 

Involvement by  the  government  in  this  sector  of 
industry has  been  relatively minimal  in   the  oast. 
The  government  issued manufacturing  licences  and 
in   the very early years   carried out a number  of 
price  investigations »however »since  1345   the 
government has  had verv  little involvement  in  this 
sector.     Whilst  some  of the   companies   in  the 
industry have maximum  limits  on  their manufacturing 
licences  it  is  generally believed within  the 
industry that there would be no problem were the 
company  to  find   itself   able  to sell more  units  than 
their manufacturina   licence  permitted »them  to  produce 
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It   is doubtful   if profit   levels   have  ever been 
high  in  this  sector   of   industry   in   Iran.     Prior 
to   1347 most   companies were   able   to make   reason- 
able   levels  of   profit  by   Iranian   standards 
however since   that  time  it   is   thought   that most 
of   these  companies  have had   to  operate  on very 
small profit margins.     Fortunately   investment 
requirements   in   this   sector  are   relatively small 
and   therefore   having  once   installed  assembly 
facilities   it   has  mt  been  necessary   for  companies 
to  make  major    investments.     The   investments which 
have  been made   in   coil winding   facilities etc. 
are   common  to  production  of   both   radios   and 
television  sets. 

3.2     Present Situation 

At   the present   time   there   are  only   3   companies 
involved   in   the  manufacture  of   radio  sets   in 
Iran.     A number   of  other   companies   are   consider- 
ing  the  production  of   FM   radio  sets   and   it  is 
quite   likely   that one  of   these  will   begin 
production   in   the  next   year.      In   many  ways  the 
government  would  be  well   advised   to  take 
advantage  of   the   rationalisation   of   this  sector 
of   industry which  has  occurred  over   the  past   two 
years.     It   is   possible   that  this   could  only  be 
temporary   since   if   the  Government  were   to curb 
illegal   imports   other  manufacturers  may  be 
tempted  to  again  start  production  of   radio sets 
on   a  relatively   small  scale.     Furthermore,   the 
specialist  FM market,  which  at   the  present  time 
is   very  small,   may   attract   a   large  number  of 
manufacturers   to what  could be   a  high   cost  and 
high profit product,     leading   to   further  fragmen- 
tation of   the   industry  and making   subsequent   ration- 
alisation more   difficult. 

The  following   section gives  a brief  appraisal  of 
the manufacturing  activities  of   three  companies 
presently  involved  in  radio  assembly  and a brief 
resumí of  other  companies which  have  been concerned 
with this  activity.     Only  a  very  brief  outline  of 
facilities  and  points  apertaining  specifically     ^ 
to  radios  is  given  as  a more  comprehensive  resume 
of each companies  facilities has been  given  in 
the part of  this  report dealing with  television 
manufacture. 
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3.2.1  Pars  Electric 

Pars Electric manufacture radios and 
radio phonographs under licence1 fron* 
Toshiba   of  Japan.     On   radios   the   company 
change  models   quite   frequently   and   now 
p r od u ce   s orne   f i ve  different   radi o s   .ill 
operated   by   batteries.      In   addition   tue 
companies   manufacture   two   different   mode lb 
of   car   radio     although   basically   these 
two  units   are   very   similar.     Component 
manufacture   in   the  company,   that   is   the 
winding  of   coils etc.,   is   undertaken   using 
the  same   facilities   as   are   used   for   pro- 
duction   of   components   for   television   sets. 
The  company  has   a separate   department   tor 
the   final   assembly  of   radios  and  has   two 
assembly   lines   so  that   car   radios   and   other 
radios   can   be   assembled   simultaneously. 
Assembly   lines   can  be   used   for  one   product 
or   another.      In   addition   to   coils   other 
components  which  are   produced  in-factory 
include   the   case  or   cabinet   the   speaker, 
small  metal   parts  and   all.   plastic   and   trin. 
items.      It   is   very  difficult   to   assess   the 
installed   capacity  since   car   radios,    radio 
phonographs   and   other   radios   are   all   produced 
in   the   same  department.      It  would   appear 
however,   that   the  company   has   a  single 
shift  capacity   of  the   order  of   100,ooo 
pieces  of   the5   above   three   items.     Tins 
capacity   could  obviously   be   increased 
by  more   than   one  shift   operation. 

At   the  present   time   the   company  are  most 
definitely  market  leaders   on  radios   and 
radio phonographs although   they  are   only 
the  second  most   important   company  as   far 
as   car  radios   are concerned.     There   is   no 
evidence  within  the   company  that   radio 
production   is   in any  way   treated  as   an 
ancillary   activity  secondary  to  television 
manufacture.     The company   do however   feel 
that were   illegal  imports   to be  substan- 
tially   reduced  they   could quite easily 
double   their  volume  of  output.       The 
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more   on  the  production   of   radius   than   tnev 
do on  production   of  television  sets. 
Whilst  the  company  categorically  deny 
this   claiming  that   considerable  effort 
has  been put   In   to the  manufacture  of 
television  sets   over  the past   three  years, 
In  tern»  of  success  the   com:any have  most 
definitely had »or«  succt«   in  the  production 
and marketing  of   radio  sett  than   ...,>-   t -vn 
th«   case with  televisions sets.      It    is   te it   that 
the   company hai  never  mad«  a   concert od 
effort or decision  to  concentrât«  on  production 
of  radio sets  and  It  is  onlv  through 
inadequate marketlnq of  television  «et«   that 
the   company  has  not been more  successful   in 
this   area.     Prior   to  1349 Cofard Electronic 
also produced    radiograms  however because 
of  the  very   limited market   in   Iran  they   found 
this   activity was   unprofitable.     At  the 
present  time  the   company produce  five   different 
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-* • 2 . 4     °ther  Companies 

In   addition  to   the   three   companies   discusseci 
above   several   other  companies   in   Iran   do; 
manufacture     radios  until  verv   recent.lv. 
Lord Flectric   commenced  production  of   radios 
in   the  early   1340's   introducinq   radiograph 
very  shortly   afterwards.     Unto   1348  the 
production   averaned   around   5,000   radio   sots 
uoto   1,000  radiograms  p.a.     In   1348  the 
companv   found  thev were  having   considerable 
difficulty   in   selling   these  oroducts   and 
whilst   orininally   thev   intended  only  to   .o   • 

•oduot ion   for   nart   of   114e*   in   order   to pre 
reduce   th« it 
t ,,it 
o*    t 
i n   * 
i t    'MS   not    tioss 1 \ ' le 
study   to  visit   this 

stock    levels   the"   no"  ''eliev- 
.^.-        . ; ;    nr-"-'e;    . " •   r    i    - >"!   le   either 
se   endie-ts.       V    va1    oeütioned   anove 

ti on   deil inn   wit'    te b-vi si on   sets 
• ' H ' 

^eo 

and 

in   t'n'   course   of   this 
corm j an i e s   t o c t o r v   at 

Hamadam  and  therefore  no  comment   on  oroductmn 
facilities   can   be   ïï^ade. 

The   largest   of   the   comoanies   in   this   cat-qorv 
was   Padio  Shahab.      V'vi •--   corn -r-   'ir-'u-v    •   •• 
20,00°   radio  sets   in   134?   10,000   in   1148,   al-; 
nroducínq  some   2,000  car   radios   in  that   "ear, 
but   du«   to  falling  sales   the  comoanv   stconed 
production   in   134^   and   at   the  present    time 
still   have   considerable   stocks   in  hand. 
Unlike   Lord  Electric     this   comoany  do   plan   to 
commence  production  of   radios   in   1351.   ''ove, 
they  believe   that   thev  would  have   considerati* 
difficulty  comnetinn   tn   the  mass   market    the-- 
¡iuVt  therefor»   decided  to produce   only   FM 
radios   and FM   car  radios.     Undoubtedly   this 
company  have   the   technical   competence,   and 
with  the   rec«nt   acquisition  of   additional 
land, will   in   1351   have   the   facilities   to  enabb 
them  to  produce   such   items. 
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The  third   company  which  upto  1348  produced 
radio sets   is Grundig.     This   company also 
manufactured  radiograms  and  television 
sets.     In   1348 Grundig produced some  2,500 
radios  and  between  200 and  300 radioqrams. 
It  is now  believed  that  the   cornoanv   has 
completely   ceased  production  of all   consumer 
electronic  items. 

In  addition  to the   above  companies   there   are 
a number of  smaller  companies,  aener^llv 
located in   cities  outside Tehran,who prior 
to  1349  assembled   radio sets. 
Because  it  was not  possible   to see   all these 
companies   durinq  the  course  of the   present 
study  it  is   possible  that  some of   them are 
still  in business,however,since their 
combined volume of production  in  1348 was 
less   than   10,000 units   and  since  discussions 
with  other   industrialists  in   Iran   suggests 
that  these   companies  have not  gained 
additional  market   shares  they  *orm  a  relatively 
insignificantly part  of  the  total   industry   in 
Iran.     Companies who were known to  be 
producing  radio sets   in   1348   include  Electro 
Radar Limited   (Tabriz) ,   Mahbobi Company   (Gasvin) , 
Mohamad!  and Partners   (Babol)   and  Iran 
Electronic  Industries.     It  is understood  that 
all  these  companies have  facilities  which   are 
very small   and rely very heavily on  simple, 
somewhat  artisan, techniques. 

3.3    Industry Structure 

The basic structure of the  radio manufacturing 
industry is  summarised in  Table  3.1.     As   can be 
seen   from this Table the  structure  of the   industry 
at  the present time  is very simple. 

In  addition to the  companies  shown  in Table  3.1 
several other companies  in  Iran have manufacturing 
licences  from the  Ministry of Economy although 
these  companies have not produced any radio sets 
for at least the past 11 months.     Such companies 
include Lord Electric,  Radio Shahab,  Mofid  and some 
half doien  smaller companies. 
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TABLE    3.  1     INDUSTRY  STRUCTURE   RADIO  MANUFACTURING 

MI \;;Y LICENSOR 

"ars   Lieetric       Toshiba 

Cafard Matsushita 

Rl I Philips 

PRODUCTION   CAPA- 
CTY   ÏVDIOH 

100,000 

60,000 

2 5,000 

RADIO SALES AS A 
§ OF TURNOVER OF 
MANUFACTURES* 

25 

40 

25 

*Lst imates 

3.4     Lmployment 
In   the  oart   of this   report  dealing with   the 
television   industri   in   Iran   the  section  coveri no 
employment   considered employment   in  the  consumer 
electronics   industry   in  general   rather  than   the 
television   industrv  specificallv.      It   is 
impossible   to establish  precisely  the  number  of 
people  employed within   companies   in  the  consumer 
electronics   industry who  are   concerned exclusively 
with  production of   radios.     Subjectively   it   is 
estimated  that in   total  at  the  present   time   there 
are  no more   than  500 people  employed exclus ivelv 
in   this activity.     A number  of people  are  employed 
both  directly  and  indirectly   in production  of 
radios  as  part of  their   Involvement  in  the  overall 
consumer electronics   industrv»however,since 
estimates  have  already  been  made   for  this   sector 
as   a whole   it  is  considered   futile  to make   further 
estimates   appertaining  specifically  to the   radio 
industry. 

3. 5    Vertical Integration 

Vertical  integration   in  the   radio manufacturing 
industry  in   Iran  tends   to be   comparable  to  that 
in   the television   industry.     Companies  generally 
speaking produce  a  number of  small electronic 
components   in-factory,   notablv  coils  and  trans- 
formers;  generally they   fabricate  the  cabinet 
or  case  in-factory,   purchasing onlv  a  few  com- 
Donents  from outside  suppliers.     The major 
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portion of electronic components being  imported 
Looking to the future  the same  comments  as were 
made  for television manufacture are applicable 
to  this sector of industry. 

3.6    Components  Industry 

The  components industry to supply the  terminal 
radio assembling sector in Iran is almost non- 
existent.     There are  of  course  companies 
supplying ancillary   items such as cartons and 
printed matter but  other than  these  items the 
assembly companies  buy very   few items   in  Iran. 
Electronic components   are either produced in 
factory or imported.     Cabinets  and cases  are 
also  fabricated in  factory  and except   for a few 
small trim components  and the  items mentioned 
above there  is no  components   industry  as  such 
in   Iran serving this   sector. 
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4. COST   STRUCTURE 

It has  been  mentioned previously  that  only  one  company 
in  this   sector  of industry  in   Iran  has   a costmq pro- 
cedure which   can  in  any way be  considered adequate. 
Other  companies whilst wishing  to have   a better unders- 
tanding  of  their costs  have  generally  been hampered 
by  a   lack  of  expertise. 

4.1     Costs  of   Production 

In  Table   4.1  a breakdown  of  the   costs  of  oroduction 
of   a  radio  set  in   Iran  is   shown. 

TABLE   4.1 COSTS   BUILD  UP   -   RADIO   PRODUCTION 

-»UTY   PMD* ITEM   

Comoonents 

Other  Raw  Materials 

Direct  Labour 

Other Costs 

Ex-Factory  Price 

Retail  Price  Iran 

Foreiqn   Exchange  Required 

C&F  Price  Finished Unit 

Foreign   Exchange  Saving 

Value  added in Plant 

COST  Rials^    ! 

1,120 

1,100 

80 

740 

3,O40 

4,100 

820 

2,640 

1,820 

820 

480 

2 50 

•Estimate 

As  can be  seen  from the  above table the major portion 
of cost   is  in imported components.    The  tendancy within 
this  sector is  to purchase  components   from the   licencor 
rather  than direct  from a  component supplier.     In 
overall   terms the ex-factory price  in  Iran  compares 
very   fabourably with the C&F price of  the  same   set 
imported.     As has been  shown  in   Table  2.9  that  the   re- 
tail price of a  radio set  in  Iran  also compares   verv 
favourably with prices   in  other  countries. 

In Volume   1 of  this  report  an  analysis  showing  the   sen- 
sitivity  of costs to the volume  of production  of  radio 
sets   is   given. 
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It I»   felt that the paient trend towards purchase 
of combination equipment such as radiophonographs, 
radio-cassette players etc. will become increasin- 
gly  important  and It has  therefore been assumed 
¿hit cLership of radio sets will tend to steady 
out  at  101 of  an incorni group with some  101  having 
a radio set  as part of a piece  of  "combination 
equipment.     This  is  of course  only  a general 
approximation  although trends   in other countries, 
suggest that  tnis  could be  so.     Limitations   in  the 
available data,  particularly prior to  1347,  mean 
that  any projections  beyond say  1350,   using  the 
above  technique,  should be  treated with caution. 
Th«  above  approach,   assuming scrappage  rates   as 
»hewn  in Table  2.S suggests that demand for  radio 
seta   in  Iran will  Increase  as  shown   in  Table   b.¿. 
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TABLE 5.2   DEMAND FOR RADIO SETS IRAN 

YEAR 

1351 
1352 
1353 
1354 
1355 
1356 

NEW DEMAND 

 4_ 
175,000 
210,000 
230,000 
260,000 
310,000 
330,000 

REPLACEMENT TOTAL 
DEMAND DEMAND 

155 ,000 330,000 
168,000 37 8,000 
240,000 440,000 
207,000 467,000 
210,000 510,000 
210,000 540,000 

The  abo^e   *oreca«tn   onl" take  account   of demand  In 
urban areas.     It has  been mentioned previously that 
it  is believed that  demand  in rural  areas  is  current- 
ly  of  the  order of   60,000 units.    By   aralogy   this 
can be expected to  increase  to around   150,000 units 
by   1356.     Of  course   such  a projection   assumes  that 
the  rate  of  increase   in  income  of  rural households  will 
keep pace with that   in urban household,  an  assumption 
open  to question. 

The method which has been used to es 
ment demand is such that the actual v 
replacement market between 1356 and 1 
remain relatively constant, increasin 
200,000 to 230,000 over the period, 
nique suggests that new demand in urb 
to increase to 400,000 units by 1361. 
demand of 630,000 units in 1361 is in 
demand, the demand in rural areas, whi 
could be as high as 300,000 units p.a 
In total, therefore, the market for r 
could  bA   as  hiah   as   one pillion units 

tímate   replace- 
olume  of the 
361 tends   to 
g only   from 
The above  tech- 
an areas   is   likely 

Thus   a  total 
dicated.     To this 
ch by  that  time 
.   rmst  be   added, 
adio  sets   in   1361 

It is possible that  in reality the  above would never 
be  reached.     Substitution by radio cassettes  and other 
combination and specialised equipment  incorporating  a 
radio could be more  than has been assumed above. 
However,   in terms  of radio receivers,   (irrespective of 
whether single or  Incorporated into  another piece of 
equipment),   a demand of the order of  that outlined 
above does not appear out  of the question  if the  assump- 
tion upon which the   forecasts have been made  are valid. 
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5.2  Forecasts of Demand Car Radios 

It has been mentioned previously that demand for 
car radios will largely follow the demand for 
passenger cars.  Variations will arise because of 
substitution of car radios by combination equipment, 
purchases for cars which did not have a radio fitted 
when new and purchase for use in commercial vehicles. 
Without becoming involved in a very complex forecasting 
model the above suggest annual demands of the order 
of those shown in Table 5.3. 

5. 3 

TABLE 5.3 DEMAND FOR CAÍ * RADIOS IRAN 

YEAR 
 T  

DEMAND 

1351 ! 34,500 
1352 39,700 

1 
1353 

1 45,600 
1354 i 52,400 

1355 60,000 
1356 68,000 

i 1357 ' 76,000 
1358 i 85,000 

i 1359 i 9 5,000 
1360 i 105,000 
1361 115,OOO 

Prices 

Prices of radio sets in Iran are oresently quite 
competitive in world terms,particularly when 
account is taken of the relatively small volumes 
assembled in Iran.  Assuming electronic comoonent 
nrices do not increase significantly (due to local 
manufacture) it should be possible for the price 
of a radio set to remain relatively constant for 
F one years to come.  Beyond 1356 the prìr?   in Iran 
should chenus only in relation to vorld ori ce s nnc" 
it is thought likely that in real terms the~>*=> all 
remain "elattvelv constant. 
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If Iranian manufacturers are able to 
larger volume of the internal market 
next few years this will enable then 
volumes and gain economies of scale. 
world prices for purchase of coroonen 
be possible for manufacturers in Tran 
looking for export markets beyond 135 
particularly if model variations are 
Even using relatively automated techn 
increased la'-x.ur costs in rurooe and 
are forcing UP production costs on ra 
whilst manv other developing countrie 
lookinc to the exnnrt market, w^th a 
home demand Iranian producers should 
to compete. 

secure a 
in the 
to increase 
Assumine* 

ts it should 
to start 

6, 
limited. 
i que s 
J an an 
r'ios and 
s will be 
larne 
be able 

5.4  Industry Structure 

By a fortuitous sequence of events the radio 
manufacturing industry in Iran is presently 
ouite well rationalised being basically in the 
hands of three manufacturers.  There are obvious 
advantages to be gained from the combination of 
radio and television manufacture and in this 
respect it is possibly inappropriate to consider 
the manufacture of radios in isolation.  However 
since two of the three companies presently 
involved in radio production are major forces 
in the television manufacturing industry and are 
most likely to remain in any rationalised 
structure it is possible to give at least partial 
consideration to the future structure of the 
radio industry in Iran. 

The two companies which command a significant 
share of both the radio and television markets 
in Iran are Pars Electric and Radio Electric 
Iran.  Pars Electric is presently the market 
leader in both these sectors while Radio Electric 
Iran occupies third nlace in the radio market and 
more or l«ss equal third place in the television 
market. The third company Cofard Electronic 
whilst presently very strong in the radio mark«t 
tends to be only a "second division" producer in 
the television market.  It is, however, true that 
Cofard appear to have made a considerable effort 
to increase their production volume on television 
sets durino the oast three vears and have, at least 



in  part,b««n  successful.     Furthermore,    is •• i- 
be«n nMintion«d or«viou«ly»   on« cannot   i m<r^ 
th«   Interest   In  Iran  baine  «hown by 'Utiu.i IM 
It   is   felt   that at   least in  th«  first   H»MS.   i-i 
rationalisation,  th«««  thr««  compani»**-.   'VJUIJ 
be   allowed to comp«t«   In  th«   radio parket   and 
other manufacturing   llc«no«a   for  radios   ^h 
torn withdrawn  to Dr«vent  futur«  fragment u i 
of  th« mark*t.     It nay  at a   later  date  u 
necetsary  to grant  •  further   licence  t<    <n\ 
«v«n distribution of product«   in  anv group 
structure which may  be  propo«#d. 

'1 

tn 
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1.   MEVIEW 

Otner tnan radios and television sets there are 
vary fqw consumer electronic products which are 
manufactured in Iran.  Indeed, thi» sector is 
currently limited to one company who assemble 
radiopnonographs.  Until a few years ago radio- 
grams were manufactured in Iran by several 
companies.  The cnange in the product require- 
ments of tue market meant that production of 
radiograms ceased to be economically viable in 
Iran.  Wnilst several manufacturers are, at tne 
present time, considering production of otner 
consumer electronic equipment such as tape- 
recorders, cassette players and various combin- 
ations (example radio cassette«) no company has 
firm plans for manufacture of these items.  From 
discussions with manufacturers it would appear 
triat the manufacturing licences which have been 
issued to tuent oy the Ministry of Economy are 
suca tnat the companies would not have to apply 
to the Ministry of Economy for permission to 
manufacture these items.  In the interest of 
industry rationalisation there is perhaps a case 
for tue Ministry of Economy to amend existing 
licences limiting tnem to the products the 
company presently manufacture. 

1.1 y »and 

Demand   for all  item»  of  consumer  electronic 
equipment  included   in  this  category  tend  to 
urn  interrelated.     To  a  significant extent 
the  various products   such as   tape-recorders, 
cassette  players,   radiograms,   record-players 
and  radiopnonographs   are all   products  which 
compete  for a common market.     Within each 
of  tne  above product groups   the  type of 
equipment  can vary  quite considerably.     At 
tne  on« end of  tne  scale there  is  the 
relatively inexpensive equipment which  is 
commonly purchased  by  young  people.     At   the 
other  end of  the  scale   is specialist equip- 
ment whicn may be  purchased  as  a hobby or 
as part of a business enterprise.     As  far 
as   tue   latter  type  of  équipaient   is  concerned 
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manufacture  in  Iran   is  unlikely   to be 
economical in  the   foreseable   future. 
Regulations permitting the  import  of such 
equipment could quite easily  be   formulated 
uy   imposing some  minimum value  on  an 
individual  item.     It  is  tnerefore  tne   less 
expensive equipment which  is  of   interest 
in   the  context  of   this  study.     At  the 
present  time  demand   for radiograms,   radio- 
phonographs  and  tape-recorders  exceed 
100,000  units  per   annum.     Of   this   total 
less  than  10,000  units  are   locally 
produced.     Looking   to  the  future»demand 
for  radiograms,   radiophonographs     and 
record players,   combined    is  expected to 
increase   reaching   I2 5,(>nn  units   by   1356   and 
approaching  160,000  units  by   1361.     Over 
the  same period  demand  for   tape-recorders, 
the  highest  growth   sector,   is  expected  to 
increase   from  its   present   level   of  around 
40,000 units   to   75,000 units   in   1356   and 
120,000 units   in   1361.     Such   levels  of 
demand should mean   that local   assembly  of 
imported and   locally  produced  components 
is   economically  viable  as   long  as   this 
activity   is   limited  to  a few  companies   in 
the   consumer  electronic    products   industry. 
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¿. MARKET 

¿' *     Basic  Statistics 

The  only   items  of  consumer  electronic equipment 
produced  in   Iran  at  the  present   time,   other  than 
radio  and   television  sets  which  have  oeen dealt 
witn  previously  in  this  report,   are   radiophono- 
grapns.     Until  a  few years   ago  radiograms were 
also  produced oy  several   companies   in   Iran,   but the 
fall   in  demand has  resulted  in  all   the  companies 
stopping  local  assembly.     The  demand  for other 
items  of  consumer electronic  equipment,   such   as 
hi -   fi,    tape-recorders,   cassette  players  and 
various  other  combinations   (e.g.   radio cassettes) 
is  met entirely uy  imports. 

In  the  Metra survey  and  in  discussions  with 
industrialists  in  Iran,   electronic  sound equip- 
ment was  sub-divided into  several  groups.     The 
first  group,   whicn  included  radios   and  car 
radios,   has  been dealt with   in   the  previous 
section  of   tais  report.     The  second  group 
comprised  radiophonographs   and radiograms, 
whilst  record players were   treated  as  a  separate 
category.     The  fourth group   includes   a]1  types 
of   tape-recording equipment,   including  the more 
conventional  tape-recorders   as  well   as  cassette 
players.     Specialist equipment,   such   as  hi-fi 
etc.,   was  considered as  a  further  sub-division, 
although of  course  this  could not  be   included  in 
tae Metra  survey because of  the  very  diverse 
nature  of  such equipment. 

considering   first  radiophonographs   and radiograms 
statistics  on  local production  are   sparse.     The 
Bureau of  Statistics  in  its   annual  publication 
of  Industrial  Statistics  considers   radios,   radio- 
phonographs  and radiograms  under one  heading. 
Data  appertaining to  tne  production  of  radiograms 
in   Iran was  obtained directly   from  the Ministry 
of Economy   for  the years   1345,   1346   and  1348. 
Tais  data  is  shown  in Table   2.1,   along with  imports 
of  radiogramaphones. 
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TAlii.L   2. 1      IMPORTS   AND   LOCAL   PRO.L)U££iEÜ-i^ 
RADIOGRAMS 

Local 
Production Imports 

1345 

134b 

1347 

1348 

1349 

2UÜ15 

17*) 8 4 

24421 

16o3 

3 2 9 9 

2 691 

1406 

Apparent 
Demand 

2 16 1b 

209 8 3 

25Ö27 

Source:  Ministry of Economy, Bureau oí 
Statistics (local production) 
Foreign Trade Statistics of Iran 
(imports) 

The data given to Metra on local production of 
radiophonographs and radiograms was broken down 
uy company for the year 1348, and this data is 
contained in Table 2.2.  During the course of 
fieldwork in Iran several attempts were made to 
locate the company Sanay Electric, who accord- 
ing to tne information supplied by the Ministry 
of Economy were the largest manufacturer of 
radiograms in 1348, but all attempts were un- 
successful.  Even discussions with other 
manufacturers in Iran did not give any assist- 
ance in locating this company, and manufactur- 
ers tended to believe that the company was no 
more than an importing agency for finished 
units.  On the basis of discussions with 
manufacturers in Iran, it is estimated tuat 
local production of radiophonographs and radio- 
grams has decreased from 8,000 in 134 8 to 5,000 
in 1350.  Details of production as determined 
by Metra in the course of fieldwork in Iran, 
are shown in Table 2.3. 



haut.   2.2  PRODUCTION OF RADIOGRAMS AND 
RADIOPHONOGRAPHS 

Company Number 

Sanay Electronic Iran, Tehran 

Coward Co. (National) Esfahan 

Pars Electric Co. Tehran 

Lord Llectronic Co. Tehran 

Grundig Co. Tehran 

Electro-Radar Co. Tabriz 

Pars Emerson Co. Tehran 

16 8ÜO 

5575 

1457 

365 

224 

TOTAL 24421 

Source:  Ministry of Economy, Iran 
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TABüfc   2.3     PRODUCTION   OF   RADIOPHONOGRAPHS 
AND  RADIOGRAMS 

Company 

Pars Electric 

Cofard 

Lord 

Others 

TOTAL 

1348 

1500 

5500 

370 

1000 

8370 

1349 

2 500 

500 

3000 

135Ü 

50O0 

5000 

Source:  Metra Fieldwork 
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A  comparison   of   the  data  presente.«   ir,   " <¡ ••      ¿.¿ 
and   i. i   tor    iJ4S   «hows   food   agreement    «xiep*    '    r 
tne   onusbion   of   th«   on«   company.      \ i > >n-   f t.»    -\ « •  i 
survey   it   liad  been   found  tfuit   tin-   t,.t(*i   r.ura-* i 
of   radiogram«   and  radiophonogí ip.'is   ouquire.i   11. 
each  year   is   a«   shown   in  Table   ¿.A,   .»mi   this    i \* « 
would suggest   that   tne  Ministry     f   » . < -n >P^    i<it  > 
contained  in   tati les   2,1   and  d.d   is   c  >ite   t . 

TABLE   2.4      Atg> IblTluN   of    RAiJlJukAMh 
rttl'lOPHONoGRÀP.f."  ÎT Y LAW 

AN.. 

U'il 

A   •#    -J V>* 

l J4y 

i 3 4 ë 

i J 4 ? 

Ft e    i J4? 

Number t   Hi'q J « t e 

1 /U 14 

2 U i S S 

S»ug?o 

Souive:      Metra   Survey   libo 

.lit   deinan i   i.-i    otht'    item»     >t    .«uiil-    «  ¡«-M 
o .ju i pment    I;T   p.« t   t'nt . lely   iy   im^.tts    ii;j 
¿.  j   v-.-ntditi      i« t ai . #  v>*    imports»    >t   grarooi,-. 
m.l   tape   UN vMf tb   t   a   t -'it    yejr.s    ;.M4   ». 
lin-Uis.v  .      i ii t ort únate 1 y   it    IH   tut   possi. 
i'btjilJlbi,   t lie    imports   of    other    types»      t 
• •i    e leot r on i .    »-quipment   be -ause   i he*e   f«r* 
qiouped   ander   one  needing,   "utii«ru

#   in   tne 
lmpoitb   .'tdt litici  of   Iran.     Furthermore   this 
int   tuidtioi!   i m   recorded  only   in   ter sui   of  weignt 
«ÍU1    "dlUt  . 

• t  . - 

.  -ne?« 

»4 » 
.«     ' 
to--in 
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i <%l*Lt,    I , b 
„RAMATHONES 

RfcAuKULKb   ¿vNP 

i.  ir 'I ape-Mecorder» 

l 144 10177 

i I4*3        i 1595J 

IJlfe 15Job 

1147 28241 

] J4i J»¥25 

] 141 *S<# Í7 

>   ut**r ; 

iii amapriones 

r> o* o 

•€)5>§G 

bU4 JS 

41145 

J 1, jrU l 

42JOf 

Foreign  Irad«  Statistics  of   Iran 

, ;    ? ,f   >k 11 ,J   Hai vi'i    the    »wnership  vi   tape - 
it'     Mil1-   «/â.i   de tt-r milieu   as   Jlsi    *as   t ne   yen 

*    p.4t ^iia*t- .       iJt'tJiiS     >f    the   findings     if    t M s 
.-.,i"»-y   ate   ^reseiutd   in   labié   i . h .      Whilst 

•r>ip<u is >n   .  t   tue   imp. its    it   t dipt;-1 tforder b 
tin)    jt .ín.dpiHíiitf»   simuli    in    lab It»   J.1    <*nd   ttit 
y.jt   :.«»t    )i    .i^uis>ttion   i)f   these   item*   by   year 
¡.i, )wn   ir.   lai) »t*   i . b ,   den* s   not   give   a   perfect 

. uup.iri*   n   when   account    l *   taKen   of    lags 
.itwt'im   import    ami   ictual   sale,    t ne   results 

. .jitained   in   t riese   two   tables   are   not   too 
j ¿s-a imi iar .      it    i*>   somewhat   surprising   to  *•• 
t:.at   import»   of   grain aphone u   increased  duriiuj 
. >4'*.     in«   general   consensus  of   opinion  within 
t;.»    industry   is   »hat   gramophones   i record 
piayets)   afe*   à*e4t'ig  substituted by   radio- 

ptioiiofraphs   and» moire  Importantly* tap«-recordln9 
equipewnt » 
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TÄBLE   2.6     PURCHASES  OF  TAPE-RECORDERS  AND 
RECORD  PLAYERS 

Year Tape-Recorders Record Players 

>     •-— 

Pre   1347 49380 118830 

1347 14312 27749 

1348 16191 48688 

!  1349 36155 29493 

135Ü 32889 

i                                         — 

27499 

L_ — 1 

Source:     Metra Survey   1350 

2.2     Characteristics  of   the Market 

Individually  the  market  in  Iran  for  each  of  the 
above  mentioned  items  and equipment   is  relative- 
ly  »mall,   however,   collectively  they  represent 
a  total market of   approaching   100,000 units 
when   account  is  taken  of  other  specialist 
equipment.     Geographically  the  major  area of 
consumption  for  audio electronic equipment  is 
undoubtedly Tehran.     Table  2.7  shows  the 
percentage of  total  consumption by  year  and by 
city   group  for  tape-recorders,   radiophonographs, 
radiograms  and record players.     Because  of  the 
relatively   low incidence  of  these   items  in  the 
Hetra  survey it  is  dangerous  to draw conclus- 
ions   from changes   amounting  to only  a few 
percent.     It  is   felt  that over  the  period  1347 
to  1350 there has,   in reality,   been very  little 
change  in the overall pattern of consumption by 
geographic  area. 

TABLE   2.7 CONSUMPTION   OF  AUDIO ELECTRONIC 
tûùiwm* tv cm stout»- 

Year Tehran Large Cities 

Pre   1347 64.2 13.3 

1347 63.2 17.6 

1348 52.8 22.9 

1349 56.9 14.7 

1350 59. 1 15.4 

Small Cities 

22.2 

19.2 

24.3 

28.4 

25.5 
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In  addition  to  following  the   traditional  pattern 
of ownersaip by  income  group  it has  been   found 
from  the  Metra  survey  that  each of  these   items 
shows   characteristic ownership patterns  by  income 
group.     In  Table   2.8  the   ownership of   tape- 
recorders,   record players   and  radiophonographs  is 
snown  by   income   and by  city  groups.     It   can be 
seen   from  this   table that  ownership within  any 
one  income  group  is higher  in  Tehran  than  in the 
large  cities,   which in   turn  are higher  than in 
the  small  cities.     Furthermore  the data presented 
in Table  2.8 shows  that   in  households  with  an 
annual  income  of  less  than   150,000 rials   per 
annum ownership of all   these   items   is  very  small. 
Unlike  refrigerators  and  radios,  which   can be 
considered,   at   least in  part,   as essential  items, 
the   type  of products  shown  in Table  2.8  are 
most  definitely   luxury  goods   and as  such  are 
only   likely  to be purchased  by households   in a 
hign  income  group.     It  is   however,   important to 
realise  that each of the   items  shown   in  Table  2.8 
as well  as  constituting   a household  item  is a 
personal   item.     Therefore,   instead of being 
purchased by  the household,   as  a unit,   it may ùe 
purchased by  an  individual  member of   it.      In tne 
Metra survey  attempts were  made  to establish the 
proportion of  tape-recorders,   record players and 
radiograms  which were owned by  individual  members 
of  a household rather than  by  the household unit. 
The  findings  of  this survey  suggests  that  in total 
some   10%  of  all ownership  is   individual   ownership 
rather  than  household ownership.     Whilst  the  level 
of  incidence  in  the Metra  survey of  individual 
ownership  is  very  low and  tnerefore  should be 
treated with  caution,   the  findings suggest tnat 
for record players individual ownership  is  largely 
ownership by  a son or daughter, whereas   for a 
tape-recorder  it is the husband who predominates 
in personal  ownership. 
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TABLE   2.8 OWNERSHIP  OF   RADIOPHQNQGRAPHS/RADIOGRAMS , 
TAPE-RECORDERS  ÄND  RECORD PLAYERS M 
INCOME  AND  CITY   GROUPS 

City Group 

Tenran 

Large Cities 

Smaii Cities 

All  Urban 

Income 
Group 

1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-8 
9-10 
All 

1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-8 
9-10 
All 

1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-10 
All 

1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-8 
9-10 
All 

Ownership % 

Tape  Recorder 

0.0 
5.1 
9.2 

30.1 
41.5 
13.4 

0.7 
2.4 

11.4 
11.6 
5U.Ü 
4.9 

0.5 
3.0 
5.8 

38.4 
3.9 

0.5 
3.4 
8.7 

29.0 
42.5 
6.9 

Record Player 

1 
17 
19 
37 
43 

7 
2 
1 
6 

.9 

0.5 
8.9 

22.0 
43.0 

8.U 

0.5 
11.4 
16.4 
35.8 
39.9 
11.7 

Radiophonograph 

¿¿. u 

0 0 
9 3 
9 9 

18 9 
lù 0 

6 .8 

0. 0 
7. 0 

17. 8 
29. ü 
56. 1 
17. 6 

2. 3 

4. 3 
11. 5 
23. U 
70. 0 

7 0 

2 .6 
3 .0 

6 .7 
27 .8 

4 .6 

2 .3 
4 .6 

12 .4 
27 .7 
57 .7 

8 .9 
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From the   Metra survey   it would appear  that   tnere 
is  no single  company which  has  an  exceptionally 
large  share  of  the  market  for  any  of  these   items. 
It was   found  that most of  the world's  leading 
Drands   could be obtained in   Iran  and  in  the  case 
of   radiograms  and  radiophonographs   local  produc- 
ers  had   found  it  impossible   to compete with 
imported  products.     As  would be expected  there 
would  appear  to oe  very  little seasonal  variat- 
ion   in  purchasing  patterns.      In  common witn 
otner  consumer durable  goods   it has  been   found 
that  the   seasons  immediately preceding  and 
following  No  Rus   (New  Year)   are  the  slackest 
periods   for sales  witn   the  summer  season  provid- 
ing   tue   Highest   level   of salec"   for  each  o^ 
the   above   items.     Table  2.9   shows   the percentage 
of  sales   by  season   for  the  different  items. 

TABLE   2.9      SEASONAL   VARIATIONS   IN   PURCHASING 
PATTERNS 

Season Percentage  of Total  Sales 

In  an  attempt  to establish  the  importane«  of  more 
sophisticated equipment  respondent» were  asked 
whether  or not their  tape-recorders, record player« 
and  radiograms were  stereo or not.     The  survey 
suggests   that some  221  of tape-recorders,   lit  of 
record players and  311  of radiogram« presently 
in  use  in   Iran are  «tereo.     At first sight   it 
would appear that  the  proportion of stereo  tape- 
recorder«   i«  somewhat high,   however,   it must  oe 
remembered that  individual ownership of  tape- 
recorders  was  found  to  be predominantly  the 
husband of  a household  and therefore the   findings 
of  trie survey may  represent  the true situation  in 
Iran. 
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unci  component  production,   have  all   fcn*er.  tiu M^»- 
in   part»  of   this   report   dealing with   i aai<    -»t t «,, 
äIICI  therefore, since  there   are  no sigruti -ani 
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pti'-'noqraph«  or radi opraste, tri«»« subject»   do  not 
need  further   consideration   in   this   part  uf   tut» 
report, 
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LUSTS 

It  was  not  possible  during  the   course  of   fieldwork   in 
Iran  to  establisn  precis«   details   as   to  the  cost  of 
production  of  radiophonographs   and  radiograms  in   Iran. 
Tue  one  manufacturer of  radiophonographs   claims  that 
it   Is  virtually  impossible   for   a   local  manufacturer 
to   compete  with  imports.     Whilst  duties  on   imported 
goods   total   around   1001  ad valorem,   the  same   levels  of 
duty are   applied  to most  of  th«   components which  a 
local   assembler needs  to  import.     This  means   tnat  with 
c.i.f.   costs  of  components  generally  being   fraction- 
ally  above world prices,   due  to purchasing   from equip- 
ment  manufacturer»   in foreign  countries  rather  tnan 
component   supplier«,   local  assemblers  need  to acnieve 
aasemoly   cost« below those   in  otner   countries  to ue 
aiile  to   compete   in   tneir  home  market.     With  the  small 
volumes   tnat   are  produced   in   Iran   this   is   found  to  be 
very  difficult.     It  is estimated   that   for   radiopnono- 
grapns   a   volume  of   son»  25,000   units   per   annum needs 
to  be   achieved ye fore any  economies   of  scale  can  oe 
realised.     Whilst  no manufacture  of   tape-recorders 
or   record players   is presently  undertaken  in  Iran, 
it   is   felt   tnat  trie  same   situation  would prevail. 





S?'V 

FUTURE 

5.1 Forecasts of Demand 

demand for each 
forecast whilst 
demand for this 

During recent years the demand for radiograms, 
record players and radiophonographs has shown 
very little growth.  On the other hand growth 
in demand for tape recorder has been very high 
with demand doubling between 1348 and 1350. 
In forecasting demand for these products 
several options are open.  On the one hand 

individual product could be 
on the other hand the total 
type of product could be 

forecast.  Ideally, forecasts of individual 
goods should be the most appropriate method 
however in the case of Iran there are several 
problems.  Firstly distinctions between 
radiograms, record players and radiophonographs 
are somewhat unclear.  Secondly, demand for 
any one of these items in Iran is small and 
therefore base data is inadequate for forecasting 
purposes.  Thirdly, the products all satisfy 
the same demand and fashion tends to be a 
major factor in determining the particular 
growth of any one product.  The limtations 
imposed by the above factors mean that the 
most suitable method of forecasting in the 
case of Iran is to treat the three products 
as one group and to forecast the demand for 
this group of products making subjective 
assessments of the demand for each type of 
unit in the total.  From a technical point 
of view the products are almost identical 
and since an important part of this study is 
the assessment of future manufacture in Iran 
combining these products makes little differ- 
ence.  In many respects tape recorders could 
also be included in the above product group. 
However, since these are technically quite 
distinct in manufacture it is thought most 

forecast demand for these units 
In each case consideration must 

substitution effects between the 

suitable to 
separately. 
be given to 
different products. 
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TABLE 5.1   FORECASTS OF DEMAND FOR RADIOGRAMS, 
 ~   RADIQPHONOGRAPHS AND RECORD PLAYERS 

YEAR 

1351 
1352 
1353 
1354 
1355 
1356 
1357 
1358 
1359 
1360 
1361 

TOTAL DEMAND 

60,000 
70,000 
83,OO0 
97,O00 

115,O00 
12 5fOOO 
130,000 
135,O00 
14 3,OOO 
150,000 
155,000 
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2. 

Returning  to  tape  recorders   again,   it was  found 
that time  series  analyses  were of   little  value 
in   forecasting   future demands.    The   technique 
described earlier  in  this   report  based on 
increases  in  ownership within an  income group 
was   found  to give  a good  correlation   for most 
imcome groups   although  there  are  several 
anomalies.     The  base data   is  shown   in Table   b 
It   is  felt that  the  above   anomalies   result 
primarily   from  that  fact   that incidence within 
an   income  group  in  the Metra Survey was   low 
for  this  product.     There  would appear   to be   no 
iustifiable  reason why ownership  in   income 
group 9   should  be  so different  from   income   groups 
8  and  10. 

The  data  in Table  5.1  has   been projected  to 
1356  and   1361.     These productions  are   shown   in 
Figure   5.2.     As  can be  seen  from this  Figure 
ownership in   income groups   8 and  10  are very 
similar whereas  an ownership level   some  50% 
higher  is suggested for  income group  9. 
Furthermore,   if   income group 7 is  projected  on 
the basis of estimated ownership  levels  in   U4t>, 
1348 and   1350, a declining   level  of  ownership 
is   forecast.     This  is  thought unrealistic  and 
1350 ownership   level has  been  forecast with   a 
trend similar   to that for   income group 6. 
Using  this  approach ownership  levels   are 
expected to increase  from  just  less   than 7% 
of  urban  households  in   1350 to  14%   of  urban 
households  in   1356  and nearly 24%   in   1361. 
In  these   forecasts  it has  been  assumed  that 
ownership  levels  in  income groups   1-3 
inclusive  increase  to 5%   of households   in 
1356  and  10%   of  households   in  1361.     It  is 
necessary to make  subjective estimates  for 
these groups  because ownership  levels  are 
presentlv so   low and trends  in  these  ownership 
levels  are meaningless.     On the basis of the 
above  ownership  levels   in   1356  and   1361  annual 
demand  for tape recorders   is expected to 
increase in  a manner similar to that  shown   in 
Table.   5.3. 

the 
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TABLE   5.2     OWNERSHIP OF TAPE   RECORDERS  BY   INCOME   GROUP 

INCOME   GROUP OWNERSHIP   %   BY  YEAR 

1346        |    1348 1350 

1 - - - 

2 - - — 

3 - 2.0 1. 4 

4 1.7 S. 1 4. 8 

5 4.6 4.6 7. 3 

6 7.1 7.5 9 4 

7 13.9 20.3 15 2 

8 25.9 29.0 40 .2 

9 26.3 42.5 54 .9 

10 22.2 30.4 39 .2 
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,,r,      t t - f     itnl   '.H fi't'.n     t tu     ["'ion! i ii    t . •!     .. u .. 
.,(.*.       lt,             . i»'Ul      t 1 t »f      d'il   Vlhl   Ml     Set b "      ib     T ¡.il igti*. 

1 UM te.;.       ¡<     . ,-»   est ini »t. t4d   tuât     1« ».»il» i    til     - .¡a- 
uniti»   -     uni   i'«    ^'(Xiii-2'),uu',     seti,   pi i    y«-.it    . y 
iJ'>b.       n.      tut     i fa   i<n.il    pt miuct Mil   u.    c< -ncerneu 
tu*.   [ h'Si m    !i i»-vi'.ioti   iiteiiiu i ift utt'i»   will   nee.i 
little   ii      ein y   n»'W  equipment    to   pM.lU(.'e   tt.is 
type   ''t    H* t    .«id   tnvt'st metit   would   ha-n'I   ni'   .-« 
insignificant,      ijn   the  otnet   hand   in   ut der   tu 
gam  economies   m production  one  manufacturer 
would  need   a   volum«  of   approaching   ¿o,OOO   sets 
per   annum  to ue  really  economical   if   retail 
prices   are   to  be  kept   below   12,«MX)  rials.      From 
tue  point   of   vi«w of   tht    ideal   situation   there- 
fore,   local   production   should  ne   confined   to one 
manufacturer,   again   us» inn   the   levels   of   import 
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duties   to  maintain  competition.     However,   since 
tnis   is  only   a product  of   secondary   importance 
overriding   factors   such   a»   an even  distribution 
of  product»   and opportunities  ton«     groups 
which  may   be   formed  in   Iran  couid   lead  to more 
tnan one   local product. 

uemand   for   tape recorder»   in   Iran  ii  expect,«!  to 
increase   to   around  75,OCX)  uniti  in   1356   and 
120,uOO   units   in  1361.      ht  such volume,   some 
local  production snould  be  commercially   viacle. 
Local  production would  oasically entail 
component   assembly with   all  iretal,   plastic  and 
other  non-electncal/electronic parts  oeing 
produced  in   Iran.     Tape   decks  however  most 
certainly   could not  be  produced economically   in 
Iran,   indeed   in Europe   there   are   fewer   than   half 
a  dozen   companies  manufacturing  tape  decks.     a 
tape  deck,   which  comprises   an electric motor, 
turn-table   and recording  head,   is   a  relatively 
complex  piece of équipant which  requires   capital 
intensive   techniques   for  production.     The  motors 
used  in   th.se decks  ar«   special syncrhoniaaa 
motors  and   are not  the   type which  could oe 
economically  produced  in   Iran  in   the   fore.eabK 
future.     The  total  investment  required   tor 
production/assembly  of   tape   recorders   in  Iran 
would ue   relatively  small   and annual   volumes 
of   40,CX)O   to  50,000  units   should be  economical. 
h  tape  de CK   accounts   for   some  40 -   50%   of   the 
total  cost   of  a tape  recorder and  therefore 
foreign  exchange savings   associated with  locai 
assemoly  would not  be   so  great.     Most  other 
components   however would have only   a  small 
import  content and  foreign exchange  savings 
should,   therefore,   approach  601  of   the   total 
value  of   this market.      On   1350 costs   and prices 
tnis  would  be equivalent   to  150 million   rials 
in  1356.      It  is  likely   that  tne product most 
appropriate   for manufacture  in Iran would be   a 
relatively   simple  cassette  type recorder  rather 
than  a  reel  to reel  recorder.    This   type of 
unit  could  account   for   approaching   75%  of  total 
demand with  demand  for  special units  still  being 
met  by   imports.     A  local manufacturer would 
initially   require  a significant  level  of protect- 
ion  against   imports.      Iiowev«r,   after   n-n or   three 
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years,   once   locai  a«••mia 1 y   ''pc«f#^   <»-;t * • P s-.eH, 
protection   should ue   reduced. 

unmand  for   record puyáis   and  t.»en .jpru.n. -gì apn* 
In  Iran   is   expected  t<     iii>Tfdst'  •.    1 ¿•. #tn>i    uni* 

;],  bt   It u'   i o|. . < X '( 1 r, Ì i«. 1 . in   13 56   and  over   . -   , 
by  cassette   player   utinq   greatest    it.   Liter   yeuis. 
Already   one   concai,,,   Fars   Kn->tti    ,   at>s**iui íes 
radiophonographt   in   Iran,   aitnuugn   tuis   comp ana- 
nas   found   11     -onsiderably   difficult   to   l^«trrtt2 
tdm   •     t-n    arnrert.llv.       The  "r-nU    le-e .    <<t 
protect 1 m,   a  nominal   rate   of  protection   of   around 
1201   (4u*   a,;  valori»  duty,   bo»  ad  valori» plus 
50  ri.ili-   pei   kilo  CBT1'),    should  be   adequate   and 
suggests   that   if   a   local   producer   cannot   compete 
he  eitrur    nas   tue  wrong   product,   is   inefficient 
or   la.AS   narneting  expertise, 

Economic   volumes   for   assembly  of   record  players, 
radiophonograpns etc.   are   around  ¿0,000   units   per 
annum y   again   it  will   not   oe   possible   to  produce 
decks   economically   in   Iran   during   the   next   decade 
for   tne   same   reasons   as   were  discussed   for   tape 
recorders   above.     Incorporation  of   radios   into 
record  and   cassette  player»  etc.   could  be 
advantageous   from a marketing point  of   view   in 
Iran.      Technically   this   should not   be   a  problem 
as   far   as   manufacture   is   concerned. 

Several   companies   in   Iran   are  currently   considering 
production   of   FM radio«.      In many ways   tnese   are 
not  new  products but   rather   development   of  existing 
ones.     Tue   major difference  uetween  AM   and  FM 
radios   is   in  the  tuning   circuit  and  since   the  major 
portion   of   this  it  importad   for  an  AM  radio  the 
change   to  FM seti will   make   little  difference.      It 
could,   nowever,  be  advantageous  for   the  government 
to take   swift  action   In  withdrawing   licence«   for 
radio»  wnich  have not  been   used during   the  past 

*• commercial  Benefit  Tax 
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year   as   a masurt  to rational!»«  this     industry 
before   companies  who hâve not  produced  AM radios 
for   over  a year  commence production  of  FM  radios. 
The   demand  for  FM  radios will  depend  very  much  on 
trie   rate  of  development of  FM  transmissions  whicn 
are   presently   limited,  both   in  geographic  coverage, 
to  Tehran,   and  air-time/  son»   three  hour«  per  day 
in   the   late evening. 

all   trie  above  producta, with   th«  possible  exception 
of   portatole  television sets,   could be  produced  for 
use   in  automobiles.     Th« demand   for  car  radio 
cassette  player»  etc.   is   likely   to remain  very 
limited  and economic   local  production  prior  to 
1356   is   unlikely. 

In   addition  to  th«  above product«  tnere  are 
several  other   items  of  consumer  electronic equip- 
ment   such  as   specialist nigh  quality  hi-fi, 
cassette/tape  recorders etc.   for which  demand  in 
Iran  will  not warrant even   local  assembly   for 
ifvtral years  to come.     In general  this  segment 
of   the  market   in  unit  terms   is  probably  some 
15-20I  of  total  demand  at  the  present   time,   altnouyn 
it   is   likely   to decrease  in   the   future.     Neglecting 
the   economics  of   local  assembly  a  local  producer 
would  most  likely  experience   considerable  difficulty 
in  gaining market  acceptance   in  this   segment  of  the 
industry. 
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HOUSEHOLDS  ÄND  ELECTRICITY   SUBSCRIBERS 

s!:, NO.  of rpgpÜLA- HOUSE- 
1  0F POPULA- HOUSE- NO.   OF   NEW  ! 

SUBSCRIB- TION HOLDS HOUSEHOLDS TION HOLDS CONNECTIONS 

ERS (000) (000) WITH (OOO) (000) REQUIRED   fa Y 

1349 1349 1349 ELECTRIC- 
ITY   1349 

1355 1355 1355 
(OOO) 

i u.. i a 11 470835 3434 682.7 69.0 4871 974.2 5 tíü 

,  o . <i..af. S8288 519 103.0 56.6 704 140.8 82 . 5 

\a.; ; .u ,;U 54429 505 100.4 54.2 692 138.4 8 4. o 

. a.. r i ¿ 47637 460 91.5 52.1 561 112.2 64.«. 

:•!. .iJJ,. 17402 291 57.9 30.1 324 64.8 47.4 

, i,    11/ 39O70 324 54.4 71.8 428 85.6 46. rj 

,'\Tr i<-« z 27927 257 51.1 54.7 357 71.4 4 3. L» 

r e r twins nan 16551 221 43.9 37.7 282 56.4 39 . H 

• «   . t 14427 160 31.8 45.4 188 37.6 ¿i. ¿     , 

*!,   » 24237 153 30.4 79.7 187 37.4 lì./ 

. a.   i  Jail 12444 136 27.0 46.1 155 31.0 1 8 . u 

..e.  . . i: I . i Í2608 134 26.6        47.4 ISO 36.0 ¿3.4 
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59 20 55 10.9 54.3 75 :    15.0 ^ . 1 

:i   % '.i u. 5131 54 10.7 48.0 88 
;       17.6 12. J 
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; • i    • 3775 38 7.6 49.7 51 10.2 6 . 4 

: ,   ;. e loydar i eli 4382 37 ;    7.4 59.2 49 9.8 b . 4 

u.-' i re 3697 36 7.2        51.3 49 9.8 t) . . 

, •' ; . r 8879 78 15.5 57.3 88 !       17.6'                8. > 
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a; ,. i,         ili i ¿.vi 4SU2 47 9.3 48.4 56 1     11.2             6. ; 
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d..     1.J.1U 2263 33 6.6 '     34.3 :       40 1        8.U j . • 

i    i   i :  ~>. i Ml 10858 117 23.3 4b.6 ;   i7i 35.8 I 4 . v 

"_       *   J J 10853 103 20.5 52.9 ,      138 I      27.6 1 b . 7 

,i.- i.;(.!  ^ o ley man 4655 75 14.f i     31.2 93 ;             18.6    j                         13.'« 

.j.    i 4U69 44 I.7 1     4§.S 51 ¡        10.2  1                 6.1 

a   i  )i 6141 43 !       8.5 !     72.2 50 •        10. u 1                  i . '• 

i, ,- ,-ii -i 60 7 4 48 
é 

9.5 i     63.9 *               1  
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NO.    UP  
SUBSCRIB- 
ERS 

1349 

'PQPULÄ- 
TIÜN 
(OüO) 
1349 

,   , o¡¡ ibüür !      5263 
• ...<   iL'..jn !      3u89 

:.  illd;) j ¡      6654 
. ; lyt i- !      3142 

i'-. .   i , i: ..ioaci 5273 
.    i. .j i a J 8530 

• ili <-HJU 4142 
Ka laí'aDdd 4 315 

i   iv   onshati 5576 
.. ••   i n 199 3 

. \* '., ¡      4ol8 

. ;    n i a . H i 17U8 
...iV.ii.1 . . 1 i     loiu 
,    .. aii an 4169 
t-"1' a'i roi a 6513 

,.     ...aa,[ 3494 
i ... ..i 1124 

= ,1,'   Bìdohkt 2188 
i      e n 464 
.. . .   ... 1969 
»".        .¡v',: 3793 
j        i i - mat. 132 9 

2145 
1116 

,   ,,   «,, 988 

•-•'y 1094 
»               '.».ta 455 

' s 4U1 
.     J : a 1185 

!••    .        .        H' 1448 
i • i     .      • • i a   K e 11 a r 778 
i 2091 
I,           ...    . ! 1456 
I.. .'   i^ , »/a 6362 
Í,. .. ... 6362 
t-.   .   ..t.'i,   aiidnr 826 
1.   y ..tl._ 844 
h.  : .Lu. 2739 
jL.a   /(.. 1 ,.)«.)U 2 304 
|k<   >.tb.»r 1399 
1       4P.il; 758 

I-      i.it    « arannaz 
774 
649 

Andmifihk 2953 
b>--    '.a.tai 2243 
m-, i .ta. ] ..in 4279 
*..• :ai, 2 534 
.h   . ita. a m 457 
h   r 1245 
1.   ...u   .ad li ïu 
t         a 215 
t.      . a ,jtlc LU2 7 
il;   .   t      ..H.a ifl 

a    a 42 j 

37 
33 
62 
32 
71 
32 
39 
5o 
54 
6. 

19 
6 

15 
15 
36 
19 
lu 
8 
7 

16 
21 
19 
23 
26 
20 
12 
9 

2u 
14 
14 
11 
18 
15 
63 
21 
lu 
15 
30 
24 
14 
11 
12 
8 

22 
24 
Jo 
24 
6 

25 
41 
7 

li 

HOUSË- 
HOLDS 
(000) 
1349 

7 
6 

12 
6 

14 
6 
7 

19 
10 
1 
3 
1 
3, 
3, 
7, 
3, 
2, 
1. 
1. 
3. 
4. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
4. 
2. 
1. 
4. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
3. 
3. 

12. 
4. 
2. 

.4 

.6 

.3 

.4 

.1 

.4 
,8 
.9 
,7 
,3 
8 

,2 
O 
0 
2 
8 
O 
6 
4 
2 
2 
8 
6 
2 
O 
4 
8 
O 
8 
8 
2 
6 
O 
5 
2 
0 

3.0 
6.O 
.8 
.8 
.2 
4 

.6 
4 
,1 
,0 
8 
,2 
Ü 

f-0T  
HOUSEHOLDS 
WITH 
ELECTRIC- 
ITY 1349 
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FOREWORD 

<r,\  the  basis  of  a  reque 
United Nations Develop« 
assisting  the  Govtrrawn 
entitled "Research Cent 
Development"   (UNDP/Spec 
The  assistance  is  being 
Nations   Industrial  Deve 
which   is   the executing 
present  study entitled 
Consumer  Durable  Goods 
Iran"   has  been  carried 

t  from  the  Government  of   Iran, 
nt Programme   (Special   Fund)   is 

t in carrying out a project 
re for Industrial and Trade 
i ai  Fund,   Symbol   IRA/16) 
provided  through  the  United 

lopment  Organisation   (UNIDO) 
agency   for   this  project.     The 
"A Study  of  the  Development  of 
and Automobile  Industries   in 
out  under  contract  number   71/68, 

The  total  study has been  divided   at  the   request  of  UNIDO 
into two separate   studies   : 

The   Development  of   the  Domestic Appliance 
Industry  in   Iran 

The   Development of   the  Automotive   Industry 
in   Iran 

The  report  on  the  Automotive   Industry  has  been  divided 
into  two  volumes.     The   first  of  these   is  the   "Main 
Report", presenting analyses of the industry and market 
together with detailed projections and re commendati OB S. 
The  second  volume  presents  analyses  of  the  individual 
companies  which make  up   the   industry  at   the present 
time. 

The   report  of the  Consumer Durable  Good»   is divided   into 
two volumes,   th«   first  of which   is  the   "Main  Report" 
which  presents  iecommendations »   a  Summary  and Conclusion«. 
The  second  volume   is  sub-divided   into  thirteen  parts 
according  to product or product   group.     In this   volume, 
Section   I  of each part   gives   a  review or  summary  of  that 
part of  the  report. 

In addition to the above,  a  further volume deals with 
the Household Survey carried out  as a part of  the overall 
study   and with the related Demofraphic Porecasting. 
This  volume of the report is   in   fact  common to the  studiei 
on both  the Consumer Durable  Goods  and Automotive 
Industries. 



il . 

The   total,  study  has  been  carried out   under  th«   following 
terms  of  re€• rene«   i 

Conn muer  Durable Goods 

Within the scop« of th« project concerned with the 
domestic appliance industry Metra Consulting Group 
undertook  to   : 

Assess  the demand for  refrigerators,   coolers,   space 
heaters,   water heater»,   air  conditioners,   television 
s«ts,   radio sata,  hairdriers,   vacuum  cleaners,   fans 
and  any  othar   appliances   for which plans   for  local 
production   are   feasible.     Such   demand   forecasts 
entai 1 : 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

m analysis of past statistics and time 
series a« may be available to obtain an 
indication of  future  demand; 

M\  extensive household survey  in   th« 
project   area  in  order  to   collect   as 
detailed  information  as  possible  on  the 
project   area on  both   Income  and  expen- 
diture ; 

A  review of  th« Bank  Markazi   survey 
reports.As  well   as  extracting  appropriate 
information  to establish: 

minimum incoi 
of  a  limited 
is  made; 

m necessary before purchase 
number of  domestic appliances 

(d) 

- th«   curve of  incoi»  distribution within 
the  project  area; 

- th« total ownership of  a particular appliance 
in the project  «raa at  the present time  and 
henct,   the  levai of penetration reached. 

The minimum household income  level necessary 
for purchase of  tha mora expensive appliances, 
taking  into consideration  retail  prices  and 
consumer preferences. 



¡e)      An   indication,   for the   sake of comparison 
of elasticities of demand,   the growth  in  demand 
and  the  pattern  of this   growth in  a number of 
selected countries. 

An  analysis of  the  domestic  appliance  industry 
including   : 

(a) a detailed interview  survey with senior 
representatives  of companies  in  the domestic 
appliance   Industry in   the   project  area,  with 
the  purpose of  defining   : 

the present   structure  of  the  industry 

production   capacities   and actual 
production   levels 

production   techniques   and practices  in 
use  at  the  present   time 

the present  product   range  and product 
policy 

a  cost   structure of   the  industry  identifying 
and quantifying major  cost elements,   labour, 
investment,   overheads,   raw material  and 
components. 

(b) Determine  the  consequences  and  implications 
of  local manufacture  both with   respect  to 
cost  of the  finished product in  the  project 
area and  in terms of   foreign exchange  costs 
and  savings. 

(c) Indicate  for the  sake  of  comparison the 
experience of selected  countries  in the 
development of the domestic appliance  industry, 
particularly  as  regards  the degree of inte- 
gration within  the irduatry  and the way in 
which this has evolved, the present product 
rang« and the ways in which these have developed, 
relationships between  component producers  and 
domestic appliance manufacturers,  the commonality 
of components within  a particular company  and 
also across companies,and  the competitive 
nature both of individual   companies and the 
national  industry as  a whole in world market 
terms. 



iv. 

(d) Select  a  list of  components  worthy of   further 
study   and possible manufacture  in  the  project 
area.     For  these  components   indications  of 
minimum economic plant  sizes,   investment  necessary, 
cost  structure,   and desirability or otherwise 
of   integration with  domestic  appliance 
manufacturing  companies  should be established. 
In  each   case  the  probable   foreign  exchange 
cost   and cost  benefit  or  loss  to the  industry 
as   a whole  should be   assessed. 

(e) Indicate   foreign  companies  possibly  interested 
in manufacturing  components   in   association 
with   companies   in  the  project  area and  the 
probable export potential   resulting   from  such 
joint-ven tures. 

(f) Formulate  recommendations   regarding  the 
future  structure of  the  domestic appliance 
industry  in  the project  area  and the  desired 
level  of  integration  of  components  and   finished 
product  sectors.     Recommendations  should  also 
be  made with  respect  to  target production 
levels,   optimum product   ranges  and  the   cost 
and price   levels of  different  products. 

(g) Specific policy measures  and  programmes   to 
be   considered by the  Government  in  its   future 
planning  and policies   should  be outlined. 

Automotive Industry 

Within  the  scope of  the  project  Metra Consulting 
Group  undertook  to   : 

(a) Analyse past motor  vehicle   registrations, 
production  and imports  to obtain general  indica- 
tions,  on  a time  series  basis,   of   future  demand; 

(b) Assess the  life expectancy of the motor 
vehicles  in  Iran; 

(c)     Make  a macro-economic  analysis,  based on  the 
correlation between economic indicators  and 
per  capita owning of motor vehicles  in  a number 
of selected countries,   to draw analogies between 
the  development of the motor vehicle market 
in  the Project Area and the  corresponding develop- 
ment  in such selected  countries; 



V. 

(d) Make  an  analysis  of  the   lower  income  threshold 
necessary  for  the  purchase  of  a motor  vehicle 
and  its   trend within  the  period  up to   1982- 
1983,   taking  into  account   factors  such  as  price 
of  the  motor  vehicles,   development of other 
transport  systems,   Government's  expenditures 
on roads as well as the development of urban 
and inter-urban bus and cargo transportation 
services. 

(e) Based on  the  results  of  the work  above, 
determine  the  demand  for motor  vehicles   (per 
types   and sizes)    for  the  period  up to   1982-1983. 

Analysis  of  the motor  vehicle  and ancillary   industries 
and preparation of a development  programme. 

(a)     Undertake 
industry. 

a detailed  survey  of  the existing 

(b) Give  advice  on  the  advantages   and disadvantages 
of  concentrating manufacturing  efforts   in  the 
lower  cost,  multi-purpose  type  of motor vehicles; 

(c) Consider the  partial   trade  balance of  imports 
of   incomplete  kits with  the  export of  components 
manufactured  locally,   beginning with  a  small 
percentage but  increasing gradually; 

(d) Propose legislative and policy measures to be 
considered by the Government for carrying out 
the  proposed development plans; 

(e) Recommend types of protection  to be accorded to 
local entrepreneurs  to encourage   local  manufacture 
while  allowing sufficient margin   for  imports  of 
completely built-up vehicles  and  parts   in  case 
of  unacceptable  inefficiencies   in quality  and/or 
overeost; 

(f)     Advise on the creation of a national body to 
deal with the policies  on automotive  industry 
and production questions  such  as  quality  control 
and independent testing  facilities; 



vi . 

(g)     Include  in  the  investigation  the  possibility  of 
using   fibreglass  reinforced plastics   for 
commercial  vehicles  and  passenger  car bodies 
in   the  Project  Area; 

(h)     Assess   requirements  in  terms  of manpower   (labour 
and managerial  including  expatriates),   and  the 
need   for  labour training  programmes; 

(i)     Prepare   a production programme which  shall 
include,   but  not necessarily  be   limited to, 
the   following  information   : 

- number of plants   (existing  and new),   for 
motor  vehicle  assembly  and  ancillaries 
production; 

- number   (by make   and type)   of  vehicles  to 
be produced; 

details  of  progressive   increases   in   local 
content  and  local  labour; 

list of parts  to be manufactured  locally. 

On-the-job training of  Iranian Counterparts 

In  addition  to  the  above,  Metra Consulting  Group 
undertook to provide on-the-job training to two 
Iranian   counterparts nominated by  the  Government 
in  consultation with  the  UNIDO.     The  training 
programme  included   : 

(a) participation in and contribution  to the 
Contractor's work  in the  Project Area,   and 

(b) participation  in and contribution  to the 
Contractor's work  at his Home Office 
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GENERAL NOTES 

1. Throughout this report both the Solar and Gregorian 
Calendar» have been used.  For statistical purposes 
the two systems are not interchangeable and in 
general terms statistics appertaining specifically 
to Iran are based on the Gregorian Calendar.  Never- 
theless, for general approximations the following 
conversions should be used. 

Solar Year + 621 * Gregorian Year 

Solar Gregorian Solar Gregorian 

1338 1959 1353 1974 1339 1960 1354 1975 
1340 1961 1355 1976 1341 1962 1356 1977 
1342 1963 1357 1978 
1343 1964 1358 1979 
1344 1965 1359 1980 
1345 1966 1360 1981 
1346 1967 1361 1982 
1347 1968 1362 1983 
1348 1969 1363 1984 
1349 1970 1364 1985 
1350 1971 1365 1986 
1351 1972 1366 1987 
1352 1973 1367 1988 

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE GROUPS 

The income and expenditure groups used by Metra are 
the same as those used by the Bank Markazi in their 
1348 survey.  For convenience the income/expenditure 
groups are often referred to by number and the follo- 
wing table gives the range of annual income/expenditure 
for each group: 

Group Number 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

Annual Income/Expenditure 
(Rls. p.a) 

less than 30,000 
30,001 - 50,000 
50,001 - 75,000 
75,001 -100,000 
100,001 -150,000 
150,001 -200,000 
200,001 -300,000 
300,001 -400,000 
400,001 -500,000 
over 500,000 
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3.   ABBREVIATIONS 

IMDBI - Industrial Mining and Development  Bank 
of   Iran. 

cfai - cubic feet  p«r minute 

RCD - Regional Co-operation for  Development 

CKD - Completely  Knocked Down 

ft - foot 

BTU - British Thermal Units 

cu. ft. - cubic foot 

fob - freight on board 

cif - carriage insurance and freight 

gvw - gross vehicle weight 

sq.m - square metres 

c.c. - cubic centimetres 

HP - horse power 

kg - kilograms 

p.a. - per annum 

lbs - pounds 

Rls - rials 

All tons are metric unless otherwise stated. 
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PART   1     -      »FRIGEIATOIS 



REVIEW 

-I- 

1.1 Demand 

The total demand for refrigerators in Iran at 
the present tin» Is of the order of 160,000 
units.  Over the past 3 years growth in demand has 
been very small.  It does, however, appear that this 
low rate of growth in demand could have resulted 
from a failure to maintain a sufficiently high rate 
of growth in the installation of electricity to 
domestic households.  It is estimated that within 
Tehran less than 3% of households who are currently 
supplied with electricity do not own a refrigerator. 
Growth in demand will therefore be highly dependent 
upon the rate of installation of new connections 
for the supply of electricity.  It is estimated that 
demand will increase to around 350,000 units in 
1356 and will approach 450,000 units in 1361.  The 
annual rate of growth which is forecast for the period 
1350 to 1356 is much higher than that for the following 
five years.  In all forecasting work, it has been 
assumed that installation of new connections for 
supply of electricity will not be a limited factor. 
It has been assumed that the number of domestic 
subscribers for electricity will increase between 
121 and 151 p.a. 

Beyond 1356 consumption by household in rural areas 
will become increasingly important as will replace- 
ment demand.  Indications are that the rate of growth 
in demand in rural areas, at least in the initial 
phase, is likely to be relatively low and this is an 
important factor in reducing the overall growth in 
demand between 1356 and 1361. 

The above forecast» assume that present trends 
in Income growth, prices and availability of 
credit are at least maintained.  Evidence has 
b#en presented in the main body of this 
report to support the belief that formalisa- 
tion of the credit function in Iran will give 
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a significant boost  to  demand,   particularly 
among   lower   income  categories.     Evidence 
from  thi   introduction  of  a  formalised credit 
function  in   other  countries  suggests   that  an 
immediate  increase  in  demand  of between   10% 
and   15%   could  be  expected. 

At the  present  time,   the major  portion  of 
demand   is  for  a refrigerator with a  7/8  cu.ft. 
capacity.     Whilst  there   is  evidence  that over 
the  past  7  to  10 years   the  average  size  of 
refrigerator  purchased   in  Iran  has  decreased 
from  9/10 cu.ft.   model   to a  7/8 cu.ft.   model 
indications   are  that  very small units,   5/6  cu. 
ft.   have not   increased   their market  share  in 
recent  years.     It  is   therefore   likely  that the 
most  popular  size of  refrigerator  in   the 
future  will   be between   7  and  8  cu.ft. 

Tehran,  because  of  its   size,   being  around six 
times   larger  than  the   second   largest  city  in 
Iran,   will  always be  the most  important  single 
market   for  refrigerators  in  the  country.     Since 
1346   however,  Tehran  has become proportionately 
less   important  in  terms  of  the  total  demand  for 
refrigerators.     This   trend  is   likely  to  continue 
for  several  years. 

At  the  present  time,   ownership  in  high  income 
groups   is  such  that very  little new demand, 
initial purchase,   can   result   from these  income 
groups.     Beyond  1356,   however,   these  groups will 
re-emerge  as  a major market  segment  providing 
an  increasingly  important  replacement market   in 
Iran.     Over   the past   few years  the major 
consuming  sectors  have  been  households   in  the 
middle   income groups.     The  trend  is  now  towards 
lower   income  groups becoming  the most  important 
segment of  the market.     At the present  time 
ownership of  refrigerators by  households  in  rural 
areas   is relatively small.     These households will, 
however, become  increasingly  important particularly 
beyond   1356. 
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1.2 Industry 

There are seven companies presently manu- 
facturing refrigerators in Iran. The number 
of companies and, indeed, the market shares 
of these companies remained relatively 
constant for several years.  Very recently 
due to a somewhat more dynamic approach to 
marketing by one or two companies there have 
been some chanqei in the relative importance 
of each company in the market.  The three 
most important companies now account 
for 74% of the total demand in Iran with the 
fourth largest company accounting for a 
further 15%. 

For several years prior to 1349 the market 
leader was Arj followed by Asmayesh and 
General Steel.  Since 1348 only Asmayesh and 
Philver have significantly increased their 
market shares and in 1349 Asmayesh became 
the market leader with Ar], Philver and General 
Steel following in order of importance. 

Arj and Asmayesh are both dominant companies 
in several consumer durable items.  On the 
other hand Philver whilst involved exclusively 
in the consumer durable industry is basically 
a one product company with production of other 
consumer durable items being very small. Generai 
Steel in addition to being involved in the 
domestic appliance industry is also a major 
company in aluminium entrusions and aluminium 
cables.  This company do manufacture a few 
gas appliances, although over 951 of their 
income from domestic appliances eminates 
from production of refrigerators. 

In addition to the above mentioned companies 
there are three other companies involved in 
this sector. Two of theee companies, General 
Iran Electric and Pars Machine, are very small 
companies with refrigerators being their major 
product. The remaining company, General 
Industrial, whilst having only a small share of 
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the refrigerator market  is the  third largest 
domestic  appliance manufacturer   in   Iran. 

1.3    Prices 

Retail prices of domestic refrigerators in 
Iran decreased quite significantly between 
the early 1340's and 1346.  Since then 
prices have tended to remain relatively 
constant with a few models showing slight 
increases in price.  It is very difficult 
to compare prices prior to 1346 with those 
beyond 1346, since around that time many 
companies changed their models and there- 
fore the two sets of data are not directly 
comparable.  Comparison of retail prices in 
Iran with those in other countries, shows 
Iranian products to be between twice and 
three times more expansive.  Direct compari- 
son is again difficult because models are 
very often adapted to local conditions and 
preferences and thus direct comparisons are 
not entirely valid.  In general, however, 
prices in Iran tend to be about twice the 
average price for the whole of Europe. 

prices vary quite considerably 
in Iran are compared with those 
the more "expensive" European 
premium in Iran Is around §01. 

Within Europe 
and if prices 
prevailing in 
countries the 

If the relative price stability which has 
prevailed in Iran over the past few years 
can be maintained in the future prices will 
become more comparable with those in Europe 
and other parts of the world. 

1.4 Export Potential 

The high cost of production of refrigerators 
in Ira« means that thara is vary little oppor- 
tunity for local companies to export.  So far 
companies have mad« vary little effort in this 
direction, and what exports have baan made '-»ere rore 
for political rather than economic reasons. 
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It  is   estimated  that   on   th« basis   of  present 
costs   of   production   in   Iran,  even  given  complete 
draw-back  of all   taxes   and duties,   a company 
would   still  need  an   additional   151  bonus  before 
Iranian  produced  refrigerators   could  compete 
in world markets. 

1.5    Foreign Links 

Ät  the   prrs^nt  time   all  companies  mar», u fact uri ng 
refrigerators  in   Iran  with one  exception, 
Atmayesh,   produce   *oreign designed  and  foreign 
branded  goods.     No  company  in   this   sector,   however» 
has   any   foreign equity  or  any  direct  foreign 
participation.     It  ha«  been  rumoured  In  recent 
month»   that Westinghouse  are   interested  in 
establishing a  joint-venture   in   Iran with Arj. 
It  is   known  fro«  fieldwork  in   Iran   and  the  USA 
that  West inghouse  are  very  interested   in 
establishing a  joint-venture   in   the  terminal 
domestic  appliance   industry  in   Iran,   although 
the   link  with Arj   could  result   in   several 
problems   sine« Westinghouse have   already  issued 
a manufacturing  licence   to another   company, 
General   Industrial,   in   this  sector.     The only 
part   of   the  refrigerator manufacturing  industry 
in which   there  is  at   the  present   time any 
foreign   interest  is   the   Iran Compressor 
Manufacturing Company.     This  company  is  a 
joint  venture between  a number  of  the refriger- 
ator  manufacturers,   IMSDI   ,   and  Westinghouse 
(USA) . 

Discussions with representatives  of companies 
currently manufacturing  refrigerators  in  Iran, 
have   shown  there to be  a reluctance  to parti- 
cipate   in  joint-ventures with   foreign  companies. 
Whilst  several companies said that  they would 
have  considered a  joint-venture  a  few years 
ago,   they now believe  that they  do not need 
outside assistance.     Surprisingly opinions 

*  IW>BI      s     Industrial  Mining  and  Development 
Bank of  Iran. 
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expressed suggest a somewhat short-sighted 
view of the role of a foreign company could 
play in a joint-venture with an Iranian 
manufacturer.  Companies generally regard the 
role of a foreign partner as being that of 
providing technical know-how and misguided 
views on marketina strategies appropriate in 
Iran.  In no instance did local manufacturers 
see the role of a foreign company as providing 
an entry to export markets.  This could be a 
reflexion of the pre occupation of the local 
industry with the home market. 
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2. MARKET 

2.1 Basic Statistics 

Local manufacture of domestic refrigerators 
commenced in Iran in the early 1340's and 
has progressively increased from a level of 
145 units in 1341 to over 170,000 units in 
1349.   Details of production, imports and 
exports by year are given in Tabled.! 

TABLE 2 . 1 PRODUCTION , IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF REFRIGERATORS 

YEAR PRODUCTION IMPORTS EXPORTS APPARENTI   ' 
DEMAND 

] 

Bank   ¡Bureau of 
Markazi ¡Statistics Metra 

   1 

1335 25,000 2 25,000 

1336 17,000 2 17,000 

1337 24,000 2 24,000 

1338 1 34,000 2 34,000     i 

1339 ' 40,000 2 40,000 

1340 i 
i 25,000 2 25,000 

' 1341 145 24,000 3 24,000 

1342 2,299 20,000 3 22,000   ; 

1343 i   2,456 20,000 3 22,000 

i 1344 38,597 1,002 39,600 

! 1345 70,528 69,876 594 70,500 

1346 120,576 140,195 623 200 3 140,600 

1347 137,918 139,175 5 135,000 958 500 3 135,500 4 

1348 174,000 171,178 6 165,485 814 909 165,500 4 

1 1349 160,000 171,643 6 170,376 826 800 3 170,000 4 

! 1350 150,000 
1 

150,000 800 800 150,000 4 
... 

1 Figures rounded 
2 Estimate based on value 
3 Estimate by Metra 
4 Based on Metra data for production 
5 Includes some none-domestic refrigerators 
6 corrected to exclude none-domestic refrigerators 
Sources:     Bureau of  Statistics   (Ministry  of  Economy  Iran)   and 

Foreign Trade Statistics of   Iran,   unless otherwise  stated 
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Table 2.1 shows production statistics for the years 
1347, 1348 and  349 from three different sources. 
It would appear ^hat the only real discrepancy 
in the data is that the Metra figure for 1348 
is below that recorded by both the Bank Markazi 
and the Bureau of Statistics.   Examination of the 
Bureau of Statistics data by company has shown 
that the discrepancy arises largely from an 8,000 
difference in the figures recorded for one 
company, Arj.On the other hand whilst the data for 
1349 appears at first sight to be consistent 
a detailed  analysis by company, presented in 
Table 2.2, shows that the apparent consistency 
results only because differences in individual 
production levels largely cancel each other. 
In this section and indeed throughout this 
report wherever data has been generated by Metra 
this data is used although comparison is 
frequently made with other available data. 

TABLE 2.2PR0DUCTI0N OF DOMESTIC REFRIGERATORS PY COMP ANY. 

RA COMPANY BUREAU OF STATISTICS MET 

1348 1349 1348   :    1349 

ARJ 56,203 54,099 
1 

4 8,000  !   4 6,200 

ASMAYESH 43,425 47,913* 44,527  1   47,154* 

U . 1 • & • 4,010 4,832 5,448  !    7,881 

GENERAL IND. 7,421 7,328 7,400       6,300 

GENERAL STEEL 31,498 22,870 31,500 2 8,000  . 

PARS MACHINES 6,250 4,241 6,250 4,241 

PHILVER 22,371 30,360 22,360 30,600 

TOTAL 171,178 171,643 165,485  i  170,376 
 - - — _i-   

* Include» 5,000 units produced for AEG 
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TABLL 2.3 PRODUCTION SALES AND VALUE OF SALES BY COMPANY 

- REFRIGERATORS 

 -r- ~~~  
1348 1349 

1. 

COMPANY   j 
  ! 

Production 
(units) 

? 
Sales 
(units) 

Sales 
Value 

(000 Rls) 

Production 
(units) 

Sales 
(units) 

Sales 
Value   ' 

(OOO Rls) 
 -t 

Arj 48,000 42,000 630,00o1 46,200 36,500 550,00o1 1 

Asmayesh 44,527 38,854 515,123 47,154 40,709 467,761 

vj • i • fc* • 5,448 4,568 6 4,000 7,881 5,654 72,011  , 

G3neral Ind. 7,400 7,500 - 6,300 6,000 - 

General Stea 1 31,500 30,000 - 28,000 22,8O0 - 

Pars Machina 6,250 6,000 7 3,500 4,241 4,000 46,000 

Philver 22,370 21,600 302,400 30,600 32,OO0 4 50,000 

TOTAL 165,495 
i ,  

150,522 2,135,OOO2 170,346 147,663 2,005,OOO2 

I _. 

1 Estimate given by Arj 

2 Estimate» have b««n mad« by Itetra for the two 
companies who did not five this information. 
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The data contained in Table 2.2 does not give 
a realistic picture of demand.   Several 
approaches have been adopted to gain a better 
insight into true demand in Iran.   From 
discussions with industrialists in the sector 
it is known that companies did not sell all 
their production in 1349 and some companies 
carried significant stocks at the end of 1349. 
The total quantity of stocks held at the end 
of the main selling seasons in 1349, spring and 
summer, are estimated to have been of the order 
of 25,000 units with Arj, General Steel and 
Asmayesh holding the major portion of this 
total.   Indeed as far as sales are concerned 
two of these companies sold fewer units in 1349 
than 1348 and Arj and General Steel actually 
produced fewer units than in 1348 as can be 
seen from Table 2. 3 .   The data contained in 
this table shows that in 1349 in particular 
sales were substantially below production in 
the year and indeed sales in 1348. 

These trends are borne out by the findings 
of the Metra Consumer survey.  This survey 
shows that purchases of refrigerators in 1348 
were substantially higher than in 1349 or 1350*. 
Indeed according to the findings of the survey as 
many refrigerators were purchased in 1347 is 
in either 1349 or 1350, although too much 

The data for 1350 involves an estimate for 
the fourth quarter of 1350;  this estlmte 
was based on the percentage of total purchases 
made in the fourth quarters of 1349, 1348 and 
1347. 
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re li an ce should not be placed on the   1347 data since 
it is  common for respondents to have  difficulty  in 
recalling whether  it was  three  or  four years  ago  that 
they made  a particular purchase.    One  of  the more  sur- 
prising  facts to emerge   from the Metra Survey was  the 
high proportion of refrigerators in  use which were 
acquired prior to  1347.     An  analysis   of   import  data 
from  1335   coupled with  an estimate  of  the  number  of 
units   in  use  in   1335,   based on a backward projection 
of imports  between  13 35   and  1340 suggested a total  of 
some   85,000  units   in  use  at the end  of   13 35.     It   is 
not particularly   important whether  this   figure   is 
accurate  or not  since with time the  effect  of  any 
errors will  diminish.     Indeed an error  of   100% would 
make  no more  than  4,000 units  difference   to the   repla- 
cement market at  the present time.     It  is,  however, 
important  to have   at  least an  idea  of  the  number  of 
units   in  use  in   1335  to  facilitate  making estimates   of 
scrappaae   and replacement demand. 

The  rate  and absolute  volume of units  scrapped has  been 
calculated  in  the  following manner.     Discussions  with 
manufacturers  and other people  involved   in this   sector 
of  industry   in  Iran  suggested that  the   average   life   of 
a refrigerator in  Iran  is of the order of sixteen years. 
The experience of other countries,   particularly  deve- 
loping countries,  would tend to support   an average   life 
of this order.     It was  assumed that  the  number of units 
scrapped  in  the  first  five years  after the year of  pur- 
chase was   so small  as   to be  insignificant  and was   further 
assumed that  all  units would be  scrapped bv twentv-five 
years  after year  of purchase.     The  experience  of  other 
countries  sugoests  that around 60%  of units are   scrapped 
within t  3 years  of the average  life  and  in the  absence 
of other data it  was  assumed this would be the   case   in 
Iran.     On  the above assumption the   scrappage rate  and 
resulting  replacement demand in Iran was estimated.     In- 
terestingly the  total park,   in  1350,   calculated  on   the 
above  assumptions  and estimates,   is within 2% of  the 
park  as determined by  the Metra Survey suggesting  that 
the  above   assumptions  and estimates  are  valid. 

Examination of scrappage and replacement  demand  in other 
countries has revealed that it is  normally only  after 
ownership  reaches  a level of some  60%  of  the population 
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does the  replacement market   really emerge.      Interes- 
tingly  in Argentina  in  1968 more  than half  of  the 
refrigerator park was  over  twelve  years  old.     This 
infers  an  average   life  approaching twenty  years. 
Furthermore  ownership of refrigerators   in  Argentina 
during  1968  reached over 90%  of  total households.     It 
is  however only  since   1968  that  the  real   replacement 
market  has   started  to emerge.     Similar trends   are 
found in  other  countries.     Indeed  in the  UK   it  is  only 
over the past  three  to four years  that  the   average 
life of  a  refrigerator  has   significantly  decreased. 
Therefore  it  does  not seem unreasonable  to  assume  a 
constant  average   life of sixteen years   in   Iran. 

Assuming a normal  distribution  based on  the   assumptions 
outlined above   it  is possible  to estimate   the  number  of 
refrigerators  scrapped in each  vear after purchase. 
This has  been  calculated by  year  and  is   contained in 
Table  2.4.     It  can be  readily   seen that   in  the early 
years very   few units  are  scrapped  and only  after ten 
or eleven years  does  the scrappage become   in   any way 
significant.     This  table shows  how the nark   has built 
up  over the  years   and indicates  how important  the  repla- 
cement market will  be  in  the   future.     Taking  the esti- 
mate  for scrappage   in  1350,   remembering of  course  that 
absolute  numbers   could easily be  in error  to one or  two 
years,  Table   2.4   suggests  that  some  10%  of  total demand 
in  that year will be  to meet  the  requirements  of the 
replacement market.     From the   consumer survey   it has 
been  found  that  of households   intending  to purchase   a 
refrigerator  in  the next twelve months   10%   already  own 
a refrigerator,   although half of these households did 
intend that their purchase would be   "additional"  and 
not  "replacement". 

The data presented in Table  2.4  shows  that prior  to  13 47 
the replacement market was virtually non-existent. 
Between  1347   and  1350 it began  to assume   some  importance 
and beyond  1353  it will become   increasingly   important. 

At the end of  1350 the total refrigerator park  in  Iran, 
estimated on the basis of imports,   local production  and 
an assessment of  likely scrappage rates,   totalled 1.10 
million units.     This  can be  compared with the  total of 
1.08 million appliances in use  at the end of  1350 accor- 
ding to the METRA consumer survey. 
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2-2    characteristics of the iterktt 

Section 2.1  above has been concerned with the 
general  overall     picture  of demand  for  refrigerators 
in  Iran.     It  has been shown that,   there «re  currently 
• orne  1.1 million refrigerators   in use,  demand  in 
1350 wis  of  the  order of   150,000-170,000 units with 
over  901  of   this  demand being   Initial  acquisition. 

The Metra  consumer  survey  shows   the   total number 
of  refrigerators  in  us«  in urban  households 
to be   l.OS m.   at  the  end  of  1350  and  this  compared 
very well with   the  total   of  1.10 m.   calculated 
on  the basis   of   Imports,   local  production  and 
estimated scrappage.     The  closeness  of  the»« 
two figures  muggests  that ownership of refrigera- 
tors   in  rural   areas   is  so  low  as   to be  insignificant. 
Subjective  assessments based on  general  indi cat- rs 
such  a»  the  number  of  rural household« with   electri- 
city  and  the   average   income of   rural  household-, 
support  this   line of  argument.     It   is,  therefore, 
within  th«   limits of  experimental error to consider 
the  total  ownership  of  refrigerators   in  Iran    is   being 
equal  to the  ownership in  jrban  area«.    On  this  l.agís 
in   1350 some   if. 51  of  ail  household«   in   Iran   owned 
a  refrigerator   compared with  only  7.ti   in   1346.     These 
ownership   levels have been compared  in Table  2.5 
with  ownership   levels   in  other   countries.     It   can 
be teen  that   ownership in  Iran   in   135o  is  of   the 
order of   that   which  prevailed   In Spain  in   Iti3. 
Interestingly,   it was  in  that  ysjar  the Spaninh 
domestic  appliance  industry really  took off. 

to   th« geographical distribution of  owner- 
Table  2. i 
by  city 
can be  seen 

Turning 
•hip of refrigerators in urban areas, 
gives a breakdown of ownership levels 
type for the years 1146 and 13*0.  It 
fro» this table that whilst ownemhip in Tehran 
still exceeds that In the other cities, th«- disparity 
is decreasing annually.  Prior to 1347 Tehran 
accounted for 511 of all refrlferator» purchased 
but accounted for only !•• of total purchase» in 
13».  on the other hand the smell eitle« which 
accounted for only 111 ©f the total prior to 1347 
accounted for 42» of total purchases in USO. 
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TABLE 2.6   OWNERSHIP OF REFRIGERATORS - IRAN 

r • • •     ' 

CITY TYPE 
OWNERSHIP 
1 OP HOUSEHOLD! 

1350    1346* 

INCREASE 
1346 to 1350 

1 

Tehran 72.9    51.2 142 

11 Large Cities 35.2    15.9 221 

Small Cities 23.2     4.4 S27 

Total (based on urban only) 
 -  _ _ _,..   j 

41.3    20.8 
 «,  

199 

Approx, 
These trends  are • titilar  to those which have 
been experienced  in other  countries.     For exarmjie 
the  comparison of Madrid with the whole of  Spain 
for  th© years  1962,   196S  and  1969   is made   in 
Talk  2.7 where  again   a  decreasing   concentration 
of  purchases   can be  seen. 

TABLE 2.7 
OWNERSHIP LEVELS OF 
 ANb THE RfeSf OF » 

GIRATORI   IN  MADRID 

CITY   TYPE 

Madrid 

Total 

OWNERSHIP 
1 OF HOUSEHOLDS 
1§§2  1167  1968 

17   67.4  72.1 

f   36   43 

INCREASE 
196 2 to 19 b § 

I 

42S 

478 

-4 

Th« higher ownership in the capital cities would 
be expected simply on the grounds of higher 
income, however, the Metra survey suggests that 
in reality the above patterns cannot be 
rationalised so easily.  Whilst the results of 
the survey snow Increasing ownership levels with 
Increasing incoine they also show that within any 
one income group the ownership in Tehran exceeds 
that in the eleven large cities.  Detailed 
figures fro« the survey are given in Table 1.1 
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TAILE   2.S OWNERSHIP  OF   REFRIGERATORS   B¥ 
AND  BY  CITY   SIZE 

INCOME 

INCOME /EXPENDÍ TURE 
Groups   lis.   p.a. OWNERSHIP        1 

Tehran Large 
'    Citi«« 

Small 
Cities 

All 
Cities 

Up  to   50, OCX) 

50,ooi   -   100,000 

100,001  -  200,000 

200,001   -   400,000 

400,001   plus 

All 

15 

56 

84 

97 

99 

73 

8 

37 

68 

77 

95 

35 

6 

28 

57 

90 

23 

7 

39 

71 

92 

981 

41 

Based on Tehran and Large Cities only. 

The higher level of otmarshlp in Tehran within 
any on« incoa» group, is believed to result from 
• number of factors.  Firstly, the percentage of 
households with electricity in Tehran is higher 
than in the other city groups.  Detailed data on 
the number of households with electricity is 
presented in Appendix A.  From this data it is 
estimated that at the end of 1349 nearly 701 of 
households in Tehran were supplied with electrlcty 
whereas the corre«ponding figures for the laru- ?nd 
«mall cities were 4SI and 351 respectively.  Other 
factors which are believed to play an important 
part include education and social practices. 
However, in the specific case of refrigerators, 
electricity connection is thought to currently 
be the most Important factor. 
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In order to have data on electricity connections 
comparable with the consumer survey it has been 
assumed that the number of new connections made in 
1350 followed the pattern of previous years.    On 
the basis of a growth in  the number of subscribers 
of   151,  and a growth in the number of households of 
61,   it has been estimated  that in  1350 751  of 
households   in Tehran had electricity with the 
corresponding figures for  the eleven  large  cities, 
and  the small cities being  481  and  38% respectively. 

In Tables  2.9 and 2.10 the ownership of refrigerators 
in  the different  city groups within  Iran is  compared 
with  the number of households which have electricity. 
It  can readily be  seen that the potential market 
which appears to exist, based on the present  level 
of  ownership,  is drastically reduced when  considera- 
tion  is given to the number of households  currently 
supplied with electricity.     Indeed it is possible 
that the  falling off in demand for refrigerators 
over  the past two years  could have  resulted directly 
from the failure to maintain sufficiently high 
levels of growth  in the number of households 
being supplied with electricity.    From Table 2.10 
it  can be seen that in 1349  there were only   133,000 
households who had electricity but did not have a 
refrigerator.* 

The  implications of this  are clear.     If the 
Government of Iran does not ensure an adequate growth 
rate  in the number of households with electricity 
then demand for consumer durable goods such  as 
refrigerators will be severely affected. 

Whilst the number of domestic consumers of elec- 
tricity shown in Table 2.10 may be slightly  low, 
due  to the  fact that these  figures do not include 
households supplied with electricity by organisations 
such as NIOC, it is  felt  that any such errors will 
have only  a minimal effect on the overall picture. 

*    On the basis of the number of households  owning 
a refrigerator and the number of households with 
electricity the difference  is  189,000,   (i.e. 
56,000 households own two refrigerators). 
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TABLE   2.9       COMPARISON OF  PERCENTAGE  OF  HOUSEHOLDS  WITH 
 ELECTRIClfY  AND  OWNERSHIP  OF  REFRIGERATORS 

CITY   TYPE 

Tehran 

11  Large  Cities 

Small   Cities 

HOUSEHOLDS  WITH 
ELECTRICITY    (1350) 

HOUSEHOLDS  OWNING 
REFRIGERATOR   (1350) 

TABLE 2.10      TOTAL NUMBER OF  D01 NEST ft :   SUBSCRIBERS  FU K 

 EUSOTHCTT? AND RfFRÏGlRATOR  PARK. 

ELECTRICITY 
1 

SUBSCRIBERS A% REFRIGERATOR  PARK 

YEAR 
2 

Metra         Calculated 
Survey               B Total 

1 
Domestic 

A 

1342 495,117 396,100 148 267, 000 

1343 567,624 454,100 160 287, 000 

1344 649,710 519,800 160 324 , 000 

1345 719,001 575,200 147 391 ,000 

1346 797,465 638,000 121 526 ,700 

1347 1,008,720 807,000 123 655 ,000 

1348 1,178,214 943,000 116 811 ,700 

1349 1,378,745 1,103,000 113 969 

1,078,800*1,104 

,760 

13 50 1,585,0003 

 ,        • 

1,268,000 115 ,700 

1 Estimate based on 80% of total  subscribers. 

2 Calculated in Table 2.3 
3 Estimate  based on  151  p.a.   growth  rate.   4      Households  owninq 
Source:     Electricity Subscribers  "Ministry of Water  and 

Power Annual Survey -  1348". 
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It  is estimated that between   1349 and  the end  of 
1356  a total  of 5.94 m.   households will have  to 
be  supplied with electricity before complete 
coverage  is enjoyed in  Iran.     The failure to 
maintain  a sufficiently high  rate of growth in 
the  number of  households  supplied with  electri- 
city will have a far more profound effect on  the 
demand  for these products  and hence the development 
of   the  industry than  any other single   factor. 

Turning   to the question  of  the  type of  household 
purchasing a  refrigerator the  consumer  survey  shows 
that  over  the  past  four years   the main  purchasing 
fraction  in lehran has been  in the income range 
150,000  -  300,000  rials p.a.     Over two thirds  of 
households in  the higher income groups   in Tehran 
having  already purchased a refrigerator prior  to 
1347. 

A similar pattern emerges  for  large cities although 
high  income groups  in these  cities did account for 
a high portion of demand  until 1348.     In small 
cities  the high income groups provided  the main 
portion  of demand up to the end of  1349  and it is 
only during the past year that acquisition in  these 
income groups has   fallen. 

From the Metra Survey it has been found that acqui- 
sition of refrigerators shows  a definite seasonal 
pattern.     Based on data for  the years   1347 to  1349 
inclusive,  it has been  found  that two-thirds  of 
all  refrigerators  are purchased during  the months 
of Tir,  Mordad and Shahrivar1.    A distribution 
of purchases by season is given in Table 2.11. 

TABLE   2.11        PERCENTAGE OF  REFRIGERATOR PURCHASES 
§y ¿{Agon 

SEASON SPRING SUMMER AUTUMN WINTER 

% of  Total 
Purchases  Made If.4 66.6 8.4 5.6 

Equivalent to mid-June, July, August and up 
to mid-September. 
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The above distribution results primarily from 
climatic conditions in Iran, although other factors 
such as payment of summer bonus by companies in 
the months of Mordad and Shahrivar, family savings 
for No Rus1 in Bahman and Esfand2, and the fact 
that families have only small quantities of dispo- 
sable income immediately after No Rus, are all 
thought to be important.  Furthermore, because 
of the general lack of knowledge found to be 
prevalent in companies within the industry very 
little effort is made to increase sales to final 
consumers in off-season periods.  Incentives 
which are given by companies in off-peak seasons 
tend to be directed towards getting a dealer to 
carry stocks rather than the company, and are 
not directed towards generating additional sales 
to the end user. 

It has already been mentioned in Section 2.1 
above, that as yet the replacement market in Iran 
is not very important.  It has been estimated, 
assuming an average life of 16 years, that the 
replacement demand will progressively increase from 
some 15,000 units at the present time to 40,000 
units in 1356.  These estimates are based on the 
assumption that present practices in Iran continue. 
At the present time model changes and styling 
variations do not seem sufficient to induce a 
family to replace a refrigerator whilst it is 
still operational, and a significant number of units 
of 16 and 17 years old are still in use with their 
original purchasers.  Only factors such as mechanical 
failure and an inappropriate size seem to be suffi- 
cient reason for families to replace their existing 
units. 

From the Metra Survey it has been found that of 
households intending to purchase a refrigerator 
during the next twelve months 90% do not have a 
refrigerator at the present time.  Of the households 
who already own a refrigerator and intend to purchase 
in the next twelve months, half will be replacing 
an old unit whilst the other half will retain the 

New Year 

February and March 
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old  refrigerator.    Thus  in terms of  the  absolut« 
volume  replacement demand  in  1351,  on  the bail» of 
th«  Metra Survey  it   likely to be between   10,000 
and   12,000 which  is   less  then  th«  forecast made on 
th«  baais of  an  assumed average   life. 

It   la   Important   what  a replacement market la 
generated  in   Iran  if  campan lea   are  to maintain   a 
high   rate  of  growth  output  that  ha«  been  enjoyed 
in  the past.     It  is  not  adéquat«  for campani«»   to 
await   the mechanical   failure  of  units,   they need 
to positively   persuade  consumers  to  replace old 
unit«.     This  can be  achieved only by good styling, 
good quality,   good marketing and not  least of   all 
better  pric«s. 

With  a concerted effort by compani««  in  product 
and marketing  planning  it  should be  possible   to  reduce 
the   average   life of  a  refrigerator  during th«   second 
part  of   the present decade. 

2-3    FrlW, 

by European standards  the) prie« of   a refriger- 
ator  in  Iran  is very high;  being over  three 
tinu-s   Liu-  price  West   Germany   and   at    least  twice 
tuo   pi ico   in  otner  European countings.      Iran 
nut,   now*.-ver,   unique.     Aa  can 
l.iüit'b   J. 12   »rid   2.1 J,   other   developing 

is 
ut  seen   from 

fcantrifi.   in  South rica,   fthid   and  n 1 i i I'J 
Luí' >pe . 

, A 1   i. t- 

fc imi J ai   price   premium*   in  comparison   tv 
'l'.ie   iidtd   presented   in  Tables   2.12   and   . 
in tenue ri  only   to  five   a   general   indu at i or.  ana 
t   c  mue.   reliance  should  not   be   placeo   on  tue 
«i.-3ulutt   figures.     Utiilst every  attempt   ..as 
11 en  made  to  cnoose models as   similai   as» 
pcusii.lt   in  terms of  features,   per tor nance 
t.»t.ng,   option« available and si«e,   tnin  rías 
not   always  Men possible,     furthermore,   ci.anges 
in  purcaaae  tan   (as   in  the UK)   or  aale*   tax can 
radically ebenem prices  in a very short   tine. 
Nevertheless«   Tables  2.12 and  2.13 do  five a 
good indication of the relative retail  prices 
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ARLF   2.12 REFRIGERATOR   PRICES   DIFFERENT   COUNTRIES 

FOR  UNITS   170  -   200  litrei 

T" r—— f  

C HINT R Y •fu DEL/MAKE 
(size   In   litres) 

PRICE    (Rut 
(Rial«) 

ail) 
(W. 

INDEX 
Germany   •    i 

I ran ¡    Ar ) ( 200 ) 17 , 9 50 32u. S 

Japan Hirachi (170) lé,400 292. 8 

11 j 1 y 
i 
1    Philco ( 200 ) 8,100 144.«» 

h|3>» i n 
;    fagor    (200) 11,000 i. '1 h . 4 

''SA 1     Philco (200) 9,4» 16 9 . c. 

I'K !     Tricity (20O) 12,500 J 2 î. 2 

W.   Germany ,     AEG ( 1 SO ) 5, §00 100. o 

Austral i a CEC (200) 16,000 

._     .    ... 

28S.7 
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TABLE 2.13 REFRIGERATOR  PRICES FOR DIFFERENT COUNTRIES 

FOR UNITS 130 - 140 litres 

r-           _    l 

COUNTRY 

r   — '                                                                         " 
MODEL/MAKE 

(size   in  litres) 
PRICE   (Retail) 

(Rials) 
INDEX 

(W.   Germany  = 100) 

Iran Asmayesh            (140) 13,500 317.6 

Hong  Kong Zanussi               (13°)            t 6,050 142.7 

India Allwyn                 (140) 18,690 4 40. 3 

Turkey Arcelik              (130) 12,100 287.6 

Lebanon Eanuiai               (130) 12,320 290. 2 

Mexico I EM                          (130) 25,040 589.9 

Argentina Marshall            (130) 17,560 413.8 

UK Lee                         (140) 7,000 124.7 

France Arthur Martin(135) 4,7 80 112.4 

W. Germany Bosch                   (130) 4,250 100. ü 

Holland Vendomatic       (140) 5,210 121.0 

Be 1 q i um Neufunk               (140) 4,5 30 106.9 

Sweden Linde                   (135) 4,540 106.9 

•  Austria Philips              (140) 5,770 136.0 

Yugoslavia Gorenj«              (135) 7,740 182.4 

Spain - - 

Japan National            (135) 12,2O0 287.1 

'   USA Frldgette          (140) 9,0§0 214.1 

Australia 
! 

G.E.                       (135) 

1  —  
11,500 2 70.6 
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of refrigerators in different countries. Whilst 
prices in Iran are »till very high, compared to 
prices in other countries, they have decreased 
quite significantly over the past seven years. 
Tables 2.14 to 2.15 give prices of different 
refrigerators in Iran from 1343 to 1350 although 
prices for the years beyond 1346 are not directly 
comparable due to model changes. The data presented 
in these tables does again serve to five a good 
indication of general trends.  Between 134 3 and 
1350 price reductions were achieved in the face 
of increased duties on components and increased 
local content. Whilst it is difficult to assess 
the proportion of price reductions directly 
attributable to improved efficiency, economies of 
scale, and those due to more realistic levels of 
company profit, it is important that the Government1 

ensure that this trend continues.  Price levels 
should be progressively reduced by Increased 
efficiency, rationalisation and economies of scale, 
to levels more comparable with those in the higher 
cost European countries.  This will only be achieved 
by increased competition in the home market. 

The role which the Government should play in 
this sector is dicussed in the main volume of 
this report. 
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3 -        THE   DOMESTIC   REFRIGERATOR  MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY 

3.1    Historical Background 

The  assembly of   refrigerators   in   Iran began  some 
twelve  years  ago.     Companies who   established 
facilities   for  assembly  of   ref r i qer at ors  can   be 
divided   into  two  categories.     Firstly  there  were 
companies who were  already  involved   in  the manu- 
facture  of  metal  goods,   companies   such as Arj, 
Asmayesh,   General  Stool  and General   Industrial. 
The  second  qr     t»  of   companies were   those who   had 
been   importers  ot   complete  refrigerators  and   could 
foresee   the   time  when   the  government  would  completely 
prohibit   the  import  of   finished   units.    Companies   _ 
in the   latter  category   include   General  Iran   Electric 
and Par»  Machine. 

The Government of  Iran  have   for   a   number  of   years 
operated  a policy whereby  a  company  rust  •~H.i:n   a 
licence   fro» the  Ministry  of  hcorv-ry   t.   n.»i...- 
facture  a  particular  product.     Between  H4 1   -n.-:   i J44 
all  the  above mentioned companies    fctaineu   licences 
and  «et  up  facilities   for  the  production .1    tetri- 
gerators.     Licences  were also  qiven   f.    >thei    cmpanies 
althoufh with one exception none   <d   tl.ese wer, 
taken  up.     One  company who were   qr anted  J ir-inutac- 
turing   lictnce  to  assemble  Philc-iord  ref i i ^ t ators 
began  building  a  factory but  bei. re   tu* *.,,    completed 
they were declared bankrupt.     The   parti.iliy   .   -Ht 
factory  and the »anufacturing   licence wen    -• 
other  parties who  completed    the   iaot-r,   .tms 
1346   this   company,   Philver,  began   production 
134i   the  Government  have refused   t«    uive  any 
licences  for the manufacture of   refrmer.itms.      In 
the early   1340's  and  it would  appear  t,   be  still 
true  today,  the Government policy  way t-   givt 
licences  to a number  of companies  with the  belief 
that this ensured competition   in   the home market   and 
hence  reduced price«.     Again  in   comion with   other 
developing countries experience  ha«  nhown that   this 
is not the case.     The «tre presence of neve ral 
manufacturers of one product doem  not swan  that  there 
will be efficient production and  competition  within 
the  industry.     Indeed a »ore  likely  consequence   is 
the  fragmentation of  the industry   into units  which 
are  too smell to be economic and   this  In turn  meant 
a high cost  industry. 

id  to 
i n 

Since 
• -t her 



In   the  early years  of  refrigerator  assembly   In 
Iran   the  Government   took positive   action,   in   the 
from of  price   investigations,   to  keep prices  down. 
The  price   investigation department within  the 
Ministry  of Economy   carried out   a  number of  studies 
between   1341  and   134 3,   however  generally  thev were 
severely  hampered  by   lack  of  Information  and  their 
effect  was  therefore   reduced.     Since   1344   the  poli- 
cy  of  the  Government  has  been  to  control  prices 
only   in   those   industries/products  where  there   ar-:? 
only  one  or two manufacturers.     The  rationale  oí 
this  policy  is   that   in  a sector where  there  were 
several manufacturers,   such as   refrigerators,   com- 
petition within  the  home market  will  ensure  that 
prices were kept  down  to the minimum  compatible  with 
the   stage  of development  of the   industry.     As  has 
been mentioned  above   in  reality   this  has  not  hap- 
pened.     An  industry which  started  off  fragmented 
remained  so.     Whilst  some  companies  exhibited  a 
higher growth  rate   than others  the   industry  tended 
to  set   its  prices  on  the basis   of  the   least  efficient 
producer.     Thus  more  efficient  products made  very 
high   levels  of profit which have  not  contributed  to 
the   overall economy  of  the  country even though   a 
significant proportion of  them have  been ploughed 
back   into  the business. 

There  have never been  any  official  cartel  type   agree- 
ments  between companies  in  this   sector of  industry. 
There  has,   however,   been a general   attitude  of  main- 
taining  a status  quo  in which everyone prospers. 
In   the past Asmayesh  have  to some extent  competed  in 
the  market  in  an  effort to gain   an  increased market 
share.     However,   it   is   important  to  realise  that   a 
lower priced product  is  in  line  with  the overall  pro- 
duct/marketing strategy of this   company.     Asmayesh 
have   for  a number of  years  followed  a policy  of  pro- 
ducing  a  slightly   lower quality  product  at  a  lower 
price  than  their  competitors and  it would  appear  that 
consumers  and competitors  alike  recognise  this   for 
what  it  is.     It  is  only recently  that one  company, 
Philver,   can be considered in  any way to be  really 
competing with other  companies  in  the industry. 
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3.2    Present Situation 

For many  years Arj has been the market  leader  in 
Iran in  a number of  consumer durable  items  inclu- 
ding refrigerators.     More  recently Asmayesh has 
produced and sold more  refrigerators  than Arj 
and,  in  terms of numbers,  has taken over as mar- 
ket  leader.     However  the  company which  everyone 
in the  industry feels   is  their most  serious 
competitor  is Philver.     This  company which only 
really started production of refrigerators  in  1346 
has rapidly increased  its  volume  and penetration 
of the market,  particularly during  the  years   1348 
and 1349.     Unlike other  companies   in  the industry 
Philver  is  basically  a single product  company  and 
therefore  needs to succeed in refrigerators  to 
ensure  its  survival.     The  following section gives 
a brief  review of the  refrigerator activities  of 
all companies in Iran.     An appraisal  of each 
companies'   overall  activities  is  given  in Volume   1 
of  this   report and details  of production  costs   are 
contained   in Section  4   of  this volume. 

3.2.1    Ari 

Arj   is a wholly owned Iranian  company,   the 
equity being  largely in the  hands of the 
Arjomand family." They began assembly of 
refrigerators   in  the early   1340's and were 
one of the  first  companies   in  Iran to be- 
come involved in  the manufacture of refri- 
gerators.    The  company produce  refrigerators 
under licence   from Kelvinator  International 
and market their units under two brand  labels, 
Kelvinator and Arj.    Arj  refrigerators  are 
identical in design to corresponding models 
from Kelvinator,   the variations being  confi- 
ned to trim and  colour schemes.     Prior to 
the  commencement of refrigerator manufacture 
Arj  had for many years been  involved in va- 
rious metalworking activities. 
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sold 
is  produced   in  a 

In  common with 

Originally the company produced three 
different  models of  refrigerator,   seven, 
nine   and  twelve  cubic   feet,   each  selling 
under   the  brand names     of  Arj   and  Kelvinator 
Currently  the  company  produce  a  total  of 
six  different models,   five,   seven,   nine, 
two   twelve-cubic  foot  models  and  a 
15   cubic   foot  unit.        All   these  units with 
the   exception of  the   five  cubic  foot  model 
are  produced under   the   two  brand  names, 
and   the   five cubic   foot  model,  which   is 
only   under  the Arj   label, 
standard   and deluxe   form. 
other  manufacturers   in   Iran the highest 
volume models produced  by Arj   are  the 
seven   cubic  foot,   accounting   for   48%  of 
production  in 1349,   followed  by nine  cubic 
foot   and   10 cubic  foot models  accounting 
for   17%   and  12%  of   production in   that  year 
respectively.       From  the METRA household 
survey   it has oeen   found  tnat  some 
15%   of   the refrigerator  park  are  Arj   models, 
although  the same  survey  shows  that  the 
brand     share held  by  Arj   has  been  declining 
in  recent  years  averaging  less  than  14*   for 
the  years  1349/50.     Thus Arj   have  not  only   failed 
to  participate  in the  growth of  the market 
over  the  past three years but have actually 
had  to decrease  annual  output  of   refrigerators 
because  of falling demand for their products. 
It  is  very difficult   to pin point    precisely 
what  has   led to this  position.     Certainly,   the 
company  have very high  overheads,   having  a 
higher  ratio of  indirect to direct workers   than 
any  other  company  in   this  sector   in   Iran. 
Furthermore,  they are most definitely 
deficient  in marketing,   appearing  to equate 
advertising and marketing  as one  and  the 
same  thing.    On the other hand they have 
the best equipped factory in the whole of  the 
consumer durable industry in  Iran,  even  if 
some  of  the equipment   (e.g.   testing equipment) 
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is seldom used and other capacity remains 
under utilised.   Arj products while not 
being the best in terms of design and product 
appeal are at least average when compared 
with other products  in Iran.   For many 
years Arj tended to be the price leader  on 
refrigerators and it is only in the past 
two years that they have tended to loose 
this mantel.   Nevertheless the company's 
prices while above those of Asmayesh are 
below those of some of their competitors 
as can be seen from Tables 2.14 and 2.15. 
Indeed this could be one of their problems. 
Namely, they are seen by the consumer as 
being neither a producer of cheap lower 
quality products, as Asmayesh, nor a 
producer of more expensive higher quality 
products.   Whilst at first sight this 
would seem consistent with the policy of 
aiming for the mass middle market the 
company have found that they are unable to 
compete as effectively as they were a few 
years ago.   As a result of some market 
research which was carried out by an outside 
organisation Arj believe that their products 
are now being bought by lower income families, 
relative to other companies products, than 
previously was the case.  This is indeed 
borne out by the findings of the METRA 
household survey. 

At the present tine Arj have a 
production capacity which they claim to 
be 90,000 units on a single shift basis. 
In common with all other companies in 
Iran who produce a variety of products it 
is very difficult to assess what maximum 
capacity really is because increased 
capacity for one product often means 
decreased capacity for another.  Never- 
theless in the case of Arj it would appear 
that a single shift capacity of 75,000 
units per annum could definitely be real- 
istic without upsetting the production 
of any other products.   The facilities 
for production of refrigerators currently 
installed in the Arj factory are better 
than, or at least equal to, corresponding 
facilities in other companies. 
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Arj are the only company In the industry 
to have electrostatic painting facilities 
using Ransburg reciprocating discs .  Indeed 
the company are one of the few companies 
in this sector in Iran who do not have a 
serious bottle-neck in the paint shop. 
Furthermore Arj along with Philver are 
the only companies in Iran to have in situ 
Polyurethane foaming for refrigerator 
insulation.   These factors, coupled with 
modern press facilities and some of the 
most modern plastics facilities2 in Iran, 
mean that Arj have the finest factory, in 
terms of equipment, in the whole of the 
domestic appliance industry in Iran. 
Furthermore the company have a wide range 
of testing equipment although little of 
this is ever used.   In terms of 
production facilities there is no reason 
why Arj should not be a force to be 
reckoned with in the market for 
refrigerators. 

Philver ara currently Installing a similar 
plant which should become operational at 
the beginning of 1351. 

Plastics facilities include sheet making, 
vacuum forming and various extrusion facilities 
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many of  their  competitor«.        This  again 
enables  A»roay«sh  to reduce   the price of   the 
refriqerator.        Th« company  do,however, 
• till   u«e   an  «namslled metal   food   liner 
although   it   is   planned   to   change  to  an 
a ¡animi urn   liner  during  the   course of   the 
next   year.        Th«  food   liner   which   is  most 
.-. .mmonly  used   in Europe   in   cheaper 
t ••} i iqerators   is  « plastic   liner  which 
•an   !>e produced   for  around  one  half  of   the 

>-• ,st   of   steel   enamelled   liners. 

Front th«  METÍA  consumer   survey  it  has  been 
found that   Asmayesh products   tend  to  be 
pur^h4*ed   by   households   in   the   lower   income 
vitoups.        This   survey  shows   that  Asmayesh 
t, »vf    -vt-t   th»'   past   few year«   increased 
then   "láiki-t    share  and  now  command   some 
¿it     f   t in-   market.       According  to  this 
su» vf,   * he  i'.o3t   o unison Asmayesh 
i ef r ruer at or   purchased   is   a   7.8  cubic 
» i. t    4i,;t ,    i •,-( anting   for   some   4 3» 
t   t»i   -.»le*-   by   Asmayesh.        The  second 
most   .-..mn».       mit   is  a  six   cubic   foot 
t vi ! i te r at. r    which account«   for  some 2e»'« 

- f   sai es,   »his   is  followed   by  the nine 
cui l'-   f >ot     md   f i "*•   cubic   foot   unit«   wh • r1. 
i-r, un*    fo t   2' *    <nd   7*   of   total   sale* 

r «• spe••• ive i \ . I'he model»  of  refrigerator 
s>.id   !-,   Asm »ye s h  have  remairt«d  unchanged 
f.-f   •* -me   five    >r   3 ix  years,   how«ver   the 

•••nip,»n>   plan  t      introduce   a   completely 
new   r.tnqe    *t   refrigerators   in   1351. 
in  ,»diht ion   ti    changes   in  outside 
appear .»nee   t tie   company  are   also making   a 
number   of   fundamental   changes  in methods   of 
•nns*»uction  and »materials   used.       The 

new   reft i geratot   will   not   contain  any 
enammeUed  parts,  the  food   liner which   is 
currently   an  enamelled  «tomi   liner will 
be  painted   aluminium. The  company  are 
also planning   the possibility of  using 
ii,   ¡.tt.       pol y ur ethane  foaming although 
TT   appear s   no 
reached. 

final decision has yet  been 
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Asmayesh products  are marketed through a 
separate company although this  is owned by 
the  Asmayesh family.       The marketing 
company     claim to  have  a dealer   network 
which  covers all   the  major  centres   in  Iran 
and many of the  smaller  cities.       The 
company do not  spend  the same amount of 
money on advertising  as do Ar j ,   their 
marketing strategy  tends very much  to  be 
one  of   selling  on price  and good  dealer 
credit.       It would  appear  that  over  the 
years  Asmayesh  by offering  better  terms  to 
dealers  have taken  dealers  from  other 
companies  in  the   consumer  durable   field  in 
Iran It was  not  possible however,   within 
the  scope of the present  study  to establish 
how  significant  the   competition   for   tied 
dealers  is within   the  industry.        Most 
companies    in  the   industry .claim  that 
other  companies  are  playing unfair  in that 
they  offer dealers  very extortionate 
discounts with the  result   is that dealers 
very  quickly change   from one dealership 
to   another.       The overall   impression  that 
was   gained was  that   this  does  happen   in 
Iran,   however  there   is no one  company 
which  can be considered to be  the   "guilty 
party". 

Asmayesh have been  quite  successful  in the 
marketing of refrigerators over  the past three 
years.     With a new  range  of models  to come 
out   in   1351,   it   is   possible  that  the  company 
could  continue   to  increase  their market pene- 
tration.    At  the  present  time   their main 
competitor appears   to be Philver. 

3.2.3    Philver 

Philver art the youngest refrigerator manu- 
facturing company   in Iran.    The  company was 
initially formed  in   1343 but the owner went 
bankrupt before  the  factory was built  and the 
present owners purchased the  licence  and  loca- 
tion   in  1344.     Like   all  the other  companies   in 
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Iran involved in the manufacture of 
refrigerators Philver is a wholly owned 
Iranian company.   The company began 
manufacturing three models of refrigerator 
under licence from Philco-Ford  U.S.A. in 
late 1344.   A fourth model was added in 
1345.   The company spent their first year 
cssorrnlinc CKD components before going on t.<. 
some production with assembly.  Initially 
the company obtained most of their 
components and their original CKD 
refrigerators from Philco-Italiane which 
is a subsidiary of Philco-Ford, U.S.A. 
From 1346 the company have progressively 
increased the local content and in-factory 
content.   The four models of refrigerator 
assembled by Philver in 1345 are the same 
models which are assembled today. Namely: 
six cubic foot, eight cubic foot, lo cubic 
foot and 12 cubic foot, the latter having 
a separate freezer unit.  For a short 
time in 1347 and 1348 the company also 
marketed refrigerators under the brand 
name of Hoover.   These units were identical 
to Philco Ford units differing only in trim 
and colour schemes.   The company hoped that 
by marketing under two brand labels they 
would increase their market penetration. 
They found, however, that on Philco 
refrigerators alone they were able to 
increase their market penetration and 
the Hoover range was withdrawn from the 
market.   The company at the present time 
are reorganising the factory and planning 
to bring out a complete new range of models 
in the early part of 1351.   The factory 
is being modernised and automated to 
include ,      in situ polyurethane foaming 
facilities, automatic roll bending and 
forming machines, electro-static Ransburg 
discs painting facilities as well as 
additional press and plastics facilities. 
When this modernisation programme is 
completed Philver will have a factory 
comparable to that of Arj in terms of 

1 
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equipment although much smaller since 
Philver is basically a one product 
company.  The new Philco models which 
are to be introduced in the early part 
of 1351 will be seven, nine, eleven, 
twelve cubic foot models and a twelve 
cubic foot model with a separate freezer 
compartment.  The new models will be 
completely different to those presently 
sold by the company.   It is planned to 
change the food liner from enamelled 
steel sheet to aluminium in all Philco 
models.   in addition to the Philco 
range of products the company plan to 
reintroduce the Hoover range.  The 
latter range will, however, have a number 
of completely different features to the 
Philco range and are designed specifically 
to be sold at a lower price.  Whlis^ 
using the basic outside cabinet and door 
of the Philco unit the liner will be 
vacuum formed polystyrene sheet and crisper 
trays and vegetable pans will also be m 
plastic. 

Philver have undoubtedly been the most 
successful company in the refrigerator- 
business in Iran, particularly over the 
past two years.  This success can be 
attributed to a number of factors. 
Undoubtedly Philver have the best marketing 
organisation of any company selling 
refrigerators in Iran.  Furthermore they 
also appear to have a very good factory 
management.  The company's products are 
widely acknowledged by all companies in 
the industry and dealers alike as being 
the best designed product produced in Iran. 
In terms of cost of production Philver 
along with General Iran Electric are the 
only companies in the industry who can 
claim to be really aware of their true 
costs of production.  These companies 
the only ones to have made the effort to 
really evaluate their costs. 
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Furthermore  along with Ar j ,   Philver   are 
the only  company      within  the   industry 
to  have  carried out  any   form of  market 
research   to  evaluate the  potential   of 
the  market.        It  seems  ironical   that 
this  one   company,who are   the  only  company 
to be really  competing  in  the   industry 
presently   find  themselves   seriously 
constrained   in   their  future   devel ;pment 
because of   a   limit which   has   been  placed 
on their manufacturing  licence. 

It has been mentioned above   that  the 
government  have  followed  a  policy of 
issuing manufacturing licences  to 
companies  within the  industry.       Some of 
these  licences  do not contain  a maximum 
limit on  the  number of  units   the  company 
may produce   in  any one year,   others, 
however,do.        Philver's   licence  from the 
Ministry of   Economy  is  for   30,000  units 
per  annum.        This total  was  reached  in 
1349  and  the  company had   hoped  to  expand 
production  during   1350.        They have 
submitted  a  request  to the  Ministry of 
Economy but   it would appear  that  the 
Ministry  has  agreed to an  extension of 
their  licence  to 60,000 units only on 
the condition  that they export 15,000 
units per   annum of  this  additional 
production.        Whilst the  government's 
concern  for  increasing exports  can  be 
understood   it  does  seem  ironical  that 
the one company who  are  competing  in  the 
home market  should be penalised  in  this 
way.       It   is  instances such  as this 
which cast   a question on  the  rationale 
behind the  government's present policy 
of  issuing  manufacturing   licences  and  a 
section of  this report Volunte   1 
has been devoted to an appraisal of  the 
present  system  in operation  in Iran. 
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General  Steel   were   t hi-   firs»    • 
Iran  to beg in  the  as semi l y   > t 
The  company   ts   only   invuiveu 
appliances,   refr îqurators   and   cookinq 
appliances,   ltb'maior   activities   brinq   in 
th*   area  of   aluminio» extrusions   and   aluminum 
cable     The   company   i *  who] ly   (mt\*><;i   by   «-• 
• Ingle   fan.   y  whr dff   »'••     ,|" 
holders   in   llaskukar,   .i   ilasti. -i    ',. 
and  a numbei   <f   traiinu      >r-\ «» • • 
1341   th«   com}  my  were   on*       t    « ht *       >> 
facturer«   of   ref t igei at • i s    M;   lr.it,        ** • • • 
sine«  that   time   the   comi .«n-,   '..iv ' 
successful   in   the market,   their   r »IM 
having declined  quite   drasti    iilv ,\    ' 
in   1349.     In   that  yeai   the   -'-n   ' 
some   10,OCX'  units   in   st-cn   .it   t-<    . • 
main  telling   season.      In   teims     t 
th«  company  are   average,   t>* MM   I« ' •• 
in  »any  respects  than  Asrav*   ' .   :   < 
equipment c -mpiiTftt .«    '      ••   >'      •    *   < 
factories.     The  company   [ r-Uu< 
models  of   refrigerators,   ir    • 
however,   some   8S*  oí   t h* i i   f : 
P7  unit.     With   the  except I<T, 
General Steel   ref riger .»t< r s    . 
licence  from Pars Amerio. 
i«   a unit  which  has  beei.     <>j 
manufacturer  and  is   ont      t   •'• 
units  in  Iran.     In   13^1   the 
to have  a  single  continuous   tun     t 
of  this  one  model  of   reí i igei it • i . 
ment believe   that  this   si.ou hi  t< 
to assess  what   are  the  eoormnie- 
prisinglv     for   a company   thinking 
lines,  General  Steel  have   les«*   î.w 
cost  production  than  any   othei   an 
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in  Iran.     It was r.ot  possii le  dui MM  th..       ut - 
of  this  study   to gain  any   reliât u    .nptes-i   r 
of  the marketing organisation  or   t¡..    level 
of manafement  in this company.   The   impies- ¡   t 
was  gained  that   the  company   de   tut    i, i.i<i 
refrigerator  or  cooking   appliance  n.anut ac UM i - 
a major activity and believe  th.-n   a ¡una rum» 
eMtrusion  facility  and  their   cal le  MH-H  I ¡ »t-t 
to be much more profitable    >pet c? .   n 
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..•,t,)      Industrial   Compari >    was   formed    ¡t. 
. 141   :      M

T      Mehr-ahni   and   »he  comp in \    1 
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f «ci litio  then«   tend  to  b«   Inadequate 
for  the  overall  comply  needs.     Likewise 
it   is  vey  difflcylt  to  assess   the  .-»p.»city 
the  cowpany  has   for production  of   refine- 
rators.     They   claim that   they   could pro- 
duce  2 5,00*'  units  per  annum on   a  ^ìnqìe     _ 
shift  basis  without   affecting  product i-.n   in 
other  departments.     However,   it   i-   kn-^n 
that  the  c-<,    any   .ire  presently  work inn   on 
a  tv,»-  «-hi ft   >   »sis  on   the  press   shot,  and 
therefore   this  would  appear  to  be  an   arti- 
ficially  hiqt    rapacity   in  terns   of   thr- 
one  department . 

Refrigerators  produrne by  this   company   are 
generally  reqarded  as  b^inq well  desiqned. 
However,   there   are   seri"u«  questions   as   to 
whether   the   units   are  designed   in  a  manner 
to enable economic production.     As   ',i.   <»s 
marketinq   i*   concerned   it   w.-.i:   appear   that 
the   companv   have  never  made    ,   •-•nwrtcd 
effort   to expand  t.helr  hu   ines^.   T   re* nar- 
rators   and whilst   the   coirp.ni/   ca».--   i       <.l 
refused to uive   any  cost   infoi-at.   *-.   . •    i- 
thought   that    this   is   one   of   their   lower 
profit   line«. 

In  common with  Phllver,   General   industrial 
are planning  to  introduce   » m«w -   -¡        ^ 
refrigerator which would -.avo    -il.» -i 
liner' and would be ¿*+ -he t|*t t ' ^ * ' ' 
current sevvn cuhic hx»t ^-dei. m .d.i i t i -n 
to »«king »evinqs on food iir,.-r-. f.e -n-arr. 
it aleo to use a smallet uni •-'*«--M • ! ''' T«": 

• or unit, •• well as mak ina -oc ir : i *•• 
quantity of metal used pet -¡rit » ">< -«' *^" 
modela. 

3.2.6    neural  Iran EUctric 

General  Ira«  EUetrlc wae  flrat established 
in   1343  and  commended  aaaemhly  of  refnaera- 
tora  the  following  year.     The   company   is   a 
family company being owned by   the Kattaneh 
family who are Lebanese.    They have   a 
manu f act ur In a  Itesene«  ft»«w «eneral 
Electric USA  and  in  the early   dava   they 
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wanted General Electric to participate 
in a joint venture in Iran.   Because 
General Electric wanted to have a 
majority ownership the joint-venture 
never materialised.   In comparison with 
the companies discussed above General 
Iran Electric is a very small company, 
manufacturing in addition to refrigerators, 
air conditioning units,and selling a 
variety of imported products from General 
Electric USA.   In 1349 the company had 
total sales of only 130m rials (this can 
be compared with sales of l,00Om rial«? 
by Asmayesh). 

In terms of equipment General Iran Electric 
is quite well equipped particularly when 
consideration is given to the size of the 
operation.   A significant »mount of the 
company'« equipment has been designed and 
built by Kattaneh himself,  A numi er 
of items of equipment have been specifically 
designed to give a higher labour content 
than would normally be desirable in a 
larger operation.   Nevertheless the 
company use production methods which are 
at least comparable if not better than 
those used by Asmayesh.   In addition to 
having sufficient equipment to enable 
production of 10,000 units of refrigerators 
per annum (this means no production of 
air conditioners using their existing 
labour force)the company also having 

testing equipment in 
testing equipment is 
unlike that found in 

Testing equipment 
(paint 
including 

some of the best 
Furthermore this 
continually used 
o cher factories. 
includes wet thickness gauges 
shop), product test equipment 

1 r an 

vacuum testinq (tin« detrioration), 
temperature and leak testing and calorimeter 
bon for testing sir conditioner«. 

The company presently produce three models 
of refrigerator, eight, ten and 12 cubic 
foot models.   They plan to introduce a 
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15 cubic foot model in 1351.   In common 
with most other companies in Iran they 
find their most popular model is the 
eight cubic foot unit.   The company tend 
to use outside contractors and purchase 
components from outside sources more than 
any other company in this sector in Iran. 
Creditably the company have une of ' he Lest 
costimi systems in the whole indas-t'y sector 
in iran. 

3.2.7 Pars Machines 

Pars Machine is owned by the Hakim family 
and there is no outside equity participation. 
The company was formed in 134 3 to manufacture 
refrigerators and air conditions s,being 
the first in Iran to manufacture the latter 
product.   In addition the company also 
obtained a manufacturing licence fror 
the Ministry of Lconomy for radioyrams 
and radios.   Initially the company did not 
have a licencing agreement with a foreiqn 
company and the initial refrigerators 
produced by this company were copied from 
Italian designs.   Subsequently Pars 
Machines took out a licence agreement with 
Emerson, USA,and produced Emerson refrigerators 
of eight, ten and twelve cubic foot capacity. 
More recently the company has taken out a 
licence from GM-Frigidaire and are t,> be-m 
production of six, eight, fifteen and 
nineteen cubic foot refrigerators during 
the course of the next year.   This means 
that by the end of 1351 the company will 
produce a total of seven different models 
of refrigerator with total sales which are 
unlikely to be more than six or seven 
thousand units.   Production methods u-ed 
by this company tend to be relatively 
artista« and very few processes are auto- 
mated at the present time.  Because of 
the expertise which the company has m 
plastics refrigerator« produced by Pars 
Machine tend to have »ore plastic 
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components than those produced by their 
competitors.   All refrigerators have 
plastic food liners in either polystyrene, 
on Emerson range, and ABS on Frigidaire 
range.  The crisper and top trays are 
all  vacuum formed as also is the door 
liner.   Indeed the facilities this 
company has for plastics are far more 
sophisticated than their overall metal 
working facilities.   However, the 
company do not have any injection moulding 
facilities and all injection moulded 
components are purchased from outside. 
At the present time the company use 
glass fibre insulation although they are 
planning to go over to rigid polyurethane 
foam during 1351.   The marketing 
organisation of this company is relatively 
small as would be expected from the annual 
production data which has been presented 
earlier in this report.   It is 
indicative of the refrigerator industry 
in Iran that a company such as Pars 
Machine has been able to survive some 
seven years with a production volume 
which has oscillated between 4,000 and 
6,000 units per year. 

3. 3 Industry Structure 

The basic structure of the refrigerator industry 
is given in Table 3.1.   As can be seen of the 
larger companies only in the case of Philver does 
refrigerator manufacture yields the main source of 
income for the company.  For Arj and Asmayesh 
refrigerator sales account  for a relatively high 
proportion of total sales whilst in the case 
of General Industrial and General Steel this 
activity forms a relatively small part of their 
overall turnover.  General Steel is, however, 
somewhat different to the other companies in 
that whilst refrigerator sales account for only 
some 10% of the company's total turnover they 
account for some toi of its domestic aDDliance 
activity.  The other two «inai 1er companies, 
General Iran Electric and Pars Machine are both 
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heavily dependent on their refriqerator activity 
for their I neon». 

Whilst estimates of product i n 
somewhat etude, being based .»in« 
information given by companies, 
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T* i« a characteristic of the domestic appliance 
iídíítíyin  deeping,and indeed some deve oped 
countries that they tend to be very fragmented. 
Even the British industry, up to 1968, was very 
fragmented and only after serious inroads had 
been made into the market by Italian Producers 
did a series of mergers and takeovers lead to 
manufacturing units of an economically viable 
size.   Now the largest UK producer (British 
Domestic Appliances) accounts for some 50% of 
UK production and the largest two companies 
(BDÄ plus Thorn) command over 75% of UK 
production. 

3.4 Employment 

It is very difficult to assess the total number 
of people within a company like Arj who are 
involved exclusively in the production of 
refrigerators and attempts to divide indirect 
labour have proved even more difficult. 
For smaller companies such as GIE and for a 
basically one product company such as Philver 
the problem is not so great.   Information has 
been obtained from the different manufacturers 
in Iran on the number of workers involved 
exclusively in refrigerator production and on the 
number of workers employed in departments working 
on more than one product (e.g. press shops). 
From this data estimates of the total number 
of direct workers involved in j^igeratoj 
production have been made and are given 

From the table it can be seen that Phi Iyer are 
the most efficient producer in Iran whilst General 
Industrial are at the other end of the scale. 
Data for two Spanish companies is also presented 
in Table 3 3 and as can be seen output per worker 
is between'twice and three times the average in 
Iran   It is true that both the Spanish companies 
have'outputu significantly in excess of the Iranian 
companies but on the other hand the spread of 
output per worker between the different companies 
in Iran ihous there is considerable room for 
improvement. 

1 
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3.5 Degree of Integration 

In earlier sections of this report reference has 
been made to variations which are found in the 
in-factory content of refrigerators produced by 
the various manufacturers in Iran.  In this 
section the more important refrigerator compo- 
nents are examined in more detail paying particu- 
lar attention to differences in policy between 
companies in Iran and comparing those policies 
with those pursued by companies in other countries. 

All companies in this sector of industry in 
Iran have press and other metalworking facilities 
which are covered by their manufacturing licence 
from the Ministry of Economy.  Certain other 
components such as some plastic parts and magnetic 
door gasket need a further licence or at least 
a permit or permission from the Ministry of 
Economy before in-factory production can 
commence.   Over the years two quite distinct 
trends have emerged.   On the one hand the 
government would initially restrict the number 
of permits issued for production of a certain 
component (e.g. extrusion facilities necessary 
for production of magnetic door gaskets) generally 
giving to one or two of the refrigerator 
manufacturers.   Progressively, however, further 
permits are given and duplication of facilities 
rapidly results.   On the other hand the 
government have forced companies to co-operate 
more by bringing them together in the participa- 
tion of a company such as Iran Compressor 
Manufacturing Company.   Both these trends have 
a common thread in that they are encouraging 
vertical integration, although in the latter 
case (ICMC) it is true that this is minimal. 

Companies in this sector all began in the early 
1340's importing CKD kits and assembling in Iran. 
Progressively they increased local content by 
fabricating the metal parts locally, painting 
(first with imported paint and now largely with 
locally produced paint), following this with 
items of trim, plastic parts, electrical 
connections and magnetic door gaskets.   Currently 
items which are imported include the compressor, 
the evaporator (which is imported as flat roll 
bond sheet) , the condensor in a few cases, and 
various small items such as locks, switches, 
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interíor light fittings, thermostats, driers, 
clips and screws, capilliary tube and of course 
steel sheet.   In general companies buy-in either 
plastic sheet and vacuum form this in their own 
company to produce door liners and trays or in sunt 
cases buy in granulated plastics and produce their 
own sheet.   Of plastic components only injection 
moulded components tend to be produced by 
outside companies and even this is not true in 
every case (e.g. Arj).   There is an embryonic 
plastics industry in Iran comprising in the main 
of two companies, Plaskokar and Plast Iran, 
owned by the same owners as General Steel and 
Philver respectively.   In the past this sector 
has been given very little encouragement either 
by manufacturers or by the government to develop 
into a major components supplier to the 
refrigerator sector.   Magnetic door gaskets 
is a good example of where on purely economic 
grounds only one producer should py^t sannb ^ TVT 
all companies in the industry with the extruded 
product which they could then cut and splice 
in their own factory.   Presently three companies 
have equipment to extrude their own strip and i 
fourth is considering the purchase of such 
equipment. 

Most companies have their own enamelling 
facilities even though specialist companies such 
as Pama do exist.   Kith the general trend away 
from enamelled steel liners excess enamelling capa- 
c*ty is likely to exist in the future. Small item.s 
of trim are often produced in-factory with many 
companies having their own photogravia equipment. 
Even in very large companies such as thor«? found 
in Italy production of very small components 
such as name plates i« undertaken bv outside 
companies.   Furthermore companies in Iran admit 
that they cannot justify in-factory production 
of many small components on economic grounds but 
argue that local supplier» either do not exist 
or cannot be relied on for quality afta delivery. 
Undoubtedly there is justification for this 
line of argument,however,unless component 
suppliers are helped and encouraged by both the 
manufacturers and the government the situation 
will never change. 
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Itaiy.     The  lattar  prie« differential  arises 
for  a number of   reasons.     Firstly  Italian 
compressors have  been specially denigned  for 
low   cost,  they  us«   cheaper  materials   (cast   iron 
rather  than aluminium)   and  different  production 
techniques.     Secondly,   labour   ratet  in   Italy 
are   considerably   below those   found  in  the   USA. 
Therefore  it   is  mor«  realistic  to  compare   the  pnet 
of   a   cos pressor    M    Iran with   the  price  of   the   s .un* 
unit   to   i   '  "'fitu    consular   in   the  USA even   n^-ugh 
this   give.-,  tht    muhest   cost   in   any  dev» i-.ped 
country.    A  similar compressor   in Austi.ilia   sells 
to   refrigerator  manul icturers    it   A. $¿5   \'i'.s   $26). 
Nominal   rates  of   protection   un   compressi r s   in 
Australia range   from 6o-t0«   ad valorem,   a   1/6HP 
unit  being toward«   the   lower  end.     Production 
volumes  in Australia are   less   than would  be   the 
case   in  Iran with   one manufacturer   --applying   ail 
the   local  demarui. A  price   ff   %io  would   at 
first   sight  appear   to be  the  maximum which   should 
prevail  at present   day prices   in   Iran, however» 
without precise   information   about  the project   in 
Iran   it   is  not   possible  to be   too  cateqor i cal . 

In  »any ways  it   is  surprising  that  Iran  decided 
to establish  the   local manufacture of  compressor« 
before producing   the evaporator   in  Iran.      It   is 
true   that  local  value  added  would not  be   very  high 
since       aluminium sheet would  «till have   to be 
imported,however fon the other  hand capital 
investment would  be  very   low,   basically   one 
Inflation press,   and a« many   jobs would be   created 
a«  will result   from the compressor plant.     At 
the  present time   at  least three  companies,   all   of 
them refrlferator manufacturers,   are known  to 
b«   interested  In  such a project.     Past  experience, 
ho»» ver »would suffest that  a  »infle company,   not 
owned by any of  the manufacturers,  should be  set- 
up  to supply the whole indue try. 
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The only other maior component which tends to be 
imported is Bundy tubing, for conctonsors.  Some 
companies import the Bundy tube, serpentine» bend 
then weld on wires which have either been pur chaste! 
from Arma (a local company) or imported.  Othets 
import the tubes already serpentine bent, and weld 
on the wires.  Tin- minimum economic plant size foi 
making Bundy tubi; is lo million metres per annum. 
The major consuming sector in Iran at the present 
time is the domestic appliance sector and demand 
in this sector totals some 2  million metres pei 
annum. A   further 0.5 million metres per year is 
currently used by the automobile industry which 
is the second largest user.  There would therefore 
appear to be insufficient demand in Iran to justify 
the high capita] expenditure that would be required 
in plant and machinery for local production e»f 
Bundy tube.  Within Europe there are only three 
manufacturers of Bundy tubing and unless the Ministry 
of Economy change present regulations prohibiting 
the import of second hand machinery sucn a project 
Wk>uld seem out of the question.  Using a second- 
hand machinery a company in Iran could well 
produce Bundy tubing at a price comparable with 
the present price of 2 8.4 DM* per 100 metres 0 
and F Khoramshah, although the price paid for such 
machinery would obviously be a critical factor. 
Condensor wires are currently produced in Iran by 
Arma who have recently taken over the only other 
producer in Iran, Khorram.  Sine« the takeover prices 
have increased quite significantly and some companies 
now find it more economical to import from overseas 
even though relatively high import duties and 
CBT must be paid.  Because of the monopoly which 
now exists in condensor wire production in Iran the 
Government should use the level of tariff as a 
regulator for competition in the home market. Prior 
to the above mentioned merger refrigerator manufac- 
turers could purchase locally produced wires 
{when duties had been paid), suggesting that protec- 
tion of the local industry was quite adequate». 

Deutschmarks 
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Smaller components such M electric wir««, 
connections and plugs art supplied by local 
indas» rv *?h i oh has sufficient  -ipacitv to meet 
r-> ;u. relient-, for several vear1- in the futur'1. 
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widf   i «tnge   of    instruments   and 
d«nand   in  other  sectors»   out«i de   the  domestic 
app liane«   industry»   incr«anes   local   production 
will   not   b«   feasible.     On   the  "ther   uand  small 
components  such  as   lock»  and  screws   c> uhi  be 
produced   in   Iran  during  the  next   five  years. 
Comnanies  manufacturing  a wide   range  of   locks 
already  «xiat   in   Iran  and  qiven •ncouragement   by 
refrigerator manufacturers  trtea«  companies  should 
be   able   to muet  th« need*   of   this   sector. 

In  auMMry,   an embryonic components  industry 
already  exists   In  Iran, hoover, support   and 
encouragement Will  be  needed lu»  both   appliance 
manufacturers   and  th«  government   to enable  this 
to develop   into  a competitive  supplier   in  world 
terms.     The  plastici  industry   is  positively 
hampered  at  th*  present  tiste because  of   the 
vertical   integration  into plastics   components 
by   refrigerator manufacturers.     Without   an 
efficient  components   industry  in   Iran tin   cubt  ot 
production  of   refrigerators,   and  therefore  prices, 
will  remain  v«ry high. 
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4. COST STRUCTURE 

No company in this sector of industry has a costing system 
which can in anyway be considered adequate.  Some companies 
do attempt to establish there costs but lack the necessary 
expertise.  Other companies almost completely close their 
eyes to the problem.  At first sight it appears inconsist- 
ent that companies can have no real idea of their costs 
and still remain in business.  Closer examination, however, 
explains this apparent dichotomy.  A comparison of retail 
prices of similar models produced by the different companies 
in Iran shows a remarkable consistency.  Whilst most compan- 
ies deny there is a price leader in the market others admit 
this not to be the case.  For many years, upto about 1348, 
Arj was most definitely the price leader in this sector. 
Whilst not having precise information about their costs Arj 
were able to estimate the general range into which their 
costs fell and by applying a very high margin of profit, 
knew any errors in their initial cost estimate were almost 
irrelevant as far as the viability of the business was 
concerned.  This philosophy is still followed today by 
some of the larger companies.  Smaller companies worked 
the other way, pricing their products in the general range 
of other companies they then made crude estimates of their 
costs and found production of refrigerators was still a very 
profitable business even if their margins were lower than 
some of their competitors.  Again, to some extent this 
philosophy, and the practice, still hold good today. 
However, some companies, because of marginal increases in 
competition resulting from a slightly stagnent market, 
have started to make additional effort to establish more 
accurate costs.  The data presented below has been largely 
obtained from the manufacturers themselves, however, the 
lack of detailed information within the companies has 
meant that it is not possible to "clean" the data for 
errors such as workers wrongly included as direct workers 
etc., and whilst the information could be classed as the 
best available it is felt that it should be used only as 
a guide and not strictly in absolute terms. 

4.1 Costs of Production 

In Table 4.1 the build up of costs of production 
for an eight cubic foot refrigerator is given for 
one of the more efficient companies in Iran.  In 
this table total costs, including duties etc. are 
given and, as can readily be seen, component costs 
in-factory in Iran exceed the C and F price of the 
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finished  unit  from  Italy.     A comparison  of  the C  and 
F price  from  Italy with  the domestic   (Iran)   ex- 
factory  price  shows   the   latter  to  be   3.34   times  the 
former.     It   is  felt,   however,  that   such  comparisons 
in  isolation  are meaningless.     Firstly,   duties on 
components   in   Iran  are  quite high   averaging  over 
30%  with  duties  on  the   compressor   approaching  100%. 
When duties  are excluded   it can  be   seen   (line  16) 
that  there   is  a positive  saving  in   foreign  exchange, 
albeit  rather  small   at   318  rials  per  unit.     Whilst 
this  figure   is of   importance  in assessing  the wisdom 
or otherwise of  having  a  local   industry   in  the 
country  it   tells  nothing  of  the  industry's  perform- 
ance  in world  terms.     Comparisons  between ex-factory 
prices  in  one  country   and C and F  prices  of   imported 
units  the  same country  can be very misleading unless 
used with   the  utmost   caution.     Companies   in   Italy 
in  common  with  those   in  most other   countries  of   the 
world,   irrespective  of whether or  not   they  subscribe 
to GATT regulations,   have export  prices   based on 
marginal  or  similar  costing procedures.      It   is  there- 
fore unrealistic  to  take  an export  price   in  one 
country  and  compare   it  with  a domestic  ex-factory 
price  in  another. 

It  has been mentioned   above  that  the  ex-factory price 
of  the unit  under  consideration  in  Table 4.1     is   3.34 
times  the  C  and F price   from Italy   if,   however,   the 
ex-factory  price  in   Iran   is compared with  the domestic 
ex-factory  price  in   Italy,  which   it   is   felt  gives   a 
more meaningful  comparison  of  relative   industry effi- 
ciencies,   then  the   ratio  falls  to   2.17. 

Value  added  in  Iran   is  quite high  accounting   for  over 
501  of ex-factory price.     It  is,   however,   estimated 
that  2,750  Rials   (41.71)   of this   is  profit.     Profits 
in   Iran  tend  to be  relatively high.     On  the  unit 
shown  in  Table 4.1     profit  account»   for  21.61 of  the 
ex-factory  price.     This  can be compared  with norms 
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14.     i   f-   i rice  r in i shed Unit 
ls.Kxchançe  SavlWf or Cost 

(14   -   iJ» 
16.Domestic i»-Fectory  Prie«   Italy 
17."lxehan9« Saving"  usina   li. 
li.EM-factory Price  Iran 
It.Retail  Priée'*   Iran 

nt 

fron  Italy 

4 ol- 92 
ino f.9 

2<»!f> c»i? 

12" 1. > 
»«.. ISf 

4f> Ie) 
»• I IM 
*8« 4< 
14" M > 

» c 1 
477^ |T) 

.   » 4 « 

». fi* 
>fT. 

4*'» <-> 
260». 
2» .»• 

1478 
4no 

4.   » 
/ r 

*>• « 

4" 'ie«t. » 

S4«>o l 

f,f»oc 

14«ié 
1114 

111 

SI 70 
1174 

13744 
1ISOO 

1     Tot ,< 1   cost   in   factory   includes   freiqMt   and,   ail    iu»i.<* 
2-   Estimates 
i-   of  this  total  2,7SO rials  is  thoisfht to be profit  this 

41.71  of  value  aided  ls   really profit 
4-   Metall  Price which «ou 14 most  likely he paid. 

b.   Part  of this  should be  included as direct   labour. 

means 
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. s*   breakdown  of   a  refri- 
-,    MVi-n   for  a  different 

,• ..' utiiici    in Table   4.2. 
,-..    i*   :,dti   not  been  possible 

.>inpon«nts   to  the  same  extent 

di»   was   the   cast;   ¿n   K..L K    4 above. 

cubt biiu» wP uw FIVE cone rooT «FRI 
il im  
 — f OTT— 

.TOR 

1, Mutti Idia   and   l'art»    ìmpoitea 

i. Condonen t s   put endued   in   Iran 

j. Total   hater idÍs   ano   components 

4. Mattírial«   and   Parts    (Imported) 
Ç   i   I"  Equivalent 

5, Materials   and   Part«   (Domestic) 
C  i   F  Equivalent 

6 . Labour  Co« t.    IU11 e ct ) 

7, Other  Costs 

i. Valu« Adéid  in   Plant 

t, forelfn  Excnanqe   Requirement 

lu. €  •   F  Prie«   imported  Unit 

li. ixchanq«  Saving 

12. Ex-Factory  Price   Iran 

13. he tail  Prie«   Iran 

I. 

K)«EtCN 
fcXCMANÜE 

2,ÜÜO 

2 OU 

Entimated   1,800  rial«   i»   profit 
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Th« data giv«n  in Tabi« 4.2     refers to  5  cubic  foot 
refrigerator  produced by Asmayesh.     Only one  other 
company  in   Iran,   Arj,produces  a   five cubic   foot 
unit and details of the cost  breakdown   for  this 
unit  is  given   in Table 4. J. 

TABLE   4   3        COST   BUILD UP  ON   FIVE   CUBIC   FOOT   REFRIGERATOR 
IN   I1AN-ARJ        _!"!  

1. Materials  and Parts  Imported 
C  i  F  Equivalent 

2. Material   and Components   local 
C  I   F Equivalent 

3. Direct  Labour 

4. Other  Costs 

5. Value %dded in Plant 

6. Foreign Exchange Requirement 

7. C i F Price Imported Unit 

8. Exchange Saving 

9. Ex-Factory Price Iran 

10. Retail Price Iran 

TOTAL 
COST 

4 5O0 
2200 

1200 
600 

3 50 

4 5 50 

4 900 

3050 

4 9 5© 

1900 

10600 

13950 

FOREIGN 
EXCHANGE 

2200 

600 

2 50 

Summarising  the data presented   in Tables   4.2   and  4. i 
it can be  seen  that there   are  significant  differences 
both in  term»  of the  total   cost   and  in  terms  of  the 
breakdown  of   the  total  cost  between these  two  companies 

Asmayesh Arj 
Rials I Rials % 

Material« 4440 59.6 5700 53.7 

Direct Labour 

Others 

610 8.2 

2400 32.2 

Ex-Factory Price    7450 1O0 

Retail Price 99O0 

350 

4550 

10600 

13950 

3. 3 

43.0 

100 
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In actual  fact  the two models are not directly 
comparable even  though  they have  the  same cubic 
capacity.     The  compressor used  in  the Asmayesh  unit 
is   1/12 HP while  the Arj   refrigerator  contains  a 
slightly  larger  compressor  1/10 HP.     Further more 
the Arj  refrigerator has  a number of  features  not 
found  in the Asmayesh model.     These  differences 
account  for  the   higher material  content   in the Arj 
model.     It  has  been mentioned earlier   in Section   3.4 
that  Asmayesh  use  a much more  labour  intensive 
production process  than do any of  ther other  "large" 
companies  in  Iran.     On  the other  hand  it was 
stated that  Arj   have the most mechanised plant   in 
Iran  in the  refrigerator  industry.     The direct 
labour costs   shown  above  clearly  confirm these 
observations.     The most  significant  difference 
between the  costs  of  the above  two  units  is  found 
in   "other costs".     Arj   refrigerators  have a much 
higher indirect   cost  to carry  than  do  the same 
size  units produced by Asmayesh.     Whilst  part  of 
the  higher  indirect  cost  on the Arj   unit  can be 
accounted  for  by   increased depreciation  charges 
and  increased   use  of  consumables,   due   to  a n.ore 
mechanised production  process,   this  will only be 
minimal  and does  not  explain  the  difference.     It 
is   a  common  characteristic of  all  Arj   products 
that  they carry  a  very  high  indirect  cost and  this 
is   largely the   result  of employing  a disproportionately 
high number of   indirect workers.     Even  on a brief 
visit  to this  company one cannot   fail  to   be 
amazed at  the   large number of  indirect  workers. 

Turning to  costs   in other companies,brief details 
are  presented  in Table  4.4.        The  high  overhead 
costs  in Arj   is  again  readily apparent.     The very 
high material  cost  in  the  case of GIE  can be 
explained  in  part   in that  this  company  uses a 
larger and more  expensive compressor  than do either 
Arj  or Philver  and the  unit  also  contains more 
metal   (the finished unit being some  10 kg heavier), 
however, these  items do not completely explajn the 
discrepancies.     Throughout  the  above   cost  tables   direct 
labour content   is  likely to be slightly  low because 
of the common practice of classifying overtime 
payments as general expenses.     It would appear 
that this practice results  from paying workers 
overtime for none production jobs   (gardening, 
cleaning,  etc.)   and the net result  has been that 
all overtime expenses,  whether direct or not,   are 
often classed  as  general  expenses. 
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TABLE  4.4        COSTS  OF PRODUCTION OF REFRIGERATORS 

ITEM 

Materials 

Direct Labour 

Other Costs 

Ex-Factory Price 

Pars Machine" 

Rls   % 

Philver 

Rls   % 

COMPANY 
2 GIE- 

Rls 

Arj 

% Rls 

7500 61.2 

750   6.1 

4000 30.6 

12250 100.0 

6147 48.2 
420 
420 3.3 

6177 48.5 

8417 

565 

2804 

71.4 

4.8 

23.8 

1. For a 10 cu.ft model (costs very approximate! 

2. For an 8 cu.ft model 

3. For an 8 cu.ft model 

4. For an 8 cu.ft model 

6109   44.0 

458    3.3 

7320   52.7 

12744  100.Ol 11788  100.0 ¡13887  1OO.0 

4.2 Profits 

In the preceding section references have been made 
to profit levels in the different companies.  These 
have been based on information obtained within 
industry.  It is, however, very difficult to obtain 
reliable information on profit levels as companies 
are trying to minimise their tax payments and 
maximise their profit.  Prior to 1348 profit levels 
were most definitely very high with the more 
efficient companies recording over 50% profit on 
sales and as much as 200% return on investment.  For 
the companies these days of plenty are now gone. 
Increased costs of materials and components, 
increased duties and lower prices have all eaten 
into previously excessive profit margins.  Nevertheless 
several companies are still believed to be making 
relatively high levels of profit by world standard 
although refrigerators are no longer the most 
profitable line of business for several of these 
companies.  Within the industry companies generally 
claim profit margins on refrigerators between 2% 
and 12% but as has been indicated previously margins 
of 15-25% or more, are thought to be the norm. 
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Furthermore it would  appear that   in addition to 
profits   shown  In the ex-factory prie« curtain 
compani«»  générât«  additional profits   in  thair 
sales  companies which   for  tax purpose!  «re  ganara 1 ly 
registered  as completely autonomous  couponien. 
Both  Arj   and Asmaysh   art believed  to  follow thia 
practica.     On rafrigeratort  alona Asmayesh  la 
believed   to be one  of  mor«  profltabla  coapânu". 
followed  by Philvar.     These  two  companies  are 
thought   to currently  return  profit«  of batween 
201   ara   351  on ««let  with Aawayash  being  at   the 
higher  and and Philver  at  the  lower  and.     Uh il at   no 
information wa§ obtained fro« either General   Induatrial 
or  General  Steel   the   impression  within the   industry 
is  that  General  Stael   up to   lî4<»  made  very  go.>d 
profits  on refrigeratori but  because  of  poor   s.i:ef> 
and  high  stocka   in  that  year  profits  are  Ix-lun^i 
to  have   seriously   suf farad.     General   Induct IMI    .f. 
the  other hand  is  believed  to be   one  of   the   least 
efficient  producer«  of  refrigerators   in   Iran  being 
one  of  the highest   if  not  the highest   ccst   pr »durer. 
Profit  margins  are  therefore most    linely   ver>    . >w 
The  three other  companies Pars  Machine,   r-\t* ma  hi i 
are  all   thought  to be  presently    in   the   less  t >i ir 
121   on  «ales profit   range.     Profit    levels   * it h in 
Arj   are  believed  to  havt drastically   fallen   Im im: 
the  past   three years   and, whilst   the   romp.my ' •-     ;.iim 
of  only   21 margin  on   «alts   for   réfrigérât   r«   i-- 
thought   to be too   low» the  high   indirect   cos»-,   «itf.in 
the  company appear   to  b« having   a   serious   » ft«-   • 
on  profit«. 

4*3    Export  Prices 

Host manufacturers   in   Irin can, and do» claim to  be 
exportar« of refrigerators.     However»   * cluwi 
examination of these claims reveals that   in ter«« 
of  the)  numbers of  units sold exports  are almost 
insignificant.     Generally  export   business   it  not 
taken  seriously by  any of  the manufacturar«  in  Iran 
who  see exporti merely sa a promotional  exercise 
for  the)  home market  and • method  of   gaining  merit 
points   in the eyas of  the government.     In  the past 
compañías  in  Iran  have  had  nc   incentive  to export. 
Profits   In the home market   have  been  very   high   *nd 
any marginal profit  to be made on  exports   iif 
indeed  any can)   haa been regarded  as not   worth  the 
effort.     The excuse which   is generally made   i «   tn»t 

Profits on  refrigeratori  produced by tílt  could u« 
higher  than  the  data suggests. 
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qrove r rosen t ,   through  th*  ««port   promotion department 
ruttanti v    peíate   »n   incentive  scheme whereby  a 
company   can   ,.b».iln   up   t       ¡S»    ,f   t h«   «port    prie« 
a»   *   hortu«,   -il though   this   is   not   widely  publicised. 
Kv#f.  • «k i nq  Mu«  bonui   into »n-uunt   an   Iranian 
producer   wu.d   »till   find   it   impossible  to  cover 
,-oit »     Í   materni«   ind   ^irts  and  direct   labour 
and  »tiii    "ompftp  witr   itaijan  producers,   althoyfh 
the mai q in   i «*   .•»*•   »Hein   4».      >n   the  other   hand   it 
.-ou Id   be   po«««jt.-le   »      redure  t he   cost»   of  material« 
and  part»    >r,   . ar<je*t   voUaw*»  order»  which would 
re»ul»    f >r    »n>       .mpany   who   »en»utly   endeavoured   to 
•«port. 

taking   all   the»»«   factor»   into  con» iderat ion   it   would 
appear   that   *'   »he   present   t i*e   Iranian producers 
ar*»   not    in   %   p.-si» ; >n   that   will   enable   thew   ti> 
compete    in  e»(' r!   PtrkpM   without    further   assistance 
at    least    in   •hr   »hoi•    term       Thi»   assistance   could 
take  the   fori«     f   direct   esport   incentives  by  the 
.(OverniMnt     >t       «ul-i   «nt .1 t I    *   link    ' most   likely 
involving   «quits   pa r • i    i pat ion<    with   %   Isroe 
intuitili l''rí« -e»! •*ri> 
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5.1  roftcilts of Demand 

Porecaats of demand for refrigerator» in Iran \l&ve 
been mad« using a number of different approaches. 
It hai already been mentioned previously t> at OTICUS 
impedimenta to growth will occur if the t< tal 
number of houaaholda supplied with elactricity 
in Iran ir   not tignifleantly increased ciurlnq the 
naxt decade.  Praaantly only aoma 151 of all 
household« with electricity d<> not own a refrigerator 
For the purpose of forecastinq th« demand for 
rafrigaratora it ha« be*-*n assamed that the number 
of household« supplied with electricity will at 
laast keep pac« with th« potential tirowth in 
demand for rafrigaratora and will not be a constraint 

Th« first approach to forecaating ha« been based 
on th« relationship between demand for?or ownership 
of rafrigaratora and fanerai economic indicators such 
aa'oNP and CMP per capita.  Th* best relationship 
found la th« one between refrigerator park and 
GMP p*r capita,although it ha« been found that 
this relationship 1« not valid for all countries. 
On« of th« limitation« of thla approach is that 
when countrie« reach a relatively high level of 
ownership an increase in GNP per capita d< >es m-t 
yield a correapondi nu incitas* in : • *•  ; ,r  u.c. 
the elasticity decreases).  Table  . i  r 'e* details 
of SNP per capita and the ref r lan at .>r |.ì'K in 
Iran fro» 1331 to 1350. 

The data contained In the above table has been 
plotted In Figur« 5.1 and a« can be seen doe« 
not five a very good relationship if all years are 
considered.  It Is known however»that the data for 
the year« prior to 134i la leaa accurate than 
aubaequent data and therefore the trend has been 
based on the last four years.  On this basis the 
refrigerator park will reach 3 million units by 
1356 and 6 million units by 1361.   A  comparison 
with Spain is made in Plgure 5.2 from which it can 
be seen that Iran is at a much higher level of 
ownership per capita for th« same GNP (the populations 
the the two countries are not too dissimilar and 
direct compariaon baaed on the park is therefore 
valid).  This could result ?rop the different 
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Flg.  5.1      REFRIGERATO!  PAW   t   GNP   PER  CAPITA   IRAK 
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rjn      5-2   REFRIGERATOR PARK V ONP PER CAPITA SPAIN ANH IRAN 

REFRIGERA TOI? 
PARK 

I 

ONF' t).c, 
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climates   in  the   two countries  making  a  refrigerator 
a more   "essential"   item in   Iran  than  is   the case   in 
Spain.     Even on   this  hypothesis   the question of  whether 
or rot   the  trend will be maintained  remains unanswered. 
Over   the   past two years  the   rate  of  growth of  the 
refrigerator park  in  Iran has  declined  and one   could 
equally  hypothesise  that  the  relationship between  the 
refrigerator park  and GNP per  capita  is  progressively 
moving  more  into   line with  Spain. 

In  an  effort  to gain   further  insight  into possible 
future   developments   in  Iran  the   relationship between 
refrigerator park  and GNP  per  capita has  been  examined 
for  a  number of   countries.     This  was  undertaken   to  see 
if  any  norms could be established which would  give 
some   indication  as  to which  of   the  above   two hypotheses 
was   the  most realistic.     Figure   5.3  shows  the  rela- 
tionship  between  refrigerator park   and GNP per  capita 
in Spain   and Italy.     From this   figure  it   can be 
readily  seen that  the  two  countries  have   followed 
a very  similar  pattern of  development.     This would 
tend  to   facour  the second hypothesis,   i.e.   that   the 
relationship between  the   refrigerator park  and  GNP 
per  capita  in  Iran will move  progressively  toward 
that   found  for  Spain.     On   the   other hand   the  relation- 
ship  between  refrigerator  park   and GNP per capita  for 
Japan,   Figure  5.4,     shows  that   from the   time Japan 
had  a  GNP  per capita equal   to  that   in  Iran  today,   the 
refrigerator park has  grown much  more  rapidly   than 
has  been   forecast  for  Iran  on   the  basis   of  the   first 
hypothesis.    On  this  basis   it   is   suggested that   demand 
for   refrigerators  in   Iran will   increase   to  380,000 
units  p.a.   in   1356 when  account  is  taken  of scrappage 
and  replacement. 

¥ © mi Growth in  P»rk Replacement  Demand Total  Demand 

13S1 200, OCX) 20,000 220,ooo 
1352 250,000 23,OOO 27 3,OOO 
i J 3 J 210,000 2 8.000 308,000 
1354 350,000 32,0OO 382,000 
1355 360,000 36,000 396,OOO 
JL ~J ^ \ß 3§0,000 40,OOO 4 20,OOO 
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Forecasts   usinq   th«   »bove   appt »-ich    »re,   however, 
inadequate   because   firstly   they   t.ui    t       take   account 
of   the  numlwr   of   household!«,   wh i -i    . .l-\. •. :>u»ly   ii.iposes 
the   ultime« te   const rai rit   on   th«-   -we      t    the  park» 
and   secondly,   they   fail   to   t akt     .• c-wr.»    oí   the   dis- 
tribution   oí   income  within   the   o unt i . .       In   t he 
shorter   ter»   the   above   approach   n. .,    M     valid   but   as 
can   he   seen   In   the   case   ot    > 11 an   » h«       'ange   in   the 
snap«    of   tri«   curve  often   -cours   ..«tí., r    abruptly   « ve i 
a  period  ot   only  one   or   tw<    ?*-•*» -' • 

Attempt«   to   correlate   ret r iqer.it .-i     >wn.-rshii   with 
other macro  «conowic   indi catoi    ,   even   when   iccount 
is   taken   of   price,   have   proved   -.    <* - •     - •  • • •       I '•* 
most  reliable   approach  to   foreca*!..-.;   .s   . tiiewu 
to  be  on«  bsss)d  on  ownership   by   income   group. 

In  the  Metra  conswtr  survey   th«*  owner SM i      t 
refrigerators   by  ineos»  group   and  cit>    typ       . 
been  established  and   th«   results,   m.iny      í   win    • 
have  been  presented  in earlier   sections      t   * :.. 
r«port,   are  susmarised  in  Table   '..¿.     '¡'his  i d .«• 
shows  th«  ownership  of  r*i rigerat. r s   ty    cit.    inc. 
income  eiipenditurt  groups.     Forecasts   .-i   the 
distribution   of   households  withiri  each   ot   tt.e 
atoove  group«  have been  »ade   for   1 *bt>   ana   liti. 
The  assumption   on which   these   forecast:,   h.ivi    been 
made  are  discussed  at   lsngt.i   in   tht    section     t   the 
report   dealing  with  demographic  forecasting,      '.'cry 
simply   th«   forecasts   ar«  based   on   jrowth   r.it»   •     f 
GNP  and  population.     Th«   results  of    such   t.r. oi^ts 
are presented   in Table   5.3. 

If  ownership  of   refrigerators   by   income   groui.    remain 
the  sane   in   135i  and   13ii  as  was  t lu-   case   in    I ISO 
then  the   total   refrigerator  park  will    increase,     to 
1 .SS million   and 2.75  Million   units   respectively   in 
these year».     Correcting   for   scrappage   etc.,   annual 
demands   of  the  order  of   those   shown   m   Tabic   J.4 

are  forecast. 
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REFRIGERATORS 
inDIJb J • "»           » YIWwIW 

YEAR NEW  DEMAND REPLACEMENT TOTAL   DEMAND 

1351 96,000 19,000 115,OOO 

1352 115,000 2 3,000 138,000 

1353 118,000 28,000 146,000 

1354 12 7,000 32,000 159,000 

1355 130,000 36,000 166,000 

1356 160,000 40,000 200,000 

1357 165,000 46,000 211,000 

1358 175,000 55,000 2 30,OOO 

1359 190,000 6 4,000 2 5 5,OOO 

1360 210,00O 75,000 2 85,000 

1361 2ál,000 90,000 321,000 

It is  readily apparent  that even when allowances 
are made  for  replacement the  total  demand  between 
1351  and  1355  is   less   than  the   total  demand  in 
1350. This arises because in the above model 
a virtually static situation has been assumed 
and only  increases  in   income   and population have 
been  considered.     The   above model  fails   tc  take 
account of price elasticity of  demand,   household 
with  and without electricity,   changes   in  expenditure 
patterns and moat of  all patterns of  acquisition 
of domestic  appliances.     Ideally one  would  like  to 
quantify all  the  above  variables,    establish  the 
precise"relationship between each,  and  feed these 
into  a multi-dimensional model.     This  unfortunately 
is not  possible  and one must   rely basically  on 
past trends  supplemented by estimates of  the  impact 
of any  future  changes  which  are   likely  to  occur. 
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The  most  serious   failure  of   th«  ahove  model   is 
thought  to be  its   failure   to take   account   f-urrhw« 
of   a number   of  different   apnl i ancps .      Th i •      .«.  h# 
simply  demonstrated  i.y   consideration   of  on.-   *   -useh.ild 
who do not   have  ehvtt i-ity   and hence   do n< t    '• .ve 
any  electric  appliances.     Assume   t'-at   durici   ve.u   one 
this   household  paysL,     monthly   in<;t ., 1 lwn^   to   we 
electricity   connected   to  the  house   and  t urs-   in--t «li- 
ment s   take'up  all   the  uiscr*. tior ..i-,    .-.       >      î 
household.      In  year  two,   having  completed   install- 
ment   payments   for  the   installation  o<  electricity 
the  household will  have  an   amount   of  none-committed 
disposable   income with which  it may  decide   to  purchase 
on   Installments   over  one  year a  te levi•ion   »et.      In 
addition   in  year  two  the  household will have   an 
additional   amount   of  disposable   incoine  result mq   from 
the   increased wealth   of  the   country   (leadina   to waqe 
increases  etc.).     Account   has   already  been  taken   of 
this   increased   meow   in   the  model   described  above 
and therefore  It  will   receive no  further  consideration 
here.     For   convenience  year  two  in  the  above  example 
has  been   assumed  to be   1350.     In  the  Metra   con-or* - 
survev   the   above   household  would be   included   m   *•• 
relevant   income/expenditure  group  a«   a house» old n- • 
owning  a  refrigerator.     Furthermore   if  this     -use'.- . : 
purchases   a     refrigerator   as  a result  of   receivin- 
annual   Increases   in  disposal   income   then "is   i ,   .--v- r. 
by  the   above   forecastinq  model.      It   is  pos^ibl* , 
that   in   1351   (vear  three)   havinq  completed   inst.il : "i* • • 
payments  on  the  television   set   (at  th« end  of   I 3S       • 
household may decide   to purchase   a   refriqer.it «>i   or   t ... .-.> 
monthly  installment-;.     Such  a purchase  is  not   cowio. 
by the   above   forecasting  model.     In   addition   It  has 
been mentioned   in  Section   2.2  above   that prices  of 
refriqerators have  decreased over  the oast   five  years 
both  in  apparent   and  real   term..     If  this   trend  continue* 
as   it   is  expected to do at   least   in   real  term«,   then 
this   in  turn will   have  an  effect   similar to  that   outlined 
above   for the    sequential   purchase of a number of 
different   appliance«,     other  factors  such  ••   Improved 
education,   changing  taste«,   changing  cultural   patterns » 
shortage  of  servants  etc.     will  all  play  • part   in 
influencing demand patterns  In  the   future. 
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tíy comparison with the distribution in 1350, 
correcting each group to take account of newly 
formed households, it is possible to estimate 
the number of households which have moved from 
one income group to anotner (assumed higher) 
uetween 1346 and 1350.  For convenience it has 
ueen assumed that no household will have moved 
more than one income group during tais period. 
Having establisned the movement of households 
uetween income groups during this period it is 
necessary to consider the movement of refriger- 
ators.  For example, a household currently in 
income group two who own a refrigerator may 
nave ueen in income group one when this was 
actually purchased having moved to income group 
two sometime between making the purchase and 
1350.  This refrigerator should be therefore 
considered in the year it was purchased as be- 
longing to tue income group in which tae House- 
hold were at the time.  It has been mentioned 
above that the number of households moving from 
one income group to another can be calculated 
by the method outlined above.  By assuming an 
even distribution of refrigerators witnin a 
group it is tnerefore possible to calculate the 
trie number of refrigerators "moving" from one 
group to anotner and nence the level of owner- 
ship witain a group in any one year.  Strictly 
speaking the distribution within an income group 
will not be even, a household above tne average 
income of the group is more likely to own tnan 
a housenold below the average income of the group 
out since the intervals between groups are relat- 
ively small this effect will be minimal.  By 
projecting the trend of ownership within a group 
it is possible to estimate the ownership witnin a 
group in 1356.  Figure 5.5 diagramatically shows 
the ownership curves for each income group pro- 
jected to 1356, and Table 5.6 gives the base 
data for the years 1346, 1348, and 1350. 

On this basis th« following ownership levels by 
income group in 1356 are indicated: 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

Ownership % 

27.0 
32.5 
48.7 
66.0 
80.0 
86. ü 
92.0 
96.0 
99.0 
99.5 
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By applying  these ownership levels  to the   forecasts of 
households   by  income/expenditure  group  in   1356   a total 
of  2.36 million households will  own   a  refrigerator as 
can  be   seen   from Table   5.7. 

TABLE 5.7 HOUSEHOLDS 0* MING A RE FRI GEI *ATOR IN IJbb 

GROUP HOUSEHOLDS OWNERSHIP NUMBER OF 
% HOUSEHOLDS 

WITH A 
REFRIGERATOR 

1 376282 27.0 101596 
2 391038 32.5 127087 
3 782077 48.7 380871 
4 575490 66.0 379856 
5 586558 80.0 469246 
6 298812 86.0 256978 
7 365215 92.0 335998 
8 154940 96.0 148742 
9 47958 99.0 47478 

10 110671 j» Z* • »«? 110117 

TOTAL 3689041 63.9 2357969 

The above method sugge 
households owning one 
that 3% of households 
(2% own more than one 
refrigerator park will 
total can be compared 
forecast on the basis 
refrigerator park and 
of 1.88 million based 
only  population  and  in 

sts  a total  of  2.36  million 
refrigerator.     On the assumption 
in  1356  own  two refrigerators 
in  1350)   then   the  total 

be  2,405,000  in  that vear.     This 
with the  figure of   3.0 million 
of the  relationship between 
GNP    per capita and the   forecast 
on a method  taking  account  of 
come growth. 

Based on  a refrigerator park of 2.405 million  in 1356 
and taking  account  of  replacement  demand  in Iran the 
following   forecasts of demand are  obtained. 
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TABLE 5.8   DEMAND FOR REFRIGERATORS IN IRAN 

YEAR NEW DEMAND REPLACEMENT TOTAL DEMAND 

1351 158,000 19,000 177000 
1352 180,000 23,000 203000 
1353 200,000 2 8,000 228000 
1354 225,000 3 2,000 257000 
1355 260,000 36,000 296000 
1356 305,000 40,000 3450OO 

These demand forecasts are thought to be the most 
realistic of all the forecasts made in this report 
because they take account of the greatest number of 
variables.  It is important to remember however that 
this approach assumes that the pattern of new 
electricity connection will at least follow the 
pattern of the past five years meaning that by 1356 
at least an additional 1.5million households will have 
been supplied with electricity. 

Lookincr to the longer term, to 1361, the macro-economic 
technigue described earlier suggests a total refrigerator 
park of some 6 million units.  Such a level of ownership 
would reguire that a significant proDortion of the rural 
population owned a refrigerator.  On the other hand the 
forecasts taking account of income and growth in urban 
households only indicates a park of 2.75 million.  In 
reality the park is likelv to be somewhere between these 
two extremes.  Analysis can only be subjective because 
factors such as the formalisation of credit, the 
development of the agricultural sector, exports etc. 
will all play an important role.  Comparison with 
developments in other countries suggest that a total park 
of the order of  4 million units in 1361 would appear to 
be the most realistic. 
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Historically prices  of refrigerators   in  Iran  have 
decreased  quite  significantly  as   has  been shown 
in  Section  2.2  of  this  report.        In more recent 
years  prices   (retail)   have  tended  to  remain 
relatively  stable with  any  small   apparent 
increases  being  off-set  for  cash purchases 
by  higher  discounts.        During  this   time,however, 
increased  costs  of   raw materials,   labour,   etc. 
have not  been completely met by  corresponding 
increases   in efficiency and companies  have been 
forced  to  reduce  their previously  exhorbitant 
profit margins.        In  general  terms  profits  are 
still   relatively high  although against  this 
it   should  be borne  in mind  that  manufacturers 
supply  a  high proportion of  the  total   credit 
available   for purchase of  finished  products. 
This  credit  is  supplied  from working  capital 
and  the  cost  is  not   always  adequately  covered 
in   interest  charges.      Thus  this   has   tie  effect  of 
slightly  reducing  apparent overall  profit 
margins.        Nevertheless  refrigerator manufacturers 
are  still  making profits above  the   norms  found 
in other  countries.        Looking  to   the   future 
prices   should remain   stable  for  a   few years  to 
come,   the  precise   length of   time  will   be dependent 
on  the  rate at  which  world prices   for   raw 
materials  and  components  increase  and  the rate 
at  which  locally produced materials  and  components 
are  introduced,as  these will   invariably  be higher 
in  cost.       Manufacturers  should  be  able  to meet 
increased  labour  costs  and  small   increases   in 
raw material  prices   by  increased  efficiency  and 
possibly  slightly  lower profit margins.        If 
prices  can be held  constant whilst wages  and 
hence disposable  incomes  increase  then  an 
increased  growth  in demand will  result.        In 
the   longer  term prices may have  to   increase  to 
keep pace with  increased costs of  material  and 
labour but these should only be  "permitted"  after 
much needed improvements in efficiency have taken 
place.        Increased competition should be stimulated 
in an effort to keep prices down,   this  could be 
achieved  in the  first  case by removing all upper 
limits on manufacturing licences  and possibly 
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replacing  them by minijum levels,   and  later, 
according to a phased programme,   using tariff 
levels  as  the regulator on competition.     These 
ideas  are discussed more fully  in  the section of 
this  report dealing with overall Government policy 
to the domestic appliance industry.     Ultimately, 
the aim should be  for competition  to reduce  the 
number of  companies manufacturing  refrigerators 
in Iran.     If left to take its natural  course  this 
could take many years.    Therefore  it is believed 
to be worthwhile  for the Government  to take more 
direct  action than merely removing upper limits of 
manufacturing  licences and price  control would 
appear  to be the most acceptable   first step. 

Price  control can be approached in  two ways, 
namely  controlling  absolute prices  and controlling 
price  increases.     The first  is  obviously a method 
of also controlling  profits whilst  the second 
tends   largely to ignore profit  levels.     Above all, 
whichever method is  chosen,   it  is  of  the utmost 
important that it  is seen to  fair by all companies 
in the  industry.     Bearing in mind  it is believed 
that the most suitable approach  in  Iran will be 
based on  control of price increases  and details 
of  the  rationale  and approach  to be  taken are 
presented in Volume  1 of this  report. 

5.3 Future Development and structure of the Industry 
It is not realistic to consider the  future 
development of the refrigerator  industry in 
isolation.    The major companies presently involved 
in the production of refrigerator  in Iran also 
manufacture a wide  range of other domestic appliances 
and all products need to be considered both in the 
context of an individual company and the Industry 
as a whole.    Unquestionably the present  structure 
of the  "refrigerator industry"  in  Iran is both 
inadequate and unsuitable if this  sector is to become 
competitive in world terms.     Indeed the present 
situation in Iran is such that there are companies 
who can hardly be regarded as  compétitive in terms 
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of the domestic market but high protection which 
has led to the opportunity to generate high profits. 
This coupled with anomalies such as maximum limits 
on manufacturing licences have all contributed to 
decreasing the incentives for companies to seriously 
compete in the home market.  Undoubtedly the first 
step that needs to be taken in the future develop- 
ment of this sector is to increase competition in 
the home market. This will in time force out the 
less efficient producers, however, without a 
"catalyst" this could take several years.  The 
best catalyst, if indeed a catalyst is to be used, 
can only be determined in the context of the overall 
domestic appliance industry. 



PART   2     -     WASHING  MACHINES 
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1.        REVIEW 

1.1    Demand 

The total  demand for washing machines  in  Iran 
is very  low when compared with the demand  for 
other consumer durable  products.     Indications 
are  that   at  the  present  time  demand  is 
between   2O,Q00  and  25,000  units   per  annum. 
It  is estimated that demand will   increase  to 
around  6O,U00 units   in   1356,  and   total 
120,000  units  by   1361.     The   low  levels  of 
demand and     ownership of washing  machines   in 
Iran is  thought to be due  to a host of 
educational,   cultural   and religious   factors. 
In most  countries of the world ownership of 
washing machines and refrigerators  are very 
similar.      Indeed a review of some  20 countries 
throughout the world has  shown  that the ratio 
of ownership of washing machinas   to refriger- 
ators varies between 0.7  and 1.3.     In  Iran 
the corresponding ratio  is 0.1.     There  is 
evidence   that  in recent years  traditional 
patterns   are changing and demand  is  likely  to 
increase   at a relatively high rate  in the 
future. 

1.2    The Industry 

The washing machine manufacturing  industry in 
Iran is   almost non-existant.     At  the present 
time local assembly of washing machines  totals 
less than  1,000 units  per  annum and over  the 
past 3 y«ars  less than  3,500 units have been 
assembled locally.     Three different companies 
have at  one time or  another been  involved in 
the local  assembly of washing machines  in 
Iran.    The first company to commsmce  local 
assembly was General  Industrial  and,  in 1348, 
this company assembled some 2,OCX) units.     In 
assembling these units  they encountered a 
number of problems and once the  initial batch 
of 2,000 had been completed no subsequent 
units have been assembled.    Around the same 
time that General Industrial commenced local 
assembly Philver obtained a licence from the 
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Ministry of Economy and assembled washing machines 
under licence from Hoover.  Less than 300 units were 
assembled by this company.  More recently Arj 
"ommenced assembly of the semi-automatic washing 
machines under licence from Zanussi.  The total 
number of units so far produced by this company is 
less than 1,000 and the company claim that their 
major problem during the past year has been in 
obtaining components. 

In addition to the above three companies, several 
other companies are interested in the local manufact- 
ure of washing machines.  Asmayesh, at the present 
time, are seriously considering local production, ana 
in 1349 the Ministry of Economy issued a manufacturing 
licence to Pars Toshiba for assembly/production of 
washing machines.  The latter company plan to commence 
assembly in 1353 incorporating some locally produced 
items from 1354 onwards. 

It is difficult to understand 
Economy granted this manufact 
Toshiba. The company are not 
goods' industry in any way. 
the only large domestic appi i 
this company. Whilst there a 
between the production of sma 
and large 'white goods', both 
engineering industry, product 
and, indeed, the marketing of 
more satisfactorily undertake 
producers rather than small a 

why the Ministry of 
uring licence to Pars 
involved in the 'white 

Washing machines will be 
ance to be produced by 
re many similarities 
11 electric appliances 
being part of a light 
ion of washing machines 
these appliances, is 

n by 'white goods' 
ppliance manufacturers. 

It is rumoured within the industry in Iran that AEG 
have recently begun assembly of washing machines in 
Iran.  It was not possible during the course of field- 
work in Iran to confirm this.  It would appear that 
the company have not been issued with a manufacturing 
licence by the Ministry of Economy, although within 
the industry there is disagreement as to whether or 
not manufacturing licences are needed for production 
of washing machines. 
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1.3 Prices 

Prices of washing machines in Iran tend to be somewhat 
higher than similar units in Europe.  The difference 
however is not so great and tends to largely reflect 
the duties which have to be paid on imports into Iran. 

Because a very high proportion of washing machines 
sold in Iran are semi- or fully automatic units the 
average price paid for a washing machine is much 
higher than the average price in most other countries. 

Looking to the future it is quite possible that once 
local content is significantly increased manufacturers 
in Iran will have difficulty in maintaining prices at 
their present levels. 
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2.   MARKET 

2 .1 Basic Statistics 

The local manufacture of washing machines is 
a comparatively new activity in Iran  Prior 
to 1348 requirements were met entirely r>y 
imports.  in Table 2.1 details of imports of 
washing machines by year are shown 

TABLE 2.1  IMPORTS OF WASHING MACHINES 

YEAR 

1339 
1340 
1341 
1342 
1343 
1344 
1345 
1346 
1347 
1348 
1349 

NUMBER* 

4,000 
4,000 
1,500 
1,000 
2,000 
2,368 
3,918 
8,230 
14,151 
13,600 
18,733 

Source:  Foreign Trade Statistics Iran 

*Years 1339 to 1343 inclusive are estimates based 
on value. 

Local production of washing machines has so far 
been very limited.  The first company to commence 
local assembly was General Industrial who, in 
lut    assembled some 2,000 units.  Because they 
encoinîêreTa number of problems in the assembly 
oTXse units,other than the initial batch of 
2,000 no further units have been assembled 
bv this company.   Around the same time 
Oliver obtained a «anuf.cjuring l^n« Jroj 
the Ministry of Economy and commenced assembly 
of wasnlïg machine, under licence from Hooyer. 
Aaain this company assembled only a few units 
auiough thHL.on for ending production was 
not that the company encountered technical 
difficulties but the market changed from 
demanding a simple twin tub machine to requiring 
semi or fully automatics. The most recent 
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entrant in terms of local assembly is Arj. 
This company began local assembly of Zanusi 
semi-automatic machines towards the end of 
1348.  Production has so far been limited 
to less than 1,000 units in total.  During 
1350 the company have experienced considerable 
difficulty regarding supplies of components 
and production has been stopped for several 
months.  In total therefore no more than 
3,500 washing machines have been assembled 
in Iran and on the basis of imports shown 
in Table 2.1   the number of washing machines 
in use in Iran is estimated to be of the 
order of 80,000. 

Data from the Metra Survey suggests that the total 
number of washing in use at the end of 1350 was 
108,000 units, comparing very well with the 
estimate of number of units in use on the basis oí 
imports since 1344 and local production.  Demand 
for washing machines has increased from 14,800 
units in 1347 to just over 25,000 units in 1350 
according to data generated in the Metra Survey. 
Table 2.2 gives a comparison of imports, on the 
basis of statistics, and acquisition as determined 
in the Metra Survey. 

TABLE 2.2   DEMAND FOR WASHING MACHINES 

YEAR 

1347 
1348 
1349 
1350 

IMPORTS 

14,151 
12,468 
13,600 
18,733 

ACQUISITION 

14,800 
19,000 
20,000 
25,000 

Source : Imports,Foreign Trade Statistics Iran 
Acquisition, Metra Survey 1350 
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It can be seen from Table 2.2 demand as determined 
in the Metra Survey exceeds imports in each of 
the years considered.  In part this can be 
attributed to local assembly although this effect 
will be very small.  It is probable that since 
the incidence of ownership in the Metra Survey 
was very low errors will have resulted. Neverthe- 
less, within the level of accuracy necessary in 
this study, the two sets of data contained in 
Table 2.2, are in good agreement when allowance 
is made for local production. 

2.2 Characteristics of the Market 

In many ways Iran is atypical of most other 
countries of the world in that it has a particu- 
larly low demand for washing machines compared 
with other consumer durable items.  It is commonly 
found that the demand for washing machines is very 
similar to the demand for refrigerators and, to a 
lesser extent, the demand for television sets. 
Examiniation of ownership levels of refrigerators 
and washing machines throughout Europe and South 
American countries shows that the ratio of 
ownership levels of washing machines to refriger- 
ators varies within the range of 0.7 to 1.3. 
Indeed in many countries the ratio is very close 
to 1.  In Iran the ratio is approximately 1 to 10 
thus varying significantly from the norms found 
throughout the world.  It is difficult to explain 
such a variation in ownership levels for these 
two appliances in Iran.  Undoubtedly climatic 
conditions have increased the demand for refriger- 
ators although other 'hot' countries such as Brazil 
show very similar levels of ownership for 
refrigerators and washing machines. Education 
and cultural factors are probably very important. 
For many years in Iran house servants have been 
readily available and therefore the motivation for 
purchase of a washing machine has been reduced. 
Furthermore religious factors are also important. 
With improvements in education and a continuation 
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of the present trend of increasing difficulty 
in obtaining servants the demand for washing 
machines is likely to increase quite signi- 
ficar Ly in the future. 

The Metra Survey which covered all urban areas 
in Iran shows consumption of washing machines to 
be confined almost exclusively to Tehran.  Of 
the total number of washing machines currently 
in use in Iran nearly 95% are in Tehran.  Most 
of the remaining units are found in the large 
cities with only some 1.5% of all machines in 
use in small cities.  Unquestionably ownership 
in rural areas is so small as to be insignificant 
and therefore the total ownership in Iran is 
equivalent to the ownership in urban areas. 
On the basis of data from the Metra Survey 
it is estimated that ownership at the end of 
1350 totalled 4% of urban households equivalent 
to an ownership level of less than 2% of house- 
holds in the country as a whole.  This ownership 
level is compared in Table 2.3 with ownership 
levels in other countries. 

Returning to the pattern of ownership and 
acquisition of washing machines in Iran the 
Metra Survey shows ownership in households 
with an annual income of less than 100,000 
Rials per annum is so small as to be insigni- 
ficant.  Indeed outside Tehran it is only 
in households with an income in excess of 
150,000 Rials per annum where ownership is 
found. Table 2.4 summarises the distribution 
of ownership of washing machines by city group 
and income group. 
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TABLE 2.3 OWNERSHIP LEVELS  -  WASHING MACHINES (1967) 

COUNTRY NUMBER OF   HOUSE- PERCENTAGE   OF 
HOLDS  OWNING    (000) HOUSEHOLDS   OWNING 

Belgium 2,310 68 
France 6,720 42 
Germany 9,680 44 
Italy - 41 
Netherlands 2,700 75 
Austria 936 39 
Denmark 594 36 
Finland 716 53 
Great  Britain 10,980 60 
Norway 624 48 
Portugal 494 21 
Sweden 1,540 55 
Switzerland 1,152 64 
Eire 308 41 
Greece 875 35 
Spain 2,975 35 
Japan - 72* 
U.S.A. - 95* 
Iran  1 108 j 4l 

*    Refer to 1968 

Refers  to  1350 

Source:     Metra  Information Unit   and Metra  Survey   in 
Iran -   1350. 
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TABLE 2.4 PATTERN OF OWNERSHIP OF WASHING MACHINES 
BY CITY GROUP AND INCOME GROUP  

CITY GROUP 

Tehran 

Large Cities 

Small Cities 

All Urban 

INCOME GROUP 

1 - 2 
3 - 4 
5 - 6 
7 - 8 
9 - 10 
All 

1 - 2 
3 - 4 
5 - 6 
7 - 8 
9 - 10 
Ail 

1 - 2 
3 - 4 
5 - 6 
7 - 10 
All 

1 - 2 
3 - 4 
5 - 6 
7 - 8 
9 - 10 
All 

OWNERSHIP 
% of Households 

0.0 
.6 

12.5 
35.5 
39.0 
13.8 

0.0 
0.0 
1.6 
7.2 
30.0 
1.3 

0.0 
.6 

0.0 
11.9 

.8 

0.0 
.4 

5.4 
24.9 
40.3 
4.6 
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The pattern of ownership of washing machines 
found in Iran is not so dissimilar to that 
found in other countries.  For example, in 
Spain, where in early 1969 some 421 of all 
households owned a washing machine, owner- 
ship in Madrid totalled 66% of households. 
In rural areas however, ownership, whilst 
varying from one region of the country to 
another, was generally within the range of 
7-15%.   A similar pattern is also found in 
Italy where ownership of washing machines 
increases with annual household income and 
also increases with increasing size of town 
or city as can be seen from Tables 2.5 and 
2.6. 

TABLE 2.5  OWNERSHIP OF WASHING MACHINES IN ITALY 
BY LEVEL OF ANNUAL HOUSEHOLD INCOME 

Annual Household Income Ownership 
(000 lira p.a.) % of Households 

Up to 600 11.0 
600-1,000 25.1 
1,000-1,200 35.9 
1,200-1,500 48.0 
1,500-2,000 57.8 
2,000-2,500 64.8 
2,500-3,000 74.7 
3,000-3,500 71.7 
Over 3,500 85.2 
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TABLE 2.6 OWNERSHIP OF WASHING MACHINES IN 
ITALY BY SIZE OF TOWN OR CITY 

Size of Town/City 
(000) 

Ownership - % 
of Households 

Up to 5 
5-20 
20-50 
50-200 
Over 200 

28.0 
44.0 
47.4 
58.1 
55.4 

The data contained in Tables 2.5 and 2.6 
refers to late 1968, early 1969. 
Ownership of washing machines in Italy 
has increased quite significantly since 
early 1969.  The general patterns shown 
in these Tables is still maintained 
today.  Similar patterns are also found 
for other countries. 

The higher ownership in capital cities 
would be expected simply on the grounds 
of higher income.  Data covering Iran and 
other countries suggests that in reality 
other factors must also be important. 
Within Iran in any one income group 
ownership in Tehran exceeds that in any 
other city.  The major cause of this is 
most likely education with areas outside 
Tehran keeping to more traditional 
practices. 

Over the past three or four years the major 
purchasing sector in Iran has been households 
with an income of around 150,000 Rials per 
annum or more.  Indeed this trend is likely 
to continue for several years to come since 
ownership in these income groups outside 
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Tehran is stili very small.   It is 
likely that in the immediate future 
households with annual incomes of 
between 100,000 Rials and 150,000 Rials 
will also become important in terms of 
consumption.  Comparison with other 
countries suggests that this product 
shows the highest potential In terms 
of future demand in Iran of any domestic 
appliance, 

Demand for washing machines shows only a 
relatively small seasonal variation, although 
purchases  immediately preceding and 
immediately following No Rus (new year) 
are slightly less than in other seasons. 

TABLE 2.7 DISTRIBUTION OF PURCHASING OF 
WASHING MACHINES BY SEASON 

SEASON 

Spring 
Summer 
Autumn 
Winter 

% of Total Purchases made 

17 
30 
31 
22 

Obviously climatic factors are of little 
importance with regard to washing machines. 
The above distribution suggests that the 
availability of discretionary income it the 
main factor in determining the time of 
purchas«, with the two seasons showing 
the lowest l«v»l of purchase» being the 
on«s in which most households have less 
discretionary income for reasons which have 
been discussed in other parts of this 
report. 
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In terms of brand share the market Is 
currently divided between a large number 
uf companies.  Opinion within industry, 
and substantiated by the Metra Survey, 
is that the market leaders are AEG, and 
Philver with their Hoover range.  According 
to the Metra Survey these companies account 
for some 15 and 16% respectively of the 
total market.  In common with most other 
white goods,and indeed domestic appliances 
in general,washing machines are most 
commonly purchased from a store which sells 
domestic appliances but does not offer 
repair facilities.  According to data 
generated in the Metra Survey this type of 
outlet accounts for 601 of all sales. 

The replacement market for washing machines 
is currently very small and because of tht 
very low level of ownership in Iran is 
likely to remain small for several years 
to come. Whilst estimates  of the average 
life of washing machines vary from country 
to country and product to product it i 
generally found that units h ve an average 
life somewhere between 10 and 12 years. 
In  a survey undertaken In Switzerland 
in 1970 it was found that 201 of all 
washing machines in use had been purchased 
prior to 19 5«* with nearly 601 having 
been purchased In the first half of the 
I960*s and the remainder being purchased 
in the latter half of the decade. 

Whilst responses to question« dealing with 
purchasing intentions should always be treated 
with caution it ha» been found in the Metra 
Survey that answer« to these question« are 
general ley in line with demand at the present 
tint®.  For each appliance respondents were 
asked whether or not they seriously intended 
to purchase the appliance in the next 12 months 
Generally «peaking answers in the affirmative 
were approximately equal to the number of 
respondents who had purchased the particular 
appliance in the past 12 months. 
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In  tii«   case  of  washing machines   it was 
found  that  households  intending  to 
purchase  in   the nsxt  12  months   was  more 
than double   the nuntoer of  households   wno 
had purchased  in  the  past   12  montas. 
The  actual  magnitude of  purchasing 
intention  should  always  be  treated  with 
caution,   however,   it  It   felt   ti.at   in 
gene i «1   terms   tue  magnitude of   this 
Increase doe«   give   some   Indication  of   tue 
rapid  growth   rate whicii   is   likely   in   tnis 
sector  during  the  next  few years. 

The price of washing machines   in Iran at 
the present  time  is  very mucn  dictated uy 
Cir prices  and import duties.     At  the 
present  tin»  customs  duties  on washing 
machines  are  251     ad valorum with CBT 
oeing  only   a  further  51.     Duties  on 
washing machines  are  undoubtedly very  low 
compared with duties on other  consumer 
duratole items.     This  is  in part because 
there   is very  little manufacturing 
Industry  in  the country  and  furthermore, 
imports  at   the present  time do  not 
Impose  a significant burden on  foreign 
exchange  requirements.        In  Taule   2.8  the 
price  of  a  selection of  washing macnlnes 
in  Iran  is  given.     In each  case  these 
prices  are  retail  prices. 

TAMU£   2.1 RETAIL  PRICES 
riOT _ 

OF  WASHING   MACHINES   IN 

irand/Make 

«tenera!  Industrial 

Arj 

Arj 

Phillips 

AkG  (Lavalux) 

AEG   (Lavamat) 

Moo ver 

Type 

Automatic 

Retail Price   (Rls.) 

Twin Tub 

22,1§4 

21,2!>u 

22,ISO 

22,650 

22,6UO 

2*,aoo 
19,000 
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TÄBLE  2.9     RETAIL  PRICES  OF  WASHING  MACHINES    (2  TUB, 2.5-!
Jkg   LOAD) 

COUNTRY 

Japan 
Korea 
Hong Kong 
Turkey 
Iran 
England 
West Germany 
Switzerland 
Sweden 
Italy 
Austria 
Spain 
U.S.A. 
Mexico 
Argentina 
South Africa 
K«nya 
Australia 

PRICE 
(Rials) 

6,900 
18,600 
10,60O 
27,500 
19,000 
16,000 
11,500 
13,600 
20,000 
12,000 
23,000 
16,600 
13,600 
17,600 
14,900 
20,944 
25,200 
17,000 

PRICE   INDEX 

60 
162 

92 
239 
165 
139 
100 
116 
174 
104 
200 
144 
118 
153 
130 
182 
219 
148 

MAKE 

National 
National 
Huover 
Arcelik 
Hoover 
Philips 
AEG 
Bosch 
Local 
Triplex 
Philips 
AEG 
Hoover 
Siam 
Philips 
Hoover 
Hoover 
Wilkins 
Service 
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Comparison of retail price of washing 
macnine for a range of countries is 
presented in Taules 2.9 and 2.lu. 
In Table 2.9 non-automatic twin tut» 
machines are compared.  These units, 
whilst accounting for some 6 5% 
consumption prior to 134 8, now account 
for only a very small amount of tue total 
market in Iran.  This type of unit has been 
replaced Ly automatic and semi-automatic 
machines.  Comparisons oí retail prices 
of automatic machines is very difficult 
unless one model is selected.  Unfortu- 
nately it is very difficult to obtain 
information relating to a particular 
model in a number of different countries. 
In Table 2.lu however the price of an AEG 
Lavamat washing machine is? compared for 
a range of countries. 

TABLL 2.10 PRICE OF ALG LAVAMAT AUTOMATIC 
WASHING MACHINES IN"DIFFERENT" 
CÒUNt'klES ~~~ 

Country 

Iran 

United Kingdom 

West Germany 

Spain 

Retail  Price   (Rials) 

26,500 

26,ÜOO 

18,500 

21,500 

Prices  refer  to 1971, 

It  is  important  to remember  that  the  price 
for  the UK contained in Table  2.10, 
includes purchase  tax whicn  is  levied  at 
a  rate of  301  on wholesale  price.     The 
price   in West  Germany  includes  value 
added  tax which   is   levied at   the  rate  of 
lit,  whilst taxes   in Spain are  levied  at 
a  rate of  161  on washing machines. 
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TABLE 2.11 RETAIL PRICES - AUTOMATIC WASHING MACHINES - UK 

MANUFACTURER MODEL WASH  LOAD 
(LB) 

  • — " - 

PRICE 

~~   1 
Y F A" 

! 

BENDIX LTA 9 E229 197 .   i 

ENGLISH ELECTRIC Rover somatic   474 7 £124.95 19 7'J   : 

HOT PO I NT Automatic   1504 10 El 34.40 •\rijt      • 

HOTPOINT Automatic   1600 8 £121.80 1«»" 

AEG Lavalux   LE 7»ï £139 ;,-, 

BENDIX AW1 9 £139 ,..-, 

BOSCH VT  550 10% £245 ] M \: 

HOOVER Automatic  Deluxe 
3236H n £123 i'* ;.. 

PHILIPS Autostar  HN   3111 8% £   99 io-. 

PHILIPS Top Star  HN   3154 8 £145 1 <i V 

SERVIS MK  55 Bh £142 1 o ',: 

WESTINGHOUSi LTX  452 11% £243 191 2,    ; 
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Prices  in Iran are not subject  to taxes. 
The  very wide variation in the  retail price 
of   an     automatic washing machine,   varying 
according to the   level of sophistication   of 
the unit,  is partly demonstrated in 
Table   2.11,  where   retail prices   for  a 
range  of  automatic washing machines  in  the 
UK  are   compared.      Indeed in  this  table  no 
attempt has been  made to select extremes. 
For  example,   this   type of washing macnine 
can  be  purchased  in  the UK  for   less  than 
E70 on   the one hand and in excess  of £250 
on  the other hand. 

It  is   interesting  to compare  the average  price 
which  is paid for  a washing machine in Europe. 
Unfortunately,  data is not available more   recently 
than  1968.    Nevertheless,  it can be seen   in 
Table  2.12  that  the  average price paid  for   a 
washing machine at  that time varied between  less 
than £62  in Portugal and nearly £95 in France. 

TABLE  2.12 AVERAGE  PRICE  PAID FOR WASHING 
MACHINES   IN  EUROPE  ÎN   l§éÔ  

Country Average Price Paid (£) 

Belgium 87.8 
France 94.9 
Germany 89.5 
Italy 64.1 
Netherland 91.7 
Austria 69.2 
Denmark 71.9 
Finland 72.8 
üK 71.1 
Norway 75.3 
Portugal 61.5 
Sweden 78.4 
Switzerland 74.7 
Eire 71.4 
Greece 65.3 
Spain 62.6 

It is  important to realise that the data 
contained in Table 2.12 refers  to the 
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average  price paid  in   1968.    At  that   time 
automatic washing  machines had not   succeed- 
ed  in  oDtaining  the   level  of penetration 
tnat  tney  have  today,   and  thus,   particu- 
larly  in   the  less developed countries, 
this  type  of unit  accounted for only   a 
very  small portion of   total sales. 
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THi¿   WASHING  MACHINE  MANUFACTURING   INDUSTRY   IN   IRAN 

Ht  the  present time  the washing  machine manufacturing 
industry  in  Iran  is  almost non-existent.     The  first 
company  to assemble  a washing machine   in  Iran was 
General   Industrial who in    1348/49   assembled  a  total 
of  2,000  semi-automatic washing machines  under  licence 
from Westinghouse of USA.     Unfortunately  this  company 
encountered serious  technical  problems  and once  this 
initial  oaten of  2,000 units  has  been  assembled  the 
company  decided  to stop all  assembly   activities 
concerning  this  product.    Around  the  same  time Philver 
uegan  manufacture of Hoover  twin-tub  machines  although 
again  only  a very  limited number were  ever assembled 
in  Iran.     The  reason  that this   company  stopped product- 
ion was   that demand in the market  changed  from being 
for   twin-tuus  to being almost exclusively  for  semi-  and 
fully  automatic machines.     The  most  recent entrant  to 
tne   industry  is  Arj,   who assemole   a   front  loading  semi- 
automatic machine  under  licence   from  Zanussi  of  Italy. 
The   total  volume of output  from  this   company has  so  far 
been  very  small,   totalling  less   than   1,000 units. 
During   1350 the  company claimed  to  have  experienced 
consideraole difficulty in obtaining  components  and  for 
this   reason  the  total number  assembled has  been  very 
small. 

Looking to tne  future several  companies  are known  to be 
interested  in obtaining licences   for  the manufacture of 
washing  machines.     General  Industrial  and Asmayesn both 
believe   that  tney will commence   assembly     of washing 
machines   around  1352.     Pars Toshiba have  already been 
granted a  licence  for the manufacture  of washing 
machines  and plan  to commence production around  1353. 
Licences  are believed to have  also been issued to 
Pnilverand General Industrial,  whilst Arj   claim that 
tney  do not need a separate  licence  for washing 
machines  as  their basic licence  covers manufacture of 
metal products.     So far the government has  taken no 
action  in promoting local manufacture of washing 
machines  in Iran.     Indeed,  successively several 
companies  have tried to obtain some protection in 
exchange  for establishing local  facilities  for 
manufacture.     So  far the government has  refused to 
increase duties  thus giving protection  to local 
manufacturers.     Whilst the reason  the government has 
refused this protection is not known,   it would appear 
to be perfectly justified on  the  grounds  that the 
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present  demand in 
local  production. 

Iran is  not  sufficient  to warrant 

Production   facilities  required   for  simple   assembly  of 
washing  machines  are basically   the same  as   those 
required   for  other white  good  items  such  as   refrigerat- 
ors.     As   local  content  is   increased  foundry   facilities 
and macnining   facilities   are  necessary   if  certain 
components   are  to oe  produced  in  the   country.     Never- 
theless   local  production  of  such  components  could  not 
ue  undertaken by  the  domestic  appliance manufacturers 
themselves   and therefore,   the  investment  in plant 
machinery,  which would be  necessary  by  a refrigerator 
manufacturer  to commence   assembly of  washing 
machines,   is  minimal. 
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in 

4.        COST  STRUCTURE 

uoviously it is  impossible to establish any meaningful 
costs concerning production of waehing machinai  in 
Iran.    Ov«r the past  3 years  local  production has 
totalled only  sora«   3,500 units with  these being prod- 
uced oy  3 different  companies.     It   is,  however,  of 
interest to consider overall    coat  structure as 
far  as production  of wasnlng machinas   is concerned 
Spain and Franca.     The  industry  In  Spain in common 
with the whola domestic appliance   industry in the 
country has grown vary  rapidly sino«   1963.    In tarma 
of   output,  total volumes have increased from 67,000 
units  in  1958  to  230,000 units  in   1963,   to 550,000 
units in 1969.     Nevertheless,  the   total volume of 
production in Spain,  even in 1969,   was only slightly 
in  excess of half  the  total production in France.     In 
faiale 4.1a breakdown of costs of   production of wash- 
ing machines in both  tnese   countries given. 

TABLE   4.1       STRUCTURE  OF  COSTS  OF   PRQPUCTIQM  OF 
tu«»!« mamut IH mm AHB rttAto 

TEH" 

Raw materials 

Direct and indirect 
labour 
Variatile manufacturing 
and cooling cost» 

Amortisation 

Fixed costs 

Spam 
1 
60 

13 

6 

4 

17 

'France 
t 

50 

28 

5 

5 

12 

It  can be seen  fro» the above tatole that raw material 
coats account  for  a much greater  proportion of total 
coats in Spain  than  is the case  In France.    It is 
quite likely,  indeed «ore than  likely, that raw 
material cost«,  including ooapoMnt'costs, in Iran 
would be at least equal to if not greater than thoae 
in Spain,  thus belnf by far the  «oat  important »ingle 
cost element. 
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5. FUTURE 

t>. 1    Forecast of Demand 

Based on simple  time  series  projections using 
Import    statistics  and acquisition as determined 
in the i4etra  Survey,   demand  for washing machines 
in Iran is  forecast  to increase  to between  *2,000 
and 45,000  units  in  1356,   and  60,000 to 63,000 
units  in   1361.     These projections  are  shown   in 
Figure  5.1.     On  this  basis  the   total number  of 
washing macnines  in  use in  Iran   in 1356 will  be 
of the  order of   300,000 units  equivalent to 
ownership  in urban areas of  8.3% of households, 
which  is  equivalent  to an  ownership within   the 
whole of  Iran of between  4  and  5%.    The same  trend 
line suggests  that the total number of washing 
machines   in use will  increase  to over 500,000 
units  in  1361.     This  is equivalent to an ownership 
level of   10.5%  of households  in  urban areas  or 
6% of households within the  country as  a whole. 

The data base on which the  above projections  are 
made covers only a short period  of time. 
Furthermore, within the time period covered 
there are  significant year by year fluctuations 
and therefore  such  a  trend  line   is open to 
question.     In the section of this report dealing 
with refrigerators  forecasting  techniques based 
on ownership within each of the   income groups 
used in  this  survey were developed.     In Figure 
5.2 ownership curves  for the different  income 
groups on  the basis  of data  for   1346,   1348  and 
1350 are projected to 1356  and  1361.    As can be 
readily seen from Figure 5.2  there are several 
anomolies.     Ownership in income  group 8 appears  to 
be exceptionally high exceeding ownership levels 
in income  group 9.     Furthermore,   ownership  levels 
in income group 1-4 are presently so low that 
projections can only be made on  the basis of  other 
income groups.     On the basis of projections  shown 
in Figure  5.2  the total number of refrigerators 
in use in  Iran  is expected to increase from some 
108,000 units at the present time to over 350,000 
units in  1356 and approaching 740,000 units   in 
1361.    These totals  are based on the    traight 
line projections for income groups 2,3,4,5,   and 6. 
However,   as can be seen from Figure 5.2,  and 
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FIGÜÄ   5.1     TI« SERIES  PPOJlCTIOliS  OF   DEMAND  FOR 
      WASHING  MACHINES   IW   HAN  

• Import 

* Acqul»itt«i 

61 63       65 

Year 
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TABLE  5. ESTIMATED LEVELS OF OWNERSHIP 
OF WASHING MACHINES 

INCOME 
GROUP 

OWNERSHIP   I  OF HOUSEHOI.DS 
1346 U4o 1330 

1 0 0 0 

2 0 0 0 

3 0 0 0 

4 0 0 0 

5 1.7 2.8 3.8 

6 5.0 6.2 7.6 

7 10.4 (18.9) 15.7 

8 14.9 25.1 33.3 

9 13.3 (30.3) 27.0 

10 27.4 30.7           !     40.1 
1 
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projection suggests an increasing disparity of 
ownership between these  income group»  and  income 
groups 7-10.     A second aerie« of projection» 
have therefore  teen nade and theae  are  shown by 
the dotted lines  la,   3a,   4a,   5a,   and  6a.     On  the 
basis of this   second set of projections  the  total 
number of washing «achines  in  use  in   Iran  in   1361 
will be between  130,000 and §50,000 unit«.     In 
the  projections  shown  in Figure  5.2   it  ha«  been 
assumed that   ownership in  income  group  S  .remains 
in  excess     f   ownership  in  income  group  I   although 
there  is no  reason why  this  should be   the  case. 
It   is however,   important to realise  that «ince  the 
number of households  in these  two income groups, 
and  indeed in   income group  10,   is very  saia 11 
relative to the  total number of households   in 
urban areas,   errors are  likely  to be  relatively 
amali.    On the  basis of these projection» demand 
is  expected to  increase in  a wanner  similar  to that 
shown  in Table   5. 

TABLE   5.       FORECASTS OF  DiHAMD  FOR  WASHING  MACHINES 
Iti   HAM , . 

 - -          '   -               •' i 

YEAR P0ÄCAST »HAND 

1351 25,OO0 
1352 30,000 
1353 3§,000 
1354 44,000 
1355 52,000 
1356 §0,0O0 

If   forecasts  of demand between  1356  and  1361  are 
made on the basis of the projections   in Figure  5.2 
shown by line»   2  to 6 then the annual  demand 
for washing machines will »how only a very «»all 
growth between   1356 and  1311.     It would therefore 
appear that be>yond 1356 the projection« denoted 
by   lines 2a,   3a,   4a,   5a,  and 6a,   are more  realistic 
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The   latter  curves   suggest   that   demand will   increase 
from  70,(XX)  units   m   lir>7   to   l¿r>,000   units   m   1361. 

In  the  above  method   the data base  Is   again   somewhat 
inadequate.      It   has  been mentioned  above  that   m   the 
Metta   Survey   the   incidence   of   ownership  within   any 
one   incorno   group   in   the   survey   was   small   and   there- 
fore   suoioct   to   error.     For   this  reason   the   average 
ownership   in   urban   households   for  the years   1346   and 
13ÍO  lias   been   projected  to   135b   and   1361,   and   this 
is   shown   in   Figure   r>. 3.     on  this  basis   the   number 
of   waihin«)   .1 i<   . in.-s    in   use   in   Iran  will   increase   to 
300,UÜO   uni»       ,n   . i >6,   reaching   560,000  units   in 
1361.     Comp.ti!,on   of   the  results of   projections 
baaed   on,   ovin  ,:,i¡    in  each   individual   income  group, 
and   average   man   ownership,   show  a   difference   of 
only   som*»   b •,•<•>••   units   in   1156    although   the   1361 
figures   are    |u.t<-   A , sbiuu 1 ar . 

The  pr<   'tM-ti.m   based  on  average   ownership  levels   in 
„ban    M o is   fa, Is   t      take   sufficient  account   of 
1,,,'p.js.ni     wni-rsMt.'   in  the   lower  incoi»  groups, 
,  ucv   *  ..*•-    «n-   Liti-ly  represented   in  the  base  data. 
uibiect iv.-l>    i«    i'-   thought   that   whilst  projections 

rists   ..f   ownership   in   individual   income 
p,    •, .ijjitly  high   they   are  more   likely 
- \v   future   situation   in   Iran.      Thus   on 

'    ' :,«.     ibove   foreoibt 3 manufacture  of 
icr. ,rws   m   Iran   in  the   future  would  appear 
tinier . • i a i i y   viable   propos i t ion . 

.) f-it'd    i >!> 

41   ¡up^ 
reprt 

• , t «j 

l u 1 v 1 

r.tl'lt 

• :,e   l a.-- i ^ 

• .     bt     .i    >. 

S.2    Price» 

Historically,   price»  of  washing machines  in   Iran 
have   to  a   large  extent  reflected world  market 
price«   plu«   import   duties.      It   does   appear   however, 
as  was  mentioned   in   Section  2   in this  part   of  the 
report,   that  mark-ups   in   Iran   are  at  the  present 
ti»«  relatively   high.     It   is  true  that   retail 
price»   in   Iran' tend   to be  credit prices  rather  than 
cash price«.     Tax««   in  Iran  account   for only  a  very 
•«all   percentage  of   the  r«tail   price.     Whereas   in 
most  other  countri««  retail  prices   carry between 
io-301   of  tax««.     Looking  to  the  future prices   in 
Iran will  probably   increa«« with the commencement 
of   local   production.     It   should ho%»«ver be  possible 
for manufacturer»  in  Iran  to »aintain prices within 
10-151  of  importad  prices.     Th«  increases  being 
necessary  to effect  at  least   in part,   increases   in 
costs  <.f  raw materiali  in   Iran   relatively  to their 
est s   in  other   count ri««. 
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It   is  thought  advisable  that the   Government   limit 
the  manufacture  of washing  machines to  only   a  few 
companies,   at   least  for  the period covered  by 
forecasts  made   in this  report.     Local  manufacturers 
should only be   given manufacturing  licences   if  they 
are  able   to produce  these  products  at  prices  which 
will  enable  them  to dominate the   home  market 
without   import   duties  being exhorbitant. 

5.3     Future Development  and Structure  of  the   Industry 

At  the present   time   in  Iran  there  is really  no 
washing machine  manufacturing industry.     In   planning 
the   future development of  the consumer  durable 
industry  consideration should be  given   to where 
washing machines  can most  economically  be  produced. 
It   is  thought  unadvisable  to issue any  manufacturing 
licences   in this  sector of   industry,   beyond   those 
which  have  already  been   issued,   before   detailed 
plans and   industrial   re-organisation  in  this  sector 
is   at  least underway. Indeed   it could be   advant- 
ageous  for  the   Government,   should  the  opportunity 
arise,  to withdraw existing  licences   for  the 
manufacture of  washing machines   in  Iran  until  the 
above mentioned  plans are  at least  in   the   first 
phase of   implementation. 



PART   3     -     EVAPORATIVE  COOLERS 
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1.      REVIEW 

1.1    Demand 

Climatic conditions   in  Iran mean     that  the 
demand for  evaporative  coolers   is  confined 
to  certain  regions  of   the  country.     At   the 
present  time  the  demand totals  around  9 3,000 
units   and  is  expected   to  increase  to   175,000 
units  in   1356,   with  demand  in  13^1  beina   for 
between  200,000  and   220,000 units.     Ownership 
of,   and demand  for,   evaporative  coolers   is 
confined to the   low  humidity areas  of   Iran. 
The major markets  for  these products  is 
Tehran with  other central  regions  also being 
important.     Areas  around  the Caspian  Sea 
and  the Persian  Gulf, being  high  humidity   areas, 
do not  offer  any potential demand  for  these 
appliances.     The  above   forecasts   assure  ore sent 
trends  in prices,   income  growth,   credit  availa- 
bility etc.   are maintained.     In  addition   it  has 
been  assumed that  substitution  of  cheaper 
cooling  items   such  as   electric  fans by  evapo- 
rative coolers will   continue  in  a manner 
similar to that which  has  been  the  case  over 
the  past  few years.     Evaporative  coolers   are 
produced in  a  range  of  different  sizes   from 
around 900cfm to over   7,000 cfm.     The  most 
common  type  is   the  smaller  900/1,000  cfm 
units although   there   is  evidence  that  units 
of  around  3,000  cfm  are becoming  increasingly 
important.     At  the present  time  ownership  of 
evaporative  coolers   is  to a  large extent  confined 
to middle and upper  income groups. 

1.2    Industry 

In the whole of Iran  there are  some  15  companies 
manufacturing «vaporative coolers  in Iran.     Of 
these companies only  three or  four are of  really 
important.    One company, Arj, presently have some 
50% of the total market.     The second  largest pro- 
ducers, Asmayesh, have  a market  share  of  around 
15% whilst General  Industrial  account  for  a  fur- 
ther 12% of the market.     These  three  companies 
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therefore account for nearly 80% of total 
production in Iran.  Other companies in this 
sector can be divided into two groups.  Firstly 
there are companies who are quite large in 
terms of the overall consumer durables industry 
in Iran and have chosen to produce evaporative 
coolers in order to utilise spare capacity 
within their plants. The relative ease of 
construction of these units means that technical 
problems are kept to a minimum. The second 
group of companies comprise those who operate 
from very small workshops and thus, having relatively 
low overheads are able to compete with the higher 
volume producers in terms of price.  Most of the 
companies in this sector produce a number of 
different models.  This means that even In the case 
of Arj, with the exception of one model, long 
production runs are not possible.  Presently, 
a significant portion of components are imported, 
including major components such as fan, motor 
and pump.  Local production of electric motors of 
the type used in evaporative coolers should be 
feasible in Iran in the not so distant future. 

1.3 Prices 

Over the past seven  years  retail prices  of 
evaporative coolers   have  decreased quite 
significantly,   although there are indications 
that during the past   12 months, due  to increasing 
costs of materials  and components,  companies 
may have  to increase  prices  in the near  future. 
On one or  two models  Arj have  already increased 
prices although  in general terms prices  are 
still very similar  to those which prevailed in 
1348.    Whilst imported materials and components 
account for a high  proportion of the  total cost 
of an evaporative  cooler produced in  Iran  there 
is  still a significant  foreign exchange  saving 
associated with the   local production of  these 
items.    The high proportion and total cost 
attributable to raw materials  and components 
coupled with the relatively high import content 
means that in future when items such as electric 
motors and steel sheets are procured locally the 
total cost of an evaporative cooler  could  increase 
It is therefore important to ensure,  in so far 
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as  is possible,   that  costs of   locally produced 
components  are kept within  the bounds  of  present 
total  cost. 

1.4    Components  Industry 

At  the present  time  the   components   industry  supplying 
manufacturers  cf  evaporative  coolers   is almost 
non-existant.     It   is  known  that one   company,  Asmayesh, 
plan to commence production of  electric motors 
during  the next  two years.     So  far  this company  have 
not  been granted  a  manufacturing  licence  by  the 
Ministry of Economy   for  production  of  these   items . 
Indeed the  company  have  as  yet not   submitted an 
application  to  the  Ministry of Economy.     In 
considering  applications   from  companies  for 
production of electric motors   it  is   important 
that  the  Government  views  such  components   in  the 
context of  the  overall  domestic appliance   industry 
and not  in  the  context  of   a specific  company or   a 
specific product. 

In general  the manufacturers  of evaporative  coolers, 
particularly  the major  companies,  are  the   same 
companies who  are   involved  in  the  local production 
of white goods  and  other   large  consumer durable 
items.    Whilst these  companies  have,   to a   signifi- 
cant extent,   integrated vertically  into component 
production,  particularly  in other appliances, 
further vertical  integration  is  thought unadvisable. 





2.   MARKET 

2.1  Basic Statiatics 

The local production of desert coolers in Iran 
commenced around 1340 and production has progress- 
ively increased to around 90,000 units at the present 
time.   Imports of evaporative coolers are insignifi- 
cant since these are prohibited items requiring 
special import licences from the Ministry of Economy. 
In Table 2.1 details of local production between 1345 
and 1350 inclusive are given. 

Table  2.1 Local Production of  Desert  Coolers 

Y ©eux 

1345 

1346 

1347 

1348 

1349 

1350 

Production 

10,688 

60,960 

49,950 

64,112 

84,806 

93,000 

*    Metra estimate Source: Bureau of Statistics 
Ministry of Economy, 
Iran. 

In actual  fact production 
supplied by the Ministrv 
cantlv different from dat 
by Metra in the course of 
facturer».    The Ministry 
data is however in  close 
data obtained by Metra. 
I CUD X©     m • m • 

data by company,  as 
of Economy,   is signifi- 
a on production obtained 
interviews with manu- 

of Economy production 
agreement with the sales 
This  data is compared  in 
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TABLE 2.2.   PRODUCTION AND SALES OF EVAPORATIVE COOLERS BY COMPANY 

COMPANY 

Ministry of Economy (Production) METRA 

1348 1349 
1349 

Production 
1349 

Sales 
1350 

Production 

Ar j 30133 43696 43000 3 5000 4OOO0 

Asmayesh 9369 12535 16513 11432 15OO0 

Universal - - 5800 5800 6OO0 

General Ind. 707 3 11195 11000 11000 12000 

Varasteh 2156 4345 4 300 4 300 5OO0 

Pars Machine - 920 2000 1500 2 500 

Philver 800 764 200 500 500 

Volta 4915 1650 Not Visited 

Iran Max 3750 4931 Not Visited 

La Ab Iran 3095 4931 Not Visited 

Khorram 1150 1645 Not Visited 

Shahrokhi 870 140 - - - 

MB CO 801 644 Not Visit :ed 

Others* 11500 11500 12000 

TOTAL 64112 84 806 94160 80500 9 3O00 

* To take account of companies not visited 
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As can be seen from Table 2.2 the major differences 
occur in the case of Arj and Asmayesh, both of whom 
carried significant stocks between 1349 and 1350. 
Several smaller manufacturers could not be visited 
during the course of fieldwork in Iran and therefore 
in determining the total production and sales the 
data which was supplied by the Ministry of Economy 
has been used for these companies.   Production in 
1349 significantly exceeded sales in that year. 
Companies entered 1350 carrying nearly 15,000 units 
in stock.  WMlFt nlans were to maintain levels of 
production at 1349 levels indications were that 
sales in 1350,whilst above those for 1349, would still 
result in companies carrying significant stocks at the 
end of 1350 if the production levels indicated were 
achieved.   Taking local production as being equivalent 
to demand in the years 1345, 1348 inclusive the time 
series for demand as shown in Table 2.3 is Indicated. 

Table 2.3 Demand for Evaporative Coolers in Iran 

Year Demand 

1345 11,000 

1346 61,000 

1347 50,000 

1348 64,000 

1349 80,000 

1350 93,000 

Comparison of the demand as determined from local 
production,with data generated in the Mefra survey 
shows significant variations.  The M-jtra data 
Indicates demand in the years 1347 to 1350 was 
significantly less than demand on the basis of 
local production as can be seen overleaf. 
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1347 - 48,000 
1348 - 50,000 
1349 - 6 3,000 
1350 40,0O0 

(Source: Metra Survey 
1350) 

It is felt that the Metra survey data is significantly 
in error.   Discussions with manufacturers in Iran 
suggest that demand figures similar to those shown 
in Tables 2.3 are more realistic.   The reason for 
this apparent discrepancy in the Metra survey data 
is not known.  It appear3 both evaporative ?nd non- 
evaporative (air Conditioners) coolers have been 
under recorded in the Metra survey.   There could 
have been some anowoly in the way these questions 
were asked although this does not appear to have 
been the case.   Review of the questions in both 
English and Farsi would suggest that anomolies 
should not have resulted.   Nevertheless it is thought 
that the Metra survey data in relative terms gives the 
overall picture of demand and the distribution of this 
demand in Iran. 

2.2 Characteristics of the Market 

According to the Metra survey the total number of 
evaporative coolers in use was 260,000 units at the 
end of 1350.   On the basis of local production 
statistics between 1345 and 1350 a total of over 360,000 
units are in use at the present time.   Whilst no data 
is available as to the number of evaporative coolers in 
use prior to 1345 indications and estimates would place 
this at the order of 50-75,000 units.   It would there- 
fore seem reasonable to assume that there are at the 
present time some 400-430,000 evaporative coolers in 
use in Iran. 

The market for evaporative coolers in Iran is somewhat 
limited.  Climatic variations between the different reg- 
ions of the country are such that in certain areas 
humidity is very low whilst in other areas humidity is 
very high.   Evaporative coolers are suitable only in 
areas where humidity is very low.  The major concentra- 
tion of population in the low humidity areas is in and 
around Tehran.  Areas around the Caspian and the Gulf 
have very high humidity and as such the market for 
evaporative coolers is nil.  Cooling requirements in 
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these areas are most satisfactorily served by air 
conditioning units.  Because of the importance of 
climatic factors demand in Tehran and ownership of 
evaporative coolers is significantly higher than in 
other areas.   Indeed according to the Metra survey 
some 96% of all evaporative coolers in use in Iran 
are in Tehran.   Within Tehran and indeed within the 
other cities ownership of evaporative coolers follows 
the pattern which has been found for many other 
consumer durable items with ownership increasing with 
increased income.   In Table 2.4 ownership of 
evaporative coolers by income group is shown for 
Tehran. 

Table 2.4 Ownership of Evaporative Coolers By 
Income Group Tehran 

Income Group Ownership 
(% Households) 

1-2 0 

3-4 12.7 

5-6 32.9 

7-8 71.0 

9-10 75.6 

All 33.3 

Ownership of evaporative coolers in Tehran is 
compared with ownership in other cities in 
Table 2.S.  As can be seen from this table 
ownership in Iran significantly exceeds the 
ownership found in all other areas. 
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Table  2.5 Ownership of  Evaporative Coolen By city 
Type * 

City  Group Ownership 
(*)Households) 

Tehran 

Large Cities 

Small Cities 
All  Urban 

33.3 

2.0 

0.6 
8.€ 

Whilst  specific  details  appertaining  to  the 
size  of evaporative  cooler   purchased  were  not 
obtained  in the  Metra   survey   some   information 
as  to whether  the  unit  was  fixed  or portable 
was  collected.        It  would appear   from  the Metra 
data  that portable  units account   for   some  14»   of 
the   total number of  evaporative coolers   in  use 
in  Iran.       This   is  of   interest  since  there   is 
only  one company,  Ar j ,   who produce a  portable 
evaporative cooler   in  significant  volumes. 
Recently  several other  companies  have  copied 
this   unit produced  by  Arj  although  so  far  they 
would  appear   to  have    had only   limited   succeua. 

Comparison of   production data which has  been 
presented by  company   in Table  2.2  with  market 
shares as determined   in the  Metra  survey  show« 
a  relatively good  agreement.       Detail   figure« 
of  such a comparison  are presented  in Table   2.6. 

* Because of regional variations in climative 
conditions ownership ln"JUl Urban Areas" is 
many respects  a neanlniless  figure. 

in 
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màs^di Brand Shares     -    Evaporative Coolers 

Company 

Ar j 

Â«Biaye«h 

Generai 

others 

Share of Production 
(1346 and 1349) 

T: 

Sources : 1, 
2, 

50 

15 

12 

23 

Share of 
Ownership 

49 

12 

11 

28 

Ministry of   Economy   1348,  Metra   Ì348, 
Metra  Survey. 

Th« data contained  in  Table  2.6   show«  that  there 
la •  very good  agreement between the Metra  survey 
and brand shar«« as determined on  the basis of 
production data.      The   Metra  survey  show»  that 
prior  to 1341 Arj  hid  a considerably greater  »hare 
of this market  than la   currently the case.       Indeed, 
in  1347  and   1346 Arj   had  son«  60*   of  the   total 
markst  whilst  Aumayeiih  had  a  share almost  the 
•am«  as  that   today,   11%,and Ganaral I nduatrxal 
had only 61  of  th« total market.       Fro» discussions 
with  representative!  of  Ärj   it   is  known   that   the 
company have  fallad to   retain their market share 
durinq   th«  past   three   or   four  years.       Indeed   in 
mo  tna company  introduced a  new bonus   scheine   for 
dealers  and whilat this  did temporarily  boost   sales 
to dea Ieri  the  company   are  now questioning  the 
wisdom of  their  actlona. 

Evaporative coolers are an  Itam which are used 
for only part of the  year.       às would be expected 
significant variation«  are to be found   in 
purchasing patterns throughout the year.       In 
fable  2.1 the distribution of   acquisition by  season 
is shown. 
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Table 2.7 Acquisition of Evaporative Coolers by 
Season 

Season % of Total Purchases 

Spring 6.0 

Summer 78.0 

Autumn 4.0 

Winter 

   

5.0 

Source:  Metra Survey 
1350 

As can be seen from the data contained in Table 
2.7 over 75% of units are purchased during the 
summer.   In the course of discussion with 
companies it was found that little marketing 
effort is made to get customers to purchase 
evaporative coolers in seasons other than 
summer.   Whilst as has been mentioned above, 
Arj made an effort to move some of their stock 
from their own warehouses to dealers, this 
move was concerned only with getting the dealers 
to carry the stocks rather than the company 
themselves.   There was no effort made to 
persuade the customers to bring forward the 
purchase of these appliances. 

As far as the replacement demand for evaporative 
coolers is concerned unfortunately available data 
means that only estimates of future replacement 
markets can be made.   It is thought that the 
average life of an evaporative cooler would be 
of the order of 12 years.  On this basis the 
replacement market is unlikely to become important 
until around 1360 and therefore little consideration 
needs to be given in this study.  It has been 
assumed that between 1350 and 135§ replacement 
market will average 5,000 units per annum and 
between 1356 and 1361 this average will progressively 
increase to 15,000 units In the final year. 
Discussions with manufacturers suggest that 
households will continue to use evaporative 
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coolers  even though their efficiency has decreased 
quite significantly.       Indeed the opinion which   is 
held is  that  an evaporative cooler   is considered 
to have   reached a  stage when  it  should be  scrapped 
only when  it  actually falls  to pieces. 

The Metra survey did not  study the  size of 
evaporative cooler which  is normally purchased 
by households.       It would appear  that the roost 
common  units  are  in  the  range  of  900  to 4,000 
c.f.m.    (cubic  feet  per  minute).        It  has,   however, 
been  found  that the  actual  rating  given  to  an 
evaporative cooler   in  Iran has   little meaning. 
One company has established  laboratory and  test 
facilities  for  evaporative coolers  and found 
in general  that units  produced   in   Iran have  an 
air through put of between one half and two thirds 
nominal   ratings which are given.        In  Table   2.8 
ratings  as determined by  this  company are given 
for conditions which  are  as near  as  possible   to 
those which would be encountered   in  the average 
home. 

Table 2.8             Comparison of  Rating and Actual Output 
of  Evaporative Coolers 

Manufacturer 
Rating 

(c. f.m. ) 

Actual Output 

(c.f.m. ) 

Arj 1 r0OO 620 

Asmayesh 1 ,000 420 

General  Industrial 1 ,000 310 

Ar j 2 ,100 1,050 

Arj 4 ,ooo 3,500 

Universal 4 ,000 3,650 

Arj 3. 000 2,100 

Universal 3, 500 2,450 
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A.S  can be seen from the preceding table the actual 
rating which is given to an  evaporative cooler  is 
a meaningless number.       Indeed,   evaporative coolers 
are   probably the   product in  which makers  descriptions 
are   the most  inaccurate. 

In Table  2.9  the  retail price  of  different  evaporativi 
coolers  produced   in   Iran is  given for  several  years. 
The  data  contained   in this  table  shows that  whilst 
prices of  evaporative coolers  decreased between  134 3 
and   1348  there have  been small   increases   in price 
since  then.       Evaporative coolers are not  produced 
in very many countries around   the world  and  it was 
not   possible during  the course of  this  study  to obtair 
data  appertaining   to  the price of evaporative coolers 
in  other  countries. 

** 
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3.   THE EVAPORATIVE COOLER MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY IN IRAN 

3.1  Historical Background 

The assembly of evaporative coolers in Iran began 
some 12-15 years ago.  Assembly operations were 
established in a number of small workshops as well 
as in the larger companies such as Arj.   In the 
early years prices of evaporative coolers were very 
high and the Government, through the Pricing 
Department in the Ministry of Economy, conducted 
a series of price investigations between 134 3 and 
1346 which resulted in the significant price 
reductions which nave been shown in Table 2.9 in 
the previous section of this report.  It is not 
known precisely how many manufacturing licences 
were issued by the Ministry of Economy although the 
general concensus of opinion is that some 20 
licences in all were issued during the early 1340s. 
At the present time there are some 13 or 14 
companies actively involved in the production of 
evaporative coolers.  The market is undoubtedly 
dominated by Arj who with Asmayesh and General 
Industrial account for over 7 2% of total demand. 
Partly because of seasonal variations in demand 
and partly because of small volumes of production 
only one company in this sector has an assembly 
line which is used exclusively for evaporative 
coolers.  Other companies tend to produce evapora- 
tive coolers and space heaters on the same 
assembly line, using the facilities for production 
of evaporative coolers for only a few months of 
the year.  In the following sections, a brief 
resume of the facilities and activities in each 
of the major companies in this sector is given. 

3.1.1  Ari 

Arj has for many years been the dominant 
force in the market for evaporative 
coolers. The company are the only company 
in Iran to have an assembly line specifically 
for assembly of these items. Other than the 
final assembly line,facilities for produc- 
tion of evaporative coolers are also used 
for production of other items.  All press 
working, painting and assembly work is 
undertaken in the factory. The only imported 
items are the motor and a few minor fittings 
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Items such as wood shavings, packing 
and a few small components are 
purchased locally in Iran with other 
components being produced in the 
factory. 

It is difficult to establish the precise 
reason that Arj have such a large market 
share in this sector.  As was shown in 
Section 2 above, in terms of quality, 
Arj products are not superior to those 
of their competitors.  Undoubtedly part 
of the success of the company can be 
attributed to the fact that they 
for many years produced a small evapora- 
tive cooler, the model 252 (900 cfm) 
which was not available from any of their 
competitors.  Even today this single 
model accounts for more than 40» of total 
units production by the company.  The 
strong selling points of this unit are 
feit to be that it is portable and there- 
fore can be used in more than one room 
and whilst relatively small is much 
cheaper than larger units which are avail- 
able.  Indeed were not for the product ion 
of this one model Arj would find themselves 
with a total volume very similar te that 
of Asmayesh and General Industrial. 

As far as different model» are concerned, 
Arj produce more models of évaporâtive 
cooler than any other company in Iran. 
With 8 different models presently 
produced by the company and one of these 
accounting for some 40? of total produc- 
tion, it is obvious that annual production 
of son« models is very small.  Whilst there 
are limitations to the economies which can 
be gained from cationalisating the product 
range it is nevertheless true that were 
Arj to produce fewer model», providing 
production volumes could be maintained, 
significant cost savings would be made. 

3.1.2  Asmayesh 

This company i» currently the second 
largest producer of evaporative coolers in 
Iran. The company commenced production 
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of  evaporative coolers only   1347  and 
since   that   time  has gained  a   significant 
penetration  of   the  market.     Prior   to 
1349   the  company  produced  only   three 
different models  of  evaporative  cooler 
and   two of   these  were  very   similar. 
Since   1349  two  other models   have  been 
added   to the  product  range.      Production 
volumes  at Asmayesh wean     that   it   is  not 
econon-cal   for   the  company   to  maintain 
a   sincji...   assembly   line   exclusively   for 
production  of   this  product.      In   practice 
they   use   the   same   assembly   line   for   pro- 
duction  e"    kerosene   space   heaters   and 
evaporative   coolers  with   the   latter   being 
produced   for   only   some   three   months  of 
the  year.     Local   content   and   in-factory 
content   is   similar   to  that   found   in Arj. 
Again   it   is   impossible   to  assess   the 
numuer  of  workers  directly   involved   in 
the   production  of   evaporativi«   coolers. 
When   the  assembly   line   is  working  on 
evaporative  coolers a  total   of   18   people 
are   involved   in   final  assembly.      In 
addition  there  are,  during   this   period, 
several people  in  other  departments  such 
as  press shops  and painting  departments, 
who  are directly   involved  in   the  produc- 
tion  of  evaporative coolers. 

In  common with  the  product   and   marketing 
strategy which  is   followed  by   Asmayesh 
on virtually  all  products,   the  price of 
evaporative  coolers produced   by  this 
company tend  to  be  slightly   less  than 
those  of Arj   for   corresponding   models. 
However Asmayesh have by  no means  the  lowest 
priced nroducts   in  this   sector. 

3.1.3       General  Industrial 

General Industri 
seven different 
Towards the end 
commenced produc 
tive cooler of 1 
This unit was pr 
Arj product whic 
whelming success 
the   latter  part 

al produce  a   total of 
models  of  evaporative cooler 
of   1349   the   company 
tion of  a portable evapora- 
ess  than   1,000 CFM rating. 
oduced  to compete with  the 
h  had  been   such an over- 

in  the market.     Throughout 
of   1349  and   through the 
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production season in 1350 this single 
product has accounted for more than 15% 
of all units produced by General Industrial. 
The most common models produced by this 
company are still the 3OO0 and 310O which 
account for 501 of all units produced. A 
further 20% of production is the 4000 and 
4100 models with the remaining production 
being the much larger units.  In common with 
other companies in this sector the outer 
case is manufactured in factory from imported 
steel.  The fan motor is imported as also is 
the pump.  Float valves and small fittings 
are also imported.  The motor which is used 
in evaporative coolers produced by this 
company varies from l/3rd h.p to l/8th h.p. 
depending on the model.  This size and motor 
is in common with that used by competitors 
and is within the range of motor being 
produced by the Machine Saii of Tabriz. 

3.1.4  Universal 

Universal are one of the more recent entrants 
to this activity in Iran.  The company 
currently produce two different models of 
evaporative cooler, namely the 3500 CFM unit 
and a 4000 CFM unit.  Whilst annual volumes 
are still relatively small, the company have, 
over the past two years, demonstrated that 
new entrants can penetrate the market.  It is 
noticeable that Universal products are priced 
significantly below those of their competitors 
such as Arj and Asmayesh.  Furthermore this 
company is the only company in this sector to 
have any test facilities for evaporative 
coolers.  Whilst units produced by this 
company are rated according to the norms in 
Iran, the company claim that they play the 
"numbers game" less than do their competitors 
in this sector. Production facilities at 
Universal are simple and since volumes do not 
permit long production runs these products 
are produced for only part of a year.  Local 
content and in factory content is identical 
to that found in General Industrial with the 
same items being imported. 
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3.1.5  Others 

In addition to the companies which have 
been discussed above there are some ten 
other companies involved in the production 
of evaporative coolers in Iran.  Whilst 
some of these companies were visited 
during the course of field work in Iran 
time did not permit visits to all these 
companies.  In general evaporative coolers 
produced by these companies account for 
only a very small oart of the total 
number of units produced in the country. 
Furthermore, these companies do not have 
assembly lines set up specifically for 
evaporative coolers but tend to use facili- 
ties which are primarily used for other 
products.  Indeed the relatively simple 
construction of these products has 
attracted several manufacturers who find 
they have excess production capacity in 
other products and they tend to utilise 
this capacity by producing evaporative 
coolers.  Companies such as Pars Machine 
and Philver most definitely treat evapora- 
tive coolers as a secondary product.  Other 
companies, generally those operating from 
small premises using relatively labour 
intensive techniques, find that evaporative 
coolers can be made for the minimum level 
of investment. It is thought unlikely that 
any of these companies will gain a signifi- 
cant penetration of this market since those 
with the potential to do so presently 
regard these products as of secondary 
importance and companies for whom evaporative 
coolers are a significant portion of their 
total production do not have the expertise 
and financial backing necessary to make them 
a dominant force in the market. 
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4.        COST  STRUCTURE 

4.1       Costs  Production 

During  trie  course  of  field work,  in   Iran attempts 
were made  to establish   the  costs  production  in 
each company.     Unfortunately satisfactory  data 
could not  be  obtained   from all   the   companies 
seen during  tne  course  of  the  study.      Indeed signi- 
ficant  difference.-   in  total  costs  were  found  to 
exist  between   the  different companies.     Analysis 
of  all  data  collected nas   led  to  a   significant 
proportion  of  the  data  being  rejected on   the 
grounds  of  being  inconsistent.      In  Table   4.1  the 
cost breakdown  for   a  6DOO CFM evaporative   cooler 
is presented.     No  attempt  has been  made  to 
correct  this  data  although  it  is   felt  that  the 
cost of   certain components   are  high.     On   the  basis 
of  data  presented  in Table  4.1   it  can  been  seen 
that whilst  the ex-factory price  of   a unit  produced 
in  Iran   is  considerably  in excess   of   the   J  <t F 
price of   a similar  unit  imported  tnere  is   a signi- 
ficant   foreign exchange  saving  associated with 
manufacture  in Iran. 

In Table   4.2   a comparison of  the  cost build-up   for 
different sizes of  evaporative  cooler produced   in 
Iran is  given.     It  can  been seen   from the  data 
contained  in   this  Table  that raw material  cost 
account   for  an increasing portion  of   the   total   cost 
with  increase  in size of  unit.     It   is  felt  that   the 
difference between  the  6000 CFM unit  and  the  6 500 
CFM unit  in  reality would not be  as   great  as  is 
indicated in  Table   4.2.     Direct   labour cost  in 
each case  account  for only a very  small portion  of 
the  total  cost with  raw materials  and components 
being  the main element of  cost.     Unfortunately   it 
was not possible  to obtain  a breakdown of   items 
included  in  overheads,   although  the   impression  was 
gained  tnat profits  comprised a significant 
portion of the total overheads.     Whilst data 
relating to fixed and variable overheads was not 
available  in  any of  the  companies,   an estimate was 
given by Arj  who consider  that  some   60% of   total 
overheads  are  fixed overheads with  the remaining 
40% being variable  overheads. 
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TABLE   4 . 1 CO ST   BREAKDOWN   FOR   6 5O0   CRM EVAPORATIVE   COULl :P 

PRODUCED   IN   IRAN. 

•           '—• ' — -—' •—-—————— ———————— 

Rials Duties 

Imported Item» 

Motor 12 80 i r! 

Pump 10 3 8 9», 

Bearings S 2 ', 

Belt (Fan) 8o 1 

Drive Shaft lio 18 

Pulleys 4 7u 45 

Small Ciampi Fittings etc. 390 50 

Switch 22u 2 S 

Valve 120 JO 

Steel Sheet 1460 310 

TOTAL 5296 

Locally Purchased Items 

Total Cost Raw Materials and Components 

2 740 200 

SO 3D 

Total Duties Paid 9b 3 

Direct Labour 720 

Overheads 

Ex Factory Price 

32§0 

12010 

Retail Prie« 159O0 

Estimate CiP Prie« Imported »ooo* 

Foreign Exchange Requirement (approx) SOÖ0 

Foreign Exchan§e Saving     (approx) 4OO0 

Value Added in Iran        (approx) •ooo 

•Estimate made by manufacturer    in   Iran 
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TAELE  4.1 COUPAI!!«  Of  COST  1UILD-UP   FOi  DirflRBNT  SIZES 
of EVMQmnw, COOLER PRODUCED IN IBAN ,  

ITEM 

1 Materials 
1 
¡ Dlract Labour 
i 

, overheads 

, tx-Factory 

i ftetall trice 

too  cfm 

Rials 

3200 

200 

uto 

42ÌO 

S ?00 

51 

5 

44 

lOO 

6000   cf> 

Ríala 

5§O0 

400 

4560 

10*40 

14450 

54 

4 

42 

100 

6500  cfm 

Rial« 

8030 

720 

3260 

12010 

15900 

67 

6 

27 

lOO 
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Tne nigh portion of total cost attributable to 
raw materials and component« coupled with the 
relatively high import content, means that in 
tne future when items such as electric motors 
and steel sheets are producaci locally the total 
cost of an evaporative cooler could increase 
quite significantly unless the cost of these 
locally produced items are kept witnin the 
bounds of present cost levels. 

It is known that one company, Asmayesh, plan to 
commence production of electric motors during 
the next two years.  These motors which are 
likely to be produced under licence from ALG of 
Germany, would b« specifically for use by 
Asmayesh in evaporative coolers and other items 
produced by the company.  The possible consequences 
of such local manufacture is discussed in tne 
section oí   this report dealing with the future 
components industry, where it is thought that tne 
Government should very seriously consider whether 
local manufacture of components such as electric 
motors uy companies like Asmayesh is advisable. 
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5. FUTURE 

5. i  Forecast of Demand 

The regional variations wnich occur in tue demand 
for evaporative coolers means Unit forecasting 
tecnniques which have been developed xn earlier 
sections of this report cannot ue applied to 
evaporative cooleis.  These tecnniques consider 
tne overall urban population in Iran.  In the case 
of evaporative coolers only a portion of the urban 
population is a potential consuming sector,  other 
forecasting techniques based on inn«  or expendi- 
ture again cannot be used because without a very 
complex model the total number of housenolds in 
areas which are potential users of evaporative 
coolers cannot be determined.  obviously crude 
estimates of minimum levels can ue obtained on the 
basis of data for Tehran. 

A simple time series projection of demand for 
evaporative coolers in Iran is shown in Figure 5.1 
on the basis of this projection demand in 1356 is 
expected to reach 175,UGO units.  Tnis projection 
has not been taken forward since 1361 since it is 
thought that other factors sucri as substitution by 
air conditioners and instalation of integral cool- 
ing systems could reduce demand for evaporative 
coolers in subsequent years.  On the basis of 
nistorlcal demand for evaporative coolers a growth 
rate of nearly 131 is forecast between 1350 and 
1356.  It is felt that ueyond 1356 a much lower 
growth rate is likely.  It has been assumed that 
the growth rate between the period 1356 and 1361 
progressively decreases from 10% per annum to 5* 
per annum in tne final year.  This suggest a 
total demand o* between 2(X),00o «nd 220,000 units 
in  1361.  On the basis of thesa forecasts of demand 
the number of evaporative coolers in use oy 1361 
would be of the order of 1.5 million.  This would be 
equivalent to an ownership level of some 501 to 601 
of household» in the areas where evaporative coolers 
are likely to be used.  It is important to realise, 
however, that in reality whilst the number of units 
in use may be 1.5 million by 1361, several of the 
more wealthy households will have more than one unit 
and therefore an ownership level of 401 to 501 is 
more likely to be the case. 
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5.2       Components   Indus tr] 

At  the present  time  other  than  sheet metal  work 
vet y   few components   for  evaporative  coolers   are 
made   in  Iran.     It  was   found,   in  the  course   of 
field work   in  Iran,   that   companies   tend  to   import 
small  components   such   as  nuts,   uolts   (and   clamps) 
even   though   inert-   are   small   companies   in   Iran 
producing   tnese   items.      Reasons  given  for   importing 
tnese   items   varieu   out   include  price,   quality   and 
reliability   cf   service.     Major  components   whicn   are 
imported   include   the   fan  and   fan  motor,   pump   and 
control   valve   and   t.  »at.     There   are   plans   witnin 
Iran   to manufacture  e metric motors   at     the   machine 
Saul   plant   at  Tabriz.      v.-nuf^cturers   In   this   sector 
however  claim that  motor«;  nroducod  by  this   company 
will  not  meet  their   requirements   and one   company, 
Asmayeih,   are planning   to produce   tneir  own 
electric motors   commencing  production  in   13J¿.      it 
is   felt  that  sucn  vertical   integration  in   tins 
sector of   industry   is   at   the  present   time   undesire- 
aole.     Production  of   fractional  a.p.   motors   of 
the   type  used  in  evaporative   coolers,  washing 
machines,   etc.,   snould  be  produced  by  a  components 
industry  and not  by   the  terminal   industry   itself. 
Deviously   tne demand   for electric  motors   for 
evaporative  coolers   is   insufficient  to warrant 
establishing production   facilities.     However,   there 
are within   Iran  considerable  requirements   for 
electric  motors   and  one  or  two companies   snould be 
eataolished  to meet   this   requirement. 

Whilst there are   companies  presently manufacturing 
water pumps  in  Iran,   the  type of  product  mad« 
by  these   companie»   is   significantly  different   to 
pumps which  ar«  required  for evaporative   coolers. 
The  demand  for  small  pumps  of  this  type   in   Iran, 

those   used  in evaporative  coolers,   is 
and production  in  Iran   is  unlikely   to be 
for  several  years  to come.     Other   compon- 

„„v...  w..*w..  are  used  in evaporative  coolers   such  as 
wire,  copper and steel  tube are presently  produced 
in  Iran or will  be  during the next   five  year». 
Companie»   in the   consumer durable   industry   should 
tnerefore  purchase   these  items  from local  manufacturers 

other than 
very small 
economical 
ents which 
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5. 3      Future Industry structure 

The structure of  the evaporative  cooler manufacturing 
industry   in  Iran  cannot  be   considered  in  isolation. 
It nas  been mentioned in  Section  3  above  that 
companies  producing evaporative  coolers  tend   to 
utilise   the  same  production   facilities   that  are   used 
for other consumer  durable   items.     This  trend   is 
likely  to continue   in  the   future,   although   increaseu 
volumes  within  individual   factories would enable 
separate   assembly   lines   to be established  for  evapora- 
tive  coolers  resulting  in  continuous  process   techniques 
being  used rather  than  the  batch process   tecnniques 
presently  in operation.     Consideration of  action wnich 
should oe  taken  by  the  Government  regarding   the   future 
structure of  the  evaporative  cooler manufacturing 
industry  is  discussed in volume   1  of  this   report. 
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MARKET 

2.1  Basic Statistics 

It has been mentioned in the previous section that 
climatic conditions in Iran mean that evaporative 
coolers can only be used in certain regions of tne 
country.  In areas of high humidity, air conditioning 
units are usea.  i'nese units serve two functions. 
Firstly they prny ie a cooling function and secondly 
they de-humidify t. > air.  Air conditioning units are 
in many ways bi.^Jar to a refrigerator.  Tney have 
a compressor and ¡u.. it exchange unit with a fan passing 
air through tne heat exchange unit tnus cooling it and 
condensing out a portion of the moisture in tne air. 
Whilst these units are currently produced m Iran a 
significant proportion of the requirements of the 
country are met by imports.  In Table 2.1 imports and 
local production of air conditioning units are given. 

As can oeen seen from the data presented in Table 2.1 
the major proportion of demand in Iran is met oy 
imports.  Indeed at the present time there are only 
two companies, General Industrial and General Iran 
Electric who locally produce these items.  The first 
company to commence local production of air condition- 
ing units was Pars Machine, altnougn tais company 
ceased production in 1J4 8 due to nigh costs of pro- 
duction and low profitability resulting from competition 
from imports. 

The low ownership of air conditioners,and the relatively 
few units in the country which are old,means that 
scrappage and the replacement market for air conditioning 
units in the future will be very small.  Throughout 
tne period under consideration in this study scrappage 
rates are likely to be so small as to be insignificant. 

In Table 2.2  details of local production of air 
conditioners by company is given. 

Table 2.2: LOCAL PRODUCTION OF AIR CONDITIONING 
UNITS     — • 

Company 

General Industrial 

General Iran Elee. 

Pars Machine 

1348 

877 

200 

1349 

5uo 

150 

1350 

600 

100 

Source:  Metra Field work. 
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TABLE   2.1       IMPORTS  AND  LOCAL   PRODUCTION   AIR CONDITIONERS 

YEAR IMPORTS LOCAL PRODUCTION 

1338 5000 — 

1339 9000 — 

1340 6000 - 

1341 1500 - 

1342 1800 - 

1343 2000 - 

1344 6067 — 

1345 7825 — 

1346 7192 - 

1347 5601 200 
1348 7892 1000 
1349 9557 650 

Source:       Imports,   "Foreign Trade Statistics of  Iran' 
Local Production     :     Metra Fieldwork. 

Note: Import  for years  1338-1343 inclusive are 
estimated from value. 
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2.2  Characteristics of the Market 

In the previous part of this report it has ueen 
mentioned that evaporative coolers and air 
conditioning units are complimentary items, each 
satisfying the needs of households in specific 
regions of Iran.  Air conditioning units meet tne 
requirement of households in high humidity areas. 
Such areas as those around the Caspian Sea and 
around the Persiai« Gulf.  It nas Deen shown in 
Tat) le 2. ^L)( -ve that demand within Iran at the 
present time is relatively small, totalling little 
more than 10,ü0ü units per annum with the major 
portion of this demand being met by imports.  The 
Metra survey which was carried out towards the end 
of 1350 gives little guide to market shares in this 
sector because incidence of these appliances was 
very low.  Discussions with manufacturers suggest 
that General Iran Electric are the market leaders. 
This company in addition to locally producing 
air conditioning units imports a significant pro- 
portion of total requirements.  Many other companies 
are also involved in the importation of these 
appliances.  Furthermore several large multi- 
national companies are known to be showing interest 
in tne market for air conditioning units in Iran. 
Companies see Iran as the country with the best 
potential demand for these appliances in the Middle 
East.  The commonly held belief in these multi- 
national companies is that demand in Iran over the 
next decade is unlikely to warrant local production. 
Indeed of international companies who were contacted 
during the course of this study, none realised that 
local production, albeit small, existed in Iran. 

Air conditioning units are very expensive when 
compared with other equipment for cooling.  There 
is a small market for air conditioning units in 
hotels and the more wealthy households in areas 
such as Tehran.  In terms of unit volume uowever, 
this is only a very small market, and the Metra 
survey shows less than 2,000 units currently in 
use in Tehran. 

Like otner coolers, air conditioners are a seasonal 
product with the main selling seasons being Spring 
and Summer. Companies who manufacture these items 
do not have volumes sufficient to warrant continuous 
production and both General Industrial and General 
Electric tend to produce these items in the latter 
part of Winter. 
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The price of  air conditioners  in  Iran tends to 
a  large extent to reflect world market prices 
when appropriate  allowances are made   for  custom 
duties.    At  the present time custom      duties on 
air conditioning units are  251  ad valorem with 
CBT accounting  for a  further 10%.     The price of 
an  air conditioner in Iran  is compared with 
prices  in other countries   in Table  2.3.     This 
table shows prices  in Iran  to be a  little  higher 
than those  in other countries.     Prices  in   Iran 
tend to be some  30%  above  those  found in 
European countries,   although this  is  at  least in 
part due to the  fact of higher  import duties  in 
Iran.    Local manufacturers  in  Iran tend to meet 
prices of imported items,   although  they claim 
that in doing this  they are unable  to make 
profits. 
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TABLB  2.3.        RETAIL  PRIC1S  Of AIR COMPITIÓMEM   (with   çowpi en HOI 

COUNTRY PRICE    (Hi.) PRICE   INDEM MAKE 

Japan 3212') 99.0 National 
Korea 4689 144.5 GE 
Formo«« '"" 20 114.4 - 

Hong Kong 2120« i 65.4 Hot prit nt- 

India 487CX) 1 SO. 1 '..i-   i   I y    issami. I »• 

Turkey 82520 254.3 L )'. ,i   ! y   i ?   .iiu   e " 

Iran 3 30ÖO 101. ? Ofc 

Lebanon 24150 74.4 Root es   Tt»mp<ïii 
Fran ce? 28130 Se. 7 Tecrir. ICA 1   Ni vr> 1 
Weit  Germany 324 50 1ÛÛ. ü Mes* mcfh'HJSi» 
Switiarland 26350 81.2 - 

Italy 20150 §2.1 «*es * i nqf.    j^e 

Austria 26770 82.5 i'h i , i p.« 

Spain 39070 120.4 P )*t t    Ht  ini 

USA 23SOO 72.S M. i t •' •>   !     r J 

Canada 23700 7 3.0 .'M ..        t     i -1 

Mexico 35950 LIO. S 
1 reyben 

Braiil 32560 110.4 GE 
Chile êOéSO 1 86.9 i r iqi i a ; * tj 

South  Africa 35000 IO?.S Tede lex 
Kenya 32 7 75 loi.o M- )ove r 

Ghana 34 500 160.3 GE 
Australia 34900 107.6 Kelvin«tor 
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THi  AIR CONDITIONER MANUFACTURING  INDUSTRY   IN   IRAN 

3.1 Historical Situation 

The local  assembly of  air  conditioning  units  in 
Iran  commenced only  son»   4  or 5 years   ago.     The 
Government  did not   require   companies   to obtain 
licences   for  the m mufacture  of these   items  since 
no special   protection   is   given  to this   sector. 
The   first   company to begin   local production was 
Pars Machine,   however»   because  of problems   in 
competing with   imported products  the   company 
ceased production of what   turned out   to be   a 
loss making  product.     The   second company  to 
begin  local  production  was  General  Industrial. 
This  company  currently  produces  air  conditioning 
units under   licence  from  Chrysler Temp-Air.     The 
only other  producer  in   Iran   is  General   Iran 
Electric,   who  commenced   local  assembly  around 
the  same  time   as  did General   Industrial. 

3.2 Present Situation 

At the present  time  total   production  of  these 
items  in   Iran   is  less   than   1,000 units  per  annum. 
General   Industrial  are   unhappy with  their  present 
model  and  are  planning  to  change  licensor  going 
to Westinghouse  products.     General  Iran  Electric 
manufacture  only two  of   the  models  from the 
General Electric   (USA)   range with others being 
Imported.     The precise  reason why these compan- 
ies  chose  to  locally  assentile these  products  is 
not clear.     Their claims  of making very  low 
profits on  these  items  would  appear to be 
justified. 

In both these  companies  the  same facilities and 
equipment used for production of refrigerators 
is also used  for assembly  of their conditioners. 
General  Iran Electric have  a production programme 
which entails  air conditioners being produced 
for only one month to six weeks per year. 
During this  time no refrigerators are manufact- 
ured.    General  Industrial  have a similar 
production progrj 
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4.        COST STRUCTURE 

In Table  4.1  the cost of production of an air conditioner 
in Iran is  given.    The particular unit chosen is   an   18,000 
B.Th.U.    As  can be seen  from the data presented  in   this table 
imported  items  account  for a very high proportion  of  the 
total material  and component cost.     Furthermore,  materials and 
components  account for over two-thirds of the ex-factory cost 
of the unit.     Direct  labour costs  are very small  being  less 
than  3%  of  the  ex-factory  price.     The  remaining   30%   of 
the ex-factory price is made-up  in  the  form of overheads. 

Even though  a significant portion of  raw materials   and 
components have to be imported,  there  is,  somewhat  surpri- 
singly,  still  a foreign exchange saving associated with 
local production in Iran.     Indeed,   the saving is  estimated 
to total nearly 5,000 Rials per unit.     The claim which is 
normally made  by manufacturers  that  they are unable   to make 
profits by  local assembly of air conditioners is  quite 
likely valid.     The duties which must be paid on  imported 
components  total some 6,300 Rials,  whilst the duties   to be 
paid on the  finished unit  are  less   than 7,500 Rials. 
Obviously,   this means that  in terms  of duties  local   assem- 
blers have  an  advantage of   little more than 1,200  to   1,5000 
Kx £1JL S » 

If the above data is realistic and there is a local 
production then from a national point of view there   are 
advantages  in the local assembly of  air conditioners.     By 
reducing duties on components,  it should therefore  be 
possible  to keep retail price not too dissimilar  to  those 
prevailing in other parts  of the world. 
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TABLE   4.1.        COST OF  PRODUCTION OF AIR CONDITIONER  IN   IRAN 

(18000 B Th  U) . 

ITEM 

Imported Component«  and Materials 

Compressor 

Capacitor 
Heat Exchange Components 

Other Components and Materials 

Locally  Produced Components 
and Materials 

Total  Duties Paid 

Total  Materials  and Components 

Direct Labour 

Consumables 

Royalty 

Interest 

Other Overheads 

Ex-Factory Cost 

Foreign Exchange Requirement 

C & F Price Iran 

Foreign Exchange Saving 

Total Cost 
(Rls) 

6585 

934 

4000 

7000 

2004 

20523 

842 

407 

883 

2885 

30564 

30564 

13118 

18000 

4882 

Duties 
(Rls) 

2963 

327 

1200 

1800 

6290 
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5.        FUTURE 

5.1    Forecast of Demand 

The present demand  for air conditioners  is 
estimated to be  around  10,000 units per annum. 
With such a small volume  and because of  factors 
such  as demand which  is  restricted to certain 
regions of the country,   very simple or very 
sophisticated  forecasting techniques  need  to  be 
used.     The  low demand  in  the  country has   led to 
simple techniques being   favoured.     Historical 
data  shows  a somewhat erratic pattern.   Discuss- 
ions with manufacturers  and companies  involved 
in  importing these  items,  have presented 
evidence which suggests  that imports do not 
necessarily reflect  the demand in  a particular 
year.     It has,therefore,  been considered 
adequate to estimate  a growth  rate  over tne 
past  10 years,  and to apply this  to present 
demand.     Past statistics  and discussions with 
manufacturers have  led to a growth  rate of 
around 10% per annum being the most  favoured. 
On this basis demand  for these  items will 
increase,  reaching  around 18,000 units  in  1356 
reaching nearly  30,000  units  in   1361. 

Obviously such demands  do not warrant establish- 
ment  of facilities  specifically  for production 
of these items.     It  is,   however,   felt that since 
there  is a foreign exchange saving associated 
with  local assembly,   there is  a case  for 
encouraging local  assembly of these  items. 
Local  content is  likely to remain very  low. 
The  compressor which  is  required in these units 
is much  larger than  compressors which are used 
in the normal refrigerator and  for which plans 
for local production  in  Iran already exist. 
Compressors used in  these items will be imported 
for several years to come.    Certain components 
such as heat exchange units,  could be locally 
produced particularly if a supply of locally 
produced copper tube  and aluminium sheet became 
available.    Litt 1A effort, however,  should be 
made to increase  local content of these items. 
Small volumes will  lead very quickly to increases 
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in price should policies entailing increased local 
content le followed. 

The structure of this sector of 
future is discussed in Volume 1 

the industry in 
of this report. 

the 



PART   5      -     ELECTRIC  FANS 
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1. REVIEW 

1.1 Demand 

Demand  for electric  fans  of  the  type  used  in 
domestic households,   is estimated  to be 
currently of  the  order of   150,000 units  p.a. 
Demand   is  expecied  to  increase  to  250,000 
units   in   1356   reaching  400,000  units   in   1361. 
In   many ways  demand   for  electric   fans   is 
related  to demand  for evaporative  coolers   and 
air   conditioning  units  since  all  these  products 
serve,   at  least  in part, a   common purpose. 
Because  of the  very  great  price  differentials 
which exist between  these   three   appliances, 
direct  competition  is  limited.     Trends   in  other 
countries,     particularly  Japan,   suggest  that   an 
increase   in demand   for evaporative  coolers   and 
air   conditioning units does  not necessarily   lead 
to   a decrease   in demand  for  table  fans  etc. 
Indeed whilst many  people  have expected  the 
demand  for table  fans  in  Japan  to decrease 
throughout  the   I960"s  the  market  continued   to 
grow.     At the   same  time  demand   for  other 
appliances such  as  evaporative  coolers  and 
air   conditioning units  also  showed a  high  rate 
of   growth. 

1.2 Industry 

At the present time local production of electric 
fans is still in its infancy.  Whilst a number 
of manufacturing licences have been issued by 
the Ministry of Economy only one company, 
Pars Toshiba, currently achieves what in any way 
can be considered as volume production.  This 
company only commenced assembly operations some 
18 months ago. 

x.j p r i ce s 

Retail prices of electric fans are still governed 
by world market prices, when allowances are made 
for duties.  Increased costs due to local assembly 
have as yet not been reflected in retail prices. 
So far the Government have refused to give 
increased protection to the infant industry and 
thus prices have tended to remain constant over 
the past 5 years. 
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1.4    Components  Industry 

At the present     time the  component  industry 
supplying  this  sector is   almost non-existant, 
Plans  are  such  that electric motors will  be 
produced  by   the  terminal manufacturers  them- 
selves  rather  than being produced by  outside 
companies. 
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2. MARKET 

2.1     Basic Statistics 

Electric fans considered in this   section  of the 
report  are  confined to those which   are used 
exclusively within  a  domestic household.     The 
assembly of  these   i terns  in  Iran  commenced  only 
very  recentlv.     There   are now two  companies 
involved  in  the   local   assembly  of   imported 
components.     Prior  to  1348 the  entire  require- 
ment  of  the  country   for domestic   table  fans was 
met by  imports.     Unfortunately   import  statistics 
classify  fans  into two categories,   namely 
less   than   15 kilograms  and more  than   15  kilo- 
grams.     It  is   felt  that the major  portion   of 
fans  of  less than   15  kilogram,   will   in  reality 
be  table   fans  for  use  in households.     In  Table 
2.1  the  imports  of   fans of  less   than   15  kilogram 
and the   local production of  table   fans  is  given. 
Data prior to 1343   is   available  only  in  terms  of 
value  and estimates  based on  value   show  imports 
to have been very erratic during  the  period 
1338   to 1342.     Furthermore,   it   is   known  that the 
price of electric  fans has decreased quite 
significantly during the past   5  or  6  years,   and, 
therefore,   it is  unrealistic to apply average 
values  for  1343  and  1344  to earlier  years. 

Table 2.1 shows  that the apparent  demand  for 
table  fans has  increased from some   45,00O units 
in   1343  to over  200,000 units   at  the present 
time.     The  data contained in Table   2.1 gives only 
apparent  demand,   since during the  course  of 
field work  in Iran evidence was  obtained to 
suggest that during the past 2  years dealers have 
imported significantly more  fans  than thev have 
actually sold in  anticipation of higher duty 
rates on  imports  resulting  from the establishment 
of  local manufacturing facilities.     In Table  2.2 
the  acquistion of table fans  as  determined in 
the Metra Survey  is  shown.     Demand  accordinq to 
Table 2.2  is presently of the order of  145,000 
units per  annum,   and as such  is  significantly 
less  than the apparent demand  indicated by  imports 
and  local production.     Discussions with manufact- 
urers and importers  in Iran have   suggested that 
total demand at the present time   is within the 
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TABLE   2.1        IMPORTS   AND   LOCAL  PRODUCTION   OF  FANS 
LESS  THAN   15   kg. 

YEAR IMPORTS LOCAL  PRODUCTION 

1343 45,000 - 

1344 93,432 - 

1345 120,945 - 

1346 160,741 - 

1347 145,561 - 

1348 176,948 10,000 

1349 177,277 50,000 

1350 150,000* 60,000 

Source:     Imports -   Foreign Trade   Statistics  of 
Iran. 

Local   Production  - Metra  Fieldwork 

Note: Imports  for   years   1338  -   1343   inclusive 
estimated   from value 

•Estimate 

TABLE   2.2        ACQUISITION   OF  TABLE   FANS 

YEAR NUMBER  ACQUIRED 

pre-   1347 423,876 

1347 119,361 

1348 134,811 

1349 102,587 

1350 145,000 

Source:     Metra Survey  1350 
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range of 120,000 to 160,000  units  r>er annum. 
Furthermore,  whilst imports  are believed to  have 
been inflated in anticipation of  increased 
tariffs,   it   is  known  that   local  manufacturers 
by no means   sold all their  production.     Indeed 
Pars Toshiba,   the  largest   local  producer,   sold 
only  some   30,000 units   in   1349   and  sales   in 
1350 are expected to be of   the same  order. 

The  average   life  of the   fan   can  vary quite 
significantly  depending  unon   the  quality of   the 
unit.     In  general,  the   life   of  an  electric  fan 
is   dependent   on   the  life  of   the motor,   since 
repair of   the  motor often   approaches  the  cost 
of   a new  fan.      Discussions  with  manufacturers 
in  Japan  has   suggested  an   averaqe   life   in  that 
country of   around 7 years.      Some   companies  will 
give  guarantees   for  as  much   as   3  years,   although 
guarantees   are  more  commonly   limited to  1 vear. 
These  guarantees  suggest  that  manufacturers 
feel  there   is   a  high  degree   of probability  of 
the  unit not   failing  durino   this   time.      It   has 
been  assumed   therefore   in   estimating  scrapoaqe 
rates,   that   the  number  of   units   scrapped  in   the 
first  5  years   is  minimal  and,   for   simplicity, 
has  been  assumed to be  zero.     Because  of 
tendencies   in   Iran to use   products   for  somewhat 
longer than   is  normally  the   case,   the   average 
life  in  Japan   has been   increased  by   1  year.      It 
has  also been   assumed that   all   units  are  scrapped 
between years   5   and  11.     On   this   basis   scrappage 
rates  are  estimated  and are   given   in  Table   2.3. 
From Table   2.3   it can  be   seen   that   replacement 
demand at   the  present   time   is  of   the order  of 
15,000 units  per annum.     Over the  next   5 years 
replacement   demand is  expected to   increase  quite 
significantly,   reaching over   130,ooo units   in 
1356.     Of  course,  not  all   this   replacement   demand 
will,   in  actual   fact,   lead  to  sales  of  table   fans, 
Some households  will  replace  a  table  fan with 
another product,  either  an  evaporative  cooler or 
an  air conditioning unit. 

It  is  important not to over  estimate substitution. 
For many years  now pundit»   in  Japan  have been   reading 
obituary notices for tabi«   fans,   however,  volume« have 
continued to incrtat« and whilst a significant proport- 
ion of production of Japan«»© companies has  been 
•«portea,   ther« his,  nevertheless,  been a continuing 
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increase in consumption in the home market. 
Ownership levels of table fans in Japan have in- 
creased from 58% in 1966 to 66% in 1968 to 74% of 
households in 1970.  Whilst it is true that more 
recently there has been a significant growth in 
output of air conditioners, thre is so far little 
evidence that demand for table fans has been 
affected. 

2.2 Characteristics of the Market 

In simple terms there are three different types 
of appliance which compete with each other at 
least in part, if not directly, in the market 
for home cooling apparatus.  These three 
appliances are electric fans, evaporative 
coolers and air conditioners.  Whilst thev do 
not all directly satisfy the same need they 
are, to some extent, competitive appliances. 
The price of these appliances increases quite 
significantly from an electric fan to an 
evaporative cooler to an air conditioner. 
Electric fans can be purchased for around 
2,000 rials, whereas an evaporative cooler, 
on average will cost 8,000 to lo,ooo rials, and 
the cheapest air conditioner is at least 20,000 
rials.  It is not surprising, therefore, to 
find that the market for electric fans is to a 
large extent in the middle and lower income 
groups, whereas the market for evaoorative 
coolers and particularly air conditioners was 
found to be very much confined to upper income 
groups.  In Table 2.4 the ownership of electric 
fans by city group and income group is shown. 
It can be seen from this table that the highest 
level of ownership In Tehran is found in income 
groups 3 and 4, whilst the highest level of 
ownership in other cities is found in the higher 
income groups 7 to 10.  Because electric fans 
have no humidifying capability they are most 
definitely an inferior product in low humidity 
areas.  It is equally true that they do not have 
a de-humidifying function and therefore equally 
could be expected to exhibit relatively low 
ownership levels in high income groups in other 
areas.  That this is not so is thought merely 



TABLE 2.4  OWNERSHIP OF ELECTRIC FANS BY INCOME GROUP AND 
CITY GROUP 

CITY GROUP INCOME OWNERSHIP OF ELECTRIC FANS 
GROUP % HOUSEHOLDS 

1350 1346* 

TEHRAN 1-2 25.9 8.6 
3-4 59.9 24.2 
5-6 56.6 40.1 
7-8 54.8 37.6 
9-10 41.5 29.3 
All 52.5 30.1 

LARGE CITIES 1-2 18.6 8.6 
3-4 44.3 17.7 
5-6 58.4 31.5 
7-8 53. 5 39.6 
9-10 80.0 40.0 
All 39.6 19.1 

SMALL CITIES 1-2 9.3 1.6 
3-4 32.1 8.9 
5-6 44.0 16.9 
7-10 46.4 14.6 
All 22.9 6.7 

ALL URBAN 1-2 13.2 4.0 
3-4 43.9 16.1 
5-6 53.0 30.2 
7-8 52. 5 32.3 
9-10 46.0 30.5 
All 3 5. 8 16.7 

Source Metra Survey 1350 

* The ownership levels are based on the present income group 
of the household and have not been corrected to take account 
of increased income. 
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to be due to the fact that  the  price differential 
between  an electric  fan and an  air conditioner 
is  in the ratio of  1 to IO. 

In Table  2.4 the ownership of electric fans by 
income  groups  in  1346  is   also  given.     Compari- 
son  of  the  levels  of ownership   in  1346 with  those 
in   1350  show    that   a  significant proportion  of 
households  in  higher  income  groups,   particularly 
in  Tehran  and the   11   large   cities,  who own 
electric  fans  purchased  -.hese  prior  to  1347. 
The   income groups  in whici.  the rate  of  growth  has 
been  the  highest are   income  groups   1  to 4   in 
Tehran,   and income  groups   1 to   6  in  other  cities. 

On the basis of ownership   in the  lowest  income 
group  in   small  cities,   it  would  appear that 
ownership  of electric fans   in   rural  areas,  whilst 
very  small,   is  significant.     A  crude estimate 
would suggest  that   there  are  some 20,000 to 
40,000 electric fans  currrently  in use  in  rural 
households.     In the   future  the  higher  income 
households in rural  areas   are   likely  to become 
increasingly important in  the market  for electric 
fans. 

In  common with all other  appliances  for cooling, 
the  demand for electric fans  shows  a definite 
seasonal pattern.     As would be  expected the main 
purchasing season is  summer,  when some  73% of 
all purchases  are made.     Table   2.5 shows  the 
breakdown of demand by season. 

TABLE   2.5     DEMAND  FOR ELECTRIC   FANS   IN   IRAN   BY 
SEASON 

Se as on % of  Demand 

Spring 

Suiraner 

Autumn 

Winter 

14 

73 

10 

4 
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There is at the present tin« in Iran a quite 
large number of households who own more than one 
electric fan.  In general terms in income groups 
7 to 10, some 30% of households own at least 2 
electric fans.  Interestingly multiple ownership 
in Tehran tends to be concentrated in income 
group 7/8, whereas in other cities it tends to 
be in income groups 9 and 10.  Furthermore, 
multiple ownership in large cities exceeds that 
found in Tehran.  This is obviously a reflection 
of the much higher ownership of evaporative 
coolers in Tehran than is the case in other 
cities.  Considering the total urban population 
some 9% of households own more than one electric 
fan.  Multiple ownership will most certainly be 
an important factor in determining demand in the 
future.  The Metra Survey shows that in 1350 some 
12% of total demand was actually provided by house- 
holds who were purchasing an addition fan. This 
demand, in 1350, exceeded the replacement demand which 
accounted for around 10% of total demand in that year. 

The market for electric fans in terms of brand share 
is still very fragmented.  From data obtained in 
the Metra Survey it is believed that the market 
leader is Toshiba with some 2 41 of the total market. 
The second most important company would appear to 
be National, who have a total of around 14% of the 
total market.  Unfortunately, in the Metra Survey 
only some 40% of the market was actually identified 
by brand on the pre-coded questionnaires.  It is 
therefore possible that some other brand or company 
could be more important than either of the two 
mentioned above.  Discussions with importers and 
manufacturers in Iran suggest that this is not the 
case, although adequate data to substantiate this 
is not available. 

On the basis of answers given to questions relating 
to purchasing intentions, demand in 1351 is expected 
to exceed 150,000 units.  Indications are that some 
70% of this demand will be for a multiple speed fan 
which has an automatic moving head. 
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It has  been mentioned above   that  the  manufacture  of 
electric  fans  in   Iran  commenced only   recently. 
Indeed at  the  present  time  this   activity  merely 
comprises  assembly  of   imported  components.     So   far, 
manufacturing  licences  have  been  issued  by  the 
Ministry  of Economy   to  four   separate   companies.     The 
most   important  of   these   is   Pars  Toshiba,   which   is   a 
joint-venture  between   Iranian   interests   and Toshiba 
of  Japan.     The   manufacturing   licence   of   this   company 
was   issued  in   1348  and  ir.itial   assembly  began   towards 
the  end  of  that  year.     This   company's   licence  is   for 
production  of  up  to   150,000   table   fans,   with a   further 
12,000 ventilators   and   12,000  ceiling   fans. 

The   first  company  in   Iran   to  be   issued  with  a manufac- 
turing   licence   for electric   fans  was   Iran   Fanco.     This 
company was  granted  a   licence   in   134 7   and  whilst 
assembly  commenced  in   1348   it  is   understood that   this 
company  did not  produce  any   fans  during   1350.     The 
manufacturing  licence which  was   issued   to   this   company 
has   a maximum   limit  of  5,000  units  per   year. 

The  third  company  to be granted with   a manufacturing 
licence was  Tolidi  Electrometre.     Whilst   this   factory was 
not  visited during   the  course  of   fieldwork   in  Iran   it   is 
understood  that   the manufacturing   licence   has  a  maximum 
limit  of  25,000  units  per year   and production   (assembly) 
Is  currently   less   than   10,000  units  per  annum. 

During  the  time   the   fieldwork  was being  carried  out  in 
Iran manufacturing   licences   for  electric   fans were   issued 
to two other  companies.     The   first of   these  companies 
Tadar was  given   a  manufacturing   licence   to  produce  up 
to  20,000 electric   fans  per  annum,   as   well   as  a  variety 
of other products.     In  addition,   another   company,  Motazavi, 
located  in  Ahwaz,  was   issued with  a manufacturing  licence 
with  a maximum of   50,000 units  per annum. 

It is understood although it has not been  confirmed 
that  there  is  a company  in Tabriz who  also assemble 
electric  fans,   although  this   company  does   not have  a 
manufacturing  licence   from the  Ministry  of  Economy. 

Local production  of  table  fans   in   1350  totalled  some 
60,000 units with  over  80%  of  total  production  coming 
from one  company,   Pars Toshiba.     The whole  of the 
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remaining output came  from Tolidi.     So far the  Govern 
ment  have  taken   little direct   action   in  this  sector 
beyond  issuing  manufacturing  licences.     Indeed  Pars 
Toshiba are very concerned that  import  duties 
have  not been  increased  since   they  comaenced 
assembly  in  Iran and  claim that  they   are  unable 
to compete with  imported products.     In   certain 
respects  it  is   somewhat surprising  that  this 
company now claim to be  unable   to compete with 
imported products.     In their proposal which was 
submitted to the Ministry  of Economy   in  1348 
they  stated  that table  fans  could be   assembled 
in Iran at prices comparable with those 
prevailing  at  that  time without   import  duties 
being  increased.     The  company  presently  argues 
that their cost  calculations given in  their 
proposal were based on annual  production volumes 
of  150,000 units.     They  say that  in  order to 
reach  this  level of output protection  is needed 
at least in the  short  term.     The case  of Pars 
Toshiba is not  uncommon  in Iran.     Indeed the 
attitude which   appears  to be  taken by  companies 
is one  of  submitting  a proposal  to the  Ministry 
of Economy which is  such that  the probability 
of a manufacturing licence being issued is high. 
After setting up assembly  facilities   the company 
then renegotiate  levels of protection  and  local 
content. 

It was  not possible  to visit the Pars  Toshiba 
factory during  the course of  field work  in  Iran 
since  this  factory is  located  some  500 kilometres 
from Tehran.     Discussions with   representatives  of 
this company suggest  that   facilities  at the present 
time are somewhat limited since  the  company  is 
still on the  first phase of a  five phase manufact- 
uring programme.     In   this phase  the  company  import 
the major components   and materials required for 
production of electric fans.     Only some simple 
press work  assembly  and painting being undertaken 
in-factory.     A  few small  components  as well as 
packing materials and literature are purchased 
from other companies   in Iran.     The company estimate 
that local content presently totals  20% by value. 
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4. COST  STRUCTURE 

4.1    Co3t of Production 

Th« somewhat limited manufacturing activity in 
this sector means that costs of production can 
be  considered  only   for    one  company.     In  Table 
4.1 a  cost breakdown   for production  of  table 
fans  in   Iran  by  Par«  Toshiba  is  given.     As  can 
be  seen   fm^  *he  data presented  in  this   table  a 
high portion  of  materials   and components   are 
imported.     Furthermore,   of  the total   imported 
components,   some  840  rials  per unit,   components 
valued  at 600  rials  per  unit  are   imported 
direct   from Toshiba of Japan.     The  ex-factory 
price of a unit produced  in  Iran  is   1.65  times 
the  cost of  a  similar  imported  unit.     Neverthe- 
less  there  is   still  a small,   foreign  exchange 
saving associated with  local  assembly. 

The fact that local manufact 
difficult to compete against 
is borne out by the fact tha 
mark-up of 201 the retail pr 
Is 2,775 rials. With duties 
totalling around 630 rials, 
cost of 2,030 rials, even al 
of 351, for Importer, wholes 
the retail price of an imoor 
that  for the  corresponding  i 

urers   find  it 
Imported products 

t with   a dealer 
ice  of  a  table  fan 
on   finished  units 

giving  a  landed 
lowing  for   a  mark-up 
aler  and  retailer, 
ted  unit  is   below 
tern produced   locally, 

The production  costs  shown  In Table  4.1  are 
based on an  annual volume  of 50,000 units per year 
Obviously if  volumes  could be  increased  to the 
plant  capacity of  150,000 units  then significant 
saving«  could be made,  particularly with  regard 
to depreciation  and other overhead costs.    Certain 
economies ihould also be obtainable with  higher 
volume orders  in the  sphere of purchasing.     It is 
however important  to realise that  for many years 
companies in  Iran manufacturing electric  fans  are 
likely to find  it difficult to compete with import- 
ed item«.    Companies manufacturing electric fans 
in Japan have  annual volumes of 1 million units 
with production  runs of a single type of  fan being 
over 100,000 units. 
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TABLE 4.1 COST BREAKDOWN FOR PRODUCTION OF TABLE FANS 
IN IRAN 

ITEM 

Raw Materials  and Components 

Imported Components 
Imported Raw Materials 

Total  Imported 

Foreign Exchange Cost of Materials/ 
Components 

Locally Produced Components/ 
Materials 

CIF Equivalent 
Total  Foreign Exchange Cost 

(Materials) 
Direct Labour 
Consumables 
Maintenance,  Running Expenses, 

Transport 
Office Supplies 
Insurance 
Depreciation 
Foreign Exchange Cost of Depreciation 

TOTAL  FOREI Ol  EXCHANGE  COST 

Profit 
Ex-Factory Price 
CIF Price Imported Unit 
Foreign Exchange Saving 

COST 
RIALS 

840 
360 

1200 

975 

300 
40 

1015 
300 
58 

58 
20 
80 

240 
140 

1155 

54 
2310 
1400 
245 

DUTIES 
RIALS 

225 

20 
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While the licence which has been grated by Toshiba 
of Japan allows Pars Toshiba to export finished 
units, the likelihood of the Iranian company being 
able to compete with its Japanese counterparts 
in third markets appear slight.  Even if Pars 
Toshiba were given a rebate of all duties paid 
and were to forego fixed overhead costs the cost 
would be 1,700 Roals plus C & F costs to the export 
market.  This is to be compared with a C & F price 
of 1,400 Rial? from Japan. 
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FUTURE 

5.1    Forecast of  Demand 

It has  already been  mentioned  in previous sections 
of  this  report  that   the  demand  for  electric  fans 
will  in part be dependent on  the demand   for 
evaporative  coolers   and  to some extent  air 
conditioning units.      In  Section  2   above   it was 
shown  that   at   the  present  time  the   income groups 
with  the  highest ownership of  electric   fans   are 
the  middle   income  groups   around  6.      In   the  future, 
as   households   at present within these  income 
groups gain  additional  income   they   are   likely   to 
replace electric  fans with evaporative   coolers  or 
air  conditioning units,   depending  upon   the   locat- 
ion in  the  country  in which  they  reside.     Whilst 
at   tne present  time   there  is   still  a significant 
number of households   in  the  top income  group who 
own  an electric fan,   it   is  important to  realise 
that  this  percentage has  barely  increased over 
tne  past  4  years.     In   the  future  in high  income 
households   the  trend  is   likely  to  oe to use 
evaporative  coolers  or  air conditioning  units   as 
the main  source of   cooling,  with this  unit being 
installed in  the major  rooms  of the household, 
whilst  fans  are used  in  other parts of   the home. 

It  is not possible   to use  the   forecasting technique 
based on  ownership by    income   group which has  been 
described in previous  sections of   this   report. 
The  non-uniformity  of  ownership with income means 
that to  forecast trends   in  the  future  is  very 
difficult.     Furthermore,   forecasts  of ownership 
within the  urban  area as   a whole  is  again subject 
to  errors  due  to substitution  effects.     A simple 
time series  projection  over  the past 5  years 
suggests  that demand has   increased by some  10% 
per  annum on  average.     In estimating the  rate  of 
increase  estimates  have  been made   for stocks, 
which are believed to be  in manufacturers'and 
importers'  warehouses.     It was shown in Section  2 
of  this report that whilst many pundits   in Japan 
had predicted a slow down in demand for  electric 
fans,  this did not occur  in reality.     Furthermore, 
it  is important to remember  that during  the 
period under consideration in  this  study the   rural 
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population  is   likely  to become  an important 
consuming sector  for electric  fans.     The  avail- 
able  data  therefore  suggests  that a growth  rate 
of  around  101 per  annum in   the   future  is  not 
unreasonable.     On this basis demand  for electric 
fans  will  increase  from its  present  level   of 
around   160,000  units   in  1350  to   250,000  urits  in 
1356   and  400,000  units  in   1361. 

5.2     Prices 

Prices  of electric fans  in  Iran  in the  future 
are  likely  to be  very much  dependent on government 
action  over the  next   few years.     Undoubtedly if 
local  manufacturers  are  compelled to  increase 
local   content then  unless   they  are  able  to  secure 
the  entire market within  the  country,  prices will 
significantly  increase.     Plans   are  already  in 
hand   for Pars Toshiba to manufacture over   a  5 
year  programme  »orne   85% of   the   components   In an 
electric  fan.     These will   include  local  manufacture 
of electric motors,  which  will   be  undertaken by   the 
company  themselves,  with  only  small  specialist  items 
being  imported.     With  the   total  demand which lias 
been outlined in section   5.1  above,   local  manufact- 
ure of electric  fans,  including  virtually  all 
components,  should be economical  in  Iran  providing 
the  activity is  organised  in a  rational manner. 

5.3    Components  Industry 

It has been shown in Section 3  of this part of the 
report that there are a significant number of 
companies  in Iran who hold manufacturing  licences 
for production of electric fans.     Only one  company 
has  a manufacturing  licence which permits  economic 
volumes to be achieved.     This  company,  Pars 
Toshiba,   also have  a manufacturing  licence   for 
production of electric motors   for  fans  and other 
appliances.    Taking due account of the constraints 
which  are obviously  imposed by  the existing 
situation in Iran in this  sector of industry,  it 
is  felt that the most advantageous  course  of 
action is to permit Pars Toshiba to manufacture 
electric motor«  for  the entire electric  fan 
assembly industry with Pars Toshiba also meeting 
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at least part of the  dsmand  for electric motors 
for other domestic appliances.     In  this way Pars 
Toshiba  should by   1356  be  able   to  achieve  prod- 
uction  volumes  of  the order of   300,000 units  per 
annum,   increasing  to   500,000 units  per  annum by 
1361   on    electric motors.     Such  production 
volumes   are economical by world  standards.     The 
price  of  electric motors will  obviously be 
dependent  upon  the   price  of raw materials, 
particularly winding wire  and  other  non-ferrous 
products.     If electric motors   are  to be produced 
at prices which  are   realistic  in world terms 
then   the  price of raw material   imports  to  this 
sector  must be kept   to world  levels.     There  are 
several  other components  for electric fans which 
should be purchased   from the  components   industry 
in Iran.     These  items  include  »witches wire 
as well   as  small  components  such  as  screws, 
washers,   nuts  and bolts.     Items   such as  the   time 
switch  and bearings   are unlikely  to prove 
commercially viable propositions  for local 
manufacture during  the time period which is 
covered by this  study.     The  Increase of   local 
content  took between   SO  and  85%  by  value 
would  entail significant savings   in  foreign 
exchange. 

5.4    Future   Industry Structure 

The  future structure  of this  sector of industry  is 
discussed in the main body of  this  report. 





PART   6     -     SPACE  HEATERS 
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1. REVIEW 

1.1    Demand 

Within this  study only  closed space heaters 
have been considered.     Such units  can be 
sub-divided into kerosene heaters,  gas 
heaters  and electric heaters.    Within each of 
these divisions  further  sub-divisions are 
possible.     At the present time  the major 
portion of demand for space heaters  is for 
those which use kerosene  as  the energy 
source.     Electric and gas  space heaters 
comprise  only a very small share of  the 
total market,  less  than  2%  in  1350.     It is 
estimated that the total demand  for kero- 
sene space heaters in  urban areas  in  1350 
was around 280,000 units.     In addition 
a  further  80,000 to  100,000 units   are 
believed to have been  sold to rural  house- 
holds during the course  of  the past year. 
This means  that the  total  demand  for 
kerosene  heaters  in  1350  in  Iran was  of 
the order of  370,000 units.     Of  these it 
is estimated that around  501 were  small 
kerosene  space heaters  costing  less  than 
1,500 Rials.    The other  50%  comprised 
larger units which incorporated carburettors 
and control valves. 

Whilst several different approaches  to fore- 
casting were studied,   considerable difficulty 
was experienced in obtaining compatible 
results  from the different methods.     In 
general,   the major problem was one of an 
inadequate data base and thus  forecasts of 
demand given in this  report should be viewed 
as being only indicative of the future situa- 
tion.     It was estimated that on the basis of 
historical trends that demand would increase 
over 500,000 units in  1356  and by  1361 a new 
demand would be approaching 650,000 units. 
Within this total demand it is believed 
that even in 1361 a major portion will still 
be kerosene heaters.     Gas heaters which are 
currently produced in volumes of around 
5,000 units per annum,   can be expected to 

to 
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show  a very high rate of growth during 
the  next decade.     It is  estimated that 
demand  for   ga»   apace heaters will  increase 
to  2O,000 units   in  1356  and  approach 
50,000 units  by   1361.     The  demand  for 
electric »pace heaters will,   to a large 
extent,  be   influenced by  trends  in  tariffs 
for electricity.     Again an  inadequate data 
base means   that  forecasts of  demand  can 
only  be  tentative,  however,   a  total demand 
of  around  40,000 units  in  1356,   and  around 
60,000 units  in  1361 would appear realistic. 
Within the  total demand  for  kerosene heaters, 
which will  be  of  the order  of  500,000  in 
1361,     it   is   estimated that   at  least  401  of 
these will  still be very small units  operat- 
ing on a wick principle rather than a 
carburettor  and control unit. 

1.2    The  Industry 

At  the present  time there  are a large number 
of  companies manufacturing kerosene space 
heaters  in  Iran.     The very  small /erosene 
space heaters did not form part of  this 
study,  although  it was necessary in establisn- 
ing  the total picture to give some  consider- 
ation to these units.    One  company,  Alladln, 
command a major portion of  the market  for 
small space heaters.     Indeed this  company 
probably has  some 501 of the total market 
at the present  time.    The  remaining 501 of 
the market  is divided between enumerous 
manufacturers,  normally operating from small 
workshops,     scattered throughout the 
country.    The  larger type of space heater is 
produced by both large and small companies. 
The market  leader is undoubtedly Arj who 
presently  command some  401  of the stationery 
space heater market.    Other  companies of 
importance  in this sector are Asmayesh and 
General Industrial, who collectively account 
for  a further 251 of the market.    These 
three compañía« are followed by a number of 
medium and small companies  located in Tehran, 
Esfahan and Tabris. 
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1.3 Components Indu»try 

The compor. it« Industry directly concerned 
with »pace heaters is almost non existant. 
There are plans in hand at the pre««nt time 
to establisn facilities for the production 
of control valves and carburettors.  The 
present line of thinking is such that these 
companies wouli be located on small scale 
industries estates.  Such a policy is 
considered to be open to question since it 
would not permit significant economies of 
scale to be achieved, nor would it lead to 
component standardisation.  Whilst it is 
considered equally undesirable to allow 
space heater manufacturers to vertically 
integrate into production of such components 
a large single company producing tnese items 
would appear to be the best solution. 
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MÄRKET 

The most difficult product to study of all those which 
have been considered in this project was, undoubtedly, 
space heaters.  Basic statistics which are available 
in Iran are of little assistance since no definition 
of the type of product included is given.  It would 
appear that all neating appliances, including kerosene 
neaters which are usea for both cooking and heating 
purposes, are included in one category.  Even taKing 
tnis into account there are significant anomolies 
in the data as is shown below. 

In trie Metra Survey which was carried out as part of 
tiiis study, space heaters proved to be tne most 
difficult section of the questionnaire.  Indeed it was 
in this section of the questionnaire that the greatest 
number of modifications had to be made between the pilot 
stage and the final survey.  Within tne Metra Survey a 
significant number of questions, and a disproportionately 
high overall time, was devoted to this one product.  The 
basic problem throughout is one of definition.  Within a 
household there could be one or more space neaters using 
one or more basic fuels.  The products themselves, 
particularly kerosene space heaters, varying from very 
small units costing less than 1,000 rials to large 
expensive units, possibly part of a partial central 
neating system, costing many thousands of rials. 

2.1  Basic Statistics 

In Table 2.1 local production according to statistics 
supplied by the Ministry of Economy is shown. 

The data contained in Table 2.1 varies quite signi- 
ficantly from production according t# the organisa- 
tion of small scale industries and industrial 
estates of Iran.  According to this organisation 
production of space heaters, both portable and 
stationery, increased from 144,000 units in 1344 
to 260,000 units in 1349.  Details of production 
by year, according to this organisation are given 
in Table 2.2. 
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TABLI   2.1     LOCAL  PRODUCTION  OF  SPACE  HEATERS 

YEAR 

1338 

1339 

1340 

1341 

1342 

1343 

1344 

1345 

1346 

1347 

PRODUCTION 

38,000 

58,0OO 

62,000 

135,000 

169,000 

217,000 

213,000 

237,000 

302,000 

808,000 

SOURCE:     Ministry of  Economy,  Bureau of 
Statistics   "Industrial  Survey   1347' 
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TABLE 2.2   LOCAL PRODUCTION OF KEROSENE SPACE HEATERS 

1 YEAR PRODUCTION IN YEAR TOTAL 

TYPE 1 TYPE 2 

1344 55,OOQ 89,000 144,000 

1345 64,OOQ 99,000 163,000 

1346 76,000 110,000 186,000 

1347 91,000 122,000 213,000 

1343 99,0O0 135,000 234,000 

1349 110,000 150,000 260,000 

Source:  Organisation for Small Scale Industries 
and Industrial Estates of Iran. 

Notes :   Type 1 

Type 2 

with flow controls having 
safety feature 

with flow controls not 
having safety feature 
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Comparison of  the data contained  in Tables   2.1   and 
2.2   shows  significant anomalies.     It  is  true   that 
the  data  contained  in Table   2.2  is  specifically 
concerned with kerosene  space  heaters,  whilst  the 
data  in Table  2.1  relates  to  all  space heaters. 
However production of  space  heaters other  than  kero- 
sene  is very  small  ana  this   does  not explain   the 
discrepancy  between  the  two  sets  of data. 

According  to  tne Metra Survey   the  number of 
kerosene heaters  purchased during  the past   4  years 
is   as shown  in Table  2.3.     In   addition,   it   is 
estimated  that sales  of  gas   and electric  space 
heaters during  tne  period have  totalled  less   than 
10,000 units  per  annum. 

TABLE   2.3     DEMAND  FOR KEROSENE   SPACE  HEATERS 

Year Demand 

1347 

1348 

1349 

1350 

4L ä. 5 ,000 

343,000 

2 79,000 

2 80,000 

Source:     Metra Survey   1350 

2.2     Characteristics of  the Market 

Originally  it was  intended to  limit  the scope  of 
this part of  the study  to include only stationery 
space heaters.     The main  reason  for  limiting  the 
study in this way was  to eliminate  the  large 
number of small kerosene heaters which were   used 
for both heating and cooking.     After pilot  test- 
ing the questionnaire it was   found that such 
attempts to limit the scop® of  the study resulted 
in serious misunderstandings on the part of 
respondents.     In determining demand tnerefore, 
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all  space heaters   are  included.      In the section 
of   this   report dealing with  the manufacturing 
industry,   only  larger  stationery  units  are 
considered. 

From the  Metra Survey  it has  been  shown  that  some 
50%  of  urban households  use  open   fires,  burning 
charcoal,  wood,   coal  or other  materials,   as   the 
main method of hea   ing  their  home.     The  remaining 
50%  of house.'o1 ds   in   urban  areas   use Kerosene, 
gas   or electricity   for  this  purpose.     Excluding 
open  fires,   the most widely used   fuel is 
undoubtedly kerosene.     Fuels   such   as electricity 
and  gas,   both  piped  and bottles,   are  the main 
fuel  used  for heating  in  less   than   2% of  urban 
households. 

Considering only  closed heating   units,  excluding 
open  fires,  the Metra  Survey  shows  that  ownership 
of   space  heaters   increases  with   increasing   income. 
In  Table   2.4   the  ownership  of   closed space 
heaters  by  city  and  income  group  is  shown.     This 
table  also contains  data on   the   number of  house- 
holds  using open   fires  as  the  main  source  of 
heating.     It  can be  seen from  this   table  that   in 
Tehran even  in the   lower income  groups some   5 5% 
of  households  using kerosene   for  heating purposes. 
On   the basis of  the  ownership  of  kerosene  heaters 
in  the   lowest  income  group  in  small  cities,   it  is 
estimated that the  ownership of   kerosene heaters 
in  rural   areas  totals  some   10  to  151 of rural 
households.     Such  an ownership  level  is equival- 
ent  to  an  additional  450,000  units   in use  above 
those which are shown  in the  Metra Survey. 
Subjectively  it  is  believed  that  most of  the 
kerosene  space heaters  in use   in  rural areas   are 
of  the  type costing  less than  1,500 rials.     An 
estimated annual  consumption  of   some  80,000 
to  100,000 units  by  rural households  in  1350,   is 
in  agreement with opinions expressed by 
manufacturers of the  cheaper  type of kerosene 
heaters.     On this basis the  total demand  for 
kerosene heaters  in  1350 was  around 370,000 units. 
From discussions with manufacturers  it is 
estimated that this  total demand divides  approxi- 
mately  50/50 between  stationery   and portable  space 
heaters. 
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TABLE   2.4 MAIN  TYPE   OF HEATING  UNIT  USED BY  CITY  GROUP 
AND  INCOME   GROUP   (URBAN  AREAS)  

CITY GROUP INCOME 
GROUP 

% OF HOUSEHOLDS 

OTHER OPEN FIRE KEROSENE 

Tehran 1-2 43 55 - 

3-4 19 84 
5-6 9 95 - 

7-8 2 89 7 
9-10 - 73 27 
All 14 84 5 

Large Cities 1-2 47 58 - 

3-4 39 72 
5-6 20 89 — 

7-8 12 84 — 

9-10 5 80 - 

All 36 72 
' 

Small Cities 1-2 62 37 - 

3-4 52 61 - 

5-6 36 67 - 

7-10 29 66 — 

All 53 50 1 

All Urban 1-2 56 44 - 

3-4 29 71 — 

5-6 16 84 - 

7-8 15 83 2 
9-10 16 74 10 
All 34 66 2 

Source:     Metra Survey  1350 

Notes:       Others include gas, electric and central heating 
solid fuel units. 

Total exceed  100% due  to some households having 
two "main"   fuels or units  for heating. 
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Within the urban population as a whole 40% of 
Households have more than 1 heater, if open 
grate fires are included.  Within high income 
households, groups 9 and 10, between 5 and 10% 
of households have as many as 4 space heaters. 
In low income households, groups 1 and J,  only 
some 101 of households have more than 1 neater. 

From the Metra Sui voy it would appear that the 
growtn in demand ±o¡    kerosene space heaters 
nas ueen ver> „,uaU over the past few years. 
This is Dorne out uy opinions expressed by 
ntanuiacturers during •...-ie course oí tieldwork 
in Iran.  The general concensus of opinion is 
that demand has increased by only some 5% per 
annum over the past few years. The Metra 
Survey data shows a similar rate of growth 
between 1346 and 1350. 
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3. SPACE  HEATER MANUFACTURING  INDUSTRY   IN  IRAN 

3.1 Historical Background 

In this  section of the  report only closed space 
heaters are considered,  open grate fires being 
outside the scope of  the  study.     Furthermore, 
small portable kerosene heaters  are dealt with 
only briefly.     The main emphasis  is on  stationary 
kerosene space heaters  and space heaters  using 
other  fuels such as gas  and electricity. 

The manufacture of kerosene heaters in  Iran began 
some  30 years  ago.     It  is estimated that there 
are now 15 companies  throughout the country who 
are producing kerosene  space heaters.     Many of 
these  companies operate  from small workshops and 
meet part of demand only  in their area.     In addition 
to these small  companies  three  of the  large domestic 
appliance producers  in  Iran, Ar j , Asmayesh  and 
General Industrial are  also active in  this  sector 
of  industry.     Heaters  produced by the   small work- 
shops  tend in general  to be small, portable  type 
units whereas   those produced by  the  three  companies 
mentioned above are mainly  large stationary space 
heaters.    One  company,  Alladin whilst manufacturing 
small portable  type space heaters should be  classi- 
fied as a large company   .     Indeed this  company 
probably have  some 50%  of  the market  for small 
kerosene space heaters. 

It would appear that  in the past the Government 
have taken little direct  action  in this  sector. 
Since  the early  1340's price control  and price 
investigations  have not been undertaken  for kerosene 
space heaters.     It was  not possible during  the   course 
of  fieldwork  in Iran  to establish the  precise number 
of manufacturing licences which have been issued  for 
kerosene space heaters.     It does  appear however 
that no new licences have been  issued since  1346/ 
1347. 

3.2 Present Situation 

The present kerosene heater manufacturing industry 
in Iran can be sub-divided into two groups.    These 
groups are based on the size of company and the  type 
of heating unit produced.    The  first group comprises 
companies who operate  from small workshops  and 
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Heaters produced 
not incorporate 
units where these 
proportion of 

produce kerosene heaters costing less than 1,500 
Rials at retail prices.  These companies are 
located in the main urban centres throughout Iran 
and generally meet a portion of the requirements 
within their own city or region 
by these companies generally do 
safety features on flow control 
are part of the heater.  A high 
heaters produced by these companies do not have 
flow control valves but use wicks as the mechanism 
for regulating the flow of fuel and thus ht at 
output.  The floaters produced by these companies 
have a relatively high level of local content 
with only raw materials, particularly brass 
and steel sheet, being imported.  In some cases 
wicks are produced in Iran whilst other companies 
although purchasing these items locally from 
the bazaar are using imported wicks. 

There are most definitely economies of scale to 
be gained in the volume production of small space 
heaters.  It is important to realise that in part these 
economies of scale are offset by higher costs of 
distribution since high volume plants cannot be 
situated close to the end user markets.  It is 
felt that market forces in this segment of the 
market will be sufficient to bring about a reason- 
able degree of rationalisation.  One company, Alladm 
who supply this segment of the market have over 
the years built up to what can be regarded in terms 
of a developing country as volume production.  This 
company currently produce a total of 150,000 blue flame 
heaters per annum and some 20% of output is exported. 
Over the past few years this company have increased 
their market share in this segment of the market 
although the precise extent cannot be determined. 

Turning to manufacturers of stationary space heaters 
the largest producer is undoubtedly Arj.  Other 
companies of importance in this sector are Asmayesh, 
General Industrial, Polar, Volta and Sorkhabi.  Two 
of these companies. Polar and Sorkhabi. are located 
in Esfahan and Tabriz respectively and tend to sell 
a significant portion of their output in these cities. 
In the following sections a brief review of the 
manufacturing activities of the more important 
companies in this sector is given. 
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3.2.1 Ari 

The manufacture of kerosene space heaters 
by Arj commenced some 20 years ago. The 
company now produce nine different models 
of stationary kerosene space heater with 
heating capacities ranging from 4,000 to 
22,000 than Kcal/hour.   All sheet metal 
work is undertaken in-factory as also 
is painting, sub-assembly and final assembly. 
Components which are imported include the 
carburettor, a few small cast parts, various 
screws and fasteners and small hinges.  In 
terms of value some 40% of total materials 
and components are imported although the 
major portion of this is accounted for by 
one item, the carburettor.  Arj utilise 
press and other metal working facilities 
which are common to a number of domestic 
appliances produced by the company.  They 
do have a separate assembly line for final 
assembly of kerosene space heaters and this 
tends to operate throughout the year.  The 
company do not plan to increase in-factory 
production of kerosene space heaters, arguing 
that production of space heaters is not a 
profitable business since overheads in companies 
like Arj and Asmayesh are such that these 
companies find it difficult to compete with the 
smaller producers. 

3*2.2 Asmayesh 

The organisation of production facilities, 
the type of units produced, in-factory and 
local content of space heaters produced by 
Asmayesh is very similar to that for Arj.  The 
present volume of production within this company 
does not permit one assembly line to be used 
eaclusively for this product.  Kerosene space 
heaters are produced on a seasonal basis on the 
same facilities which are used for other consumer 
durable items.  In total, Asmayesh market 11 
different models of space heaters although these 
can be resolved to 4 basic units.  Output of 
units produced by Asmayesh range from 5,OCX) 
BThu to 12,000 IThu. 
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3.2.3 General Industrial 

Again production of kerosene space heaters 
by this company is a seasonal activity.   The 
major component which is imported is the 
carburettor and sheet metal work, painting, 
etc. is undertaken in the factory.   Space 
heaters produced by this company are based on 
two units although several variants are prod- 
uced.   The two units have output of 8,800 
Kcal/hour and 13,200 Kcal/hour.   It has been 
a concerted policy of the company to ignore 
the extreme segments of the market for kerosene 
space heaters.   The company do not produce 
very small or very large units.  Local content 
and in factory content are the same as is the 
case with Arj and Asmayesh.   Discussions with 
representatives of General Industrial suggest 
that this company finds manufacture of kerosene 
space heaters a more profitable activity than 
is the case for either of the two companies 
discussed above. 

3.2.4 Others 

In addition to  the  above mentioned companies 
there are a number of  other  companies who 
produce stationary  kerosene  space heaters   in 
Iran.       It was  not possible during  the  course 
of  this  study  to visit  all these companies. 
It   is  believed  that  the   largest of   the  other 
companies  in this  sector   is  Polar  although   it 
would appear  that  during  the  past  two year«; 
this  company have held  a decreasing  share  of 
the market.       Indeed,   many people within  the 
industry argue  that  since Polar entered  a  joint 
venture agreement with a UK company they  have 
progressively  lost their market share.        In 
addition to producing  kerosene space heaters 
for  use in households  this company also produce 
a  large unit,   with an  output  of  55,000 Kcal/hour 
designed for use  in workshops  and  small  factories, 
It is  understood that  commercial and  industrial 
outlets provide a major  portion of  total   sales. 

There are several other manufacturers  in this 
sector however very  little is known about these 
companies although the concensus of opinion 
within the industry is  that none are  likely to 
become dominant  forces  in the market  in the near 
future. 
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COST STRUCTURE 

4.1 Costs of Production 

In Table 4.1 a breakdown of costs of producing 
kerosene heaters in Iran is given for two 
companies.   It was not possible during the 
course of fieldwork to obtain detailed cost 
for any on® company In Iran it is estimated 
that some 40% of raterial and component costs 
relate to .-i-^rts.   A high proportion of the 
total import content being in one item, the 
carburettor and control valve.   There are 
significant differences in the direct labour 
content for the two companies and the considera- 
tion in Table 4.1.   It is felt that in reality 
this does not reflect the true position that 
results mainly from incorrect classification. 
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TABLE 4.1  COST OF PRODUCTION OF KEROSENE SPACE HEATER (5000k call 

ITEM C 0 M P A N Y     I C  0 M  P  A N   Y     II 

Rls. % Rls. % 

Materials/Components 1608 48 2250 58 

Direct Labour 515 15 250 6 

Depreciation 195 6 
1400 36 

Other Costs 1033 31 

Ex-Factory  Price 3351 100 3900 100 

Retail Price 4950 5700 
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5. FUTURE 

Whilst kerosene heaters are produced by fifteen or more 
companies only one company currently manufacture» gas space 
heaters.  Sales of gas space heaters are still very small 
totalling less than 5,000 units per annum. 

Electric space heaters are assembled in Iran only on 
a minute scale.  Most of the country's requirement  is met 
by imports.  Import statistics show some 6 5,000 units of 
electric heaters being inported into the country in 1349 
although this cat"c:nry in xmport statistics includes 
electric heaters which are not for use in domestic house- 
holds.  The Metra survey suggests that at the present time 
there are less than 100,000 electric heaters in use in 
domestic homes.  Discussions with industrialists in Iran 
point to imports of electric heaters for domestic households 
being less than 30,000 units per annum at the present time. 
The present cost of electricity to domestic users in Iran 
is very high and it is estimated that the cost of heating 
a home using electricity is of the order of twice the 
equivalent cost using kerosene as the heating fuel. 

b.l  Forecast of Demand 

A number of different approaches to forecasting the 
demand for space heaters in Iran have been studied. 
The major problem in each case is that base data is 
open to question.  Attempts to project trends in 
ownership of space heaters as well as trends in the 
move away from open fires has proved unsuccessful. 
Furthermore, the position has also been complicated 
by consumption in rural areas.  The latter were 
excluded from the Metra survey and therefore little 
data on consumption in these areas exists.  It is 
likely in the future that the demand for space heaters, 
particularly those using kerosene, in rural areas will 
significantly increase. 

It has been found therefore that the only realistic 
method of making forecasts in this sector is to 
make projections on the basis of historical growth 
rates. Such forecast can then be subjectively 
refined to take account of substitution effects 
and increased consumption in rural areas. On this 
basis it is estimated that demand for space heaters 
of the type which normally cost in excess of 1,000 
rials, will increase from its present level of around 
370,000 units in 1350 to over 500,000 units in 1356, 
approaching 650,000 in 1361. Within this total 
it is estimated that the major portion even in 1361 
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will still be for kerosene heaters.  Gas heaters, 
which are currently produced in volumes of around 
5,000 units per annum, can be expected to show a 
very high growth rate during the next decade.  It 
is estimated that demand for gas space heaters 
will increase to 20,000 units per annum in 1356 
and 50,000 units per annum in in 1361.  The demand 
for electric space heaters, will, to a large 
extent, be influenced by trends in tariffs for 
electricity.  On the assumption that some 25 - 
30,000 units are annually sold to domestic 
households it is estimated that demand will 
increase to 40,000 units in 1356 and to 60,000 units 
in 1361.  By subtraction therefore demand for kero- 
sene heaters is likely to be around 440,000 units in 
1356 and around 500,000 in 1361. 

It is only possible to make estimates as to the 
probable breakdown of space heaters by type.  Indi- 
cations are that a high proportion of space heaters 
are of a smaller type, costing less than 5,000 Rials. 
It is likely that in the future this type of unit 
will still form the major portion of demand.  It is 
possible that there will be some trend towards 
installation of central heating units in new 
buildings in the future, however, the potential for 
central heating in Iran would appear to be very 
limited.  It is the opinion of many people within the 
industry in Iran that the effects of central heating 
on the demand for space heaters will be so small to be 
insignificant (refers only to central heating in 
domestic households). 

5.2 Components Industry 

On the basis of total volumes outlined above, 
production of flow control valves and regulators 
for kerosene space heaters should be economically 
viable in Iran.  Indeed the Organisation for Small 
Scale Industries have recently undertaken a study for 
the production of flow control units and carburettors 
for space heaters and shown these to be capable of 
production in Iran at competitive prices.  In that 
study the conclusion was reached that manufacture of 
these components should be located in small factories 
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On the basis of work carried out in the present 
study it is though that to locate manufacture of such 
components in the small scale industries sector is 
not necessarily to the benefit of the country. 
Because chere are quite stringent standards and 
specifications which must be met in manufactur- 
ing taese items, t»ince safety factors are 
important, produci ion in larger, more automated 
factors tnan those envisaged in the study under- 
taken toy t..e dtjovf organisation could be more 
advisable.  Nevertheless, it is tnought advis- 
able that manufactuif of these components is not 
undertaken uy the terminal industry producing 
space neaters.  Indeed there would appear to be 
no case for vertical integration of these comp- 
onents and modification of models produced uy 
different manufacturers should permit a high 
degree of standardisation to be achieved in this 
sector. 

In addition 
carburetter 
possible fo 
to procure 
Indeed, thi 
engineering 
worthy of f 
demand for 
sufficient 
more common 

to tne local manufacture of 
s and control units it should also be 
r kerosene space heater manufacturers 
locally made fittings and fastenings, 
s sector of industry, the small 
products industry, is one which is 
urther investigation.  Tne present 
these products would appear to be 
to warrant local production of the 
types and sizes. 

At  the present time a significant portion of the 
burner unit as well as raw materials for fire- 
brick for use in gas space heaters are imported. 
It is possible that by the end of the present 
decade local production of burner units in Iran 
could be an economical proposition. 

Assembly of electric heaters in Iran, sufficient 
to meet the major portion of the country's 
requirement in the domestic sector, could be 
undertaken if estimate« of demand made above are 
correct.  It may be advantageous in the initial 
stages to import complete heating elements. 
However, all sheet metal work and trim, as well 
as wiring and fittings, could be undertaken in Iran 
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by companies presently involved in the domestic 
appliance industry.  Investment requirements for 
local assembly with metal working fabricate»! 
locally would be minimal since many companies 
have excess capacity in press working etc. 

5.3 Future Industry Structure 

The future structure of this sector of industry 
needs to be considered in the light of the over- 
all domestic appliance industry in Iran and is 
considered in Volume I of this report. 



PART   7     -     WATER   HEATERS 
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REVIEW 

1.1 Demand 

Total demand for water heaters in Iran at 
the present time is just less than 60,000 
units per annum.  The type of product 
making up this total demand can be divided 
into two categories: storage water heaters 
and instant water heaters. Within storage 
water heaters í-irther sub-divisions, 
dependi.ig upon the fuel which is used, can 
be made."" Instant water heaters are 
exclusively gas water heaters.  Of the 
total demand in 13 30 some 50,000 units were 
storage water heaters with the remainder 
being instant water heaters.  Of the total 
number of storage water heaters sold in 
1350 over 80% used kerosene as the heating 
fuel, with nearly 20% using gas.  Less than 
2% of all storage water heaters sold used 
electricity for heating. 

It is estimated that demand for water heaters 
will increase to between 100,000 units and 
120,000 units in 1356 reaching around 140,000 
to 160,000 units in 1361.  Of this total 
around 20% are likely to be the "instant" 
types of water heater. 

1.2 The Industry 

Whilst there are a number of manufacturers 
of water heaters in Iran only some 3 or 4 
companies are really of importance at the 
present time.  The market leader is undoubt- 
edly General Industrial, who currently 
account for around 44% of total demand. 
This company produced only storage water 
heaters and if only this type of unit is 
considered this company command around 50% 
of the total market at the present time. 
The second most important company in terms 
of overall market share is Arj, who currently 
have between 17 and 21% of the total market. 
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Asmayesh, who have significantly increased 
their market share during the past 2 or 3 
years, now have only slightly less of the 
market than Arj.  The three largest companies 
in this sector account for around 75% of 
total demand.  Each company imports burner 
units and control valves etc. with sheet 
metal work and assembly being undertaken 
in their own factory. 

Only one company in Iran, Universal, currently 
produce an instant water heater.  Local 
production by this company commenced only 
some 6 or 7 months ago and thus the company 
has only a very small market share at the 
present time. 

1.3 Retail Prices 

In general terms retail prices of water heaters 
in Iran have changed very little during the 
past 6 or 7 years.  Undoubtedly, General 
Industrial are the price leaders in this 
market, although prices of units produced 
by other companies show only small variations 
from those products manufactured by General 
Industrial. 
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2. MARKET 

2.1 Basic Statistics 

kerosene 
water heaters 
Unfortunately 

1338 is not 

Water heaters for domestic purposes have been 
produced in Iran for over 30 years.  Until about 
1340 all water heaters produced used 
as a heating medium.  Since 1340 gas 
have also been r nufactured in Iran. 
data relating to production prior to 
available,  uowever, since 1338 local production 
has increased from around 13,000 units per annum 
to approaching 50,000 units per annum at the 
present time.  Prior to 1345 imports were relatively 
small, indeed it is only in recent years that 
they have assumed significance.  In Table 2.1 
details of local production and imports by year 
are given. 

TABLE 2. 1 IMPORTS AND LOCAL PR ODUCTION - WATER HEATERS 

YEAR 
! 

! LOCAL PRODUCTION 
i 

• ———, 

IMPORTS 
! 

APPARENT DEMAND 

—I 

1338 

——f 

12943 NA 

i 

13000 
1339 13060 NA 13000 
1340 17656 NA 18000 
1341 17816 NA îeooo 
1342 24474 NA 2 4000 
1343 37522 500 38O00 
1344 2 3104 822 2 4000 
1345 29903 2508 33000 
1346 30360 3217 3 3000 
1347 35271 5732 41000 
1348 47000* 4518 52000 
1349 41600** 8102 50000 

Source: L ocal production - Bur •au of Statistic s, Ministry 
of Economy Iran (unless otherwise stated) 
Imports - Foreign Trade Statistics of Iran. 

*  Bank Mark azi 
** Metra Fieldwork 
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From the  data contained  in Table 2.1 it  can be 
seen that demand has  increased  from around   13,000 
units  in   1338  to over  50,000 units  in   1348 
and  1349.     In Table 2.2  data appertaining  to 
the  acquisition  of water  heaters  as determined 
in the  Metra Survey is given  for the years 
1347  to   1350  inclusive. 

TABLE   2.2     ACQUISITION  OF  WATER  HEATERS 

YEAR NUMBER 

1347 
1348 
1349 
1350 

44916 
56995 
51715 
59076 

Source Metra Survey  1350 

Comparison of apparent demand  in Table  2.1 
and acquisition as determined  in the Metra 
Survey, presented in Table  2.2, shows that  for 
the years  1347  -  1349  inclusive the two sets 
of data  are in very close  agreement.     From 
fieldwork which was carried out in Iran during 
the early part of the  fourth quarter of   1350 
it is estimated that demand in  1350 will 
approach  60,000 units.     Imports  in 1350 are 
likely  to be around 10,000 units. 

Unfortunately details of   local production  and 
imports by typ« of water heater are not  available. 
The data contained in Table 2.1 includes  kerosene 
water heaters,  gas water heaters   ( both 
storage  and instant),  and electric water heaters. 
Imports  are believed to be mainly gas water heaters, 
of the  instant heat type.     From discussions with 
manufacturers in Iran it  is estimated that of a 
total number of water heaters  locally produced 
nearly  80% are kerosene water heaters, nearly 201 
ar«  gas water heaters with less than 2%  of  all 
water heaters produced in the country using electric- 
ity for heating.     Undoubtedly the demand  for gas water 
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heaters, particularly inst 
has   increased quite  signif 
three or  four years.     One 
recently commenced product 
heaters  under   licence   from 
Other companies   are  known 
production of   this   type  of 
of   the high  cost of  electr 
for  electric wator  heaters 
only one  company,   General 
manufacture  these   items, 
water heaters   are   thought 

ant water heaters 
icantly  over the past 
company,   Universal, 
ion  of   instant water 
Radiation   (U.K.). 

to be   considering  local 
water  heater.    Because 

icity   in   Iran demand 
is  very   small and 

Industrial,   locally 
Imports   of electric 
to be   very  small. 

As   data appertaining  to  local  production of 
water heaters   is  not  available   for  years prior 
to   1338  the  total  number of water  heaters in 
use   in  Iran has been  estimated  on   the basis of 
the  Metra Survey.     On  this  basis   at  the end of 
1350 there were  some   430,000 water  heaters  in 
use   in urban  areas   in  Iran.     From  the Metra 
Survey  it  is  estimated that  of   all water heaters 
in  use  in  Iran  only  some   101  used  gas  as the 
heating media.     On   the  same basis   electric 
water heaters   account  for  less   than   1% of all 
water heaters   currently  in use   in   Iran. 

Comparison of   the   total number  of  water heaters 
in   use  in Iran  as  determined by   the Metra Survey, 
and  apparent  demand shown  in Table  2.1,  suggests 
that the  average   life  of a water   heater in Iran 
is   of the order  of   15-20 years,   if   it  is assumed 
that the numbers  scrapped in  the   first five 
years is  insignificant.   For  convenience and 
average  life of  15 years, with  all units being 
scrapped by year  twenty and no units scrapped 
in   the  first   five  years has been   assumed in 
estimating scrappage rates and  the demand 
generated as  a result of replacement.    Details 
of  scrappage  and replacement demand are contained 
in Table 2.3.   It  is  important  to  realise however 
that the replacement demand indicated in Table 
2.3 may not necessarily be met  due to a change 
in  higher income groups  to  integral central 
heating   thus  eliminating the  need  for a water 
heater. 
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2.2 Characteristics of the Market 

In the preceding section references have been 
made to the different levels of ownership of 
kerosene and gas water heaters.  From the 
Metra survey it has been found that these 
appliances show very similar distribution 
as far as income groups and city locations are 
concerned.  In Tdble 2.4 the ownership of 
water her tors by income and city group is 
shown for all water heaters and for gas water 

It can be seen fri» Table 2.4 that in common with 
other consumer durable items ownership in 
Tehran exceeds that in the large cities which 
in turn is greater than ownership in the small 
cities.  One very interesting point to emerge from 
Table 2.4 is that ownership in the high income 
groups, 9 and 10, is less than ownership in income 
groups 7 and 8 in Tehran.  This is thought to 
result entirely from the higher level of owner- 
ship of central heating in the very high income 
groups in Tehran thus reducing the demand for 
water heaters in these income groups.  Interestingly 
this pattern is not found in large cities although 
it is possible that similar trends will emerge 
in the future.  The data presented in Table 2.4 
suggests that ownership of gas water heaters 
in Tehran is proportionately less than in other 
parts of the country.  Unfortunately the incidence 
of ownership of gas water heaters in the Metra 
Survey is very low and therefore the significance 
of this is open to question.  There would appear 
to be no reason why ownership in cities outside 
Tehran, other than the fact of central heating 
outlined above, should be proportionately greater 
than in Tehran. 

From the Metra Survey there would appear to be 
a significant second hand market for water heaters 
in Iran.  Of the total water heaters presently 
in use in the different households it was found 
that some 9% had been purchased as second hand 
units.  Precisely why this is so is not known 
and discussions with manufacturers gave no 
evidence of any significant second hand market. 
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TABLE 2.4 OWNERSHIP OF WATER HEATERS BY CITY AND INCOME 
GROUPS 

CITY GROUP 

Tehran 

Large Cities 

INCOME GROUP 

All 

Small Cities 1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-10 
All 

All Urban 1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-8 
9-10 
All 

1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-8 
9-10 
All 

1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-8 
9-10 

OWWERSHIP I HOUSEHOLDS 

Any Water Heater 

3 
15 
49 
85 
68 
41 

2 
6 

31 

Gas Water Heater 

0 
1 
3 
4 

10 
3 

1 
1 
6 

40 12 
50 30 
13 3 

1 0 
6 1 

20 5 
43 6 
7 1 

1 0 
8 1 

35 4 
67 6 
66 12 
18 2 

SOURCE :  Metra Survey 
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There are  significant seasonal variations 
in the purchasing of water heaters  as  can be 
seen from Table 2.5 

TABLE  2.5     TIME  OF PURCHASE  OF WATER HEATERS 

SEASON PERCENT OF TOTAL 
PURCHASES 

Spring 
Summer 
Autumn 
Winter 

9 
44 
31 
16 

Source Metra Survey   1350 

From discussions with manufacturers  in   Iran 
it has been   found that  one  company,   General 
Industrial,   commands  some  50%  of   local  production, 
Indeed,   at   the present  time  there  are  only some 
three companies  of any  significance  in  terms  of 
volume  in   this  sector.     In Table  2.6  details  of 
production  by  companies  are  given.     Whilst 
Universal   is not particularly  important  in terms 
of total volume it is  important to realise that 
water heaters produced by Universal differ in 
type than  those produced by General  Industrial, 
Ar j, and Asmayesh in that all these companies 
produce storage type water heaters whereas 
those produced by Universal are" instant",   using 
gas as the heating medium.    When allowances 
gre made  for imports  the market share held 

y each of  the companies  shown in Table  2.6 
compares very  favourably with market shares as 
determined  in  the Metra Survey.     In Table 2.7 
brand shares  on the basis of production  and 
imports are  compared with brand shares  as 
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TABLE   2.6     PRODUCTION   OF WATER HEATERS   IN  IRAN  BY  COMPANY 

COMPANY 

General Industrial 
Arj 
Asmayesh 
Universal 
Others* 

Total Local Pro- 
duction 

PRODUCTION 

1349 

22,000 
8,500 
8,500 

600 
2,000 

41,600 

1350* 

23,500 
9,000 

13,500 
1,000 
2,000 

49,000 

_J 

TABLE   2.7    BRAND  SHARES WATER HEATER 

COMPANY PERCENT  SHARE 

Production/Imports 
1349 

Metra Survey 

General Industrial 
Arj 
Asmayesh 
Others 

44 
17 

I       17 22 

38 
21 
14 
27 
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determined on the basis of ownership in the 
Metra Survey. 

Comparison of ownership of water heaters in 
Iran with ownership in other countries is of 
little value since building practices etc., 
play an important role in determining demand 
meaning this type of comparison is irrelevant. 
Similarly, because of differences in design, 
comparison.«: ~<f prices of water heaters between 
one country ana another are again of little 
value. 

In Table 2.8 prices of water heaters in Iran 
over the past 5 or 6 years are given. This data 
shows that the price of water heaters has 
changed very little over the past 6 or 7 years. 
Whilst certain models have shown price increases 
these have been offset by price decreases on 
other models.  During this time prices of raw 
»ateríais have increased as also have labour 
rates within Iran.  Manufacturers through improved 
efficiency and greater volumes have been able 
to absorb these increases in costs. 
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THE WATER HEATER MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY IN IRAN 

3.1 Historical Background 

It has been mentioned in Section 2 that the 
manufacture of water heaters In Iran commenced 
some 30 years ago.  In general designs of 
water heaters were copied from produced in 
in foreign countries and imported into Iran. 
In the earl;, y^ars manufacture was undertaken 
by several companic»s operating from small 
workshops.  Since then, beginning in the early 
1340's, the larger consumer durable goods 
manufacturers in Iran have obtained an ever 
increasing share of the market and now companies 
operating from small workshops play only a minor 
role in meeting the total demand within the 
country.  For several years import duties on 
water heaters have been equivalent to 60% 
ad valorum in total, comprising 25% customs 
duties and 35% CBT. 
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It is felt that to a large extent General's 
continuing success in this sector is due to 
the fact that in the early years this company 
gave more attention to the water heater market 
than did their competitors. Having established 
a name for good quality, General is now reaping 
the benefit. 

The following sections give a brief review of 
the manufacturing activities of each of the major 
companies in this sector. 

3.2.1 General Industrial 

General Industrial were one of the first 
companies in Iran to commence the manu- 
facture of water heaters.  The company 
now produce a total of nine different 
models of water heater although these 
entail a total of five basic models 
in terms of total size.  As far as 
gas and kerosene water heaters are 
concerned each size unit is offered with 
a galvanised or glass liner.  With 
electric water heaters two different 
heating elements, four kilowatts and 
six kilowatts are available.  It is 
somewhat surprising that General Indus- 
trial produce electric, gas and kerosene 
water heaters all in different sizes. 
There would appear to be no rational 
reason why models of kerosene, gas and 
electric water heaters could not be 
produced in the same size. 

The production of water heaters uses very 
labour intensive techniques.  Processes 
Involving the use of plant and machinery 
are confined to sheering, drilling and 
cutting, welding (in part) and galvanising, 
To a large extent each unit is built 
individually and the plant has no real 
final assembly line. As far as machinery 
and equipment are concerned, water heaters 
use, with the exception of the galvanising 
plant, the sane equipment which is used 
for production of other consumer durable 
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i terns by the company. For these reasons 
it is very difficult to assess what the 
installed capacity is in this company. 
Obviously, the capacity for production 
of water heaters is dependent upon the 
capacity that is assigned as available 
for other items. 

In terms of locally produced items and 
activities all sheet metal work, galvanising 
painting and assembly is carried out in- 
factory.  Burner units or heating units are 
imported generally in a complete form, 
although items such as fuel storage tanks 
on kerosene heaters are produced in-factory. 
Technically, the production of water 
heaters is relatively simple and the company 
have not experienced any significant problems 
and have not had to seek outside assis- 
tance during the past decade.  Whilst: there 
are obviously economies to be gained in 
long production runs as far as press work 
etc., are concerned the high labour content 
ina unit means that economies of scale 
to be gained are limited. 

It is of course difficult to assess the 
number of workers employed in production 
of water heaters since several employees 
who are employed in the production of 
water heaters are also employed in the 
production of other items. One estimate 
which was given by a representative of 
General Industrial was that there was 
some 93 employees who were exclusively 
concerned with water heater production. 
In addition, a further 20 employees were 
in part involved in this activity.  These 
estimates suggest that approaching 20% 
of the companies total work force is 
involved in this activity.  It is felt 
that such estimates are rather high. 
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3.2.2. Ar} 

In common with General Industrial Arj 
utilise the same facilities for produc- 
tion of water heaters and other consumer 
durable items.  Local content and in- 
factory content are identical to 
that which is found in the case of 
General Industrial.  Furthermore, production 
is again highly labour intensive although 
Arj do have a separate assembly line for 
final assembly of water heaters.  Indeed 
visual inspection of production processes 
in General Industrial, Asmayesh and Arj 
would suggest that Arj are using more 
automated techniques than either of the 
other companies.  The precise number of 
workers employed exclusively in production 
of water heaters cculd not be determined 
although it is estimated that it is of 
the order of 2 5-30 workers. 

3.2.3. Asmayesh 

In most respects production techniques used 
by Asmayesh are identical to those used 
by General Industrial. Labour content is 
particularly high and final assembly is 
carried out in an open workshop rather 
than on an assembly line. 

3.2.4. Universal 

Water heaters produced by Universal are 
different to those produced by any of the 
above three companies.  Universal produce 
water heaters under licence from Radiation 
U.K. and commenced production less than 10 
months ago.  At the present time production 
is still at the development stage with 
units being individually built rather than 
assembled on a mass production line.  It is 
planned to instai a separate assembly 
line for water heaters within the present 
Universal factory although volumes will 
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have to increase significantly if a single 
assembly line is to operate continuously. 
At the present time the company import the 
entire burner unit with local content being 
sheet metal and assembly work.  Universal 
market three different models of water 
heater, 10, 12 and 15 litres per minute, 
although at the present time only one of 
these, the 12 litre per minute model is 
locally produced.  It is planned to start 
assembly of the 10 litre per minute unit 
in 1351 although at the present time there 
are no plans to commence local assembly of 
the other units.  On components the 
company do not plan to increase local 
content in the near future.  Indeed they 
believe that the burner and heat exchange 
units will be imported for several years 
to come. 

3.3  Industry Structure 

The basic structure of the water heater manufacturing 
industry in Iran is very simple.  Three companies 
are involved in the production of storage water 
heaters whilst one company, Universal, assembles 
instant water heaters.  In addition there are 
several small manufacturers although in terms of 
the overall industry these are almost insignificant. 
In each case production of water heaters is an 
ancilliary activity although in the case of General 
Industrial it does account for a significant pro- 
portion of total turnover within the company.  It 
is not possible to realistically make estimates 
appertaining to the installed production capacity 
for water heaters since this is dependent upon what 
production capacity is attributed to other items 
produced by each of the companies. 

It is very difficult to assess the total number 
of people who are employed exclusively in the 
production of water heaters.  On the basis of 
discussions with manufacturers and observations 
made in departments assembling water heaters it 
is estimated that as many as 300 people could 
be employed in this activity. 
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Component production is very limited and the 
companies do not buy from local producers in 
Iran.  Burners and control valves are imported 
generally from Europe along with other small 
fittings.  Each company involved in this 
activity has its own facilities for enamelling 
and painting.  Furthermore, General Industrial 
have their own galvanising facilities whilst 
the other two companies, Arj and Asmayesh, 
purchased galvanised sheet from abroad.  There 
is therefore a very high degree of vertical 
integration in this industry although since 
components for burners and control units are 
imported there is no reason to suppose that 
there is an excess of vertical integration in 
this sector. 

I 
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4. COST STRUCTURE 

Unfortunately during the course of fieldwork in Iran 
it was not possible to obtain very detailed costing 
information relating to production of water heaters. 
Unquestionably imported materials and components 
account for a high proportion of total cost in each 
unit.  Items which arf imported include steel sheet, 
control valve/carburettor (including floats), thermo- 
meters, pressure temperature release valves, fittings, 
glass liners and for gas water heaters, burners. 
Components which are locally produced are very few, 
being limited to some fittings and connectors, the 
carton, paint and small trim items. 

In Table 4.1 details of costs of production of a 
water heater in Iran is given.  The value of imported 
components and duties paid are estimates made by Metra, 

TABLE 4.1  COSTS OF PRODUCTION WATER HEATER 

ITEM COST IN FACTORY 
 1 

DUTIES 

I, 

(Rials) (Paid) 

! 1. Imported materials and 

• 1 

components 4 400 1O00 
2. Local purchased i 

components 850 100 
3. Foreign exchange content 

of 2 200 
4. Total cost of materials/ 1 

components 5250 
5. Direct labour cost 350 
6. Other Costs 3685 
7. Ex-factory price 9285 
8. Retail price 11750 
9. Foreign exchange cost 3600 
10. C & F Price imported 4500 1 

1 

11. Foreign exchange saving 900        ( 
12. Total duties 1100     i 
13. Value added in-factory 4035 1 
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As  can be  seen from Table 4.1  raw materials  and 
components   account   for a total  of  57%   of  the  ex- 
factory price.    Whilst production processes  and 
techniques   suggest  that  labour  content   is  relatively 
high in  reality direct  labour  accounts   for only 
4è   of the  total cost.     The ex-factory   price  is more 
than twice   the C &  F price of  the  same  unit imported 
but  there   is   nevertheless a  foreign  exchange  saving 
of   900 Rials   per unit  associated with  manufacture 
in   Iran.     In   common  with many  other  consider 
durable  items   locally produced  in Iran  other  costs 
including  overhead costs are  particularly high.    While 
no detailed  figures  are known  it is  thought a signi- 
ficant proportion of other costs is  in  fact profit. 
Two companies namely Arj  and  General   Industrial 
both claim  that water heaters  are their best  profit 
earners  of   all products manufactured.     Therefore, 
whilst the  value added in-factory  is   over  4,000 Rials 
it  is important to  realise  that  a significant portion 
of  this  is   profit.     Of  the  total ex-factory price 
some  121  can  be attributed  to duties   paid on   imported 
components. 

It   is generally felt within  the  industry  that  as 
far  as  increased economies of  scale   from say  doubling 
production   are  concerned,   chere  would   be very   little 
saving  in  terms of  raw material  and  component  costs, 
or  in terms   of direct  labour,   although   there would 
obviously  be   some  savings on   overheads.     No company 
interviewed during  the course  of  fieldwork in  Iran 
was  able  to  give any estimate  of  the   savings  in terms 
of  overheads which would be made as a   result of 
doubling production.     Metra estimate   that if companies 
were  to double production a  price reduction of  the 
order of   10%   should quite readily be   realised. 

Because cost  information was  obtained   for only one 
company it  is not possible to compare   costs of 
production  in  the different  companies   in Iran. 
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FUTURE 

5.1 Forecast of Demand 

In estimating these future demands for water 
heaters in Iran account must be taken of the 
impact of central heating.   From the Metra 
survey it is estimated that at the present 
time only some 1% of urban households have 
central heating installed.   Households owning 
central heating art: confined in general to 
income groups "/IO with virtually all of these 
being in Tehran. 

A projection of demand for water heaters based on 
statistics for local production and imports 
which were presented in Section 2 of this part 
of the report is shown in Figure 5.1.  On the 
basis of this projection demand is expected to 
increase to 100,000 units in 1356 reaching 133,000 
units in 1361.  If total ownership, as projected 
in the Metra Survey, is projected then as can 
be seen from Figure 5.2 there are two possible 
trend lines.  On the basis of the lower estimate 
ownership will increase from its present level of 
just over 14% of urban households to 23.8% 
in 1356 and 29.7% in 1361.  To achieve these levels 
of ownership would require growth rate of the order 
of just over 6% per annum with demand reaching 
87,000 units in 1356, and 120,000 units in 1361. 
The higher of the two projections, based on 
1346 and 1348 data suggest that ownership will 
increase to 27.4% of urban households in 1356 
and 35.7% of urban households in 1361.  To achieve 
such levels of ownership would require demand to 
increase by over 15% per annum reaching around 
130,000 units in 1356 and some 260,000 units in 
1361.  These two projections thus indicate signi- 
ficantly different demand for 1356 and 1361. 
If the trend line between 1346 and 1350 is projected 
to 1356 and 1361 ownership levels suggested, 25% 
and 32% in 1356 and 1361 respectively, indicate 
annual demands of the order of those suggested on 
the basis of projection of demand, shown in Figure 
5.1. 

It is thought that the higher rate of increase of 
demand is unlikely to be achieved.  As has been 
mentioned above the installation of central heating 
will have a significant effect towards the end of 
the decade on demand for water heaters.   In reality 
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FICURE 5.1 PROJECTION OF DEMAND FOR WATER HEATERS 
IN IRAN 
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FIGURE 5.2 PROJECTION OF OWNERSHIP IN URBAN 
OF WATER HEATERS 
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therefore a rate of increase in demand of around 7% 
per annum is all that is likely to be achieved. 
One important factor which is likely to occur during 
the next decade is a significant change in the type 
of product which is required.   Discussions with 
manufacturers and import statistics suggest that 
there will be an increase in demand for instant 
water heaters whereas demand for storage type water 
heaters will show a much lower rate of growth. 
Obviously any division of the market by type of 
product can only be an estimate.   Trends over the 
past few years suggest that by 1356 some 20% of the 
total market is likely to be for instant water heaters 
with this type of unit increasing its market share to 
around 30% by 1361. 

5.2 Prices 

Historically prices of water heaters in Iran have 
shown little change in absolute terms.   Obviously 
increased income means that prices have 
decreased in real terms.  Looking to the future it 
is highly probable that the average price paid for 
a water heater will decrease in the future.  This 
in part will be due to a change in product type 
since instant water heaters tend to be less expensive 
than storage water heaters.  However, increased 
efficiency should also contribute to price reductions 
in real terms.   Whilst no statistical evidence can 
be presented regarding profit levels it is felt that 
in general companies producing storage water heaters 
are obtaining a significant margin of profit at the 
present time.  With increased competition from 
instant water heaters it is likely that manufacturers 
will find it necessary to reduce their profit margin 
in order to compete in the market.  For this reason 
direct government intervention should not be necessary. 
However, price controls of the type outlined for all 
domestic appliances, discussed in the main body of 
this report should be applied to this product. 

5.3 Future Development and Structure of the Industry 

The future development of the water heater manufact- 
uring industry is discussed in the section of this 
report dealing with the overall development and 
structure of the domestic appliance industry in Iran. 
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in two types, namely storage water heaters, usually 
using kerosene as the heating media and gas water 
heaters which are more commonly instant water heaters. 
In other sections of this repoit it has been argued 
that there are distinct cases for keeping the gas 
industry as a separate entity although equally limited 
overlap should not be excluded. 

5.4 Component Industry 

At the present time a significant portion of 
components for water heaters are Imported.   As far 
as kerosene water heaters are concerned components 
such as flow controls md carburettors are very 
similar to those used in kerosene space heaters and 
have been considered in the section of this report 
dealing with space heaters.   Gas storage heaters 
are still only produced in relatively small volumes 
in Iran and at the present time these volumes do not 
justify production of heating units in Iran.   It 
is felt unlikely that gas storage heaters will gain 
a significant penetration of the market in future 
years and therefore local production of these items 
is likely to remain uneconomical throughout the 
period studied by this report.   Production of 
instant gas water heaters in Iran has only recently 
begun.   At the present time the complete combustion 
and heat exchange unit is imported.   Local production 
of these components could become economical towards 
the end of the sixth plant.  Volumes of at least 
20,000 units per annum will be required before 
production is an «conomically feasible proposition. 
Furthermore, there are stringent standards which need 
to be met in the production of these items since 
there are important safety aspects which must be 
satisfied.   It is felt that production of these 
components, when economically feasible should be 
kept within the overall sphere of the gas industry. 
Investment requirements «re likely to be relatively 
small, as the order of 50,000 dollars in plant and 
machinery since fully automated techniques, requiring 
volumes of 100,000 units plus, will not be economical 
in Iran in the foreseeable future.   It is important 
to realise that the foreign exchange imposed by 
import of these components is relatively small and 
as such these components do not constitute a high 
priority for local production in Iran. 
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